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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The study of Free Choice Items (FCIs) has occupied a central position in formal
linguistics over the last forty years. The appeal of FCIs is enormous for many
reasons. One, their study is directly related to the concept of free choice (FC) and
free will that has occupied logicians and philosophers (cf. Locke 1689) and to the
concepts of possible worlds and alternatives that have occupied formal semantics
(cf. Kripke 1963 and Lewis 1986).
The properties of the English item any in the sentence below are revealing:
(1.1) You may buy any dress.
The speaker in (1.1) allows his addressee to buy a dress and to freely choose which.12
If his addressee has a choice among ten different dress-alternatives, the speaker says
that in possible world 1 his addressee is allowed to buy alternative 1 or alternative
2 or alternative 3, or alternative 10; in possible world 2, his addressee can buy
alternative 1 or alternative 2 or alternative 3 or alternative 4 and so on and so forth.3
These possible worlds are presumably compatible with the addressee’s options.
Two, the properties of FCIs in language are intriguing. First, every language
has its own lexical paradigm of FCIs that can belong to the classes of universal
quantifiers, indefinites and definites. Second, their distribution is restricted to cer-
tain contexts. This latter property emerges immediately when one considers the
distribution of the English item any in affirmative contexts:
1When a reference number is not preceded by the words “chapter”, “figure”, “footnote”, “num-
ber”, “page”, “question”, “section”, or “table”, it refers to an example.
2Certain examples presented throughout the book are extracted from dialogs; others are ex-
tracted from narrative texts. Unless stated otherwise, for the purposes of the present study, the
term “speaker” is used throughout.
3As it will be argued in chapter 4, FCIs are associated with different kinds of alternatives,
depending on their lexical semantics, to be characterized in that chapter.
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(1.2) *I bought any dress.4
Due to the fact that free choice items have restricted distributional properties, they
have been analyzed as a subclass of the general class of Polarity Items (PIs) or Po-
larity Sensitive Items (PSIs). Standard semantic theory on polarity items takes the
following assumption as universally true: the distribution of a PI, and by extension
of an FCI, in a given context is determined by a positive and a negative dependency
on the semantics of this context. Those PIs that have a positive dependency on
the semantics of a given context are said to be licensed by it. Those that have a
negative dependency on its semantics are anti-licensed by it (cf. Ladusaw 1979 and
Giannakidou 2001).
In the present book, I argue that an analysis of FCI distribution in terms of
licensing and anti-licensing by the semantics of the context is not on the right
track. Instead, as with other linguistic units, the semantics of FCIs interacts with
the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context. This interaction determines
their distribution. I propose that the distribution of FCIs is entirely free with the
exception of certain cases in which we expect semantic blocking.
In this chapter, first the aim of the dissertation is detailed. Then, the approach
followed is presented. Finally, an overview of the outline of the book is provided.
Thus, the present chapter does not serve as a complete overview of the approaches
to the phenomenon of FCIs but as an introduction to the main issues that will be
explored throughout the dissertation.
1.1 The aim: semantics and distribution of Free
Choice Items
Studying the English item any, Vendler (1967) was the first to document the phe-
nomenon of free choice, or in his terms freedom of choice, in language. Cross-
linguistic research has shown that languages have their own FCI paradigm. For
instance, recent studies on Greek and French have demonstrated that, like any,
presented in (1.1) and repeated under (1.3a) below, the Greek item opjodhipote in
(1.4a), referred to as o-dhipote from now on, and the French item n’importe quelle,
referred to as n’importe qu-, are also indefinites that express FC (cf. Giannakidou
2001 and Jayez and Tovena 2005). Consider the following pairs of examples:
(1.3) a. You may buy any dress.
b. You may buy a dress.
(1.4) a. Boris
May.2sg
na
subj
aghorasis
buy.2sg
opjodhipote
FCI
forema.
dress
You may buy any dress.
b. Boris
May.2sg
na
subj
aghorasis
buy.2sg
ena
a
forema.
dress
You may buy a dress.5
4When “*” precedes a sentence or a constituent, it indicates ungrammaticality.
5For simplicity, the glosses of the non-English FCIs in the present and the following chapter
uniformly contain the term “FCI”. From chapter 3 onwards, more information will be added.
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(1.5) a. Tu
You
peux
may.2sg
acheter
buy
n’importe quelle
FCI
robe.
dress
You may buy any dress.
b. Tu
You
peux
may.2sg
acheter
buy
une
a
robe.
dress
You may buy a dress.
The comparison between the sentences with the indefinites any, o-dhipote and
n’importe qu- and the sentences with the indefinites a, ena and une shows that
the last ones do not express FC. Although the speaker in (1.3b), (1.4b) and (1.5b)
gives permission to his addressee to buy a dress, the speaker in (1.3a), (1.4a) and
(1.5a) not only allows his addressee to buy a dress, but in addition, he allows her
to freely choose the dress that she likes, without any restrictions.
Simply put, the interpretation of the sentences in (1.3a), (1.4a) and (1.5a) is as
follows: I allow you to take a dress and my permission holds for no matter which
dress you choose. No such information is conveyed by (1.3b), (1.4b) and (1.5b);
it may be the case that the speaker does not mind which dress his addressee will
buy but it may also be the case that he does. Imagine a situation in which the
speaker’s addressee chooses to buy a very expensive dress. If someone has uttered
(1.3a), (1.4a) and (1.5a), he is not supposed to object to his addressee’s buying such
a dress. Upon utterance of (1.3b), (1.4b) or (1.5b), however, it may very well be
the case that the speaker objects to this purchase.
As long as one considers FCIs in modal contexts as in (1.3-1.5), there is noth-
ing irregular about their meaning and their distribution. They are all grammatical
in possibility modal contexts and they all have the same special meaning of free
choice. However, their intriguing distributional and semantic properties immedi-
ately surface when one considers their behavior in non-modal contexts. Reflect on
the following data:
(1.6) *I said anything.
(1.7) *Ipa
Said.1sg
otidhipote.
FCI
(1.8) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire
say
quelque chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
FCI
I had to say something. I said just anything.
Even at the first glance, these data reveal that FCIs across languages have different
distributional properties. Although all FCIs are grammatical in modal contexts,
not all of them are grammatical in affirmative ones. The English and Greek FCIs
any and o-dhipote are ungrammatical in affirmative contexts (1.6-1.7), whereas the
French FCI n’importe qu- is grammatical therein (1.8). In view of this contrast,
one would like to have answers to the following questions: 1) Why are any and o-
dhipote ungrammatical in affirmative contexts, while they are grammatical in modal
contexts? 2) Why do free choice items have different distributional properties? In
other words, what determines the distributional properties of free choice items?
The properties of FCIs appear to be even more controversial when one considers
the meaning of n’importe quoi in (1.8). N’importe quoi expresses randomness in this
example. The speaker asserts that he said something and that he chose randomly
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the thing that he said. This special reading has been called by Horn (2000a,b)
indiscriminacy. The interpretational properties of FCIs in modal and affirmative
contexts raise the following questions: 1) Is there a common semantic property that
all FCIs share? 2) If yes, then, why do they have different readings depending on
the context in which they appear?
Crucially, if one considers items within one language but also cross-linguistically,
one can only see that the above features are not so bizarre. More concretely, just
any, namely the combination of the particle just with the English item any, is
grammatical in affirmative contexts with exactly the same reading as n’importe qu-
in (1.8). In the example below for instance, the speaker asserts that he randomly
selected the thing that he said in order to fill the silence:
(1.9) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: “Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us” followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.67
The fact that n’importe qu- and just any are grammatical in affirmative contexts
with exactly the same reading suggests that there is a correlation between FCI
distribution and the interaction between FCI lexical semantics and context.
In this book, I will defend the hypothesis that, cross-linguistically, FCIs are
grammatical as long as their lexical semantics, i.e., the set of readings with which
they are associated, is not blocked by the semantics or the pragmatics of the context.
FCI distribution is entirely free with the exception of certain cases in which we
expect semantic blocking.
The argumentation in this book centers around the following axes and questions:
1. The role of the context in the distribution of free choice items:
(a) Can the distribution of free choice items be accounted for in terms of
licensing by the semantics of the context in which they appear?
(b) Can the distribution of free choice items be accounted for in terms of
anti-licensing by the semantics of the context in which they appear?
(c) Is there a unique operator to which free choice items are sensitive?
2. The common properties of free choice items:
(a) Do free choice items have a core semantics, independently of the context
in which they appear?
(b) If yes, then, why do they have different readings in context?
6Found in http://observer.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,6903,671668,00.html.
7In order to distinguish between the text preceding the actual sentence with the FCI and the
sentence itself, the preceding text is put in italics.
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3. The lexical semantics of free choice items:
(a) What are the readings that free choice items allow, independently of the
context in which they appear?
(b) What are the readings that they do not allow?
(c) What are the criteria to distinguish among readings?
4. The interaction between the lexical semantics of free choice items and context:
(a) What reading or readings are allowed by a given context?
(b) What reading or readings are blocked by a given context?
(c) How does the interaction between readings and context determine the
distribution of free choice items?
The way in which the above questions are answered is delineated in sections 1.2 and
1.3 below.
1.2 The approach
1.2.1 Terminology
Vendler (1967) analyzed freedom of choice as the meaning that any has indepen-
dently of the context in which it appears. Since then, FCIs have been studied as
a subclass of the class of PIs that are said to be licensed or anti-licensed by the
semantics of certain sentential operators.
For instance, as witnessed below, the expression lift a finger is licensed in neg-
ative contexts and anti-licensed in affirmative ones. For this reason, it has been
characterized as Negative Polarity Item (NPI).
(1.10) a. *He lifted a finger.
b. He did not lift a finger to help us.
The ungrammaticality of any in affirmative sentences as in (1.6), repeated under
(1.11) below, and its grammaticality in negative contexts have been the main reason
for which Baker (1970) classified it to the class of PSIs:
(1.11) *I said anything.
(1.12) I did not see any student.
Ladusaw (1979) used the term FC, not to describe the meaning of any, but to refer
to its use in non-negative contexts featured in (1.1), repeated below. He confined
the term PS-any for its use in negative contexts.
(1.13) You may buy any dress.
Giannakidou (2001) and Jayez and Tovena (2005) employed the term FCI in order
to refer to distinct morphological paradigms of items.
In this thesis, I adopt Giannakidou’s and Jayez and Tovena’s use of FCI. More
precisely, with the term FCI, I do not refer to the use of certain items in certain
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contexts but to a whole class of items with distinct semantic and distributional
properties, to be explored. Due to the absence of a formal criterion of what “counts”
as FCI, items that have already been analyzed in the literature as FCIs are my
starting point. Thus, by adopting a unifying view on FCIs, my aim in this thesis is
to account for their distributional properties in a variety of contexts.
1.2.2 Multi-level
In view of the intriguing distributional and semantic properties of FCIs many ques-
tions are raised as to how to approach them. Recent context-oriented approaches
have argued that FCIs are not grammatical in affirmative contexts. Should one just
“ignore” affirmative contexts and proceed by accounting for the distribution of FCIs
in non-affirmative ones? The drawback of this would be that we would account only
for certain uses of FCIs. Should one work only on one item, leaving the comparison
between items aside or should one consider items like n’importe qu-, which are gram-
matical in affirmative contexts (1.8), as items of a different kind? In such a case, we
would not have an overall picture of the phenomenon of FCIs. As illustrated above,
by addressing the distributional and semantic properties of only one FCI, we cannot
draw generalizations for the general class of FCIs. Consequently, the consideration
of different items within one language and in a variety of contexts is necessary in
order to have a clear picture of the semantic and distributional properties of FCIs.
The empirical domain of this thesis examines the behavior of a variety of French,
Greek and English items in a variety of downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic
and interrogative contexts. The French items that are studied in this thesis are of
the following type: n’importe qu-, qu- que ce soit and un NP quelconque. The Greek
items that are studied in this thesis are of the following type: o-dhipote, enas/o o-
dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an. The English items that are studied are of the following
type: any, just any and wh-ever.
The phenomenon of FCIs is complex and the results of studies on FCIs are di-
vergent. So far, most studies were often based on data collected from one source
and from one language. However, in order to be able to draw any generalizations,
a proper empirical basis is needed. Such a basis should contain data from different
(types of) sources, which makes the results (especially when convergent) more re-
liable. Further, in cross-linguistic comparisons and generalizations obviously data
from different languages are required. In this study, both conditions are fulfilled.
The empirical basis of the current study contains French, Greek and English
data and they were collected from three different sources. A big part of the French
and Greek data is extracted from the Free Choice Item Database (FCID) which
has been constructed by myself. These data come from existing corpora for which I
additionally obtained semantic judgments from native speakers and described their
properties in detail. Another part of the data, for which semantic judgments were
collected, is extracted from the literature on FCIs and from the internet. The third
part is composed out of novel data constructed by myself for which also acceptability
and semantic judgments from native speakers of French, Greek and English were
obtained. I believe that the analysis of data from various sources, of different
types and from more than one language allows a much better understanding of the
phenomenon of FCIs.
Since English data are not included in the FCID and since, as it will be shown
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in the following chapter, the lexical semantics of English FCIs has received a lot of
attention in the literature, English will be used as a meta-language in the following
ways. One, cross-linguistic generalizations will be tested on this language. Two,
the properties of the readings of English FCIs, which have partially been discussed
in the literature, will serve as analytical tools for the examination of the lexical
semantics of French and Greek FCIs.
The research of both the distribution and the semantics of FCIs is performed at
three different levels: at the level of the item, at the level of the language and at a
cross-linguistic level. At an item-specific level, the lexical semantics of FCIs and the
way in which it interacts with context are explored. On a language-specific level, the
divergences and similarities between FCIs of the same language emerge. At a cross-
linguistic level, the convergent points among FCIs allow to draw generalizations as
far as their semantics and distribution are concerned.
1.3 Outline of the book
In chapter 2, I discuss accounts of the phenomenon of FCIs which are salient for
the purposes of the present study. The facts presented in that chapter pertain to
the question in (1a) and at the same time constitute evidence crucial to answers
to questions in (1b) and (3a) provided in chapter 7 and chapter 4, respectively.
After a brief historical overview of the first steps to our understanding of what free
choice means, it will be demonstrated that approaches on FCIs form three groups.
First, certain approaches focus on the quantificational properties of FCIs and on
properties that they share with indefinites and definites. Second, item-oriented ap-
proaches concentrate on the lexical semantics of FCIs. Some of them analyze the
distribution of FCIs in terms of their semantics. Third, context-oriented approaches
focus on the semantics of the contexts in which FCIs appear in order to account for
their distribution. The motivation behind context-oriented approaches is the un-
grammaticality of certain FCIs in affirmative contexts. By the end of that chapter,
I will have concluded that existing context-oriented approaches are not on the right
track. Since certain FCIs are grammatical in veridical contexts, the distribution of
the general class of FCIs cannot be accounted for in terms of licensing.8 Instead,
a study that takes into account the combination of the lexical semantics of FCIs
and the context, from a cross-linguistic perspective, will be proposed as a more
promising path to follow.
The Free Choice Item Database (FCID) (whose set-up, rationale and results
are detailed in chapter 3) is crucial to the investigation of: a) the contexts in
which FCIs appear, b) the lexical semantics of FCIs and the way it is realized in a
variety of contexts (readings), and c) the interaction between the semantics of FCIs
and the semantics of the context in which they occur. To begin with, the FCID
serves as “experiment” for the confirmation of the validity of the hypothesis that
concentrating on the context is ineffective. Novel results from the FCID show that
the majority of FCIs studied in this book are grammatical in veridical contexts.
Moreover, although certain FCIs are grammatical in all modal contexts, certain
others are ungrammatical in necessity modal ones. Therefore, one cannot account
8With the term “general class of FCIs” I refer to the class of FCIs, in general, and not to the
individual items that belong to this class.
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for the distribution of FCIs by having the context as starting point. These results
reinforce the validity of the answer to question (1a) given in chapter 2 and answer
question (1c). More generally, the content of the FCID constitutes one of the pivots
from which the empirical and cross-linguistic generalizations formulated throughout
this thesis will emerge and one of the bases for the answer to the questions in (2a-
4c), given in chapters 4-7. Therefore, chapter 3 can be viewed as the chapter that
“marries” theory and data.
The facts reported in chapter 4 help answer the questions in (2a-3c). FCIs
are commonly associated with alternatives, even in veridical contexts, and differ in
the way in which reference to alternatives is made. A pattern with the readings
of French, Greek and English FCIs and the criteria to distinguish among them
emerges. The contents of this pattern constitute the tools with which I examine
the interaction between FCI lexical semantics and context in the empirical domain
of the book, i.e., in chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 apply the results of chapter 4 to a variety of data. The
results reported in these chapters reply to questions (1b) and (4a-4c). Working
in parallel at an item-specific, a language-specific and a cross-linguistic level, the
distributional properties of FCIs are explored. Chapter 5 presents the distribution of
French FCIs. Chapter 6 gives the distributional properties of Greek FCIs and their
convergences with those of French FCIs. In chapter 7, I address the distributional
properties of English FCIs and compare them to the distributional properties of
French and Greek FCIs. Since instances of the interaction between the semantics
of any and the semantics of the context in which it appears will have already been
presented in chapter 2, chapter 7 makes a systematic comparison between any and
other English FCIs. The behavior of English FCIs is then a “test” for the cross-
linguistic generalizations that will have been drawn for French and Greek FCIs in
chapter 6.
At the end of chapter 7, the results of the empirical domain are reviewed. First, I
argue that the common distributional properties shared by those French, Greek and
English FCIs that belong to the same interpretational class are one more strong piece
of evidence for the validity of the proposal of this thesis. Second, I review the nature
of the interaction between contexts and FCI readings. Finally, I reexamine the way
in which this interaction determines FCI distribution and I discuss the nature of
that distribution. All readings can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts and,
consequently, so can all FCIs. Therefore, the condition of anti-licensing cannot be
applied to FCIs. I propose that the distribution of FCIs is entirely free with the
exception of certain cases in which we expect semantic blocking.
CHAPTER 2
In Search of Free Choice
2.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the most salient assumptions and theoretical frameworks
that underlie the current analyses of free choice items.
First, a historical overview that delineates the first steps to our understanding
of the phenomenon of FCIs is given in section 2.2. As it will be shown in section
2.2.1, Vendler (1967) discussed freedom of choice as the meaning of the English item
any. Scholars after Vendler replaced this term with the term free choice. Without,
however, there being a clear definition of what the common properties of FCIs are,
as it will be shown in section 2.2.2, scholars concentrated on the distribution of
FCIs. This “twist” in the research on FCIs from their common semantic properties
to their distribution has been facilitated by the fact that, like many polarity items,
any is ungrammatical in affirmative contexts and grammatical in negative ones.
For this reason, the most crucial approaches to any as negative polarity item are
presented in section 2.2.2.
Then, in sections 2.3-2.5, a systematic presentation and evaluation of the current
theories on FCIs is accomplished. Depending on their approach, these theories
are divided into three big categories. To the first category belong those theories
that discussed the quantificational force of FCIs but also the properties that they
share with indefinites and definites. To the second category belong item-oriented
approaches, namely approaches that concentrated on the lexical semantics of items
that have been analyzed as FCIs. As it will be shown, some of them analyzed
the distributional properties of FCIs in terms of their semantic properties. To the
third category belong context-oriented approaches, namely approaches that aimed
at explaining the distributional properties of FCIs by focusing on the semantics of
the contexts in which FCIs appear.
By the end of the chapter, the following conclusions will have been drawn. First,
it is unclear what is the core semantic property of the items that belong to the class
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of FCIs. Second, the distributional properties of FCIs can be accounted for only
by an approach that considers both the semantics of the item and the semantics of
the context. Third, in order to adequately account for the distributional properties
of FCIs, one needs to take into consideration the behavior of more than one item
within the same language but also of items in different languages, in a variety of
contexts.
2.2 First steps
Here, a flashback to the first steps to our understanding of the phenomenon of FCIs
is presented. In section 2.2.1, I begin with Vendler (1967) who, as explained in the
introduction of this book, is the first to acknowledge the meaning of free choice, or
in his terms freedom of choice, in language. Then, in section 2.2.2, I continue by
explaining how research on the phenomenon of polarity sensitivity determined the
current research on FCIs.
Two practical issues with relation to the content of the present section need to
be clarified. One, since any was the first item to be analyzed as FCI, the reader
is here mainly acquainted with the semantic and distributional properties of this
item. Two, although section 2.5 presents theories that analyzed the distribution of
FCIs in terms of the semantics of the contexts in which they appear, I discuss the
way in which studies on the phenomenon of polarity sensitivity, and by extension
of any as NPI, shaped our thinking about FCIs in section 2.2.2. The discussion of
more recent context-oriented theories on FCIs is postponed until section 2.5.
2.2.1 Free Choice and meaning
Russell (1903) was the first to analyze the semantics of any and to detect the
meaning of irrelevance in it. He wrote: “any a denotes only one a, but it is wholly
irrelevant which it denotes, and what is said will be equally true whichever it may
be” (Russell, 1903, 58).
Vendler (1967) coined the term freedom of choice, in order to describe the mean-
ing that any has, independently of the context in which it appears. He observed
that, although like one and some, any is “indeterminate” (Vendler, 1967, 80-81), it
differs from them in that it expresses freedom of choice. Consider for instance the
following sentences from Vendler (1967):
(2.1) I can beat one of you.
(2.2) I can beat some of you.
(2.3) I can beat any one of you.
Vendler described the meaning of these sentences as follows:
The first two assertions [2.1-2.2] claim that there is one person (or
some persons) among you whom I can beat, but I do not care to indicate
who he is (or who they are). The third [2.3], however, claims that no
matter whom you select from among you, I can beat him. For future
reference, let us call this very peculiar aspect of the use of any, which, as
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we saw, succeeds in blending indetermination with generality, freedom
of choice. (Vendler, 1967, 80)
According to Vendler, upon utterance of the possibility modal sentence in (2.3), the
speaker leaves his addressee freedom to determine whom he can beat. Adopting a
game-theoretic view on any, Vendler (1967, 80) claimed that the speaker in (2.3)
grants his addressee “the unrestricted liberty of individual choice”.1
As also noticed by Vendler, the same is the situation in generic contexts as (2.4)
below:
(2.4) Any doctor will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
(2.4) expresses “a blank warranty for conditional predictions: you fill in the names.
You choose Dr. Jones; well, then he will tell you if you ask him. You pick twenty-five
others; then, I say, they will tell you if you consult them” (Vendler, 1967, 85).
In other words, for Vendler, with a sentence containing any, the speaker plays the
role of proponent by proposing a challenge, while the addressee assumes the virtual
role of opponent who may test the speaker’s claim by selecting an entity (cf. also
Nunberg and Pan 1975). For the speaker, it is irrelevant which entity his addressee
will choose. Crucially, it is not the subject of the sentence who exercises choice;
choice is attributed to the addressee. This point is significant because, as it will be
shown shortly, Vendler changed his view in his explanation of the ungrammaticality
of any in affirmative contexts.
Vendler was the first who analyzed freedom of choice in language, as the meaning
of the English item any. After Vendler, linguists used the terms freedom of choice
and free choice alternatively, in order to convey exactly the same meaning. Lately,
only the term free choice is used. The latter has been ascribed to disjunctions too.
For instance, disjunctions like the one in (2.5) below, have been called free choice
disjunctions (cf. Kamp 1973, Zimmermann 2000 and Aloni 2002 among others).
(2.5) You may go to the cinema or to the theater.
Thus the way in which Vendler (1967) spelled out the meaning of freedom of choice
is a reference point for all scholars who undertake to account for free choice items,
independently of the language and the theoretical framework that they work on. In
contrast, the same does not hold true for his way of explaining the distributional
properties of any, and more precisely its ungrammaticality in affirmative contexts.
For instance:
(2.6) *He took any one. (from Vendler 1967)
Vendler (1967, 81) proposed that any is ungrammatical in the affirmative sentence
in (2.6) because it “calls for a choice, but after it has been made any loses its point”.
In other words, he argued that (2.6) is ill-formed because a choice has already been
made by the subject he.
This way of explaining the ungrammaticality of any in (2.6) faces certain prob-
lems. To begin with, although the same game-theoretic perspective can be brought
to bear on the uses of any in affirmative contexts, Vendler has not explained why it
1The reader is referred to Lorenzen 1961, the first to use the terms of proponent and opponent
in a game theoretic framework.
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is not. More precisely, although in generic and possibility modal contexts Vendler
ascribed choice to the addressee, he claimed that, in affirmative contexts, it is the
subject of the sentence that makes a choice. As it will be portrayed, the perplexing
way in which Vendler analyzed the ill-formedness of (2.6) led scholars to conclude
that free choice is expressed only in certain contexts.
Moreover, Vendler’s approach to the ungrammaticality of any in the affirmative
sentence in (2.6) does not account for the fact that, as first observed by LeGrand
(1975), any is grammatical in affirmative contexts when combined with a relative
clause (RC):
(2.7) She bought anything she needed at Carson’s. (from LeGrand 1975)
If Vendler was correct in arguing that any is ungrammatical in (2.6) because the
subject he made a choice, and, as a result, choice is not “called”, then (2.7) would
be ill-formed too. This point was also made by Davison (1980).
The third problematic issue in Vendler’s way of accounting for the ungrammat-
icality of any in the affirmative sentence in (2.6) becomes apparent in view of its
grammaticality in negative contexts:
(2.8) I did not see any students.
Vendler, himself, did not explain how freedom of choice applies to negative sen-
tences. However, if he was right to claim that any is ungrammatical in affirmative
contexts because, since the subject has already made a choice, choice is not “called”
anymore, any would be ungrammatical in negative contexts in which there is no
choice event. However, as (2.8) reveals, any is grammatical in negative contexts.
The puzzling way in which Vendler (1967) explained the ungrammaticality of any
in affirmative contexts had important consequences for the way in which scholars
after Vendler employed the term FC. More precisely, the term FC has characterized
the use of any in modal and generic contexts. For example, McCawley (1977) was
drawn to conclude that any does not express free choice in negative contexts. Along
the same line of reasoning, Davison (1980) argued that FC is the meaning that any
has only in certain contexts, modal and generic ones being included.
However, scholars like McCawley (1977) and Davison (1980) disregarded the
fact that the initial way in which Vendler explained freedom of choice, according
to which choice is ascribed to the addressee, applies to negative contexts as well.
More precisely, although Vendler did not explain how freedom of choice applies to
sentences like in (2.8), one can argue that (2.8) means that if you choose student x,
I did not see x; if you choose student y, I did not see y. Far from viewing free choice
as the meaning that any has, independently of the context in which it appears,
scholars that researched any ended up employing the term free choice to refer to
the use of any in certain contexts.
From this point onwards, scholars were not interested in the core semantics of
FCIs. Instead, they sought to analyze the distributional properties of items that,
by stipulation, behave like any and are FCIs. As it will be shown in section 2.2.2,
this “turn” in the focus of research on FCIs from their common semantic properties
to their distribution has been further facilitated by research on the phenomenon of
polarity sensitivity.
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2.2.2 Free Choice and Polarity Sensitivity
Below, the way in which studies on the phenomenon of polarity sensitivity deter-
mined research on FCIs is examined. I first present an overview of the kinds of
polarity items and explain why any has been characterized as a negative polar-
ity item. Then I explain what motivated Ladusaw (1979) to propose the terms
“(PS-)any” and “(FC-)any”. Finally, I discuss the most salient theories on the
distribution of any as NPI.
As illustrated in (1.10) and repeated under (2.9) below, the expression lift a
finger is grammatical in negative contexts and ungrammatical in affirmative ones:
(2.9) a. *He lifted a finger.
b. He did not lift a finger to help us.
Due to these distributional properties, items like lift a finger are called negative
polarity items. As their name reveals, negative polarity items belong to the class
of polarity items. Hein (1890) presented the first systematic investigation of PIs
in Middle English. As negation was initially thought to be the only operator re-
sponsible for the grammaticality of polarity items, in addition to the labels polarity
sensitive items or polarity items, scholars have also used the label negative polarity
item. For example, scholars have called items like lift a finger PSIs, PIs and NPIs.
Klima (1964) discovered that negation is not the only operator to which PIs are
sensitive. As it be shortly detailed, Klima called the contexts in which PIs appear
affective. Following Klima, Giannakidou (1998, 1999) introduced the term Affective
Polarity Item (API) in order to refer to polarity items that are grammatical in
non-negative contexts too.
As shown in (2.10), there are PIs which are allergic to negation. The item
already, for instance, is a PI that is grammatical in affirmative contexts and un-
grammatical in negative ones. Items like already are called Affirmative Polarity
Items or Positive Polarity Items (PPIs).
(2.10) a. The Sox have already clinched the pennant.
b. *The Sox haven’t already clinched the pennant. (from Baker 1970)
After this brief overview of the various categories of PIs, let me address any. Baker
(1970) argued that any is similar to NPIs for the following reasons. One, as first no-
ticed by Buyssens (1959), any, just like the expression lift a finger, is ungrammatical
in affirmative contexts. This is exemplified below:
(2.11) a. I am not having any.
b. *I am having any. (from Buyssens 1959)
Two, Baker (1970) discovered that negative sentences with any are semantically
equivalent to negative sentences with NPIs and with indefinites. For example, he
observed that the following two sentences are semantically equivalent to the negative
sentence in (2.9b):
(2.12) He did not do anything to help us.
(2.13) He did not do a THING to help us.2
2Capitals indicate stress.
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In light of this similarity between NPIs like lift a finger and any, Fauconnier (1975)
proposed that, like NPIs, items like any induce negated existential quantification.
These distributional as well as semantic similarities between any and NPIs led
scholars to characterize any as NPI.
Since any had been classified in the general class of NPIs in its use in negative
contexts and, since, for reasons that are presented in section 2.2.1, FC had been
considered a flavor that any has in non-negative contexts, Ladusaw (1979) proposed
that there is a polarity sensitive any “(PS)-any” which is triggered by negation
and a free choice any “(FC)-any”, which is not triggered, but is acceptable in
sentences that have a kind of non-event or generic reading. Ladusaw himself was
not interested in FC-any. Instead, he searched to find out the common semantic
properties of contexts that license NPIs, and by extension PS-any. Like Ladusaw,
all scholars who worked on NPIs, and by extension on any, were interested on
their distributional properties. Therefore they did not address the question of what
exactly the core properties of FCIs are. Until 1993, when, as it will be detailed
in section 2.4.2, Kadmon and Landman (1993) proposed a uniform analysis of the
distribution of any, only those distributional properties that any shares with NPIs
were systematically discussed; the semantics of FCIs was not approached.
In the remainder of this section, the most salient approaches to the phenomenon
of polarity sensitivity, and by extension to any as NPI, are discussed.3 The main
focus of research on NPIs has been the discovery of their grammaticality conditions.
As explained by Ladusaw (1997), scholars mainly concentrate on the questions of
the licensor, the licensee, the licensing relation and the status of ill-formed sentences
with NPIs. Regarding the first question, scholars try to delimit the class of items
that license or, for Ladusaw (1979), that trigger NPIs, as for example negation. As
for the second question, they try to understand why some items, like lift a finger,
are NPIs while others are not, why some items are NPIs in some languages but not
in others and why some items became NPIs, at a certain point in their history, and
then lost this status (e.g. Dutch immer “ever”). As far as the licensing relation is
concerned, researchers have been trying to explore the nature of the relation between
the licensor and the licensee. In terms of the fourth question, scholars have been
trying to understand whether sentences with an unlicensed NPI are syntactically
well-formed but uninterpretable or whether they are interpretable but pragmatically
odd.
Klima (1964) was the first to attempt formulating the common licensing condi-
tion of NPIs. He observed that any is not grammatical only in contexts with the
negative operator not. Instead, as shown below, he noticed that it is also gram-
matical in “special negatives” (Klima, 1964, 273) but also other sentences “similar
to negatives” (Klima, 1964, 311). For instance, any is grammatical in sentences
with nowhere (2.14), scarcely (2.15), never (2.16), with words with negative affixes
like unable (2.17), with only (2.18), in interrogative sentences (2.19), and sentences
with factive predicates (2.20):4
3In this thesis, I do not study NPIs per se. Therefore, only the most salient theories, related
to Ladusaw’s PS-any, are presented. The reader is referred to Klima (1964), Ladusaw (1979),
Zwarts (1981), van der Wouden (1994, 1997), Giannakidou (1997) and Tovena (1998) for a detailed
overview of the various theories on NPIs.
4The data in (2.14-2.20) are from Klima (1964).
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(2.14) Nowhere has anybody been hit by anyone.
(2.15) Scarcely anybody accepts suggestions, not even writers.
(2.16) He never rejects anything.
(2.17) He is unable to find any time for that.
(2.18) Only young writers ever accept suggestions with any sincerity.
(2.19) Who expects him to write any more novels?
(2.20) He was ashamed to take any more money.
Klima baptized contexts that contain a sentential negative marker and the contexts
presented above as affective and proposed that NPIs like any are grammatical in a
sentence if and only if they are in construction with a negative operator. In other
words, NPIs are grammatical if and only if they are “c-commanded” by an element
which is either negative, or is “similar” to negation. A node a c-commands a node b
if the first branching node dominating a dominates b (cf. Reinhart 1976). Although
Klima (1964) constitutes the first study of the semantic properties of the contexts
that allow NPIs, Klima’s theory cannot be considered as a systematic account of
the common semantic properties of the contexts that license NPIs.
Like Klima (1964), LeGrand (1975) did not provide a systematic account of the
distributional properties of any. Instead, he was the first to concentrate on the
fact that any is grammatical in affirmative contexts when combined with a relative
clause. This is illustrated by the comparison between (2.7), repeated below under
(2.21), and (2.22):
(2.21) She bought anything she needed at Carson’s.
(2.22) *She bought anything from Carson’s. (from LeGrand 1975)
According to LeGrand, the relative clause in (2.21) behaves like the restrictor of an
implicit conditional. More precisely, this sentence means that if the subject needed
a dress, she bought a dress at Carson’s; if she needed a jacket, she bought a jacket
at Carson’s. LeGrand (1975) observed that other NPIs like give a damn and bother
to are also grammatical in conditional contexts:5
(2.23) a. If anyone gives a damn about me, they’ll help me.
b. *That man who gives a damn about me will help me.
(2.24) a. If anyone bothers to read their text, they’ll learn the answer.
b. *That man who bothers to read his text will learn the answer.
The fact that the RC that is combined with any functions as the restrictor of
a conditional construction and the fact that NPIs in general are grammatical in
conditional contexts led LeGrand (1975) to the conclusion that any is grammatical
in (2.21) because it is found in a conditional context. The phenomenon in which
any becomes grammatical when combined with a RC, in otherwise hostile contexts,
was labeled by LeGrand (1975) as subtrigging.
In section 2.5.2, it will be shown that this way of analyzing the distribution of any
in cases as in (2.21) above has influenced the analysis on FCIs cross-linguistically.
5The data in (2.23-2.24) are from LeGrand (1975).
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Although LeGrand (1975) was the first to observe that any is grammatical in af-
firmative contexts when combined with a RC and to explain this fact in terms of
the implicit conditional operator, Chase and Phillips (1941), Jespersen (1965) and
Geach (1972) were the first to observe that, when a RC is combined with any, it
always behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construction. Jespersen (1965)
baptized RCs that restrict any “conditional relatives”. Geach (1972) observed that
the following two sentences are semantically equivalent:
(2.25) Any gentleman who is grossly insulted must send a challenge.
(2.26) Any gentleman, if he is grossly insulted, must send a challenge.
Geach noted that in (2.27) below, in which any is not used, the relative clause does
not behave as restrictor. The contrast between (2.25) which contains any and (2.27)
that does not contain any, led Geach to the conclusion that the semantics of any is
responsible for the conditional semantics of RCs combined with it.
(2.27) The Old Guard was now brought up against the enemy position by
Napoleon himself who was forty years old that very day.
However, RCs behave like restrictors even in the absence of any. The examples
below demonstrate that, when combined with an indefinite nominal phrase (NP), a
RC behaves either as a modifier or as a restrictor:
(2.28) She bought a jacket that she needed at Carson’s. (modifier)
(2.29) A gentleman who is grossly insulted must send a challenge. (restrictor)
Note that, in exactly the same context (cf. 2.21 and 2.28), the RC behaves differ-
ently depending on whether it is combined with any or with another item. The fact
that, as noticed by Chase and Phillips (1941), Jespersen (1965) and Geach (1972),
a relative clause that is combined with any always behaves like the restrictor of a
conditional construction and the contrast between (2.21) and (2.28), indicate that
if it was not for any, the RC in (2.21) would not behave as restrictor and raises the
question of why the RC always behaves like restrictor when combined with any.
As it will be shown throughout this thesis, many FCIs become grammatical in
otherwise hostile contexts when combined with a relative clause. In these cases, as
with any, the relative clause behaves as restrictor. Since the study of the semantics
of RCs is beyond the scope of the present thesis, I will not be concerned with the
question of why exactly RCs always behave like restrictors when combined with
certain FCIs. However, since I am interested in the distribution of FCIs I will be
concerned with the question of why exactly, in certain otherwise hostile contexts,
some FCIs become grammatical when combined with a RC.
The answer to this question becomes even more urgent when one considers
cases as in (1.8), repeated below, which show that the French FCI n’importe qu- is
grammatical in affirmative sentences, without being combined with a RC:
(2.30) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire
say
quelque chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
FCI
I had to say something. I said just anything.
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Ladusaw (1979) was the first who aimed at systematically investigating the common
semantic property of the contexts in which any, and other NPIs, are grammatical.
Confining the term “FC-any” to the uses of any in modal and generic contexts,
he concentrated on the distributional properties that NPIs, and PS-any, share.
Consider the following sentences with any :6
(2.31) If anyone ever catches on to us, we’re in trouble.
(2.32) Mary arrived before anyone left the party.
(2.33) No student who had ever read anything on phrenology attended the lec-
tures.
(2.34) Few students who had ever read anything on phrenology attended the
lecture.
(2.35) John won’t dance with anyone.
Ladusaw proposed that all contexts that license, or in his terms, trigger NPIs, and
by extension any, are downward entailing (DE). The typical property of downward
entailing contexts is that they allow inferences from sets to subsets. A downward
entailing expression is defined as follows:
(2.36) An expression δ is downward entailing iff
∀X∀Y(X⊆Y)→(δ’(Y)⊆δ’(X))7
Below, instances of downward entailing contexts are given. The reader can observe
that all contexts in (2.31-2.35) above are downward entailing:8
(2.37) They did not eat ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ They did not eat Italian ice-cream.
(2.38) If you eat ice-cream, I will give you 10 euros.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ If you eat Italian ice-cream, I will give you 10 euros.
(2.39) Few students ate ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ Few students ate Italian ice-cream.
6The data in (2.31-2.35) are from Ladusaw (1979).
7For Ladusaw (1979), δ’ denotes the interpretation of δ.
8There is an ongoing discussion on whether all types of conditionals are downward entailing.
In the example below from van der Wouden (1997) for instance, the inference pattern does not go
through:
(i) If you ever go to Yemen, you will enjoy it.
‖go to Yemen and get sick there‖ ⊆ ‖go to Yemen‖
6=If you ever go to Yemen and get sick there, you will enjoy it.
In van der Wouden (1997, 163) it is argued that “conditionals are at least downward monotonic
system-internally”. This idea goes back to Kas (1993, 120) who coined the term inner-system
monotonicity in order to capture the idea that certain inferences “need not refer to data outside
the inferential system”.
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(2.40) No student ate ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ No student ate Italian ice-cream.
(2.41) Nobody ate ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ Nobody ate Italian ice-cream.
(2.42) I refused to eat ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ I refused to eat Italian ice-cream.
(2.43) I left without eating ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ I left without eating Italian ice-cream.
(2.44) I left before eating ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ I left before eating Italian ice-cream.
(2.45) I was too tired to eat ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ I was too tired to eat Italian ice-cream.
(2.46) I prefer eating chocolate rather than eating ice-cream.
‖Italian ice-cream⊆ice-cream ‖
→ I prefer eating chocolate rather than eating Italian ice-cream.
Ladusaw was also the first to analyze the distribution of polarity items in terms of
triggering and anti-triggering. He proposed that, as far as negation is concerned,
the item any is triggered by this operator, while the item some is anti-triggered by
it. This is also illustrated by the pair of examples below found in Ladusaw (1979):
(2.47) a. *There are any unicorns in the garden.
b. There aren’t any unicorns in the garden.
(2.48) a. There are some unicorns in the garden.
b. ?There aren’t some unicorns in the garden.9
As it will be shown in section 2.5.2, this way of analyzing the distribution of any
and some in negative contexts influenced research on FCIs.
Ladusaw’s proposal is appealing for the fine way in which it covered operators
that license NPIs. It has been followed by many scholars like Hoeksema (1986),
Zwarts (1986, 1993), Dowty (1993) and van der Wouden (1994, 1997), among others.
However, it did not cover cases like the one below in which we have Ladusaw’s FC-
any. As explained at the beginning of this book, endorsing a unified view of FCIs,
I aim to account for their distribution in a variety of contexts. For this reason,
Ladusaw’s proposal cannot be adopted here.
(2.49) You may buy any ice-cream.
Also, certain downward entailing contexts do not license all negative polarity items.
This has been convincingly argued by van der Wouden (1994, 1997). More pre-
9When a sentence is preceded by “?”, it is marked.
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cisely, van der Wouden showed that certain Dutch NPIs are grammatical in some
downward entailing contexts but not in others. For instance, as shown in the follow-
ing data, the NPI ook maar iets “anything” is grammatical in downward entailing
contexts with niemand “nobody” and niet “not” but not with weinig “few”:10
(2.50) *Weinig
Few
monniken
monks
zullen
will
ook maar iets
at all anything
bereiken.
achieve
(2.51) Niemand
Nobody
zal
will
ook maar iets
anything
bereiken.
reach
Nobody will reach anything.
(2.52) Hij
He
heeft
has
niet
not
ook maar iets
anything
gezegd.
said
He did not say anything.
Let me first explain how van der Wouden accounted for the above different gram-
maticality conditions of NPIs and then return to the way in which he characterized
Ladusaw’s PS-any. In terms of contrasts like the one above, van der Wouden (1994,
1997) provided a tripartite division of NPIs depending on the type of downward
entailing context in which they are grammatical. Downward entailing contexts are
divided into the following categories: a) anti-additive, b) antimultiplicative, c) anti-
morphic contexts (AM) which are both anti-additive and antimultiplicative and d)
downward entailing that are neither anti-additive nor antimultiplicative.11 In his
definitions of the various categories of downward entailing contexts, van der Wouden
used the tools of Boolean algebras. From the Boolean view, a set corresponds with
a characteristic function that maps all elements in the universe onto the algebra
{1,0}, such that all members of the set are mapped onto the element 1, whereas
all non-members are mapped onto the element 0. Below, the definitions of the first
and second kind of operators are given:
(2.53) Let B and B* be two Boolean algebras.
A function f from B to B* is antimutiplicative iff for arbitrary elements
X, Y ∈ B:
f (X∩Y)=f (X)∪f (Y)
(2.54) Let B and B* be two Boolean algebras.
A function f from B to B* is anti-additive iff for arbitrary elements X, Y
∈ B:
f (X∪Y)=f (X)∩f (Y)
As noticed by van der Wouden (1994, 1997), there are no lexical elements that are
antimultiplicative without being anti-additive. NPs of the form not every N are
antimultiplicative:
(2.55) Not every girl sings and dances↔Not every girl sings or not every girl
dances.
10The data in (2.50-2.51) are from van der Wouden (1994).
11For the purposes of the present study, let me call contexts of the fourth category merely
downward entailing. I owe this term to Ton van der Wouden (p.c.).
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Contexts with negative words (cf. Groot 1994) like nobody and refuse, contexts
with the operators without, before, too...to, and if contexts are anti-additive:12
(2.56) Nobody sings or nobody dances ↔ Nobody sings and nobody dances.
(2.57) He refused to sing or dance ↔ He refused to sing and dance.
(2.58) I left without eating or drinking ↔ I left without eating and left without
drinking.
(2.59) I left before eating or drinking ↔ I left before eating and left before
drinking.
(2.60) I was too tired to eat or drink ↔ I was too tired to eat and I was too
tired to drink.
(2.61) If you eat or drink, I will kill you ↔ I will kill you if you eat and I will
kill you if you drink.
Sentential negation belongs to the category of antimorphic contexts:
(2.62) Mary does not drink or smoke ↔ Mary does not drink and does not
smoke.
As shown below, contexts with few are neither anti-additive nor antimultiplicative;
they are merely downward entailing.
(2.63) Few students sing or dance ←/→ Few students sing and few students
dance.
(2.64) Few students sing and dance ←/→ Few students sing or few students
dance.
NPIs that are grammatical in all kinds of downward entailing contexts are called
weak NPIs by van der Wouden (1994, 1997). NPIs that appear in anti-additive con-
texts but not in merely downward entailing contexts are labeled NPIs of medium
strength. Those NPIs that appear only in antimorphic contexts are called strong
NPIs. For instance, ook maar iets which, as shown in (2.50-2.52), is ungrammat-
ical in merely downward entailing contexts and grammatical in anti-additive and
antimorphic contexts, is an NPI of medium strength.
Turning to any, as explained by van der Wouden (1994, 1997) and as shown by
the data in (2.31-2.35), Ladusaw’s PS-any is a weak NPI because it is grammatical
in all kinds of downward entailing contexts.
Van der Wouden did not work on FCIs. He argued that Dutch negative polarity
indefinites, like ook maar iets “anything” are not FCIs (cf. 2.50-2.52). Although
an analysis of the phenomenon of FCIs in Dutch is beyond the scope of the present
thesis, one cannot help but observe that Dutch does have some expressions that
look like FCIs: wie dan ook “whoever”, te hooi en te gras “haphazardly”, maar
raak “randomly” and willekeurig “arbitrary”. Although, to my knowledge, nobody
has ever addressed the semantics of these expressions, it is worthwhile referring to
them here.13
12The reader can check that they are not antimultiplicative.
13Many thanks to the students of the course Variatie in Betekenis 2003 and 2005 for providing
me with the data in (2.65-2.68).
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(2.65) Door
By
zo
so
te
to
hooi
hay
en
and
te
to
gras
grass
met
with
de
the
volksgezondheid
public health
te
to
zwaaien,
wave
maakt
makes
Milieudefensie
Milieudifensie
“de
the
sector
sector
kapot”,
broken
zegt
says
Van
Van
den
den
Doel.
Doel
Van den Doel says that, by bringing up the subject of public health at
random moments, Milieudefensie “destroys the sector”.14
(2.66) Eefje
Eefje
kan
can.3sg
met
with
wie
who
dan
then
ook
also
samenwerken.
cooperate
Eefje can cooperate with anyone.
(2.67) Vraag
Ask.2sg
maar
only
raak!
randomly
Ask randomly!
(2.68) Lucas
Lucas
trouwt
marries
met
with
een
a
willekeurige
random
vrouw.
woman
Lucas is marrying a random woman.
With a systematic study of Dutch NPIs, van der Wouden (1994, 1997) went a step
further in the path of downward entailingness for NPIs. His work broadened our
view on NPI licensing.
2.2.3 Summary
In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the first steps to our understanding of the phenomenon
of free choice items were presented. The first section reveals that, although free
choice, or in Vendler’s terms freedom of choice, started as the term for the meaning
that any has independently of the context in which it appears, it ended up being a
term ascribed to the use of any in certain contexts. Nobody has ever addressed the
question of what are the semantic properties that unify items that belong to the
class of FCIs. As it will be shown throughout this chapter, scholars have worked on
the phenomenon of FCIs by concentrating on items which, by stipulation, are FCIs.
In the second section, it was shown that this change in the use of FC came about
as the result of research on the phenomenon of polarity sensitivity. Since any is
grammatical in negative contexts and ungrammatical in affirmative ones, it has been
characterized as negative polarity item. In order to find out the semantic properties
of the contexts that license NPIs, or else PSIs, Ladusaw (1979) confined the term
“FC-any” to the use of any in non-negative contexts. The distributional properties
of any as NPI have received much attention. Both LeGrand (1975) and Ladusaw
(1979) sought to explain the distributional properties of any in terms of licensing,
or triggering, by a certain contextual operator. LeGrand’s and Ladusaw’s theories
concentrate only on Ladusaw’s PS-any and do not account for its distribution in
modal contexts for instance. As it will be shown in section 2.5, their view on the
distribution of any influenced our current way of viewing the class of FCIs, to a
great extent.
14Found in http://www.geocities.com/mediacontrole/milieubeweging22122004.html.
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2.3 Quantification and (in)definiteness
In this section, theories that concentrated on the properties that FCIs share with
quantifiers, indefinites and definites are discussed. Examples are given from French,
Greek, English, Italian and German.
2.3.1 Quantification
The properties that FCIs share with quantifiers are among their most intriguing
properties. Here, these properties are exemplified. I begin with the items any,
n’importe qu- and o-dhipote, I continue with a special kind of English and Greek
relatives that have been analyzed as FCIs and the Italian FCIs un N qualsiasi and
qualsiasi and end the present section with the French item tout.
Any, n’importe qu-, o-dhipote
Scholars have observed that the quantificational properties of the FCIs any, n’importe
qu- and o-dhipote are controversial. Consider for instance the examples below:
(2.69) Any doctor will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.15
= All doctors will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
(2.70) N’importe quel
FCI
me´decin
doctor
te
you
dira
will.say.3sg
que
that
Stopsneeze
Stopsneeze
est
is
efficace
efficient
contre
contrary
les
the
e´ternuements.
sneezing
Any doctor will tell you that Stopneeze helps.16
= All doctors will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
(2.71) Opjadhipote
FCI
ghata
cat
kinigai
hunts
pondikia.
mice
Any cat hunts mice. (from Giannakidou 2001)17
= All cats hunt mice.
(2.72) Prends
Take.2sg
n’importe quelle
FCI
carte.
card
Take any card. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
6=Take all cards.
(2.73) Dhialekse
Pick.2sg
opjodhipote
FCI
forema.
dress
Pick any dress. (from Giannakidou 2001)
6=Take all dresses.
(2.74) Take any dress.
6=Take all dresses.
15This example has been repeated from (2.4).
16This example is found in Strickland (1982). Glosses have been added.
17In the case of citation from the literature, glosses have often been slightly modified in order
to keep the presentation consistent.
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In the generic sentences in (2.69-2.71) any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote can be
replaced by a universal quantifier. In the imperative sentences in (2.72-2.74), they
may be also viewed as logically equivalent to existential quantifiers in the scope of
the implicit modal operator.
The literature has also shown that any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote meet certain
criteria that are used for the analysis of an item as universal. Although these
criteria have been criticized in the literature (cf. for instance Giannakidou 2001
and references therein) let me present them briefly. First, Horn (1972) has shown
that any, like universals, can be modified by quantificational adverbs like absolutely.
This is also shown in (2.75) below:
(2.75) Absolutely everybody/anybody/*somebody can play squash.
Giannakidou (2001) and Jayez and Tovena (2005) have demonstrated the same for
o-dhipote and n’importe qu-, respectively:
(2.76) Sxedhon
Almost
opjosdhipote
FCI
fititis
student
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
lisi
solve.3sg
afto
this
to
the
provlima.
problem
Almost any student can solve this problem. (from Giannakidou 2001)
(2.77) Tu
You
peux
can.2sg
consulter
consult
presque/pratiquement
almost/practically
n’importe quel
FCI
dossier.
file
You may consult almost/practically any file. (from Jayez and Tovena
2005)18
Second, Horn (1972) has observed that any, like universal quantifiers and unlike
existentials, is ungrammatical in existential sentences:
(2.78) There is somebody/*everybody/*anybody at the party.
Third, any, unlike existentials and like universals, can be modified by an exceptive
phrase (cf. Dayal 1998):
(2.79) *I talked to some student except John.
(2.80) You may pick any flowers except the rose. (from Dayal 1998)
(2.81) Take all flowers except the rose.
Giannakidou (2001) has demonstrated that o-dhipote can also be modified by an
exceptive sentence. This is illustrated in the example below:
(2.82) To
The
provlima
problem
ine
is
toso
so
efkolo
easy
oste
that
opjosdhipote
FCI
fititis
student
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
to
it
lisi,
solve.3sg
ektos apo
but
to
the
Jani.
John
The problem is so easy that any student but John can solve it. (from
Giannakidou 2001)
In view of these intriguing properties, different solutions were proposed. As it will
be shown in the following section, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote have been analyzed as
18Glosses have been added.
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indefinites. As for any, scholars have pursued different hypotheses. In one approach,
several logicians and linguists like Reichenbach (1947), Quine (1960), Horn (1972,
ch.3), Lasnik (1972), Kroch (1975) and Eisner (1995) analyzed any as a wide-scope
universal throughout.19 For instance, as stated in Horn (2000a), according to this
approach, (2.83a) is represented as under (2.83b) and (2.84a) as under (2.84b):20
(2.83) a. I didn’t see any pigs.
b. ∀x,x∈{pigs}:∼(I saw x)
(2.84) a. I can catch any raven.
b. ∀x,x∈{ravens}:3(I catch x)
In another approach, Dayal (1998) did not analyze any as a wide-scope universal. By
focusing on its behavior in generics, modals, and contexts in which it is subtrigged,
she argued that it is universal determiner whose domain of quantification is not a
set of particular individuals but the set of possible individuals of the relevant kind.21
For instance, for Dayal, the generic sentence in (2.85a) is interpreted as in (2.85b):
(2.85) a. Any owl hunts mice.
b. ∀s,x[owl(x,s)∧C(s)] [GENs’[s〈s’∧C’(s’)]∃y(mice(y,s’)∧hunt(x,y,s’)]]
In words, (2.85a) means that all situations s that have an owl in them generally
extend to situations in which an owl hunts mice. C(s) is the condition that we
exclude non-normal cases of owls. For Dayal, in generic sentences, both any and the
generic operator contribute tripartite structures. Since any introduces a situation
variable, genericity comes from any itself, and from the matrix predicate.
Dayal (1998) has also attempted to explain the distributional properties of any
in certain contexts. Her account of the distributional properties of any will be
detailed in section 2.5.1. Let me discuss briefly here her account of the phenomenon
of subtrigging which, for Dayal, is tightly related to the fact that any is a universal
that quantifies over possible individuals. Consider for instance the examples below:
(2.86) *John talked to any woman.
(2.87) John talked to any woman who came up to him.
(2.87) is semantically equivalent to the sentence below with the universal quantifier
every :
(2.88) John talked to every woman who came up to him.
According to Dayal, all possible women-situations cannot extend into situations
that fall within the interval denoted by the main predicate. (2.86) is unaccaptable
because it cannot be true under any circumstances. By introducing a new situation
variable that can be temporally anchored, the relative clause in (2.87) restricts
19In his ANY-Thesis, Hintikka (1980) stated that any is grammatical in a given context iff an
exchange of any with every leads to a grammatical expression which is not identical in meaning
with the expression with any.
20The data and the notation in (2.83-2.84) belong to Horn (2000a).
21The idea that FCIs are inherently modal has also been discussed by Saebo (2001) who argued
that Scandinavian FCIs are universal quantifiers that intensionalize the context into which they
quantify (cf. also Vlachou 2004a,c, 2005a).
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quantification to possible woman situations that fall within an interval in the past.
For Dayal, this is the reason for the acceptability of (2.87).22
Finally, in view of the quantificational properties of any, some scholars have
proposed that there is an existential and a universal any.23 These linguists were
concerned with the syntactic properties that differentiate “universal” from “exis-
tential” any and with the fact that, in certain contexts, any can be replaced by an
existential whereas in others, by a universal. To this group of researchers belong
Horn (1972, ch.2), Ladusaw (1979), Carlson (1981), Linebarger (1981), De Morgan
(1982) and Dayal (1995a, 1998).
The three approaches above for any present the following weaknesses. To be-
gin with, an approach of any as universal, wide-scope or not, accounts only for a
subset of contexts in which any occurs. Moreover, as pointed out by Giannakidou
(2001), standard universal quantifiers, unlike o-dhipote and any, can scope over c-
commanding quantifiers or other operators. This property of quantifiers is known
as inverse scope. Consider for illustrationthe sentence in (2.89):
(2.89) Kapjos
Some
fititis
student
tha
will
paralavi
receive.3sg
kathe
every
proskeklimeno
invited
omiliti
speaker
apo
from
to
the
aerodhromio.
airport
Some student will pick up every invited speaker from the airport. (from
Giannakidou 2001)
This sentence means either that the same student will pick up all invited speakers
from the airport or that each invited speaker will be picked up by a different stu-
dent. These two readings readings are respectively displayed in (2.90a) and (2.90b)
below:24
(2.90) a. ∃x[student(x)∧FUT∀y[inv.speaker(y)→pick.up(x,y)]]25
b. ∀y[inv.speaker(y)→FUT∃x[student(x)∧pick.up(x,y)]]
The Greek example below and its translation show that the inverse scope reading
is impossible with o-dhipote and any.
(2.91) Kapjos
Some
fititis
student
tha
will
paralavi
receive.3sg
opjondhipote
FCI
proskeklimeno
invited
omiliti
speaker
apo
from
to
the
aerodhromio.
airport
Some student will pick up any invited speaker from the airport.
22As it will be shown throughout this chapter, any is also subtrigged in cases in which, in
otherwise hostile contexts, it combines with a prepositional phrase (PP). The reader can consult
Heim (1994) for more cases of subtrigging:
(i) *John talked to any woman.
(ii) John talked to any woman at the party. (from Dayal 1998)
23Horn (2000a) baptized these scholars as “ambiguists”.
24The notation and the examples in (2.90-2.92) are from Giannakidou (2001).
25FUT stands for future.
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Instead, the only reading that is obtained is the one given in (2.92):
(2.92) ∃x[student(x)∧∀w,y[inv.speaker(y,w)→pick.up(x,y,w)]]26
Moreover, by analyzing any as universal quantifier, we cannot explain why in (2.74),
repeated below, any cannot be replaced by all :
(2.93) Take any dress.
6=Take all dresses.
Finally, a uniform analysis of any, if it is possible, is to be preferred to be preferred
to an analysis that posits ambiguity. Given that I chose to pursue a unified analysis
of items that have been analyzed as FCIs (cf. chapter 1), and by extension of any,
taking into account their behavior in a variety of contexts, I can adopt neither a
view of any as universal nor a view on any as ambiguous. As it will be shown in
section 2.3.2, scholars have proposed a unified analysis of any by analyzing it as
indefinite throughout.
Wh-ever, o-ki an
Below, the quantificational properties of another English and another Greek FCI will
be discussed. These two FCIs commonly introduce Free Relatives (FRs), namely
relatives without an overt nominal head (cf. Vries 2002). The English one is mor-
phologically composed by a wh- item and the particle ever. From now on, I will
refer to English wh- items without -ever as bare wh- items and to items with -ever
as English complex wh- items or wh-ever items.27 The Greek one is composed by
o- “wh-”, and a sentential concessive marker of the form ki an “and if”. From now
on, I will refer to these items as Greek complex wh- items or as o- ki an.
As first pointed out by LeGrand (1975), FRs introduced by wh-ever are seman-
tically equivalent to any combined with a RC. Jacobson (1995), Dayal (1997) and
von Fintel (2000) noticed that wh-ever also behaves like an FCI. O- ki an has been
analyzed by Vlachou (2003a,b, 2005b) as an FCI. Both FRs share certain properties
with universals.
First, in certain contexts, they can be replaced by universals. For instance:
(2.94) a. John will read whatever Bill assigns.
b. John will read everything Bills assigns.
(2.95) O
The
Janis
Janis
tha
will
dhiavasi
read.3sg
o,ti ki an
FCI
tu
him
pi
tells
o
the
Vasilis.
Vasilis
Janis will read whatever Bill assigns.
The sentences in (2.94a) and (2.95) are semantically equivalent to (2.94b) which
contains a universal quantifier.
Moreover, like universals, wh-ever (cf. Tredinnick 1996) and o- ki an (cf. Alex-
iadou and Giannakidou 1998) license polarity items:
(2.96) He got into trouble for whatever he ever did to anyone.
26w stands for world.
27In the literature on free relatives, wh- items without -ever are also called plain FRs.
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(2.97) Thavune
Bury.3pl
opjon ki an
FCI
pi
says
kamia
any
kali
good
kuvenda
word
ja
about
ton
the
Jani.
John
They badmouth whoever says a good word about John.28
(2.98) Everyone who wrote anything, should raise his hand.
In view of the semantic equivalences between wh-ever and universals, Larson (1987)
proposed that wh-ever is universal (cf. also Iatridou and Varlokosta 1998). In view
of the semantic equivalences between Greek FRs and universals, Mackridge (1985)
and Alexiadou and Varlokosta (1996) have analyzed them as universals.
However, an analysis of wh-ever and o- ki an as universals does not account for
their use in all contexts. First, as shown below, in certain contexts, wh-ever and
o- ki an are semantically equivalent either to singular definite NPs or to universals
(cf. also Jacobson 1995):
(2.99) I ordered whatever John ordered.
=I ordered the thing/everything that John ordered.
(2.100) Paragila
Ordered.1sg
o,ti ki an
FCI
pire
took.3sg
o
the
Janis.
Janis
I ordered whatever Janis ordered.
=I ordered the thing/everything that John ordered.
Second, as demonstrated by the examples below, in certain contexts, wh-ever and
o- ki an do not behave like universals:
(2.101) John read whatever Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what it was,
but I do know that it was long and boring. (from Jacobson 1995)
(2.102) O
The
Janis
Janis
dhiavase
read.3sg
o,ti ki an
FCI
tu
him
ipe
said.3sg
o
the
Vasilis.
Vasilis
Dhen
not
thimame
remember.1sg
ti
what
itan
was
akrivos,
exactly
ala
but
thimame
remember.1sg
oti
that
itan
was.3sg
meghalo
big
ke
and
vareto.
boring
John read whatever Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what it was,
but I do know that it was long and boring.29
(2.103) *John read everything that Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what
it was, but I do know that it was long and boring.
(2.101) and (2.102) are semantically equivalent to the English sentence below which
contains a definite NP:
(2.104) John read the thing that Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what
it was, but I do know that it was long and boring.
Moreover, as Jacobson (1995) explained, the quantificational adverb almost does
not modify English FRs, whereas it modifies universal quantifiers:
(2.105) For years I did almost everything you told me to.
(2.106) *For years I did almost whatever you told me to.
28The original version of this example can be found in Alexiadou and Giannakidou (1998). Here,
the bare wh- item opjus has been replaced by the Greek complex wh- opjon ki an.
29Some native speakers do not get the ignorance reading with o,ti ki an in (2.102).
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As shown below, the same holds for Greek FRs formed by o- ki an:
(2.107) *Efagha
Ate.1sg
sxedhon
almost
o,ti ki an
FCI
majirepse.
cooked.3sg
The other difference between universals and FRs emerges when one considers their
semantics in partitives. This point was first observed for English FRs by Dayal
(1997), and put forth in relation to Greek FRs by Alexiadou and Giannakidou
(1998). More precisely, universals have only a distributive partitive reading, whereas
FRs have a distributive and a collective reading. Observe the following data:
(2.108) Mary has read two thirds of every book in the series.
(2.109) a. Mary read two thirds of whatever books are in this series.
b. I
The
Maria
Maria
dhiavase
read.3sg
ta
the
dhio
two
trita
thirds
apo
from
opjo vivlio ki an
FCI book
perilamvanete
is included
s’afti
to this
ti
the
sira.
series
Maria read two thirds of whatever books are in this series.
(2.108) means that Mary read two thirds of each one of the books in the series.
The sentences in (2.109) either mean that Mary read two thirds of each book or
that Mary read two thirds of all books in the series. As stated by Alexiadou and
Giannakidou (1998), under the latter reading, there are some books that are not
at all read. As it will be shown in section 2.3.3, wh-ever and o- ki an have been
uniformly analyzed as definites throughout.
Quaslsiasi, un N qualsiasi
Chierchia (2006) studied the Italian FCIs qualunque/qualsiasi N and un N qualunque/
qualsiasi below:30
(2.110) a. ?Sono
Went.1sg
uscito
out
in
on the
strada
street
e
and
mi sono messo a
started.1sg
bussare
knocking
come
like
un
a
matto
madman
ad
at
una
a
porta
door
qualsiasi
whatever
con
with
i battenti
wooden
in legno.
shutters
b. Sono
Went.1sg
uscito
out
in
on the
strada
street
e
and
mi sono messo a
started.1sg
bussare
knocking
come
like
un
a
matto
madman
a
at
qualsiasi
whatever
porta
door
con
with
i battenti
wooden
in legno.
shutters.
He argued that una porta qualsiasi in (2.110a) is existentially interpreted whereas
the FCI qualsiasi in (2.110b) is universally interpreted. In view of these different
quantificational properties, Chierchia called the first one existential FCI and the
second universal FCI.
30According to Chierchia, qualunque N and un N qualunque are semantically equivalent to
qualsiasi N and un N qualsiasi, respectively.
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Tout
Kleiber and Martin (1977) and Jayez and Tovena (2005) have argued that the
French item tout is a universal FCI, based on the fact that, whenever the French
item tout is grammatical, it is synonymous with a universal quantifier:31
(2.111) Demain,
Tomorrow
nous
we
exploiterons
will.exploit.1pl
toute
FCI
occasion.
opportunity
Tomorrow, we will take advantage of any opportunity.
=Tomorrow, we will take advantage of all opportunities.
(2.112) Marie
Marie
a
has
insisiste´
insisted
pour
for
qu’on
that one
exploite
exploits
toute
FCI
occasion.
opportunity
Mary insisted that we take advantage of any opportunity.
=Mary insisted that we take advantage of all opportunities.
Above, the quantificational properties of the class of FCIs have been discussed.
Examples have been given from French, Greek, English and Italian. First, it has
been shown that n’importe qu-, any and o-dhipote share certain properties with
universals and existentials. In view of these properties, any has been analyzed
in the literature either as a (wide-scope) universal quantifier or as an ambiguous
item. Moreover, although they have certain common properties with universals, in
certain contexts, wh-ever and o- ki an do not behave like universals. Un N qualsiasi
behaves as existential and qualsiasi as universal. Tout is analyzed as universal.
2.3.2 Indefiniteness
Here, examples of FCIs that have been analyzed as indefinites are discussed. I start
with any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote and continue with the French item le moindre
and the German irgendein.
Any, n’importe qu-, o-dhipote
Any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote have been analyzed as indefinites. In order to see
why, consider the examples in (2.69-2.74), repeated below under (2.113-2.118), and
compare them with (2.119-2.120):
(2.113) Any doctor will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
= All doctors will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
(2.114) N’importe quel
FCI
me´decin
doctor
te
you
dira
will.say.3sg
que
that
Stopsneeze
Stopsneeze
est
is
efficace
efficient
contre
contrary
les
the
e´ternuements.
sneezing
Any doctor will tell you that Stopneeze helps.
= All doctors will tell you that Stopsneeze helps.
31Examples (2.111) and (2.112) are from Jayez and Tovena (2005). Glosses have been added.
The initial version of these two examples contained also the FCI n’importe qu-.
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(2.115) Opjadhipote
FCI
ghata
cat
kinigai
hunts
pondikia.
mice
Any cat hunts mice. (from Giannakidou 2001)
= All cats hunt mice.
(2.116) Prends
Take.2sg
n’importe quelle
FCI
carte.
card
Take any card. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
6=Take all cards.
(2.117) Dhialekse
Pick.2sg
opjodhipote
FCI
forema.
dress
Pick any dress. (from Giannakidou 2001)
6=Take all dresses.
(2.118) Take any dress.
6=Take all dresses.
(2.119) I saw a cat.
(2.120) A cat is a mammal.
Let me start with (2.116-2.118). (2.116) can be paraphrased as take a card, no
matter which one. In (2.117) and (2.118), the speaker invites his addressee to
choose a dress, no matter which one. Any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote behave like
indefinites in imperatives.32 As in the case of any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote (cf.
section 2.3.1), the quantificational properties of indefinites differ depending on the
context in which they occur. Although (2.119) means that there is a cat x such
that I saw x, (2.120) means that all cats, in general, are mammals.
Also, like indefinite NPs, o-dhipote and any, license donkey anaphora whereas
universal quantifiers do not. This is shown by the examples in (2.121) from Gian-
nakidou (2001) and by the data in (2.122) (cf. Giannakidou 2001):
(2.121) a. *I
The
fitites
students
pu
who
aghorasan
bought.3pl
kathe
every
vivlio,
book
na
subj
mu
me
to
it
dhiksun
give.3pl
amesos.
immediately
b. I
The
fitites
students
pu
who
aghorasan
bought.3pl
ena
a
vivlio,
book
na
subj
mu
me
to
it
dhiksun
show.3pl
amesos.
immediately
The students who bought a book, should show it to me immediately.
c. I
The
fitites
students
pu
who
aghorasan
bought.3pl
opjodhipote
FCI
vivlio,
book
na
subj
mu
me
to
it
dhiksun
show.3pl
amesos.
immediately
The students that bought any book should show it to me immedi-
ately.
32In this thesis it will be argued that, although any, n’importe qu- and o-dhipote are indefinites,
they differ from regular indefinites in that they have additional semantic components. In this
section, however, the argument to be made is that they behave like indefinites and not as universals.
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(2.122) a. *The students who bought every book should show it to me.
b. The students who bought a book should show it to me immediately.
c. The students that bought any book should show it to me immediately.
Because of its similarities with indefinites, Heim (1982), Partee (1986), Kadmon and
Landman (1993), Lee and Horn (1994) and Giannakidou (2001) have proposed that
any is an indefinite. For the same reason, Giannakidou (2001) analyzed o-dhipote
as indefinite too.33
As for n’importe qu-, Paillard (1997) was the first to state that n’importe qu- is
existential. In view of the similarities between n’importe qu- and indefinites, Jayez
and Tovena (2005) proposed that n’importe qu- is an indefinite.34
Le moindre, irgendein
The French item le moindre in (2.123) and the German item irgendein in (2.124)
have been analyzed as indefinite FCIs by Jayez and Tovena (1999a) and Kratzer
and Shimoyama (2002) respectively:35
(2.123) Marie
Marie
est
is
tre`s
very
compe´tente.
competent
Elle
she
connaˆıt
knows
la moindre
FCI
re´fe´rence
reference
sur
on
la
the
question.
question
Marie is very competent. She knows any references on the question.36
(from Jayez and Tovena 1999b)
(2.124) Du
You
kannst
can.2sg
dir
you(dat.)
irgendeins
irgend-one
von
of
diesen
those
beiden
two
Bu¨chern
books
leihen.
borrow
You can borrow one of those two books, it doesn’t matter which.37 (from
Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002)
Above, I discussed those FCIs that have been analyzed as indefinites. An analysis
of any as indefinite is more attractive than an ambiguistic analysis. Since I chose
to pursue a unified analysis of FCIs, this view is adopted here.
2.3.3 Definiteness
In section 2.3.1, it was shown that the English FCI wh-ever and the Greek FCI
o- ki an behave, in certain contexts, as universals while, in certain others, as def-
inites. Scholars have argued that these apparently double quantificational proper-
ties emanate from the fact that they are definites. Dayal (1995b) proposed that
33In a recent paper, Giannakidou and Cheng (2006) pursued an analysis of Greek FCIs as
definites too. Since, as far as these FCIs are concerned, the difference between indefiniteness and
definiteness is not relevant for the purposes of the present study, I do not discuss this work here.
34The reader is referred to Jayez and Tovena (2005) for an explanation of why, although n’importe
qu- is indefinite, it “sounds” universal, in certain contexts.
35Although, as it will be shown, its form changes, I refer to the German FCI as irgendein,
following Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002).
36The original example contained also the FCI n’importe qu-.
37(dat.) stands for “dative”.
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English FRs, and Hindi correlatives, are definites. Jacobson (1995) argued that En-
glish FRs are definites. Following Jacobson’s account, Alexiadou and Giannakidou
(1998) argued that Greek FRs are definites. It is interesting to note that Dayal’s
and Jacobson’s accounts converge and since Alexiadou and Giannakidou (1998) an-
alyzed Greek FRs in the same way as Jacobson analyzed English FRs, I will first
summarize the arguments that have been used in the literature in favor of Greek
and English FRs being definites. Then I will present Jacobson’s analysis of FRs.38
First, Greek and English FRs, just like definites, cannot be modified by almost
(cf. Alexiadou and Giannakidou 1998):
(2.125) *For years I did almost whatever you told me to.
(2.126) *Efagha
Ate.1sg
sxedhon
almost
o,ti ki an
FCI
majirepse.
cooked.3sg
(2.127) *Idha
Saw.1sg
sxedhon
almost
ta
the
pedhia.
kids
Greek and English FRs differ from universals in their behavior in partitive construc-
tions. As Dayal (1997) first noticed for English FRs and definites, and repeated in
relation to Greek FRs by Alexiadou and Giannakidou (1998), in partitive con-
structions, these items behave like definites in that they have a distributive and a
collective reading:
(2.128) I
The
Maria
Maria
dhiavase
read.3sg
ta
the
dhio
two
trita
thirds
apo
from
ta
the
vivlia
books
s’afti
to this
ti
the
sira.
series
Maria read two thirds of the books in this series.
(2.129) a. Mary read two thirds of whatever books are in this series.
b. I
The
Maria
Maria
dhiavase
read.3sg
ta
the
dhio
two
trita
thirds
apo
from
opjo vivlio ki an
FCI book
perilamvanete
is included
s’afti
to this
ti
the
sira.
series
Maria read two thirds of whatever books are in this series.39
Furthermore, in the sentences in (2.101) and (2.102), repeated below, wh-ever and
o- ki an behave like definites:
(2.130) John read whatever Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what it was,
but I do know that it was long and boring. (from Jacobson 1995)
(2.131) O
The
Janis
Janis
dhiavase
read.3sg
o,ti ki an
FCI
tu
him
ipe
said.3sg
o
the
Vasilis.
Vasilis
Dhen
not
thimame
remember.1sg
ti
what
itan
was.3sg
akrivos,
exactly
ala
but
thimame
remember.1sg
oti
that
itan
was.3sg
meghalo
big
ke
and
vareto.
boring
John read whatever Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what it was,
but I do know that it was long and boring.
38Since, as far as English and Greek FRs are concerned, only wh-ever and o- ki an have been
involved in the discussion of FCIs, in this section, only examples with these two items are presented.
39This example is repeated from (2.109).
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(2.132) John read the thing that Bill assigned-although I don’t remember what
it was, but I do know that it was long and boring.
For these reasons, Eliott (1971), Jacobson (1995), Dayal (1995b, 1997), Rullmann
(1995) and Vlachou (2003d, 2006a) analyzed English FRs as definites. Alexiadou
and Giannakidou (1998), and Vlachou (2003d, 2004b, 2006a) argued that Greek
FRs are definites.
The main idea pursued by Jacobson (1995) is that the universal and definite flip
flop of FRs, exhibited in section 2.3.1, is due to their being definites that denote a
maximal plural entity. First, in order to derive the definite semantics of FRs, she
used tools from Partee and Rooth (1983) who proposed that the syntactic category
NP corresponds to a variety of semantic types. For example, an NP can denote an
individual type e, the characteristic function of a set of individuals whose denotation
is of type 〈e,t〉 or of a set of properties 〈〈e,t〉, t〉.40 As in the case of proper names,
which are of type e, the definite article the maps a common noun (a property) onto
an individual.
Jacobson (1995) made the hypothesis that a FR shifts “down” from a property
to an individual by the iota (ι) type shifting rule proposed by Partee (1987). This
operation is defined for those properties which characterize one and only one indi-
vidual. Therefore, we can have an inherently predicative expression shift into an
individual denoting expression if the set characterized by the predicate is a single-
ton. If the definite reading of an FR involves shifting down rather than up, then it
ends up being equivalent to definite descriptions.
Second, in order to account for the definite and universal interpretation of FRs,
Jacobson followed the way in which Sharvy (1980) and Link (1983) analyzed plural
entities. A plural entity can be viewed as a special kind of individual. A given
property P can be associated with a maximal plural entity, namely the entity with
the property P. Thus, if in a given domain there is only one atomic individual with
a given property, then the maximal plural entity with that property is the one
consisting of just this atomic individual. This gives the reading of singular definite.
If there is more than one, then the NP denotes the single entity composed of all
other entities and so it is universally interpreted.
In (2.133) for instance, the meaning of whatever Arlo is now cooking is the
property true for all entities that Arlo is cooking (2.134):
(2.133) There is a lot of garlic in whatever (it is that) Arlo is now cooking. (from
von Fintel 2000)
(2.134) a. what’/whatever’
= λP[λX[P(X)∧∀Y(P(Y)→Y≤X)]](X and Y are variables over mem-
bers of e* and e* is the set of plural entities)
b. what/whatever Arlo is cooking’=
λX[is.cooking’(X)(A)∧∀Y(is.cooking(Y)(A)→Y≤X)]
If whatever Arlo is cooking characterizes a set which is a singleton, it can easily
shift into an NP type of meaning, where it shifts to denote the single individual
characterized by the predicate:
40e stands for entity and t for truth value. 〈e,t〉 is used for one place predicates.
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(2.135) [NP whatever Arlo is cooking]=
ιX[is.cooking(X)(A)∧∀Y(is.cooking’(Y)(A)→Y≤X)]
With her analysis of FRs as definites, Jacobson (1995) proposed a fine grained ac-
count which explained why FRs have, in certain contexts, a universal interpretation.
Therefore, it has been adopted by linguists who work on FRs cross-linguistically.
2.3.4 Summary
In sections 2.3.1-2.3.3, the theories that concentrated on the quantificational prop-
erties of FCIs and the common properties that FCIs share with indefinites and
definites have been discussed. As it will be shown in section 2.4, the properties
that FCIs share with quantifiers, indefinites and definites are not sufficient for the
explanation of their distributional properties.
2.4 Item-oriented approaches
Here, the most salient approaches on the lexical semantics of items that have been
analyzed as FCIs are presented. In section 2.4.1, theories that examined the meaning
of scalarity, inherent to any, are detailed. In section 2.4.2, theories that concentrated
on the semantics of widening, associated with the English FCI any, the German FCI
irgendein and the Italian FCIs qualsiasi and un N qualsiasi, are discussed. Studies
on indiscriminacy, expressed by just any and n’importe qu- are discussed in section
2.4.3. In sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, the literature on ignorance and indifference, as
expressed by wh-ever, is delineated.
2.4.1 Scalarity
In section 2.3.2, it was shown that the English item any is an indefinite. How-
ever, as the following data indicate, indefiniteness alone captures neither the whole
semantics of any, nor its distribution:41
(2.136) Any noise bothers my uncle.
(2.137) The faintest noise bothers my uncle.
(2.138) A noise bothers my uncle.
(2.139) *There is any boy running around in the garden. (from Lee and Horn
1994)
(2.140) There is a boy running around in the garden.
As noticed by Fauconnier (1975), certain sentences with any are semantically equiv-
alent to sentences with superlatives (2.136-2.137). The same does not hold for sen-
tences with indefinite NPs like a noise, as shown in (2.138). As demonstrated in
(2.139-2.140), any NP and a NP do not have the same distributional properties.
Fauconnier (1975) argued that, like NPIs, any introduces a pragmatic scale
whose points are embedded by a relation of strength. Following Fauconnier (1975),
41(2.136) and (2.137) are from Fauconnier (1975).
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Lee and Horn (1994) argued that any is an indefinite with an incorporated even.
Below, both approaches are presented.
(2.136) is semantically equivalent to (2.137). They both mean that all kinds of
noise, without exception, bother my uncle. In view of these data, Fauconnier (1975)
aimed at explaining the reason for which superlatives, just like any, can function
as quantifiers. He employed the concept of pragmatic scale on which alternative
points are ordered. For instance, if a certain noise bothers someone, then a louder
noise bothers him as well. In other words, in Fauconnier’s view, any noise and the
superlative the faintest noise are associated with a pragmatic scale of alternatives,
in this case noises, ranging from faint to loud along the dimension of loudness; this
property makes them behave like quantifiers in (2.136) and (2.137).
Imagine a situation in which, in this scale, noise x1 is placed higher than noise
x2 and consider (2.137). If my uncle is bothered by x2, which is not as loud as
x1, then he is bothered by x1 as well. Therefore, if a proposition is true for the
lowest alternative in this pragmatic scale, then, it is true for all alternatives on
that scale. Although in (2.136) the lowest alternative on this scale is not given,
any is associated with noises that normally do not bother someone and noises
that normally do bother someone. Normally, a noise that is placed at a point
on a scale of alternatives ordered in terms of strength, in the case of (2.136) in
terms of loudness, bothers someone. (2.136) means that, not only a loud, or the
loudest possible noise, bothers the speaker’s uncle; less loud noises or even noises
that are placed at the lowest point on a pragmatic scale, namely the faintest ones,
bother him. Fauconnier (1975) observed that the English focus particle even is also
associated with a pragmatic scale:
(2.141) Even Alceste came to the party.
Before Fauconnier, Horn (1969) had analyzed even in terms of presupposition. Ac-
cording to Horn, (2.141) asserts that Alceste came to the party and presupposes
that everybody else came to the party. Fauconnier (1975) convincingly argued that,
due to the pragmatic scale of probability introduced by even, (2.141) implies also
that Alceste was the least likely person to come to the party.
Fauconnier was the first who attempted to explain the lexical semantics of any
by appealing to the pragmatic component of a scale of alternatives, ranged in terms
of strength along a contextually given dimension. This view, originally taken by
Fauconnier (1975), was followed by, among others, Rooth (1985) and Hoeksema
and Rullmann (2000). Hoeksema and Rullmann adopted this view for the Dutch
indefinite of the ook maar type (cf. section 2.2.2). Krifka (1995) and Lahiri (1998)
argued that NPIs are associated with an even implicature. Krifka argued that an
NPI activates alternatives with smaller domains triggering the implicature that the
alternative selected is the strongest the speaker has evidence for. Without directly
alluding to the notion of pragmatic scale, Kadmon and Landman (1993), analyzed
any in a way similar to that of Fauconnier (1975). Lee and Horn (1994) attempted
at accounting for the distributional properties of any in terms of its introducing a
pragmatic scale. The remainder of this section presents the basic points of their
proposal.
Lee and Horn were interested in the differences between any and regular indefi-
nites. Inspired by Fauconnier, they argued that any differs from regular indefinites
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in that it introduces a pragmatic scale of alternatives. Observe the following exam-
ple from Lee and Horn (1994):
(2.142) a. Do you have a match? I need to light this candle.
b. I don’t have any match, let alone a dry one.
As noticed by Lee and Horn, although both a match and any match range over
alternatives, a match ranges over dry matches, whereas any match ranges over dry
and wet matches. As they explained, this is due to the fact that any introduces
a pragmatic scale that contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives.
Although only dry matches would do for the speaker in (2.142a), the speaker in
(2.142b) asserts that he does not have dry matches, or other matches which are
less relevant or completely irrelevant. In light of these different semantic properties
between regular indefinites and any, Lee and Horn (1994) proposed that any is an
indefinite with an incorporated even. In view of the semantic similarities between
any, superlatives and even discussed above (cf. 2.136, 2.137 and 2.141), they argued
that, in a given context, any is grammatical whenever it can be replaced by even a
single or by even+superlative. The following pairs of examples from Lee and Horn
(1994) argue in favor of this hypothesis:
(2.143) a. I like any apple.
b. I like even the least delicious apple.
(2.144) a. Any puppy is cute.
b. Even the ugliest puppy is cute.
(2.145) a. There isn’t any person available now.
b. There isn’t even a single person available now.
However, this way of accounting for the distributional properties of any does not
explain its ungrammaticality in affirmative contexts. More precisely, as shown be-
low, although (2.146) is ill-formed, (2.147), in which the pronoun anyone has been
replaced by the expression even the most associable student, is well-formed.
(2.146) *Anyone came to the party.
(2.147) Even the most unsocial student came to the party.
Even though scalarity cannot be used for the explanation of all properties of any,
it is definitely an important semantic component of this item. As it will be shown
throughout the present book, scalarity is an important semantic component of other
FCIs as well.
2.4.2 Widening
Kadmon and Landman (1993) were the first to tackle the distributional properties
of any by taking into consideration the semantics of the context in which it appears
together with the lexical semantics of this item. More precisely, they argued that
any expresses widening that induces strengthening. Aloni (2002) applied Kadmon
and Landman’s theory to cases in which any is used in modal contexts, Kratzer and
Shimoyama (2002) and Chierchia (2006) applied the notion of widening to German
and Italian FCIs. In this section, I first explain Kadmon and Landman’s theory
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and show how Aloni applied it to modal contexts. I then examine Kratzer and
Shimoyama and end with Chierchia.
Kadmon and Landman (1993)
Kadmon and Landman (1993) defined the semantics of any CN as in (2.148):
(2.148) The semantics of “any CN” by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
Any CN= the corresponding indefinite NP a CN with additional se-
mantic/pragmatic characteristics (widening, strengthening) contributed
by any.
As far as widening is concerned, their point of departure was the semantic difference
between any and other indefinites, as illustrated by the data below from Kadmon
and Landman (1993):42
(2.149) a. I don’t have potatoes.
b. I don’t have any potatoes.
In general, a context sets up a domain of quantification from which many things
can be excluded. In terms of the above sentences, rotten, or in general non-edible
potatoes, may be considered as irrelevant. In a situation where someone has only
non-edible potatoes, he can utter (2.149a) but it would be odd to utter (2.149b).
These facts indicate that any, unlike other indefinites, refers to contextually rel-
evant but also irrelevant alternatives. As the reader may recall from section 2.4.1,
Fauconnier (1975) had argued that any is associated with a pragmatic scale of al-
ternatives ranged in terms of strength. Following up on this idea, though without
alluding to the notion of pragmatic scale per se, Kadmon and Landman (1993) pro-
posed the concept of widening. They argued that any widens the interpretation of
the CN to include contextually relevant alternatives but also lesser relevant alter-
natives or completely irrelevant ones. Consequently, widening enlarges the set of
relevant alternatives and leads to a superset that contains relevant and irrelevant
alternatives. In (2.149b) for instance, widening occurs along the contextually given
dimension of “edible vs. non-edible” potatoes. Any widens the extension of pota-
toes to include rotten ones. In other words, the speaker in (2.149b) says that he
does not have potatoes of the best quality, he does not have potatoes of medium
quality, he does not have non-edible potatoes.
Widening is an inherent semantic component of any, independently of the con-
text in which it appears. Consider for instance the generic sentences below extracted
from Kadmon and Landman (1993):
(2.150) a. An owl hunts mice.
b. Any owl hunts mice.
Any owl refers to normal but also abnormal cases of owls. For instance, the claim
in (2.150b) holds for sick and healthy owls as well; absolutely all owls hunt mice.
42Although in (2.148) Kadmon and Landman (1993) compared the semantics of any CN to that
of a CN, in their explanation, they compared it to bare plurals (2.149a). The reader is referred to
Krifka (1987), Wilkinson (1991), Condoravdi (1992, 1993) and Gerstner and Krifka (1993) for an
analysis of bare plurals as indefinites.
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In the contextually given dimension of “healthy vs. sick” owl any enlarges the
extension of owl to include sick ones. The same does not happen in the case of an
owl in (2.150a). Therefore, one can accept this claim as true even if he knows that,
in fact, some sick owls do not hunt mice. Kadmon and Landman (1993) defined
widening as follows:
(2.151) Widening by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
In an NP of the form any CN, any widens the interpretation of the com-
mon noun phrase (CN) along a contextual dimension.
According to them, stress does not play a crucial role in the semantics of any, except
for reinforcing widening:43
(2.152) I don’t have ANY potatoes.44
Besides widening, Kadmon and Landman (1993) proposed that any has the addi-
tional semantic component of strengthening. In their words, any “is an element
that must strengthen the statement it occurs in, that is, the semantic operation
associated with it must create a stronger statement” (Kadmon and Landman, 1993,
367). They defined strengthening as below, and argued that the combination of
strengthening and contextual semantic properties determines the distribution of
any :45
(2.153) Strengthening by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
Any is licensed only if the widening that it induces creates a stronger
statement, i.e., only if the statement on the wide interpretation ⇒ the
statement on the narrow interpretation.
In order to understand how strengthening works, consider (2.149b) above for ex-
ample. Kadmon and Landman argued that any is grammatical in this sentence
because the statement on the wide interpretation entails the statement on the nar-
row interpretation:
(2.154) wide: We don’t have potatoes, cooking or other
⇒ narrow: We don’t have cooking potatoes.
Since negation is a downward entailing operator (cf. section 2.2.2), inference from
sets to subsets is possible. Therefore, in (2.149b), we have inference from the set of
potatoes to any of its subsets. Consequently, strengthening, defined in (2.153), is
satisfied. Since strengthening is satisfied, (2.149b) is grammatical.
Strengthening is not possible in the affirmative sentence in (2.155) below:
(2.155) *I have any potatoes.
Suppose that we have again widening from cooking potatoes to cooking and non-
cooking potatoes. Since, as shown below, in an affirmative context, we cannot have
43Cf. however Krifka (1995) for a different point of view.
44Capitals indicate stress.
45With the terms contextual properties, contextual semantic properties and contextual pragmatic
properties, I refer to the properties of the context in which a given item appears.
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inference from sets to subsets, strengthening is not possible in (2.155). Therefore,
(2.155) is ill-formed.
(2.156) wide: I have potatoes of SOME kind (cooking or other)-/→ narrow: I
have cooking potatoes.
Consider now the factive sentence in (2.157). Suppose that only semanticists are
relevant for the speaker. In such a case, widening takes place from the set of
semanticists to the set of linguists. If you are sorry that a linguist hates you, then
you want that no linguist hates you or you wish that the set of linguists who hate
you is empty. From that, you want that each one of its subsets be empty too.
Consequently, in (2.157), strengthening is satisfied and any is grammatical.
(2.157) I’m sorry that anybody hates me.
One of the most attractive properties of Kadmon and Landman’s theory is that,
unlike previous theories, it explained the distributional properties of any by taking
into account its lexical semantics. Such an approach is extremely interesting in view
of the facts discussed in chapter 1 which suggest that the lexical semantics is impor-
tant for the distribution of FCIs. In doing so, unlike the theory of Ladusaw (1979),
it accounts for the distributional properties of any in a variety of contexts. As such
it applies to Ladusaw’s PS- and FC-any. Aloni (2002), Kratzer and Shimoyama
(2002) and Chierchia (2006) extended or adopted, Kadmon and Landman’s theory.
Kadmon and Ladman’s analysis is also enlightening for the semantics of other FCIs
in English and cross-linguistically. For instance, Jacobson (1995, 480) stated that
wh-ever “broadens the domain of the set of atoms from which the plural entity is
constructed”, as the example below attests. To my knowledge, no one has ever
proposed a definition of the meaning of widening-strengthening for FCIs that are
definite. This will be done in chapter 4.
(2.158) I’ll read whatever you read.
Before discussing Aloni (2002), it is important to point out a practical issue raised by
the way in which Kadmon and Landman defined strengthening in (2.153). Although,
as detailed above, for Kadmon and Landman (1993) strengthening is a semantic
component of any, they presented it as a licensing constraint in (2.153). However,
as Kadmon and Landman stated it, it is the semantics of any that strengthens the
statement in which it occurs. (2.153) depicts the result of the semantics of any on
the context in which it appears. Since in this study I am interested in the interaction
between the lexical semantics of FCIs in general, and by extension of any, and the
semantics of the context in which they appear, a definition of the lexical semantics
of any that captures widening, but also the inherent semantics of any that leads to
strengthening, as semantic components of any, distinct from the semantics of the
context in which it appears, is needed. This definition is given in chapter 4 in which
the lexical semantics of all FCIs considered here is studied.
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Aloni (2002)
Aloni (2002) extended the theory of Kadmon and Landman (1993) to possibility
and necessity modal sentences:46
(2.159) Anyone may come. (from Aloni 2002)
(2.160) *Anyone must come. (from Aloni 2002)
In doing so, Aloni proposed a new analysis for possibility and necessity modal oper-
ators. Kratzer (1977) had analyzed them in terms of compatibility and entailment
with respect to a set of possible worlds Aw which vary depending on whether the
modality is epistemic, deontic or other.47 The definition of possibility and necessity
modal operators by Kratzer (1977) is given below:
(2.161) The possibility modal operator by Kratzer (1977)
3φ is true in w iff φ is true in at least one of the possible worlds in the
set of worlds Aw.
(2.162) The necessity modal operator by Kratzer (1977)
2φ is true in w iff φ is entailed by Aw.
As convincingly argued by Aloni, this analysis of may and must does not account
for the difference in (2.159-2.160). If modals are operators over possible worlds, and
by extension over alternative values of any, and a possibility modal statement is
true if and only if the proposition is true in at least one of the possible worlds, then
strengthening, which requires that the statement on the wide interpretation entails
the statement on the narrow interpretation, would not be possible in possibility
modal contexts. However, as illustrated in (2.159), any is grammatical in possibility
modal sentences. In the same way, if necessity modal operators were taken to be
universal quantifiers over possible worlds, and by extension over alternative values
of any, then strengthening would be possible in necessity modal contexts. However,
any is ungrammatical in necessity modal sentences.
Aloni (2002) proposed a different account of possibility and necessity modal
operators. In possible world semantics, a proposition is identified with the set of
possible worlds in which it is true. Hamblin (1973) proposed that the existential
sentence ∃xPx is associated with a set of propositional alternatives, containing as
many elements as there are possible values for the quantified variable x. On this
account, besides truth conditions, a sentence is associated with propositional alter-
natives too. In interrogative sentences, for example, the meaning of a question is
the set of all propositions for which the truth value is under consideration. The
interrogative sentence below for instance might be taken to introduce the set of
alternative propositions Does Mary smoke?, Does John smoke? and so on and so
forth.48
(2.163) Does anybody smoke?
46Besides any, Aloni (2002) also studied free choice disjunctions (cf. section 2.2.1).
47A stands for alternative.
48The reader can refer to Hamblin (1973) for an analysis of questions as the set of possible
answers to the question.
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Aloni analyzed modals as operators over sets of propositional alternatives. In this
way, they are “sensitive” to the alternatives introduced by any. She analyzed possi-
bility modal operators as universal operators over alternative propositions and ne-
cessity modal operators as existential operators over alternative propositions. She
proposed the following definitions of possibility and necessity modal operators:
(2.164) The possibility modal operator by Aloni (2002)
3φ is true iff every alternative induced by φ is compatible with the rele-
vant set of worlds Aw.
(2.165) The necessity modal operator by Aloni (2002)
2φ is true in w iff at least one alternative induced by φ is entailed by Aw.
Consider the following two modal sentences:
(2.166) You may eat a fruit or a piece of chocolate cake.
(2.167) You must eat a fruit or a piece of chocolate cake.
Imagine that in possible world 1 the addressee in (2.166) accepts the offer of the
speaker and eats a fruit. In the same world, it is still true that he may eat a piece
of chocolate cake. The same does not hold for (2.167). Imagine that in possible
world 1 the addressee eats a fruit. In this world, it is not true that he must eat a
piece of chocolate cake as well.
Since possibility modal operators are universal operators over alternative propo-
sitions defined in terms of the possible values of any, they allow strengthening in
(2.159). Imagine, for instance, that the president is the most relevant person to come
and that my neighbor is the most irrelevant person to come. In this case, due to the
fact that may is a universal operator over alternative propositions, (2.159) implies
that the president may come and that my neighbor may come. The same does not
hold true for the necessity statement in (2.160). Therefore, any is ungrammatical.
At the end of her 2002 paper, Aloni stated that an analysis as the one that
she presented for the distribution of any in possibility and necessity modal con-
texts can possibly explain why any is ungrammatical in volitional modal contexts.
Volitional modal operators can be taken to be existential operators over alterna-
tive propositions. If this is the case, then strengthening is not possible and any is
ungrammatical.
(2.168) *I want to eat anything.
To sum up, Aloni extended the theory of widening-strengthening for any to modal
contexts. In doing so, she contributed to the uniform analysis of any as indefinite
with additional semantic properties.
Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002)
Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) provided a pragmatic explanation of widening by
studying the German FCI irgendein “irgend-one” in modal sentences as below (cf.
also section 2.3.2):
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(2.169) Du
You
kannst
can.2sg
dir
you(dat.)
irgendeins
irgend-one
von
of
diesen
those
beiden
two
Bu¨chern
books
leihen.
borrow
You can borrow one of those two books, it doesn’t matter which.49
They observed that, like any, the German FCI induces maximal widening of the set
of alternatives as part of its lexical meaning. However, according to Kratzer and
Shimoyama, widening does not always result in strengthening. One might want
to widen a certain domain because he does not want to exclude even the least
probable option. In such a case, widening would induce weakening. As Kratzer
and Shimoyama (2002, 17) claimed, “that there is a man in the whole world, for
example, is a weaker thing to say than there is some man in this room”. In view
of these facts, the question for Kratzer and Shimoyama was to understand why the
speaker in (2.169) employs an item that weakens the statement. They proposed
that, in the case of irgendein, widening leads to avoidance of false exhaustivity
inferences.
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) and Zimmermann (2000) discussed exhaustivity
inferences for the semantics of questions and for lists of possibilities, respectively.
To understand how these inferences work, consider the following example:
(2.170) 2 books are under discussion. An algebra book and a biology book.
I say to you: You can borrow the algebra book.
Exhaustivity inference: You cannot borrow the biology book. (from
Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002)
Given that the biology book is one of the alternatives under deliberation, the men-
tioning of the algebra book might result in an inference about the biology book.
Since the mention of one of the alternatives exhausts the addressee’s options, we
have an exhaustivity inference.
Regarding (2.169), suppose that the set of alternative books is {A,B}. The
modal can is an operator on this set. The first question is why exactly the speaker
did not say you can borrow A, in which case, his claim would be stronger. Suppose
that 3A is false. Then, he should have said 3B. However, he did not say so because
this would have led to the false exhaustivity inference ¬3A. Assume that you can
borrow A is true. However, the speaker chose to utter a weaker statement because,
by saying 3A, he would have made the false exhaustivity inference ¬3B. From this,
we infer that 3A↔3B. Computing the total meaning of (2.169) we are led to the
following:
(2.171) a. Assertion: 3{A∨B}
b. Anti-exhaustivity inferences: 3A↔3B
c. Total meaning: 3A & 3B
The account proposed by Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) is interesting as it shows
that for certain FCIs widening does not necessarily lead to strengthening. Although
Kratzer and Shimoyama are not interested in the distributional properties of the
German FCI, by discussing its semantics, they enriched the discussion on the lexical
semantics of FCIs, which, as already shown in chapter 1, is important for the analysis
49This example has been initially discussed under (2.124).
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of the distributional properties of FCIs. Consequently, their results are helpful for
the current FCI theory.
However, their proposal cannot be considered as a complete account of the
lexical semantics of the German FCI irgendein. This is revealed if one considers
its semantics in affirmative sentences as in (2.172a) and in modal sentences as in
(2.173) below:50
(2.172) a. Hans: Irgendjemand
Irgend-one
hat
has
angerufen.
called
b. Maria: #Wer
Who
was
was
es?
it?
(2.173) Mary
Mary
musste
had.to.3sg
irgendeinen
irgend-one
Mann
man
heiraten.
marry.
a. There was some man Mary had to marry, the speaker does not know
or care who it was.
b. Mary had to marry a man, any man was a permitted marriage option
for her.
As stated by Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), irgenjemand expresses either igno-
rance or indifference in (2.172a).51 Under the first reading, this sentence means
that somebody, who is unknown to the speaker, called. On the second reading, it
means that someone called and that the speaker does not care who called. Accord-
ing to Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), on either of these two readings, the question
in (2.172b) is pragmatically odd.
(2.173) is ambiguous. In this example, irgendeinen may express ignorance
(2.173a), indifference (2.173a) or widening (2.173b). Consequently, the German
FCI does not express only widening. On the contrary, depending on the context in
which it appears, it has different readings, widening being one of them. Therefore,
Kratzer and Shimoyama’s account does not cover the cases in (2.172a) and (2.173a).
Chierchia (2006)
Chierchia (2006) applied the concept of widening mainly to Italian FCIs. Schol-
ars like Krifka (1995) and Lahiri (1998) argued that NPIs are associated with an
even implicature. For instance, Krifka argued that an NPI activates alternatives
with smaller domains, triggering the implicature that the alternative selected is the
strongest for which the speaker has evidence. As explained at the beginning of
the present section, Kadmon and Landman (1993) provided a unified account of
any (Ladusaw’s PS- and FC-any) in terms of domain (D) widening, which leads to
strengthening. Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) proposed that the widening induced
by FCIs does not always lead to strengthening; widening also leads to an avoidance
of false exhaustivity inferences (anti-exhaustivity). Following the idea that NPIs
and FCIs commonly induce domain widening, adopting the idea that NPIs are as-
50“#” indicates pragmatic ill-formedness.
51Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) did not provide a formal definition of ignorance and indif-
ference. As it will be shown in sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, ignorance and indifference have been
formally defined in the literature as two meanings associated with wh-ever. For now, the use of
these notions is rather intuitive.
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sociated with an even implicature and the idea that FCIs induce anti-exhaustivity,
Chierchia (2006) explained the similarities between NPIs and FCIs. He argued that,
like NPIs, FCIs activate alternatives with different kinds of implicatures. Then, he
examined the way in which domain widening is induced and explained the reason
why FCIs have different quantificational and distributional properties.
Below, the most important points of Chierchia’s analysis are considered. Since
in the present thesis I am interested in FCIs, I will not focus on Chierchia’s analysis
of NPI implicatures. Instead, I will first present the relevant Italian data, then I
will review the most important parts of the formal system of pragmatic principles
developed by Chierchia. Finally, I will show how it captures FCI distribution and
quantification.
Chierchia focused on the existential FCI un N qualunque/qualsiasi and the uni-
versal FCI qualunque/qualsiasi N.52 Consider the following data:53
(2.174) ?Sono
Went.1sg
uscito
out
in
on the
strada
street
e
and
mi sono messo a
started.1sg
bussare
knocking
come
like
un
a
matto
madman
ad
at
una
a
porta
door
qualsiasi
whatever
con
with
i battenti
wooden
in legno.
shutters. [∃]
(2.175) a. ??Ieri
Yesterday
ho
have.1sg
parlato
talked
con
with
un
a
qualsiasi
whatever
filosofo.
philosopher
Yesterday I spoke with a philosopher (I don’t know/don’t care who).54
b. ??Ieri
Yesterday
ho
have.1sg
parlato
talked
con
with
un
a
qualsiasi
whatever
filosofo
philosopher
che
that
fosse
was.subj.3sg
interessato
interested
a
in
parlarmi.
speaking with me
Yesterday I spoke with a professor (I don’t know/don’t care who)
that was interested in speaking with me.
c. ??Ieri
Yesterday
ho
have.1sg
parlato
spoken
con
with
qualsiasi
any
filosofo.
philosopher
Yesterday I spoke with any philosopher.
d. Ieri
Yesterday
ho
have.1sg
parlato
spoken
con
with
qualsiasi
any
filosofo
philosopher
che
that
fosse
was.subj.3sg
interessato
interested
a
in
parlarmi.
speaking with me
Yesterday I spoke with any philosopher that was interested in speak-
ing with me. [∀]
(2.176) Posso
Can.1sg
sposare
marry
un
a
qualsiasi
whatsoever
dottore.
doctor
52According to Chierchia (2006), un N qualunque/qualsiasi resembles the German FCI irgen-
dein while qualunque/qualsiasi N resembles any. For simplicity, in his analysis, Chierchia dis-
cussed many examples with any. Therefore, all results reported here concerning any carry over to
qualsiasi.
53The data in (2.174-2.176) are presented as in Chierchia (2006), except for minor changes in
glosses.
54“??” indicates that the sentence is hardly grammatical.
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The quantificational differences between qualsiasi N and un N qualsiasi are appar-
ent in (2.174) and (2.175d).55 Chierchia explained that, in the marginal sentence
in (2.174), una porta qualsiasi is existentially interpreted, while qualsiasi filosofo in
(2.175d) is universally interpreted.
The data above show that, besides their quantificational differences, the two
Italian FCIs have different distributional properties as well. On the one hand, as
(2.174), (2.175a) and (2.175b) indicate, in positive contexts, the existential FCI un
N qualsiasi is problematic, independently of whether it is followed by a relative
clause, or not. According to Chierchia (2006, 540), (2.174) is marginal but “it
can be interpreted if we imagine a [“semimodalized”] context in which the agent
goes out without knowing what to do and acts upon a door selected randomly”.
The situation changes in modals in which un N qualsiasi is grammatical (2.176).
On the other hand, as (2.175c) and (2.175d) demonstrate, although the universal
FCI qualsiasi is ungrammatical in positive contexts, it is saved when followed by a
relative clause.
In order to account for these quantificational and distributional properties,
Chierchia developed a formal system of communicative principles and pragmatic
processes. Let me present here the basic assumptions on which Chierchia’s analysis
was founded. As previously explained in relation to Kadmon and Landman (1993),
when we talk, we select domains of discourse D. More specifically, when someone
utters I saw some student, he means that he saw some student in D (some stu-
dentD). With any, however, larger domains are at issue. Chierchia depicts these
domains with D+ (any studentD+).
Moreover, as Krifka (2003) has argued, among others, a sentence is typically
considered against a set of alternatives which result from the fact that we are aware
of the fact that we could have made stronger or weaker assertions. When an item
is scalar, like a quantifier, it triggers scalar implicatures. Therefore, Chierchia
assumed that the sentence many of your students complained is interpreted as in
(2.177) below. Following Gricean principles (cf. Grice 1989), Chierchia claimed
that, when we utter this sentence, we consider the set of alternatives in (2.178a),
(2.178b) and (2.178c), while we have the inference given from (2.179a) to (2.179f)
below:
(2.177) ||many of your students complained||
=manyD(of your students)(complained)
(2.178) a. Some of your students complained.
b. Many of your students complained.
c. All of your students complained.
(2.179) a. The speaker chose to utter (2.178b) over (2.178a) or (2.178c) which
would have also been relevant.
b. The sentence in (2.178c) entails (2.178b) which entails (2.178a) (quan-
tifiers on a scale).
c. Given that (2.178c) is stronger than (2.178b), if the speaker had
the information that (2.178c) holds, he would have said so (quantity
principle).
d. The speaker has no evidence that (2.178c) holds.
55(2.174) has been initially discussed under (2.110a).
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e. The speaker is well informed on the relevant facts.
f. From (a-e), the speaker has evidence that it is not the case that
(2.178c) holds.
As Chierchia noticed, the step in (2.179f) does not result from Cricean principles.
Sauerland (2005) called it the epistemic step. It amounts to saying that when one
does not have evidence that the proposition p holds, he has evidence that p does
not hold. Taking || ||ALT as a function that associates an item with its scalar
alternatives, from many of your students complained, we have the following:
(2.180) ||many of your students complained||ALT={someD(of your students)
(complained), manyD(of your students)(complained), everyD(of your stu-
dents)(complained)}
As Chierchia (2006, 546) stated it, “it is as if scalar items bring to salience a
question of the form “Roughly how many...?” and the sentence winds up being
taken as an exhaustive answer to such a question”. For Chierchia, alternatives keep
growing until they are factored into the meaning by some operator that produces
pragmatically enriched interpretations (cf. Hamblin 1973 and Rooth 1985). In the
case of scalar items, the speaker suggests that the alternative that he picks is the
only alternative he considers to be true (cf. also Chierchia 2004). What is crucial
to retain here is that, in the case of scalar alternatives, this enrichment takes place
by a silent exhaustivity operator which functions like only, therefore called O. As
we will see shortly, O plays a crucial role in the distributional and quantificational
properties of FCIs.
Let me now explain how Chierchia analyzed domain widening. Assuming that
every predicate has a world variable and that quantification is restricted to contex-
tually salient domains, he proposed (2.181b) as the meaning of (2.181a).56
(2.181) a. I saw a/some boy.
b. λw∃x∈Dw[boyw(x)∧saww(I,x)]
For Chierchia, in the case of any boy domain widening takes place in two ways.
One, we pick the largest possible quantificational domain. Therefore, all existing
entities are factored in. Second, in the spirit of Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), we
are uncertain about certain quantificational domains. For instance, it may be the
case that our neighbor’s nephew is a boy or a man. Therefore, although in certain
worlds he is a boy, in certain others he is not. With any boy, we include him as
well. Suppose that D1, D2 and D3 are “candidate” domains. Any is associated with
the largest possible domain, i.e., with D in the schema below. Suppose now that,
besides “normal” boys, we include also “marginal” ones. In that case, in opposition
to some boy in (2.181) any boy adds the modal dimension that we consider all those
individuals (i) that might be boys and might be in D. As a result, if (2.183a) were
grammatical, it would have (2.183b) as its meaning and the alternatives in (2.183c).
(2.182) A system of “large” domains
a. D={a,b,c}
b. D1={a,b}
56D, D’ etc. depict quantificational domains associated with determiner phrases.
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c. D2={b,c}
d. D3={a,c}
(2.183) a. *I saw any boy.
b. Meaning: ∃w’∃x∈Dw′ [boyw′(x)∧saww(I,x)]
c. Alternatives: ∃w’∃x∈Di,w′ [boyw′(x)∧saww(I,x)], where 1≤i≤3
We construct domains by comparison. Domain alternatives or D-alternatives do
not form scales. Therefore, these alternatives cannot be factored in the sentential
meaning in terms of O. However, in choosing among alternatives, speakers tend to
go for the strongest one they have evidence for. As pointed out by Chierchia (2006,
556), “if this happens also in the case of [(2.183a)], we wind up saying that even the
most liberal (i.e., broad) choice of D makes the sentence true”. Therefore, following
Lahiri (1998), Chierchia argued that, in this case, we have an even- operator E,
which as shown in section 2.4.1, is found in NPIs. The reader can consult Chierchia
(2006) and the literature therein on how the even implicature works.
Let me now turn to the question of the quantificational and distributional prop-
erties of FCIs. Adopting Dayal’s hypothesis according to which, in episodic contexts,
any needs a relative clause because it provides the anchoring we need in order to be
able to use an inherently modal item (cf. section 2.3.1), following Kratzer and Shi-
moyama’s hypothesis that, in the case of FCIs, widening leads to anti-exhaustiveness
(depicted with O−), and assuming that D-alternatives are not scalar, Chierchia ex-
plained why any, and by extension qualsiasi, is universally interpreted in (2.184)
below:
(2.184) Yesterday, I saw any student who wanted to see me.57
Suppose that the alternatives are not domains of equal size but all of the possible
choices on a maximal domain. In that case, Chierchia depicted the structure of
the alternative domains as in (2.185) below. Consequently, in the hypothetical case
that someone picks D3, he excludes D5 (cf. Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002). Also,
if one takes the maximal option D, he conveys that he does not exclude any option
whatsoever.
(2.185) D={a,b,c}
D1={a,b} D2={b,c} D3={a,c}
D4={a} D5={b} D6={c}
From (2.183b), the assertion of (2.184) is as in (2.186b).58 Since in (2.186b) we
consider students from the maximal domain D, (2.186b) can also be abbreviated,
as shown below (someD...). From the abbreviated version of the assertion, for a Di
that is a subset of D, we have the alternative assertion in (2.186c). As explained
above, scalar implicatures are activated with the exhaustivity operator O. Therefore,
the strengthened alternative assertions of (2.184) can have the forms in (2.186d).
However, when a speaker asserts (2.186b) in which alternatives are taken from the
maximal domain D, the addressee assumes that the speaker has no evidence that
any strengthened alternative holds. Therefore, from the epistemic step in (2.179f)
above, according to which from no evidence that p we arrive to evidence that not
57The reader is referred to (2.175d) for a similar example with qualsiasi.
58For simplicity, Chierchia discusses only the meaning of I saw any student.
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p, the addressee understands that (2.186d) does not hold. We arrive therefore at
(2.187).
(2.186) a. (Yesterday) I saw any student (that wanted to see me).
b. Assertion: ∃w’∃x∈Dw′ [studentw′(x)∧saww(I,x)]
Abbreviated assertion: someD(student)(λx I saw x)
c. Potential alternative assertion: someDi(student)(λx I saw x), for any
Di⊂D
d. Strengthened alternative assertions: O(someDi(student)(λx I saw x))
=someDi(student)(λx I saw x)∧¬someDj(student)(λx I saw x), for
any Dj ⊆D-Di
(2.187) ¬O(someDi(student)(λx I saw x)), for all Di
Since with any we take the maximal domain possible, we have (2.188a) from (2.186d)
and (2.187). This means that for all domains, Di and Dj , it is not the case that I
saw a student in some domain Di and I did not see a student in some domain Dj .
Therefore, if I saw a student in some domain Di, then I also saw a student in some
domain Dj . Consequently, from (2.188a), we have (2.188b):
(2.188) a. ∀Di∀Dj¬[someDi(student)(λx I saw x)∧¬someDj(student)(λx I saw
x)]
b. ∀Di∀Dj [someDi(student)(λx I saw x)→someDj(student)(λx I saw x)]
The formula in (2.188b) says that if I saw a student is true in domain D, it must be
true in any other domain in which we have a possible student. This, in combination
with the assertion in (2.186b), entails (2.189) below. For Chierchia (2006, 562), this
explains the universal reading of any and of qualsiasi : “the assertion by itself does
not make it happen, and the implicature by itself does not make it either. The
universal force stems from putting, as it were, two and two together (the assertion
and the implicature)”.
(2.189) ∀D[someD(student)(λx I saw x)], where D contains possible students
Chierchia accounted for the fact that un N qualsiasi is ungrammatical (or marginal)
in positive contexts and the fact that it is grammatical in modals, as illustrated
in (2.174), (2.175a), (2.175b) and (2.176) in the following way. Chierchia argued
that, due to un “a”, un N qualsiasi contributes a uniqueness scalar implicature
and existentiality. Moreover, he claimed that, like all FCIs, it contributes an anti-
exhaustiveness implicature over domains. Since un N qualsiasi is an FCI and is also
a scalar item, its alternatives are both scalar and domain alternatives. Its alter-
natives are activated through anti-exhaustiveness (O−) and through exhaustiviza-
tion (O). Take for instance the following hypothetical example found in Chierchia
(2006):59
(2.190) ??Ho
Have.1sg
sposato
married
un
a
qualsiasi
whatsoever
dottore
doctor
a. Basic assertion: ∃w’∃1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)
59In (2.190b), domain alternatives are presented in columns and scalar alternatives in rows.
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b. Alternatives:
{∃w’∃1x∈Dw′ (doctorw′ (x)∧I marrywx), ∃w’∃2x∈Dw′ (doctorw′ (x)∧I marrywx),...
∃w’∃1x∈Diw’(doctorw′ (x)∧I marrywx), ∃w’∃2x∈Diw′ (doctorw′ (x)∧I marrywx),...}
Since scalar alternatives must use O while D-alternatives must use O−, (2.190a)
results in (2.191).60 Starting from the innermost part of (2.191), we can see how
alternatives are unpacked. Since O adds exhaustivity over the scale of alternatives,
(2.191) can be written as in (2.192a). The inner formula in (2.192a) says that I
marry exactly one doctor in the relevant domain and is abbreviated as in (2.192b).61
Therefore, the alternatives at this point are the ones in (2.192c), namely the D-
variants of (2.192b). Consequently, working out O−, for all domains, I marry exactly
one doctor. We arrive, therefore, at (2.193a) and (2.193b).
(2.191) O−(O(∃w’∃1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)))62
(2.192) a. O−(∃w’∃1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)
∧¬∃w’∃2x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx))
b. O−(∃w’∃!1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx))
c. Alternatives: {∃w’∃!1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx),
∃w’∃!1x∈Diw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx),
∃w’∃!1x∈Djw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx),...}
(2.193) a. ∀Di∀Dj [∃w’∃!1x∈Diw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)
→∃w’∃!1x∈Djw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)]
b. ∀D[∃w’∃!1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)]
The formula in (2.193b) must be true of every domain that contains a possible doc-
tor. Since we have D-alternatives, we have more that one doctor. Consequently,
(2.193b) is inconsistent because it says that the sentence I marry exactly one doctor
must be true of every doctor. For Chierchia, this inconsistency between FCI impli-
cature and scalar implicature is the source of the ungrammaticality (or marginality)
of existential FCIs in episodic contexts (2.190).
This inconsistency changes when the existential FCI is found in a modal con-
text, as shown in (2.176) and repeated under (2.194a) below. Departing from the
traditional analysis of modals in terms of accessibility relations between w, or in his
terms w0, and other worlds (cf. Hughes and Cresswell 1968), Chierchia proposed
that the basic meaning of (2.194a) is (2.194b). More precisely, it means there is an
accessible world w, in which I marry a doctor.
(2.194) a. Posso
Can.1sg
sposare
marry
un
a
qualsiasi
whatsoever
dottore.
doctor
b. Basic meaning: ∃wR(w0,w)[∃w’∃1x∈D’w′(doctorw′∧I marrywx)]
From (2.191) and from the basic meaning of (2.194a), we have (2.195a), which from
(2.192b), (2.193b) and (2.195a) can be written as (2.195b):
(2.195) a. O−(∃wR(wo,w)[O(∃w’∃1x∈D’w′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx))])63
60The reader may consult the appendices in Chierchia (2006) for the formal details of the
enrichment.
61(∃!1x) stands for there is exactly one x.
62Chierchia noticed that the reversing of the scope of O and O− does not change his claim.
63As also noticed by Chierchia, he does not take into account the scalar item posso “can”.
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b. ∃wR(w0,w)[∃w’∃!1x∈Dw′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)]
∧∀D’[∃w R(w0,w)[∃w’∃!1x∈D’w′(doctorw′(x)∧I marrywx)]]
As stated by Chierchia (2006, 571), (2.195b) is consistent. “First, the assertion says
that there is some possible world w in which something in D is a doctor I marry
(and there are no two such things). Second, anti-exhaustiveness says that for every
subdomain D’ containing a doctor, there is a world in which I marry that person.
We obtain, in other words, a distribution of doctors across worlds; any possible
doctor constitutes an option for me to marry”. Consequently, the combination of
modality with anti-exhaustiveness gives the right meaning. (2.194a), together with
its implicatures, says that I must marry one doctor, and any conceivable doctor is
a possible option. Due to this fact, Chierchia also argued that when the existential
FCI is grammatical in a non-modal context as below, we have to assume the presence
of a covert modal operator:64
(2.196) Gianni
Gianni
e` uscito
ran.3sg
di corsa
out
e
and
non
not
sapendo
knowing
che
what
fare
to do
ha bussato
knocked.3sg
ad
at
una
a
porta
door
qualsiasi.
whatsoever
The contribution of Chierchia (2006) is significant for the ongoing research on FCIs
because he approached three different aspects of FCIs, namely their relation with
NPIs, their distribution and their quantification. He accounted for the quantifica-
tional and distributional properties of FCIs by taking into account the different ways
FCIs are associated with alternatives. As it will be shown in this thesis, the way in
which FCIs are associated with alternatives is, indeed, crucial for their distribution.
For these reasons, Chierchia’s contribution is of major importance.
Yet, in Chierchia’s account, there is an obscure point in the way he explained the
universal force of any and, by extension, that of qualsiasi. More precisely, in cases of
subtrigging, he assumed that strengthening is not at issue. However, as explained
in section 2.2.2, LeGrand (1975) proposed that, when any is subtrigged, it is in
an implicit conditional context. Conditional contexts are downward entailing (cf.
Ladusaw 1979). Kadmon and Landman (1993) have argued that downward entailing
contexts are good contexts for any. Therefore, a motivation for an analysis of the
phenomenon of subtrigging in terms of widening and avoidance of false exhaustivity
inferences, and not in terms of widening-strengthening, is missing.
Finally, Chierchia’s account of the distributional properties of un N qualsiasi
in positive contexts leaves open the following question. Una porta qualsiasi is
marginal in (2.174), repeated below, although as Chierchia argued, it is found in a
semimodalized context. Since un N qualsiasi is grammatical when it is found in a
modal context (2.194a) and since, according to Chierchia, the context at hand is
modal, one wonders why it is still marginal therein.
(2.197) ?Sono
Went.1sg
uscito
out
in
in
strada
street
e
and
mi sono messo a
started.1sg
bussare
knocking
come
like
un
a
matto
madman
ad
at
una
a
porta
door
qualsiasi
whatever
con
with
i battenti
wooden
in legno.
shutters.
64(2.196) is found in Chierchia (2006).
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To my knowledge, Chierchia (2006) is the most recent account of FCIs in terms of
domain widening.
In sum, theories that focused on the meaning of widening inherent to English, Ger-
man and Italian FCIs were detailed above. The theory of widening-strengthening
by Kadmon and Landman was the first theory that focused on the interaction be-
tween the lexical semantics of any and contextual semantic properties. It has been
demonstrated that it accounts for its distribution in a variety of contexts. Aloni
extended their theory to modal contexts. Basing themselves on German, Kratzer
and Shimoyama argued that widening also leads to avoidance of false exhaustivity
inference. Chierchia applied Kratzer and Shimoyama’s account to Italian FCIs. The
item- oriented approaches previously discussed indicate the important role that the
semantics of FCIs plays in their distribution. Evidence has been given from items
that express widening. More examples will be provided in the following sections.
2.4.3 Indiscriminacy
Here, I discuss the meaning of indiscriminacy which was first discussed by Horn
(2000a,b) for just any and extended by Vlachou (2003c, 2006a,b) to the French FCI
n’importe qu- (cf. also Jayez and Tovena 2005). Consider the following data:
(2.198) I don’t want to go to bed with just anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.65
The speaker in (2.198) says that she does not want to sleep with persons that she
will randomly select; she wants to sleep only with people to whom she will be at-
tracted. In other words, the speaker wants to be selective as far as her lovers are
concerned and, consequently, in opposition to what she used to do, distinguish, or
else discriminate, among possible candidates. Horn (2000a,b) named the special
meaning brought into the semantics of the sentence by just anyone in (2.198) in-
discriminacy. According to Horn, not negates this meaning and not just any is
anti-indiscriminative.
As exemplified in (2.199) below, any does not express indiscriminacy. It is
unclear why, although just any is composed out of the particle just and the indefinite
any, in some contexts, it does not have the same reading with any. As it will be
shown in chapter 4, just any is associated with other readings as well. In this book,
I am interested in the way the interaction between readings and context determines
the distribution of FCIs. Since, as it will be shown in chapter 4, just any is associated
with more readings than any, I will study the distributional properties of any and
just any separately.
(2.199) #I don’t want to go to bed with anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.
Just any and the French FCI n’importe qu- express indiscriminacy in affirmative
contexts. Below I repeat the relevant data from (1.8) and (1.9) respectively:
65From the film Barcelona, 1994 (example and information found in Horn 2000a). As it will be
argued in section 4.2.6, in this example, just anyone expresses also low-level, to be characterized
in that section.
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(2.200) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire
say
quelque chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
FCI
I had to say something. I said just anything.66
(2.201) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: “Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us” followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.
The reading of indiscriminacy for n’importe qu- has been extensively discussed by
Vlachou (2003c, 2006a,b) who associated the fact that n’importe qu- is grammat-
ical in affirmative contexts to its special lexical semantics. According to Vlachou
(2006a), indiscriminacy implies that an agent makes a choice in such a way that,
before choosing, any alternative is equally probable to be chosen. In chapter 4, a
more refined definition of indiscriminacy will be provided.
Jayez and Tovena (2005) argued that n’importe qu- expresses only indiscriminacy
in affirmative contexts. For this reason, it is ungrammatical in (2.202) in which “an
uncontrollable event” (Jayez and Tovena, 2005, 51) is described.67
(2.202) *Marie
Marie
a
has
eu
had
n’importe quel
FCI
accident.
accident
Concluding, the lexical semantics of indiscriminacy is common to a variety of FCIs
cross-linguistically. By taking into account the semantics of indiscriminacy, associ-
ated with certain FCIs, and the context, we can adequately explain their distribu-
tion.
2.4.4 Ignorance
Ignorance is another reading that has been involved in the discussion on FCIs.
Below, the way in which it has been specified in the literature is presented.
As the reader may recall from section 2.3.3, the English FCI wh-ever is a definite,
just like bare wh- items. As documented by Tredinnick (1996) and shown in the
examples below from Dayal (1997), wh-ever and bare wh- items do not have the
same distributional properties:
(2.203) a. *Whatever Mary is cooking, namely ratatouille, uses onions.
b. What Mary is cooking, namely ratatouille, uses onions.
These facts indicate that definiteness alone cannot explain the distributional proper-
ties of wh-ever. Dayal (1997) explained that, as opposed to bare wh- items, wh-ever
is ungrammatical above, because it expresses ignorance. Therefore, it cannot be
the case that the speaker ignores the identity of the dish in question and that, at
the same, he knows its name (namely ratatouille).68
66This example has also been discussed under (2.30).
67(2.202) is from Jayez and Tovena (2005). Glosses have been modified.
68To my knowledge, the observation that wh-ever expresses ignorance is traced back in Eliott
(1971). The reader is also referred to Jacobson (1995), Richardson (1995), Tredinnick (1996) and
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She argued that ignorance comes from a modal dimension that ever adds to
the semantics of the free relative that wh-ever introduces. As a result, the FR is
interpreted with respect to a set of epistemic alternative worlds to the world of eval-
uation w. In Dayal’s terms, these are identity-alternatives (hereafter i-alternatives)
which can differ from the actual world only in the denotation of the FR.
The possible worlds model for logics of knowledge and belief has been first
proposed by Hintikka (1962) and has been formally applied to modal logic by Kripke
(1963). Hintikka proposed that our beliefs can be characterized in terms of possible
worlds. Consider for instance a game like poker. The better one can guess what
one’s opponent’s cards are, the more chances one has to win. In order to be able to
guess his opponent’s cards, a player considers and calculates all possible alternative
ways in which the cards in the pack could have been distributed among the players.
Each one of these possible alternatives may be viewed as different realizations of
the actual world. As far as the player knows, the set of these worlds are alternative
worlds to w. For Hintikka, these alternatives are epistemic or else epistemically
accessible because they describe the worlds that are possible given what one believes
in w (see also Kratzer 1991). An accessibility relation is a binary relation on the
set of possible worlds. For instance, a world w’ is epistemically accessible from a
world w if and only if w’ is compatible with everything we know in w.
Dayal (1997) proposed the following semantics for wh-ever (whatever in Dayal’s
terms):69
(2.204) The semantics of “whatever” by Dayal (1997)
a. whatever [IP ...tj ...] denotes at w =
λQ∀i-alternatives ∈ f(w)(s) [Q(i)(ιx[P(i)(x)]]
where P is the property derived by abstracting over xj in the IP
denotation.
b. f(w)(s) = {w’: ∀p[s believes p(w)→p(w’)} for a world of evaluation
w and speaker s, f(w)(s) is the set of worlds in which the speaker’s
beliefs about w hold.
c. a world w’ ∈ f(w)(s), is an i-alternative iff there exists some w” ∈
f(w)(s), such that ιx[P(w’)(x)] 6= ιx[P(w”)(x)].
In prose, the FR formed by whatever “denotes the set of properties that its referent
in any relevant world has” (Dayal, 1997, 108) (2.204a). This modal base represents
the speaker’s belief about w (2.204b). Since wh-ever is definite (cf. section 2.3.3), it
follows from standard presupposition associated with definites, that, assuming that
the FR is felicitously used, every world in the set will have a unique referent for the
FR. A world is characterized as an alternative if and only if it can be distinguished
from another world solely on the basis of the denotation of the FR (2.204c).
Consider the FR in (2.205a) which is interpreted as (2.205b): as far as the
speaker is concerned, in all the relevant i-alternatives at w, the dish that Mary is
cooking has onions. The possible denotations of the FR are the same set of entities
that form the basis of the i-alternatives: ratatouille, lentils and goulash (2.205c).
Iatridou and Varlokosta (1998) for more recent discussions on this reading.
69In (2.204), IP stands for Inflection Phrase, t for trace and i-alt for i-alternative. P is the
restriction and Q the scope of a tripartite structure.
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(2.205) a. Mary is cooking something. Whatever she is cooking uses onions.
(from Dayal 1997)
b. ∀i-alt∈f(w)(s)[uses-onions(i)(ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)])]
c. i-alt1: [ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)]= ratatouille
i-alt2: [ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)]= lentils
i-alt3: [ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)]= goulash
Dayal (1997) was the first to formally explain the source of the meaning of ignorance
in wh-ever and who accounted for the ungrammaticality of wh-ever in (2.203a). In
doing so, she contributed to the current theory on definites and FCIs.
However, there are two uses of wh-ever that Dayal’s account does not cover. As
pointed out by von Fintel (2000), wh-ever does not express only ignorance. In the
example below for instance, the speaker is the one who grabbed the tool in question.
Consequently, it cannot be the case that he does not know the referent of the FR.
Instead, as von Fintel explained, in this example, whatever expresses indifference,
on the part of the speaker, for the identity of the tool that he grabbed. The way in
which von Fintel (2000) defined indifference is discussed in section 2.4.5.
(2.206) I grabbed whatever tool was handy. (from von Fintel 2000)
Furthermore, von Fintel (2000) argued that, if wh-ever is in an embedded context,
ignorance does not stay in the truth-conditional content. Such case is not predicted
by Dayal’s account:
(2.207) Unless there’s a lot of garlic in whatever Arlo is cooking, I will eat out
tonight. (from von Fintel 2000)
In (2.207), ignorance is part of the presuppositional content. It is asserted that
there is a lot of garlic in the thing that Arlo is cooking, but the speaker is not
certain about whether this is the case. Ignorance is projected out of the scope of
the operator unless.
In order to overcome this issue, von Fintel (2000) left aside the notion of i-
alternatives and proposed Analysis N below as the semantics of wh-ever in sentences
in which it expresses ignorance:70
(2.208) Analysis N by von Fintel (2000)
whatever (w)(F)(P)
a. presupposes: ∃w’,w”∈F:ιx.P(w’)(x) 6=ιx.P(w”)(x)
b. denotes: ιx.P(w)(x)
For illustration, consider the following sentence:
(2.209) There’s a lot of garlic in whatever (it is that) Arlo is cooking.71
The FR whatever (it is that) Arlo is cooking presupposes that the speaker is ignorant
as far as the identity of the dish that Arlo is cooking is concerned. In other words,
among the worlds in the modal base supplied by the context, there is variation as
to what Arlo is cooking. The FR denotes the thing that Arlo is cooking.
70In (2.208), N is mnemonic for k-n-owledge; F is the modal base of wh-ever.
71This example has been first discussed under (2.133).
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Von Fintel’s contribution is significant because it captures cases as in (2.207) in
which wh-ever is embedded. In general, to my knowledge, he is the only scholar who
studied the way in which the lexical semantics of wh-ever interacts with context.72
Since my goal is to study the interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs and
contextual semantic properties at a cross-linguistic level, the way in which von Fin-
tel’s and Dayal’s account apply to non-English items which also express ignorance
is crucial. Think of the following example that contains the French indefinite NP
un endroit quelconque:
(2.210) Ses
His
parents
parents
n’ont
not have.3pl
pas
not
passe´
passed
leurs
their
vacances
holidays
a`
to
un endroit quelconque.
a place FCI
Ils
they
sont
are.3pl
alle´s
gone
a`
to
un
a
endroit
place
de´te´trmine´
determined
d’avance.
in advance
His parents did not spend their holidays at a place that they did not
already know. They went to a place that was determined in advance.
This example means that the parents of the person in question did not spend their
holidays at a place that they did not know; they went to a place determined in ad-
vance. Since they worked on definite FCIs, neither von Fintel’s nor Dayal’s account
applies to the case of this indefinite that also expresses ignorance.73 Also, although
both for von Fintel and for Dayal ignorance describes the speaker’s epistemic state,
(2.210) indicates that ignorance is not always directed to the speaker. In this ex-
ample, ignorance is ascribed to somebody else’s parents. Moreover, although von
Fintel’s presuppositional analysis of ignorance can apply to examples like (2.207),
it cannot apply to (2.210). In this example, ignorance is the focus of negation.
(2.207) and (2.210) show that ignorance is, in some cases, affected by the sentential
operator whereas in some others it is not. Therefore, a presuppositional analysis
of ignorance which would predict that ignorance is never affected by the sentential
operator is not on the right track.
Consequently, one would ultimately like to have a definition of the core meaning
of ignorance independently of whether it is expressed by a definite or not, it describes
the speaker’s or somebody else’s epistemic state, it is affected by the antimorphic
operator or not. I will refer back to the meaning of ignorance in chapter 4.
2.4.5 Indifference
In sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4, it has been shown that wh-ever expresses widening-
strengthening and ignorance. According to von Fintel (2000), it expresses indiffer-
ence too. Here, the way in which von Fintel (2000) defined indifference is examined.
Consider again (2.206), repeated below, in which whatever tool was handy expresses
indifference:74
(2.211) I grabbed whatever tool was handy. (from von Fintel 2000)
72More examples will be given in section 2.4.5.
73In section 2.4.2, it has been shown that the German indefinite irgendein expresses ignorance
too.
74As explained in the previous section, ignorance is blocked in this example.
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As von Fintel (2000, 33) argued, if one attempted to apply (2.208), repeated below,
to (2.211), “the presupposition would amount to saying that at least two different
referents of the FR are compatible with the agent’s preferences”. However, this
would not mean that the agent did not care about the tool that he grabbed. Ac-
tually, this presupposition does not exclude the possibility that the agent I cared
about the identity of the tool: “it had to be either my favorite hammer or the new
wrench I bought last weekend” (von Fintel, 2000, 33).
(2.208) Analysis N by von Fintel (2000)
whatever (w)(F)(P)
a. presupposes: ∃w’,w”∈F:ιx.P(w’)(x) 6=ιx.P(w”)(x)
b. denotes: ιx.P(w)(x)
According to von Fintel (2000, 34), wh-ever presupposes indifference in (2.211) “in
the sense that a minimal change in the identity of the FR referent would not make
a difference to the truth of the sentence” (von Fintel, 2000, 34). This meaning is
not captured by the analysis in (2.208). Consequently, the latter cannot be applied
to (2.211) in which wh-ever expresses indifference. Von Fintel argued that wh-ever
presupposes indifference, or in his terms i-indifference:
(2.212) Analysis I (i-indifference) by von Fintel (2000)
whatever (w)(F)(P)(Q)
a. Presupposes: ∀w’∈ minw[F ∩ (λw’.ιxP(w’)(x)6=ιx.P(w)(x))]:
Q(w’)(ιx.P(w’)(x))=Q(w)(ιx.P(w’)(x))
b. Asserts: Q(w)(ιx.P(w)(x))
In (2.211), it is presupposed that in all of the worlds of the modal base F that are
minimally different from w, but where the referent of the FR is different from that
in w are such that the truth of the whole sentence in which whatever appears is still
the same as in w. In addition, it is asserted that the speaker grabbed the tool that
was handy.
Von Fintel was the first who formally represented the meaning of indifference
as expressed by wh-ever. His work is important for scholars who work on definites
and FCIs. However, as von Fintel (2000) himself pointed it out, it is hard to apply
(2.212) to cases in which wh-ever expresses indifference and is embedded. Consider
for instance the following example:
(2.213) Unless Zack simply voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot, he
must have spent five minutes in the voting booth. (from von Fintel 2000)
If indifference meant that a minimal change in the identity of the FR referent would
not make a difference to the truth of the sentence, then the meaning of (2.213) would
be as follows:
(2.214) a. Assertion: Unless Zack simply voted for the person who was at the
top of the ballot, he must have spent at least 5 minutes in the voting
booth.
b. Presupposition: The sentence “unless Zack simply voted for the per-
son who was at the top of the ballot he must have spent at least 5
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minutes in the voting booth” is true independently of the identity of
the person who is at the top of the ballot.
In other words, it would be presupposed that there is no connection between the
identity of the person who was at the top of the ballot and the truth of the complex
conditional construction “unless...booth”. However, in (2.213), far from expressing
irrelevance of the identity of the FR referent to the truth of the sentence, indifference
is part of the truth-conditional content of the sentence. As von Fintel (2000, 38)
pointed out, “the sentence [2.213] is read as meaning “Unless Zack indifferently
voted for the person at the top of the ballot, he must have [spent at least five
minutes in the voting booth]””.
Actually, indifference is part of the truth-conditional content not only in complex
conditional constructions as in (2.213); it is part of the truth conditional content in
negative sentences too. Consider the example below:
(2.215) Zack did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. He voted for
Mr. Johnson because he did a lot of nice things for his village.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker is ignorant as far as the identity of the
candidate who was at the top of the ballot is concerned. With an indifference
reading, the sentence means that Zack did not vote for the candidate who was at
the top of the ballot simply because he was at the top; he voted for Mr. Johnson
because he did a lot of nice things for his village. If indifference was not part of the
truth-conditional content of the sentence in negative contexts, then it would not be
the focus of negation in (2.215).
These facts indicate that indifference does not imply that a minimal change
in the identity of the FR referent would not make a difference to the truth of the
sentence. In view of this result, the question is raised of what exactly indifference
is ascribed to. In chapter 4, it will be proposed that indifference is directed to the
way in which an agent makes a choice.
2.4.6 Summary
In sections 2.4.1-2.4.5, theories that studied the lexical semantics of items that
belong to the class of FCIs have been presented and critically discussed. It has been
illustrated that the lexical semantics of FCIs is important for their grammaticality.
Moreover, it has been shown that the proposed definitions of the various meanings
associated with FCIs need refinement. This will be accomplished in chapter 4 in
which the lexical semantics of FCIs under deliberation in this thesis is fixed.
2.5 Context-oriented approaches
In the present section, I relay the theory of essential nature and contextual vague-
ness, I then discuss the theory of nonveridicality and end with the theory of non-
individuation. Conceptually close to the polarity sensitivity tradition, these ap-
proaches accounted for the distributional properties of FCIs by concentrating on
the semantics of the context in which FCIs appear. By the end of this section, it
will have been demonstrated that the existing context-oriented approaches do not
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adequately account for the distribution of FCIs cross-linguistically. On the contrary,
an approach that takes into account both the lexical semantics of the FCI and the
semantics of the context in which it occurs is, certainly, more attractive.
2.5.1 Essential connection and contextual vagueness
In section 2.3.1, it was pointed out that Dayal (1998) analyzed any as a universal
determiner that introduces quantification over possible individuals of the relevant
kind. Dayal also proposed contextual vagueness as the licensing constraint for any
in generics, modals and contexts in which it is subtrigged. In addition, she pro-
posed that any cannot be subtrigged if there is no essential connection between the
property described by the relative clause and the content of the main clause.75
In affirmative contexts, when any is not combined with a RC, it is ungrammat-
ical. Pursuing an analysis of any as universal that quantifies over a set of possible
individuals, Dayal (1998) attempted to explain why it is grammatical when sub-
trigged.
(2.216) *John talked to any woman.
According to Dayal (1998), in sentences like (2.216) above, all possible women-
situations cannot extend into situations that fall within the interval in which the
predicate is true. However, by introducing a new situation variable that can be
temporally anchored, the relative clause in (2.217) below restricts quantification to
possible woman situations that fall within an interval in the past. Due to the RC,
any is grammatical in (2.217).
(2.217) John talked to any woman who came up to him. (from Dayal 1998)
Subtrigging takes place with PPs too (cf. footnote 22 in this chapter):
(2.218) John talked to any woman at the party.
However, as Dayal noticed, it is not the case that any is always grammatical in
an otherwise problematic context when followed by a PP nor is it true that it is
grammatical in all contexts in which it is combined with a relative clause:76
(2.219) a. You must pick any flower you see.
b. *You must pick any flower in this bed.
(2.220) *Any student (who is) in Mary’s class happened to vote Republican.
75In her 1995a paper, Dayal also proposed the licensing constraint of non-existence, given below,
which she rejected in her 1998 paper:
(i) Non-existence by Dayal (1995a)
An occurence of [NP any B] in a statement is licit iff it does not entail ∃Bp.
As pointed out by Dayal (1998), (i) is problematic in that it does not account for the well-
formedness of (ii). In this sentence, it is entailed that there was something that Mary did to help
him which she regrets (cf. also for an extended criticism Tovena and Jayez 1997).
(ii) Mary regretted that she did anything to help him. (from Dayal 1998)
76The examples in (2.219-2.221) are from Dayal (1998).
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(2.221) Anybody who is in Mary’s semantics seminar is writing a paper on po-
larity items.
The examples in (2.217-2.221) above led Dayal to the conclusion that the semantics
of the subtrigger, whether it is a RC or not, is important for the distribution of any
in affirmative and necessity modal contexts.
Dayal proposed contextual vagueness as the licensing constraint for any in gener-
ics, modals and cases in which it is subtrigged. In addition, she proposed that any
cannot be subtrigged if there is no essential connection between the property de-
scribed by the relative clause and the content of the main clause.
In view of the contrast between (2.220) and (2.221), Dayal argued that (2.220)
is ungrammatical because there is no essential connection between the fact that
Mary’s students voted Republican and the fact that these students are in Mary’s
class. On the contrary, there is a cause-effect relation between the fact that the
students in Mary’s class wrote a paper on polarity items and the fact that they
are in Mary’s class in (2.221). For this reason, any is grammatical therein. Dayal
defined contextual vagueness as follows:77
(2.222) Definition of Contextual Vagueness by Dayal
a. Contextual Vagueness (first appeared in Dayal 1995a): any is only
appropriate in contexts where the speaker cannot identify the indi-
vidual or individuals who verify p.
b. Revised Vagueness Requirement (first appeared in Dayal 1998): Any
(A)(Op B) is felicitous iff A∩B is not contextually salient in any
relevant world; where Op may be 2, 3, !, ¡ or null.
(2.222b) differs from (2.222a) in that it takes into account the intersection of the two
arguments of the determiner at a given world and in that it specifies the contexts to
which it applies. As it will be shortly illustrated, for Dayal, (2.222b) is extremely
important when one undertakes to account for the distributional properties of any
in cases where it is followed by a partitive.
In order to see how contextual vagueness in (2.222a) works, consider (2.219a).
Following Kamp (1973) and Lewis (1979), Dayal considered permissions as involving
the expansion of the set of permissible worlds to include at least one in which the
content of the permission holds, while commands involve the elimination of all these
worlds in which the content of the command does not hold. In the case of permission,
as far as the speaker is concerned, the permission is unconditional though he may
know that in many cases the hearer could not exercise the option. In the case of a
command, the hearer has to comply.78
Dayal (1998) proposed that (2.219a) is grammatical because the set of flowers
that the addressee will eventually see, and pick, is not determined in advance.
Consequently, since the speaker does not know which flowers will be seen, and
picked, he cannot identify them. Therefore, contextual vagueness in (2.222a) is not
violated and any is grammatical. As for (2.219b), Dayal argued that the command
77In (2.222), Op stands for operator, ! stands for permission and ¡ for command (cf. Lewis
1979).
78Note that this way of analyzing commands and permissions is different from the way proposed
by Aloni (2002) who analyzed modals as operators over alternative propositions (cf. section 2.4.2).
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is about a contextually determined set and the speaker knows in advance the flowers
that will be picked in any world where the command is fulfilled. Consequently, the
speaker can identify the individuals that verify p. As a result, contextual vagueness
is violated in (2.219b) and any is ungrammatical.
As observed by Dayal, the definition of contextual vagueness in (2.222a) pre-
dicts that any is ungrammatical in partitive constructions in which we have a fixed
domain. However, as Dayal states it, although (2.223b) is ungrammatical, (2.223a)
is grammatical:
(2.223) a. You may take any of the flowers.
b. *You must take any of the flowers.
Dayal (1998) attempted to answer to the following question: why is any ungram-
matical in (2.223a) but ungrammatical in (2.223b) although the domain is fixed in
both contexts? She argued that, in order to explain the behavior of any in parti-
tives, one needs to take into account both the modal force of the verb of the sentence
and the nature of the construction that combines with any. For this reason, she
proposed (2.222b) in order to account for the contrast in (2.223).
She proposed that, contextual vagueness is not violated in (2.223a): “it is left up
to the hearer whether zero, one or any number up to the total number of flowers are
picked” (Dayal, 1998, 460). Consequently, for any world in which permission holds,
the set of flowers picked is not known to the speaker. Since her explanation for
the ungrammaticality of (2.219b) could carry over to (2.223b), Dayal did not need
(2.222b) in order to account for the ungrammaticality of (2.223b). However, she
accounted for the latter in terms of the revised vagueness requirement in (2.222b).
More precisely, she argued that, since we have a command, a universal quantifier
and a fixed domain by the partitive, the speaker knows which flowers will be picked;
namely all of them. For this reason, (2.223b) is ill-formed.
Dayal’s account is appealing because it takes into account a variety of affirmative
and necessity modal contexts in which any is grammatical when subtrigged. To my
knowledge, Dayal is the only scholar who thoroughly examined a variety of cases in
which any is subtrigged. In spite of this appealing point, it is unclear whether the
essential nature of the trigger is important in the case of subtrigging. More precisely,
as shown below, in affirmative contexts, both any and the Greek FCI o-dhipote are
grammatical when followed by a RC, even if there is no essential connection between
the RC and the rest of the sentence in which these FCIs appear:
(2.224) a. By a strange twist of fate, any boy John was attracted to at the
party last night happened to be straight.79
b. Kata ena periergho tropo, xthes sto parti, opjodhipote agori arese
sto Jani tixene na ine straight.
Moreover, it is unclear whether we need contextual vagueness, in either of its two
versions, in order to account for the grammaticality of any. For instance, in (2.221),
we have a fixed domain and any is grammatical on a universal interpretation.
Besides the question of the need of contextual vagueness as a licensing constraint
for any, there are cases in which it is hard to apply this constraint. More precisely,
79This example is found in Jayez and Tovena (2005) and attributed to Laurence Horn (p.c.).
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Dayal argued that her proposal is valid for modals, generics, affirmative contexts
and contexts in which any is subtrigged. However, as pointed out by Giannakidou
(2001), and as shown in relation to (2.216) and (2.217), Dayal did not explain the
ungrammaticality of any in affirmative contexts in terms of contextual vagueness.
On the contrary, she argued that any is ungrammatical in affirmative contexts
because it is a universal quantifier over possible individuals. Indeed, as explained
by Giannakidou, in affirmative contexts, contextual vagueness does not “save” any.
Otherwise, in these contexts, the addition of a clause that establishes that the
speaker cannot identify the individual in question would lead to well-formedness in
these contexts. However, as shown below, this is not the case:
(2.225) *Yesterday, John talked to any woman, but I have no idea (who they
were/who it was). (from Giannakidou 2001)
Ultimately, Dayal’s contextual vagueness for FCIs cannot be used as a valid licensing
constraint for FCIs cross-linguistically. N’importe qu-, for instance, is grammatical
in affirmative contexts, as already pointed out:
(2.226) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire
say
quelque chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
FCI
I had to say something. I said just anything.80
Clearly, in the example above, unless he suffers from amnesia, the speaker can
identify the things that he said. Therefore, contextual vagueness cannot account
for the grammaticality of the French FCI n’importe qu- in affirmative contexts.
2.5.2 Nonveridicality
Zwarts (1995) was the first who proposed nonveridicality as the licensing condition
of any. Analyzing free choice items as a subclass of the general class of polarity
items, Giannakidou (1997, 2001) applied the theory of nonveridicality on Greek
polarity items, and, consequently, on free choice items. Below, I first present Zwarts’
account on any and then discuss the way in which Giannakidou accounted for the
distributional properties of Greek FCIs.
Zwarts (1995)
The term nonveridical was first used by Montague (1974). He observed that, if
unicorns are supposed to exist, the verb see has a veridical meaning when used in
the sentence John sees a unicorn. When one sees a unicorn that does not exist,
in his dreams for instance, it has a nonveridical meaning. Montague recognized a
veridical meaning for see only. For Montague, only when see is combined with seem
to is the sentence in which it appears nonveridical. In other words, (2.227) below
is nonveridical because it does not entail the truth of the proposition John sees a
unicorn.
(2.227) Jones seems to see a unicorn.
80This example has been previously discussed under (1.8), (2.30) and (2.200).
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Zwarts (1995) was the first who proposed nonveridicality as the licensing condition
of any. Consider the following examples:81
(2.228) Anybody whatsoever can come to the meeting.
(2.229) Anabella didn’t talk to anybody whatsoever.
(2.230) *It is the case that Mary cooked anything.
These sentences show that any is grammatical in negative and modal contexts while
it is ungrammatical in affirmative contexts. Zwarts observed that the sentences in
(2.228) and (2.229) have the following common semantic property: they involve
sentential operators whose propositional argument is not entailed to be true. More
precisely, (2.228) does not entail that somebody will come to the meeting. (2.229)
does not entail that Anabella talked to somebody; it entails that there was no event
in which Anabella talked to somebody. Zwarts called operators like negation and
modality nonveridical. Since a negative sentence entails that the proposition p is
not true, Zwarts characterized negation as an averidical operator. Consider now
(2.230) and compare it to the following sentence without any :
(2.231) It is the case that Mary cooked something.
The sentence above entails the truth of the proposition Mary cooked something.
Therefore, Zwarts called contexts like in (2.230) and (2.231) veridical. (2.230) indi-
cates that any is ungrammatical in veridical contexts.
He defined veridical, nonveridical and averidical operators as follows and pro-
posed that any is grammatical only in nonveridical contexts (2.228-2.229), averidical
ones being included (2.229):
(2.232) Definition of veridical, nonveridical and averidical operators by Zwarts
(1995)
Let O be a monadic sentential operator. O is said to be veridical just in
case Op⇒p is logically valid. If O is not veridical, then O is nonveridical.
A nonveridical operator O is called averidical iff Op⇒∼p.
Zwarts’ proposal is considered the first context-oriented approach to the distribu-
tion of any which takes into account its behavior in a variety of contexts. Even
more importantly, it is the first context-oriented account of any that explains its
grammaticality in negative and modal contexts. As the reader may recall from sec-
tion 2.2.2, Ladusaw (1979) explained the distribution of any by concentrating only
on its behavior in downward entailing contexts, negation being included. Dayal
(1998) (cf. section 2.5.1) analyzed the distribution of any in modals, generics, affir-
mative contexts and in contexts in which it is subtrigged. Due to its great empirical
coverage, Zwarts (1995) influenced the current FCI theory to a great extent.
However, Zwarts’ proposal does not cover all the distributional properties of
any. As explained in Giannakidou (1999), the deontic and epistemic must and the
volitional modal want are nonveridical:82
81The examples in (2.228-2.229) are from Zwarts (1995).
82As stated by Giannakidou (1999), epistemic and deontic must is different from strong necessity
or alethic modals. Modals used in mathematics are alethic and, therefore, veridical.
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(2.233) John must eat a fruit.
(2.234) John must have eaten a fruit.
(2.235) John wants to eat a fruit.
Consequently, from (2.232), we would expect that any is grammatical in necessity
and volitional modal contexts. However, it is not:
(2.236) *You must eat any fruit.
(2.237) *He must have eaten any fruit.
(2.238) *He wants to eat any fruit.
Above, I presented the theory of nonveridicality for any, first proposed by Zwarts
(1995). The ungrammaticality of this item in necessity and volitional modal con-
texts is problematic for his account.
Giannakidou (1997, 2001)
Giannakidou (1997, 2001) followed Zwarts’ proposal and supported it with a very
systematic study of Greek items with a restricted distribution, FCIs being included.
She proposed that Greek FCIs are polarity items and that, like other Greek PIs, are
sensitive to nonveridicality. She also reconsidered the distribution of any. Below, I
first examine Giannakidou’s analysis of the Greek FCI o-dhipote and then turn to
any.
Consider the following sentences:
(2.239) Pare
Take.2sg
kanena
NPI
fruto.
fruit
Take any fruit.
(2.240) *Pira
Took.1sg
kanena
NPI
fruto.
fruit
(2.241) Pare
Take.2sg
opjodhipote
FCI
fruto.
fruit
Take any fruit.
(2.242) *Pira
Took.1sg
opjodhipote
FCI
fruto.
fruit
These examples reveal that both the Greek NPI kanena and the Greek FCI opjod-
hipote are grammatical in nonveridical contexts and that they are ungrammatical
in veridical ones.
The nature of the licensing relation is one of the most intriguing questions to
which scholars who work on polarity phenomena try to answer. Ladusaw (1979)
analyzed PIs in terms of triggering and anti-triggering. In view of this positive
dependency to nonveridicality (cf. 2.239 and 2.241) and negative dependency to
veridicality (cf. 2.240 and 2.242) that kanena and o-dhipote exhibit, Giannakidou
(2001) proposed that NPIs and FCIs are licensed by nonveridicality and anti-licensed
by veridicality:83
83The following two points should be clarified in relation to (2.243) and (2.244). Giannakidou
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(2.243) Licensing by nonveridicality
A polarity item α will be grammatical in a sentence S iff α is in the scope
of a nonveridical operator β in S.
(2.244) Anti-licensing by veridicality
A polarity item α will not be grammatical in a sentence S if α is in the
scope of a veridical operator β in S.
Licensing is amust condition and predicts where a PI is licensed, while anti-licensing
is a must not condition which predicts where a PI is not licensed. Anti-licensing
describes the semantic blocking of an item by a given operator.
In her 1999 and 2001 papers, Giannakidou redefined (non)veridical operators in
relation to a set of possible worlds that are epistemically accessible to the speaker.
Such a change was motivated by the need to account for the veridicality properties
of propositional attitudes. Scholars like Farkas (1992) analyzed epistemic models
as sets of worlds accessible to an individual and compatible with what he believes.
Giannakidou (2001) defined epistemic models as under (2.245) and (non)veridicality
as under (2.246):84
(2.245) Epistemic model by Giannakidou (2001)
a. An epistemic model ME(x) is a set of worlds associated with an
individual x, representing worlds compatible with what x believes.
b. ME(x)(w)= {w’: ∀p[x believes p(w)→ p(w’)]}, where w is a world of
evaluation, and x is an individual.
(2.246) Relativized (non)veridicality for propositional operators by Giannakidou
(1999)
Let c be a context which contains a set M of models relative to an indi-
vidual x.
a. A propositional operator Op is veridical iff [[Op p]]c=1 → [[p]]=1 in
some epistemic model ME(x) ∈ c; otherwise Op is nonveridical.
b. A nonveridical operator Op is antiveridical iff [[Op p]]c=1 → [[p]]=0
in some epistemic model ME(x) ∈ c.
Giannakidou argued that nonepisodicity, to be explained below, is also crucial for
the grammaticality of FCIs. Consider the following data from Giannakidou (2001)
and compare them to (2.241) above:85
did not work on positive polarity items (cf. section 2.2.2). For this reason, (2.243) and (2.244)
do not cover the distribution of these PIs. Second, since Giannakidou was not interested in how
exactly licensing and anti-licensing translate into scope conditions, the phrases is in the scope of
a nonveridical operator and is in the scope of a veridical operator are not used literally. They can
be paraphrased as is in a nonveridical context and is in a veridical context, respectively.
84As shown in (2.246), Giannakidou replaced the term averidical proposed by Zwarts (1995)
with the term antiveridical.
85So far, it has been shown that downward entailing, modal and generic contexts belong to the
class of nonveridical contexts. Interrogative contexts belong to this class too:
(i) Did Paul see a snake?-/→Paul saw a snake. (from Giannakidou 2001)
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(2.247) *Idha
Saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
FCI
(2.248) *Dhen
Not
idha
saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
FCI
One can draw the following conclusions from these sentences. Primarily, o-dhipote
is ungrammatical in veridical contexts (2.247). Secondly, according to Giannakidou,
it is not grammatical in all nonveridical contexts (cf. 2.241 and 2.248). Giannakidou
argued that opjondhipote is ungrammatical in (2.248) and grammatical in (2.241)
because the first is an episodic context while the latter is not. She represented
episodic contexts as in (2.249). According to Giannakidou (2001), sentences like
the one in (2.250) that refer to exactly one event in the past are episodic.
(2.249) ∃!eφ(e)
(2.250) Dhen
Not
idha
saw.1sg
kanenan.
anyone
I did not see anybody.
In view of these facts, Giannakidou proposed (2.251) as the licensing condition of
FCIs:
(2.251) Licensing condition on FCIs by Giannakidou (2001)
A FCI α is grammatical in a sentence S iff:
a. α is in the scope of nonveridical operator β; and
b. S is not episodic.
Giannakidou (2001) argued that the Greek FCI is grammatical only in nonveridical
and nonepisodic contexts because it is an intensional indefinite that can be inter-
preted in a sentence only if the sentence supplies possible worlds which can serve as
identity alternatives inducing variation. In order to understand in what sense FCIs
are intensional, compare the following two sentences:
(2.252) Enas
A
fititis
student
efije.
left.3sg
A student left.
(2.253) *Opjosdhipote
FCI
fititis
student
efije.
left.3sg
(2.252) is true iff there is at least one student who left. For Giannakidou (2001),
(2.253) is ill-formed because o-dhipote is an intensional indefinite which is gram-
matical only when combined with an intensional context; not an extensional one. In
other words, for Giannakidou, FCIs are type shifters of type 〈〈e,t〉, 〈s, 〈e,t〉〉〉, which,
when applied to a property such as the NP denotation, return an intensionalized
property as their output:86
(2.254) [[DETFC ]]=λP〈e,t〉.λw.λx[P(x)(w)]87
86s stands for situation.
87DET stands for determiner.
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After λ-conversion, the FC-phrase denotes a predicate with two variables instead of
one: one is the regular individual variable that indefinites introduce and the other
is a world variable. Therefore, the FC-phrase opjosdhipote fititis “any student” has
the following semantics:
(2.255) [[opjosdhipote fititis]]= student(x)(w)
Besides intensionality, variation is an important feature of FCIs. The variable that
they introduce must be assigned distinct values in each world we consider, or else
in each i-alternative (cf. Dayal 1997 in section 2.4.4):
(2.256) Definition of i-alternatives by Giannakidou (2001)
A world w1 is an i-alternative wrt a iff there is some w2 such that
[[a]]w1 6=[[a]]w2 .
For Giannakidou, only worlds with differing values for the FCI count as i-alternatives.
Although the values assigned to variables introduced by regular indefinites may vary
from world to world, while there may be worlds in which they do not, the values
associated with an FCI variable must vary in each world we consider. Think for
instance of the following possibility modal sentences:
(2.257) a. A/Some student may be in danger.
b. Opjosdhipote
FCI
fititis
student
bori
may.3sg
na
subj
vriskete
be found
se
to
kindhino.
danger
Any student may be in danger.88
Following the traditional way of analyzing possibility modal operators, Giannakidou
explained that in the case of (2.257a) a set of worlds accessible from w are considered
and we check whether this statement holds in at least one of these worlds. In a model
containing three worlds and three individuals the statement with a student can be
true even if we pick the same individual in more than one world. According to
Giannakidou, the same does not hold for the statement with opjosdhipote fititis in
(2.257b). With FCIs, we need to consider a different individual in each world, and
the values must be exhausted. It will be shown below that exhaustive variation is
presupposed in Giannakidou’s account.
For the theory of nonveridicality for FCIs, intensionality and variation explain
why FCIs are grammatical only in nonveridical contexts that are not episodic
(2.251). The world and individual variables introduced by an FCI (2.255) must
be bound by an operator which can bind such variables and the FCI must be found
in a sentence in which exhaustive variation is satisfied.
Since (2.248) and (2.253) are episodic, they involve a single event in an exten-
sional context with participants whose identity is fixed and cannot vary. Conse-
quently, these sentences are not intensional and do not allow for variation. Accord-
ing to Giannakidou, this is the reason for which these sentences are ill-formed. In
light of these facts, Giannakidou (2001) proposed the following definition of FCIs:89
88(2.257) is from Giannakidou (2001). Glosses have been added.
89OP stands for operator.
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(2.258) Free choice item by Giannakidou (2001)
Let Wi be a non-empty set of possible worlds. A sentence with a free
choice item [[OP DETFC (P,Q)]] is true in w0 with respect to Wi iff:
(where OP is a nonveridical operator; P is the descriptive content of the
FC-phrase; Q is the nucleus of the tripartite structure; w0 is the actual
world):
a. Presupposition: ∀w1, w2 ∈Wi : [[α]]w1 6=[[α]]w2 where α is the free
choice phrase.
b. Assertion: [[OPw, x [P(x, w); Q(x,w)]]] = 1 where x, w are the
variables contributed by α.
According to Giannakidou (2001, 404), “the operator binds either a situation vari-
able s (e.g. the habitual operator, Q-adverb, etc.) or a world variable w (e.g. the
conditional operator, modal and intensional operators)”.
Giannakidou observed that, although her account seems to work for o-dhipote,
it does not entirely work for any. For instance, any is grammatical in negative
episodic contexts:
(2.259) I did not see any student.
Also she argued that o-dhipote is ungrammatical in factive contexts which are veridi-
cal, while any is not:
(2.260) a. *I Ariadne metaniose pu idhe opjondhipote filo tis.
b. Lucy regrets that she talked to anybody. (from Giannakidou 2001)
According to Linebarger (1980), the verb regret gives rise to negative implicatures:
(2.260b) means that Lucy did not want to talk to anybody. Therefore, the behav-
ior of any is problematic for (2.251). In view of these facts, Giannakidou argued
that, unlike o-dhipote, any is an extensional indefinite and proposed the following
grammaticality condition for any :
(2.261) Condition regulating the distribution of “any” by Giannakidou (2001)
a. Any will not be grammatical in a sentence S if any is interpreted in
the scope of a veridical expression β in S.
b. In certain cases, clause (2.261a) can be voided if S gives rise to a
negative implicature.
(2.243), (2.244) and (2.261) reveal that, for Giannakidou, nonveridicality is the
crucial factor, both for Greek and English FCIs.
However, as it has been discussed in the present chapter, any is grammatical in
veridical contexts when subtrigged. Below I present the relevant data for English
and show that o-dhipote is also grammatical in veridical contexts when subtrigged
(contrast with 2.253):
(2.262) I talked to any student who was at the conference. (restrictor)
(2.263) Milisa
Talked.1sg
se
to
opjondhipote
FCI
fititi
student
itan
was.3sg
sto
to the
sinedrio.
conference.
I talked to any student who was at the conference. (restrictor)
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As explained in section 2.2.2, LeGrand (1975) argued that any is grammatical when
subtrigged because it is in an implicit conditional context. Consequently, sentences
like the ones above can be represented as follows:
(2.264) ∀w,x[[student(x,w)∧at.the.conference(x,w)]→talked(I,x,w)]
The comparison between (2.263) above with (2.265-2.267) below reveals that, in
opposition to what happens with regular indefinites, when a RC is combined with
o-dhipote, it always behaves like a restrictor of an implicit conditional construction:
(2.265) Opjosdhipote
FCI
fititis
student
theli
wants
na
subj
pari
take.3sg
arista
excellent
prepi
must
na
subj
lini
solve.3sg
tis
the
proeretikes
optional
askisis.
exercises
Any student who wants to take “cum laude” must solve optional exercises.
(restrictor)
(2.266) Milisa
Talked.1sg
se
to
enan
a
fititi
student
pu
who
itan
was.3sg
sto
to the
sinedrio.
conference
I talked to a student who was at the conference. (modifier)
(2.267) Enas
A
fititis
student
pu
who
theli
wants
na
subj
pari
take.3sg
arista
excellent
prepi
must
na
subj
lini
solve.3sg
tis
the
proeretikes
optional
askisis.
exercises
A student who wants to take “cum laude” must solve optional exercises.
(restrictor)
Conditional contexts are nonveridical. Therefore, Giannakidou (2001) proposed
that (2.262) and (2.263) are well-formed because they are nonepisodic and non-
veridical (cf. also Quer 1998, 1999).
Giannakidou’s theory on FCIs presents the following very important points for
the study of FCIs. First, Giannakidou was the first who systematically investigated
FCIs by thoroughly examining a wealth of Greek and English data. Second, it is
the first study that examined in detail the distribution of the class of FCIs as a
whole. In doing so, it demonstrated that FC is not just a flavor that any has in
some contexts but a property that is ascribed to a whole class of items with their
own distributional constraints. For these reasons, Giannakidou opened up a new
area of research in the field of FCIs.
In spite of these positive points, the account of Giannakidou (1997, 2001) presents
the following problems. To begin with, although the empirical coverage of the the-
ory of nonveridicality is undoubtedly large, some of the data into consideration
are questionable. More precisely, although Giannakidou claimed that o-dhipote is
ungrammatical in episodic contexts, the sentence below shows that it is not.
(2.268) Pire i kivernisi epitelous kapia apofasi se afto to thema?
Did the government take finally any decision on this subject?
Oxi,
No
dhen
not
pire
took.3sg
opjadhipote
FCI
apofasi.
decision
No, they did not take any decision.
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This fact shows that (2.251b), according to which an FCI is not grammatical in
episodic contexts, is not a valid licensing condition for Greek FCIs.
Moreover, cross-linguistic evidence shows that not all FCIs are anti-licensed by
veridicality. The grammaticality of the French FCI n’importe qu- and the English
FCI just any in the following veridical sentences is crucial in that respect:
(2.269) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire quelque
say
chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
FCI
I had to say something. I said just anything.90
(2.270) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: “Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us” followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.91
These data are crucial for the licensing and anti-licensing conditions in (2.243-2.244),
as far as FCIs are concerned, and for the grammaticality conditions in (2.251). First,
they show that the distribution of at least two FCIs cannot be captured by licensing
by an operator. Second, they indicate that we cannot account for the distribution
of the general class of FCIs in terms of anti-licensing by veridicality. Interestingly,
in (2.269-2.270), we do not have a negative implicature. Therefore, the behavior of
n’importe qu- and just any in affirmative contexts is problematic for the conditions in
(2.251), according to which an FCI is grammatical only in nonveridical nonepisodic
contexts and shows that the conditions proposed in (2.261) for any cannot be applied
to these FCIs.
Since the version of anti-licensing in (2.244) does not work for all FCIs, one
wonders whether it is at all possible to account for the distribution of the general
class of FCIs in terms of anti-licensing. In section 7.7 in which the results of the
empirical domain of this thesis are reviewed and the nature of the distributional
properties of FCIs is discussed, it will be argued that it is impossible to analyze
FCI distribution in terms of anti-licensing.
The behavior of FCIs in necessity and volitional modal contexts is the third weak
point for the theory of nonveridicality for FCIs. As explained above in relation to
Zwarts (1995), since necessity and volitional modal contexts are nonveridical, the
ungrammaticality of any in necessity and volitional modal contexts is problematic
for the theory of nonveridicality for any. In view of Giannakidou’s account of FCIs,
it is problematic for the theory of nonveridicality for FCIs in general. Below, the
relevant data for any and examples of necessity and volitional modal sentences with
o-dhipote are given. These examples show that o-dhipote is ungrammatical in these
contexts too:
(2.271) *You must eat any fruit.
(2.272) *He must have eaten any fruit.
(2.273) *He wants to eat any fruit.
90This example has been previously discussed under (1.8), (2.30), (2.200) and (2.226).
91This example has been previously discussed under (1.9) and (2.201).
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(2.274) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
fas
eat.2sg
opjodhipote
FCI
fruto.
fruit
(2.275) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
exi
have.3sg
idhi
already
lisi
solved
opjadhipote
FCI
askisi.
exercise
(2.276) *Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
pandrefto
marry.1sg
opjondhipote.
FCI
The data above are problematic for the conditions in (2.251) and (2.261) which pre-
dict that the FCIs any and o-dhipote are grammatical in all nonveridical contexts.
However, Giannakidou (2001) made an interesting observation concerning the dis-
tribution of o-dhipote in necessity modal contexts. She noticed that o-dhipote is
grammatical in necessity modal contexts when preceded by the indefinite article
(enas (masc), mia (fem), ena (neut)). Consider the following example:
(2.277) Prepi
Must
na
subj
paris
take.2sg
*(mia)
a
opjadhipote
FCI
karta.
card
Dhen
not
exi
has
simasia
meaning
pja.
which
You have to take *(just) any card; it does not matter which one.92
When o-dhipote is preceded by an article, it can be associated with the reading of
indiscriminacy, extensively discussed in section 2.4.3. In (2.277), the speaker com-
mands his addressee to take randomly a card. Even if she does not phrase it along
these terms, this is exactly the reading that Giannakidou attributed to the cases
in which o-dhipote is preceded by an article. As shown in the translation of the
example above, in the same way that o-dhipote becomes grammatical in necessity
contexts if it is preceded by an article, any becomes grammatical in necessity modal
contexts when preceded by just, too. Just any expresses indiscriminacy too. These
data indicate that those FCIs that express indiscriminacy are grammatical in ne-
cessity modal contexts and reinforce the validity of the hypothesis that the lexical
semantics of FCIs plays a crucial role to their distribution. In this dissertation, I am
interested in studying the way in which the different readings that are associated
with FCIs interact with context and the way in which their interaction influences
FCI distribution. Since the distributional and semantic properties of o-dhipote dif-
fer depending on whether it is modified by an article or not, modified o-dhipote will
be studied as a separate item. I will come back to this point in section 3.4 in which
I present the items currently contained in the FCID.
The fourth problematic point for the theory of nonveridicality for FCIs comes
lies in the way in which Giannakidou explained subtrigging for any and o-dhipote.
She argued that these items are grammatical in these contexts because they are
in an implicit conditional context which is nonveridical. However, in view of the
ungrammaticality of any and o-dhipote in necessity and volitional modal contexts,
Giannakidou’s way of explaining subtrigging raises the following question: if all any
and o-dhipote need is a nonveridical operator, then, why are they ungrammatical
in necessity and volitional modal contexts which are nonveridical too? This point
indicates that nonveridicality per se is not crucial for the phenomenon of subtrig-
ging.
Consequently, we can neither argue that FCIs are licensed by nonveridicality
92“*()” indicates that the content of the parenthesis is obligatory.
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nor that they are anti-licensed by veridicality. This conclusion raises the question
of whether it is still adequate to maintain an analysis of FCIs as polarity items.
In this section, the theory of nonveridicality, put forward for any by Zwarts (1995)
and proposed for the general class of FCIs by Giannakidou (1997, 2001), has been
discussed. It has been argued that the theory of nonveridicality for any does not
account for its ungrammaticality in necessity and volitional modal contexts which
are nonveridical. The theory of nonveridicality for the general class of FCIs does
not explain the grammaticality of FCIs in episodic contexts, the phenomenon of
subtrigging, the ungrammaticality of certain FCIs in necessity and volitional modal
contexts and the grammaticality of certain others in veridical contexts. Moreover,
judgments on Greek data discussed by the theory of nonveridicality are not clear-
cut. Finally, it has been shown that the class of FCIs differs from the class of
polarity items in that it is neither licensed by nonveridicality nor anti-licensed by
veridicality. The interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs and contextual
semantic properties seems to play a crucial role to their distribution.
2.5.3 Non-individuation
The most recent context-oriented approach on FCIs is the one proposed by Jayez
and Tovena (2005). Working on French FCIs and examining their behavior in a
variety of contexts, they proposed that FCIs are grammatical only in contexts in
which non-individuation is satisfied.93
Informally, the idea that lies behind non-individuation is that “the information
conveyed by a sentence should not be reducible to a referential situation, that is a
situation in which particular individuals in the current world satisfy the sentence”
(Jayez and Tovena, 2005, 56).
Non-individuation can be viewed as the opposite of referential individuation.
Given a restriction P and a scope Q, referential individuation consists of selecting
an individual out of a set of individuals through the kind of property that would be
used in a unique world to describe such an individual or set with respect to P and
Q. “Given that P is the restriction, we have to consider only P-objects. If there
is one world, then this world determines which P-objects are Q-objects and which
P-objects are not” (Jayez and Tovena, 2005, 23).
For instance, in affirmative episodic contexts as in (2.278) below, the specific
student that the speaker saw is selected out of the set of individuals that belong to
the kind student. Q (I saw) holds for this specific individual.
(2.278) I saw a student.
For Jayez and Tovena, since the situation in affirmative episodic contexts can be
reducible to particular individuals, n’importe qu- and tout are ungrammatical in
(2.279) below:94
(2.279) Hier
Yesterday,
Marie
Mary
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
*n’importe quel
FCI
livre/*tout
book/FCI
livre.
book
93The term non-individuation was first used by Tovena (1996, 1998).
94(2.279) and (2.280) are found in Jayez and Tovena (2005).
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According to Jayez and Tovena, non-individuation is also violated in negative con-
texts and for this reason, French FCIs are ungrammatical therein:
(2.280) Marie
Mary
n’a
not has
pas
not
lu
read
*n’importe quel
FCI
livre/*tout
book/FCI
livre.
book
More precisely, Jayez and Tovena (2005, 35) argued that (2.280) is ill-formed “be-
cause if Mary did not read a book b, there is a particular P -object which is also not
a Q-object, namely b”.
On the other hand, FCIs are good in generic contexts in which the information
conveyed cannot be reducible to a referential situation where particular individuals
of the current world satisfy the predicate. For this reason, n’importe qu- and tout
are grammatical in generic contexts:
(2.281) N’importe quel
FCI
e´tudiant
student
sait
knows
c¸a.
that
Any student knows that. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
(2.282) Tout
FCI
chat
cat
chasse
hunts
les
the
souris.
mice
Any cat hunts mice. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
Consider now the data in (2.283-2.285) below. What we see is that n’importe qu- and
tout are grammatical in comparative contexts (2.283) and that tout is grammatical
in affirmative contexts only when combined with a RC, namely when subtrigged
(2.284-2.285).95
(2.283) Marie
Mary
a
has
mieux
better
re´ussi
succeeded
que
than
n’importe quelle/
FCI
toute
FCI
autre
other
fille
girl
de
of
sa
her
classe.
class
Mary did better than any other girl in her class. (from Jayez and Tovena
2005)
(2.284) *Tout
FCI
e´tudiant
student
a
has
e´te´
been
renvoye´.
excluded
(from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
(2.285) Tout
FCI
e´tudiant
student
qui
who
a
has
triche´
cheated
a
has
e´te´
been
renvoye´.
excluded
Any student who cheated was excluded. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
These data show that FCIs are not banned from appearing in contexts which are
referential. For this reason, Jayez and Tovena (2005, 23) specified the notion of
non-individuation in terms of informational dependency: “a sentence cannot host
FCIs if the information it conveys can be reduced to an enumeration of propositions
that refer to particular individuals”.
In comparatives and with subtrigging we also have reference to particular indi-
viduals. For Jayez and Tovena, FCIs are acceptable in such cases because of the
existence of a conceptual dependency that goes beyond the enumeration of partic-
95For Jayez and Tovena, n’importe qu- is weird in contexts in which it is combined with a RC.
For this reason I consider it separately.
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ular cases. If this conceptual dependency is not favored, FCIs are ungrammatical.
This is illustrated by the examples below:
(2.286) Marie
Marie
est
is
arrive´e
arrived
plus
more
tard
late
que
than
??n’importe quelle/
FCI
??toute
FCI
autre
other
fille
girl
parce qu’elle
because she
avait
had.3sg
rate´
missed
son
her
bus.
bus
(from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
(2.287) Pendant
During
toute
whole
la
the
matine´e,
morning
*toute
FCI
personne
person
qui
who
s’est
refl is
servie
served
de
of
la
the
photocopieuse,
copy machine
quelle
whoever
qu’elle
that she
soit,
was.3sg
a
has
oublie´
forgotten
de
to
rentrer
enter
son
the
code.
code
(from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
Although particular individuals are involved in (2.283), the sentence does not refer
to a list of distinct events in which particular individuals, the girls in Marie’s class,
are involved. Rather, it means that the performance of Marie was superior to that
of all her classmates. Therefore, the sentence favors interpretations such as “Mary
was ahead of the other competitors or Mary was in (exceptionally) good shape at
that moment” (Jayez and Tovena, 2005, 24), namely interpretations of the following
type:
(2.288) ∀x((x is a girl in Mary’s class & x 6= Mary)⇒S(Mary, x)) where S denotes
any predicate expressing the superiority of Marie.
Since comparatives are about an intrinsic level of performance, whose manifesta-
tions are the detailed comparisons, they go beyond the enumeration of particular
individuals. For Jayez and Tovena, this is the reason for which n’importe qu- is
grammatical in comparatives.
In the same way, in (2.285), we have a cause-effect relation between the fact
that students cheated and the fact that these students were excluded. For Jayez
and Tovena, in (2.285) we have a contextual dependency between the restriction
and the scope, and hence we do not have enumeration of propositions in which
particular individuals are involved. For this reason, tout is grammatical therein.
As the reader may recall from section 2.5.1, Dayal (1998) had also proposed that
the relation between the restriction and the scope is crucial for the grammaticality
of any in veridical contexts in which it is combined with a RC.
In view of these facts, Jayez and Tovena (2005) proposed the following definition
for non-individuation:
(2.289) Non-individuation by Jayez and Tovena (2005)
If an FCI occurs in a sentence S either the interpretation of S is nonrefer-
ential or it conventionally implicates that LF(S) depends on some formula
that does not mention particular individuals.
Let me now turn to n’importe qu- in (2.290) below, in which, although it is combined
with a RC, it is ungrammatical:
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(2.290) Dans
In
ce
this
film,
film
Marie
Marie
est
is
perse´cute´e
persecuted
par
by
*n’importe quel
FCI
maniaque,
lunatic
qu’on
that one
ne
not
voit
sees
jamais.
never
(from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
As explained in section 2.4.3, n’importe qu- expresses indiscriminacy. For Jayez and
Tovena (2005, 54), indiscriminacy is incompatible with subtrigging: “subtrigging
cannot accommodate random choices, as blind selection is simply not compatible
with the idea of an essential dependency”. For this reason, n’importe qu- is not
compatible with constructions which give rise to subtrigging. Therefore, (2.290) is
ill-formed.
Note, however, the following sentence in which n’importe qu- is grammatical in
a veridical context, combined with a relative clause:
(2.291) Marie
Marie
a
has
eu
had
n’importe quel
FCI
accident
accident
qu’on
that one
puisse
can.3sg
avoir.
have
Marie had one accident one may possibly have.
(from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
Jayez and Tovena (2005, 54) argued that subtrigging is possible in (2.291) because,
with the predicate qu’on puisse avoir, a systematic repetition is expressed: “sub-
trigging is possible when it expresses a systematic repetition that is independent of
any rational choice”. Therefore, (2.291) is well-formed.
The theory of non-individuation proposed by Jayez and Tovena (2005) provided
an attractive way of accounting for the distributional properties of FCIs. As opposed
to other scholars, Jayez and Tovena aimed to explain the distributional properties
of the class of FCIs, by examining the distribution of more than one item within
one language. This strategy is appealing in view of the fact that, as already shown
in chapter 1, by concentrating only on the distribution of one item, we cannot get
a clear picture of the distributional properties of the class of FCIs as a whole.
A problem for their proposal, pointed out by Jayez and Tovena, is that the
theory of non-individuation cannot be extended to cases in which, n’importe qu- is
grammatical in affirmative contexts:
(2.292) Marie
Marie
a
has
vraiment
really
re´pondu
answered
n’importe quoi.
FCI
Marie answered just anything. (from Jayez and Tovena 2005)
In (2.292), reference is made to the specific thing that Marie said, but still, n’importe
quoi is grammatical. Jayez and Tovena claimed that, in affirmative contexts,
n’importe qu- expresses only indiscriminacy (cf. section 2.4.3). They considered
such use of n’importe qu- distinct and did not account for it. However, in view of
the ungrammaticality of tout in veridical contexts (2.284) and in view of the un-
grammaticality of n’importe qu- in (2.279) and its grammaticality in (2.292), one
would like to know why exactly some FCIs are grammatical only in certain veridical
contexts, while some others are completely blocked in veridical contexts. In view
of the fact that n’importe qu- expresses indiscriminacy, a study of the interaction
between the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- and tout and the semantics of the
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context in which they appear, is therefore necessary.
As shown below, quelque chat que ce soit, (qu- que ce soit hereafter), has the
same interpretational properties with n’importe qu- in (2.281). This example means
that all cats, without exception, have a tail. Since this item is ungrammatical in
affirmative contexts, it has been analyzed as an NPI by Larrive´e (2002) and Tovena
et al. (2005):96
(2.293) Quelque chat que ce soit
FCI cat
a
has
une
a
queue.
tail
Any cat has a tail. [Wid]
(2.294) *Elle
She
a
has
dit
said
quoi que ce soit
FCI
d’inte´ressant.
of interesting
The ungrammaticality of qu- que ce soit in affirmative contexts makes the answer to
the question of why exactly although certain items are blocked in veridical contexts
others are not more urgent.
Actually, as discussed above, Jayez and Tovena (2005) started working toward
this direction in their explanation of the behavior of n’importe qu- in cases in which
it is combined with a relative clause (2.290). They argued that subtrigging is not
compatible with the meaning of random choice inherent to n’importe qu-. Although
the idea that the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- is crucial for its distribution is on
the right track, the way in which Jayez and Tovena accounted for the distribution
of this FCI when combined with a RC faces certain problems. Since n’importe qu- is
anyway grammatical in veridical contexts, the term “subtrigging” is not appropriate
for this item.
Moreover, they argued that subtrigging cannot accommodate random choices
and that this is what makes it hard for n’importe qu- to appear in cases as in
(2.290). As explained in section 2.2.2, subtrigging is not a context but a term
that describes a change in the distribution of an item in a given context. Since
subtrigging is not a context with clear-cut properties, we cannot argue that it is
not compatible with indiscriminacy.
This point leads me to a third question that the theory of non-individuation
raises. It is unclear what exactly is the role that the lexical semantics of FCIs plays
to their distribution. More precisely, although Jayez and Tovena discussed indis-
criminacy in veridical contexts, they did not explain what happens to indiscriminacy
in (2.291). As far I can see, in this sentence, indiscriminacy is not expressed and
still, n’importe qu- is grammatical.
Another problematic point for Jayez and Tovena’s account is related to a prob-
lem that Dayal’s account faces too. As explained above, for Jayez and Tovena, in
cases in which FCIs are followed by a RC, we have non-individuation because we
have a contextual dependency between the scope and the restrictor. However, as
shown in relation to (2.224) and repeated under (2.295) below, a conceptual de-
pendency between the scope and the restrictor does not seem to be crucial for the
grammaticality of FCIs in veridical contexts cross-linguistically:
(2.295) a. By a strange twist of fate, any boy John was attracted to at the
party last night happened to be straight.
96(2.294) is from Tovena et al. (2005).
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b. Kata ena periergho tropo, xthes sto parti, opjodhipote agori arese
sto Jani tixene na ine straight.
Finally, although Jayez and Tovena argued that n’importe qu- is ungrammatical
in negative episodic contexts, Vlachou (2003c, 2006b) gave examples in which it is
grammatical in negative episodic contexts:
(2.296) Je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
pas
not
vu
seen
n’importe qui.
FCI
J’ai
I have.1sg
vu
seen
le
the
pre´sident.
president
I did not see just anyone. I saw the president.
The contribution of the theory of non-individuation is valuable. However, for rea-
sons presented above, it cannot be adopted in the present thesis. A theory that
systematically investigates the interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs
and the context in which they appear is called for.
2.5.4 Summary
In sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, the three most salient context-oriented approaches
to the phenomenon of FCIs were presented. Although the existing context-oriented
theories are attractive for different reasons, none of them accounts adequately for
the distribution of FCIs. The results reported above indicate that the following
three points need to be taken into consideration for an adequate account of the
distribution of FCIs. First, we need to examine the behavior of more than one item
within one language but also across different languages. Second, the systematic
investigation of the behavior of FCIs in a variety of contexts is an urgent matter.
Third, in order to account for the distributional properties of FCIs, we definitely
need to examine the interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs and the
semantics of the context in which they appear. Finally, the data discussed above
suggest that the general class of FCIs differs from that of PIs in that it is neither
licensed by nonveridicality nor anti-licensed by veridicality.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I examined the most salient theories that have analyzed FCIs cross-
linguistically. It was shown that the class of FCIs are composed out of universal
quantifiers, indefinites and definites. Free choice was first discussed as the meaning
of the English item any and it is not clear from the literature what the common
semantic properties of FCIs are. FCIs have the readings of scalarity, widening,
indiscriminacy, ignorance and indifference. Some of the theories that investigated
the lexical semantics of FCIs accounted for their distributional properties in terms of
the interaction between lexical semantics and context. On the other hand, context-
oriented theories, conceptually close to the polarity sensitivity tradition, aimed to
account for the distribution of FCIs in terms of the semantics of the context in which
they occur. However, the grammaticality of certain FCIs in veridical contexts is a
counterargument for any theory that analyzes FCI distribution in terms of licensing.
This chapter shows that only by taking into consideration the semantics of the
context and the lexical semantics of the item is it possible to adequately explain the
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distribution of FCIs. Moreover, only a systematic investigation of more than one
item within one language but also in different languages, in a variety of contexts,
can lead us to a better understanding of the phenomenon of FCIs. In order to
study in detail the semantic properties of FCIs and their distribution in a variety of
contexts, in a cross-linguistic perspective, I built up the Free Choice Item Database.
Its set-up and results are presented in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
The Free Choice Item Database
3.1 Introduction
The outcome of the critical discussion of theories presented in chapter 2 is twofold.
First, there is a clear need to consider more data with FCIs in a cross-linguistic
perspective. Second, research on the distributional properties of FCIs should focus
on the interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs and contextual semantic
properties. For these reasons, I set up the Free Choice Item Database. In the
present chapter, I describe the FCID and present its results.
The program used was Microsoft Access 2000. At the moment of writing of the
present book, the FCID is not publicly accessible. The annotation of data in the
FCID has been done by myself from October 2003 to January 2004. As it will be
shown in section 3.4.4, some items currently included in the FCID are beyond the
scope of the present thesis whose writing started after the end of the FCID project.
In order however for the reader to acquire a better understanding of the content of
the FCID, in section 3.4, I will first present all items included in the FCID and I
will then explain why the study of some of them is beyond the scope of the present
book. The results presented in section 3.6 concern only those French and Greek
items whose investigation is within the empirical scope of the present study.
3.2 Rationale
In the present section, I explain the rationale of the database. In doing so, I dis-
cuss also examples from individual or group works who have conducted typological
studies.
First, as has been argued in chapter 2, the empirical ground on which theoretical
assumptions about the distribution of FCIs are made is problematic for two reasons.
On the one hand, it is often the case that judgments on data are vague. On the
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other hand, only a sample of the paradigm of FCIs in a given language is studied.
This leads to a fragmentary view of the distributional properties of FCIs (cf. also
Saebo 2004). I wanted therefore to investigate “real life” data1 and to acquire, in
this way, a clear picture on how FCIs are used in “real language” and not only in
examples artificially constructed.
Second, the theoretical results on FCIs seem fragmentary as most scholars con-
centrate on a certain property of each FCI; its interaction with context or its se-
mantics. However, as it has been shown in the previous chapter, these properties
interact. Crucially, this interaction takes place not only at a language-specific level
but also at a cross-linguistic level. In view of this interaction, I wanted to dis-
cover the various meanings of FCIs and to test whether indeed their semantics is
important for their distributional properties.
Third, as I explained in section 2.5, the theoretical assumptions of existing
context-oriented approaches are not on the right track. This raises the question of
whether any attempt of analyzing FCI distribution solely focusing on contextual
semantic properties is inappropriate.
Finally, in the literature, it has not been explained what the common properties
of FCIs are. The distributional differences among items already discussed in the
literature naturally raise the question of whether there is a common property that
FCIs share in a cross-linguistic perspective.
A systematic work which would take into account the semantics of FCIs in “real
life” data and the semantics of a variety of contexts at a language-specific but also
at a cross-linguistic level was therefore needed.
Recent work by individuals or research groups has shown that typological studies
and databases can be valuable tools for theoretical linguistics. They allow linguists
to consider a wealth of data within one language and across different languages.
Linguists can test their approach in a systematic way taking into account more than
one property of the item under consideration. Let me mention some of these works.
First, Haspelmath (1997) has worked on the typology of indefinite pronouns from
140 languages. The following words by Haspelmath indicate how useful typology
is:
Linguistic typology is indispensable for our goal of explaining particu-
lar grammatical phenomena and of detecting significant generalizations.
The fundamental problem is to state generalizations at the right level
of generality. (Haspelmath, 1997, 7)
Second, Jack Hoeksema, professor of the University of Groningen, has been con-
structing since 1994 the Lexicon of Dutch Negative Polarity Items, based on a
database of circa 90.000 records (cf. Hoeksema 2002a). Data are collected from
various media like magazines, books, newspapers, dictionaries, the Internet, TV
newscast texts or from the European Corpus Initiative (ECI) corpus.2 This database
is of great interest for researchers who work on Dutch NPIs. It has shown that there
are many similarities among NPIs: minimizing nouns, verbs of indifference, verbs
of immobility, expressions of incomparabality and expressions of uncontrollability.
1I owe this term to Martin Evearert (p.c.).
2For more information on the ECI corpus, visit http://www.elsnet.org/eci.html.
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This database has also shown that it is very difficult to define the licensing con-
texts of NPIs in Dutch and that syntax and intonation play a crucial role in their
grammaticality.3
Third, databases included in the Typological Database System (TDS) project are
another example. This project has been carried out since 2000 by the Netherlands
Graduate School of Linguistics (LOT) and run by researchers affiliated with the
universities of Amsterdam, Leiden, Nijmegen and Utrecht. It is currently developing
a software system that allows a user to query existing typological databases on
linguistics. The goal of this team is to study the following grammatical categories:
anaphoric relations, scrambling, agglutinative morphology, inflectional paradigms,
morphological marking of the (anti)causative alternation and quantification.4
Fourth, the research group Se´mantique et Corpus (Semantics and Corpus), part
of the project Se´mantique et Mode´lisation (Semantics and Modelization), aims at
developing a model that will link the work by ATILF (Analyse et Traitement Infor-
matique de la Langue Franc¸aise - Computer Processing and Analysis of the French
Language) and ILF (Institut de Linguistique Franc¸aise-Institute of French Linguis-
tics). Some of their interests are connectors, temporal units and quantification.5
I created the FCID with the goal of systematically investigating “real life” data
within one language and in more than one language and of answering to the following
questions:
1. Is any attempt of analyzing FCI distribution solely focusing on contexts futile?
2. If yes, is the interaction between the semantics of the context and the seman-
tics of FCIs indeed responsible for their distributional properties?
3. If yes, what are the semantic properties of FCIs?
With these research goals in mind, I set up the FCID, whose structure, content and
statistical results are given in the remainder of the present chapter. In section 3.3, I
explain the way in which I collected the FCID data. I describe the items currently
contained in the FCID in section 3.4. In section 3.5, I present the fields of the
FCID. I present the statistical results of the FCID together with their implications
in section 3.6. These results reply to question 1. They show that any attempt
of analyzing FCI distribution solely focusing on context is futile. FCID and other
data, discussed throughout the following chapters, reply to questions 2 and 3.
3.3 Collection of data and methodology
Here I describe the two corpora from which data currently contained in the FCID
have been extracted and explain the methodology with which I collected these data.
The FCID contains French and Greek data. As demonstrated by the facts
reported in chapter 2, Greek and French FCIs share the following properties that call
3For more information on the Lexicon of Dutch Negative Polarity Items, see Hoeksema (1996,
2002a,b) and Hoeksema and Rullmann (2000).
4For more information on the TDS project, visit http://www.lotschool.nl/Research/tds and
Monachesi et al. (2001).
5For more information on the project Se´mantique et Mode´lisation and the research group
Se´mantique et Corpus, visit http://semantique.free.fr.
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for a systematic study. First, both languages have a rich paradigm of FCIs. Second,
only a part of this paradigm has already been studied. Third, the distributional
properties of both French and Greek FCIs are extremely diverse. I did not include
English FCIs because there is already a wealth of examples in the literature. In
order, however, to facilitate the comparison between French, Greek and English
FCIs, I registered the possible English translations that each French and Greek FCI
can have in a given context. I will refer to this point in section 3.5.
Frantext HNC
Availability Internet; Internet;
membership required membership required
Media mainly books books
newspapers
periodicals
miscellaneous
Text type mainly fiction non-fiction
fiction
advertising
official
information
discussion
Size 3737 texts 45.700 texts
210.000.000 words 34.000.000 words
Century 9th-20th 20th
mainly after 1990
Search The user can query info The user can search
on one or more sequence at a time. for one or more words
The maximum distance between or lemmata at a time.
sequences can be defined. The maximum distance
Sequences can be excluded. between words
or lemmata can be defined.
Table 3.1: Information about Frantext and HNC
The entries in the database are collected from the French and Greek corpora
called Frantext and Hellenic National Corpus (HNC), respectively. In table 3.1,
general information is given on the availability of the two corpora, the media from
which data are extracted, the types of texts that they contain, their size, the cen-
turies in which their texts are written and the ways in which the user may define a
query.6 To my knowledge, these are currently the most elaborate corpora of French
and Greek with a wealth of data from written texts, available through the web.7
The FCID currently contains a total of 2300 entries from French and Greek;
1112 Greek examples and 1188 French examples. Because of time limits, it was
impossible to further extend the database. French entries are from texts published
6The facts presented in table 3.1 were found in http://zeus.inalf.fr/frantext.htm and
http://corpus.ilsp.gr in October 2003.
7Refer to http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/c1/corpora-engl.html for a list of other corpora.
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in the period 1950-2000 and Greek entries are from texts published in the period
1990-2000. As I explained in section 3.2, I wanted to obtain real life data and use
them to investigate the distributional properties of FCIs in a variety of contexts. In
order to achieve this goal, my sample had to meet the following two criteria. One, it
had to be selected in a random way. I therefore needed a methodology for selecting a
specific number of examples for each item from each corpus. This methodology will
be presented in the paragraph below. Two, I had to ensure that the list of context-
item combinations represented in the FCID was as wide as possible. In other words,
when I found an example of a combination that was not represented by the random
selection, I also considered this example for the FCID. Since these examples also
would affect the resulting statistics, I had to keep them below a maximum of 5% of
the total examples selected for each item.
Number of entries in the corpus Percentage
〈50 100%
50-100 50%
100-200 20%
200-500 10%
500-1000 6%
1000〈 1%
Table 3.2: Percentages for Greek FCIs
Number of entries in the corpus Percentage
〈60 100%
61-150 50%
151-400 20%
401-1000 10%
1001-2000 6%
2000〈 2%
Table 3.3: Percentages for French FCIs
Due to the very large number of examples found in the corpora, I needed to take
only a percentage for inclusion in the FCID. These percentages also needed to yield
comparable numbers of examples for the various items. So the more examples of an
item that were found in the corpus, the smaller that percentage should be. I aimed
for a number of around 50 examples for each item. Keeping this information in
mind and taking into account the number of entries for each item in the corpora, I
developed tables 3.2 and 3.3. For example, if a French FCI was found in 150 entries
in Frantext, then from table 3.3, I registered 75 examples of this FCI in the FCID.
3.4 Item selection
In the present section, I explain the criteria that I used in order to select the items
that are currently included in the FCID. Moreover, I present the morphological
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paradigms in which they participate together with some relevant examples.
3.4.1 The criteria
The determination of the criterion of selection of items was one of the most com-
plicated tasks in the set-up of the database. This is due to the absence of a formal
criterion of what “counts” as FCI and what are the core properties that distinguish
it from other linguistic units. The absence of such a criterion made it impossible to
automatically detect FCIs out of the corpora of Frantext and HNC.
The decision of which item to include in the database was made in various
steps. The English, Greek and French items that had already been analyzed in the
literature as FCIs were my starting point. As the reader may recall from chapter
2, any was first analyzed by Vendler (1967) as expressing freedom of choice (cf.
section 2.2). Jacobson (1995), Dayal (1997) and von Fintel (2000) observed that
English free relatives introduced by wh-ever can be used as FCIs (cf. section 2.3.1).
Giannakidou (1997, 2001) analyzed Greek items of the form o-dhipote as FCIs (cf.
sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.5.2). Jayez and Tovena (1999b, 2005) analyzed French
items of the form le moindre, n’importe qu- and tout as FCIs (cf. sections 2.3.1,
2.3.2 and 2.5.3).
In the first step, I searched for all possible translations of any and of wh-ever
into French and Greek, of n’importe qu- and tout into Greek and of o-dhipote into
French. Moreover, I collected French items which are semantically equivalent to
n’importe qu- and Greek items which are semantically equivalent to o-dhipote. In
this way, a morphologically heterogeneous list of items was created. Its biggest part
contained wh- items: namely items composed by qu- in French and items composed
by o- in Greek.
In the second step, I had to make sure that, in the limited amount of time that I
had, I would register entries which would show the distribution of items in as many
contexts as possible keeping the size of the FCID to around 2000 entries. For this
reason, it was impossible to register all items that initially appeared on the list.
As far as French is concerned, the list also contained the following items which
are not formed by a wh- item. First, it contained the item tout. An example with
tout is given in (2.282) and repeated under (3.1) below:
(3.1) Tout
FCI
chat
cat
chasse
hunts
les
the
souris.
mice
Any cat hunts mice.
Second, on the list appeared the item le moindre which, according to Jayez and
Tovena (1999b), behaves like an FCI in examples like (2.123), repeated under (3.2)
below:
(3.2) Marie
Marie
est
is
tre`s
very
compe´tente.
competent
Elle
she
connaˆıt
knows
la moindre
FCI
re´fe´rence
reference
sur
on
la
the
question.
question
Marie is very competent. She knows any references on the question.
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Third, FC disjunctions also appeared on the list (cf. section 2.2.1). When (3.3) and
(3.4) are uttered in a context in which three cards are available, carte 1 ou carte 2
ou carte 3 and n’importe quelle carte are semantically equivalent:
(3.3) Tu
You
peux
can.2sg
choisir
choose
carte
card
1
1
ou
or
carte
card
2
2
ou
or
carte
card
3.
3
You can choose card 1, card 2 or card 3.
(3.4) Tu
You
peux
can.2sg
choisir
choose
n’importe quelle
FCI
carte.
card
You can choose any card.
Fourth, I did not consider items that are formed by a negative word, the concessive
marker que (cf. Robert 1993), the demonstrative pronoun ce and the third singular
of the subjunctive form of the verb eˆtre “to be” (soit):
(3.5) Personne
Nobody
ne
not
pourra
will be able
e´chapper
escape
a`
to
son
his
regard
look
dans
in
aucun
no
lieu
place
que ce soit, puisque
since
le
the
ciel,
sky
la
the
mer
sea
et
and
la
the
terre
earth
sont
are
e´branle´s,
shaken
quand
when
il
he
les
them
visite.
visits
Nobody will be able to escape from his look since the sky, the sea and the
earth are quaked when he visits them.8
The largest part of the list with Greek items contained items formed by a wh- item;
emphatic indefinites and FC disjunctions were also included in the initial list. As far
as Greek is concerned, example (2.268), repeated under (3.6) below, and example
(3.7) show that the emphatic indefinite KAMIA is semantically equivalent to the
Greek FCI o-dhipote. In both examples below, it is asserted that the government
did not take any decision at all:9
(3.6) Pire i kivernisi epitelous kapia apofasi se afto to thema?
Did the government take finally any decision on this subject?
Oxi,
No
dhen
not
pire
took.3sg
opjadhipote
FCI
apofasi.
decision
No, they did not take any decision.
(3.7) I
The
kivernisi
government
dhen
not
pire
took.3sg
KAMIA
any
apofasi.
decision
The government did not take any decision.
Moreover, like in French, disjunctive constructions such as tin karta 1, i tin karta
2 i tin karta 3 are semantically equivalent to the Greek FCI o-dhipote:
(3.8) Pare
Take.2sg
tin
the
karta
card
1
1
i
or
tin
the
karta
card
2
2
i
or
tin
the
karta
card
3.
3
Take card 1, 2 or 3.
8Found in www.frantext.fr.
9For an extensive discussion on Greek emphatic indefinites, see Giannakidou (1997, 1998).
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(3.9) Pare
Take.2sg
opjadhipote
FCI
karta.
card
Take any card.
Since registering all kinds of items that are semantically equivalent to items that
are already analyzed as FCIs was not possible within the time limit of the database
project, I included only those French and Greek items which are formed by a wh-
item. In sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, the morphological paradigm of these items will be
presented.
In the third step, I had to make sure that the list of wh- items contained rela-
tively homogeneous items in the way that they are used in language and in their
interpretational properties. Initially, I excluded forms of items which, according to
native speakers, are not so frequently used. For instance, I did not include examples
like (3.10-3.14) in which quelconque is immediately preceded by the indefinite un
“a”, in which it is used alone and examples in which it is preceded by tre`s “very”,
assez “enough” or plus “plus”:1011
(3.10) C’est
This is
un quelconque
just anyone
parmi
among
les
the
noˆtres
ours
[...].
He is just one of ours.
(3.11) [...]
[...]
il
it
e´tait
was.3sg
impossible
impossible
de
to
discerner
detect
son
her
aˆge,
age
ou
or
si
if
elle
she
e´tait
was.3sg
vraiment
really
jolie,
beautiful
ou
or
vraiment
really
quelconque.
average
[...] it was impossible to determine her age, or if she was really a beautiful
woman or if she was a very average woman.
(3.12) Oui,
Yes
il
this
avait
had.3sg
e´te´
been
cet
this
Alexis
Alexis
capable
capable
de
of
tout
everything
pour
for
une
a
petite
little
Nina,
Nina
tre`s
very
quelconque,
common
et
and
qu’il
that he
avait
had.3sg
de´cide´
decided
d’e´pouser
to marry
a`
at
l’e´tranger,
the abroad
s’ils
if they
y
it
arrivaient.
managed.3pl
Indeed, that Alexis was able to do everything for a very common little
Nina, whom he had decided to marry abroad, if they would manage to.
(3.13) Elle
She
m’a
me has
paru
looked
assez
quite
quelconque.
common
She looked quite common to me.
(3.14) Quant a`
As for
la
the
note,
bill
vous
you
la
it
payez
pay.2pl
quand
when
vous
you
voulez,
want.2pl
si
if
vous
you
eˆtes
are.2pl
un
a
habitue´
usual customer
ou
or
un
a
ami
friend
d’habitue´,
of usual
et
and
la
it
payer
pay
vous
you
vaut
cost.3sg
autant de
as many
remerciements
thanks
qu’un
as a
don,
donation
seriez-vous
would.be.2pl you
l’hoˆte
the host
le
the
10As it will be shown in section 3.4.2, I included in the FCID examples in which quelconque is
preceded by un NP “a NP”.
11The examples in (3.10-3.14) are from www.frantext.fr.
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plus
most
quelconque.
insignificant
As for the bill, you pay whenever you want, if you are a usual customer or
a usual customer’s friend, and paying it brings you as many thanks back
as a gift would have, should you be the most insignificant guest.
In addition, I excluded wh- items which are semantically equivalent to the items
that have already been analyzed as FCIs only in certain contexts. To this category
belong French and Greek FRs that are formed by a wh- item which is not followed
by any kind of particle. These are bare wh- items (cf. section 2.3.1). For example,
as shown in (3.15) and (3.16), quand is semantically equivalent to whenever or any
time only when the verb of the sentence in which it appears is in imperfective past.
The Greek bare wh- item opu is semantically equivalent to wherever and anywhere
in (3.17) but not in (3.18):12
(3.15) Quand
When
il
it
pleuvait,
was.raining.3sg
je
I
songeais:
was.thinking.3sg
“maintenant,
now
il
he
entend
hears
la
the
pluie”.
rain
Whenever/any time it was raining, I was thinking: “now, he hears the
rain”.
(3.16) Tu
You
verras
will.see.2sg
quand
when
on
one
ne
not
sera
will be
plus
anymore
la`!
there
You will see (*whenever)/(*any time)/when we will not be there any-
more!13
(3.17) [I
[The
politiki
politicians
ine]
are.3pl]
anikani
unable
na
subj
riksun
shed.3pl
fos
light
oste
so
na
subj
dhialithi
be diluted
to
the
skotadhi
darkness
an
if
iparxi
exists
ke
and
opu
wherever/anywhere
iparxi.
exists
The politicians are not able to shed light on the darkness, whenever and
wherever it exists.
(3.18) I
The
teliki
final
anametrisi
round
emele
should
na
subj
jini
take.place.3sg
mesa
in
sti
to the
Naousa
Naousa
opu
where
entometaksi
in the meantime
ixan
had.3pl
sigkendrothi
been grouped
i
the
kiries
main
dhinamis
powers
ton
the
epanastaton.
rebels
The final confrontation would take place in Naousa (*wherever)/where,
in the meantime, most of the rebels had gathered.
For these reasons, the forms un quelconque, the form quelconque when used alone,
and the bare French and Greek wh- items are not included in the list of items that
are now registered in the FCID.
In the following sections, I present the list of French and Greek items contained
in the FCID, explain the way in which I selected them out of the corpora of HNC
12(3.15) and (3.16) are found in www.frantext.fr. (3.17) and (3.18) are found in www.ilsp.gr.
13“(*)” indicates that the content of the parenthesis renders the sentence ungrammatical.
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and Frantext and provide some relevant examples.
3.4.2 French items
The database contains French items that belong to four different morphological
paradigms. The first morphological group contains n’importe qu- items discussed
in chapter 2. These items are formed by the negative particle n’, the third singular
form of the verb importer “matter” and a qu- “wh-” item.14 From this point
onward, I will refer to the items that belong to this class either as n’importe qu- or
as matter FCI.15 The morphological paradigm of these items is presented in table
3.4.16 Below, I give an example with n’importe qu- found in the FCID:17
(3.19) N’importe laquelle
Matter.FCI.which
de
of
celles-ci
these-here
peut
can.3sg
eˆtre
be
de´finie
defined
a` partir des
from the
trois
three
autres.
others
Anyone amongst them can be defined on the basis of the other three.
[DB]
Item Translation
N’importe qui whoever, (just) anyone (masc)
N’importe quoi whatever, (just) anything (neut)
N’importe ou` wherever, (just) anywhere
N’importe quand whenever, (just) any time
N’importe comment however, any way, anyhow
N’importe quel whichever NP, (just) any NP (masc)
N’importe quelle whichever NP, (just) any NP (fem)
N’importe quels whichever NP, (just) any NP (masc, pl)
N’importe quelles whichever NP, (just) any NP (fem, pl)
N’importe lequel whoever, (just) anyone (masc)
N’importe laquelle whichever, (just) anyone (fem)
N’importe lesquels whichever, (just) anyone (masc, pl)
N’importe lesquelles whichever, (just) anyone (fem, pl)
Table 3.4: The morphological paradigm of the matter FCI
All items that belong to the paradigm of the matter FCI were easy to detect in
Frantext. I searched for the morphological sequences n’importe qui, n’importe quoi,
n’importe ou` and so on.
14N’ is an allomorph of ne which used to express negation (cf. for discussion on the loss of
the negative force of this item, Gaatone 1971, Muller 1991, Corblin 1992, 1994, 1996, and Godard
2005, among others).
15In the glosses of examples discussed throughout the present book, I refer to these items with
the term matter.FCI.
16N’importe ou` (cf. table 3.4) is not formed by a qu- item. However, I included it in the FCID
in order to investigate the whole morphological paradigm of items with n’importe. The same holds
for ou` que (ce soit) in table 3.6 and for je ne sais ou` in table 3.7, presented in the following pages.
17Throughout the previous chapters, I was glossing the items under deliberation with the term
FCI. From now on, the glosses are more informative.
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The second morphological group of French items currently contained in the
database is formed by wh- items followed by the particle conque “ever”. For this
reason, I refer to them as ever FCIs.18 They are presented in table 3.5.
Item Translation
Un NP quelconque just any some NP (or other) (masc)
Une NP quelconque just any some NP (or other) (fem)
Quiconque whoever, anyone (masc, fem)
Table 3.5: The morphological paradigm of the ever FCI
As shown in table 3.5, the ever FCIs that are currently studied in the FCID are
of two types. The first type of ever FCIs is formed by an indefinite article (un, une),
an NP and quelconque. Quel is the adjectival form of qu- “what/which” and conque
means “ever”. The item un endroit quelconque, introduced in section 2.4.4, belongs
to this paradigm. From now on, I will refer to items like un endroit quelconque as
un NP quelconque. The second type is formed by the pronoun qui “who” and the
particle conque. In (3.20), the reader can find an FCID example with the item un
NP quelconque:
(3.20) Villamartin
Villamartin
est
is
un patelin quelconque
a.small.village.ever.FCI
dont
of which
les
the
rues
roads
blanches
white
se
refl
coupent
cut.3pl
a`
at
angle
angle
droit
straight
sur
on
une
a
pente
slope
ardue
steep
[...].
Villamartin is just a small village whose white streets cross each other at
a straight angle on a steep slope. [DB]
It was easy to detect the forms presented in table 3.5. In order to find items of the
form un NP quelconque and une NP quelconque, I searched for the combination of
un or une with quelconque, limiting the distance between these two sequences to
two or three words.
The third morphological paradigm of French items contained in the FCID is
formed by the concessive marker que. I label items that participate in this paradigm
concessive FCIs or else “qu- que ce soit” (cf. also section 2.5.3):19
(3.21) Ce
It
n’e´tait
not was.3sg
plus
anymore
possible
possible
de
to
lui
him
parler
talk
de
about
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
It was impossible to talk to him about anything anymore. [DB]
(3.22) Graˆce a`
Thanks to
la
the
dissuasion
deterrence
nucle´aire
nuclear
et
and
quel que soit
conc.FCI.which
l’enjeu,
at stake
la
the
grande
big
guerre
war
nucle´aire
nuclear
ne
not
devrait
should.3sg
pas
not
avoir
have
lieu.
place
Thanks to the nuclear deterrence, and no matter what is at stake, the big
nuclear war should not take place. [DB]
18In glosses, they will appear as ever.FCI.
19In glosses, they will appear as conc.FCI.
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As it is illustrated in (3.21) and (3.22) above, and as shown in table 3.6, this
paradigm contains items formed in the following two ways below.
1. a wh- item or ou`, the concessive marker que, the demonstrative pronoun ce
and the third singular of the subjunctive form of the verb eˆtre “to be” (soit)
or
2. a wh- item or ou`, the concessive marker que and the subjunctive form of a
verb.
Item Translation
Qui que (ce soit) whoever, anyone (masc, fem)
Quoi que (ce soit) whatever, anything (neut)
Ou` que (ce soit) wherever
Quelque NP/adj/adv que (ce soit) whichever, whatever (masc, fem, neut, sg),
no matter/how much (adj, adv)
Quel que (ce soit) whichever, whatever (masc, neut, sg)
Quelle que (ce soit) whichever, whatever (fem, sg)
Quels que whichever, whatever (masc, pl)
Quelles que whichever, whatever (fem, pl)
Quelques que whichever, whatever (masc, fem, neut, pl)
Combien que no matter (how many, how much)
Table 3.6: The morphological paradigm of the concessive FCI
The detection of the items that belong to the paradigm of concessive FCIs has
been accomplished in two ways. In order to find items that contain the form ce
soit, I searched for the forms qui que ce soit, quoi que ce soit, ou` que ce soit, etc.
In order to find entries with items which are not formed by ce soit, I excluded the
latter sequence from the query and searched for qui que, quoi que etc. As explained
in table 3.1, the user is given this possibility in Frantext.
To the fourth group of French items belong items formed by the first singular
personal pronoun je “I”, the first singular of the verb savoir “know” and a qu-
“wh-” item. I refer to items that belong to this paradigm as know FCIs.20 (3.23)
is an example of the know FCI in a veridical context. The morphological paradigm
of the know FCI is presented in table 3.7.
(3.23) A`
At
ce
this
moment
moment
Raoul
Raoul
et
and
je ne sais qui
know.FCI.who
ont
have.3pl
de´bouche´
come out
d’une
from a
rue
street
dont
which
je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
jamais
never
pu
could
retenir
retain
le
the
nom.
name
At this moment, Raoul and whoever else came out of a street whose name
I have never been able to remember. [DB]
In order to find examples with the know FCI, I searched for the sequences je ne
sais qui, je ne sais quoi and so on.
20In the glosses of examples I refer to them with the term know.FCI.
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Item Translation
Je ne sais qui I don’t know who, whoever
Je ne sais quoi I don’t know what, whatever
Je ne sais quand I don’t know when, whenever
Je ne sais ou` I don’t know where, wherever
Je ne sais comment I don’t know how, however
Je ne sais lequel I don’t know which, whichever (masc, sg)
Je ne sais laquelle I don’t know which, whichever (fem, sg)
Je ne sais lesquels I don’t know which, whichever (masc, pl)
Je ne sais lesquelles I don’t know which, whichever (fem, pl)
Table 3.7: The morphological paradigm of the know FCI
3.4.3 Greek items
Four classes of Greek items are registered in the FCID. First, I registered all items
which, as the Greek FCI o-dhipote (cf. example 3.6), are formed by an o- “wh-”
item, the particle dhi “indeed” and the particle pote “ever”. From now on, I will
refer to items of this kind either as complex FCIs or as o-dhipote.21 In (3.24), an
FCID example with o-dhipote is given. The morphological paradigm of the complex
FCI is provided in table 3.8.
(3.24) Opjodhipote
Comp.FCI.which
orghano
instrument
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
peksi
play.3sg
ta
the
panda.
everything
Any instrument can play everything. [DB]
Item Translation
Opjosdhipote (who/which)ever, any(one) (masc, sg)
Opjadhipote (who/which)ever, any(one) (fem, sg)
Opjodhipote (what/which)ever, any NP (neut, sg)
(Oti/o,ti)dhipote (what/which)ever, any(one) (neut, sg)
Opjidhipote (who/which)ever, any(one) (masc, pl)
Opjesdhipote (who/which)ever, any(one) (fem, pl)
Opjadhipote (what/which)ever, any NP (neut, pl)
Ososdhipote no matter (how much, how big) (masc, sg)
Osidhipote no matter (how much, how big) (fem, sg)
Osodhipote no matter (how much, how big) (neut, sg)
Osidhipote no matter how many (masc, pl)
Osesdhipote no matter how many (fem, pl)
Osadhipote no matter how many (neut, pl)
Opudhipote wherever, anywhere
Oposdhipote whatever way, any way, at any rate
Opotedhipote whenever, any time
Table 3.8: The morphological paradigm of the complex FCI
21In glosses, I use the term comp.FCI.
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The detection of complex FCIs in the HNC corpus was not simple. As demon-
strated in section 2.5.2, o-dhipote has different distributional properties depending
on whether it is preceded by an article or not. Therefore, I wanted to study cases
in which o-dhipote is used with an article and cases in which it is used without an
article as distinct. In order to find entries in which o-dhipote is not preceded by an
article, I searched for the lemma dhipote and then selected those entries in which
o-dhipote was not preceded by an article.
It is worthwhile to point out that, as shown in section 2.5.2, o-dhipote can
participate in the formation of a relative clause. This is also demonstrated in (3.25),
(3.26) and (3.27) below:
(3.25) Pola
Many
ergostasia
factories
stin
to the
Alvania
Albania
exun
have.3pl
leilatithi
been destroyed
apo
from
o,tidhipote
comp.FCI.which
metaliko
metallic
boruse
could
na
subj
metaferthi.
be transported
Many factories in Albania have been destroyed by anything metallic that
could be transported. [DB]
(3.26) Sta
To the
idiotika
private
sxolia
schools
epitrepete
is permitted
na
subj
fitun
study.3pl
pedhia
children
apo
from
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
sinikia
district
ki an
concess
proerxonde.
come.from.3pl
In private schools, entry is allowed for students, whatever district they
come from. [DB]
(3.27) Den
Not
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
dhexti
accept.3sg
o
the
Proedhros
President
tis
the
Dhimokratias
Democracy
prokiriksi
proclamation
ekloghon
elections
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
ke na
concess
pi
says
o
the
prothipurgos.
Prime Minister
Whatever the Primer Minister may say, the President of Democracy can-
not accept the proclamation of elections. [DB]
As shown in the latter two examples, this clause can also contain a concessive
marker. Greek sentential concessive markers are of two types:
1. ki/ke an: ki/ke are allomorphs of “and” and an means “if”
2. ke na: ke is the marker of coordination “and” and na is the marker of sub-
junctive mood in Greek.
Since however, as shown in (3.24), o-dhipote does not always participate in the
formation of a RC, I did not study examples of o-dhipote in which it is combined
with a RC as instances of a different item.
The second group of Greek items is formed by the complex FCI preceded by
either an indefinite article (enas (masc), mia (fem), ena (neut)) or a definite article
(o (masc), mia (fem), ena (neut)) in the singular and by a definite article in the
plural (i (masc, fem), ta (neut)). Using the masculine singular forms of the Greek
indefinite (enas) and definite (o) articles, I will refer to these items either asmodified
complex FCIs or as enas/o o-dhipote (cf. section 2.5.2).22 Below, an FCID example
22I refer to them as a/the.comp.FCI in the glosses, depending on whether the complex FCI is
preceded by an indefinite or a definite.
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with enas/o o-dhipote is given:
(3.28) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of the
American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor. [DB]
In table 3.9, I present the forms that belong to this paradigm. Because of case
marking, I searched for dhipote and then selected those examples that contained
modified complex FCIs.
Item Translation
Enas/o opjosdhipote just any(one), some NP (masc, sg)
Mia/i opjadhipote just any(one), some NP (fem, sg)
Ena/to opjodhipote just any(one), some NP (neut, sg)
Ena/to o,tidhipote just anyone, some NP (neut, sg)
I opjidhipote just any(one), some NP (masc, pl)
I opjesdhipote just any(one), some NP (fem, pl)
Ta opjadhipote just any(one), some NP (neut, pl)
Table 3.9: The morphological paradigm of the modified complex FCI
To the third group of Greek items belong FRs that are formed by a bare wh-
item followed by sentential concessive markers which, as explained above, are of two
types. I will refer to items that belong to these two paradigms as bare concessive
FCIs or o- ki an and o- ke na respectively (cf. also sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3). The
paradigm of these items is found in table 3.10.23
Although, as shown in (3.26) and (3.27), not only bare wh- items but also the
complex FCI o-dhipote can form FRs with a concessive marker, I did not study
the latter use of o-dhipote separately. The reason is that, when o-dhipote forms
free relatives with a concessive marker, their interpretation does not differ from
the interpretation of those without a concessive marker. This is illustrated shown
from the comparison between (3.26) above with (3.29) below. Therefore, sentences
in which o-dhipote forms FRs with or without a concessive marker are studied as
instances of the use of o-dhipote and not as separate items.
(3.29) Sta
To the
idiotika
private
sxolia
schools
epitrepete
is permitted
na
subj
fitun
study.3pl
pedhia
children
apo
from
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
sinikia
district
proerxonde.
come.from.3pl
In private schools, entry is allowed for students, whatever district they
come from.
23In the glosses throughout the thesis I refer to these FCIs as bare.conc.FCI.
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Item Translation
Opjos (ki/ke) an (who/which)ever (masc, sg)
Opjos ke na (who/which)ever (masc, sg)
Opja ki/ke (an) (who/which)ever (fem, sg)
Opja ke na (who/which)ever (fem, sg)
Opjo ki/ke (an) (what/which)ever (neut, sg)
Opjo ke na (what/which)ever (neut, sg)
O,ti ki/ke (an) (what/which)ever (neut, sg)
O,ti ke na (what/which)ever (neut, sg)
Opji ki/ke (an) (who/which)ever (masc, pl)
Opji ke na (who/which)ever (masc, pl)
Opjes ki/ke (an) (who/which)ever (fem, pl)
Opjes ke na (who/which)ever (fem, pl)
Opja ki/ke (an) (what/which)ever (neut, pl)
Opja ke na (what/which)ever (neut, pl)
Osos ki/ke (an) no matter (how much, how big) (masc, sg)
Osos ke na no matter (how much, how big) (masc, sg)
Osi ki/ke (an) no matter (how much, how big) (fem, sg)
Osi ke na no matter (how much, how big) (fem, sg)
Oso ki/ke (an) no matter (how much, how big) (neut, sg)
Oso ke na no matter (how much, how big) (neut, sg)
Osi ki/ke (an) no matter how many (masc, pl)
Osi ke na no matter how many (masc, pl)
Oses ki/ke (an) no matter how many (fem, pl)
Oses ke na no matter how many (fem, pl)
Osa ki/ke (an) no matter how many (neut, pl)
Osa ke na no matter how many (neut, pl)
Opu ki/ke (an) wherever, anywhere
Opu ke na wherever, anywhere
Opos ki/ke (an) whatever way, any way, anyhow, at any rate
Opos ke na whatever way, any way, anyhow, at any rate
Opote ki/ke (an) whenever, any time
Opote ke na whenever, any time
Table 3.10: The morphological paradigm of the bare concessive FCI
Below, examples with the bare concessive FCIs o- ke na and o- ki an are given:
(3.30) Kat’arxas
At start
ta
the
klasika
classic
erga
works
dhen
not
borun
can.3pl
na
subj
kakopiithun,
be mistreated
jati
because
sinexizun
continue.3pl
na
subj
iparxun
exist.3pl
stin
to the
klasiki
classic
tus
their
morfi
form
o,ti ke na
bare.conc.FCI.what
kani
does
enas
a
skinothetis.
director
Whatever a director may do, classic works cannot be mistreated; they
continue having their classical form. [DB]
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(3.31) Tha
Will
stiriksume
support.1pl
tis
the
epilojes
choices
tis
the
dhiikisis
administration
opja ki an
bare.conc.FCI.which
ine
is
afti.
it
We will support the choices of the administration’s personnel, whoever
they may be. [DB]
In order to find the forms presented in table 3.10 in HNC, I searched for the com-
binations of the bare wh- item with the concessive markers ki an, ke an and ke
na.
The fourth Greek morphological paradigm of FCID items is composed by the
duplicated form of the Greek bare wh- item o-. In some cases, the two forms of the
o- item are coordinated with ki “and” while in some others with a hyphen “-” (cf.
Mackridge 1985). I label items that participate in this paradigm bare duplicated
FCIs or o- o-.24 In table 3.11, the paradigm of o- o- is presented. To find these
items, I searched for duplicated forms like o,ti o,ti but also for forms like oso-oso
and opu ki opu.
In (3.32), an example of the use of the Greek FCI o- o- in necessity modal
contexts is given:
(3.32) Ki
And
olo
all
to
the
dhromo
road
skeftotan
was.thinking.3sg
to
the
dhrama
drama
tu
the
ftoxu
poor
politi
citizen
pu
who
eksetias
because of
tis
the
arostias
sickness
tis
the
jinekas
wife
tu
his
anagkastike
was.forced.3sg
na
subj
pulisi
sell.3sg
to
the
zondano
animal
tu
his
oso oso.
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
All the way, he was thinking of the drama of this poor citizen who, because
of his wife’s illness, had to sell his animal at a very low price. [DB]
Item Translation
Opjos (ki)/(-) opjos just any(one) (masc, sg)
Opja (ki)/(-) opja just any(one) (fem, sg)
Opjo (ki)/(-) opjo just any(thing) (neut, sg)
O,ti (ki)/(-) o,ti just any(thing) (neut, sg)
Opji (ki)/(-) opji just any(one) (masc, pl)
Opjes(ki)/(-) opjes just any(one) (fem, pl)
Opja (ki)/(-) opja just any(one) (neut, pl)
Opu (ki) opu just anywhere
Opos (ki)/(-) opos just anyhow
Oso (-) oso just any price/low price
Table 3.11: The morphological paradigm of the bare duplicated FCI
24In glosses, I refer to these items with the term bare.dupl.FCI.
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3.4.4 The empirical scope of the book for French and Greek
As I explained in section 3.2, my goal in this thesis is to investigate the interaction
between the semantics of the item and the semantics of the context. However, the
FCID contains the following two kinds of FCIs whose behavior is not helpful for the
achievement of this goal. On the one hand, it contains FCIs which present a very
restricted distribution. On the other hand, the FCID contains FCIs which cannot
appear in the scope of a sentential operator. For this reason, the study of those
FCIs that belong to any of these two groups is beyond the scope of the present
book. In the present section, I identify these FCIs and define the empirical scope
of the book, as far as Greek and French are concerned.
For one, the behavior of the ever FCI quiconque (table 3.5) in the FCID has
shown that its distribution is restricted mainly to generic contexts. Consider the
data in (3.33-3.37) below:
(3.33) Quiconque
Ever.FCI.who
fait
does
du
of the
journalisme
journalism
accepte
accepts
ces
these
devoirs.
obligations
Any journalist accepts these duties. [DB]
(3.34) *Tu
You
peux
can.2sg
inviter
invite
quiconque.
ever.FCI.whom
(3.35) *Il
He
n’a
not has
pas
not
parle´
talked
a`
to
quiconque.
ever.FCI.whom
(3.36) *J’ai
I have.1sg
parle´
talked
a`
to
quiconque.
ever.FCI.whom
(3.37) *Est-ce qu’
INT
il
he
a
has
parle´
talked
a`
to
quiconque?
ever.FCI.whom
As these data show, quiconque is grammatical in generic contexts whereas it is
ungrammatical in possibility modal, downward entailing, veridical and interrogative
contexts. Consequently, it would be impossible to investigate the distributional
properties of this item in a variety of contexts. For this reason, I will not consider
this item in this thesis.
For two, the know FCI (table 3.7) is only found in veridical contexts like (3.23),
repeated below (3.38). Consider also the examples in (3.39-3.41):
(3.38) A`
At
ce
this
moment
moment
Raoul
Raoul
et
and
je ne sais qui
know.FCI.who
ont
have.3pl
de´bouche´
come out
d’une
from a
rue
street
dont
which
je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
jamais
never
pu
could
retenir
retain
le
the
nom.
name
At this moment, Raoul and whoever else came out of a street whose name
I have never been able to remember. [DB]
(3.39) *Il
He
n’a
not has
pas
not
vu
seen
je ne sais qui.
know.FCI.who
(3.40) *Est-ce
INT
qu’il
he
a
has
vu
seen
je ne sais qui?
know.FCI.who
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(3.41) *Je ne sais quel
Know.FCI.which
chat
cat
chasse
hunts
les
the
souris.
mice
As demonstrated in the examples above, the know FCI is not grammatical in nega-
tive, interrogative and generic contexts. Since its distribution is basically restricted
to veridical contexts and since in this thesis I want to investigate how FCIs behave
in a variety of contexts, this item is not under deliberation here.
Moreover, the French concessive FCIs which are not formed by ce soit (cf. table
3.6) and the bare concessive FCIs composed by ke na in Greek (cf. table 3.10) are
grammatical only when non-embedded under a sentential operator. Compare (3.42)
with (3.22), repeated under (3.43) below, and (3.30), repeated under (3.44), with
(3.45):
(3.42) *Je
I
veux
want.1sg
faire
do
quoi qu’
conc.FCI.what
il
he
ait
has
dit.
said
(3.43) Graˆce a`
Thanks to
la
the
dissuasion
deterrence
nucle´aire
nuclear
et
and
quel que soit
conc.FCI.which
l’enjeu,
at stake
la
the
grande
big
guerre
war
nucle´aire
nuclear
ne
not
devrait
should.3sg
pas
not
avoir
have
lieu.
place
Thanks to the nuclear deterrence, and no matter what is at stake, the big
nuclear war should not take place. [DB]
(3.44) Kat’arxas
At start
ta
the
klasika
classic
erga
works
dhen
not
borun
can.3pl
na
subj
kakopiithun,
be mistreated
jati
because
sinexizun
continue.3pl
na
subj
iparxun
exist.3pl
stin
to the
klasiki
classic
tus
their
morfi
form
o,ti ke na
bare.conc.FCI.what
kani
does
enas
a
skinothetis.
director
Whatever a director may do, classic works cannot be mistreated; they
continue having their classical form. [DB]
(3.45) *Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
kano
do.1sg
o,ti ke na
bare.conc.FCI.what
mu
me
ipe.
said.3sg
(3.42) and (3.43) show that, although quoi qu’il ait dit is ungrammatical in a context
which contains the volitional modal verb veux “want”, it is grammatical when non-
embedded under any sentential operator. In the same way, o,ti ke na is grammatical
in (3.44) in which it is not embedded, whereas it is ungrammatical in (3.45), which
contains the volitional modal verb thelo “want”.
In opposition to these types of FCIs, the concessive FCI which is formed by the
concessive marker ki an and the concessive FCI qu- que ce soit are grammatical in
possibility, interrogative and negative contexts. This is shown by (3.46) and (3.21),
repeated under (3.47) below:
(3.46) Pistevete
Believe.2pl
sto
to the
jirisma
turn
tis
the
tixis
chance
i
or
sto
to the
oti
that
o
the
anthropos
human being
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
petixi
succeed.3sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.what
epidioksi?
wants
Do you believe in fate or that the human being can achieve whatever he
wants? [DB]
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(3.47) Ce
It
n’e´tait
not was
plus
anymore
possible
possible
de
to
lui
him
parler
talk
de
about
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
It was impossible to talk to him about anything anymore. [DB]
Since my goal is to investigate how FCIs interact with context, I will not further
investigate Greek concessive FCIs that are formed by the concessive marker ke na
and French concessive FCIs that do not contain the form ce soit. These items are
very intriguing because they show that certain FCIs not only do not need a certain
context in order to be grammatical, but they are also ungrammatical when they
are forced to be embedded in a certain context. As far as French and Greek is
concerned, only those French and Greek items presented in tables 3.12 and 3.13 are
within the empirical scope of this book.
Gloss Form
Conc.FCI (formed by ce soit) qu-que ce soit
Matter.FCI n’importe qu-
A.NP.ever.FCI (except for quiconque) un NP quelconque
Table 3.12: The empirical scope of the study: French
Gloss Form
Comp.FCI o-dhipote
Conc.FCI o- ki an
A/the.comp.FCI enas/o o-dhipote
Bare.dupl.FCI o- o-
Table 3.13: The empirical scope of the study: Greek
3.5 Fields
In the present section, I describe the fields of the FCID. These fields appear in the
main data entry form of the database, presented in figures 3.1 and 3.2.25 As shown
in these figures, the FCID fields contain linguistic and non-linguistic information
about the data. Section 3.5.1 presents the “non-linguistic” fields and section 3.5.2
explains the function of the “linguistic” fields.
3.5.1 Non-linguistic
Here, I describe the fields that contain non-linguistic information. These fields are
located in the left hand side of figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Original and translated title
I registered the French or Greek title along with its English translation.
25Due to space limits, the main data form is presented in two pieces.
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Figure 3.1: Main data entry form of the FCID (1)
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Figure 3.2: Main data entry form of the FCID (2)
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Text subject
This field identifies, whenever available, the subject of the text in which an entry
is found. Possible values are sports, humor, literature, education, law, politics and
arts.
Text type
This field identifies the type of a text, whenever available. Speech, song, interview
and literary text are possible values.
Other non-linguistic fields
The following non-linguistic information is registered in the FCID whenever avail-
able in Frantext and HNC: 1) Date and place of publication, 2) name, profession
and education of the author, 3) name of the editor and 4) the text source.
With the help of these fields, one may find information on the differences between
authors, on how frequently a certain item is used in a certain period of time, by a
certain author who writes in a certain journal. Also, one may find out how often
a certain FCI is used in a certain type of text or in a text with a certain subject.
These research questions are defined in terms of queries currently available in the
FCID.
3.5.2 Linguistic
In this section, I describe all fields of the FCID that contain linguistic information
by giving some relevant examples extracted from the FCID. An overview of the
linguistic fields is given in figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Preceding context
When necessary, I registered the text that precedes the sentence in which the FCI
under consideration appears. One example of such case is French FCI n’importe qu-
in veridical contexts. As the reader may recall from (2.269) and (2.279), repeated
below under (3.48) and (3.49) respectively, judgments on the grammaticality of this
item in affirmative episodic contexts are vague.26
(3.48) Il
It
fallait
had.3sg
dire
say
quelque chose.
something
J’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
I had to say something. I said just anything.27
(3.49) *Hier
Yesterday,
Marie
Mary
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
The contrast between (3.48) and (3.49) raises the question of why exactly the item
n’importe qu- is grammatical in certain veridical contexts but not in others. In view
of this contrast, whenever I found an example like in (3.48) in which an item is
26The notation and glosses in (3.48) and (3.49) are different from those of the original examples
in (2.269) and (2.279). (2.279) contains also the item tout which is not under consideration here.
27This example has been also discussed under (1.8), (2.30), (2.200) and (2.226).
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in an affirmative episodic context, I registered the text preceding the sentence in
which it appears. In this way, I aimed to discover whether the preceding context is
responsible for the grammaticality of a given FCI in a given context. In (3.50) for
instance, the text in italics fait a` Orly...alors? is registered in the field “preceding
context”. The text in normal fonts j’ai...Publicite´ is registered in the field “text”:
(3.50) [...] fait a` Orly: Socie´te´ I...C...P... Je ne savais pas ce que signifiaient
les initiales. J’ai avale´ ma salive, j’ai dit:
[...] in Orly: Society I...C...P... I didn’t know the meaning of these ini-
tials. I swallowed my saliva I said:
-c’est une agence de publicite´.
-It’s an advertisement agency.
-Et alors?
-And so what?
J’ai
I have.1sg
re´pondu
answered
n’importe quoi:
matter.FCI.what
-International
International
Caravaille
Caravaille
Publicite´.
Advertisement
I answered just anything: International Caravaille Advertisement. [DB]
Text
In this field, the sentence in which the FCI appears is registered. This can be
illustrated with the example that is portrayed in figure 3.1 given below:
(3.51) Tu
You
n’avais
not had.2sg
pas
not
besoin
need
de
to
faire
do
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Il
it
suffisait
sufficed.3sg
d’eˆtre
to be
la`.
there
There was no need to do anything. You only had to be there. [DB]
The sentence tu n’avais pas besoin de faire quoi que ce soit is the actual example
and the item under consideration is the concessive FCI quoi que ce soit. As shown
in figure 3.1, I also entered piece of text which follows the sentence with the FCI,
whenever available.
Possible translations
The possible English translations of each French and Greek FCI in a certain context
are given. For instance, the concessive FCI quoi que ce soit in figure 3.1 can be
translated into anything. This field gives an idea of the semantic similarities or
differences between French and English FCIs on the one hand, and Greek and
English FCIs on the other.
Function
Within this field, I registered the syntactic function of each FCI. Possible values for
this field are: object, subject, adverbial phrase and attribute.
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Part of speech
The grammatical properties of the FCI under consideration are registered. Adjec-
tive, pronoun and adverb are possible values within this field.28
Position
The position of the item (I) in the sentence with relation to the verb (V) is registered.
Possible values are: I-V-V, V-I, V-I-V, I-V. With this field, I aimed at testing
whether the position of the FCI influences its distribution. For instance, the position
of the concessive FCI in (3.51) is V-I. There are some other cases in which the FCI
appears in the subordinate clause or in the main clause which is followed by a
subordinate clause. As far as these cases are concerned, I wanted to test whether
the position of the FCI in relation to the verbs of both the main and the subordinate
clause is crucial for its distribution. In (3.52) for instance, the position of quoi que
ce soit with relation to the verb advenir “happen” and mettre “put” is represented
as I-V-V.
(3.52) Quoi que ce soit
Conc.FCI.what
qu’il
that it
m’advienne,
me happens
ou
or
qu’il
that it
advienne
happens
a`
to
autrui,
others
je
I
le
it
mets
put.1sg
aussitoˆt
immediately
au
to the
passe´.
past
Whatever happens to me or whatever happens to others, I immediately
consider it as belonging to the past. [DB]
Contextual semantic properties and Form
Information about the semantics of the context is given. In the table referred as
“main clause” the semantic properties of the main clause are presented. In the table
“subordinate clause”, the semantic properties of the subordinate clause are given.
Let me illustrate the use of this field with some relevant examples. In examples
like (3.51) above, the FCI appears in an independent clause. Therefore, only the
“main clause” table is filled in. If the FCI happens to be in, or to form, a subordinate
clause then the properties of the main and of the subordinate clause are given. For
instance, qu- que ce soit in (3.52) introduces a subordinate clause, whereas in (3.53)
below it appears in a subordinate clause:
(3.53) J’en
I it
souffrais
suffered.1sg
tellement
so
que
that
la
the
faim
hunger
que
that
j’e´prouvais
I was.feeling.1sg
ne
not
semblait
seemed.3sg
pas
not
eˆtre
be
le
the
manque
lack
de
of
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
[...].
[...]
I suffered so much that the hunger that I felt did not seem to have been
caused by the lack of anything. [DB]
The determination of what exactly is the “crucial” contextual semantic property to
be registered is difficult in cases where the item is found in a sentence with more
than one operator. In (3.51) for instance, the sentence has a deontic necessity op-
erator avoir besoin “need” and an antimorphic operator ne...pas “not”. Whenever
28In this thesis, I do not study adjectival, pronominal and adverbial uses of FCIs in a systematic
way. I consider this to be a topic for future research.
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possible, one has to decide which one is the crucial operator for the FCI. In the case
at hand for example, ne...pas is the crucial operator since, as shown in (3.54), qu-
que ce soit is ungrammatical in necessity modal contexts:
(3.54) *Tu
You
avais
had.2sg
besoin
need
de
to
faire
do
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
In order to show how exactly FCIs interact with context, I will mainly consider
examples with one operator in chapters 5, 6 and in 7. Whenever an (FCID) example
with more than one operator is considered relevant for the discussion, I will include
this example as well but I will explain which sentential operator is crucial for the
grammaticality of the FCI at hand.
My goal in the setting up of the field of contextual semantic properties was
twofold. First, I wanted to discover to what extent modal contexts, downward
entailing contexts, veridical, generic and interrogative contexts, that have been in-
volved in the discussion of FCIs (cf. secion 2), are good or bad for French and Greek
FCIs. Second, I aimed to discover new tendencies concerning their distribution. For
this reason, in the field “contextual semantic properties” I registered linguistic in-
formation of two kinds. One is information on contextual semantic properties that
are already known as crucial for FCIs. The other is new information.
First, information that concerns contexts which are analyzed as crucial is pro-
vided. “Modal context”, “veridical context”, “downward entailing context”, “inter-
rogative context” and “generic context” appear in the field “contextual semantic
properties”. Moreover, I wanted to test to what extent some of the subclasses
of each one of these classes of contextual semantic properties are problematic for
French and Greek FCIs. As the reader may recall from (2.274), repeated under
(3.55) below, o-dhipote is ungrammatical in necessity modal contexts. However, as
shown in (3.56), it is grammatical in possibility modal ones.29
(3.55) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
fas
eat.2sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI.which
fruto.
fruit
(3.56) Boris
May.2sg
na
subj
vjis
go.out.2sg
me
with
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
You may go out with anyone.
This contrast indicates that it can very well be the case that certain FCIs are
grammatical in a general contextual class but not in one or more of its subclasses.
In order, however, to be able to obtain an impression on how frequently an FCI is
found in a certain class or subclass or in a context with a certain form of sentential
operator, I divided the general classes of contexts into as many subclasses as seemed
fruitful. Let me give some examples.
To begin with, to the general class of modal contexts belong possibility and ne-
cessity modal contexts. Epistemic possibility, deontic possibility and ability modal
contexts are contexts that belong to the subclass “possibility modal context”.30
Epistemic necessity and deontic necessity modal contexts belong to the subclass
29The glosses in (3.55) have been changed.
30I follow Geurts (1999) in considering ability modal contexts as possibility modal contexts. The
reader can consult Chierchia and McConell-Ginet (1991) for a different point of view.
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“necessity modal context”. Volitional modal contexts are another subclass of modal
contexts. As explained in section 2.4.2, following Aloni (2002), I take necessity and
volitional modal contexts to introduce existential quantification over alternatives.
Epistemic and deontic modality express the way modal worlds are accessible to the
speaker. Epistemic modality expresses the possibility or necessity of a proposition’s
being true given what the speaker knows. Deontic modality expresses what one is
allowed, permitted or obliged to do.
Furthermore, affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts, contexts with
copula sentences, factive contexts are subclasses of the general class “veridical con-
text”. In chapters (5-7) I deal with negative factive contexts only. The reader
can consult Kadmon and Landman (1993), among others, for a discussion on the
different distributional properties of any in positive and negative factive contexts.
Also, there are many forms of downward entailing contexts. For example, the
forms “antimorphic context”, “too...to context”, “few context” are found. In the
present study, as far as generic contexts are concerned, only those examples in which
FCIs occupy a subject position will be examined, leaving the other cases for future
research. All these contexts have already been presented and discussed in various
sections in chapter 2.
As explained in chapter 2, subtrigging is crucial for the grammaticality of any
and of o-dhipote. While I was registering the FCIs in the database, I discovered
that, as noticed by Dayal (1998) (cf. footnote 22 in chapter 2), not only relative
clauses but also other linguistic units participate in subtrigging. In the example
below for instance, the Greek FCI opjadhipote is followed by a prepositional phrase.
I therefore have a separate class in the “contextual semantic properties” field called
“item modification” in which I registered all linguistic units that modify the FCIs
in the examples that are currently in the database. For the purposes of the present
study, only cases in which FCIs are subtrigged by a RC are considered.
(3.57) I
The
omospondiaki
federal
kivernisi
government
dhen
not
tha
will
exi
have.3sg
tin
the
eksusia
power
na
subj
iothetisi
adopt.3sg
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
metra
measures
enandion
against
ton
the
simferondon
interests
tis
the
mias
one
i
or
tis
the
allis
other
kinotitas.
prefecture
The federal government will not have the power to adopt any measures
against the interests of the one or the other prefecture. [DB]
The determination of what else could count as crucial contextual semantic property
has been made while I was entering data in the FCID. For example, although the
matter FCI is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts like (3.49), I discovered
Frantext examples like (3.50) in which this FCI is grammatical in an affirmative
episodic context. This suggested that there is something in the context of the
matter FCI in (3.50) which is not found in examples like (3.49). Indeed, these two
examples differ in the nature of the predicates a appre´cie´ “appreciated” and ai
re´pondu “answered”. In (3.50), the subject is an agent; in (3.49), the subject is an
experiencer. According to Croft (1991, 176), an agent is a human or non-human
being who is “the initiator of an act of volitional causation” and an experiencer is
a human or non-human being who is the “endpoint of an affective causation”. For
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this reason, “agentive predicate” and “non-agentive predicate” are two of the values
of the field “contextual semantic properties”. As shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 for
instance, the concessive FCI quoi que ce soit is grammatical in a context with an
agentive predicate. Finally, information about aspect and tense are also registered
in the field “contextual semantic properties”.
Item properties
Within this field, I registered the interpretational and scopal properties that the
FCIs have in a given context.
This thesis began with the hypothesis that it is the interaction between the
lexical semantics of FCIs and the context that determines their distribution. More
specifically, it seems that FCIs have a variety of readings, or else descriptive con-
tents, which, in correlation with the semantics of a given context, lead to different
distributional patterns. I therefore needed analytical tools with which I could ver-
ify this research hypothesis. This was one of my goals in this field. Therefore,
except for the various readings of the FCIs, I also registered their scopal properties.
Six readings are found in the FCID. First, just like the English FCI any, French
and Greek FCIs express widening (cf. section 2.4.2). Second, as the English FCI
just any, they express indiscriminacy (cf. section 2.4.3). Third, like the English
FCI wh-ever, they express ignorance and indifference (cf. section 2.4.4 and 2.4.5).
Fourth, they also have the following two readings that are not documented in the
literature of FCIs: the reading of low-level and the reading of indistinguishability.
A characterization of the readings is provided in chapter 4.
In this book I do not concentrate on the frequency with which a given FCI
appears under a certain reading in the FCID for the following reasons. First, the
amount of data currently contained in the FCID does not allow us to make hypothe-
ses regarding the frequency with which each one of the FCIs under examination has
the one or the other reading in language. Second, the FCID is one of the sources
of the data examined here. Third, my goal is to study the interaction between FCI
lexical semantics and contexts and the way in which this interaction determines
their distribution. For all these reasons, I consider the frequency with which FCIs
are found in a given context under a certain reading to be the topic of a different
study.31
Except for the various readings of Greek and French FCIs, I also registered their
scopal properties because, although the variable introduced by certain FCIs is in
the scope of the negative sentential operator, the variable introduced by some other
FCIs is out of the scope of the negative sentential operator. For instance, on the
one hand, the variable introduced by quoi que ce soit which appears in the example
presented in figures 3.1-3.2, repeated under (3.58) below, is in the scope of the
sentential operator ne...pas “not”.
31The same applies to those data that are not extracted from the FCID also. As for the
acceptability judgments that I collected from native speakers on novel data that I constructed
by myself, discussion will be provided whenever there is judgment variation or whenever native
speakers hesitated on the acceptability of a certain sentence.
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(3.58) Tu
You
n’avais
not had.2sg
pas
not
besoin
need
de
to
faire
do
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Il
it
suffisait
sufficed.3sg
d’eˆtre
to be
la`.
there
There was no need to do anything. You only had to be there. [DB]
On the other hand, the variable introduced by n’importe quoi in (3.59) is not in the
scope of ne...pas. In this example, it is asserted that the person in question was
collecting strings, but not just any string.
(3.59) Il posse´dait une grande boˆıte en carton, une ancienne boˆıte a` chaussures,
ou` il collectionnait des morceaux de ficelle.
He had a big paper box, an old shoe box, in which he was collecting pieces
of string.
Il
He
ne
not
conservait
was.keeping.3sg
pas
not
n’importe quoi,
matter.FCI.what
ne
not
voulant
wanting
ni
neither
des
e´chantillons
samples
de
of
qualite´
quality
infe´rieure
inferior
ni
nor
de ceux
these
qui
that
e´taient
were.3pl
trop
too
abˆıme´s
destroyed
par
from
l’usage,
the usage
avachis
misshapen
ou
or
effiloche´s.
frayed
He was not keeping just anything; he liked neither the samples of low
quality nor those strings that were damaged, misshapen and frayed from
the use. [DB]
While I was registering examples in the FCID, I discovered that, in certain cases,
the descriptive content of FCIs is also affected by negation. In (3.58) for instance,
qu- que ce soit expresses widening. The speaker asserts that his addressee did not
need to do anything at all, without exception. In section 4.3, I will explain in more
detail the semantics of widening as expressed by qu- que ce soit. What is crucial
to retain at this point is that the variable introduced by quoi que ce soit is in the
scope of negation, whereas the descriptive content of widening is not affected by
negation.
The same does not happen in (3.59). As explained above, in this example,
the variable introduced by the FCI n’importe quoi is out of the scope of negation.
Crucially, the descriptive content of n’importe quoi in (3.59) is the focus of negation.
N’importe quoi expresses indiscriminacy in (3.59) (cf. section 2.4.3). In very simple
terms, (3.59) means that the person in question was keeping strings that he was not
selecting in a random way since he liked neither the samples of low quality nor the
strings that were damaged, misshapen or frayed. Crucially, although the variable
introduced by the indefinite FCI n’importe quoi in (3.59) scopes over negation, the
interpretation of this sentence is different from the interpretation of a sentence which
contains a regular indefinite with a specific understanding. Compare (3.59) above
to (3.60) below:
(3.60) Je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
pas
not
mange´
eaten
un
a
fruit.
fruit
I did not eat a fruit.
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(3.59) means: 1) there were strings x, 2) the person in question was keeping x,
3) it is not the case that these strings were randomly chosen. Under a specific
understanding, the meaning of (3.60) is as follows: 1) There is a fruit x, 2) I did
not eat x. Consequently, n’importe qu- in (3.59) does not have the typical scopal
properties of a specific indefinite. For the purposes of the present study, I will
analyze cases like (3.59) as cases in which the FCI variable is out of the scope of
negation and the descriptive content is the focus of negation. The scopal properties
of FCIs differ depending on the downward entailing context in which they occur:
Consider (3.61) below which contains the negative operator sans “without” (cf.
Vlachou 2000):
(3.61) Ces
These
personnes
persons
n’avaient
not had.3pl
rien
nothing
de
of
spe´cial.
special
Heureusement,
fortunately
je
I
suis
am
partie
left
sans
without
parler
speak
a`
to
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
These persons were not special in any way. Fortunately, I left without
talking to (just) anyone.32
N’importe qu- expresses indiscriminacy in (3.61). This sentence means that the
speaker left without randomly choosing to whom to talk. The scopal properties of
n’importe qu- in (3.61) are not the same as those of n’importe qu- in (3.59): the
FCI variable does not scope over the negative operator sans and indiscriminacy is
not affected by sans in (3.61). Otherwise, this example would have the following
meaning: 1) there were people x, 2) I talked to x and 3) I did not choose them
randomly. However, this is far from being the interpretation of (3.61).
Why exactly the scopal properties of FCIs are so diverse remains an open issue
for future research. In this thesis, I will describe the scopal properties of FCI only in
those contexts that contain the French negative marker ne...pas, the Greek negative
marker dhen and the English negative marker not, leaving the study of other cases
for a different occasion. As it will be shown in the following chapter, the scopal
properties of a given FCI indicates the interpretational class to which it belongs.
3.6 Statistical results and implications
In the previous sections, I described the set-up of the FCID. In the present section, I
discuss some crucial FCID statistical results concerning the distributional properties
of those French and Greek FCIs whose investigation is in the empirical scope of this
thesis (cf. tables in 3.12 and 3.13) together with their implications for the analysis
pursued in the present thesis. For this reason, the statistical results given here are
based on the behavior of those French and Greek FCIs found in 2124 out of 2300
examples currently contained in the database. As explained in section 3.2, I built
the FCID with the goal of systematically investigating “real life” data within one
language and in more than one language and answering to the following questions:
1. Is any attempt of analyzing FCI distribution solely focusing on contexts futile?
32(Just) any indicates that, in the sentence at hand, the FCI in question can be translated both
into any and into just any.
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2. If yes, is the interaction between the semantics of the context and the seman-
tics of FCIs indeed responsible for their distributional properties?
3. If yes, what are the semantic properties of FCIs?
By the end of the present section, FCID results will have shown that any attempt
of analyzing FCI distribution solely focusing on contexts is futile. The answer to
questions 2 and 3 above will be given in the following chapters.
A variety of queries, easy to build with Microsoft Access 2000, brought out
important results concerning the distribution of French and Greek FCIs in modal,
veridical, downward entailing, generic and interrogative contexts. From now on, I
will concentrate on the distribution of FCIs in these contexts leaving the presen-
tation of the distribution of French and Greek FCIs in other kinds of contexts for
another occasion. These results are presented in figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.33
60%
40%
Modal context
Other context
 
Figure 3.3: FCIs are most frequently found in a modal context
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that Greek and French FCIs have the tendency to appear
in modal contexts; 60% of the entries found in the FCID contain FCIs that appear
in a modal context. As shown in figure 3.4, 10% of the entries of the FCID contain
examples of FCIs in a generic context, 15% in a downward entailing context, 7%
in a veridical context, 5% in an interrogative context and 3% in another type of
context. Figure 3.5 shows that the majority of FCIs is grammatical in a veridical
context.
The first outcome of the FCID concerns the general distributional tendencies
of FCIs. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the FCIs under consideration are more
33As it has been shown in chapter 2, the distribution of certain FCIs depends on whether they
are subtrigged or not. For this reason, although in figures 3.3 and 3.4 I present all cases in which
FCIs are grammatical in veridical sentences, either they are “modified” or not, in figure 3.5, I
present only those cases in which the FCIs are grammatical in veridical contexts without being
modified by a relative clause or something else (cf. section 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Appearance of FCIs in modal, veridical, downward entailing, generic
and interrogative contexts
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Figure 3.5: Appearance of FCIs in veridical contexts
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frequently used in modal contexts than in generic, downward entailing, veridical
and interrogative ones. However, none of these contexts is hostile to the general
class of FCIs under consideration. In chapter 2, it has been argued that we cannot
account for the distribution of FCIs in terms of licensing. The validity of this
hypothesis is reinforced by the fact that the majority of the FCIs studied here are
grammatical in veridical contexts (cf. figure 3.5).
This outcome raises the question of why exactly, in the limited amount of data
contained in the FCID, Greek and French FCIs are more frequently found in modal
contexts than in downward entailing, generic, interrogative, veridical, or other con-
texts. The present thesis aims to answer to the questions of what exactly determines
the distribution of FCIs. Consequently, the answer of this question is beyond the
scope of this study.34
The second outcome of the FCID concerns empirical issues raised in chapter 2.
One, as the reader may recall from section 2.5.3, the theory of non-individuation
does not account for cases in which n’importe qu- is used in veridical contexts.
Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show that, not only n’importe qu-, but the majority of the
FCIs under consideration are grammatical in examples with a veridical operator.
(3.28), repeated under (3.62), and (3.50), repeated partially under (3.63) below, are
such examples.
(3.62) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of the
American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor. [DB]
(3.63) J’ai
I have.1sg
re´pondu
answered
n’importe quoi:
matter.FCI.what
-International
International
Caravaille
Caravaille
Publicite´.
Advertisement
I answered just anything: International Caravaille Advertisement. [DB]
As explained in section 3.5.2, the contrast between examples like in (3.63) above
and (3.49) (cf. also 2.279), repeated below under (3.64), raises the question of why
exactly n’importe qu- is grammatical only in certain veridical contexts.
(3.64) *Hier
Yesterday,
Marie
Mary
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
Although, as shown in figure 3.5, in (2.247) repeated under (3.65) below, and in
(3.66), qu- que ce soit and o-dhipote are ungrammatical in affirmative episodic
contexts which are veridical, the FCID contains examples in which o-dhipote is
grammatical in veridical contexts being subtrigged. One of these examples is given
34It would also be interesting to count the amount of examples with modals in Frantext and in
HNC and to compare this amount with the result in figure 3.3. However, I leave that for another
occasion.
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in (3.25) and repeated below under (3.67). I did not find any occurrence of qu- que
ce soit in veridical contexts in the FCID.
(3.65) *Idha
Saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
(3.66) *Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
(3.67) Pola
Many
ergostasia
factories
stin
to the
Alvania
Albania
exun
have.3pl
leilatithi
been destroyed
apo
from
o,tidhipote
comp.FCI.which
metaliko
metallic
boruse
could
na
subj
metaferthi.
be transported
Many factories in Albania have been destroyed by anything metallic that
could be transported. [DB]
Figure 3.5 indicates that in a population of 2124 examples, non-subtrigged qu- que
ce soit and o-dhipote are not found in examples with veridical contexts. This figure
demonstrates how exceptional it is to find these two items in veridical contexts.
However, it does not give us an idea of whether non-subtrigged qu- que ce soit and
o-dhipote are indeed ungrammatical in veridical contexts. As it will be shown in
chapters 5 and 6, both qu- que ce soit and o-dhipote are grammatical in factive
contexts which are veridical.
Two, zoom in the FCID data shows that, although the theory of nonveridicality
(cf. section 2.5.2) predicts that o-dhipote is ungrammatical in episodic contexts and
although the theory of non-individuation predicts that n’importe qu- is ungrammat-
ical in antimorphic contexts, the FCID contains examples like (3.68) and (3.69) in
which o-dhipote and n’importe qu- are grammatical in negative episodic contexts:
(3.68) Dhen
Not
sizitithike
was.discussed.3sg
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
alo.
else
Nothing else was discussed. [DB]
(3.69) Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
n’importe comment
matter.FCI.how
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
The choice was not made randomly but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons: standard of living, residency,
religion. [DB]
The third outcome of the FCID concerns the distribution of FCIs in subclasses of
the contexts under consideration. Figures 3.3-3.4, the example in (2.274) repeated
below under (3.70), and the data in (3.71), (3.72) and (3.73) show that, although
modality is the preferred operator by the FCIs under consideration in the present
thesis, some subclasses of modal contexts are hostile to certain FCIs but not to
others:
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(3.70) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
fas
eat.2sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI.which
fruto.
fruit
(3.71) *Tu
You
dois
have.to.2sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
(3.72) Ala
But
akomi
even
ke
and
ta
the
pedhia
kids
tu
his
tha
will
anagkastun
be obliged
ek
from
ton
the
pragmaton
facts
na
subj
pulisun
sell.3pl
oso oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
tin
the
eteria
company
ja
for
na
subj
plirosun
pay.3pl
foro
tax
klironomias.
inheritance
The facts show that even his kids will be obliged to sell the company at
just any price in order to pay the inheritance duties. [DB]
(3.73) La
The
baˆtisse
building
longue,
long
e´troite,
narrow
a
has
duˆ
had to
eˆtre
be
autrefois
in the past
soit
or
une caserne,
barracks
soit
or
un baˆtiment administratif quelconque.
a.building.administrative.ever.FCI
In the past, this big and narrow building must have been used either as
barracks or as some kind of administration building. [DB]
The FCID demonstrated that, although, as shown in (3.70), o-dhipote is ungram-
matical in necessity modal contexts, it becomes grammatical therein when it intro-
duces a RC:
(3.74) Prepi
Must
na
subj
afisume
leave.1pl
piso
back
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
apo
from
to
the
parelthon
past
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
mas
us
ebodizi
blocks
i
or
na
subj
mas
us
kathisteri.
delays
We have to leave behind anything from the past that blocks and delays
us. [DB]
The FCID results presented in the present chapter show that any attempt of ana-
lyzing the distribution of the general class of FCIs by focusing solely on contextual
semantic properties is ineffective. Otherwise, one should have a context-oriented
account which explains at the same time the following phenomena. First, although
o-dhipote and qu- que ce soit are ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts,
at least when they do not introduce a relative clause (3.65-3.67), n’importe qu-, un
NP quelconque, o- o-, o- ki an and enas/o o-dhipote are grammatical in the general
class of veridical contexts as shown in figure 3.5. Second, as shown in (3.63) and
(3.64), n’importe qu- is grammatical in certain veridical contexts and not in others.
Third, although the Greek FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in negative episodic con-
texts which are nonveridical, it is ungrammatical in necessity modal contexts, if it
is not subtrigged (cf. 3.68, 3.70 and 3.74). Fourth, although both o-dhipote and
qu- que ce soit are ungrammatical in necessity modal contexts, at least when they
are not combined with a RC (3.70, 3.71, 3.74), the Greek FCI o- o- (3.72) and the
French FCI un NP quelconque (3.73) are not. To my knowledge, it is impossible to
account for these phenomena pursuing a context-oriented approach. The fact that
the majority of FCIs are found in veridical contexts (cf. figure 3.5) reinforces the
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validity of the hypothesis that accounting for the distribution of FCIs only in terms
of licensing is not on the right track.
The behavior of French and Greek FCIs described in the present section is an
indication for the validity of the hypothesis that, in a cross-linguistic perspective, it
is the interaction between the semantics of the item and the semantics of the context
that determines its distribution. It calls for a systematic study of the interaction
between the lexical semantics of FCIs and the semantics of the context.
The study of this interaction is my goal in the remainder of the present book.
More precisely, in chapter 4, the semantics of French, Greek and English FCIs
under consideration in the present thesis will be discussed. In chapters 5, 6 and 7,
it will be argued that it is indeed the correlation between the semantics of the item
and the semantics of the context that determines the distribution of French, Greek
and English FCIs. The distributional properties of FCIs in a variety of downward
entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts will be examined.
Since certain French and Greek FCIs are grammatical in certain general classes of
contexts but they are ungrammatical in some of their subclasses, the behavior of
FCIs in subclasses of these contexts will also be taken into account.
CHAPTER 4
The Semantics of Free Choice Items
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I presented the set-up of the FCID together with some
statistical results. The distributional properties of French and Greek FCIs have
shown that any attempt to analyze FCI distribution by solely focusing on contextual
semantic properties is not applicable. The general class of French and Greek FCIs
is grammatical in all contexts that have been part of the discussion on FCIs with
the tendency to appear in modal contexts. A closer look at the FCID data has
shown that the items under investigation have different distributional properties.
For example, although o-dhipote is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts
if it is not subtrigged, n’importe qu- does not need a relative clause in affirmative
episodic contexts (cf. section 3.6). As explained in the previous chapter, these facts
constitute strong evidence for the validity of the hypothesis that, from a cross-
linguistic perspective, it is the interaction between the semantics of FCIs and the
semantics of the context that determines their distribution.
To verify the validity of this hypothesis, I examine the semantics of FCIs in the
present chapter. First, I determine the range of their readings. Then I define these
readings and establish which FCIs have which reading(s). In addition, I present the
properties that distinguish FCIs that belong to different interpretational classes. It
will be argued that FCIs are commonly associated with a set of alternatives. They
have six readings that indicate different ways to refer to alternatives.
The data under deliberation here show already that these readings interact with
the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context in which FCIs appear. There-
fore, although the way in which readings interact with context and the implication
of this interaction for the distribution of FCIs are discussed in chapters 5, 6 and 7,
the data examined in this chapter allow me to formulate hypotheses regarding this
interaction and its implication for the FCI distribution for each one of the three
languages studied here.
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The structure of the chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, I discuss the lexi-
cal semantics of FCIs, having English FCIs as my focal point. As the reader may
recall from chapter 2, certain lexical semantic properties of English FCIs have al-
ready received much attention, although the definitions that have been proposed
need refinement. More precisely, scholars have already discussed the meaning of
widening-strengthening as expressed by any (section 2.4.2), the meaning of indis-
criminacy as expressed by just any (section 2.4.3), and the meanings of ignorance
and indifference as expressed by wh-ever (sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5). By the end
of section 4.2, a pattern with the semantic properties of FCIs and the criteria to
distinguish among them will have emerged. These criteria will serve as the ana-
lytical tools with which I will examine the semantics of French and Greek FCIs in
sections 4.3 and 4.4, and with which I will study the interaction between the lexical
semantics of FCIs and context in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
4.2 Analytical tools
In the present section, I discuss the semantic properties of FCIs basing myself on the
English FCIs any, just any and wh-ever. Therefore, the facts reported in sections
4.2.1-4.2.6 below are crucial at a language-specific but also at a cross-linguistic level.
More precisely, in the following six sections, I determine the range of readings of
FCIs, define these readings, determine which English FCI has which reading(s) and
give the properties that distinguish FCIs that belong to different interpretational
classes. Although the interaction between the lexical semantics of FCIs with context
and its implication for the FCI distribution are presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7, in
sections 4.2.1-4.2.6, I also formulate hypotheses regarding this interaction and its
implication for FCI distribution.
4.2.1 Widening
In this section, I address the reading of widening-strengthening and determine the
properties of FCIs that express widening-strengthening.1 As explained in section
2.4.2, Kadmon and Landman (1993) proposed (2.148) as the meaning of the indefi-
nite FCI any, defined widening as under (2.151) and strengthening as under (2.153).
These definitions are repeated below. Jacobson (1995) has argued that widening-
strengthening is also one of the readings of the definite FCI wh-ever. From now on,
I refer to FCIs that express widening as widening FCIs. I call those widening FCIs
that are indefinites indefinite widening FCIs and those that are definites definite
widening FCIs.
(2.148) The semantics of “any CN” by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
Any CN= the corresponding indefinite NP a CN with additional se-
mantic/pragmatic characteristics (widening, strengthening) contributed
by any.
1As it will be shortly shown, I will call items that express widening-strengthening widening
FCIs. For this reason, I do not use the term “strengthening” in the title of the present section.
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(2.151) Widening by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
In an NP of the form any CN, any widens the interpretation of the com-
mon noun phrase (CN) along a contextual dimension.
(2.153) Strengthening by Kadmon and Landman (1993)
Any is licensed only if the widening that it induces creates a stronger
statement, i.e., only if the statement on the wide interpretation ⇒ the
statement on the narrow interpretation.
Although Kadmon and Landman (1993) analyzed strengthening as a semantic com-
ponent of any, they presented it as a licensing constraint in (2.153). However, the
content of (2.153) presents the result of strenghtening and not the definition of
strengthening itself. As revealed in section 2.4.2, (2.153) adequately explains the
distributional properties of any. We miss a formulation of the meaning of strength-
ening in order to have a complete view of the meaning of widening FCIs.
The meaning of any in examples like (2.149b), repeated below under (4.1), and
the meaning of wh-ever in examples like (4.2), are enlightening:2
(4.1) I don’t have any potatoes.
(4.2) The government did not accept whatever proposal they made.
As Kadmon and Landman (1993) have argued, the FCI any potatoes in (4.1) in-
troduces a set of contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. Suppose that
edible potatoes are relevant and non-edible (rotten) potatoes are irrelevant in the
context at hand. From (4.1), it is inferred that the speaker does not have edible
potatoes and that he does not have non-edible potatoes. In other words, any in
(4.1) induces enlargement from a set A of contextually relevant alternatives to a set
A’ of contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. As shown in (2.149a) and
repeated below, such enlargement is not possible without any.
(4.3) I don’t have potatoes.
The speaker in (4.3) asserts that he does not have potatoes. In opposition to what
happens in (4.1), it is not asserted that the speaker does not have rotten potatoes
and that he does not have edible potatoes. As relayed by Kadmon and Landman
(1993, 359), “you can accept [4.3] even if you know that I do in fact have a few
rotten potatoes in the back yard [...]”.
In (4.2), under a widening reading, whatever introduces a set of contextually
relevant and irrelevant alternatives, just like any. If, in the case at hand, a proposal
on the issue of Cyprus is a relevant one, then the definite widening FCI in (4.2)
refers to contextually relevant proposals but also to irrelevant ones. (4.2) reads
as follows. Every time that they submitted a proposal, it was rejected by the
government. There is a unique proposal per submission. The proposal could be
contextually relevant or not, the government did not accept it. At each point in
time that a proposal was made, there were alternative proposals that they could
have submitted. Those alternatives are picked from a set A’ which is larger than the
2As will be shown in section 4.2.2, wh-ever also expresses ignorance in (4.2). I discuss the
meaning of widening and ignorance separately.
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set of contextually relevant proposals to be submitted.3 Suppose that a proposal
on the issue of Cyprus is a relevant one and a proposal on the army is an irrelevant
one. Imagine a situation in which one of these two proposals was accepted by the
government. In such a case, (4.2) would be false.
Enlargement does not arise in the case of a regular definite like the one below.4
In (4.4), reference is not made to contextually relevant and irrelevant proposals but
to the unique proposal that the persons in question made.
(4.4) The government did not accept the proposal that they made.
Consequently, whether indefinites or definites, widening FCIs have two components.
First, they involve an enlarged set of alternatives A’ compared to their regular
indefinite or definite counterparts. Second, all alternatives, without exception, can
be the value of the widening FCIs in a given context c. I therefore define indefinite
and definite widening FCIs as follows:
(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.6) Definite widening FCIs
A definite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives compared
to its regular definite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the regular
definite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alternatives
{a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the definite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which contains
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
3A has also been used in section 2.4.2.
4The proposals below is equivalent to whatever proposal in (4.2):
(i) The government did not accept the proposals that they made. (Cleo Condoravdi p.c.)
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The following three points need to be emphasized concerning the definitions in (4.5)
and (4.6). First, although the definition of widening does not depend on whether
an FCI is indefinite or definite, since enlargement is a relational notion, I needed to
provide one definition for indefinite and one definition for definite widening FCIs.
Second, these definitions do not replace (2.151) and (2.153), repeated above.
Instead, focusing on the way in which the set of alternatives introduced by the
widening FCI is constructed, I define widening and strengthening as the two seman-
tic components of widening FCIs. (4.5a) and (4.6a) correspond to (2.151), while
(4.5b) and (4.6b) present the semantics of strengthening which has been given in
(2.153) as the licensing constraint of any. The widening FCI requires that all its
alternatives in A’, without exception, can be its value in context c.
Third, the enlargement induced by widening FCIs occurs among alternatives
available in the same world. For instance, the enlargement induced in the case of
whatever in (4.2) leads to the following interpretation. At each point in time that
there was a proposal made, there were alternative proposals that could have been
made. And these proposals live in the same world. In the same way, for whatever
value one assigns to the widening FCI any potatoes in (4.1), there are available
alternatives which could have been the value of this FCI in the same world. This
point will become clearer in section 4.2.3.
I formulate the following hypothesis as far as the distribution of widening FCIs
is concerned. A widening FCI appears in a given context c if and only if a) all
alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value and b) enlarge-
ment can take place among alternatives that belong to the same world. Otherwise,
widening is blocked and the widening FCI is ungrammatical. This hypothesis will
be verified by the data in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Now that the meaning of widening has been reconsidered, let me discuss the
properties of widening FCIs which, in the future, will serve as criteria to distinguish
widening FCIs from FCIs that belong to other interpretational classes.
The first property that characterizes widening FCIs is that they induce enlarge-
ment from a set A of relevant alternatives to a set A’ of relevant and irrelevant
alternatives, even in veridical contexts in which regular indefinites and definites do
not. The second property that characterizes widening FCIs concerns their scopal
properties, to be shortly explained. To understand the first property, compare (4.7)
with (4.8):
(4.7) I talked to a student who was at the conference.
(4.8) I talked to any student who was at the conference.
Although (4.7) means that the speaker talked to a specific student who was at
the conference, (4.8) means that the speaker talked to all students who were at
the conference, without exception. If a student from the astronomy department
was at the conference, the speaker talked to him. If a student from the linguistics
department was at the conference, the speaker talked to him.
As explained in section 2.2.2, Chase and Phillips (1941), Jespersen (1965) and
Geach (1972) observed that the semantics of relative clauses differs depending on
their antecedent and that any influences the semantics of RCs dependent on it.
Jespersen (1965) analyzed RCs that restrict any as “conditional relatives” (cf. also
LeGrand 1975). As shown in (2.25) and repeated below under (4.9), the RC com-
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bined with any gentleman behaves like the restriction of a conditional construction
not only in veridical contexts (4.8) but also in generic ones:
(4.9) Any gentleman who is grossly insulted must send a challenge.
Besides the fact that, whenever any is combined with a RC, the latter behaves like
the restrictor of a conditional construction, the comparison between (4.7) above
and (4.10) below on the one hand, and (4.8) and (4.9) on the other, also reveals
the following two facts. First, as revealed in chapter 2, RCs that are combined
with regular indefinites, function either as restrictors or as modifiers. Second, an
indefinite widening FCI introduces alternatives even in veridical contexts where
regular indefinites do not.
(4.10) A gentleman who is grossly insulted must send a challenge.
One could argue that a widening FCI introduces alternatives in contexts as in (4.8)
because it is found in a conditional context. As shown below, in conditional contexts
the variable introduced by indefinites is universally quantified:
(4.11) a. If you see a student, tell him to pass by my office.
b. ∀w,x[student(x,w)∧see(you,x,w)]→
tell.to.pass.by.my.office(you,x,w)]
However, the comparison between (4.7) and (4.8) shows that, in veridical contexts,
the RC behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construction only when it is
combined with a widening FCI (4.8). When it is joined with a regular indefinite, it
does not behave as such (4.7). This shows that if it were not for the widening FCI
any, the RC would not behave like the restriction of a conditional construction in
veridical contexts. For this reason, we cannot argue that we have alternatives in
(4.8) because of the RC.
This phenomenon naturally raises the question of why, as shown from the con-
trast between (4.8) and (2.6), repeated under (4.12) below, an indefinite widening
FCI is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts if it is not combined with a
RC. In chapters 5-7, I will argue that the ungrammaticality of widening FCIs in
affirmative episodic contexts, but also other non-factive veridical contexts, is due
to the interaction between their semantics and the semantics of these contexts.5
(4.12) *He took any one.
Like any, the widening FCI wh-ever introduces alternatives in veridical contexts.
Compare the following two examples:
(4.13) I ate whatever John prepared.
(4.14) I ate the dish that John prepared.
Under a widening reading, (4.13) means that the speaker ate all the dishes that
John prepared. Thus, if he prepared a salad, he ate a salad. If he prepared a soup,
he ate a soup. Although whatever in (4.13) is associated with alternatives, the
5With the term “non-factive veridical context” I refer to those veridical contexts which are not
factive.
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definite the dish in (4.14) is not. This contrast between (4.13) and (4.14) shows
that, like any, the widening FCI wh-ever always introduces alternatives, even in
contexts in which regular definites do not.
The examples in (4.8) and (4.13) show that, when the indefinite widening FCI
any is subtrigged, it shares the following properties with the definite widening FCI
wh-ever : 1) it always introduces alternatives; 2) it expresses widening; and 3) it has
a conditional semantics. When any is not subtrigged, the latter property disappears
(4.1).
The second property that characterizes widening FCIs concerns their scopal
properties. As the reader may recall from section 3.5.2, the variable introduced
by qu- que ce soit, which expresses widening, is in the scope of negation and the
descriptive content of widening is not affected by negation. (4.1) and (4.2) show
that the scopal properties of widening FCIs differ depending on whether they are
indefinites or definites. With indefinite widening FCIs, such as any potatoes in (4.1),
the variable is in the scope of negation. With definite widening FCIs, like whatever
proposal they made (4.2), the FCI variable is out of the scope of negation. In both
cases, the descriptive content of widening is not affected by negation.6
Before closing the present section, it is worthwhile noticing the special case of
just any which also belongs to the class of widening FCIs. As the reader may recall
from section 2.4.3, Horn (2000a) has observed that just any expresses indiscriminacy
in examples like (2.198), repeated as (4.15) below:
(4.15) I don’t want to go to bed with just anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.
In view of the properties of widening FCIs discussed above, just anyone does not
express widening in (4.15). Otherwise, since all alternatives, without exception, can
be the value of widening FCIs, (4.15) would mean that the woman in question does
not want to sleep with anyone anymore. However, this is not exactly the interpre-
tation of (4.15). The sentence I have to be attracted to them sexually indicates that
she wants to sleep with men that she will not choose randomly. Just any expresses
indiscriminacy in contexts with negative words too:
(4.16) None of my students talked to just anyone.
Under an indiscriminacy reading, the sentence above means that none of the speaker’s
students chose randomly whom to talk to.
However, the following example indicates that in modal contexts, besides indis-
criminacy, just any expresses widening too:
(4.17) You may choose just any card.
This sentence can have two possible interpretations. On one, the speaker invites his
addressee to choose randomly a card. On the other, the speaker invites his addressee
to take one card, which could be absolutely any card: small, big, nice, ugly. In the
last case, just any card expresses widening. It is unclear why just any does not
6Standard indefinites or definites have the same scopal properties with indefinite and definite
FCIs. As explained in the previous chapter, here I specify the scopal properties of FCIs in order
to spell out the properties of the interpretational classes of FCIs.
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express widening in contexts with the negative operator not and the negative word
none as in (4.15) and (4.16). However, its behavior in the modal sentence in (4.17)
indicates that, just like any and wh-ever, it also participates in the interpretational
class of indefinite widening FCIs. As such, it introduces relevant and irrelevant
alternatives.
In the present section, I discussed and refined the semantics of widening FCIs.
The following pattern emerged:
1. Widening FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. The set of alternatives introduced by widening FCIs is formed through enlarge-
ment from a set of contextually relevant alternatives to a set of contextually
relevant and irrelevant alternatives. All alternatives, without exception, can
be the value of the FCI at hand.
3. The interpretational class of widening FCIs contains indefinite and definite
FCIs.
4. With indefinite widening FCIs, the FCI variable is in the scope of negation.
With definite widening FCIs, the FCI variable is out of its scope.
5. The descriptive content of widening FCIs is out of the scope of negation.
As the reader may recall from sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, besides widening, wh-ever
expresses ignorance and indifference, too. In sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, having wh-
ever as my focal point, I will discuss the properties of FCIs that express ignorance
and indifference.
4.2.2 Ignorance
Here, I discuss the reading of ignorance and spell out the properties of ignorance
FCIs. Consider the example in (4.2), repeated under (4.18) below, and compare it
to (4.4), repeated under (4.19) below:
(4.18) The government did not accept whatever proposal they made.
(4.19) The government did not accept the proposal that they made.
In section 4.2.1, the interpretation of (4.18) under a widening reading has been
discussed. However, (4.18) can also be read in a different way. Under an ignorance
reading, the sentence in (4.18) means that the government did not accept the pro-
posal, or proposals, that the persons in question made. The speaker does not know
the proposal, or proposals, that they made. Contrary to the definite the proposal
in (4.19), whatever brings a counterfactual dimension into the semantics of the sen-
tence when used under an ignorance reading in (4.18); it introduces alternatives
which differ from the referent of the FCI in the real world. From now on, I refer to
items that express ignorance as ignorance FCIs.
As the reader may recall from section 2.4.4, Dayal (1997) and von Fintel (2000)
have been the first to formally analyze the semantics of wh-ever under an ignorance
reading. Let me briefly repeat the main points of their analyses. In both analyses,
ignorance results from the variation among speaker’s epistemic alternatives. Their
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analyses differ in that for Dayal, ignorance is part of the assertive content of the
sentence, whereas for von Fintel it is a presupposition.
Consider (2.205a), repeated under (4.20) below, in which, according to Dayal
(1997), whatever expresses ignorance. It is asserted that Mary is cooking something
that has onions. The identity of this dish is unknown to the speaker. In order to
account for cases like (4.20), Dayal analysed the meaning of wh-ever (or whatever
in Dayal’s terms) as in (2.204), repeated below.
(4.20) Mary is cooking something. Whatever she is cooking uses onions.
(2.204) The semantics of “whatever” by Dayal (1997)
a. whatever [IP ...tj ...] denotes at w =
λQ∀i-alternatives ∈ f(w)(s) [Q(i)(ιx[P(i)(x)]]
where P is the property derived by abstracting over xj in the IP
denotation.
b. f(w)(s) = {w’: ∀p[s believes p(w)→p(w’)} for a world of evaluation
w and speaker s, f(w)(s) is the set of worlds in which the speaker’s
beliefs about w hold.
c. a world w’ ∈ f(w)(s), is an i-alternative iff there exists some w” ∈
f(w)(s), such that ιx[P(w’)(x)] 6= ιx[P(w”)(x)].
For von Fintel (2000), the existence of different values for the FCI in different worlds
is a presupposition. He attempted to provide a uniform analysis of the ignorance
FCI wh-ever, either it is in contexts like in (4.20) or it is embedded under a sentential
operator in examples like (2.207), repeated under (4.21) below. According to von
Fintel, in (4.21), it is asserted that, unless there is a lot of garlic in the dish that
Arlo is cooking, the speaker will eat out. It is presupposed that Arlo is cooking
something that the speaker ignores. He proposed therefore (2.208), repeated below,
in order to account for the semantics of wh-ever (or whatever in von Fintel’s terms)
under an ignorance reading. Although both for von Fintel and for Dayal ignorance
describes the speaker’s epistemic state, (4.22) shows that ignorance is not always
ignorance of the speaker. In this example, ignorance is ascribed to somebody else’s
parents.
(4.21) Unless there’s a lot of garlic in whatever Arlo is cooking, I will eat out
tonight.
(2.208) Analysis N by von Fintel (2000)
whatever (w)(F)(P)
a. presupposes: ∃w’,w”∈F:ιx.P(w’)(x) 6=ιx.P(w”)(x)
b. denotes: ιx.P(w)(x)
(4.22) Ses
His
parents
parents
n’ont
not have.3pl
pas
not
passe´
passed
leurs
their
vacances
holidays
a`
to
un endroit quelconque.
a.place.ever.FCI
Ils
they
sont
are.3pl
alle´s
gone
a`
to
un
a
endroit
place
de´tetrmine´
determined
d’avance.
in advance
His parents did not spend their holidays at a place that they did not
already know. They went to a place that was determined in advance.
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It is impossible to apply Dayal’s or von Fintel’s account to the indefinite French
FCI un NP quelconque which, in examples like (2.210), cited below under (4.22),
expresses also ignorance. Also, although von Fintel’s presuppositional analysis of
ignorance can be applied to examples like (4.21), it cannot be applied to (4.22).
In this example, ignorance is the focus of negation. It is asserted that the parents
of the person in question did not spend their holidays at a place that they did
not know. (4.21) and (4.22) show that ignorance is, in some cases, affected by the
sentential operator, whereas in some others it is not. Therefore, a presuppositional
analysis of ignorance which would predict that ignorance is never affected by the
sentential operator is not accurate.
Moreover, although Dayal’s and von Fintel’s analysis can be applied to definites,
(4.22) indicates that, except for definite ignorance FCIs there are also indefinite ig-
norance FCIs. As explained in section 2.4.4, in view of these facts, one would
ultimately like to have a definition of the core meaning of ignorance independently
as to whether, in a given example, ignorance a) is expressed by a definite or not, b)
describes speaker’s or somebody else’s epistemic state, c) is affected by the antimor-
phic operator or not. Therefore, I propose the following definition for ignorance:
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
The definition in (4.23) will be my reference point as far as ignorance is concerned
in the remainder of the present book. The entity to whom ignorance is ascribed
cannot be determined out of context; it is always context dependent.
Now that the meaning of ignorance has been defined, let me discuss the prop-
erties of ignorance FCIs. Just like in the case of widening FCIs (cf. section 4.2.1),
ignorance FCIs involve alternatives. Reference to alternatives is made even in veridi-
cal contexts. This is shown by the comparison between (4.20) and (4.24) and from
the comparison between (4.25) and (4.26).
(4.24) Mary uses onions in the dish that she is now cooking.
(4.25) Elle
She
de´visagea
stared.3sg
l’inconnu
the stranger
et
and
lui
him
demanda
asked.3sg
avec
with
insistance
insistence
“Name?
name
Name?”.
name
Il
he
dit
said.3sg
un nom quelconque,
a.name.ever.FCI
d’assonance
of assonance
hollandaise,
Dutch
mais,
but
pour
for
s’amuser,
refl enjoy
elle
she
le
him
baptisa
baptized.3sg
“Tommy”.
Tommy
She stared at the stranger and asked him with insistence “name? name?”.
The stranger said some name or other which sounded Dutch. She baptized
him “Tommy” for fun. [DB]
(4.26) Il
He
a
has
dit
said
un
a
nom.
name
He said a name.
The definite ignorance FCI whatever in (4.20) and the indefinite ignorance FCI un
nom quelconque in (4.25), in opposition to the definite NP the dish in (4.24) and
the indefinite un nom “a name” in (4.26), bring alternatives into the semantics of
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a veridical sentence. In (4.20), it is asserted that Mary is cooking a dish. Whatever
this dish may be, she put onions in it. (4.24) does not have such an interpretation.
The speaker asserts that Mary uses onions in the dish that she is now cooking. The
dish denotes the dish that Mary is cooking, without introducing alternatives. In
(4.25), it is asserted that the stranger said a name. There is variation relative to the
speaker’s or the subject’s (elle “she”) epistemic alternatives as to the value of the
FCI in w. Such modal dimension is lost in the case of un nom “a name” in (4.26).
In this example, the speaker asserts that the person in question said a certain name.
The second distinctive property of ignorance FCIs concerns their scopal prop-
erties. Whether the ignorance FCI is indefinite or definite, the FCI variable is out
of the scope of negation (cf. examples 4.18 and 4.22). The descriptive content of
ignorance either scopes over negation (4.18) or is the focus of negation (4.22).
Besides the fact that, when an indefinite ignorance FCI is replaced by a regular
indefinite, the modal dimension that it introduces into the semantics of the sentence
disappears, the comparison between (4.22) above and (4.27) below also shows that
the scopal properties of an indefinite ignorance FCI differ from those of a specific
indefinite:
(4.27) Je
I
ne
not
suis
am
pas
not
alle´e
gone
a`
to
un
a
endroit.
place
I did not go to a place.
While as in the case of specific indefinites, the variable introduced by the indefinite
FCI un NP quelconque under an ignorance reading scopes over negation, the inter-
pretation of the sentence that contains this item is different from the interpretation
of a sentence which contains a specific indefinite. (4.22) reads as follows: a) there is
place x; b) the parents in question spent their holidays at x; and c) it is not the case
that this place was unknown to them. Under a specific understanding, (4.27) reads
as follows: a) there is place x; and b) the speaker did not go to x. This difference
shows that un NP quelconque in (4.22) does not have the typical scopal properties
of a specific indefinite. Otherwise, (4.22) would mean that there was a specific place
where the parents in question did not spend their holidays. However, as explained
above, this is far from the meaning of (4.22). In the present study, I will analyze
cases like (4.22) as cases in which the FCI variable is out of the scope of negation
and the descriptive content is the focus of negation.
One more property that differentiates ignorance FCIs from other FCIs concerns
the way in which they refer to alternatives. More precisely, contrary to widening,
ignorance neither induces enlargement from a set A of relevant alternatives to a set
A’ of relevant and irrelevant alternatives nor induces the necessity that all alterna-
tives, without exception, can be the value of the FCI in context c. An ignorance FCI
involves epistemic alternatives and is not part of its semantics that “all alternatives,
without exception, can be the value of the FCI” (cf. section 4.2.1). Contrary to
a widening FCI, an ignorance FCI describes somebody’s epistemic state about the
FCI referent.
As I explained in the previous section, under a widening reading in (4.18), the
meaning of (4.18) is roughly as follows. There is a unique proposal per submission
but no unique proposal in general. Furthermore, the proposal could be relevant or
not, the government did not accept it. At each point in time that they submitted a
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proposal, there were alternative proposals that they could have submitted, but they
did not and those alternatives are picked from a set A’ which is larger than the set
of contextually relevant proposals to be submitted. Under an ignorance reading,
we have alternatives again, but we do not have enlargement from set A of relevant
alternatives to set A’ of relevant and irrelevant alternatives and the meaning “the
proposal could be relevant or not, the government did not accept it” does not arise.
It is argued that the government did not accept the proposal whose identity differs
among speaker’s epistemic alternatives. By the end of this chapter, it will have
been shown that all readings associated with FCIs differ in the way in which they
refer to alternatives.
The way in which FCI readings and contexts interact and the implications of
this interaction to the FCI distribution are given in the empirical domain of this
book. However, the fact that wh-ever expresses both widening and ignorance raises
already the following questions: 1) Is ignorance expressed in (4.13), repeated below
under (4.28)? 2) Is widening expressed in (4.20) and (4.21)?
(4.28) I ate whatever John prepared.
Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in (4.28) because it is the speaker who ate the
dishes that John prepared. Therefore, it cannot be the case that he does not know
what he ate. Widening is expressed in (4.20) and (4.21). Under this reading, (4.20)
means that in all dishes, without exception, that Mary is now cooking, she uses
onions. (4.21) means that unless there is a lot of garlic in all dishes that Arlo is
cooking, the speaker will eat out.
The facts above indicate that ignorance interacts with context. Departing from
this fact, I formulate the hypothesis that an ignorance FCI appears in a given
context if and only if the meaning of ignorance, as defined in (4.23), is not blocked
by the context. The data under deliberation in the empirical domain of this book
verify this hypothesis.
Above, I discussed the semantics of ignorance FCIs. The following pattern
emerged:
1. Ignorance FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. Ignorance FCIs describe somebody’s epistemic state about the value of the
FCI in w.
3. The interpretational class of ignorance FCIs contains indefinite and definite
FCIs.
4. The variable introduced by ignorance FCIs is out of the scope of negation.
5. The descriptive content of ignorance FCIs can be the focus of negation or can
scope over negation.
4.2.3 Indifference
In the present section, I examine the reading of indifference together with the prop-
erties of FCIs that express indifference. Consider the following example:
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(4.29) Zack did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. He voted for
Mr. Johnson because he did a lot of nice things for his village.
In (4.29), the English FCI whoever can express ignorance. Under this reading, it is
presupposed that there is a candidate at the top of the ballot. It is asserted that
Zack did not vote for this candidate but for Mr. Johnson who did a lot of nice
things for his village. The speaker is ignorant of the identity of the candidate who
is at the top of the ballot.
However, ignorance is not the only reading of whoever in (4.29). (4.29) is also
read as follows: Zack did not vote for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot
just because he was at the top of the ballot; he voted for Mr. Johnson because he did
a lot of nice things for his village. In this case, the English FCI wh-ever expresses
indifference. Crucially, although the descriptive content of the ignorance reading is
out of the scope of negation, the descriptive content is the focus of negation on the
indifference reading. I call items that express indifference indifference FCIs.
As the reader may recall from section 2.4.5, von Fintel (2000) was the first to
observe that wh-ever expresses indifference and to formally define it. For von Fintel
(2000), when wh-ever expresses indifference in examples like (4.30), it introduces
counterfactual alternatives which differ from the actual world in who is at the top
of the ballot and presupposes indifference “in the sense that a minimal change in
the identity of the FR referent would not make a difference to the truth of the
sentence” (von Fintel, 2000, 34). Von Fintel called this presupposition, introduced
into the semantics of the sentence “i-indifference” and gave the semantics of wh-ever
(whatever in von Fintel’s terms) on an indifference reading as in (2.212), repeated
below:
(4.30) Zack simply voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot. (from von
Fintel 2000)
(2.212) Analysis I (i-indifference) by von Fintel (2000)
whatever (w)(F)(P)(Q)
a. Presupposes: ∀w’∈ minw[F ∩ (λw’.ιxP(w’)(x)6=ιx.P(w)(x))]:
Q(w’)(ιx.P(w’)(x))=Q(w)(ιx.P(w’)(x))
b. Asserts: Q(w)(ιx.P(w)(x))
Von Fintel himself noticed that, although (2.212) can be applied to examples like
(4.30) in which wh-ever is not embedded, it cannot be applied to cases like (2.213),
repeated under (4.31) below, in which wh-ever expresses indifference and is found
in a conditional context:
(4.31) Unless Zack simply voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot, he
must have spent at least 5 minutes in the voting booth.
If indifference meant that a minimal change in the identity of the FR referent does
not make a difference to the truth of the sentence unless...booth, then the meaning
of (4.31) would be as follows:
(4.32) a. Assertion: Unless Zack simply voted for the person who was at the
top of the ballot, he must have spent at least 5 minutes in the voting
booth.
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b. Presupposition: The sentence “unless Zack simply voted for the per-
son who was at the top of the ballot he must have spent at least 5
minutes in the voting booth” is true independently of the identity of
the person who is at the top of the ballot.
In other words, it would be presupposed that there is no connection between the
identity of the person who was at the top of the ballot and the truth of the complex
conditional construction “unless...booth”. However, in (4.31), indifference is part of
the truth-conditional content of the sentence. As von Fintel (2000, 38) showed, “the
sentence [4.31] is read as meaning “unless Zack indifferently voted for the person at
the top of the ballot, he must have [spent at least 5 minutes in the voting booth]””.
(4.29) demonstrates that indifference is part of the truth-conditional content of
the sentence not only in complex conditional constructions as in (4.31) but also in
negative contexts. If it was not part of the truth-conditional content of the sentence
in negative contexts, then indifference would not be the focus of negation in (4.29).
As portrayed in section 2.4.5 and demonstrated by the comparison between
(4.29), (4.30) and (4.31) above, indifference does not imply that a minimal change
in the identity of the FR referent would not make a difference to the truth of the
sentence. A minimal change in the identity of the FR referent does not make a
difference to something else, to be explained below.
The initial way in which von Fintel analyzed indifference is enlightening. He
argued that indifference is ascribed to the subject Zack of the verb voted in (4.30).
He claimed that Zack did not care for whom he voted but he chose the person who
met the criterion being at the top of the ballot. The speaker in (4.31) asserts that
unless the agent, Zack, voted for the person at the top of ballot simply because
he was at the top, he must have spent at least five minutes in the voting booth.
Going back to (4.29), it is contended that the speaker did not vote for the person
who was at the top of the ballot simply because he was at the top. Consequently,
indifference implies that the identity of the FCI referent is irrelevant to an agent’s
choice and not to the truth of the sentence. This is the common point among all
uses of the English FCI wh-ever in (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31).
The comparison between (4.29) above and (4.33) below shows that indifference
is not expressed by regular definites. In opposition to whoever which brings a modal
dimension into the semantics of the sentence in (4.29), the definite the candidate
refers to the specific candidate who was at the top of the ballot. In (4.33), nothing
is said about how Zack decided to vote.
(4.33) Zack did not vote for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot. He
voted for Mr. Johnson because he did a lot of nice things for his village.
Also, it is worthwhile pointing out that although on an indifference reading Mr.
Johnson could be the person at the top of ballot in (4.29), the same does not hold
true in (4.33). In this case, Mr. Johnson cannot be the person at the top of the
ballot.7
Indifference implies that from a set of contextually relevant alternatives an agent
chooses the FCI referent because it satisfies the descriptive content of the FR in w
and that he would choose any other alternative which would satisfy the same crite-
7Thanks to Cleo Condoravdi (p.c.) for pointing out this difference to me.
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rion in w. Consequently, indifference is related to two different sets of alternatives.
For one, there is the set of contextually relevant alternatives from which an agent
chooses. In (4.30) for instance, Zack chose from a set of alternative candidates on
the list. For two, there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives that can be
the value of the FCI referent. Although the alternatives which belong to the first
set exist in the same world, the alternatives that belong to the second set live in
different worlds. I propose, therefore, the following definition of indifference which
will be my reference point for the remainder of the present work:
(4.34) Indifference
Indifference implies that
a. there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives in w that the agent
can choose from and
b. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w and
c. there are alternative worlds w’ in which the FCI referent is differ-
ent from the one in w and there is a set of contextually relevant
alternatives that can be the value of the FCI referent and
d. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w’ because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w’.
As it will be shown in the following section, under an indiscriminacy reading, we
also have a set of alternatives from which an agent makes a choice. So, this is a
common point between the two readings. However, as it will be shown, indifference
and indiscriminacy differ in the way in which an agent chooses among alternatives.
In chapters 6 and 7, it will be demonstrated that the fact that, under an indifference
reading, the agent chooses the FCI referent in w because it satisfies the descriptive
content of the FCI in w determines the distributional properties of FCIs that express
indifference.
Indifference does not tell us anything about the quality of the chosen entity.
It only characterizes the way in which a choice is performed. This may be better
understood if one thinks of the choices that he makes in life. Some of them are
made indifferently but prove to be good in the end; others prove to be bad.
Now that the meaning of indifference has been defined, let me discuss the prop-
erties of indifference FCIs. First of all, indifference FCIs differ from widening FCIs
and ignorance FCIs in that they describe the way in which a choice is performed
by an agent.
Second, an indifference FCI brings a counterfactual dimension to the semantics
of the sentence in which it appears: an agent chooses the FCI referent because it
satisfies the descriptive content of the FCI in w and he would do the same if the
FCI referent were different. (4.29) and (4.33) above show that no such dimension
is brought into the semantics of the sentence upon the use of a regular definite.
Actually, (4.30) shows that an indifference FCI brings into the semantics of the
sentence alternatives even in veridical contexts.
Third, contrary to the descriptive content of widening FCIs which is out of the
scope of negation and in opposition to the descriptive content of ignorance FCIs,
which, as shown in the previous section, either scopes over negation or is the focus of
negation, the descriptive content of indifference FCIs is always the focus of negation.
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The FCI variable is out of the scope of negation.
Fourth, in negative contexts as in (4.29), the sentence with the indifference FCI
can be followed by a sentence which explains the criteria according to which the
agent made his choice. Such sentence is not always available. However, it can
be used as a criterion in order to understand whether the FCI at hand has an
indifference reading.
As shown in chapter 2 and in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, wh-ever expresses widening
and ignorance, besides indifference. In view of the rich lexical semantics of wh-ever,
the following questions are raised: 1) Is indifference expressed in (4.2) repeated
below under (4.35), in (4.13) repeated under (4.36), in (4.20) repeated under (4.37)
and in (4.21) repeated under (4.38)? 2) Is widening expressed in (4.29), (4.30) and
(4.31)? 3) Is ignorance expressed in (4.30) and (4.31)?
(4.35) The government did not accept whatever proposal they made.
(4.36) I ate whatever John prepared.
(4.37) Mary is cooking something. Whatever she is cooking she uses onions.
(4.38) Unless there’s a lot of garlic in whatever Arlo is cooking, I will eat out
tonight.
Let me begin with the first question. Indifference describes the way in which an
agent makes a choice (cf. definition in 4.34). As shown in (4.29), in a V-I-V sentence
(cf. section 3.5.2) indifference is ascribed to the subject of the first predicate.
Since the predicate accept in (4.35) is non-agentive, indifference is blocked. The
same holds true for (4.38). Whatever is found in an existential context which
is non-agentive. Therefore, indifference is blocked in these examples. The verb
ate in (4.36) is agentive and therefore indifference is available in this example.
Indifference is pragmatically blocked in (4.37). Otherwise, this example would have
the following pragmatically odd interpretation: Mary uses onions in the thing that
she indifferently chose to cook.
In terms of the second question, if whoever expressed widening in (4.29), (4.30)
and (4.31), then, from the definition of the definite widening FCI in (4.6), we should
have enlargement from the set of contextually relevant alternatives A to a set A’ of
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. However, this cannot happen in
these examples. Consider (4.30). If widening were expressed in this sentence, this
sentence would mean that Zack voted for no matter which persons were at the top
of the ballot in w. However, as explained above, whoever introduces alternatives
that live in different worlds, and the FCI denotes a singleton set. Since alternatives
live in different worlds and the FR denotes a singleton set, the superset A’ does
not arise in w. For this reason, widening is blocked. For the same reason, widening
is blocked in (4.29) and (4.31), too. The meaning of wh-ever in (4.29), (4.30) and
(4.31) suggests that alternatives must live in the same world in the case of widening
(cf. also section 4.2.1).
As for the third question, the answer is positive. Ignorance can be expressed
in (4.30) and (4.31). Under this reading, it is asserted that Zack voted for the
candidate who was at the top of the ballot in (4.30). The identity of this candidate
is unknown to the speaker. In (4.31), it is argued that, unless Zack simply voted
for the person who was at the top of the ballot, whose identity is unknown to the
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speaker, he must have spent at least 5 minutes in the voting booth.
Consequently, just like widening and ignorance, indifference interacts with the
semantics of the context. I formulate therefore the hypothesis that an indifference
FCI appears in a given context if and only if the meaning of indifference, as given in
the definition in (4.34), is not blocked by it. This hypothesis is verified in chapters
6 and 7.
Here, the meaning of indifference FCIs has been delineated. The following pat-
tern emerged:
1. Indifference FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. Indifference FCIs describe a choice made by an agent.
3. Indifference FCIs imply that the agent chooses the FCI referent because it
satisfies the descriptive content of the FCI in w.
4. The interpretational class of indifference FCIs contains definite FCIs.
5. The variable introduced by indifference FCIs is out of the scope of negation.
6. The descriptive content of indifference FCIs is the focus of negation.
Indifference is the third and final reading which, to my knowledge, is associated with
the English FCI wh-ever. In the following three sections, I discuss three readings
that are associated with the English FCI just any.
4.2.4 Indiscriminacy
Below, I first discuss the semantics of indiscriminacy and then reveal the properties
of FCIs that express indiscriminacy. As the reader may recall from section 2.4.3,
Horn (2000a) has observed that just any expresses indiscriminacy in examples like
(2.198), repeated as (4.39) below:
(4.39) I don’t want to go to bed with just anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.8
On an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in (4.39) asserts that she does not want
to randomly choose with whom to sleep: she wants to choose persons to whom
she is attracted sexually. Indiscriminacy describes the way in which an agent, in
the case of (4.39) the speaker, wants to choose her partners. Just anyone can be
paraphrased as “someone chosen randomly”.
As explained in section 2.4.3, according to Vlachou (2006a), indiscriminacy im-
plies equal probability among alternatives. I propose, therefore, the following def-
inition of indiscriminacy. In doing so, I label FCIs that express indiscriminacy
indiscriminacy FCI :
(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
8This example has been also discussed under (4.15).
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Normally, whether a choice is good or bad, depends on the chosen entity. Just like
indifference (cf. section 4.2.3), indiscriminacy does not reveal anything about the
quality of the chosen entity; it can be good or bad.
Crucially, although both indiscriminacy and indifference characterize the man-
ner in which an agent performs a choice, they are distinct notions. Indiscriminacy
implies that an agent makes a choice without following a certain criterion. Indif-
ference implies that an agent chooses an entity because it satisfies the property
described by the FR referent. The total absence of the criteria of choice in the case
of indiscriminacy is a major difference between the two readings.
The above definition of random choice is based on the definition of “random”
in mathematics and statistics.9 Since the purpose of this definition is to be used in
semantics, as opposed to statistical analysis, it is not always possible to give any
concrete value to the amount of alternatives n, especially in examples like (4.39).
Now that the meaning of indiscriminacy is defined, I will explain the ways in
which an indiscriminacy FCI can be detected in a given example. To begin with,
just like indifference FCIs, indiscriminacy FCIs describe the way in which a choice
is performed by an agent. They characterize a choice as random. From this, it
is predicted that indiscriminacy is blocked when the FCI that normally permits
this reading occurs in a context with a non-agentive predicate. This prediction is
verified in (4.41) below in which the verb is is non-agentive.
(4.41) Her illness is not just any illness. Mary suffers from HIV.
Actually, there are some exceptional cases, as in (4.42), in which the verb to be is
agentive (cf. Kearns 2000):
(4.42) He is being stupid.
However, (4.41) is not a case of agentive be. Otherwise, this example would mean
that Mary did not choose randomly the illness that she has. This interpretation is
blocked in (4.41) because Mary is not an agent but an experiencer or, otherwise, the
endpoint of an affective causation (cf. Croft 1991). For this reason, indiscriminacy
is not expressed in examples like (4.41). I will come back to this example in section
4.2.5.
Moreover, the descriptive content of indiscriminacy FCIs is the focus of negation
whereas their variable is out of the scope of negation, as (4.43) below shows:
(4.43) I did not talk to just anyone. I talked to Mr. Johnson because he is the
president.10
It is worthwhile to notice that, as explained in section 3.5.2 in relation to the
indefinite n’importe qu-, when just any is used under an indiscriminacy reading,
it does not have the same scopal properties as specific indefinites. Compare for
instance (4.43) with (4.44) below:
(4.44) I did not talk to a (certain) person.
9The reader who is not familiar with the notions used in this definition, can refer to
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/random.
10As it will be shown in the following sections, in this example, just any expresses also indistin-
guishability and low-level, to be defined.
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Although the variable introduced by the indefinite FCI just anyone in (4.43) scopes
over negation, the interpretation of this sentence is different from the interpretation
of the sentence in (4.44) when a (certain) person is used specifically. More precisely,
the speaker in (4.43) means: a) there was a person x; b) he talked to x; and c) he
did not choose him randomly. (4.44) does not mean that there is a person to whom
the speaker talked; it means that there is a person to whom the speaker did not
talk. This difference shows that the indiscriminacy FCI just any does not have the
typical scopal properties of a specific indefinite. As far as the scope of the present
study is concerned, I will analyze cases like (4.43) as cases in which the FCI variable
is out of the scope of negation and the descriptive content is the focus of negation.
Also, in an antimorphic context, indiscriminacy FCIs can be paraphrased by
indefinites modified by the adverbs of manner haphazardly, randomly or arbitrarily.
This is shown by the comparison between (4.43), (4.45) and (4.46). Although
(4.43) means that the speaker did not choose randomly the person to whom he
talked, (4.45) and (4.46) below show that the regular indefinite a card does not
express indiscriminacy if it is not modified by any of these adverbs. Going back
to (4.39), this sentence sounds awkward if the FCI just anyone is replaced by the
bare plural men (4.47) (cf. footnote 42 in chapter 2). Definite NPs do not express
indiscriminacy either:
(4.45) I did not choose a card.
(4.46) I did not choose a card randomly.
(4.47) #I don’t want to go to bed with men anymore. I have to be attracted to
them sexually.
(4.48) I did not choose the card.
(4.49) I did not choose the card randomly.
In a negative context, an FCI that expresses indiscriminacy cannot be replaced by
a universal quantifier either. The example below may be uttered in a situation
in which the agent chose only some of the cards. However, nothing is said about
whether he did that indiscriminately:
(4.50) I did not choose all cards.
Consequently, in negative contexts, indiscriminacy cannot be expressed by regular
indefinites, definites or by universal quantifiers.
In addition, in opposition to regular indefinites, an indiscriminacy FCI intro-
duces alternatives even in veridical contexts. This is shown by the comparison
between (4.51) with (4.52) below:
(4.51) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: “Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us” followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.11
11This example has also been discussed under (1.9), (2.201) and (2.270).
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(4.52) I said a joke.
Although the speaker in (4.52) asserts that he said a joke, the speaker in (4.51)
argues that he said something and that he chose it randomly out of a set of alter-
natives that he could have said. The information “he chose it randomly out of a set
of alternatives that he could have said” is not available in (4.52).
Finally, in a negative context as in (4.43), the sentence that contains the FCI
that expresses indiscriminacy can be followed by a phrase that expresses the criteria
according to which the choice is made. This is the case of the phrase I talked to
Mr. Johnson because he is the president for instance. As it will be shown in the
following chapters, this information is not always available.
As shown in section 4.2.1, just any expresses widening too. In that section, it
was explained why widening is not expressed in (4.39). Otherwise, this example
would mean that the speaker does not want to sleep with anybody. However, such
an interpretation is pragmatically blocked since the sentence I have to be attracted
to them sexually indicates that the speaker wants to sleep with somebody. The
remaining data discussed above raise the following question: is widening expressed
in (4.41), (4.43) and (4.51)? Widening is blocked in these data. Just any illness
in (4.41) does not express widening because not all alternatives introduced by the
FCI just any illness can be its value. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that
there is no illness that afflicts Mary. The sentence Mary suffers from HIV blocks
such interpretation. In the same way, the sentence I talked to Mr. Johnson because
he is the president blocks widening in (4.43). Widening is also blocked in (4.51)
because it is not the case that all alternatives introduced by just anything, without
exception, can be its value. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the speaker
said something that is contextually relevant and irrelevant. Therefore, although
indiscriminacy is expressed in (4.51), widening is blocked.
Consequently, as it happens with the other readings discussed up to now, in-
discriminacy interacts with the semantics of the context. Therefore, I formulate
the hypothesis that an indiscriminacy FCI appears in a given context if and only
if the semantics of indiscriminacy, defined in (4.40), is not blocked by the context.
Otherwise, the indiscriminacy FCI is blocked. This hypothesis is verified in the
three subsequent chapters.
In the present section, I discussed and defined the properties of the interpreta-
tional class of indistincriminacy FCIs. The following pattern emerged:
1. Indiscriminacy FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. Indiscriminacy FCIs describe a choice made by an agent.
3. Indiscriminacy FCIs characterize a choice as being random.
4. The interpretational class of indiscriminacy FCIs contains indefinites.
5. The variable introduced by indiscriminacy FCIs is out of the scope of negation.
6. The descriptive content of indiscriminacy FCIs is the focus of negation.
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4.2.5 Indistinguishability
In the present section, I introduce and define a novel reading of FCIs that has
not been discussed in the literature so far. I label this reading indistinguishabil-
ity. Moreover, I discuss the properties of FCIs that express indistinguishability.
Compare (4.53) with the example in (4.41), given under (4.54) below:
(4.53) Mary does not have an illness.
(4.54) Her illness is not just any illness. Mary suffers from HIV.
Although both examples contain indefinites, their interpretation is completely dif-
ferent. Preferably, the indefinite an illness in (4.53) is not specifically interpreted.
It is asserted that there is no illness that afflicts Mary. In (4.54), it is contended that
Mary has an illness. On top of that, it is said that her illness is not an average one.
It is distinguished from other illnesses; she has a special illness, namely HIV. The
item just any illness is read as “an average illness”. Crucially, (4.54) is ill-formed
when just any illness is replaced by the regular indefinite an illness:
(4.55) #Her illness is not an illness. Mary suffers from HIV.
The meaning “average illness” is the focus of negation in (4.54) and the FCI variable
is out of the scope of negation. Compared to the example below, (4.54) shows that,
under an indistinguishability reading, just any does not have the typical scopal
properties of a specific indefinite:
(4.56) I did not eat a (certain) fruit.
Although the example above may be interpreted as there is a fruit x that I did
not eat, (4.54) does not mean that there is an illness that the woman in question
does not have. For the purposes of the present study, I will refer to cases as in
(4.54) in which the descriptive content of indistinguishability is in the scope of the
antimorphic operator, whereas the FCI variable is not, as cases in which the FCI
variable scopes over negation.
I label the reading of FCIs like just any illness in (4.54) indistinguishability
and the items that express indistinguishability indistinguishability FCIs. I define
indistinguishability as follows:
(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
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Some clarifications concerning the definition in (4.57) are needed. For one, the
above definition is based on the definition of the average or arithmetic mean of
the normal distribution. Since the purpose of (4.57) is to be used in semantics, as
opposed to statistical analysis, it is not possible to attach to the term “a degree
that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn” any explicit numbers. They will always depend on
the speaker’s point of view and the particular context of use.
In addition, any entity may be characterized by a number of properties which
belong either to the category of linear properties or to the category of non-linear
or set-value properties. Linear properties are those with a “straight-line” value
domain. Non-linear or set-value properties are those whose value domain is a set of
discreet values. The height of a table for instance is a linear property whereas its
color is a non-linear property. When examined out of context, an entity of any kind
may be characterized by a large number of properties. Not all of them, however,
are relevant for a given context. It is only those properties, relevant for the context
at hand, that are used to determine whether an entity is average, from the point of
view of the speaker.
Moreover, the degree to which an entity has a contextually relevant property
is a value that is taken from the value domain of the property that characterizes
this specific entity. This holds true for both linear and non-linear properties. In
order to understand how this works, consider the kind of illnesses. In (4.54), the
alternatives of this kind are characterized by the following contextually relevant
property: seriousness. This property is linear. Suppose that it has a value domain
from 1 to 10. In this specific context, the seriousness of an average illness can be
graded between 4 and 6. Since, in the same context, HIV is not an average illness,
its degree of seriousness must be around 9 and 10.
It is worthwhile noticing that, from a statistical point of view, when one performs
a choice randomly, it might very well be the case that he finally chooses an average,
ordinary entity.12 However, this is not always the case. On the contrary, the
population of the set from which one chooses plays a crucial role. For instance, if
one chooses randomly out of 100.000 cars, he has indeed more chances to choose
those that are close to the average. The same however is not true for cases in
which he chooses out of a set of 10 objects. Since the nature of the chosen entity
is not necessarily related to the way in which it is selected, indiscriminacy and
indistinguishability are two distinct notions.
Also, indistinguishability, as defined in (4.57), describes the quality of an entity.
Exclusive prototypicality could be another way of conceiving indistinguishability.
Entities that are close to the average are normally those that are close to the
prototype of their class. For instance, if an entity has five doors, an engine and
wheels and no other special property, it is said to be an average car.
Finally, being average by itself is not synonymous with being bad. If this was
the case, then by being a non-average illness, HIV would be a good illness. However,
this is not the case. The same is the case with an average student. If a student
is not average, he can be a bad student or a good student. If he is average, he is
neither bad nor good. Therefore, the notions “average”, “good” and “bad” need to
be kept apart. I will come back to this point in section 4.2.6.
12Thanks to Jacques Jayez (p.c.) for pointing out this possibility to me.
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The properties of indistinguishability FCIs are as follows. First, contrary to the
other kinds of FCIs discussed up to this point, indistinguishability FCIs describe the
quality of an entity. More precisely, they characterize an entity as being average.
As it will be shown in the following section, indistinguishability FCIs are not the
only FCIs that describe the quality of an entity.
Second, an indistinguishability FCI introduces alternatives even in veridical con-
texts. Compare (4.58) with (4.59) below. Although in (4.58) it is asserted that the
speaker ate a fruit, and no reference to alternatives is made, in (4.59), it is asserted
that John got married to a woman who is not distinguished from alternative entities
that belong to the kind “woman”:
(4.58) I ate a fruit.
(4.59) John got married to just any woman. She is neither smart, nor nice. She
is an ordinary woman.
Third, as (4.54) shows, the scopal properties of indistinguishability FCIs are as
follows. The FCI variable is out of the scope of negation whereas the descriptive
content of indistinguishability is the focus of negation.
Up to this point, it has been shown that just any expresses widening, indis-
criminacy and indistinguishability. In the previous section, it was argued that
(4.54) does not express indiscriminacy. In view of the rich lexical semantics of just
any, the following questions are raised: 1) Is indiscriminacy expressed in (4.59)?
2) Is indistinguishability expressed in (4.39), repeated under (4.60) below? 3) Is
indistinguishability expressed in (4.43), repeated under (4.61) below? 4) Is indis-
tinguishability expressed in (4.51), repeated under (4.62) below?
(4.60) I don’t want to go to bed with just anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.
(4.61) I did not talk to just anyone. I talked to Mr. Johnson because he is the
president.
(4.62) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: ’Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us’ followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.
Indiscriminacy is pragmatically blocked in (4.59). Indistinguishability is expressed
in (4.60) and is blocked in (4.61-4.62). Nothing in the context in (4.59) indicates the
way in which John chose his wife. For this reason, indiscrimimacy is not expressed
in this example. Indistinguishability is expressed by just anyone in (4.60). Under
this reading, the quality of the persons with whom the woman in question wants
to sleep is determined. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker asserts
that she does not want to sleep with average people but only with people to whom
she is attracted sexually. The context in (4.61) “I talked to Mr. Johnson because
he is the president” shows the criterion the speaker used in choosing to speak to
Mr. Johnson. Nothing is mentioned about whether Mr. Johnson is average or
not. For this reason, indistinguishability is not the preferred reading. According
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to the definition of indistinguishability in (4.57), an entity is average if it has the
contextually relevant properties to a degree that is close to the average degree to
which other entities have these properties. Since the set of things that one can
utter is not concrete, it is impossible to define the average degree to which the
alternatives that belong to the set of things that can be said have the contextually
relevant properties (cf. definition in 4.57). For this reason, it is hard to characterize
as average something that somebody says. Consequently, indistinguishability is not
expressed in (4.62).
It has also been explained that (4.54) and (4.60-4.62) do not express widen-
ing. (4.59) does not express widening either. Otherwise, this sentence would mean
that all women in the world can be John’s wife. However, this interpretation is
pragmatically blocked.
As a result, as the other readings discussed till now, indistinguishability interacts
with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context in which an FCI occurs.
I formulate therefore the hypothesis that FCIs that express indistinguishability are
grammatical only in contexts in which indistinguishability is compatible with the
context. Otherwise, indistinguishability is blocked and the indistinguishability FCI
is not available. The data discussed in chapters 5, 6 and 7 verify this hypothesis.
From the discussion of the meaning of indistinguishability FCIs above, the pat-
tern below emerged:
1. Indistinguishability FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. Indistinguishability FCIs describe the quality of an entity.
3. Indistinguishability FCIs characterize an entity as being average.
4. The interpretational class of indistinguishability FCIs contains indefinites.
5. The variable introduced by indistinguishability FCIs is out of the scope of
negation.
6. The descriptive content of indistinguishability FCIs is in the scope of negation.
4.2.6 Low-level
In this section, I introduce and define the reading of low-level together with the
properties that distinguish FCIs that express low-level from other FCIs. Consider
the following example:
(4.63) Did you hear the news? John found something in the street. It is not just
anything. He found an extremely expensive golden ring.
As explained in the previous section, under an indistinguishability reading, the
English FCI just any describes the quality of an entity. Although just anything
in (4.63) also describes the quality of an entity, its meaning is not exactly that of
indistinguishability. If in (4.63) just anything was an indistinguishability FCI, the
degree to which the thing in question has the contextually relevant properties would
be close to the average degree to which alternatives of the kind “things found in
the street” have these properties. However, it is hard to imagine what would be the
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average degree to which the things found in the street have the contextually relevant
properties. Since we normally find things in the street by accident, these things can
be of any kind. One can find useless things like garbage, but also money and golden
rings in the street. Therefore, we cannot define the average degree to which things
found in the street have a certain property. Consequently, we cannot characterize
an entity found in the street as average. For this reason, indistinguishability cannot
be the reading of just anything in (4.63).
In (4.63), just anything does not express indiscriminacy either. According to
section 4.2.4, indiscriminacy describes the way in which an agent makes a choice.
The verb find is non-agentive and indiscriminacy is therefore blocked in (4.63).
The question now is what is exactly the meaning of the English FCI just anything
in (4.63). Usually, we expect to find in the street things that are not good; things
that are low in value. The speaker in (4.63) claims that John found something in
the street which is not of low value; an extremely expensive golden ring. The item
just anything itself can be paraphrased as “a thing of low value”. Let me call this
reading low-level and an FCI with this reading in a given context low-level FCI. I
define the reading of low-level as follows:
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
Let me clarify the following point as far as the semantics of low-level is concerned, in
relation to the semantics of indistinguishability, defined in section 4.2.5. Although
indistinguishability and low-level are two independent readings, being average can,
in some contexts, be interpreted as being low-level. However, whether an average
entity is viewed as low-level or not will always depend on the point of view of the
speaker; namely on his expectations about this entity. Depending on how one views
an entity, it can be average and low-level, but also average without being low-level.
As explained in section 4.2.5, an average student is neither good not bad. Although,
in certain cases, the notions of low-level and indistinguishability can be related from
a philosophical point of view, the notions of low-level and indistinguishability will
be kept apart, for the purposes of the present study.
A low-level FCI may be recognized by various criteria. When an FCI expresses
low-level in a negative context, the FCI variable scopes always over the scope of
an antimorphic operator whereas the descriptive content of low-level is the focus of
negation. In (4.63) it is not asserted that John did not find anything. It is argued
that he found something which was not low-level.
Another characteristic of low-level FCIs is that they cannot be replaced by reg-
ular indefinites. The sentence in (4.63) for instance, becomes ill-formed when the
indefinite just anything is replaced by the regular indefinite a thing :
(4.65) #Did you hear the news? John found something in the street. It is not a
thing. He found an extremely expensive golden ring.
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In addition, low-level FCIs introduce alternatives, even in veridical contexts. This
is shown from (4.66) and (4.52), repeated under (4.67) below:
(4.66) I said just anything. Now I regret it.
(4.67) I said a joke.
From the context in (4.66) we understand that just anything has a low-level reading.
It is asserted that the speaker said something which was below a certain norm of
goodness, defined by alternative things that the speaker normally says. The piece
of information “which was below a certain norm of goodness, defined by alternative
things that the speaker normally says” is not available in (4.67). In this example,
it is contended that the speaker said a joke. No alternatives are at issue.
As shown up to this point, just any belongs to the interpretational classes of
widening, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level FCIs. It has already
been shown that (4.63) does not express indistinguishability and indiscriminacy.
The remaining data with just any discussed up to this point raise the following
questions: 1) Is low-level expressed in (4.39), repeated under (4.68) below? 2) Is
low-level expressed in (4.41), repeated under (4.69) below? 3) Is low-level expressed
in (4.43), repeated under (4.70) below? 4) Is low-level expressed in (4.51), repeated
under (4.71) below? 5) Are indiscriminacy and indistinguishability expressed in
(4.66)? 6) Is widening expressed in (4.63) and (4.66)?
(4.68) I don’t want to go to bed with just anyone anymore. I have to be attracted
to them sexually.
(4.69) Her illness is not just any illness. Mary suffers from HIV.
(4.70) I did not talk to just anyone. I talked to Mr. Johnson because he is the
president.
(4.71) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: ’Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us’ followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.
Low-level is expressed by just anyone in (4.68). Under this reading, the speaker
asserts that she does not want to sleep with bad people, only with people to whom
she is attracted sexually. If low-level were available in (4.69), then this sentence
would mean that Mary does not have a bad illness; she has HIV. However, this
is a pragmatically odd interpretation for (4.69). Low-level characterizes an entity
that is below a norm of goodness. In other words, under this reading, entities are
necessarily ranged in terms of goodness and not in terms of seriousness or something
else (cf. definition in 4.64). In general, there are illnesses that are less serious than
others but there are no good illnesses, at least in the sense of “illnesses that are close
to a norm of goodness” (cf. definition 4.64). Therefore, the property of low-level, as
defined in (4.64) cannot characterize an illness. Consequently, the reading of low-
level is pragmatically blocked in (4.69). On a low-level reading, the speaker in (4.70)
did not talk to unimportant persons. On the contrary, he talked to the president.
From the context in (4.71), we understand that the speaker said something in order
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to fill the silence. Normally, you do not say bad things in order to fill the silence.
On the contrary, you might say things randomly. For this reason, low-level is not
the preferred reading in (4.71).
Indistinguishability is blocked, whereas indiscriminacy is expressed in (4.66).
Since the set of things that one can possibly utter is not determined, it is hard
to characterize something said as average (cf. definition in 4.57). Therefore, in-
distinguishability is not expressed in (4.66). One can possibly regret it if he says
randomly something. For this reason, indiscriminacy is expressed in (4.66).
Widening is blocked in (4.63) and (4.66) because, in these contexts, it is not
the case that all alternatives can be the value of just any. Otherwise, (4.63) would
mean that the thing that John found in the street is nothing and (4.66) would mean
that the speaker said everything. However, these interpretations are blocked and
widening does not arise.
Just like widening, ignorance, indifference, indiscriminacy and indistinguishabil-
ity, the implication of low-level interacts with the context. Therefore, I formulate
the hypothesis that a low-level FCI is available in a given context if and only if a
low-level implication is not blocked by the context. This hypothesis is confirmed in
chapters 5, 6 and 7.
From the discussion of the meaning of low-level FCIs above, this pattern evolved:
1. Low-level FCIs introduce alternatives.
2. Low-level FCIs describe the quality of an entity.
3. Low-level FCIs characterize an entity as being below a certain norm of good-
ness.
4. The interpretational class of low-level FCIs contains indefinites.
5. The variable introduced by low-level FCIs is out of the scope of negation.
6. The descriptive content of low-level FCIs is in the scope of negation.
4.2.7 Summary
The results reported above are crucial at a language-specific and at a cross-linguistic
level. First, I determined the range of readings of FCIs: widening, ignorance, indif-
ference, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level. Second, I characterized
these readings. The readings of FCIs are listed below. This list of definitions will
be my reference point in the remainder of the present chapter. Third, I determined
which English FCIs have which reading(s).13 The indefinite FCI any belongs to the
interpretational class of widening FCIs. The definite FCI wh-ever belongs to the in-
terpretational classes of widening, ignorance and indifference FCIs. The indefinite
FCI just any belongs to the interpretational classes of widening, indiscriminacy,
indistinguishability and low-level FCIs. The findings are summarized in table 4.1.14
13In section 4.2.2, the semantics of un NP quelconque under an ignorance reading has also been
presented. A full-fledged account of the semantics of un NP quelconque will be given in section
4.3.3.
14From this point onwards, with the terms widening FCI, indiscriminacy FCI, indistinguishabil-
ity FCI, low-level FCI, ignorance FCI and indifference FCI I will refer both to the interpretational
classes and to a certain use of a given FCI under a certain reading.
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(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.6) Definite widening FCIs
A definite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives compared
to its regular definite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the regular
definite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alternatives
{a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the definite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which contains
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
(4.34) Indifference
Indifference implies that
a. there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives in w that the agent
can choose from and
b. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w and
c. there are alternative worlds w’ in which the FCI referent is differ-
ent from the one in w and there is a set of contextually relevant
alternatives that can be the value of the FCI referent and
d. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w’ because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w’.
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(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
Fourth, throughout the previous sections, the properties that distinguish the inter-
pretational classes in which FCIs participate as well as the properties that differenti-
ate the FCI readings have been described. The properties of ignorance, indifference,
widening, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level FCIs are listed in table
4.2. Given the properties in this table, I will examine the semantics of French and
Greek FCIs in the following sections and I will study the interaction between the
lexical semantics of FCIs and context in the empirical domain of this book. More
information will be added to this table in section 4.3. The FCI readings and their
properties are listed in table 4.3.
Fifth, the data discussed in the previous sections show that English FCIs have
a very rich lexical semantics, i.e., a set of readings, which interacts with the seman-
tics of the context. I formulate therefore the language-specific hypothesis that the
distribution of English FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical
semantics and context. In chapter 7 it will be demonstrated that this hypothesis is
valid. In that chapter, I will examine the exact way in which the lexical semantics
of English FCIs and context interact and its implications for the distribution of
English FCIs.15
15In this thesis I do not consider stressed ANY. The reader can consult Kadmon and Landman
(1993), Krifka (1995), Haspelmath (1997), Horn (2000b) and Hofmeister (2004) for discussion on
stressed ANY.
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Any Wh-ever Just any
Wid Wid Ignor Indif Indisc Indist Low Wid
Alternatives X X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X X X
AllAltFCIValue X X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.1: The semantic properties of English FCIs and how to detect them
WidFCI IgnorFCI IndifFCI IndiscFCI IndistFCI LowFCI
Alternatives X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X
AllAltFCIValue X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X
Table 4.2: The semantic properties of FCIs and how to detect them (preliminary)
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Reading Property
Widening all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of the FCI
enlargement among alternatives living in the same world
Indiscriminacy agent
random choice
Indifference agent
an agent chooses the FC referent because it satisfies
the predicative property
Ignorance reference to an individual x in w
variation among somebody’s epistemic alternatives
Indistinguishability average entity
the quality of an entity
Low-level entity below a norm of goodness
the quality of an entity
Table 4.3: The readings of FCIs and their properties
In sections 4.3 and 4.4, it will be demonstrated that almost all the properties of
English FCIs carry over to the French and Greek FCIs under consideration in this
book. As it will be shown in section 4.3, none of the French FCIs studied here is a
definite. Also, the French FCIs examined in this book do not express indifference.
4.3 Application to French Free Choice Items
Here, it will be shown that the French FCIs under consideration in this book, listed
in table 3.12 and repeated here, share the same semantic properties with English
FCIs (cf. table 4.1), except that they do not express indifference and are not definite.
Gloss Form
Conc.FCI (formed by ce soit) qu-que ce soit
Matter.FCI n’importe qu-
A.NP.ever.FCI (except for quiconque) un NP quelconque
Table 3.12: The empirical scope of the study: French
4.3.1 Qu- que ce soit
In this section, I discuss the semantics of the French FCI qu- que ce soit. I show
that qu- que ce soit belongs to the interpretational class of indefinite widening
FCIs, defined in (4.5). The properties of widening FCIs are presented in table 4.2.
Consider the example below:16
16From this point onwards, besides the acronym “DB” which, whenever present, indicates that
an example is extracted from the FCID, the various readings associated with the FCI at hand are
given. Those readings that are blocked in the example at hand are preceded by the symbol “*”.
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(4.72) Je fumais beaucoup trop. J’ai cesse´ tout a` coup, me prenant, si je puis
dire, par surprise. Il n’y euˆt pas eu moyen autrement.
I used to smoke a lot. To my surprise, I stopped suddenly. There was no
other way.
On
One
ne
not
renonce
renounces
pas
not
petit
little
a`
by
petit
little
a`
to
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Mark
Mark
Twain
Twain
disait:
was.saying.3sg
“rien
nothing
de
of
plus
more
facile
easy
que
than
de
to
renoncer
renounce
au
to the
tabac.
tobacco
J’y
I it
renonce
renounce.1sg
tous
all
les
the
matins.”
mornings
One does not stop anything little by little. Mark Twain used to say:
“there is nothing easier than stopping smoking. I stop smoking every
morning”. [Wid, DB]
The speaker in (4.72) asserts that one does not stop something gradually. This
holds independently of the nature of one’s habit. Whether something is difficult
or not, whether something is bad or not, there is no exception to the rule that
the speaker expresses. The fact that the speaker stopped abruptly, which surprises
himself, suggests that, even smoking, which is a difficult habit and is normally
stopped gradually, does not escape the rule that one does not stop doing things
gradually.
The comparison between (4.72) above and (4.73) below shows that qu- que ce
soit, like any (section 4.2.1), is an indefinite with the additional semantics of widen-
ing. It introduces an enlarged set of relevant and irrelevant alternatives. It enlarges
the interpretation of the regular indefinite quelque chose along a contextual di-
mension. In (4.72), the contextual dimension is most probably formed by “habits
difficult to stop” and “habits easy to stop”. Smoking is considered to be a habit
difficult to stop. Normally, habits difficult to stop are stopped gradually. For the
speaker, even these habits are stopped abruptly, and smoking is not an exception.
The following information brought into the semantics of the sentence by quoi que ce
soit in (4.72) is missing from (4.73): “the speaker’s assertion holds independently
of the nature of one’s habit”. The speaker in (4.73) does not tell us anything about
whether this general rule applies even to difficult, exceptional things.
(4.73) J’ai
I have.1sg
cesse´
stopped
tout a` coup,
suddenly
me
me
prenant,
taking
si
if
je
I
puis
could.1sg
dire,
say
par
by
surprise.
surprise
Il
it
n’y
not
euˆt
had.3sg
pas
not
eu
had
moyen
means
autrement.
otherwise
On
one
ne
not
renonce
renounces
pas
not
petit
little
a`
by
petit
little
a`
to
quelque chose.
something
To my surprise, I stopped suddenly. There was no other way. One does
not stop something little by little.
At first glance, quoi que ce soit seems semantically equivalent to negative words
like rien “nothing”. However, it differs from them because it involves enlargement
from contextually relevant alternatives to contextually relevant and irrelevant ones.
Consider (4.74) and (4.75) below and imagine the following three situations. In
situation number 1, Paul and Marie share the knowledge that Jean suffers from
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obesity. His situation is worrying because he eats food with a lot of calories. Marie
knows that “fat Jean” has eaten an apple. An apple is irrelevant in this specific
situation because it does not have many calories. Paul asks Marie (4.76). Only
(4.75) is a possible answer to (4.76).
(4.74) Jean
Jean
n’a
not has
pas
not
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Jean did not eat anything. [Wid]
(4.75) Jean
Jean
n’a
not has
rien
nothing
mange´.
eaten
Jean ate nothing.
(4.76) Est-ce que
INT
Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´?
eaten
Did Jean eat ?
In situation number 2, Paul and Marie share the knowledge that Jean is a very slim
boy. “Slim Jean” does not eat anything. To her surprise, Marie sees “slim Jean”
eating an apple. Contrary to the case of “fat Jean”, in the case of “slim Jean”,
an apple is contextually relevant. In the latter case, both (4.74) and (4.75) are
infelicitous answers to (4.76). In situation number 3, Marie knows that Jean ate
absolutely nothing. In such case, both (4.74) and (4.75) are valid answers to (4.76).
Consequently, quoi que ce soit and rien differ. Qu- que ce soit introduces contex-
tually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. For this reason, (4.74) is an infelicitous
answer only in situations in which something contextually irrelevant or contextu-
ally relevant has been eaten. This is the case in situations number 1 and number 2.
Negative words like rien quantify over contextually relevant alternatives. For this
reason, (4.75) is an infelicitous answer in situations in which something contextually
relevant has been eaten. This is the case in situation number 2. Both (4.74) and
(4.75) are felicitous answers to (4.76) in situations in which neither a contextually
relevant nor a contextually irrelevant food has been eaten.17
The scopal properties of qu- que ce soit in (4.72) are reminiscent of those of in-
definite widening FCIs (cf. table 4.2). Its variable is in the scope of the antimorphic
operator ne...pas, whereas the descriptive content of widening is not affected by the
sentential operator.
The data below show that, as widening FCI, qu- que ce soit introduces alter-
natives, even in veridical contexts in which, as illustrated in (4.78) below, regular
indefinites do not:
(4.77) Jean
He
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
qu’on
that one
lui
him
a
has
offert.
offered
He ate anything that they offered him. [Wid]
(4.78) J’ai
I have.1sg
mange´
eaten
un
a
plat
dish
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
I ate a dish that Marie prepared.
17According to Quirk et al. (1985), the same difference does not hold true for any and English
negative words (cf. also Mazzon 2004).
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While (4.78) means that the speaker ate a meal that Marie prepared, (4.77) means
that Jean ate all the meals that Marie prepared, without exception. Thus, if she
prepared a salad, he ate a salad, and if she prepared a spinach pie, he ate a spinach
pie.18 As the reader may recall from section 4.2, when a relative clause combines
with a regular indefinite, it behaves either as a restrictor or as a modifier. This
is also illustrated through the comparison between (4.78) above and (4.79) below.
(4.79) means that, if gentleman x is grossly insulted, x must challenge somebody to
a duel, for any value of x.
(4.79) Un
A
gentilhome
gentleman
qui
who
a
has
e´te´
been
grossie`rement
grossly
insulte´
insulted
doit
has to
provoquer
provoke
en
to
duel.
duel
A gentleman who is grossly insulted must challenge somebody to a duel.
However, the comparison between (4.77) and (4.78) shows that, if it was not for the
widening FCI qu- que ce soit, the RC would not behave as restrictor in (4.77).
This phenomenon leaves open the question of why, as shown in (3.66), repeated
under (4.80) below, qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts
if it is not combined with a RC, namely if it is not subtrigged:
(4.80) *Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]
In chapter 5, I will argue that the ungrammaticality of qu- que ce soit in affirmative
episodic contexts, but also in other non-factive veridical contexts, is due to the
incompatibility between its semantics with the semantics of non-factive veridical
contexts.
Consequently, qu- que ce soit is an indefinite widening FCI. Although qu- que
ce soit expresses only widening, it is not the only widening FCI in French. As it
will be shown in the following section, widening is one of the readings of the French
FCI n’importe qu-.
4.3.2 N’importe qu-
Below, I investigate the semantics of n’importe qu-. As discussed in sections 2.3.2
and 2.4.3, this item has been analyzed as indefinite that expresses indiscriminacy. I
show that, besides indiscriminacy, n’importe qu- expresses widening, indistinguisha-
bility and low-level, too:
(4.81) La
The
porte
door
du
of the
Temple
Temple
doit
has to
rester
stay
ferme´e!
closed
ergotait
quibbled.3sg
la
the
Gazette.
Gazette
On
one
n’ouvre
not opens
pas
not
a`
to
n’importe qui!
matter.FCI.who
The door of the Temple must stay closed! quibbled the Gazette. We
18Although it is unclear why this is so, it is worthwhile noticing here that some native speakers
hesitate on the grammaticality of qu- que ce soit in those veridical contexts in which it is followed
by a RC.
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should not open to anybody! [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
(4.82) Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
n’importe comment
matter.FCI.how
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
The choice was not made randomly but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons: standard of living, residency,
religion.19 [Indisc, *Wid, *Indist, *Low, DB]
(4.83) Le
The
malade
patient
e´tait
was.3sg
archifoutu,
hopeless
seulement voila`,
only
ce
it
n’e´tait
not was.3sg
pas
not
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
malade.
patient
C’e´tait
it was.3sg
Malausse`ne.
Malausse`ne
[...] mais
but
Malausse`ne,
Malausse`ne
c’est
it is
Malausse`ne.
Malausse`ne
The patient was hopeless, but he was not just any patient. He was
Malausse`ne. [...] but Malausse`ne is Malausse`ne. [Indist, Low, *Indisc,
*Wid, DB]
N’importe qu- expresses widening in (4.81) (cf. also section 3.5.2). Its meaning is
composed by the following two semantic components: 1) it introduces an enlarged
set of relevant and irrelevant alternatives; and 2) all alternatives, without exception,
can be the value of n’importe qui. More precisely, the speaker in (4.81) asserts
that one should not open the door of the Temple to a visitor. If one considers
that anonymous visitors are in general prohibited from entering the Temple, the
speaker’s command applies to renowned visitors, too. Nobody is allowed to enter
the Temple. N’importe qu- broadens the interpretation of the indefinite a visitor
from unknown to renowned visitors. Its scopal properties are the same as those
of indefinite widening FCIs. The variable that it introduces is in the scope of the
sentential operator and the descriptive content of widening scopes over negation.
For these reasons, n’importe qu- belongs to the interpretational class of widening
FCIs whose properties are consolidated in table 4.2.20
Widening is blocked in (4.82). Otherwise, this example would mean that the
choice in question was not made in any possible way. Table 4.2 shows that the vari-
able introduced by an indefinite widening FCI is in the scope of negation and its
descriptive content is the focus of negation. However, this is not what happens in
(4.82) where it is asserted that an implicit agent made a choice and that the choice
was not random. The agent took into account the standard of living, residency and
religion of the persons in question.21 In (4.82) n’importe qu- expresses indiscrimi-
nacy, defined in (4.40). The properties of the interpretational class of indiscriminacy
FCIs are listed in table 4.2. To begin with, n’importe comment describes the manner
19This example has been originally discussed under (3.69).
20It is worthwhile reporting here that some native speakers do not get the widening reading in
(4.81). As it will be shown in the following chapter, for unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does not
express widening in all downward entailing contexts.
21The verb in (4.82) is in passive and is agentive. The reader is referred to Koenig and Mauner
(1999) for a discussion on implicit agents in passives.
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in which choice has been performed in (4.82). It can be paraphrased as in a ran-
dom way. It describes the manner in which choice has been performed. Also, (4.82)
contains an agentive predicate. In view of the facts discussed in section 4.2.4, if
this predicate was non-agentive, indiscriminacy would be blocked. Additionally, in
the negative context in (4.82), the sentence that contains the indiscriminacy FCI is
followed by the phrase mais conforme´ment a` ce que laissaient pre´voir les caracte`res
sociologiques de ces inde´cis: niveau de vie, re´sidence, religion. In this sentence,
the criteria according to which the choice has been made are given. Finally, the
FCI variable is out of the scope of the sentential operator, whereas the descriptive
content of the FCI is the focus of negation. The indiscriminacy FCI n’importe qu-
can be paraphrased by indefinites modified by the PP au hasard “randomly”. This
is revealed by the comparison between (4.82) above with (4.84) and (4.85) below.
Although in (4.82) it is asserted that the choice was not made in a random way,
(4.84) and (4.85) illustrate that the regular indefinite une carte “a card” does not
express indiscriminacy if is not modified by the PP au hasard “randomly”:
(4.84) Je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
pas
not
pris
taken
une
a
carte.
card
I did not take a card.
(4.85) Je
I
n’ai
not have.1sg
pas
not
pris
taken
une
a
carte
card
au hasard.
randomly
I did not take a card randomly.
The example in (4.83) indicates that n’importe qu- does not express only widening
and indiscriminacy. The predicate in (4.83) is non-agentive. Consequently, the
reading of indiscriminacy, otherwise available by the FCI n’importe qu-, is lexically
blocked in (4.83). If n’importe qu- expressed widening in (4.83), then, from the
properties of the interpretational class of indefinite widening FCIs, presented in
table 4.2, this example would mean that Malausse`ne is not a patient. However,
from the context in (4.83) we understand that Malausse`ne is a patient. N’importe
quel malade expresses indistinguishability and low-level in (4.83). The first piece of
evidence comes from the fact that, under an indistinguishability reading, n’importe
quel malade can be paraphrased as “an average patient” and that, under a low-
level reading, it is synonymous with “a bad patient”. The regular indefinite un
malade “a patient” alone is not synonymous with n’importe quel malade. If it
was, then the sentence with n’importe qu- in (4.83) would be synonymous with the
following sentence: Malausse`ne n’est pas un malade “Malausse`ne is not a patient”.
However, the two sentences are not synonymous. Like indistinguishability and low-
level FCIs (cf. table 4.2), n’importe qu- in (4.83) describes the quality of an entity.
This example means that Malausse`ne is a patient. On top of that, it is either
asserted that he is not an average patient or that he is not a bad patient. Benjamin
Malausse`ne in (4.83) is the central personality in La Petite Marchande de Prose,
written by Daniel Pennac in 1989. He is admired by Queen Zabo and is an extremely
intelligent person. Consequently, Malausse`ne is not an average or a bad patient as
far as the contextually relevant properties of intelligence and fame are concerned.
Let me explain how indistinguishability is to be understood in this example. As
explained in section 4.2.5, the degree to which an entity has a contextually relevant
property is a value that is taken from the value domain of the property that char-
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acterizes this specific entity. This holds for both linear and non-linear properties.
In order to understand how this works for (4.83), consider the kind “patient”. In
(4.83), the alternatives of this kind are characterized by the following two contex-
tually relevant properties: fame and intelligence. The first property is non-linear.
Suppose that it takes values 0 or 1. The second property is linear. Suppose that it
has a value domain from 1 to 10. Imagine that, from the speaker’s point of view,
the average patient is a patient who is not famous, and whose intelligence can be
graded with 5. An average patient is not famous and has an IQ around 4 and 6, in
this specific context. Malausse`ne is not an average patient. The degree to which he
is famous and intelligent outcomes the degree to which most patients are famous
and intelligent: his IQ must be around 9 or 10 and he is famous.
The second piece of evidence that n’importe quel malade expresses indistin-
guishability and low-level in (4.83) comes from the fact that it has the same scopal
properties with indistinguishability and low-level FCIs (cf. table 4.2). The speaker
in (4.83) asserts that il “he”, Malausse`ne, is a patient and that, additionally, he is
not an average or a bad patient; the FCI variable is out of the scope of negation,
whereas the descriptive content of indistinguishability or low-level is the focus of
negation. As with an indiscriminacy reading, when n’importe qu- expresses indis-
tinguishability, its variable scopes over negation. The comparison between (4.83)
and (4.84) shows that the interpretation of the sentence in which it appears is dif-
ferent from the interpretation of a sentence with a specific indefinite. Although
under a specific understanding (4.84) means that there is a specific card that I did
not take, (4.83) means that Malausse`ne is a patient and that he is not an average
patient. The third piece of evidence that n’importe quel malade expresses indistin-
guishability and low-level emerges from the fact that the sentence with n’importe
quel malade is followed by the sentence c’e´tait Malausse`ne. [...] mais Malausse`ne
est Malausse`ne “it was Malausse`ne. [...] but Malausse`ne is Malausse`ne”. This sen-
tence indicates what makes the person in question a non-average or a good person.
Since Malausse`ne is a famous and intelligent person, the fact of being Malausse`ne
indicates that this patient has properties that make him a patient above average
or a good patient. In this specific context, il est Malausse`ne “he is Malausse`ne” is
synonymous with he is extremely intelligent and famous.
The rich lexical semantics of n’importe qu- raises the following question: why
is indistinguishability blocked in (4.81) and in (4.82) even though n’importe qu-
expresses indistinguishability? Contextual pragmatic features block indistinguisha-
bility in both examples. As the sentence la porte du Temple doit rester ferme´e “the
door of the Temple must stay closed” in (4.81) indicates, the speaker does not assert
that average visitors are not allowed to enter the Temple; he asserts that absolutely
nobody is allowed to enter the Temple. If n’importe comment expressed indistin-
guishability in (4.82), this example would mean that the choice was not made in an
average way. However, the phrase mais conforme´ment a` ce que laissaient pre´voir les
caracte`res sociologiques de ces inde´cis: niveau de vie, re´sidence, religion indicates
that the speaker is not concerned with the quality of the way in which the choice
in question was made but with the way in which it was made. For these reasons,
indistinguishability is not expressed in (4.81) and in (4.82).
It has been explained why low-level is one of the two readings of n’importe quel
malade in (4.83). However, the question now is: why is low-level not the reading
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of n’importe qui in (4.81) and of n’importe comment in (4.82)? If n’importe qui
expressed low-level in (4.81), this example would mean that we should not open
the door to bad visitors. However, such interpretation is pragmatically blocked
by the context in (4.81), as the speaker adds that the door of the Temple has to
remain closed. Therefore, he does not say that bad visitors should not enter the
Temple; no matter which visitor, of any kind, without exception, should not enter
the Temple. Therefore, the reading of low-level is blocked in (4.81). If n’importe
comment expressed low-level in (4.82), then this example would mean that the
choice that was made was not a bad choice. However, the sentence does not contain
information on whether the choice was good or bad. It only describes the way in
which a choice was made. As I explained in section 4.2.4, making a random choice
is not synonymous with making a bad choice. Therefore, from (4.82) one cannot
infer that the choice that was made was bad.
Finally, the question of whether indiscriminacy is the reading of n’importe qu-
in (4.81) and (4.83) is raised. In (4.81) it is indicated that the door of the Temple
must stay closed. Consequently, nothing is said about the way in which the people
in question must choose the persons who will enter the Temple. For this reason,
indiscriminacy is not the preferred reading of n’importe qui in (4.81). Indiscriminacy
is semantically blocked in (4.83) since the predicate e´tait “was” is non-agentive.
Up to this point, it has been argued that n’importe qu- is an indefinite which
expresses widening, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level. The negative
sentences in (4.81-4.83) indicate that n’importe qu- introduces alternatives. The
data in (4.86-4.91) below show that, contrary to regular indefinites, n’importe qu-
is associated with alternatives in veridical contexts too, where it exhibits the same
variety of readings:
(4.86) I said a joke.
(4.87) Oh,
Oh
tante
aunt
Berthe,
Berthe
je
I
suis
am
un
a
monstre,
monster
pardonnez-moi...
excuse.2pl-me
j’ai
I have.1sg
perdu
lost
la
the
teˆte,
head
j’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi...
matter.FCI.what
C’est
it is
cet
this
air
air
que
that
vous
you
aviez,
had.2pl
si
so
froid,
cold
si
so
hostile...
hostile
Oh, aunt Berthe, I am a monster. Excuse me but I lost my mind. I said
just anything... You are so cold, so hostile... [Indisc, Low, *Indist, *Wid,
DB]
(4.88) There is a dog in the courtyard.
(4.89) Au loin galope un homme qui n’a que trois pre´noms [...].
In the distance runs a man who has only three names [...].
Un
A
peu
little bit
plus
more
loin
long
encore
more
il y a
there is
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
Beaucoup
a lot
plus
more
loin
long
encore
again
il y a
there is
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
A little bit further still there is just someone. Much further there is just
something. [Indist, Low, *Indisc, *Wid, DB]
(4.90) I ate a dish that Marie prepared.
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(4.91) J’ai
I have.1sg
mange´
eaten
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
plat
plate
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
I ate any dish that Marie prepared. [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
To begin with, although the speaker in (4.86) refers to a specific joke that he said
and no alternatives are at issue, the speaker in (4.87) either asserts that he chose
randomly among alternative things that he could have said or that he said some-
thing which is below a certain norm of goodness, defined by alternative things that
he could have said. Indistinguishability is blocked in this example because, as previ-
ously explained, it is impossible to characterize as average something that somebody
utters. Widening is blocked in (4.87). Otherwise, this example would mean that
the speaker said everything, without exception. This is far from being the meaning
of n’importe quoi in (4.87). What is crucial to retain from (4.86) and (4.87) is that,
in affirmative episodic contexts, under a low-level and an indiscriminacy reading,
n’importe qu- introduces alternatives although regular indefinites do not.
Furthermore, although in the existential sentence in (4.88) no alternatives are
at issue, n’importe qu- is associated with alternatives in the existential sentence
in (4.89). N’importe qui and n’importe quoi in (4.89) characterize a person and
a thing either as average or as bad. Under an indistinguishability reading, the
person and the thing in question are characterized as being close to the average
degree to which alternatives of the same kind have contextually relevant properties.
Under a low-level reading, the person and thing in question are below a certain
norm of goodness determined by good alternatives that belong to the kind to which
this person and thing belong. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker
in (4.89) asserts that a little bit further there is somebody who does not deserve
further notice and a little bit further, there is something which does not deserve
further notice. Under a low-level reading, the speaker asserts that a little bit further
there is a bad person and much further there is a bad thing. Since the predicate is
non-agentive, indiscriminacy is blocked. Widening is not expressed in this example.
Otherwise, it would mean that a little bit further there is everyone and that, further
along, there is everything.22
Moreover, the comparison between (4.90) and (4.91) shows that, contrary to
regular indefinites, n’importe qu- introduces alternatives in veridical contexts under
a widening reading too. (4.91) means that the speaker ate all the dishes that Marie
prepared. If she prepared a salad, he ate a salad. If she prepared a sandwich, he
ate a sandwich.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the data in (4.86-4.91). Initially,
contrary to regular indefinites, n’importe qu- introduces alternatives in veridical
contexts. Also, in affirmative episodic contexts, n’importe qu- expresses widening
only when it is combined with a RC.23 In addition, in affirmative episodic contexts,
when n’importe qu- is combined with a RC, the latter behaves like the restrictor of
a conditional construction. Finally, for unknown reasons, low-level, indiscriminacy
22(4.89) is part of a poem by Jacques Pre´vert. Although the language used in poems has certain
particularities, it is interesting to see here that the poet uses n’importe qu- in an existential
sentence.
23Judgments on the grammaticality of n’importe qu- in those veridical sentences in which it is
followed by a relative clause vary. According to Jacques Jayez (p.c.), (4.91) is grammatical in a
scenario where the speaker did not make a selection but ate everything that Marie prepared in
order to please her.
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and indistinguishability are not expressed when n’importe qu- is combined with a
RC. Otherwise, (4.91) would mean that the speaker chose randomly to eat the thing
that Mary prepared or that he ate a bad dish that Mary prepared or that he ate an
average dish that Mary prepared. However, according to native speakers, none of
these interpretations corresponds to the meaning of the sentence in (4.91). The facts
above raise the following question: why is widening blocked in affirmative episodic
and existential contexts, at least when n’importe qu- is not combined with a RC?
In chapter 5 I will argue that n’importe qu- is semantically blocked in non-factive
veridical contexts.
In the present section, the semantic properties of the French FCI n’importe
qu- have been presented and defined. It has been shown that it is an indefinite
with a very rich lexical semantics; it expresses indiscriminacy, indistinguishability,
widening and low-level.
4.3.3 Un NP quelconque
Here, I discuss the semantic properties of the French FCI un NP quelconque. In
sections 2.4.4 and 4.2.2, it was argued that this item expresses ignorance. I show
that, like n’importe qu-, this item expresses indistinguishability too. Consider the
examples below:
(4.92) On
One
retrouve
finds
bien
indeed
cette
this
attitude
attitude
dans
in
ce
this
jeu
game
de
of
cache-cache
hide and seek
signale´
signaled
par
by
Mme
Mme
Montessori
Montessori
chez
for
les
the
petits:
kids
il ne s’agit
not should.3sg
point
not at all
de
to
trouver
find
le
the
partenaire
partner
a`
at
un endroit quelconque,
a.place.ever.FCI
mais
but
bien
well
a`
at
une
a
place
place
de´termine´e
determined
par
in
avance;
advance
si
if
l’adulte
the adult
se
refl
cache
hides
vraiment,
really
l’enfant
the kid
est
is
de´c¸u!
disappointed
One finds this attitude in this game of hide and seek by kids, noticed by
Mme Montessori: the partner should not hide in an unknown place but
in a place which is determined in advance; if the adult hides for real, then
the child is disappointed. [Ignor, *Indist, DB]
(4.93) Cette
This
journe´e
day
de
of
Noe¨l
Christmas
ne
not
diffe´rait
differed.3sg
pas
not
beaucoup
much
d’un dimanche quelconque:
of a.sunday.ever.FCI
deux
two
sardines,
sardines
la
the
part
part
de
of
cre`me
cream
de
of
gruye`re
gruye`re
et
and
l’orange
the orange
supple´mentaire
supplementary
au
to the
de´jeuner,
lunch
la
the
promenade
walk
l’
the
apre`s-midi
afternoon
au
in the
lieu
place
du
of the
matin,
morning
et
and
puis
after
c’est
it is
marre!
boring
This Christmas Day did not differ much from an average Sunday; two
sardines, the helping of gruye`re cream and the additional orange for lunch,
the walk of the afternoon instead of in the morning and then I was bored!
[Indist, *Ignor, DB]
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It is a general rule that when we play with children we cannot hide at places that
children ignore completely. The speaker in (4.92) means that the places where we
hide should not be completely unknown by the children but determined in advance.
In other words, the kid has to be given the possibility to search in two or three
particular places without however knowing in which one his partner is. Otherwise,
children get disappointed. The meaning of the participle de´termine´e “determined”
contrasts with the meaning of ignorance in (4.92). In this example, the descriptive
content of un endroit quelconque describes the epistemic state of the children, its
variable is out of the scope of the negative operator ne...pas, and its descriptive
content is the focus of negation. Consequently, un NP quelconque in (4.92) has all
the properties of an ignorance FCI given in table 4.2 (cf. also definition 4.23). In
(4.93), it is argued that the Sunday in question was not different from an average
Sunday. As it happens on an average Sunday, the speaker ate two sardines, some
gruye`re cream, an orange and made a walk. Un dimanche quelconque has all the
properties of an indistinguishability FCI presented in table 4.2, except for the fact
that the descriptive content of indistinguishability is not the focus of negation. Like
indistinguishability FCIs, it also describes the quality of an entity and is synonymous
with an average Sunday.
The example below shows that, as in the case of the indistinguishability FCI
just any (cf. section 4.2.5), in the case of un NP quelconque, indistinguishability
can be the focus of negation.
(4.94) Je
I
cherche
search.1sg
dans
in
le
the
fond
bottom
de
of
ton
your
regard
look
au
to the
plus
more
profond
profound
et
and
je
I
ne
not
trouve
find.1sg
pas
not
une femme quelconque.
a.woman.ever.FCI
Je
I
trouve
find.1sg
une
a
gamine
girl
affectueuse,
affective
une
a
femme
woman
sensuelle
sensual
pleine
full
de
of
sa
her
propre
proper
liberte´.
liberty
- Une
a
femme
woman
particulie`re!
particular
I search deep in your eyes and I don’t find just any woman. I find an
affective girl, a sensual woman full of her own liberty. - A special woman.
[Indist, *Ignor]24
The speaker in (4.94) describes the way in which he finds his addressee: he says that
she is a non-average, special woman and that she is distinguished from other women
because she is an affective girl, a sensual woman full of her own liberty. Ignorance
is blocked in this example because, otherwise, the speaker would argue that it is
not the case that he does not know the woman in question. However, from the
context Je trouve...liberte´ we understand that the speaker refers to this woman’s
personality and not his epistemic state about him. For this reason, ignorance is not
the preferred reading in this example.
As pointed out in section 4.2.2, the ignorance FCI is not semantically equivalent
to regular indefinites. This is also illustrated by the fact that (4.92) is ill-formed
if the ignorance FCI un endroit quelconque is replaced by the regular indefinite un
endroit “a place”:
24Found in http://www.sergiomattos.com.br/liv etendard03c.html.
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(4.95) #On
One
retrouve
finds
bien
indeed
cette
this
attitude
attitude
dans
in
ce
this
jeu
game
de
of
cache-cache
hide and seek
signale´
signaled
par
by
Mme
Mme
Montessori
Montessori
chez
for
les
the
petits:
kids
il ne s’agit
not should.3sg
point
not at all
de
to
trouver
find
le
the
partenaire
partner
a`
at
un
a
endroit,
place
mais
but
bien
well
a`
at
une
a
place
place
de´termine´e
determined
par
in
avance;
advance
si
if
l’adulte
the adult
se
himself
cache
hides
vraiment,
really
l’enfant
the kid
est
is
de´c¸u!
disappointed
As the contrast between (4.94) above and (4.96) below indicates, the same is the
case with the indistinguishability FCI un NP quelconque:
(4.96) #Je
I
cherche
search.1sg
dans
in
le
the
fond
bottom
de
of
ton
your
regard
look
au
to the
plus
more
profond
profound
et
and
je
I
ne
not
trouve
find.1sg
pas
not
une
a
femme.
woman
Je
I
trouve
find.1sg
une
a
gamine
girl
affectueuse,
affective
une
a
femme
woman
sensuelle
sensual
pleine
full
de
of
sa
her
propre
proper
liberte´.
liberty
- Une
a
femme
woman
particulie`re!
particular
The scopal properties of un NP quelconque are also different from those of specific
indefinites. Although, as shown in (4.92), the variable of un NP quelconque is out of
the scope of the antimorphic operator ne...pas and ignorance scopes over negation,
the interpretation of this sentence differs from the interpretation of the sentence
below when the indefinite NP a place has a specific interpretation.
(4.97) I did not visit a (certain) place.
Indistinguishability is blocked in (4.92) and ignorance is blocked in (4.93). If in-
distinguishability were expressed in (4.92), then this example would be read as the
children do not search for their partner in a place which is average but in a place
which is determined in advance. However, this would be a pragmatically weird in-
terpretation for (4.92). If ignorance were expressed in (4.93), this example would
mean that the Sunday in question was not different from a specific Sunday that the
speaker does not know. However, the context forces an indistinguishability reading
because the properties of the Sunday in question are made obvious: deux sardines,
la part de cre`me de gruye`re et l’orange supple´mentaire au de´jeuner, la promenade
l’apre`s-midi au lieu du matin. In this way, un dimanche quelconque does not indi-
cate somebody’s knowledge about a specific Sunday but the way in which he views
this Sunday (cf. also table 4.2).
The examples below show that, contrary to regular indefinites, un NP quelconque
introduces alternatives, even in veridical contexts:
(4.98) Downstairs, he found a man standing.
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(4.99) En bas,
Downstairs
il
he
trouve
finds
un
a
type
man
debout
standing
qui
who
attend,
waits
un type quelconque,
a.man.ever.FCI
plutoˆt
rather
miteux,
dingy
pas
not
un
a
habitue´.
regular
Downstairs, he finds a man standing and waiting, an average/an unknown
man, rather down-at-heel, not a regular. [Ignor, Indist, DB]
In (4.98), it is asserted that the subject in question found a man downstairs. In
this case, we have no alternatives. In (4.99), the FCI un type quelconque is found
in a veridical context whose verb is in the pre´sent historique (narrative present)
(cf. Comrie 1976). Under an ignorance reading, it is contended that the person in
question found a man downstairs whom he does not know. In other words, there is
variation as to the identity of the person in w (cf. definition of ignorance in 4.23).
Under an indistinguishability reading, it is asserted that the person in question
is average, namely he has all contextually relevant properties at a degree that is
close to the degree to which the set of visitors, in this specific context, have these
properties. Imagine that in this context visitors normally are dingy and dirty. In
such a context, an average visitor is a visitor who has these two properties to a
degree that is close to the average degree to which alternatives that belong to the
set of possible visitors have these properties (cf. definition of indistinguishability
in 4.57). The interpretation of un type quelconque in (4.99) indicates that un NP
quelconque is always associated with alternatives, even when it is found in veridical
contexts.
Above, I discussed the semantic properties of the French FCI un NP quelconque.
Un NP quelconque is an indefinite with the additional semantics of ignorance and
indistinguishability.
4.3.4 Summary
In sections 4.3.1-4.3.3, the semantic properties of the French FCIs qu- que ce soit,
n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque have been discussed. The results reported
above are relevant at a language-specific and at a cross-linguistic level. More pre-
cisely, it has been shown that qu- que ce soit is an indefinite widening FCI, that
n’importe qu- is an indefinite which belongs to the interpretational classes of in-
distinguishability, indiscriminacy, low-level, and widening FCIs, and that un NP
quelconque is an indefinite which pertains to the classes of ignorance and indistin-
guishability FCIs. The semantic properties of French FCIs are presented in table
4.4.
The data presented in the present section show that the French FCIs under
consideration have the same semantic properties with English FCIs but with the
following differences. First, French has no definite FCIs. Second, French does not
have FCIs that express indifference. Third, although table 4.2 indicates that indis-
tinguishability is in the scope of an antimorphic operator, the scopal properties of
the indistinguishability FCI un NP quelconque in section 4.3.3 show that the de-
scriptive content of indistinguishability can also scope over an antimorphic operator.
In view of these facts, table 4.2 is rewritten as in 4.5.
The data discussed in sections 4.3.1-4.3.3 indicate that, as it happens with En-
glish FCIs (cf. section 4.2), the lexical semantics of French FCIs, i.e., the set of
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Qu-que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Indisc Indist Low Indist Ignor
Alternatives X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X X X
Definite
EnlSetAlt X X
AllAltFCIValue X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw
Quality X X X
BelowNorm X
Average X X
VarIn X X
VarOut X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.4: The semantic properties of French FCIs and how to detect them
WidFCI IgnorFCI IndifFCI IndiscFCI IndistFCI LowFCI
Alternatives X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X
AllAltFCIValue X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.5: The semantic properties of FCIs and how to detect them
their readings, interacts with contextual semantic properties. I formulate therefore
the language-specific hypothesis that the distribution of French FCIs is determined
by the interaction between their lexical semantics and context. In chapter 5 it will
be demonstrated that this hypothesis is valid. In that chapter, I will examine the
exact way in which the lexical semantics of French FCIs and context interact and
its implications for the distribution of French FCIs.
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4.4 Application to Greek Free Choice Items
Here, I will show that the Greek FCIs studied in this thesis, listed in table 3.13 and
repeated here, share the same semantic properties with English and French FCIs
(cf. tables 4.1 and 4.4). Like English FCIs, the class of Greek FCIs contains definite
FCIs and FCIs that express indifference.
Gloss Form
Comp.FCI o-dhipote
Conc.FCI o- ki an
A/the.comp.FCI enas/o o-dhipote
Bare.dupl.FCI o- o-
Table 3.13: The empirical scope of the study: Greek
4.4.1 O-dhipote
In the present section, the semantics of the Greek FCI o-dhipote is studied. As the
reader may recall from section 2.3.2, Giannakidou (2001) has argued that o-dhipote
is an indefinite. By the end of the present section, it will be argued that o-dhipote
is an indefinite widening FCI. The semantics of indefinite widening FCIs is given in
definition (4.5).
Compare (4.100) to (4.101) below. In the first example we have the Greek
FCIs opjadhipote sinandisi “any meeting” and opjodhipote Ellina aksiomatuxo “any
Greek dignitary”. In the second example, these Greek FCIs have been replaced
by the bare plurals sinandisis “meetings” and Ellines aksiomatuxus “Greek digni-
taries”:
(4.100) Dhen
Not
exi
has.3sg
stin
to the
Ellada
Greece
opjadhipote
conc.FCI.which
sinandisi
meeting
me
with
opjodhipote
conc.FCI.which
Ellina
Greek
aksiomatuxo,
dignitary
ipa.
said.1sg
As I said, in Greece, he does not have any meeting with any Greek dig-
nitary. [Wid, DB]
(4.101) Dhen
Not
exi
has
stin
to the
Ellada
Greece
sinandisis
meetings
me
with
Ellines
Greek
aksiomatuxus,
dignitaries
ipa.
said.1sg
As I said, in Greece, he does not have meetings with Greek dignitaries.
The speaker in (4.100) asserts that the person in question does not have any meeting
with any Greek dignitary. The speaker’s claim is valid for relevant and irrelevant
alternatives. For this reason, in the hypothetical case when the person in question
has even one quick meeting with a Greek dignitary, (4.100) is false.
The comparison between (4.100) and (4.101) shows that, as in the case of the
widening FCIs any, just any, wh-ever, qu- que ce soit and n’importe qu- (cf. sections
4.2.1, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2), o-dhipote induces enlargement from contextually relevant
to contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. More precisely, although as
explained in the previous paragraph, (4.100) is false if the person has a quick meeting
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with a Greek dignitary, the same does not hold true for (4.101). This sentence is
true even in situations in which the person in question has some very quick informal
meetings with some Greek dignitaries.25
The scopal properties of opjadhipote sinandisi “any meeting” and opjodhipote
Ellina aksiomatuxo “any Greek dignitary” remind us also of the scopal properties
of indefinite widening FCIs (cf. table 4.5). The variables introduced by these FCIs
are in the scope of the antimorphic operator dhen “not” whereas the descriptive
content of widening is not affected by this operator.
The comparison between (2.263) and (2.266), repeated below under (4.102) and
(4.103), shows that o-dhipote introduces alternatives even in veridical contexts in
which regular indefinites do not:
(4.102) Milisa
Talked.1sg
se
to
opjondhipote
conc.FCI.which
fititi
student
itan
was.3sg
sto
to the
sinedrio.
conference.
I talked to any student who was at the conference. [Wid]
(4.103) Milisa
Talked.1sg
se
to
enan
a
fititi
student
pu
who
itan
was.3sg
sto
to the
sinedrio.
conference
I talked to a student who was at the conference.
(4.102) means that the speaker spoke to all the students who were at the conference.
If student x was at the conference, he talked to him. If student y was at the
conference, he talked to him. Although opjondhipote is associated with alternatives,
a student in (4.103) is not. One could argue that in (4.102) we have alternatives
due to the fact that the RC behaves like the restriction of an implicit conditional
construction (cf. also section 2.5.2). However, the contrast between (4.102) and
(4.103) shows that, in veridical contexts, the RC behaves like the restriction of a
conditional construction only when it follows o-dhipote. When it follows a regular
indefinite, it does not have this semantics in veridical contexts. For this reason, we
cannot argue that in (4.102) we have alternatives because of the RC.
As also explained in section 2.5.2, o-dhipote is ungrammatical in affirmative
episodic contexts as in (2.247), repeated below under (4.104), when it is not com-
bined with a RC. In chapter 6, it will be argued that the ungrammaticality of
o-dhipote in non-factive veridical contexts is due to the correlation between the
semantics of widening and the semantics of affirmative episodic contexts.26
(4.104) *Idha
Saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
The semantics of o-dhipote has been considered in this section. It has been argued
that o-dhipote is an indefinite with the additional semantics of widening.
4.4.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
In the present section, it will be revealed that enas/o o-dhipote belongs to the inter-
pretational classes of indiscriminacy and indistinguishability FCIs. The definitions
25As shown in section 4.3.1, while the widening FCI any is semantically equivalent to negative
words, the French widening FCI qu- que ce soit is not. As explained in section 3.4, Greek emphatic
indefinites are semantically equivalent to o-dhipote.
26The example in (4.104) has also been discussed under (3.65).
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of indiscriminacy and indistinguishability are given in (4.40) and (4.57). Reflect on
the examples below:
(4.105) O
The
idioktitis
owner
ton
the
dekapende
fifteen
ikopedhon
lots
pu
that
polunde
are.2pl on sale
se
to
almiri
high
timi
price
stin
to the
perioxi
area
Katakolu
Katakolo
[...] dhen
not
ine
is
o opjoshipote.
the.conc.FCI.who
Ine
is
o
the
prothipurghos
First Minister
tis
the
xoras
country
mas
our
k.
Mr.
Kostas
Kostas
Simitis
Simitis
kai
and
o
the
aderfos
brother
tu
his
o
the
Petros.
Petros
The owner of the fifteen lots that are on sale at a high price in the area
of Katakolo is not just anyone. These lots belong to the First Minister of
our country, Kostas Simitis, and to his brother Petros. [Indist, *Indisc,
DB]
(4.106) Dhen ine pepismenos ja tis ikanotites tu [...].
He is not convinced about his capacities [...].
Dhen
Not
borume
can.1pl
na
subj
epikirosume
legalize.1pl
ton opjondhipote
the.comp.FCI.who
os
as
dheftero
second
stin
to the
ipiresia
service
tis
the
xoras.
country
We cannot employ just anyone to play the second role in our country’s
government. [Indist, Indisc, DB]
The descriptive content of o opjosdhipote in (4.105) characterizes the owners of the
lots in question. It can be paraphrased as an average person. Here, it is asserted
that the fifteen lots in question do not belong to average persons. They belong
to the Prime Minister of Greece, Kostas Simitis, and to his brother Petros. The
FCI variable is out of the scope of the antimorphic context, whereas the descriptive
content of the FCI is in the scope of negation. These facts indicate that in (4.105)
the Greek FCI o opjosdhipote has all the properties of indistinguishability FCIs (cf.
table 4.5).
The interpretation of (4.106) indicates that, besides indistinguishability, enas/o
o-dhipote expresses indiscriminacy, too. The speaker in (4.106) either asserts that
they cannot employ randomly somebody for the occupation of the second role in
the government or that they cannot employ an average person for this role. Both
descriptive contents are in the scope of the antimorphic operator, whereas the FCI
variable is out of its scope. Indiscriminacy is blocked in (4.105) because the predicate
ine “is” is non-agentive.
The comparison between (4.105) and (4.106) above and (4.107) below shows the
followings for enas/o o-dhipote. First, enas/o o-dhipote is not semantically equiva-
lent to regular indefinites. The readings of indistinguishability and indiscriminacy
are missing from (4.107). Second, while as in the case of specific indefinites, the
variable introduced by enas/o o-dhipote scopes over the antimorphic operator, the
interpretation of an antimorphic sentence containing it is different from the inter-
pretation of a sentence with a specific indefinite. (4.107) means that there is a
student with whom the speaker did not talk.
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(4.107) Dhen
Not
milise
talked.3sg
se
to
enan
a
(sigkekrimeno)
certain
fititi.
student
He did not talk with a (certain) student.
The example in (3.28), repeated under (4.108) below (cf. also 3.62), shows that,
even in affirmative episodic contexts, enas/o o-dhipote introduces alternatives under
both readings. As witnessed in (4.109), regular indefinites are not associated with
alternatives in these contexts:
(4.108) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of the
American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.whom
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor. [Indist, Indisc, DB]
(4.109) Xrisimopiise
Used.3sg
enan
a
kalo
good
ithopio.
actor
He used a good actor.
Under an indistinguishability reading, (4.108) means that Ed Wood used an average
actor, namely an actor who has all relevant properties to a degree that is close
to the average degree to which alternative actors have these properties. On an
indiscriminacy reading, it is asserted that Ed Wood chose randomly an actor. In
other words, the actor that he chose, as any other alternative candidate, were equally
probable to be chosen by him. This modal dimension brought into the semantics
of the sentence in (4.108) by ton opjodhipote is lost in (4.109) in which reference is
made only to the specific actor that the subject used.
In the present section, I discussed the semantics of the Greek FCI enas/o o-
dhipote. It is an indefinite that expresses indiscriminacy and indistinguishability.
4.4.3 O- o-
Below, it is argued that the Greek FCI o- o- is an indefinite with the additional
semantics of low-level, defined in (4.64). Consider the example in (4.110):
(4.110) Dhiaole,
Damn it
afti
she
dhen
not
ine
is
opja ki opja.
bare.dupl.FCI.who
[...] Ja
for
na
subj
valis
put.2sg
tetia
such
jinekara
woman magn
se
in
kluvi
cage
tha
will
prepi
must
na
subj
to
it
fisas
blow.2sg
to
the
paradhaki.
money
Damn it! She is not just any woman! One must have a lot of money in
order to “tame” such a woman! [Low, DB]
In this example, it is asserted that the woman in question is not below a norm of
goodness. On the contrary, she is a “high-level” woman. The fact that, if somebody
wants to “tame” her, he needs a lot of money to do so, makes the woman in question
elevated above a certain norm of goodness. The use of the Greek suffix ara that
magnifies the meaning of the NP jineka “woman” in jinekara makes the “high-
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level” value of the woman in question sharper. Although indistinguishability could
be a welcome reading for the context in (4.110), the item o- o- is always associated
with alternatives below a certain norm of goodness, according to native speakers of
Greek.
As it happens with low-level FCIs (cf. table 4.5), the FCI variable in (4.110) is
out of the scope of the antimorphic operator, whereas low-level is in its scope.
In opposition to regular indefinites, o- o- is associated with alternatives, even
in veridical contexts. (4.111) means that the person in question sold the house at
a price which was below a certain norm defined by alternative prices at which she
could have sold the house. This modal dimension disappears in (4.112). In this
example, the speaker asserts that he gave a price to the person in question.
(4.111) Pulise
Sold.3sg
to
the
spiti
house
tis
her
oso-oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
ja
for
na
subj
ton
him
plirosi.
pay.3sg
She sold her house at just any price in order to pay him. [Low]
(4.112) Tu
Him
edhosa
gave.1sg
mia
a
timi.
price
I gave him a price.
In the present section, the semantics of o- o- has been examined. It has been argued
that o- o- is an indefinite with the additional semantics of low-level.
4.4.4 O- ki an
As the reader may recall from section 2.3.3, o- ki an is a definite. Here, I show that
o- ki an expresses widening, ignorance and indifference. Consider the examples in
(4.113) and (4.114) below:
(4.113) To idhaniko mu ine na meno se ena poli mikro xoro ke na min exo epafes
ke optika erethismata.
The best for me is to stay at a very small place and not come in contact
with anything and anyone.
Dhen
Not
perno
take.1sg
idhisi
news
ap’o,ti ki an
from bare.conc.FCI.what
jinete.
happens
I don’t get wind of whatever happens around me. [Wid, Ignor, *Indif,
DB]
(4.114) Dhen
Not
psifisa
voted.1sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Psifisa
voted.1sg
ton
the
k.
Mr.
Papadopoulo
Papadopoulo
epidhi
because
ixe
had.3sg
kani
done
pola
many
ja
for
to
the
xorio
village
mu.
my
I did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. I voted for Mr.
Papadopoulo because he had done a lot of things for my village. [Ignor,
Indif, *Wid]
The examples above show that o- ki an has a conditional semantics. In (4.113),
o- ki an expresses ignorance and widening. Under a widening reading, the speaker
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asserts that he does not get wind of no matter what happens around him. Every
time that something happens, the speaker does not understand it. The thing that
happens every time can be relevant or not, the speaker does not comprehend it. At
each point in time that something happens, there are alternative things that may
have happened. Those alternatives are picked from a set A’ which is larger than
the set of contextually relevant things to occur. From the context, we understand
that the speaker does not like to pay attention to things that happen around him.
Consequently, ignorance is compatible with contextual pragmatic properties. Since
the speaker does not like to know what happens around him, he is ignorant. The
FCI variable is out of the scope of the sentential operator. The descriptive contents
of widening and ignorance are not affected by the antimorphic operator.
The interpretation of (4.114) indicates that o- ki an expresses indifference, too.
Under this reading, (4.114) means that the speaker did not vote for the person who
was at the top of the ballot simply because he was at the top of the ballot in such
a way that he would have done the same if the person who was at the top were
different. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know who was at the
top of the ballot. He says that he did not vote for him, but for Mr. Papadopoulos
because he did a lot of things for his village. As in the case of definites that
belong to the interpretational classes of widening, ignorance and indifference FCIs
(cf. table 4.5), the variable introduced by o- ki an is out of the scope of negation.
The descriptive contents of widening and ignorance are not affected by negation,
whereas the descriptive content of indifference is its focus.
Indifference is not expressed in (4.113) because the predicate perno idhisi “get
wind” is non-agentive. Widening is blocked in (4.114). If opjon ki an expressed
widening in (4.114), then, from the definition of definite widening FCIs in (4.6)
repeated above, we should have enlargement from the set A of contextually rele-
vant alternatives to the set A’ of contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives.
However, this cannot happen in the case of (4.114). As explained in section 4.2.1,
widening takes place among alternatives available in the same world. In (4.114),
alternatives do not belong to the same world; they live in different worlds and the
definite FCI opjon ki an introduces a singleton set. Since in the case of widening al-
ternatives must live in the same world and the denotation of opjon ki an in (4.114)
is a singleton set the superset A’ does not arise. For these reasons, widening is
blocked in (4.114).
The rich semantics of o- ki an, examined above, explains the difference between
(4.113) and (4.115) and between (4.114) and (4.116):
(4.115) Dhen
Not
perno
take.1sg
idhisi
news
apo
from
ta
the
pragmata
things
pu
that
simvenun
happen.3pl
jiro
around
mu.
me
I don’t get wind of the things that happen around me.
(4.116) Dhen
Not
psifisa
voted.1sg
ton
the
ipopsifio
candidate
pu
who
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Psifisa
voted.1sg
ton
the
k.
Mr.
Papadopoulo
Papadopoulo
epidhi
because
ixe
had.3sg
kani
done
pola
many
ja
for
to
the
xorio
village
mu.
my
I did not vote for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot. I voted
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for Mr. Papadopoulos because he had done a lot of things for my village.
Widening, indifference and ignorance are not expressed by the regular definites ta
pragmata “the things” and ton ipopsifio “the candidate”. These facts show that o-
ki an is a definite FCI which expresses widening, indifference and ignorance.
The examples below show that, although in veridical contexts regular definites
are not associated with alternatives, o- ki an introduces alternatives:
(4.117) O
The
Janis
Janis
psifise
voted.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Janis voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot. [Indif, Ignor, *Wid]
(4.118) O
The
Janis
Janis
psifise
voted.3sg
ton
the
ipopsifio
candidate
pu
who
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Janis voted for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot.
(4.119) Opjos ki an
Bare.conc.FCI.who
itan
was.3sg
aftos
this
pu
who
protine
proposed.3sg
na
subj
pari
take.3sg
piso
back
ston
to the
Panathinaiko
Panathinaikos
ton
the
Xristo
Christo
Miriuni
Miriuni
to
the
sxedio
plan
tu
his
apetixe
failed.3sg
prosorina.
temporarily
The plan, of whoever proposed to bring Christos Miriunis to Panathi-
naikos, temporarily failed. [Ignor, Wid, *Indif, DB]
(4.120) To
The
sxedhio
plan
tu
the
atomu
person
pu
who
protine
proposed.3sg
na
subj
feri
bring.3sg
ton
the
Xristo
Christos
Miriuni
Miriuni
ston
to the
Panathinaiko
Panathinaikos
apetixe
failed.3sg
prosorina.
temporarily
The plan, of the person who proposed to bring Christos Miriunis to
Panathinaikos, temporarily failed.
On an indifference reading, (4.117) means that Janis voted for the person who was
at the top of the ballot because he was at the top of the ballot, and if another
candidate was at the top of the ballot, he would have voted for him. Under an
ignorance reading, Janis voted for the unknown candidate who was at the top of
the ballot. There is variation among speaker’s epistemic alternatives. As in the
case of (4.114), widening is blocked in this example. (4.118) demonstrates that the
modal dimension brought into the semantics of the sentence by o- ki an in (4.117)
disappears upon the use of the definite ton ipopsifio “the candidate”. In (4.117),
reference is made to the specific candidate who was at the top of the ballot and not
to the other candidates who could have been in his place.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker in (4.119) does not know the identity
of the person or persons who proposed to bring C. Miriunis to Panathinaikos. In
other words, among speaker’s epistemic alternatives, there is variation as to the
identity of this person, or these persons, is concerned. Under a widening reading,
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the speaker asserts that the plan of no matter who proposed to bring C. Miriunis to
Panathinaikos temporarily failed. Indifference is blocked in (4.119) because nothing
in the context indicates that the referent of opjos ki an has been chosen by an agent.
In any case, the modal dimension brought into the semantics of the sentence by o-
ki an disappears in (4.120). The data in (4.117) and (4.119) and the example in
(4.102), repeated below, show that, in affirmative episodic contexts, when o- ki an
is used under a widening reading, its semantics is the same with that of o-dhipote
when it is subtrigged.
(4.121) Milisa
Talked.1sg
se
to
opjondhipote
conc.FCI.which
fititi
student
itan
was.3sg
sto
to the
sinedrio.
conference.
I talked to any student who was at the conference. [Wid]
When it is not subtrigged, o-dhipote does not have a conditional semantics. This is
shown for instance in (3.68) and repeated below:
(4.122) Dhen
Not
sizitithike
was.discussed.3sg
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
alo.
else
Nothing else was discussed. [Wid, DB]
In the present section it has been argued that o- ki an is a definite FCI which
belongs to the class of widening, ignorance and indifference FCIs. In opposition to
regular definites, it introduces alternatives, even in veridical contexts.
4.4.5 Summary
In sections 4.4.1-4.4.4, the semantics of the Greek FCIs o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote,
o- o- and o- ki an is discussed. At a language-specific level, the following conclusions
can be drawn. First, o-dhipote is an indefinite widening FCI. Second, enas/o o-
dhipote belongs to the class of indiscriminacy and indistinguishability FCIs. Third,
o- o- belongs to the class of low-level FCIs. Fourth, o- ki an pertains to the class
of widening, ignorance and indifference FCIs. The results reported in the previous
sections are listed in table 4.6. At a cross-linguistic perspective, these results show
that the class of Greek FCIs, studied here, has the same semantic properties with
English FCIs. They all introduce alternatives and participate in the interpretational
classes of widening, ignorance, indifference, indistinguishability, indiscriminacy and
low-level FCIs. The facts discussed above also reveal that the lexical semantics of
Greek FCIs interacts with the context. I formulate therefore the language-specific
hypothesis that the distribution of Greek FCIs is determined by the interaction
between their lexical semantics and the context. In chapter 6 it will be demonstrated
that this hypothesis is valid. In that chapter, I will discuss the exact way in which
the lexical semantics of Greek FCIs and the context interact and its implications
for the distribution of Greek FCIs.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I discussed the semantics of English, French and Greek FCIs. Having
mainly English as my focal point, I deductively developed a pattern that is listed
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O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O-ki an
Wid Indisc Indist Low Ignor Wid Indif
Alternatives X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X X
AllAltFCIValue X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.6: The semantic properties of Greek FCIs and how to detect them
in table 4.5 repeated here. It has been argued that FCIs belong to six different
interpretational classes with various properties. The correspondence between the
FCIs that fall in the empirical scope of this book and their readings is given in
table 4.7. The contents of table 4.5 served as analytical tools for the analysis of
the semantic properties of French and Greek FCIs in sections 4.3 and 4.4. In these
sections, it has been argued that French and Greek FCIs have the same semantic
properties with English FCIs, with the only difference being that the class of French
FCIs considered in the present thesis does not contain FCIs that express indifference
and FCIs that are definites (cf. tables 4.1, 4.4 and 4.6).
The list of properties given in table 4.5 is not exhaustive. It may be the case
for instance that a fourth language contains FCIs that are neither definites nor
indefinites. In chapter 2, instances of universal FCIs have been given. It can
also be the case that a given language possesses FCIs with scopal properties and
readings different from the ones documented here. The contents of table 4.5 can
be used as tools for the identification of the six interpretational classes of widening,
indiscriminacy, indistinguishability, low-level, ignorance and indifference FCIs in a
given language.
From the examination of the semantics of French, Greek and English FCIs,
the following convergences and divergences have emerged. Initially, all FCIs are
associated with alternatives. This is the common semantic property of FCIs cross-
linguistically.
Also, as shown in table 4.5, although all FCIs are associated with alternatives,
they differ regarding the way in which they are associated with alternatives. As
table 4.5 shows, the class of widening FCIs contains indefinites and definites. Widen-
ing FCIs refer to alternatives through an enlargement from the set of relevant al-
ternatives to a set of relevant and irrelevant alternatives. Enlargement takes place
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WidFCI IgnorFCI IndifFCI IndiscFCI IndistFCI LowFCI
Alternatives X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X
AllAltFCIValue X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.5: The semantic properties of FCIs and how to detect them
FCI Lexical semantics
Qu- que ce soit widening
N’importe qu- widening, indiscriminacy, low-level, indistinguishability
Un NP quelconque indistinguishability, ignorance
O-dhipote widening
Enas/o o-dhipote indistinguishability, indiscriminacy
O- o- low-level
O- ki an indifference, widening, ignorance
Any widening
Just any widening, indistingushability, indiscriminacy, low-level
Wh-ever widening, ignorance, indifference
Table 4.7: The lexical semantics of FCIs
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among alternatives that live in the same world. With a widening FCI, all alterna-
tives, without exception, can be its value. The descriptive content of widening is
not affected by the antimorphic operator. The variable introduced by a widening
FCI is either in the scope of negation or scopes over it.
In the case of ignorance FCIs, reference is made to epistemically accessible al-
ternatives. They describe somebody’s epistemic state about the FCI referent. The
class of ignorance FCIs contains both indefinite and definite FCIs. Ignorance is
either affected by negation or scopes over negation. The variable that ignorance
FCIs introduce is out of the scope of negation.
Indifference FCIs describe the way in which a choice is performed by an agent.
More precisely, they indicate that an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w
because it satisfies the descriptive content of the FCI in world w in such a way that
he would have chosen any other alternative as long as it satisfied the descriptive
content of the FR in w. The class of indifference FCIs contains both indefinite and
definite FCIs. The variable of indifference FCIs is out of the scope of negation while
indifference is the focus of negation.
Just like indifference FCIs, indiscriminacy FCIs also describe the way in which
a choice is made by an agent. Under the reading of indiscriminacy, a choice is
randomly made. The class of indiscriminacy FCIs contains indefinite FCIs. The
variable of indiscriminacy FCIs is out of the scope of negation, while indiscriminacy
is the focus of negation.
Indistinguishability FCIs characterize an entity as average. An entity is average
if it has the contextually relevant properties at a degree that is close to the average
degree to which alternatives of the same kind have these properties. Therefore,
indistinguishability FCIs describe the quality of an entity. The class of indistin-
guishability FCIs contains indefinite FCIs. The FCI variable is out of the scope of
negation. The descriptive content of the indistinguishability FCI is either the focus
of negation or scopes out of it.
Like indistinguishability FCIs, low-level FCIs describe the quality of an entity.
They characterize an entity that belongs to a set A of alternatives as being below a
certain norm of goodness, defined by alternatives that belong to this set. The class
of low-level FCIs contains indefinite FCIs. The variable of low-level FCIs is out of
the scope of negation while low-level is its focus.
Reference to alternatives is clearly a semantic property that all FCIs share.
However, FCIs are not the only lexical units that are associated with alternatives
(cf. modals for instance). This raises the question of why we intuitively feel that
FCIs are semantically connected somehow. In other words, one wonders whether
there is a meaning that (only) FCIs share. The results reported in this chapter
suggest that FCIs share “family resemblances” (Wittgenstein 2001) and for this
reason we feel that they have a unique meaning. FCIs have a very rich lexical
semantics, i.e., a set of readings. FCI readings commonly indicate different ways to
refer to alternatives and share certain properties. For this reason, FCIs resemble a
lot with each other. This might be the reason for which we, as native speakers of
a certain language, use the one or the other lexical item depending on the meaning
that we want to convey. But this does not however mean that it is necessarily the
case that FCIs share the same meaning. Since the present thesis undertakes to
study the semantics of only a subset of what we can call FCIs, the above suggestion
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remains merely speculative. Clearly, in order to be able to give a complete answer to
the question of whether FCIs share a special meaning, we need to do more research
on the meaning of FCIs in languages other than French, Greek and English.
The rich lexical semantics of FCIs interacts with the semantics of the context
in which they appear. This fact predicts that this interaction has implications on
the FCI distribution. The exact way in which the lexical semantics of FCIs and the
context interact and the way in which this interaction influences FCI distribution
are the topic of the three subsequent chapters.
CHAPTER 5
The Distribution of French Free Choice Items
5.1 Introduction
The statistical FCID results presented in chapter 3 showed that any attempt to
analyze the distribution of FCIs by solely focusing on contextual semantic proper-
ties is not adequate. These results constitute one more piece of evidence for the
validity of the hypothesis that, at a cross-linguistic perspective, it is the interaction
between the semantics of FCIs and the semantics of the context that determines
FCI distribution.
In section 4.3, I examined the semantic properties of the French FCIs under
consideration in the present thesis. The list of the definitions of the readings of
French FCIs is given below. The semantic properties of French FCIs, together with
the criteria to distinguish among them, are listed in table 4.4, repeated here. This
list of definitions and this table will be my reference point throughout the chapter.
In section 4.3.4, I formulated the language-specific hypothesis that the distribu-
tion of French FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics,
namely their readings, and the context. In this chapter, the validity of this hypoth-
esis will be verified. By the end of the chapter, it will have been argued that the
French FCIs qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque are grammati-
cal in a given context if and only if their lexical semantics, fixed in section 4.3, is
compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. In sections 5.2-5.5, I
account for the distributional properties of French FCIs in a variety of downward
entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts.1 In section 5.6, the
conclusions of this chapter are summarized.
1In chapters 5-7, for practical reasons, the distributional properties of FCIs in interrogative and
in generic contexts are studied in one section.
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(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
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Qu-que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Indisc Indist Low Indist Ignor
Alternatives X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X X X
Definite
EnlSetAlt X X
AllAltFCIValue X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw
Quality X X X
BelowNorm X
Average X X
VarIn X X
VarOut X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.4: The semantic properties of French FCIs and how to detect them
5.2 Downward entailing contexts
French FCIs are grammatical in a variety of downward entailing contexts. Here, it
will be shown that it is the interaction between the semantics of the French FCIs
and the semantic or pragmatic properties of a given downward entailing context
that determines their distribution therein.
5.2.1 Qu- que ce soit
In the present section, I account for the distribution of qu- que ce soit in down-
ward entailing contexts. As shown in table 4.4, qu- que ce soit expresses widening.
Widening requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in question. In section 4.3.4, I formulated the hypothesis that the distribution
of French FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and
the context. The distributional properties of qu- que ce soit, discussed below, verify
the validity of this hypothesis as far as qu- que ce soit is concerned. By the end of
this section, it will have been argued that qu- que ce soit is grammatical if and only
if all alternatives, without exception, can be its value in a given context c. Consider
the examples in (5.1-5.9):
Antimorphic context
(5.1) Je fumais beaucoup trop. J’ai cesse´ tout a` coup, me prenant, si je puis
dire, par surprise. Il n’y euˆt pas eu moyen autrement.
I used to smoke a lot. To my surprise, I stopped suddenly. There was no
other way.
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On
One
ne
not
renonce
renounces
pas
not
petit
little
a`
by
petit
little
a`
to
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Mark
Mark
Twain
Twain
disait:
was.saying.3sg
“rien
nothing
de
of
plus
more
facile
easy
que
than
de
to
renoncer
renounce
au
to the
tabac.
tobacco
J’y
I it
renonce
renounce.1sg
tous
all
les
the
matins.”
mornings
One does not stop anything little by little. Mark Twain used to say:
“there is nothing easier than stopping smoking. I stop smoking every
morning”.2 [Wid, DB]
(5.2) #Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
de
with
quelque manie`re que ce soit
conc.FCI.manner.which
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
[*Wid]
Too...to context
(5.3) La
The
gare,
railway station
c’est
it is
aussi
also
un
one
des
of the
endroits
places
ou`
where
on
one
peut
can.3sg
voir
see
sans
without
eˆtre
be
vu,
seen
parce qu’il y a
because there is
trop
too much
d’agitation
of excitation
et
and
de
of
haˆte
haste
pour
for
qu’on
that one
fasse
makes
attention
attention
a`
to
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
The railway station is also one of the places where one can see without
being seen. Everyone moves too quickly to pay attention to anyone. [Wid,
DB]
Context with negative word
(5.4) Personne
Nobody
fait
does
jamais
never
attention
attention
a`
to
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
sur
on
un
a
parking
parking
de
of
supermarche´,
supermarket
l’endroit
the place
rend
makes
les
the
gens
people
a`
to
moitie´
half
cingle´s.
crazy
Nobody ever pays attention to anything in the parking lot of a supermar-
ket. The place makes people almost crazy. [Wid, DB]
Without context
(5.5) Provinciaux
People from provinces
et
and
petites-bourgeoises
women of middle class
viennent
come.3pl
profiter
profit
du
of the
buffet
buffet
gratuit
free
de`s
from
dix-huit
eighteen
heures
hours
et,
and
sans
without
risque
risk
de
to
rencontrer
meet
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
From six o’clock in the evening, people from provinces and middle class
2This example has been initially discussed under (4.72).
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women come to profit from the free buffet without risking meeting anyone.
[Wid, DB]
Before context 3
(5.6) Avant de
Before
dire
say
quoi que ce soit,
conc.FCI.what
elle
she
prit
took.3sg
le
the
cendrier
ashtray
en
in
matie`re
material
plastique
plastic
par
on
terre,
ground
la`
there
ou`
where
Adam
Adam
l’avait
it had.3sg
de´pose´,
placed
et
and
le
it
vida
evacuated.3sg
dans
in
le
the
seau
basket
a`
of
ordures.
garbage
Before saying anything, she took the plastic ashtray on the ground, there
where Adam had placed it, and emptied it into a trash can. [Wid, DB]
Comparative context
(5.7) Et
And
alors
then
il
he
la
her
trouve
finds
plus
more
belle
beautiful
que
than
qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
au
to the
monde.
world
And then he finds her nicer than anybody else in the world. [Wid, DB]
Few context
(5.8) Peu
Few
d’e´tudiants
of students
ont
have.3pl
vu
seen
quelque professeur que ce soit.
conc.FCI.professor.which
Few students saw any professor. [Wid]
Conditional context
(5.9) Si
If
c¸a
this
te
you
geˆne
bothers
en
in
quoi que ce soit,
conc.FCI.what
dis-le
say.2sg it
moi
me
franchement.
honestly
If this bothers you in any way, say it openly to me. [Wid, DB]
Although qu- que ce soit is grammatical in a variety of downward entailing contexts,
its combination with certain contextual pragmatic properties leads to pragmati-
cally unacceptable sentences. In the remainder, I will first examine the well-formed
sentences in (5.1) and (5.3-5.9) and I will then explain the ill-formedness of the
sentences in (5.2).
The following practical issue has to be clarified with respect to (5.1), (5.4) and
(5.7). (5.1) means that one does not give up something gradually. (5.4) means
that one pays attention to nothing at the parking lot of a supermarket. Since
the sentences in (5.1) and (5.4) are not episodic, one could argue that qu- que ce
3Before clauses have been analyzed as nonveridical (cf. Zwarts 1995) and as factual (cf.
Heina¨ma¨ki 1974). From (i) for instance, it may be inferred that the person in question bought
something but it can also be the case that he did not buy anything:
(i) He checked the information before he bought anything. (from Giannakidou 1999)
In the present thesis, I focus only on antiveridical or else negative uses of before clauses. The
reader can also consult Beaver and Condoravdi (2003) for a recent account on before clauses.
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soit is grammatical in these sentences because it is in a non-episodic context (cf.
Giannakidou 1997). However, the example in (4.74), repeated below under (5.10),
shows that qu- que ce soit is grammatical in episodic contexts:4
(5.10) Jean
Jean
n’a
not has
pas
not
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Jean did not eat anything. [Wid]
One could argue that qui que ce soit is grammatical in (5.7) because it is followed
by the PP au monde “in the world”. However, as shown in the example below,
qu- que ce soit is grammatical in comparative contexts without being necessarily
followed by a PP:
(5.11) Et
And
alors
then
il
he
la
her
trouve
finds
plus
more
belle
beautiful
que
than
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
And then he finds her nicer than anybody. [Wid]
Now that this practical issue has been clarified, let me explain the distribution of qu-
que ce soit in the downward entailing sentences in (5.1) and (5.3-5.9). Downward
entailing operators allow inferences from a set of alternatives to each one of its
subsets (cf. section 2.2.2). Therefore, all alternatives from the set A’ that the
widening FCI introduces, can be its value in (5.1) and (5.3-5.9). Consequently, the
semantics of the widening FCI qu- que ce soit which requires that all alternatives
can be its value in a given context is satisfied. For this reason, qu- que ce soit is
grammatical therein.
Let me now spell out the interpretation of each one of these sentences. As
explained in section 4.3.1, (5.1) means that one does not stop something gradually.
Habits difficult or easy to stop are not exception to this claim. Even smoking which
is difficult to stop can be stopped abruptly. All alternatives can be the value of the
FCI qui que ce soit in (5.1).
In (5.3), it is asserted that there is too much excitation in a railway station that
one pays attention to nobody. This generalization holds for persons that one does
not normally notice but also for persons that one normally notices. Typically, if
one is very strangely dressed, he attracts the attention of people. If a person is not
strangely dressed, he does not attract people’s attention. In (5.3) it is asserted that,
in a railway station, everything moves so quickly that one does not notice anybody,
not even people that one notices under typical circumstances. All alternatives,
without exception, can be the value of the FCI qui que ce soit in (5.3).
(5.4) means that one pays attention to nothing in the parking lot of a super-
market. This holds true for all the things that exist or may happen in this place.
Usually, when an accident happens, one notices it. In (5.4), even accidents are not
an exception to the speaker’s claim. All possible alternatives can be the value of
4Judgments vary concerning the grammaticality of qu- que ce soit in antimorphic contexts.
According to Martin (2002), (i) is ungrammatical:
(i) *Il
He
ne
not
critique
criticizes
pas
not
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
The reader is referred to Larrive´e (2002) and Tovena et al. (2005) for a different point of view.
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quoi que ce soit in (5.4).
In (5.5), it is asserted that people from provinces and middle class women come
to eat from the buffet without being afraid of meeting someone. Imagine a situation
in which people from provinces and middle class women are afraid of meeting people
to whom they owe money or of meeting their neighbors. In such a situation, people
from provinces and middle class women come to the buffet without being afraid
of meeting people to whom they owe money or their neighbors. All alternatives
introduced by qui que ce soit can be its value in (5.5).
In the before clause in (5.6) it is asserted that the subject took the plastic ashtray
on the ground and emptied it into a trash can before saying something. She did
not even say a single word. All possible alternatives, without exception, can be the
value of quoi que ce soit in (5.6).
The comparative sentence in (5.7) means that the subject finds the woman
in question nicer than everybody else in the world. Even top models are not an
exception to the speaker’s claim. In the subject’s eyes, the woman in question is
nicer than all people in the world.
In (5.8), it is asserted that few students saw professors. From this, we get the
inference that few students saw a professor of physics and that few students saw a
professor of chemistry. All alternatives, without exception, can be the value of qu-
que ce soit in (5.8). In (5.9), the speaker informs his addressee that if the thing in
question bothers him in any way, he should let him know. The speaker’s claim holds
true for for no matter which way the thing in question might bother his addressee.
Widening requires that all alternatives can be the value of the FCI in question.
Therefore, if it was available in (5.2), the sentence would mean that the choice
was not made in any way but in accordance with the sociological profile of these
indecisive persons. This interpretation is contradictory and, therefore, widening is
blocked. Since widening is blocked, the widening FCI qu- que ce soit does not occur
in this example.
Besides widening, n’importe qu- expresses indiscriminacy, indistinguishability
and low-level. Its grammaticality in (5.12) reinforces the validity of the hypothe-
sis that qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in (5.2) because its lexical semantics is
incompatible the pragmatics of the context:
(5.12) Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
n’importe comment
matter.FCI.how
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
The choice was not made randomly but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons: standard of living, residency,
religion.5 [Indisc, *Indist, *Low, *Wid, DB]
For the same reason that widening is blocked in (5.2), it is blocked in (5.12) too. In-
distinguishability and low-level are blocked because nothing in the context indicates
that the choice that was made was not average or bad. N’importe qu- is grammatical
in (5.12) because it expresses indiscriminacy. It is asserted that the choice was not
5This example has also been discussed under (3.69) and (4.82).
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made randomly but in accordance with the sociological profile of these indecisive
persons; standard of living, residency, religion. Nothing in the context in (5.12)
blocks indiscrminacy. For this reason, n’importe comment is grammatical.
Above I examined the distribution of qu- que ce soit in downward entailing
contexts. The well-formedness of a downward entailing sentence with qu- que ce soit
depends on the combination of the semantics of widening with contextual semantic
and pragmatic properties. More precisely, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in a given
downward entailing context if and only if its lexical semantics, namely widening, is
compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
5.2.2 N’importe qu-
Below, I study the distribution of the French FCI n’importe qu- in downward entail-
ing contexts. As shown in table 4.4, n’importe qu- belongs to the interpretational
classes of indiscriminacy, indistinguishability, low-level and widening FCIs. In sec-
tion 4.3.4, I formulated the hypothesis that the distribution of French FCIs depends
on the interaction between their lexical semantics and the context. The data re-
ported in this section verify the validity of this hypothesis, as far as n’importe qu- is
concerned. By the end of this section, it will have been argued that n’importe qu- is
grammatical in a given downward entailing context if and only if at least one of its
readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
Consider the data in (5.13-5.26) below:
Antimorphic context
(5.13) La
The
porte
door
du
of the
Temple
Temple
doit
has to
rester
stay
ferme´e!
closed
ergotait
quibbled.3sg
la
the
Gazette.
Gazette
On
one
n’ouvre
not opens
pas
not
a`
to
n’importe qui!
matter.FCI.who
The door of the Temple has to stay closed! quibbled the Gazette. We
should not open to anybody!6 [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
(5.14) Dora: Je sais. Mais ne vaut-il pas mieux aimer comme tout le monde?
Kalayev:
Dora: I know. But shouldn’t we love each other like everybody? Kalayev:
Je
I
ne
not
suis
am
pas
not
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
Je
I
t’aime
you love.1sg
comme
like
je
I
suis.
am
I am not just anyone. I love you just the way I am. [Indist, *Indisc, *Low,
*Wid, DB]
(5.15) C’est difficile d’avoir une place? Oui, c’est difficile. D’abord il faut une
autorisation.
Is it difficult to have a position? Yes, it is difficult. First of all, an
authorization is needed.
On
One
ne
not
donne
gives
pas
not
c¸a
this
a`
to
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
We do not give positions to just anyone. [Indisc, Indist, *Low, *Wid, DB]
6This example has been originally discussed under (4.81).
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(5.16) Remarquez bien, c¸a n’empeˆche pas d’eˆtre correcte et bien e´leve´e.
Notice, this does not prevent me from being correct and well brought up.
Je
I
tutoie
am in familiar terms with
pas
not
n’importe qui
matter.FCI.who
moi
me
je
I
sais
know.1sg
me tenir.
behave
J’ai
I have.1sg
appris.
learned
J’ai
I have.1sg
meˆme
even
eu
had
pour
for
amant
lover
un
a
philosophe...
philosopher
pas
not
un
a
professeur,
professor
mais
but
un
a
philosophe
philosopher
tout de meˆme
even so
qui
who
avait
had.3sg
fait
done
des e´tudes
studies
de
of
philosophie.
philosophy
I don’t get on familiar terms with just anyone. I have learned. I once
even had a relationship with a philosopher... not a professor but with a
philosopher nevertheless who had studied philosophy. [Indist, Low, In-
disc, *Wid, DB]
Too...to context
(5.17) Paul
Paul
e´tait
was.3sg
trop
too
fatigue´
tired
pour
to
parler
talk
a`
to
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
C’est
it is
pour
for
cela
this
qu’il
that he
est
is
parti
left
comme
like
un
a
fantoˆme.
ghost
Paul was too tired to talk to (just) anyone. For this reason, he left like a
ghost. [Indist, Indisc, Wid, Low]
Context with negative word
(5.18) J’ai
I have.1sg
refuse´
refused
de
to
travailler
work
a`
at
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
poste.
position
I refused to take just any position. [Low, Indisc, Indist, *Wid]
Without context
(5.19) Ces
These
personnes
persons
n’avaient
not had.3pl
rien
nothing
de
of
spe´cial.
special
Heureusement,
fortunately
je
I
suis
am
partie
left
sans
without
parler
speak
a`
to
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
These persons were not special in any way. Fortunately, I left without
talking to (just) anyone.7 [Indist, Indisc, Low, *Wid]
Before context
(5.20) Ces
These
personnes
persons
n’avaient
not had.3pl
rien
nothing
de
of
spe´cial.
special
Heureusement,
fortunately
je
I
suis
am
partie
left
avant de
before
parler
talk
a`
to
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
These persons were not special in any way. Fortunately, I left before
talking to (just) anyone. [Indist, Indisc, Low, *Wid]
7This example has been initially discussed under (3.61).
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Comparative context
(5.21) Le
The
poe`te,
poet
cependant,
however
a
has
toujours
always
servi
served
bien
well
involontairement,
involuntarily
d’ailleurs,
as a matter of fact
il
it
faut
must
le
it
dire.
say
Mais
but
il
he
a
has
servi
served
plus
more
que
than
n’importe qui,
matter.FCI.who
plus
more
que
than
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
As a matter of fact, we have to admit that the poet has always served
involuntarily, we have to say. But he served more than (just) anyone,
more than (just) anything. [Wid, Indist, *Indisc, *Low, DB]
(5.22) La moindre
FCI
parole
word
de
of
la
the
bible
bible
a
has
plus
more
d’importance
of importance
que
than
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
sorti
originated
de
from
la
the
plume
pen
d’un
of an
e´rivain
author
quel qu’
conc.FCI.which
il
he
soit.
is
Absolutely any word of the Bible is more important than (just) anything
written by some author, whoever he may be.8 [Wid, Indist, Low, *Indisc,
DB]
(5.23) Sur la table il y avait toute sorte de plats avec des formats tellement orig-
inaux que je ne pouvais pas reconnaˆıtre les ingre´dients.
On the table there were many dishes with such original forms that I could
not recognize the ingredients.
J’ai
I have.1sg
pre´fe´re´
preferred
manger
eat
un
a
peu
little
de
of
pain
bread
avec
with
du
of the
beurre
butter
que
than
de
to
manger
eat
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
I preferred eating some bread with butter rather than eating just any-
thing. [Indisc, *Indist, *Wid, *Low]
Few context
(5.24) Peu
Few
d’e´tudiants
of students
ont
have.3pl
parle´
talked
a`
to
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
professeur.
professor
Few students talked with (just) any professor. [Indist, Indisc, Low, *Wid]
Conditional context
(5.25) Si
If
vous
you
demandez
ask.2pl
a`
to
quelqu’un-n’importe qui-,
somebody matter.FCI.who
quel
which
moment
moment
de
of
l’
the
anne´e
year
il
he
pre´fe`re,
prefers
il
he
se
refl
sentira
will.feel.3sg
toujours
always
spontane´ment,
spontaneously
sans
without
he´sitation
hesitation
aucune,
any
un
a
gouˆt
taste
particulier
particular
pour
for
une
a
saison
season
[...].
If you ask somebody-(just) anybody-which season of the year he prefers,
8As I explained in section 3.4.4, the study of items like quel qu’il soit and la moindre is beyond
the scope of the present study.
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he will spontanenously feel, without any hesitation, a liking for a partic-
ular season. [Wid, Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
(5.26) Si
If
tu
you
te
refl
maries
marry.2sg
avec
with
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
femme,
woman
je
I
te
you
tuerai.
will.kill.1sg
If you marry (just) any woman, I will kill you. [Wid, Indisc, Low, Indist]
One could argue that n’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.13-5.16) because these
sentences are not episodic. However, as shown in (3.69) (cf. also 4.82 and 5.12),
repeated below under (5.27), n’importe qu- is grammatical in episodic contexts too:9
(5.27) Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
n’importe comment
matter.FCI.how
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
The choice was not made randomly but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons: standard of living, residency,
religion. [Indisc, *Wid, *Indist, *Low, DB]
Most probably, n’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.13) because it expresses widening
(cf. foonote 20 in the previous chapter). As explained in section 4.3.2, the speaker
in (5.13) asserts that one should not open the door of the Temple to visitors. If one
considers that anonymous visitors are in general prohibited from entering the Tem-
ple, the speaker’s command holds for renowned visitors as well. The interpretation
of (5.13) shows that all alternatives that belong to the enlarged set A’ of renowned
and unknown visitors, without exception, can be the value of n’importe qui in (5.13).
Consequently, n’importe qui in (5.13) has the semantics of an indefinite widening
FCI, defined in (4.5).
In section 5.2.1, it has been shown that, except for cases in which contextual
pragmatic features block widening, the semantics of widening is in general compat-
ible with the semantics of downward entailing contexts. Widening requires that all
alternatives can be the value of a given FCI in a given context. Since downward
entailing contexts allow inferences from sets to subsets, all alternatives introduced
by n’importe qu- can be its value in a given downward entailing context. Therefore,
widening is satisfied in downward entailing contexts. Consequently, widening can
be expressed in all the kinds of downward entailing contexts above. However, for
unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does not express widening in contexts with negative
words, in without contexts, in before contexts and in few contexts.10
The following facts indicate that, if n’importe qu- did not belong to the inter-
pretational class of widening FCIs, it would not be grammatical in (5.13). First,
as portrayed in (5.28) below, the French FCI qu- que ce soit which expresses only
widening, is grammatical:
9The reader may recall from section 4.3.2 that n’importe qu- is grammatical in affirmative
episodic contexts, too. I will refer back to this point in section 5.3.2, in which the distributional
properties of n’importe qu- in veridical contexts are examined.
10Thanks to Jacques Jayez (p.c.) for pointing this out to me.
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(5.28) La
The
porte
door
du
of the
Temple
Temple
doit
has to
rester
stay
ferme´e!
closed
ergotait
quibbled.3sg
la
the
Gazette.
Gazette
On
one
n’ouvre
not opens
pas
not
a`
to
qui que ce soit!
conc.FCI.who
The door of the Temple must stay closed! quibbled the Gazette. We
should not open to anybody! [Wid]
Second, as already explained in section 4.3.2, none of the other readings that
n’importe qu- expresses is available in (5.13). From the definition of indiscrimi-
nacy in (4.40) but also from table 4.4, if n’importe qui expressed indiscriminacy
in (5.13), then this sentence would mean that one should not choose randomly to
whom to open the door of the Temple. Moreover, the FCI variable should scope
over the antimorphic operator and the descriptive content of indiscriminacy should
be in its scope. However these criteria are not met in (5.13). On the one hand,
as explained above, the speaker argues that the door of the Temple should not be
opened to visitors, in general. On the other hand, the FCI variable is in the scope of
the antimorphic operator. For all these reasons, indiscriminacy is blocked in (5.13).
As explained in section 4.3.2, from the definitions of indistinguishability and low-
level in (4.57) and (4.64) and from table 4.4, if n’importe qu- were grammatical in
(5.13) under an indistinguishability or a low-level reading, this example would mean
that one should not open the door to average visitors or that one should not open
the door to bad visitors. However, as explained above, the preceding context shows
that one should leave absolutely no visitor enter the door of the Temple; either he
is average or not, either he is a bad visitor or not. Consequently, n’importe qui does
not express indiscriminacy, low-level and indistinguishability in (5.13).11 The facts
discussed above indicate that if n’importe qu- did not express widening, it would
not be grammatical in (5.13).
As for (5.14), it is the interaction of indistinguishability and the semantics of
the downward entailing context that makes n’importe qui grammatical therein. The
first indication comes from the semantics of (5.14). The sentence which contains
n’importe qui is an answer to the question of the speaker’s addressee about whether
it would not be better to love each other like everyone else. From the context it is
obvious that, from the speaker’s point of view, average persons do not love the way
they are. The speaker replies saying that he thinks that he is distinguished from av-
erage persons as far as the way in which he loves is concerned. He loves his addressee
just like the way he is. Consequently, n’importe qui expresses indistinguishability
in (5.14).
The second piece of evidence that strengthens the validity of the hypothesis
that it is the interaction between the semantics of the context in (5.14) and the
semantics of indistinguishability that leads to well-formedness comes from the fact
that all other readings associated with n’importe qu- are blocked in (5.14). First,
if n’importe qui expressed widening then, from the table in 4.4, the FCI variable
should be under the scope of negation. In this case, (5.14) would mean that Kalayev
is nobody. Such interpretation is blocked. Second, if low-level were expressed in
(5.14), then the speaker would argue that he is not a bad person. However, from
11If (5.13) were followed by the sentence on n’ouvre qu’au roi “we open only to the king”,
indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level would be expressed. However, in the particular
context of (5.13), these readings do not arise.
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the context we understand that the speaker considers himself different from others.
As explained in section 4.2.6, it can very well be the case that an average entity is
viewed as a bad entity. However, the speaker in (5.14) wants to emphasize the fact
that he is a different person, not that he is a good person. He wants to convey the
meaning that he has distinct properties from other persons. Consequently, low-level
is not the preferred reading in (5.14). Third, indiscriminacy is lexically blocked in
(5.14). Indiscriminacy describes the way in which a choice is performed by an agent.
However, the predicate in (5.14) is not an instance of agentive eˆtre “be”. These
facts indicate that if n’importe qu- did not express indistinguishability, it would be
ungrammatical in (5.14).
N’importe qui expresses indiscriminacy and indistinguishability in (5.15). The
first indication comes from the interpretation of (5.15). To the addressee’s question
of whether it is difficult to find a position, the speaker asserts that they choose
to give positions only to people who have an authorization. Under an indiscrimi-
nacy reading, it is asserted that they do not choose randomly to whom to give a
position. They give positions only to those who satisfy the criterion of having an
authorization. Under an indistinguishability reading, it is asserted that they do not
give positions to ordinary candidates but only to candidates who have an authoriza-
tion. In other words, they give positions to distinguished candidates. The predicate
donne “give” is agentive. The variable introduced by n’importe qui is out of the
scope of negation whereas indiscriminacy and indistinguishability are the focus of
negation. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the way in which an agent performs a
choice is described. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker asserts that
positions are not given to average candidates.
The second indication that n’importe qu- expresses indiscriminacy and indistin-
guishability in (5.15) comes from the behavior of the French FCIs qu- que ce soit
and un NP quelconque in (5.15). As shown in (5.29) below, the indefinite widening
FCI qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in (5.15). As demonstrated in (5.30), un NP
quelconque is grammatical in sentences like the one in (5.15) because it expresses
indistinguishability:
(5.29) C’est difficile d’avoir une place? Oui, c’est difficile. D’abord il faut une
autorisation.
Is it difficult to have a position? Yes, it is difficult. First, an authorization
is needed.
#On
One
ne
not
donne
gives
pas
not
c¸a
this
a`
to
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
[*Wid]
(5.30) C’est difficile d’avoir une place? Oui, c’est difficile. D’abord il faut une
autorisation.
Is it difficult to have a position? Yes, it is difficult. First, an authorization
is needed.
On
One
ne
not
donne
gives
pas
not
c¸a
this
a`
to
un candidat quelconque.
a.candidate.ever.FCI
We do not give positions to just anyone. [Indist, *Ignor]
Qu- que ce soit is an indefinite widening FCI. As we have already seen in section
5.2.1, it is grammatical in negative contexts. However, in this particular context,
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it is blocked because of the sentence d’abord il faut une autorisation. If widening
were expressed in (5.29), the sentence with the widening FCI would mean that the
persons in question give positions to nobody. However, from the sentence c’est
difficile...autorisation, it becomes clear that they give positions to candidates who
have an authorization. For this reason, widening is incompatible with the context
in (5.29) and the indefinite widening FCI qui que ce soit is not available.
For the same reason that n’importe qu- expresses indistinguishability in (5.15),
un NP quelconque expresses indistinguishability in (5.30). Ignorance is not compat-
ible with the context in (5.30). Otherwise, the sentence with the FCI un candidat
quelconque in (5.30) would mean that places are not given to unknown candidates.
However, people who have an authorization are not necessarily known. For this
reason, ignorance is not the preferred reading of un candidat quelconque in (5.30).
The example in (5.30) indicates that if un NP quelconque did not express indistin-
guishability, it would not be grammatical.
The third indication that proves that it is the interaction between the semantics
of indisriminacy or indistinguishability and the semantics of the downward entailing
context that determines the grammaticality of n’importe qui in (5.15) comes from
the fact that all other readings associated with n’importe qu- are blocked in (5.15).
On the one hand, as explained in relation to (5.29) above, widening is blocked in
(5.15). On the other hand, if low-level were expressed in (5.15), this sentence would
mean that the people in question do not give a place to bad candidates. However,
this is not the preferred interpretation for (5.15). The context indicates that the
criterion for these people’s decision is whether a candidate has an authorization or
not. If a candidate has an authorization, he is not necessarily good.
It is the interaction between the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- and the se-
mantics as well as the pragmatics of the downward entailing context in (5.16) that
makes n’importe qu- grammatical therein. Low-level, indistinguishability and indis-
criminacy are expressed. Under a low-level reading, the speaker asserts that she
does not get in familiar terms with people who are below a certain norm of goodness.
Her lovers have always been “high-level” persons. She was even with somebody who
studied philosophy. Under an indistinguishability reading, the woman in question
asserts that her lovers are not average people. On the contrary, she has always
been with somebody who exceeded average. This is shown by the fact that she was
once with someone who studied philosophy. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the
speaker argues that she does not choose randomly her lovers. Widening is blocked
in this example. If it was expressed, this sentence would mean that the woman is
in familiar terms with nobody. However, from the context, we understand that she
has lovers.
Up to this point, it has been argued that the grammaticality of n’importe qu-
in a given antimorphic sentence is determined by the interaction between its lexical
semantics and the context. In the remainder of this section, it will be shown that this
interaction explains the grammaticality of n’importe qu- in other kinds of downward
entailing contexts.
Suppose that Paul in (5.17) was at a party. First, under a widening reading, it
is asserted that Paul was too tired to talk to somebody. For this reason he left like
a ghost. This is true for all persons who were at this party. If his best friend was at
the part, Paul was too tired to talk to him. If his coach was at the party, Paul was
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too tired to talk to him. As downward entailing, too...to clauses allow inferences
from sets to subsets. Therefore, widening is compatible with the semantics of the
downward entailing context in (5.17). Also, (5.17) can be uttered in a situation in
which Paul was invited at a party in which guests were really average people. In
this case, n’importe qui expresses indistinguishability. (5.17) means that Paul was
too tired to talk to average people. For this reason, he left like a ghost. In addition,
(5.17) can be uttered in a situation in which, none of the guests at the party was
good for Paul. In such case, n’importe qui expresses low-level and (5.17) means that
Paul was too tired to spend his time talking with bad persons. Finally, n’importe
qui can also express indiscriminacy in (5.17). On this reading, all people at the
party looked the same to him. (5.17) means that he was too tired to talk to people
whom he would have to choose randomly. Therefore, he did not find it interesting
to talk to them and, therefore, he left like a ghost. Since its lexical semantics is
compatible with the context in (5.17), n’importe qu- is grammatical therein.
The same argument explains the well-formedness of the sentence in (5.18) which
contains the negative word ai refuse´ “refused”. Under a low-level reading, the
speaker refused to take a bad job. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker
asserts that he refused to have an average job. Under an indiscriminacy reading,
the speaker asserts that he did not choose randomly his job. For unknown reasons,
n’importe qu- does not express widening in contexts with negative words.
The lexical semantics of n’importe qu- is also compatible with the contextual
semantic properties in (5.19) and (5.20). These examples can be uttered in a sit-
uation in which the speaker was invited at a party by one of his colleagues. His
colleague threw this party because he was going to retire in six months. He has
been known this colleague for many years and he knows that he does not like his
friends. However, for the pragmatics of the situation, he felt obliged to go. In
this context, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level are available. For
unknown reasons, widening is not expressed in these sentences. Under an indis-
criminacy reading, the speaker in (5.19) asserts that these persons in question did
not have anything special. Fortunately he left without choosing randomly to whom
to talk. The speaker in (5.20) argues that these persons in question did not have
anything special. Fortunately he left before choosing randomly to whom to talk.
Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker in (5.19) asserts that these per-
sons in question did not have anything special. Fortunately he left without talking
to average persons. The speaker in (5.20) suggests that these persons in question
did not have anything special. Fortunately he left before talking to average per-
sons. Under a low-level reading, the speaker in (5.19) asserts that these persons in
question did not have anything special. Fortunately he left without talking to bad
people. The speaker in (5.20) asserts that these persons in question did not have
anything special. Fortunately he left before talking to bad people.
As for the comparative sentences in (5.21-5.23), it is again the combination
of the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- with the context that makes this item
grammatical therein. Under a widening reading, (5.21) means that poets have
always served involuntarily more than everyone, more than everything, without
exception.12 Under an indistinguishability reading, it is asserted that poets have
always served more than average persons and things. Indiscriminacy is blocked
12Most probably, in the context at hand, quoi que ce soit refers to institutions.
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in (5.21). According to the definition of indiscriminacy in (4.40), the descriptive
content of indiscriminacy describes the way in which a choice is performed by an
agent. If indiscriminacy was expressed in (5.21), this sentence would mean that
poets have always served more that somebody and something randomly selected
by an agent. However, nothing in the context in (5.21) indicates that the referent
of n’importe qui and n’importe quoi is randomly selected by an agent. For this
reason, indiscriminacy is blocked in (5.21). As for the reading of low-level, it is
pragmatically blocked in (5.21). Otherwise, this sentence would mean that poets
have always served more than bad persons more than bad things.
The hypothesis that it is the interaction between widening or indistinguishability
and the context in (5.21) that makes n’importe qui and n’importe quoi grammatical
therein is further supported by the fact that qu- que ce soit, which expresses widen-
ing, and un NP quelconque, which expresses indistinguishability and ignorance, are
grammatical in examples like (5.21):
(5.31) Le
The
poe`te,
poet
cependant,
however
a
has
toujours
always
servi
served
bien
well
involontairement,
involuntarily
d’ailleurs,
as a matter of fact
il
it
faut
must
le
it
dire.
say
Mais
but
il
he
a
has
servi
served
plus
more
que
than
qui que ce soit,
conc.FCI.who
plus
more
que
than
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
As a matter of fact, we have to admit that the poet has always served
involuntarily, we have to say. But he served more than anyone, more than
anything. [Wid]
(5.32) Le
The
poe`te,
poet
cependant,
however
a
has
toujours
always
servi
served
bien
well
involontairement,
involuntarily
d’ailleurs,
as a matter of fact
il
it
faut
must
le
it
dire.
say
Mais
but
il
he
a
has
servi
served
plus
more
qu’
than
un artiste quelconque,
an.artist.ever.FCI
plus
more
qu’
than
une institution quelconque.
an.institution.ever.FCI
As a matter of fact, we have to admit that the poet has always served
involuntarily, we have to say. But he served more than just anyone, more
than just anything. [Indist, *Ignor]
In the same way that widening and indistinguishability are expressed in (5.21), they
are available in (5.31) and (5.32) above. Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in (5.32)
because, otherwise, (5.32) would mean that poets have always served involuntarily
more than a specific artist and more than a specific thing, unknown to the speaker.
However, the context in (5.32) indicates that reference is not made to a specific
person or thing. The use of the adverb toujours “always” in this specific context is
an indication. Consequently, ignorance is blocked in (5.32).
N’importe quoi is grammatical in (5.22) because widening, indistinguishability
and low-level are compatible with the context. Under a widening reading, (5.22)
means that absolutely any words from the Bible have more importance than some-
thing that is written by some author, whoever he may be. Under an indistinguisha-
bility reading, (5.22) means that any word from the Bible has more importance than
an average text written by some author, whoever he may be. Under a low-level
reading, (5.22) means that absolutely any word from the Bible has more impor-
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tance than a bad text written by some author, whoever he may be. Indiscriminacy
is pragmatically blocked in (5.22). Otherwise, (5.22) would have the following weird
interpretation: any word of the Bible is more important than words randomly chosen
by an author.
N’importe qu- is grammatical under an indiscriminacy reading in comparative
contexts, once the pragmatics of the context is modified. This is shown in (5.23).
The sentence with n’importe quoi means that the speaker preferred eating some
bread with butter rather than eating randomly something that he could not recog-
nize from its shape.
The readings of indistinguishability, low-level and widening are blocked in (5.23).
If n’importe quoi in (5.23) expressed indistinguishability, this sentence would mean
that the speaker preferred eating some bread with butter rather than eating some-
thing average. However, from the previous context we understand that the food
in question was not average. Simply, the speaker could not distinguish the dishes
because of their shape. If n’importe quoi in (5.23) expressed low-level, this sentence
would mean that the speaker preferred eating some bread with butter rather than
eating something that he did not like. However, we do not know whether he liked
the dishes or not. From the previous context we only know that the speaker could
not distinguish among the dishes. If n’importe quoi in (5.23) expressed widening,
this sentence would mean that the speaker preferred eating some bread with but-
ter rather than eating something. However, such an interpretation is blocked in
(5.23) since the speaker ate some bread with butter. Consequently, the readings of
low-level, widening and indistinguishability are not available in (5.23).
In the few clause in (5.24), indistinguishability, indiscriminacy and low-level are
expressed. For unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does not express widening in few
contexts. Under an indistinguishability reading, (5.24) means that few students
talked to average professors. Under an indiscriminacy reading, (5.24) means that
few students chose randomly the professor to whom they talked. Under a low-level
reading, (5.24) means that few students spoke to bad professors. The combination
of the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- with the semantics of the few context in
(5.24) leads to well-formedness.
Let me close the present section by accounting for the grammaticality of n’importe
qu- in the conditional sentences (5.25) and (5.26). N’importe qu- is grammatical
in these examples thanks to the combination of its lexical semantics with the con-
text. Under a widening reading, the speaker says to his addressees that if they
ask somebody, who can be anybody, which moment in the year he prefers, he will
immediately feel a liking for a certain season. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the
speaker tells his addressees that if they randomly pick a person and ask him which
moment in the year he prefers, he will immediately feel a liking for a certain sea-
son. If n’importe qu- expressed only indistinguishability or only low-level, it would
be ungrammatical in (5.25). Both indistinguishability and low-level are pragmat-
ically blocked in this context. Otherwise, (5.25) would have the following weird
interpretations. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker would say to his
addressees that if they ask an average person which moment in the year he prefers,
he will immediately feel a liking for a certain season. Under a low-level reading, the
speaker would say to his addressees that if they ask a bad person which moment in
the year he prefers, he will immediately feel a liking for a certain season.
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(5.26) shows that n’importe qu- is grammatical in conditional contexts under an
indistinguishability and a low-level reading, too. Under an indiscriminacy reading,
the speaker in (5.26) menaces his addressee that, if he chooses randomly whom
to get married with, he will kill him. Under an indistinguishability reading, the
speaker in (5.26) menaces his addressee that, if he marries an average woman, he
will kill him. Under a widening reading, the speaker menaces his addressee that
he will kill him if he marries a woman, no matter who she may be. On a low-level
reading, the speaker in (5.26) menaces his addressee that he will kill him if he gets
married to a bad woman.
Summing up, it is the correlation between the lexical semantics of n’importe qu-
and the semantics of a given context that determines its distribution in downward
entailing contexts. N’importe qu- is grammatical in a given downward entailing
context if and only if at least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics
as well as the pragmatics of the context.
5.2.3 Un NP quelconque
In this section, I discuss the distribution of un NP quelconque in downward en-
tailing contexts. As shown in table 4.4, this item belongs to the interpretational
classes of indistinguishability and ignorance FCIs. In section 4.3.4, I formulated the
hypothesis that the distribution of French FCIs is determined by the interaction
between their lexical semantics and the context. The distributional properties of
un NP quelconque, discussed below, verify the validity of this hypothesis. It will be
argued that the interaction between the lexical semantics of un NP quelconque and
the context determines its grammaticality in downward entailing contexts. Reflect
on the examples below:
Antimorphic context
(5.33) [...]
[...]
il
he
n’est
not is
pas
not
le
the
soldat
soldier
d’un prince quelconque,
of a.prince.ever.FCI
mais
but
celui
this
de
of
la
the
sainte
holy
e´glise.
church
He is not the soldier of an unknown/just any prince. He is the soldier of
the prince of the Holy Church. [Indist, Ignor, DB]
Too...to context
(5.34) Marie
Marie
e´tait
was.3sg
trop
too
fatigue´e
tired
pour
to
e´couter
hear
un confe´rencier quelconque.
a.lecturer.ever.FCI
C’est
this is
pourquoi
why
elle
she
est
is
partie.
left
Marie was too tired to hear just any/an unknown lecturer. Therefore, she
left. [Indist, Ignor]
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Context with negative word
(5.35) Dans
In
cette
this
chambre,
room,
personne
nobody
n’a
not has
une maladie quelconque.
an.illness.ever.FCI
Ils
they
ont
have.3pl
tous
all
le
the
sida.
Aids
In this room nobody has just any/an unknown illness. They all have Aids.
[Indist, Ignor]
Without context
(5.36) Heureusement,
Fortunately
je
I
suis
am
partie
left
de
of
la
the
feˆte
feast
sans
without
parler
talk
a`
to
un invite´ quelconque.
a.guest.ever.FCI
Fortunately, I left the party without talking to just any/unknown guests.
[Indist, Ignor]
Before context
(5.37) Heureusement,
Fortunately
je
I
suis
am
partie
left
de
of
la
the
feˆte
feast
avant de
before
parler
talk
a`
to
un invite´ quelconque.
a.guest.ever.FCI
Fortunately, I left the party before talking to just any/unknown guests.
[Indist, Ignor]
Comparative context
(5.38) Qu’est-ce que vous pensez a` propos de ce que M. Fuchs dit sur la rela-
tivite´?
What do you think of what Mr. Fuchs says on relativity?
La
The
the´orie
theory
existante
existing
de
of
la
the
relativite´
relativity
est
is
plus
more
qu’une the´orie quelconque
than a.theory.ever.FCI
de
of
physique.
physics
The existing theory of relativity is more than just any/an unknown theory
of physics. [Indist, Ignor]
Few context
(5.39) Dans
In
cette
this
chambre,
room
peu
few
de
of
gens
people
ont
have.3pl
une maladie quelconque.
an.illness.ever.FCI
La
the
plupart
majority
d’entre
of among
eux
them
ont
have
le
the
sida.
Aids
In this room, few persons have just any/an unknown illness. Most of
them suffer from Aids. [Indist, Ignor]
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Conditional context
(5.40) S’il
If it
s’agissait
refl was.about.3sg
d’un lieu quelconque,
of a.place.ever.FCI
non
not
de
of
la
the
capitale
capital
de
of
la
the
France,
France
mon
my
avis
opinion
ne
not
vous
you
engagerait
would.bind.3sg
pas,
not
car
because
normalement
normally
c’est
it is
de
from
vous
you
que
that
rele`ve
depends
la
the
conduite
running
des
of the
ope´rations.
operations
If it was about just any/an unknown place, not about the capital of
France, you would not be bound by my opinion because normally you are
responsible for the operations. [Indist, Ignor, DB]
(5.41) #Si
If
tu
you
lis
read.2sg
un livre quelconque,
a.book.ever.FCI
tu
you
re´ussiras
will.succeed.2sg
aux
to the
examens.
exams
If you read just any/an unknown book, you will succeed at the exams.
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Beginning with the antimorphic sentence in (5.33), one could argue that un NP
quelconque is grammatical in this sentence because it is not episodic. However,
(4.99), repeated under (5.42) below, shows that this item is grammatical in episodic
contexts:
(5.42) En bas,
Downstairs
il
he
trouve
finds
un
a
type
man
debout
standing
qui
who
attend,
waits
un type quelconque,
a.man.ever.FCI
plutoˆt
rather
miteux,
dingy
pas
not
un
a
habitue´.
regular
Downstairs, he finds a man standing and waiting, an average/an unknown
man, rather down-at-heel, not a regular. [Ignor, Indist, DB]
Un prince quelconque expresses both indistinguishability and ignorance in (5.33).
The speaker asserts that the person in question is the soldier of the Prince of the
Holy Church. If someone is the Prince of the Holy Church, he is distinguished and
very famous. Under an indistinguishability reading, (5.33) means that the person
in question il “he” is not the soldier of an ordinary prince, he is the soldier of the
Prince of the Holy Church. On an ignorance reading, (5.33) means that the person
in question is not the soldier of an unknown prince but of the Prince of the Holy
Church.13
If un NP quelconque did not express indistinguishability or ignorance, it would
be ungrammatical in (5.33). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
indefinite widening FCI quelque prince que ce soit is ungrammatical in (5.33):
(5.43) *[...]
[...]
il
he
n’est
not is
pas
not
le
the
soldat
soldier
de
of
quelque prince que ce soit,
conc.FCI.prince.which
mais
but
celui
this
de
of
la
the
sainte
holy
e´glise.
church
[*Wid]
13According to Jacques Jayez (p.c.), indistinguishability is the preferred reading of un prince
quelconque in (5.33).
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According to the definition of indefinite widening FCIs in (4.5), all alternatives,
without exception, can be their value in a given context. Consequently, if (5.43)
were well-formed, it would mean that the person in question is not the soldier of
a prince. However, the sentence mais...e´glise indicates that he is the soldier of
the Prince of the Holy Church. Consequently, widening is incompatible with the
semantics of the context in (5.43) and the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit
is ungrammatical.
If we replace un prince quelconque with n’importe quel prince which belongs
to the interpretational classes of widening, indistinguishability, low-level and indis-
criminacy FCIs, the sentence is well-formed but lacks the readings of widening and
of indiscriminacy:
(5.44) [...]
[...]
il
he
n’est
not is
pas
not
le
the
soldat
soldier
de
of
n’importe quel prince,
matter.FCI.which.prince
mais
but
celui
this
de
of
la
the
sainte
holy
e´glise.
church
He is not the soldier of just any prince. He is the soldier of the prince of
the Holy Church. [Indist, Low, *Wid, *Indisc]
For the same reason that widening is blocked in (5.43), it is blocked in (5.44) too.
Indiscriminacy is lexically blocked in (5.44) because the predicate is non-agentive.
Under a low-level reading, (5.44) means that the person in question is not the soldier
of a bad prince but of the prince of the Holy Church. On an indistinguishability
reading, (5.44) means that the person in question is not the soldier of an ordinary
prince but of the prince of the Holy Church. The fact that in examples like (5.33)
qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical, whereas n’importe qu- is grammatical, and the
fact that n’importe qu- expresses indistinguishability therein reinforce the validity
of the hypothesis that it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of un NP
quelconque and the semantics of the context in (5.33) that leads to well-formedness.
In the too...to sentence in (5.34), both indistinguishability and ignorance are
expressed. Under the first reading, it is asserted that Marie was too tired to hear
an average lecturer. Consequently, she left. On an ignorance reading, it is asserted
that Marie was too tired to hear an unknown lecturer. Therefore, she left. The
lexical semantics of un NP quelconque is not blocked in (5.34) and therefore un NP
quelconque is grammatical therein.14
The same argumentation explains the well-formedness of (5.35). Under an ig-
norance reading, it is asserted that the people in question do not have an unknown
illness. They have Aids which is a widely known illness. On an indistinguishability
reading, the speaker asserts that nobody in the room in question has an average
illness. They all have Aids, which is distinguished from other illnesses.
14The following two points are interesting to report here regarding the behavior of un NP
quelconque in negative contexts. First, as already observed in chapter 3 for the whole class of FCIs,
(5.33) and (5.34) demonstrate that the scopal properties of un NP quelconque differ depending
on whether it is in an antimorphic or in an other downward entailing context. More precisely,
although the FCI variable scopes over negation in (5.33), the FCI variable is in the scope of the
downward entailing operator in (5.34). Second, Jacques Jayez (p.c.) informs me that un NP
quelconque can also express widening in negative contexts.
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The interaction between the lexical semantics of un NP quelconque and the
context leads also to the well-formed without and before clauses in (5.36) and (5.37).
In (5.36) the speaker asserts that she left the party without talking to average guests
or to guests that she did not know. In (5.37), it is argued that she left the party
before talking to average guests or to guests that she did not know.
Regarding the comparative sentence in (5.38), in this example, une the´orie quel-
conque is grammatical under both an indistinguishability and an ignorance reading.
Under the first reading, the speaker asserts that the existing theory of physics is
better than the theory of Mr. Fuchs which is average. In the second reading, the
speaker argues that the existing theory of physics is better than the theory of Mr.
Fuchs which is unknown.
In (5.39), the speaker asserts that, in the room in question, few people have an
average or an unknown illness. Most of them have Aids which is neither average nor
unknown. The interpretation of this sentence shows that une maladie quelconque
is grammatical in (5.39) under an ignorance and an indistinguishability reading.
Usually, when a place is not the capital, it can be an unknown place or an
average place, non-distinguished from other place. Consequently, un lieu quelconque
is grammatical under both readings in (5.40). Under an indistinguishability reading,
the speaker asserts that if it was for an average place, not for the capital, his opinion
would not bind his addressees. On an ignorance reading, the speaker in (5.40)
contends that if it was for an unknown place, not for the capital, his opinion would
not bind his addressees. The lexical semantics of un NP quelconque is compatible
with contextual semantic properties. For this reason, (5.40) is well-formed.
Up to now, only well-formed downward entailing sentences with un NP quel-
conque have been examined. It has been shown that it is the interaction between the
lexical semantics of un NP quelconque and the context that leads to well-formedness
in (5.33-5.40). The ill-formedness of (5.41) reinforces the validity of this hypothesis.
Both ignorance and indistinguishability are pragmatically blocked in this exam-
ple. Otherwise, under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker would tell his
addressee that if his addressee reads an average book, he will succeed in the exams.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker would mean that if his addressee reads a
book that he does not know, he will succeed in the exams. Both interpretations are
pragmatically odd. Since both readings are blocked, un NP quelconque is blocked
too.
Here, the distribution of un NP quelconque in downward entailing contexts has
been discussed. It has been shown that it is grammatical in a given context if
and only if its lexical semantics is compatible with the semantics as well as the
pragmatics of the context.
5.2.4 Summary
In the previous sections, it has been argued that it is the combination of the lexical
semantics of qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque with the seman-
tics as well as the pragmatics of the context that determines their distribution in
downward entailing contexts. They are grammatical in a given downward entailing
context if and only if their lexical semantics is compatible with the semantics as well
as the pragmatics of the context in which they occur. The interaction between lex-
ical semantics and contextual semantic properties together with the distributional
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properties of French FCIs in downward entailing contexts are depicted in table 5.1.
Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X
WIT X * X X X X X
BEF X * X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X * X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
Table 5.1: The distribution of French FCIs in downward entailing contexts
It is worth repeating here the axes around which evolves the distribution of
each one of the French FCIs. The indefinite qu- que ce soit is grammatical in a all
kinds of downward contexts studied here because the semantics of widening which
requires that all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value is satisfied in
downward entailing contexts. It is ungrammatical in a given downward entailing
context if widening is incompatible with contextual pragmatic features.
N’importe qu- is grammatical in a given downward entailing context whenever at
least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics
of the context. If pragmatic features do not block widening, the widening FCI
n’importe qu- appears in antimorphic contexts, too...to contexts, comparative and
conditional contexts for the same reason that the indefinite widening FCI qu- que
ce soit is grammatical in these contexts too. For unknown reasons, n’importe qu-
does not express widening in contexts with negative words, without contexts, before
contexts and in few contexts. When the pragmatics of the context permits it,
n’importe qu- appears under an indistinguishability and a low-level reading in all
downward entailing contexts, studied here. If it is found in a context with an
agentive predicate and if the pragmatics of the context permits it, n’importe qu-
appears in downward entailing contexts under an indiscriminacy reading as well.
Un NP quelconque is grammatical in a given downward entailing context when-
ever either indistinguishability or ignorance is compatible with the semantics as well
as the pragmatics of the context. Otherwise, it is ungrammatical. In the following
sections, it will be argued that the distribution of French FCIs is determined by the
interaction between their lexical semantics and contextual semantic and pragmatic
properties in veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts, too.
5.3 Veridical contexts
Here, the distributional properties of French FCIs in the following veridical contexts
are examined: affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts, contexts with cop-
ula sentences and factive contexts.
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5.3.1 Qu- que ce soit
Below, it will be shown that, as it happens in downward entailing contexts, qu- que
ce soit is grammatical in veridical contexts whenever the semantics of widening,
defined in (4.5), is compatible with the context. Consider the examples in (5.45-
5.51):
Factive context
(5.45) Ces
These
deux
two
facteurs
factors
rendent
render.3pl
l’ensemble
the whole
hautement
very
instable
instable
et
and
je
I
suis
am
meˆme
even
e´tonne´
surprised
que
that
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
fonctionne.
functions
These two factors make the whole thing very instable and I am even
surprised that anything functions.15 [Wid]
Affirmative episodic context
(5.46) *Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]16
(5.47) Jean
He
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
qu’on
that one
lui
him
a
has
offert.
offered
He ate anything that they offered him.17 [Wid]
Context with copula sentence
(5.48) *Il
He
est
is
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
[*Wid]
(5.49) Un
An
artiste
artist
est
is
qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
qui
that
se
refl
de´signe
presents
comme
like
artiste.
artist
An artist is whoever presents himself as an “artist”.18 [Wid]
Existential context
(5.50) *Il y a
There is
beaucoup
much
d’ail
of garlic
dans
in
quelque plat que ce soit.
conc.FCI.plate.which
[*Wid]
(5.51) Il y a
There is
beaucoup
much
d’ail
of garlic
dans
in
quelque plat que ce soit
conc.FCI.plate.which
que
that
Marie
Mary
est
is
en train de
now
pre´parer.
prepare
There is a lot of garlic in any dish that Mary is now preparing. [Wid]
15Found in http://www.dotclear.net/forum/viewtopic.php?id=308.
16This example has also been discussed under (3.66) and (4.80).
17This example has been originally discussed under (4.77). As explained in footnote 18 (chapter
4) some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality of examples like (5.47).
18Found in http://www.ldh-france.org/media/hommeslibertes/F doss 121.pdf.
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The following conclusions can be drawn as far as the distribution of qu- que ce soit
in veridical contexts is concerned. First, it is grammatical in factive contexts (cf.
5.45). Second, when it is not combined with a relative clause, qu- que ce soit is
ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and
existential contexts (cf. 5.46, 5.48, 5.50). Third, it is grammatical in affirmative
episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and existential contexts when it
is combined with a relative clause (cf. 5.47, 5.49 and 5.51), namely when it is
subtrigged (cf. section 2.2.2).
The grammaticality conditions of qu- que ce soit in veridical contexts vary. This
fact raises the following questions:
1. Why is qu- que ce soit grammatical in factive contexts while it is ungram-
matical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and
existential contexts if it is not combined with a relative clause?
2. Why is qu- que ce soit grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts
with copula sentences and existential contexts when it is combined with a
relative clause?
Let me start with question number 1. (5.45) is written by a person who technically
supports a computer program or system. It is a reply to the e-mail of one of his
company’s customers. The previous context that is missing from (5.45), is quite
informative (cf. footnote 15 in this chapter). The customer encountered problems
with the program or system in question and wrote to the forum of users. His
problem was that he could not open the administration pages; he could only view
the comment pages. In such a context, the author of (5.45) means that the two
factors in question make it surprising to him that the customer could even view the
comment pages. Since he is surprised that something functions, he expected that
nothing functions. In other words, he expected that the set of things that function
is empty. Suppose that, in the context at hand, the comment page is irrelevant
because it never creates problems whereas the finance page is relevant because it
creates problems. The author expected that his customer could not see the comment
page and that he could not see the finance page. From that, he is surprised that
this set is not empty. Expecting that a set is empty entails that you expect that any
of its subsets is empty and that you are surprised if any of its subsets is non-empty.
The semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives, without exception,
be the value of qu- que ce soit is satisfied. For this reason, quoi que ce soit is
grammatical in (5.45).
The ungrammaticality of qu- que ce soit in positive factive contexts reinforces
the validity of the hypothesis that (5.45) is grammatical because of the compati-
bility between widening and the semantics of the predicate je suis e´tonne´ “I am
surprised”:19
(5.52) *Je
I
suis
am
content
happy
que
that
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
fonctionne.
functions
If you are glad that the set of things that function is not empty, you want that the
set of things that function is not empty. However, if somebody wishes that a set is
19Thanks to Jacques Jayez (p.c.) for bringing (5.52) to my attention.
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not empty, he does not necessarily wish that each one of its subsets is empty too.20
Consequently, it is not the case that all alternatives, without exception, can be the
value of a given FCI in positive factive contexts. For this reason, the example above
is ungrammatical.
This requirement is not satisfied in the veridical contexts in (5.46), (5.48) and
(5.50). From what we have seen so far, qu- que ce soit “brings” widening into
the semantics of a context. Widening can be realized only in relation to a specific
context which provides the appropriate domain in which all alternatives, without
exception, can be the value of a given FCI. However, as shown below, in affirmative
episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences, we do
not have inferences from sets to subsets. Consequently, these are not contexts in
which all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of qu- que ce soit. For
this reason, widening is blocked in (5.46), (5.48) and (5.50) and qu-que ce soit is
ungrammatical.
(5.53) John ate an apple or a sandwich. -/→ John ate an apple.
(5.54) He is a singer or a drummer. -/→ John is a singer.
(5.55) There is a lot of garlic in the salad or in the soup. -/→ There is a lot of
garlic in the salad.
The fact that, as shown in (3.50) (cf. also 3.63), repeated below under (5.56),
n’importe qu- is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts without being com-
bined with a relative clause reinforces the validity of the hypothesis that it is the
incompatibility between the lexical semantics of qu- que ce soit and contextual
semantic properties that leads to ill-formedness in (5.46):
(5.56) [...] fait a` Orly: Socie´te´ I...C...P... Je ne savais pas ce que signifiaient
les initiales. J’ai avale´ ma salive, j’ai dit:
[...] in Orly: Society I...C...P... I didn’t know the meaning of these ini-
tials. I swallowed my saliva I said:
-c’est une agence de publicite´.
-It’s an advertisement agency.
-Et alors?
-And so what?
J’ai
I have.1sg
re´pondu
answered
n’importe quoi:
matter.FCI.what
-International
International
Caravaille
Caravaille
Publicite´.
Advertisement
I answered just anything: International Caravaille Advertisement.
[Indisc, Low, *Wid, *Indist, DB]
N’importe quoi is grammatical in (5.56) because it expresses indiscriminacy and low-
level. Widening is blocked in (5.56) for the same reason that it is blocked in (5.46).
Indistinguishability is blocked in (5.56) because, as already explained in section 4.2,
it is hard to characterize as average something that is uttered since the set of things
that one can say is not determined. Under an indiscriminacy reading, (5.56) means
that the speaker in question chose to say something randomly because, in reality,
20I follow here the argumentation in Kadmon and Landman (1993).
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he did not know what the initials I.C.P. stand for. Under a low-level reading, the
answer that the speaker gave was not the good one.
Now that it has been explained that it is the interaction between the semantics of
the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit and the semantics of affirmative episodic
contexts, existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences that blocks it
from appearing in (5.46), (5.48) and (5.50), it remains to be explained why the
combination of the semantics of affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts
and contexts with copula sentences with qu- que ce soit, when the latter is combined
with a relative clause, leads to well-formedness in (5.47), (5.49) and (5.51).
As the reader may recall from section 4.3.1, whenever qu- que ce soit is combined
with a RC, the RC behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construction. This
point is also illustrated by the interpretation of (5.47), (5.49) and (5.51). (5.47)
means that Jean ate all the dishes that he has been offered. If he has been offered
a salad, he ate a salad. If he has been offered a spinach pie, he ate a spinach pie.
(5.49) means that everyone, without exception, who presents himself as an artist is
an artist. If Mr. X presents himself as an artist, he is an artist. If Mr. Y presents
himself as an artist, he is an artist.21 (5.51) means that there is a lot of garlic in
all dishes, without exception, that Marie is now preparing. If Marie is preparing a
soup, there is a lot of garlic in it. If Marie is preparing a salad, there is a lot of
garlic.
One could argue that qu- que ce soit is grammatical in otherwise hostile veridical
contexts when subtrigged, because, as Giannakidou (2001) explained for any and
o-dhipote, conditional contexts are nonveridical (cf. section 2.5.2). However, as
explained for any and o-dhipote in chapter 2, this analysis cannot be applied to qu-
que ce soit for the following two reasons. For one, if all qu- que ce soit needs is a
nonveridical operator in order to be grammatical in contexts in which it is otherwise
ungrammatical, then it is unclear why, as shown in (3.71), repeated under (5.57)
below, it is ungrammatical in necessity modal contexts which are nonveridical too.
For two, as shown in (5.45), it is grammatical in factive contexts which are also
veridical.
(5.57) *Tu
You
dois
have.to.2sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]
As explained in relation to (5.9), repeated below under (5.58), since conditional
contexts are downward entailing, all alternatives that qu- que ce soit introduces,
can be its value in these contexts.
(5.58) Si
If
c¸a
this
te
you
geˆne
bothers
en
in
quoi que ce soit,
conc.FCI.what
dis-le
say.2sg-it
moi
me
franchement.
honestly
If this bothers you in any way, say it openly to me. [Wid, DB]
Since when qu- que ce soit combines with a RC the RC behaves like a conditional,
its semantics which requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be its value
21It is worthwhile noticing here that subtrigged qu- que ce soit survives in contexts with copula
sentences that have a generic interpretation. Thanks to Jacques Jayez (p.c.) for bringing this to
my attention.
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in context, is satisfied. For this reason, (5.47), (5.49) and (5.51) are well-formed.22
In section 5.2.1, it has been argued that qu- que ce soit is grammatical in a
given context if and only if widening is compatible with the semantics as well as
the pragmatics of the context. Above, the validity of this hypothesis has been
reinforced by the distributional properties of qu- que ce soit in veridical contexts.
First, in factive contexts, it is the interaction between the semantics of widening and
the semantics of factive contexts that leads to well-formed sentences. Second, qu-
que ce soit is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula
sentences and existential contexts when it is not combined with a relative clause
because the semantics of widening is blocked in these contexts. Third, when qu- que
ce soit is subtrigged, it is the interaction between the semantics of the indefinite
widening FCI qu- que ce soit with contextual semantic properties that leads to
well-formedness.
5.3.2 N’importe qu-
In the present section, I account for the distributional properties of n’importe qu-
in veridical contexts. Consider the following examples:23
Affirmative episodic context
(5.59) Oh,
Oh,
tante
aunt
Berthe,
Berthe,
je
I
suis
am
un
a
monstre,
monster
pardonnez-moi...
excuse.2pl-me
j’ai
I have.1sg
perdu
lost
la
the
teˆte,
head
j’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
n’importe quoi...
matter.FCI.what
C’est
it is
cet
this
air
air
que
that
vous
you
aviez,
had.2pl
si
so
froid,
cold
si
so
hostile...
hostile
Oh, aunt Berthe, I am a monster. Excuse me but I lost my mind. I
said just anything... You are so cold, so hostile...24 [Indisc, Low, *Indist,
*Wid, DB]
(5.60) N’importe qui
Matter.FCI.who
pouvait
could.3sg
gratter.
scratch
N’importe qui
matter.FCI.who
a
has
gagne´.
won
Anybody could participate by scratching. A poor guy won.25 [Indist,
*Indisc, *Low, *Wid]
(5.61) *Hier
Yesterday
Marie
Marie
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]26
22As explained in footnote 18 (chapter 4), some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality
of qu- que ce soit in those veridical contexts in which it is followed by a RC.
23Since in the present section I focus on the distribution of n’importe qu- in veridical contexts,
in (5.60) I examine only the distribution of the second n’importe qui.
24This example has been initially discussed under (4.87).
25This is the subtitle of the film of E´ric Latigau Un ticket pour l’espace, 2006. The example
has been found in http://www.unticketpourlespace.com and has been brought to my attention by
Francis Corblin (p.c.).
26This example is found in Jayez and Tovena (2005) and has been previously discussed under
(2.279) with different notation and glosses and under (3.49) and (3.64) with the same notation
and glosses.
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Context with copula sentence
(5.62) On
One
est
is
n’importe qui,
matter.FCI.who
on
one
vient
comes
n’importe quand,
matter.FCI.when
et,
and
comme
like
par
from
miracle,
miracle
par enchantement
by magic
on
one
fait
makes
parti’
part
de
of
la
the
famille
family
[...]
We are just humans, we come just any time, and, as in miracle, as if by
magic, we become members of the family. [Indist, *Low, *Indisc, *Wid,
DB]
(5.63) En somme,
All in all
c¸a
this
n’est
not is
pas
not
des tre´sors
treasures
que
that
vous
you
cherchez,
search.2pl
c’est
it is
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
Ce
this
qu’on
that one
trouve
finds
le
the
plus
most
dans
in
la
the
terre,
ground
personne
nobody
ne
not
veut
wants
le
it
croire,
believe
ce
they
sont
are.3pl
des tas
piles
d’
of
ordures.
rubbish
All in all, you are not searching for treasures. Although nobody believes
it, the things that one finds in the ground are just rubbish. [Low, *Indist,
*Indisc, *Wid, DB]
Existential context
(5.64) Au loin galope un homme qui n’a que trois pre´noms [...].
In the distance runs a man who has only three names [...].
Un
A
peu
little bit
plus
more
loin
long
encore
more
il y a
there is
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
Beaucoup
a lot
plus
more
loin
long
encore
again
il y a
there is
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
A little bit further still there is just someone. Much further there is just
something. [Indist, Low, *Indisc, *Wid, DB]27
Factive context
(5.65) Je
I
suis
am
e´tonne´
surprised
que
that
tu
you
aies
have.2sg
achete´
bought
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
voiture.
car
I am surprised that you bought (just) any car.28 [Indist, Low, Indisc,
Wid]
A quick glance at the examples above shows the following two facts. One is that
n’importe qu- is grammatical in all kinds of veridical contexts under consideration in
the present study. The second is that, for the same reason that widening is blocked
in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and existential con-
texts when qu- que ce soit is not subtrigged (cf. section 5.3.1), n’importe qu- does
not express widening in (5.59-5.64). Widening is blocked in these examples because
not all alternatives introduced by n’importe qu- can be its value in these contexts.
In section 4.3.2 it has been demonstrated that, in affirmative episodic contexts,
27This example has been initially discussed under (4.89).
28According to some native speakers, n’importe quelle voiture does not express widening in this
example.
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n’importe qu- expresses widening when combined with a relative clause. This raises
the question of whether the same holds true in copula sentences and existential
sentences too. For simplicity, I will first discuss (5.59-5.65) and I will then examine
non-factive veridical sentences in which n’importe qu- is combined with a RC.
Let me start with the affirmative episodic sentences in (5.59-5.61). While its
lexical semantics is compatible with the context in (5.59-5.60), it is not in (5.61).
For this reason, (5.61) is ill-formed. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker
in (5.59) apologizes for saying something randomly, without really thinking of what
he said. Under a low-level reading, the speaker apologizes because what he said
was not good. Indistinguishability is blocked in (5.59). If indistinguishability were
expressed in (5.59) the speaker would apologize himself because he said an average
thing. However, from the definition of indistinguishability in (4.57), an average
entity is a member of a set A that has the contextually relevant properties to a
degree that is close to the average degree to which the members of this set have
these properties. Since the set of things that somebody can utter is not definite,
it is hard to characterize something said by somebody as average. For this reason,
indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked in (5.59).
In (5.60), n’importe qui is grammatical under an indistinguishability reading.
This sentence is the subtitle of the film of E´ric Latigau Un ticket pour l’espace. In
this film, whoever would be lucky, he would gain a ticket for a space trip. With this
title, the film director wants to convey the message that, whereas everybody could
participate by scratching, an average, ordinary person finally won. As illustrated
in (5.60), in such a context, “a poor guy” seems to be the only possible translation
of the second n’importe qui. In this specific context, the reading of low-level is
pragmatically odd. From the plot of the story, the film maker does not want to
present the winners as bad persons but as ordinary heroes (cf. also footnote 25
in this chapter). Indiscriminacy is blocked in this example because nothing in the
context indicates that the subject has been randomly selected.
The ungrammaticality of the widening FCI qu- que ce soit in (5.59-5.60) rein-
forces the validity of the hypothesis that n’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.59-5.60)
because its lexical semantics is compatible with the context:
(5.66) *Oh,
Oh
tante
aunt
Berthe,
Berthe
je
I
suis
am
un
a
monstre,
monster
pardonnez-moi...
excuse.2pl-me
j’ai
I have.1sg
perdu
lost
la
my
teˆte,
head
j’ai
I have.1sg
dit
said
quoi que ce soit...
conc.FCI.what
C’est
it is
cet
this
air
air
que
that
vous
you
aviez,
had.2pl
si
so
froid,
cold
si
so
hostile...
hostile
[*Wid]
(5.67) *N’importe qui
Matter.FCI.who
pouvait
could.3sg
gratter.
scratch
Qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
a
has
gagne´.
won
[*Wid]
The ill-formedness of (5.61) shows that n’importe qu- is ungrammatical in a given
affirmative episodic context if its lexical semantics is not compatible with the con-
text. Indiscriminacy is lexically blocked in (5.61) because the predicate a appre´cie´
“appreciated” is non-agentive. Indistinguishability and low-level are pragmatically
blocked. Otherwise, (5.61) would either mean that Marie appreciated an average
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book or that she appreciated a bad book. Normally, one appreciates books that are
distinguished or of “high-quality”. As explained above, widening is semantically
blocked in the affirmative episodic contexts in (5.59-5.61). Consequently, it is the
combination of the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- with the context in (5.61) that
leads to ill-formedness.29
Let me now turn to the copula sentences in (5.62-5.63). N’importe qui is gram-
matical in (5.62) because the semantics of indistinguishability is compatible with
the contextual semantic properties of this example. The speaker wants to convey
the information that people are just human beings, nothing more and nothing less.
The readings of low-level and indiscriminacy are blocked in (5.62). The descriptive
content of low-level is pragmatically blocked because the reader does not want to
characterize people as bad. He only wants to show that everyone follows an ordinary
way of life. Indiscriminacy is lexically blocked in (5.62). Indiscriminacy describes
the way in which a choice is performed by an agent (cf. definition 4.40). However, in
(5.62), the verb est “is” is non-agentive in (5.62). For this reason, indiscriminacy is
blocked. In (5.63), n’importe qu- is grammatical because it expresses low-level. The
speaker says to his addressee that they are not searching for a treasure; they are
searching for things of low value. If n’importe qu- expressed only indistinguishability,
indiscriminacy or widening, it would not be grammatical therein. Indistinguisha-
bility is pragmatically blocked in this example. From the context (des tas d’ordures
“rubbish”), it becomes obvious that the speaker characterizes the things that his
addressees are searching for not as average but as low in value. Indsicriminacy is
lexically blocked in (5.63) because the verb to be is non-agentive in this example.
Otherwise, the speaker would assert that his addressees are searching for something
which has been chosen by an agent. However, nothing in the context indicates that
this is so. As explained above, widening is semantically blocked in (5.63). The
ungrammaticality of the widening FCI qu- que ce soit in (5.63), witnessed below,
reinforces the validity of the hypothesis that n’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.63)
because low-level is compatible with the context:
29Jacques Jayez (p.c.) informs me that n’importe qu- is ungrammatical in the following veridical
sentence that contains the agentive predicate a critique´ “criticized”:
(i) *Hier
Yesterday
Marie
Marie
a
has
critique´
criticized
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
dissertation
dissertation
me´diocre.
average
The contrast between (i) and (5.59) however shows that n’importe qu- is not always ungrammatical
in affirmative episodic contexts that contain an agentive predicate.
I think that this contrast shows that n’importe qu- is grammatical under an indiscriminacy
reading in sentences in which the verb implies a choice that one makes in his every day life. This
happens for instance with the verb dire “say” in (5.59) and the verb acheter “buy” in (5.65). On
the contrary, the selection of whom one criticizes is not something that one does in his every day
life. This must be the reason for which n’importe qu- is not good in (i).
If this hypothesis is on the right track, it also explains why the sentence below which contains
the agentive predicate casser “break” is ungrammatical too. Again, unless we have a special job
or hobby, we do not break things every day:
(ii) *Hier,
Yesterday
j’ai
I have
casse´
broken
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
assiette.
plate
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(5.68) *En somme,
All in all
c¸a
this
n’est
not is
pas
not
des tre´sors
treasures
que
that
vous
you
cherchez,
search.2pl
c’est
it is
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Ce
this
qu’on
that one
trouve
finds
le
the
plus
most
dans
in
la
the
terre,
ground
personne
nobody
ne
not
veut
wants
le
it
croire,
believe
ce
they
sont
are.3pl
des tas
piles
d’
of
ordures.
rubbish
[*Wid]
As explained in section 4.3, (5.64) is extracted from a poem by Jacques Pre´vert.
One could therefore argue that this example is not representative as far as the dis-
tribution of n’importe qu- in existential contexts is concerned. However, if n’importe
qu- was ungrammatical in existential contexts, Pre´vert would not have used such
a sentence. Moreover, the following sentence demonstrates that n’importe qu- is
grammatical even in existential sentences that are not extracted from poems:
(5.69) Sur
On
internet,
internet
il y a
there is
n’importe quoi,
matter.FCI.what
il
it
faut
must.3sg
filtrer.
filter
There is just any old thing on the internet. One has to be selective.30
In (5.64), n’importe qui and n’importe quoi are grammatical either under an indis-
tinguishability or under a low-level reading. Under an indistinguishability reading,
the speaker asserts that a little bit further there is somebody who does not de-
serve further notice as he is average and much further there is something which is
average. On a low-level reading, the speaker asserts that a little bit further there
is a bad person and much further there is something of bad quality. Widening is
semantically blocked in this example. Indsicriminacy is lexically blocked in (5.64)
because existential predicates are non-agentive. For this reason, n’importe qu- does
not express indiscriminacy in (5.64).
The ungrammaticality of the widening FCI qu- que ce soit in (5.64) reinforces
the validity of the hypothesis that it is the interaction between the lexical semantics
of n’importe qu- and the context that makes this example well-formed.
(5.70) Au loin galope un homme qui n’a que trois pre´noms [...].
In the distance runs a man who has only three names [...].
*Un
A
peu
little bit
plus
more
loin
long
encore
more
il y a
there is
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
Beaucoup
a lot
plus
more
loin
long
encore
again
il y a
there is
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of n’importe qu- in the fac-
tive context in (5.65). Widening is expressed in this example. Since the speaker
is surprised that his addressee bought a car, he wishes that the set of cars that
his addressee has bought is empty. Consequently, he wants that each one of its
subsets be empty, too. If his addressee bought a Honda, the speaker is surprised,
and if his addressee bought a BMW, the speaker is surprised. All alternatives,
without exception, can be the value of n’importe quelle voiture in (5.65). For this
30This example has been found in http://oeil.electrique.free.fr.
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reason, widening is available. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker is sur-
prised because his addressee randomly chose his car. Under a low-level reading,
the speaker is surprised because his addressee bought a not so good car. Under an
indistinguishability reading, the speaker is surprised because his addressee bought
an average car.
Until this point, the distribution of n’importe qu- in (5.59-5.65) has been stud-
ied. It has been shown that n’importe qu- does not express widening in non-factive
veridical contexts. As shown in section 5.3.1, widening is expressed in affirma-
tive episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and contexts with existential
predicates when qu- que ce soit is combined with a RC. The question is whether
the same holds true for n’importe qu-. Consider the examples in (5.71-5.73) below:
(5.71) J’ai
I have.1sg
mange´
eaten
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
plat
plate
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
I ate any dish that Marie prepared.31 [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
(5.72) Il y a
There is
beacoup
much
d’ail
of garlic
dans
in
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
plat
plate
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
There is a lot of garlic in any dish that Marie has prepared. [Wid, *Indisc,
*Indist, *Low]
(5.73) C’est
It is
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
que
that
tu
you
dis
say.2sg
la`!
there
You are talking rubbish! [Low, Indisc, *Wid, *Indist]
The comparison between (5.59), (5.60), (5.62), (5.63), (5.64), (5.71) and (5.72)
shows that, when it is combined with a RC, n’importe qu- expresses widening in af-
firmative episodic and existential contexts.32 As the reader may recall from section
4.3.2, when n’importe qu- is combined with a RC in affirmative episodic contexts and
existential contexts, the latter functions as the restrictor of a conditional construc-
tion. The interpretation of (5.72) indicates that the same happens when n’importe
qu- is found in an existential context too. As argued in section 4.3.2, the speaker
in (5.71) asserts that he ate all the dishes that Marie prepared, without exception.
Thus, if Marie prepared a salad, he ate a salad. If Marie prepared a soup, he ate a
soup. The speaker in (5.72) contends that there is a lot of garlic in all the dishes
that Marie prepared, without exception. If Marie prepared a salad, there is a lot
of garlic in it. If Marie prepared a soup, there is a lot of garlic in it. Consequently,
in (5.71) and (5.72), the RC functions as restrictor. Since, as shown in (5.25), re-
31This example has been initially discussed under (4.91).
32As explained in footnote 23 (chapter 4), some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality
of n’importe qu- in those veridical contexts in which it is followed by a RC. For some of them,
(5.72) is better as follows:
(i) Il y a
There is
beacoup
much
d’ail
of garlic
dans
in
n’importe lequel
matter.FCI.which
des plats
plates
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´s.
prepared
There is a lot of garlic in any of the dishes that Marie has prepared.
[Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
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peated below under (5.74), when n’importe qu- is found in a conditional context,
all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value, the widening
FCI n’importe qu- is grammatical in affirmative episodic and existential contexts
when it is combined with a RC.
(5.74) Si
If
vous
you
demandez
ask.2pl
a`
to
quelqu’un-n’importe qui-,
somebody matter.FCI.who
quel
which
moment
moment
de
of
l’
the
anne´e
year
il
he
pre´fe`re,
prefers
il
he
se
refl
sentira
will.feel.3sg
toujours
always
spontane´ment,
spontaneously
sans
without
he´sitation
hesitation
aucune,
any
un
a
gouˆt
taste
particulier
particular
pour
for
une
a
saison
season
[...].
If you ask somebody-(just) anybody-which season of the year he prefers,
he will spontanenously feel, without any hesitation, a liking for a partic-
ular season. [Wid, Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
When combined with a RC in affirmative episodic and existential contexts, n’importe
qu- does not express indiscriminacy, low-level and indistinguishability (cf. also
section 4.3.2). One could argue that n’importe quel does not express indiscriminacy
in (5.72) because of contextual lexical features. The item is in a context with
a non-agentive predicate. Therefore it is impossible that its descriptive content
characterizes the way in which a choice is made. However, it remains unclear why
the readings of low-level and indistinguishability are not available in (5.72). What is
crucial to retain from the data in (5.71) and (5.72) is that, as long as it is combined
with a RC, n’importe qu- appears in affirmative episodic and existential contexts
under a widening reading.
In reference to the copula sentence in (5.73), the speaker either says to his
addressee that what he says is crap or that he did not really think the thing that he
said, before uttering it. N’importe quoi expresses either low-level or indiscriminacy.
As discussed in relation to (5.59), it is difficult to characterize something said as
average. For this reason, indistinguishability does not arise in (5.73). N’importe qu-
does not express widening in this sentence. Otherwise, the speaker in (5.73) would
say to his addressee that what he says is everything, which is a weird interpretation
for (5.73). To my knowledge, n’importe qu- never expresses widening when combined
with a relative clause in contexts with copula sentences.
The behavior of n’importe qu- in veridical contexts sheds light on the phe-
nomenon of subtrigging. In chapter 2, I have argued that we cannot account for this
phenomenon in terms of the nonveridical semantics of the implicit conditional con-
struction. Evidence has been given from any and o-dhipote. The following has been
argued in section 5.2.1: the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical
in non-factive veridical contexts when combined with a RC because, in these cases,
the semantics of widening which requires that all its alternatives can be its value
in a given context, is satisfied. N’importe qu- is an indefinite which expresses indis-
criminacy, indistinguishability and low-level, besides widening. The fact that this
FCI, which is anyway grammatical in non-factive contexts, needs a RC not in order
to become grammatical but in order to express widening, reinforces the validity of
the hypothesis that qu- que ce soit, which expresses only widening, is grammatical
in non-factive contexts when combined with a RC because, in these cases, widening
is compatible with contextual semantic properties. As it will be shown in the next
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two chapters, the same holds true for the widening FCIs o-dhipote and any.
In the present section, I discussed the distributional properties of n’importe qu-
in veridical contexts. It has been demonstrated that, as it happens in downward en-
tailing contexts, it is the interaction between its lexical semantics and the semantics
of the context that determines its distribution in veridical contexts.
5.3.3 Un NP quelconque
Here I account for the distribution of un NP quelconque in veridical contexts. Con-
sider the examples in (5.75-5.79):
Affirmative episodic context
(5.75) Jean-Franc¸ois
Jean-Franc¸ois
chantonna
murmured.3sg
sur
with
un air quelconque:
a.rythm.ever.FCI
Je
I
l’appelais
her was.calling.1sg
ma
my
rose
rose
de
of
Bou
Bou
Saod
Saod
[...].
Jean-Franc¸ois murmured with some kind of rhythm: “I was calling her
“my rose of Bou Saod””. [Ignor, Indist, DB]
Context with copula sentence
(5.76) Villamartin
Villamartin
est
is
un patelin quelconque
a.small.village.ever.FCI
dont
whose
les
the
rues
streets
blanches
white
se
refl
coupent
cut.3pl
a`
to
angle
angle
droit
straight
sur
on
une
a
pente
bench
ardue
steep
[...].
Villamartin is just a small village whose white streets cross each other at
a straight angle on a steep slope. [Indist, Ignor, DB]33
Existential context
(5.77) C’e´tait
It was
un
a
homme
man
qui
who
ne
not
pouvait
could.3sg
re´sister
resist
a`
to
l’ide´e
the idea
qu’a`
that to
un endroit quelconque
a.place.ever.FCI
de
of
la
the
plaine
plain
il y avait
there was.3sg
une
a
fille
girl
seule
alone
qui
who
guettait
was.watching.3sg
les
the
autos
cars
des
of the
chasseurs.
hunters
It was a man who could not resist the idea that at some place on the
plain, there was a girl alone watching hunters’ cars. [Ignor, *Indist, DB]
(5.78) Tout
FCI
est
is
mort.
dead
Sur
on
la
the
place
square
quelques
some
groupes
groups
tournent
turn.3pl
en
in
rond,
round
le
the
soir.
evening
Il
there
y
is
a un scribe quelconque,
a.scribe.ever.FCI
qui
who
marche
walks
de
from
long
long
en
in
large
large
sur
on
un
a
seul
alone
coˆte´
side
de
of
la
the
place
square
jusqu’a`
till
dix
ten
heures
o’clock
sans
without
cesser,
stop
comme
like
dans
in
une
a
cour
courtyard
de
of
lyce´e.
lyceum
Everything is dead. In the evening, on the square, some groups of people
33This example has originally been discussed under (3.20).
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go round in circles. There is some scribe who walks up and down on the
one side of the square till ten o’clock without stopping, as if he was in the
courtyard of a lyceum.34 [Indist, Ignor, DB]
Factive context
(5.79) Je
I
suis
am
content
happy
d’avoir
to have
une voiture quelconque.
a.car.ever.FCI
I am happy to have just any car. [Indist, Ignor]
Un NP quelconque is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with
copula sentences, existential contexts and factive contexts. It has to be made clear
that, although the FCI un patelin quelconque is combined with a RC in (5.76), un
NP quelconque is grammatical in copula sentences even in cases in which it is not
combined with a RC. This is evident in the example below:
(5.80) Je
I
suis
am
pour
for
lui
him
ce
this
qu’il
that he
est
is
pour
for
moi,
me
un agent quelconque
an.agent.ever.FCI
[...].
He is for me whatever I am for him, some kind of agent [...]. [Indist,
*Ignor, DB]
Un air quelconque is grammatical in (5.75) under an ignorance reading. The speaker
claims that Jean-Franc¸ois murmured with a rhythm that he cannot recall. Indistin-
guishability is pragmatically blocked in (5.75). Otherwise this example would have
the pragmatically odd interpretation that Jean-Franc¸ois murmured with an average
rhythm.
The ungrammaticality of (5.81) below reinforces the validity of the hypothesis
that (5.75) is well-formed because un NP quelconque expresses ignorance:
(5.81) *Jean-Franc¸ois
Jean-Franc¸ois
chantonna
murmured.3sg
sur
with
quelqu’air que ce soit:
conc.FCI.which.rythm
Je
I
l’appelais
her was.calling.1sg
ma
my
rose
rose
de
of
Bou
Bou
Saod
Saod
[...]
[*Wid]
As suggested in section 5.3.1, if it is not subtrigged, qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical
in affirmative episodic contexts because, in these contexts, it it not the case that all
its alternatives, without exception, can be its value.
In (5.76), un patelin quelconque is grammatical under an indistinguishability and
an ignorance reading. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker asserts
that Villamartin is an average village whose white streets cross each other at a
straight angle on a steep slope. Under an ignorance reading, Villamartin is an
unknown village whose white streets cross each other at a straight angle on a steep
slope.35
In the existential context in (5.77), ignorance is expressed. In (5.78), both indis-
tinguishability and ignorance are expressed. In (5.77), it is asserted that the man
in question could not stand the idea that in an unknown place of the valley a girl,
34As explained in chapter 3, the French item tout is out of the empirical scope of this dissertation.
35In this example, ignorance is ascribed to people, in general, and not to the speaker.
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alone, was watching the cars of the hunters. Indistinguishability is pragmatically
blocked in (5.77). Otherwise, (5.77) would have the odd interpretation that the
man in question cannot stand the idea that, at an average place of the valley, a
girl, alone, was watching the cars of the hunters. Under an ignorance reading, the
speaker in (5.78) asserts that there is an unknown scribe who walks up and down
on the one side of the square. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker in
(5.78) contends that there is an average scribe who walks up and down on the one
side of the square. The lexical semantics of un NP quelconque is compatible with
contextual semantic properties and it is therefore grammatical in (5.77) and (5.78).
Let me close the present section by accounting for the grammaticality of un NP
quelconque in the factive context in 5.79. Under an indistinguishability reading, the
speaker in (5.79) is happy because he has an average car. One can be happy because
he has an average car, which is not scecial in any way, because he knows that it will
not be stolen. (5.79) can also be uttered in a scenario where the speaker gained a
car but he does not know how it looks like. In this case, ignorance is expressed.36
The lexical semantics of un NP quelconque is compatible with the context in (5.79).
For this reason, un NP quelconque is grammatical.
In the present section, I showed that it is the combination of the lexical seman-
tics of un NP quelconque with contextual semantic and pragmatic properties that
determines its distribution in veridical contexts.
5.3.4 Summary
In sections 5.3.1-5.3.3, it has been argued that it is combination of the lexical
semantics of qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque with contextual
semantic and pragmatic properties that determines their distribution in veridical
contexts. They are grammatical in a given context if and only if at least one of their
readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
The interaction between lexical semantics and contextual semantic properties and
the distributional properties of French FCIs in veridical contexts are schematically
represented in table 5.2.
Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
COP XRC/* * X * X X X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X X
FAC X X X X X X X
Table 5.2: The distribution of French FCIs in veridical contexts
The indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in factive contexts
because the semantics of factive contexts allows inferences from sets to subsets. If
it is not combined with a RC, it is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts,
contexts with copula sentences and existential contexts because, in these contexts,
we cannot have inferences from sets to subsets. Consequently, the semantics of
36Thanks to Jacques Jayez (p.c.) for bringing this possibility to my attention.
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widening which requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value
of the indefinite widening FCI in a given context, is not satisfied in these contexts.
When qu- que ce soit is combined with a RC, the RC behaves like the restrictor
of a conditional construction. Since the semantics of widening is compatible with
conditional contexts, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in existential contexts, contexts
with copula sentences and affirmative episodic contexts when combined with a RC.
N’importe qu- is grammatical in all kinds of veridical contexts studied in the
previous sections due to its rich semantics. It is grammatical in a given veridical
context whenever at least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics as
well as the pragmatics of the context. As a widening FCI, it is available in factive
contexts. It appears in affirmative episodic and existential contexts when it is com-
bined with a RC. It does not express widening in contexts with copula sentences.
As low-level and indistinguishability FCI, it appears in all kinds of veridical con-
texts under consideration in this thesis as long as low-level and indistinguishability
are compatible with contextual pragmatic features. As indiscriminacy FCI, it is
available in affirmative episodic and factive contexts. It is not available in con-
texts with copula sentences and in existential contexts because their predicates are
non-agentive.
Un NP quelconque is grammatical in all kinds of veridical contexts studied in
this book, due to its rich semantics. It has been argued that it is grammatical in a
given veridical context whenever the context is compatible with at least one of its
readings.
5.4 Modal contexts
Below, I account for the distributional properties of qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu-
and un NP quelconque in epistemic possibility, deontic possibility, ability, epistemic
necessity, deontic necessity and volitional modal contexts. I demonstrate that, as
in downward entailing and veridical contexts, the grammaticality of French FCIs in
modal contexts depends on the interaction between their lexical semantics and the
semantics of the context.
5.4.1 Qu- que ce soit
In the present section, I demonstrate that the well-formedness of a modal sentence
with qu- que ce soit is determined by the interaction between the semantics of
widening and the semantics of a given modal context. Consider the data in (5.82-
5.90) below:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(5.82) Il
It
est
is
probable
probable
que
that
Jean
Jean
ait
has
dit
said
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
Jean may have said anything.37 [Wid]
37Judgments of the grammaticality of this sentence vary.
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Deontic possibility modal context
(5.83) Tu
You
peux
can.2sg
critiquer
criticize
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
You can criticize anybody. [Wid]
Ability modal context
(5.84) Il
It
est
is
parfaitement
perfectly
possible
possible
a`
to
qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
de
to
comprendre
understand
ces
these
choses
things
facilement
easily
en recueillant
collecting
un
a
certain
certain
nombre
number
de
of
constatations
findings
exactes
exact
a`
to
leur
their
sujet
subject
[...].
It is perfectly possible for anybody to understand these things easily by
collecting a certain number of exact findings about them. [Wid, DB]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(5.85) *Jean
Jean
doit
has to
avoir
have
parle´
talked
a`
to
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
[*Wid]
(5.86) Jean
Jean
doit
has to
avoir
have
parle´
talked
a`
to
qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
qui
who
e´tait
was
a`
to
la
the
confe´rence.
conference
Jean must have talked to anybody who was at the conference. [Wid]
Deontic necessity modal context
(5.87) *Tu
You
dois
have.to.2sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]38
(5.88) Tu
You
dois
have.to.2sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
que
that
Paul
Paul
est
is
en train de
now
pre´parer.
prepare
You must eat anything that Paul is now preparing. [Wid]
Volitional modal context
(5.89) *Je
I
veux
want.1sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]
(5.90) Je
I
veux
want.1sg
manger
eat
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
que
that
Jean
Jean
est
is
en train de
now
pre´parer.
prepare
I want to eat anything that Jean is now preparing. [Wid]
The following conclusions can be drawn concerning the distribution of qu- que ce
soit in modal contexts. First, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in epistemic possibility,
deontic possibility and ability modal contexts (cf. 5.82-5.84). Second, qu- que ce
38This example has been previously discussed under (3.71) and (5.57).
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soit is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is not
combined with a relative clause (cf. 5.85, 5.87 and 5.89). Third, qu- que ce soit is
grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is combined with a
relative clause (cf. 5.86, 5.88 and 5.90). In view of these facts, one would like to
have answers to the following three questions:
1. Why is qu- que ce soit grammatical in possibility modal contexts?
2. Why is qu- que ce soit ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal con-
texts when it is not combined with a relative clause?
3. Why is qu- que ce soit grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts
when it is combined with a relative clause?
Beginning with question number 1, a proposition is identified with a set of possible
worlds in which it is true, in possible world semantics (cf. section 2.4.2). Sup-
pose that we have a set Aw of possible worlds. As the reader may recall from
(2.164), repeated below, Aloni (2002) analyzed possibility modal operators as uni-
versal quantifiers over a set of alternative propositions which are true in at least
one of the possible worlds in the set of Aw.39 As already explained by Aloni (2002)
for any (cf. section 2.4.2), when the sentence contains an indefinite, alternative
propositions are defined in terms of the alternative values of this indefinite:
(2.164) The possibility modal operator by Aloni (2002)
3φ is true iff every alternative induced by φ is compatible with the rele-
vant set of worlds Aw.
Aloni’s account of possibility modal operators, explains the grammaticality of qu-
que ce soit in possibility modal contexts. Since when an indefinite is in a possibility
modal context, the possibility modal operator is a universal quantifier over alter-
native propositions, defined in terms of alternative values of this indefinite, we also
have universal quantification over the alternative values of the variable introduced
by this indefinite. Consequently, all alternatives that belong to the set A’ intro-
duced by the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit can be its value in a given
possibility modal context. For this reason, widening which requires that all alterna-
tives introduced by qu- que ce soit can be its value in a given context, is compatible
with the semantics of possibility modal contexts (cf. definition 4.5). Therefore,
the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in the possibility modal
sentences in (5.82-5.84).
In (5.82), it is asserted that Jean may have said everything, without exception.
Suppose that the speaker and his addressee share the knowledge that Jean knows
a very crucial secret, which is, therefore, contextually relevant, and a non-crucial
secret, which is, therefore, contextually irrelevant. Both alternatives “crucial secret”
and “non-crucial secret” belong to the set A’ of contextually relevant and irrelevant
alternatives introduced by quoi que ce soit. In this specific context of utterance,
the speaker predicts that Jean may have revealed the crucial secret and that he
may have revealed the non-crucial secret. All alternatives introduced by quoi que
39As the reader may recall from chapter 4, I also used the letter A in order to refer to the set of
alternatives introduced by the FCIs under consideration in the present study.
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ce soit can be its value in (5.82). Consequently, the combination of the contextual
semantic properties with the semantics of the widening FCI quoi que ce soit leads
to the well-formed sentence in (5.82).
The speaker in (5.83) tells his addressee that he is allowed to criticize everybody,
without exception. People whom we normally do not criticize but of course people
whom we normally criticize are not exception to the speaker’s claim. The speaker’s
addressee has the right to criticize absolutely everybody. Widening is compatible
with the semantics of the deontic possibility modal context. For this reason, the
widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical therein.
In (5.84), qui que ce soit is found in an ability modal context which, according
to Geurts (1999), belongs to the class of possibility modal contexts. Suppose that in
the context at hand, enlargement is made among people who are not familiar with
ces choses “these things” and people who are familiar with them. If in world 1 it is
perfectly possible for people who are familiar with these things to understand them
easily, from the definition of possibility modal operators in (2.164), repeated above,
(5.84) is still true for any other alternative value of the FCI variable. In the same
world, it is true that it is possible for people who are familiar with these things to
understand them and it is possible for people who are unfamiliar with these things
to understand them. All alternatives, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in (5.84). The semantics of widening which needs that all alternatives, without
exception, can be the value of qu- que ce soit in context c is satisfied in (5.84). For
this reason, qui que ce soit is grammatical.40
Up to this point, I argued that it is the interaction between the semantics of
possibility modal operators and the semantics of widening that makes qu- que ce soit
grammatical in (5.82-5.84). Let me now explain the reason for which qu- que ce soit
is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is not combined
with a relative clause (5.85, 5.87, 5.89).
As the reader may recall from (2.165), repeated below, Aloni (2002) analyzed
necessity modal operators as existential quantifiers over alternative propositions,
defined in terms of alternative values of any :
(2.165) The necessity modal operator by Aloni (2002)
2φ is true in w iff at least one alternative induced by φ is entailed by Aw.
According to Aloni (2002) (cf. section 2.4.2), volitional modal operators can also be
analyzed as existential quantifiers over alternative propositions, defined in terms of
alternatives introduced by any. Since necessity and volitional modal operators are
existential operators over alternative propositions defined in terms of the indefinite
that the necessity and the volitional modal sentence contains, not all alternatives
introduced by an indefinite widening FCI can be its value in a given necessity or
volitional modal sentence. Consequently, qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in the
40Crucially, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in ability modal contexts when used in subject
position too (Francis Corblin, p.c.):
(i) Qui que ce soit
Conc.FCI.who
peut
can.3sg
sauter
jump
1m50
1m50
pourvu qu’
if
il
he
s’entraˆıne.
refl trains
Anybody can jump 1m50 if he is well trained. [Wid]
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necessity and volitional modal sentences in (5.85, 5.87, 5.89).
Up to this point, it has been argued that the ungrammaticality of qu- que ce
soit in necessity and volitional modal contexts, when it is not combined with a
relative clause, is due to the interaction between the semantics of widening and the
semantics of necessity and volitional modal contexts. As it happens in affirmative
episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences, when qu-
que ce soit is subtrigged (cf. section 5.3.1), the relative clauses in (5.86), (5.88) and
(5.90) function as restrictors of implicit conditional constructions. (5.86) means
that Jean must have talked to everybody who was at the conference. If Paul was
at the conference, he must have talked to him. If Mary was at the conference, he
must have talked to her. In (5.88), the speaker commands his addressee to eat all
dishes that Paul is preparing, without exception. If Paul is preparing a soup, he
must eat a soup. If he is preparing cre`me brule´e, he must eat cre`me brule´e. (5.90)
means that the speaker wants to eat all things that Jean is now preparing, without
exception.41
As clarified in relation to (5.9), repeated below under (5.91), since conditional
contexts are downward entailing, when qu- que ce soit is found in a conditional
context, all alternatives that it introduces can be its value in this context. For this
reason, the sentences in (5.86), (5.88) and (5.90) are well-formed.42
(5.91) Si
If
c¸a
this
te
you
geˆne
bothers
en
in
quoi que ce soit,
conc.FCI.what
dis-le
say.2sg-it
moi
me
franchement.
honestly
If this bothers you in any way, say it openly to me. [Wid, DB]
Above, I accounted for the distributional properties of the French indefinite widen-
ing FCI qu- que ce soit in modal contexts. The following points have been argued.
First, qu-que ce soit is grammatical in possibility modal contexts thanks to the
interaction between the semantics of possibility modal operators, which are uni-
versal quantifiers over alternative propositions defined in terms of the alternatives
of the indefinite at hand, and the semantics of widening which requires that all
alternatives introduced by qu- que ce soit can be its value in context c. Second,
if it is not subtrigged, qu-que ce soit is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional
modal contexts because widening is blocked. More precisely, necessity and volitional
modal operators are existential quantifiers over alternative propositions defined in
terms of the alternatives of the indefinite at hand. In this way, not all alternatives
41Here is another example of the same type cited in Larrive´e (2002) from
http://www.volant.qc.ca/coin/Cote-Nord.html (the glosses and the translation have been
added):
(i) Bonjour, j’ai 15 ans et cela fait 3 ans et demi que je pratique ce merveileux [sic] sport.
Hi, I am 15 years old and it’s been three years and a half since I started this wonderful
sport.
J’aimerais
I would like
bien
well
communiquer
communicate
avec
with
qui que ce soit
conc.FCI.who
qui
who
aime
likes
le
the
badminton
badminton
comme
like
moi.
me
I would like to come in contact with anybody who likes the badminton, as I do.
42Some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality of qu- que ce soit in those necessity and
volitional modal contexts in which it is followed by a RC.
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introduced by qu- que ce soit, can be its value in a given necessity or volitional
modal context, if it is not combined with a relative clause. Third, when qu- que
ce soit is subtrigged, the RC plays the role of the restrictor of an implicit condi-
tional construction. Consequently, as in conditional contexts, when qu- que ce soit
is subtrigged in necessity and volitional modal contexts, all its alternatives, without
exception, can be its value. Therefore, it is grammatical.
5.4.2 N’importe qu-
Here, I account for the distributional properties of n’importe qu- in modal contexts.
Reflect on the examples in (5.92-5.103) below:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(5.92) On
One
n’est
not is
pas
not
tre`s
very
prudent
careful
dans
in
cette
this
maison:
house
n’importe qui
matter.FCI.who
pourrait
could.3sg
entrer.
enter
We are not very careful in this house; (just) anyone could enter. [Wid,
Indist, Low, *Indisc, DB]
(5.93) Mais
But
peut-eˆtre,
maybe
disait-elle
was.saying.3sg she
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
parce qu’elle
because she
ne
not
savait
knew.3sg
comment
how
exprimer
express
son
her
de´sespoir.
despair
But she maybe said just anything because she did not know how to ex-
press her despair. [Indisc, Wid, Low, *Indist, DB]
Deontic possibility modal context
(5.94) Quoi, elle aime Tino, c’est son droit, apre`s tout. Le patron se racla la
gorge.
What, she likes Tino? It is her right, after all. The boss cleaned his
throat.
C’est
It is
meˆme
even
son
her
droit
right
d’aimer
to love
n’importe qui,
matter.FCI.who
dit-il.
said.3sg he
It is even her right to love (just) anyone, he said. [Wid, Indist, Low,
Indisc, DB]
Ability modal context
(5.95) Ne
Not
te
you
voyant
seeing
pas
not
rentrer,
return
il
he
imaginera
will.imagine.3sg
aise´ment
easily
que
that
je
I
t’
you
ai
have.1sg
tout
FCI
raconte´.
said
Il
he
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
tuer
kill
n’importe qui.
matter.FCI.who
Meˆme
even
toi.
you
When he sees that you are not going back, he will easily imagine that I
told you everything. He is capable of killing (just) anybody. Even you.43
[Wid, Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
43Here, only the distribution of n’importe qui is studied. As explained in chapter 3, tout is not
in the empirical scope of this thesis.
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(5.96) Ce
This
photographe
photographer
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
transformer
transform
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
femme
woman
en
to
un
a
star
star
de
of
magazine.
magazine
This photographer is capable of transforming (just) any woman into a
magazine star. [Wid, Indisc, Indist, Low]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(5.97) Il
He
doit
has to
s’eˆtre
refl be
marie´
married
avec
with
n’importe quelle
matter.FCI.which
femme.
woman
D’apre`s
following
ce
this
que
that
Paul
Paul
m’a
me has
dit,
told
elle
she
n’a
not has
pas
not
une
a
personnalite´
personality
tre`s
very
forte.
strong
He must have got married to any old woman. According to Paul, she does
not have a strong personality. [Indist, Indisc, Low, *Wid]
(5.98) Il
He
doit
has to
avoir
have
mange´
eaten
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
He must have eaten anything that Marie prepared. [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist,
*Low]
Deontic necessity modal context
(5.99) Pour
For
re´ussir
succeed
a`
to
e´loigner
move away
les
the
deux
two
types
guys
qui
who
m’accompagnent,
me accompany.3pl
j’
I
ai
have.1sg
duˆ
owed
leur
them
raconter
say
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
To get rid of the two men accompanying me, I had to tell them just
anything. [Indisc, Low *Wid, *Indist, DB]
(5.100) Dessinez
Draw.2pl
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
triangle
triangle
et
and
tracez
trace.2pl
ses
its
hauteurs.
heights
Draw just any triangle and trace its heights. [Indisc, Indist, *Low, *Wid]
(5.101) Tu
You
dois
have.to.2sg
manger
eat
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
You must eat whatever Marie has prepared. [Wid, *Low, *Indisc, *Indist]
Volitional modal context
(5.102) Mon
My
reˆve,
dream
c’est
it is
d’eˆtre
to be
n’importe qui,
matter.FCI.who
de
to
vivre
live
n’importe comment.
matter.FCI.how
My dream is to be just anyone, to live just anyhow. [Indist, Indisc, *Low,
*Wid, DB]
(5.103) Je
I
veux
want.1sg
manger
eat
n’importe quoi
matter.FCI.what
que
that
Marie
Marie
a
has
pre´pare´.
prepared
I want to eat whatever Marie prepared. [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
As shown in section 5.4.1, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in possibility modal con-
texts and ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is not
combined with a RC. A quick glance at the examples above reveals that n’importe
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qu- is grammatical in possibility modal contexts (5.92-5.96), in necessity modal
contexts (5.97-5.101) and in volitional modal contexts (5.102-5.103), without nec-
essarily being combined with a RC. By the end of this section, it will have been
shown that n’importe qu- is grammatical in these examples, thanks to its rich lexical
semantics.
N’importe qu- expresses widening in possibility modal contexts without being
combined with a RC (5.92-5.96). As explained in section 5.4.1, widening is expressed
in possibility modal contexts because possibility modal operators are universal quan-
tifiers over alternative propositions defined in terms of the alternative values of the
indefinite at hand. Consequently, the semantics of widening FCIs which requires
that all alternatives that they introduce can be their value in a given context is
satisfied in these contexts. For this reason, n’importe qu- expresses widening in
(5.92-5.96).
N’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.92-5.93) thanks to the compatibility between
its lexical semantics and the semantics of the context. In (5.92), widening, indis-
tinguishability and low-level are expressed. Under a widening reading, the speaker
in (5.92) asserts that the owners of the house are not careful because everybody,
without exception, could enter the house. Under an indistinguishability reading,
(5.92) means that the owners of the house are not careful because average persons,
namely persons who are not distinguished in any way, could enter the house. Under
a low-level reading, the speaker says that the owners of this house are not careful
because bad persons could enter. Indiscriminacy is blocked in (5.92). According to
the definition of indiscriminacy in (4.40), indiscriminacy expresses the way in which
a choice is made by an agent. Since nothing in the context in (5.92) indicates that
the persons who could enter the house are chosen by an agent, indiscriminacy is not
expressed in (5.92).
From the context in (5.93), we understand that the woman in question did not
know how to express her despair. She was out of control. In such a case, one
can say bad things, can utter things randomly or say everything that one knows.
Therefore, indiscriminacy, low-level and widening are expressed in this example.
Indistinguishability is blocked in this example. Indistinguishability and low-level
are blocked in (5.93). It is hard to characterize something that one says as average
since we do not have a well-defined set of things that one can utter. Consequently,
it is hard to tell whether something uttered is average or not.
Let me now turn to the deontic possibility modal sentence in (5.94). In this
example, n’importe qui is grammatical under a widening, an indsicriminacy, an
indistinguishability and a low-level reading. Under the first reading, the speaker
asserts that the woman in question has the right to fall in love with everybody, and
Tino is not an exception. On an indistinguishability reading, the speaker asserts
that the woman in question is allowed to fall in love with an average person. Under
an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker thinks that she is allowed to choose randomly
whom to love. On a low-level reading, the speaker says that the woman in question
is allowed to love bad persons.
The combination of the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- with contextual se-
mantic properties is also responsible for the grammaticality of this item in the ability
modal sentences in (5.95-5.96). In (5.95), the readings of widening and of indiscrim-
inacy are semantically compatible with contextual properties. Under a widening
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reading, (5.95) means that the person in question is capable of killing everybody,
even the speaker’s addressee. Indiscriminacy is compatible with the context in
(5.95) because, from the context, we understand that the agent in question can be
out of control if he understands that the speaker said everything to his addressee.
In such a situation, one can do things randomly, without thinking clearly. Under
an indiscriminacy reading, (5.95) means that, if the person in question understands
that the speaker said everything to his addressee, he will kill randomly whomever
he finds in front of him, even the addressee himself. If n’importe qu- expressed only
indistinguishability or only low-level, it would be ungrammatical in (5.95) for the
following reasons. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker would mean
that, if the person in question understands that the speaker said everything to his
addressee, he will kill an average person, even the addressee himself. On a low-level
reading, the speaker would say that, if the person in question understands that the
speaker said everything to his addressee, he will kill a bad person, even the ad-
dressee himself. Both interpretations are pragmatically odd and therefore n’mporte
qui expresses neither indistinguishability nor low-level in (5.95).
The comparison between (5.95) above with (5.104-5.105) below, supports the
hypothesis that it is indeed the interaction between the lexical semantics of n’importe
qu- and the semantics of the ability modal sentence in (5.95) that is responsible for
the well-formedness of this sentence. As shown in (5.104), the indefinite widening
FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in examples like (5.95). Un NP quelconque,
which, in opposition to n’importe qu-, expresses neither widening nor indiscriminacy,
is ungrammatical in examples like (5.95).
(5.104) Ne
Not
te
you
voyant
seeing
pas
not
rentrer,
return
il
he
imaginera
will.imagine.3sg
aise´ment
easily
que
that
je
I
t’ai
you have.1sg
tout
FCI
raconte´.
said
Il
he
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
tuer
kill
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
Meˆme
even
toi.
you
When he sees that you are not coming back, he will easily imagine that I
told you everything. He is capable of killing anybody. Even you. [Wid]
(5.105) #Ne
Not
te
you
voyant
seeing
pas
not
rentrer,
return
il
he
imaginera
will.imagine.3sg
aise´ment
easily
que
that
je
I
t’ai
you have.1sg
tout
FCI
raconte´.
said
Il
he
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
tuer
kill
un homme quelconque.
a.man.ever.FCI
Meˆme
even
toi.
you
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Widening is expressed in (5.104) while indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked
in (5.105) for the same reason that widening is expressed while indistinguishability
is blocked in (5.95). Ignorance is also blocked in (5.105). Otherwise, this example
would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that the person in question is ca-
pable of killing a specific person that the speaker does not know, even his addressee.
Since both indistinguishability and ignorance are blocked, un NP quelconque is un-
grammatical in this example.
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(5.96) shows that indistinguishability is expressed in ability modal contexts.
N’importe qu- is grammatical in this context under an indistinguishability, an in-
discriminacy, a low-level and a widening reading. Under an indistinguishability
reading, (5.96) means that the photographer in question is capable of transform-
ing an average woman into a magazine star. On an indiscriminacy reading, (5.96)
means that this photographer can choose randomly a woman and transform her into
a magazine star. Under a low-level reading, the speaker asserts that the photogra-
pher can transform an ugly, really bad looking woman into a magazine star. On a
widening reading, the photographer can transform all women, without exception,
into magazine stars.
Up to now, the behavior of n’importe qu- in possibility modal contexts was
examined. N’importe qu- does not express widening in the necessity and volitional
modal sentences in (5.97), (5.99), (5.100) and (5.102). Necessity and volitional
modal operators are existential operators over alternative propositions defined in
terms of the alternatives of the indefinite at hand. Consequently, the semantics of
widening, which needs that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value
of n’importe qu- in context c, is not satisfied in these contexts. For this reason,
n’importe qu- does not express widening therein.
N’importe qu- is grammatical in (5.97) under a low-level, an indiscriminacy and
an indistinguishability reading. Under a low-level reading, the speaker asserts that
the person in question must have gotten married to a really bad woman since,
according to what Paul told him, she has no personality. On an indistinguishability
reading, it is asserted that this person must have gotten married to an average
woman because she does not have a strong personality. Under an indiscriminacy
reading, since the woman in question does not have a strong personality, the speaker
guesses that the person in question chose her randomly. The speaker in (5.99) was
forced to say something. Under an indiscriminacy reading, whatever would do in
order for him to get rid of the persons who accompany him. Therefore, he said
something randomly. On a low-level reading, the speaker had to say really bad
things in order to get rid of these men. Indstinguishability is blocked because, as
previously explained, the set of possible things that one can utter is not defined.
Consequently, we cannot characterize a thing that we say as average. N’importe
quel triangle is grammatical under an indistinguishability and an indiscriminacy
reading in (5.100). Under the first reading, the teacher orders his students to draw
an ordinary triangle, without special properties and to trace its heights. Under
an indiscriminacy reading, the students have to choose randomly out of a set of
triangles. Low-level is pragmatically blocked. Otherwise, this example would mean
that the students have to draw a bad triangle.
In (5.102), n’importe qui and n’importe comment express indiscriminacy and
indistinguishability. Mon reˆve...qui means either that the speaker wants to choose
randomly who to become or that he wants to be a very simple, ordinary, person.
In mon reˆve c’est d’[e]-vivre n’importe comment the speaker wants either to choose
randomly a way of life or to live an ordinary life. As with widening, low-level is
blocked in volitional modal contexts. Otherwise, it would be pragmatically weird
for the speaker to wish to be a bad person and to have a bad way of life.
In the necessity modal contexts in (5.98), (5.101) and the volitional modal con-
text in (5.103), n’importe qu- is grammatical under a widening reading. For un-
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known reasons, n’importe qu- does not express indiscriminacy, low-level and indis-
tinguishability when it is combined with a relative clause in necessity and volitional
modal contexts. (5.98) means that the person in question must have eaten all dishes
that Marie prepared, without exception. If she prepared a salad, he must have eaten
it and if she prepared pasta, he must have eaten it. The RC acts like the restrictor
of a conditional construction. In (5.101) the speaker commands his addressee to
eat all of the dishes that Marie prepared. If she prepared dish x, he must eat x,
for any value of x. The speaker in (5.103) wants to eat all of the dishes that Marie
has prepared. N’importe qu- expresses widening in (5.98), (5.101) and (5.103) be-
cause the RC functions as restrictor of an implicit conditional construction. As the
reader may recall from (5.25), repeated below, all the alternatives that n’importe
qu- introduces can be its value in conditional sentences:44
(5.106) Si
If
vous
you
demandez
ask.2pl
a`
to
quelqu’un-n’importe qui-,
somebody matter.FCI.who
quel
which
moment
moment
de
of
l’
the
anne´e
year
il
he
pre´fe`re,
prefers
il
he
se
refl
sentira
will.feel.3sg
toujours
always
spontane´ment,
spontaneously
sans
without
he´sitation
hesitation
aucune,
any
un
a
gouˆt
taste
particulier
particular
pour
for
une
a
saison
season
[...].
If you ask somebody-(just) anybody-which season of the year he prefers,
he will spontanenously feel, without any hesitation, a liking for a partic-
ular season. [Wid, Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
The behavior of n’importe qu- in necessity and volitional modal contexts is en-
lightening for the phenomenon of subtrigging. N’importe qu- is an indefinite which
expresses indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level, besides widening. The
fact that this FCI, which is anyway grammatical in necessity and volitional modal
contexts, needs a RC not in order to become grammatical but in order to express
widening, reinforces the validity of the hypothesis that items like qu- que ce soit,
which express only widening, are grammatical in necessity and volitional modal
contexts when combined with a RC because, in these cases, widening is compatible
with contextual semantic properties. As it will be demonstrated in the following
two chapters, the same holds true for the widening FCIs o-dhipote and any.
Consequently, it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of n’importe qu-
and the semantics of the context that determines its distribution in modal contexts.
Contrary to qu- que ce soit, this item is grammatical in all modal contexts considered
in the present thesis thanks to its rich lexical semantics.
5.4.3 Un NP quelconque
In the present section, I account for the distribution of un NP quelconque in modal
contexts. Consider the examples below:
44Some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality of n’importe qu- in those necessity and
volitional modal contexts in which it is followed by a RC.
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Epistemic possibility modal context
(5.107) Votre
Your
re´ponse
answer
est
is
peut-eˆtre
maybe
valable
valid
pour
for
un enfant quelconque...
a.kid.evef.FCI
vous
you
me
me
la
it
donnez
give.2pl
pour
for
ne
not
pas
not
avoir
have
a`
to
vous
you
expliquer
explain
a`
in
fond
depth
[...].
Your answer may be valid for an average kid... You are giving it me so
that I don’t have to explain to you in depth [...]. [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
(5.108) C¸a
It
peut
can.3sg
eˆtre
be
un instrument quelconque.
an.instrument.ever.FCI
C¸a
this
peut
can.3sg
eˆtre
be
un
a
violon
violin
ou
or
une
a
guitare.
guitar
It may be whatever instrument: a violin, a guitar. [Ignor, *Indist]
Deontic possibility modal context
(5.109) L’observateur
The observant
lie´
linked
au
to the
syste`me
system
A,
A
qui
who
peut
can.3sg
de´finir
define
une
a
simultane´ite´
simultaneity
dans
in
son
his
syste`me
system
de
of
re´fe´rence,
reference
peut
can.3sg
placer
place
en
at
chaque
every
point
point
une
a
horloge
clock
constitue´e
built up
par
by
un syste`me pe´riodique quelconque,
a.needle.periodical.ever.FCI
par
for
exemple
example
une
a
aiguille
needle
tournant
turning
d’un
in a
mouvement
movement
uniforme
uniform
devant
in front of
un
a
cadran.
cadran
The observant, linked to the system A, who can define a simultaneity in
his system of reference, can place in every point a built-up clock with
some kind of periodical system of reference; for instance, it can have a
needle which performs uniform movements in front of a cadran. [Indist,
*Ignor, DB]
(5.110) Les
The
proce´de´s
procedures
devenus
become
conscients
conscious
et
and
re´duits
reduced
en
in
ope´rations
operations
permettent
allow.3pl
de
to
former
form
imme´diatement
immediately
et
and
dans
in
un ordre quelconque
an.order.ever.FCI
une
a
graine,
seed
une
a
feuille,
leaf
une
a
fleur.
flower
The procedures which have diminished in operations allow a seed, a leaf,
a flower to form immediately and in any old order. [Ignor, Indist, DB]
Ability modal context
(5.111) Mais
But
je
I
suis
am
preˆt
ready
a`
to
tout
FCI
faire,
do
croyez-moi.
believe.2pl-me
De
of
la
the
figuration,
figuration
un travail quelconque
a.job.ever.FCI
dans
in
un
a
studio...
studio
But believe me, I am ready to do everything. I can play a small role or
have some kind of job in a studio.45 [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
45Since tout is not in the empirical scope of this thesis, I do not examine it here (cf. chapter 3).
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(5.112) Ce
This
photographe
photographer
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
transformer
transform
une femme quelconque
a.woman.ever.FCI
en
to
un
a
star
star
de
of
magazine.
magazine
This photographer is capable of transforming just any/an unknown woman
into a magazine star. [Indist, Ignor]
(5.113) #Ne
Not
te
you
voyant
seeing
pas
not
rentrer,
return
il
he
imaginera
will.imagine.3sg
aise´ment
easily
que
that
je
I
t’ai
you have.1sg
tout
FCI
raconte´.
said
Il
he
est
is
capable
capable
de
of
tuer
kill
un homme quelconque.
a.man.ever.FCI
Meˆme
even
toi.
you
[*Indist, *Ignor]46
Epistemic necessity modal context
(5.114) La
The
baˆtisse
building
longue,
long
e´troite,
narrow
a
has
duˆ
had to
eˆtre
be
autrefois
in the past
soit
or
une caserne,
barracks
soit
or
un baˆtiment administratif quelconque.
a.building.administrative.ever.FCI
In the past, this big and narrow building must have been used either as
barracks or as some kind of administration building.47 [Indist, Ignor, DB]
Deontic necessity modal context
(5.115) Il
It
faut
must
bien,
well
puisque
since
personne
nobody
n’ose,
not dares
qu’un imbe´cile quelconque
that a.fool.ever.FCI
se
refl
charge
takes the responsibility
de
to
parler
talk
de
about
corde
rope
la`
there
ou`
where
il
he
ne
not
doit
has to
pas
not
[...].
It is necessary, since nobody dares, that a fool talks about rope where he
shouldn’t. [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
(5.116) Il
He
doit
has to
parler
talk
a`
to
un client quelconque
a.client.ever.FCI
et
and
lui
him
dire
say
qu’il
that it
faut
must
qu’il
that he
nous
us
envoie
sends
cette
this
forme
form
signe´e,
signed
le
the
plus
most
toˆt
early
possible.
possible
He must talk to some client and tell him that he must send this form
signed as soon as possible. [Indist, Ignor]
Volitional modal context
(5.117) Seul
Only
Clairaut
Clairaut
s’e´tait
refl was.3sg
propose´
proposed
en
in
I742
I742
de
to
trouver
find
ce
this
qui
that
arrive
happens
a`
to
un syste`me quelconque
a.system.ever.FCI
de
of
corps
body
anime´
animated
de
of
la
the
gravite´
gravity
[...].
Only Clairaut offered to find out what happens in a certain system of
body animated by the gravity. [Indist, Ignor, DB]
46This example is repeated from (5.105).
47This example has been initially discussed under (3.73).
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The examples demonstrate that un NP quelconque is grammatical in all kinds of
modal contexts under consideration in this thesis. Let me start from the possibility
modal contexts in (5.107-5.113). Un NP quelconque is grammatical in the epistemic
possibility modal sentences in (5.107) and (5.108) because its lexical semantics is
compatible with the context. Un enfant quelconque is grammatical in (5.107) under
an indistinguishability reading, while un instrument quelconque is grammatical in
(5.108) under an ignorance reading. In (5.107), the speaker asserts that the answer
of his addressees is appropriate for an average kid. As it happens with average kids,
nobody asks them to explain many things. Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in
(5.107). Otherwise, this sentence would have the pragmatically weird interpretation
that the answer in question is valid for a specific, unknown kid. From the context
in (5.108), we understand that the speaker does not recognize the instrument in
question. For this reason, un instrument quelconque expresses ignorance and not
indistinguishability in (5.108).
(5.109) and (5.110) indicate that un NP quelconque is grammatical in deontic
possibility modal contexts too. The speaker in (5.109) asserts that the observant
who is linked to system A is allowed to place a built-up clock which has a very
basic, no special, periodical system; a system that contains a needle which performs
uniform movements on a cadran. The sentence une aiguille...cadran indicates that
the periodical system in question is not special in any way. On the contrary, it is very
basic. For this reason, un syste`me pe´riodique quelconque is grammatical in (5.109)
under an indistinguishability reading. Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in (5.109).
Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the observant in question is allowed to
place a clock with a specific periodical system that the speaker does not know but
which, for example, can have a needle which performs uniform movements on a
cadran. This would be a pragmatically weird interpretation for (5.109). Therefore,
ignorance is not expressed in this example.
(5.110) shows that, once the properties of a given deontic possibility modal
context are changed, un NP quelconque expresses ignorance too. Under an indistin-
guishability reading, the speaker in (5.110) asserts that the operations in question
allow to form in an order which is not special in any way, a seed, a leaf, a flower.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker in (5.110) asserts that the operations in
question allow to form immediately, and in an order whom he does not know, a
seed, a leaf, a flower. Since its lexical semantics is compatible with the context in
(5.109) and (5.110), un NP quelconque is grammatical.
The same argumentation explains the well-formedness of the ability modal sen-
tences in (5.111) and (5.112). First, indistinguishability is compatible with the
context in (5.111). Ignorance is blocked. (5.111) means that the speaker is ready to
do everything, to have a small role or to have an average job in a studio, not special
in any way. If un travail quelconque expressed ignorance in (5.111), this example
would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that the speaker is ready to do
everything, a specific job that he does not know in a studio.
On an indistinguishability reading, (5.112) means that the photographer in ques-
tion is capable of transforming an average woman into a magazine star. Under an
ignorance reading, the speaker in (5.112) asserts that the photographer in ques-
tion is capable of transforming a specific woman, whom he does not know, into a
magazine star.
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The comparison between (5.111), (5.112) and (5.113) shows that if the lexical
semantics of un NP quelconque is not compatible with the pragmatics of the context,
it is not available in a given modal context. As explained in section 5.4.2, un
homme quelconque is ungrammatical in (5.113) because neither indistinguishability
nor ignorance is compatible with the pragmatics of the context. Otherwise, (5.113)
would mean that the person in question is capable of killing an average man, even
the addressee himself or of killing a person that the speaker does not know, even
the addressee himself.
Let me now turn to the necessity modal sentences in (5.114-5.116) and the voli-
tional modal sentence in (5.117). In (5.114), both the reading of indistinguishability
and the reading of ignorance are available. Under an indistinguishability reading,
the speaker asserts that the building in question must have been in the past either
barracks or an average administrative building. Under an ignorance reading, the
speaker asserts that the building in question must have been in the past either
barracks or an administrative building. He does not know which administrative
building exactly it was.
Un imbe´cile quelconque is grammatical in (5.115) only under an inditsinguisha-
bility reading. The speaker asserts that an average, dumb person must talk about
rope in cases in which he should not. Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in (5.115).
Otherwise, it would mean that a specific stupid person, that the speaker does not
know, must talk about rope in cases in which he should not.
Once the contextual properties are changed, un NP quelconque is available under
an ignorance reading in deontic necessity modal contexts, too. The speaker in
(5.116) either means that the person in question must talk to an ordinary, average,
client or that he must talk to a client whose identity he does not know.
Let me close the present section by explaining the grammaticality of un NP
quelconque in the volitional modal sentence in (5.117). In this example, un NP
quelconque is grammatical because its lexical semantics is compatible with the con-
text. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker asserts that Clairaut was the only
one who wanted to find out what was happening in a specific system, unknown to
the speaker. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker says that Clairaut
wanted to find out what was going on in an ordinary, not special, system.
Above, the distribution of un NP quelconque in modal contexts has been exam-
ined. It has been argued that it is the interaction between its lexical semantics and
the context that determines its distribution.
5.4.4 Summary
In the previous sections, it has been argued that the distribution of qu- que ce
soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque in modal contexts is determined by the
interaction between their lexical semantics and the context. In table 5.3, the inter-
action of the lexical semantics of French FCIs with contextual properties and the
distributional properties of French FCIs in modal contexts are presented.
The indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in possibility modal
contexts because possibility modal operators are universal quantifiers over alter-
native propositions, defined in terms of alternatives introduced by qu- que ce soit.
When it is not combined with a RC, it is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional
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Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* * X X X X
Table 5.3: The distribution of French FCIs in modal contexts
modal contexts because necessity and volitional modal operators introduce existen-
tial quantification over alternatives. Combined with a RC, the RC behaves like the
restrictor of a conditional construction. Since widening requires that all alterna-
tives introduced by the FCI at hand can be its value in a given context and since in
conditional constructions all alternatives that this item introduces, without excep-
tion, can be its value, the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in
necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is combined with a RC.
As shown in table 5.3, n’importe qu- is grammatical in all kinds of modal contexts
investigated in this thesis thanks to its rich semantics. For the same reason that
qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is
not followed by a relative clause, n’importe qu- does not express widening in these
contexts if it is not followed by a relative clause. It appears under an indiscriminacy
reading, as long as the predicate of the modal context in which it appears is agentive
and the pragmatics of the context does not block indiscriminacy. Also, it expresses
low-level and indistinguishability, as long as the pragmatics of the context does not
block these readings. For instance, it does not express low-level in volitional modal
contexts.
Un NP quelconque is also grammatical in all kinds of modal contexts studied
above due to its semantics. As long as the pragmatics of the context permits it, it
expresses both inidtinguisbability and ignorance in modal contexts.
5.5 Generic and interrogative contexts
In the present section, I account for the distributional properties of qu- que ce soit,
n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque in generic and in interrogative contexts. It will
be argued that, as it happens in downward entailing, veridical and modal contexts,
it is the combination of the semantics of these FCIs with the semantics of the context
that determines their distribution therein.
5.5.1 Qu- que ce soit
Here, I examine the distribution of qu- que ce soit in generic and interrogative
contexts. Consider the three examples below:
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Generic context
(5.118) Quelque chat que ce soit
Conc.FCI.cat.which
a
has
une
a
queue.
tail
Any cat has a tail.48 [Wid]
(5.119) *Quelque rhinoce´ros que ce soit
Conc.FCI.rhino.which
pe`se
weighs
quatre
four
tonnes
tons
en
on
moyenne.
average
[*Wid]
Interrogative context
(5.120) Mais ce n’est pas lui, le pe`re, qui est un peu responsable de ce qui oppose
ses deux fils?
But isn’t the father a little bit responsible for the things that divide his two
sons?
A-t-il
Has he
un
a
jour
day
fait
done
quoi que ce soit
conc.FCI.what
pour
for
les
them
rapprocher?
closer bring
Has he ever done anything to reconcile them? [Wid, DB]
Qu- que ce soit is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts. Let me start
from the generic sentences in (5.118-5.119). These data show the following two
things concerning the distribution of qu- que ce soit in generic contexts. Initially, qu-
que ce soit is grammatical in generic contexts. Also, it is ungrammatical in generic
contexts when it is the subject of quantificational predicates, namely predicates
that are kind-selecting (cf. Carlson 1980). The predicate pe`se quatre tonnes en
moyenne “weighs four tons on average” applies only to the kind “rhino” and not
to the individual elements that belong to this kind. On the contrary, a une queue
“has a tail” can apply both to the kind “cat” and to the individual elements of this
kind. These facts raise the question of why, although qu- que ce soit is grammatical
in generic contexts, it is ungrammatical in these contexts when it is the subject of
quantificational predicates.
Let me start from the well-formed sentence in (5.118). This sentence means that
all cats, without exception, have a tail:
(5.121) ∀x[cat(x)→ ∃y[tail(y)&has(x,y)]]
Consequently, in this generic context, all alternatives introduced by qu- que ce soit,
without exception, can be its value. If in (5.118) enlargement is made from a set
of healthy cats to a set that contains healthy and sick cats, (5.118) means that all
cats, without exception, healthy or not, have a tail. The semantics of widening is
compatible with the semantics of the generic context in (5.118). For this reason,
qu- que ce soit is grammatical.
Only the class of rhinos, in general, and not each rhino separately, weighs four
tons on average. For this reason, qu- que ce soit whose semantics requires that all
alternatives, individually, can be its value in a given context is incompatible with
the contextual semantic properties in (5.119). (5.119) is therefore an ill-formed
sentence.
48This example has been initially discussed under (2.293).
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According to Aloni (2002), the meaning of a question represents the set of propo-
sitions for which the truth value is under consideration (cf. section 2.4.2). When an
interrogative sentence contains an indefinite like any, these propositions are defined
in terms of the possible values of the variable that this indefinite introduces:
(5.122) Did you see any student?
The speaker in (5.120) asks his addressee whether the father in question did some-
thing in order to reconcile his sons. This thing could be everything. Suppose that,
telling his sons that he is responsible for the whole situation is the most appropriate
thing that this father could have done. In such case, the speaker in (5.120) asks
whether he did that or whether he did something else to reconcile his sons. In such
situation, we almost hear speaker’s voice telling the following: Did the father say
that he is responsible?Did the father do something else? Since the meaning of a
question represents the set of propositions for which the truth value is under con-
sideration and these propositions are defined in terms of the possible values of the
indefinite that they contain, all alternatives introduced by quoi que ce soit can be,
without exception, its value in (5.120). For this reason, it is grammatical.
Consequently, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in a given generic and interrogative
context as long as widening is compatible with the the context.
5.5.2 N’importe qu-
Below, the distributional properties of n’importe qu- in generic and interrogative
contexts are studied. Consider the examples below:
Generic context
(5.123) Il n’y a pas que la violence qui de´molisse mais aussi la continuite´ de
l’usure.
The demolition is not only due to violence but also to the continuous wear-
and-tear.
N’importe qui,
Matter.FCI.who
soumis
submitted
a`
to
cette
this
constante
constant
e´rosion,
erosion
finit
ends up
par
by
se
refl
dissoudre.
dissolved
Anyone submitted to this constant erosion ends up being dried out. [Wid,
*Indist, *Indisc, *Low, DB]
(5.124) Cela exige, nous le disions au de´but de la lec¸on, une grande expe´rience et
du savoir.
As we said at the beginning of the class, this requires considerate experi-
ence and knowledge.
N’ importe qui
Matter.FCI.who
ne
not
peut
can.3sg
remplir
fulfill
les
the
fonctions
functions
de
of
re´dacteur en chef.
editor-in-chief
Ce
this
de´pute´,
deputy
dont
whose
l’
the
expe´rience
experience
politique
political
est
is
certaine,
certain
ne
not
connaˆıt
knows
pas
not
la
the
technique
technique
de
of
la
the
presse
press
ou
or
re´dige
writes
trop
too
mal.
bad
Not just anyone can fulfil the functions of editor-in-chief. This deputy,
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whose political experience is certain, does not know the technique of the
press or his writing is very bad. [Indist, Low, *Indisc, *Wid, DB]
(5.125) *N’importe quel
Matter.FCI.which
rhinoce´ros
rhino
pe`se
weighs
quatre
four
tonnes
tons
en
on
moyenne.
average
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
Interrogative context
(5.126) Est-ce que
INT
Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´
eaten
n’importe quoi?
matter.FCI.what
Did Jean eat (just) anything? [Indisc, Low, *Indist, *Wid]
One could argue that n’importe qui is grammatical in (5.123) because it is followed
by the past participle soumis “submitted” and in (5.124) because it contains the
negative particle ne. However, (2.70), repeated below, demonstrates that this is not
the case.
(5.127) N’importe quel
Matter.FCI.which
me´decin
doctor
te
you
dira
will.say.3sg
que
that
Stopsneeze
Stopsneeze
est
is
efficace
efficient
contre
contrary
les
the
e´ternuements.
sneezing
Any doctor will tell you that Stopneeze helps.
These examples show the following two things concerning the distribution of the
FCI n’importe qu- in generic and interrogative contexts. First, although it is gram-
matical in generic contexts, it is ungrammatical in generic contexts when it is the
subject of quantificational predicates that are kind-selecting. Second, n’importe qu-
is grammatical in interrogative contexts. It is the combination of the lexical seman-
tics of n’importe qu- with the semantics of the generic and interrogative contexts
above that determines its distribution.
In (5.123), it is asserted that everyone who is submitted to this constant erosion
ends up being dried out. Due to the semantics of generic operators, all alternatives
introduced by n’importe qu-, without exception, can be its value in (5.123). Con-
sequently, the combination of contextual semantic properties with the semantics of
widening, that requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be its value in
a given context c, leads to the well-formed sentence in (5.123).
If the FCI n’importe qu- did not express widening, it would be ungrammatical
in (5.123). Indistinguishability and low-level are pragmatically blocked in (5.123).
Otherwise, this example would either mean that an average person who is submit-
ted to this constant erosion ends up being diluted or that a bad person who is
submitted to this constant erosion ends up being diluted. Second, indiscriminacy
is not expressed in (5.123). Indiscriminacy describes the way in which a choice is
performed by an agent. As explained in chapter 3, in this thesis I study only those
generic sentences in which FCIs occupy a subject position. Nothing in (5.123) indi-
cates that the subject has been chosen by an agent. For this reason, indiscriminacy
is not expressed.
The fact that qu- que ce soit, which expresses only widening, is grammatical
in examples like (5.123) and the fact that un NP quelconque, which expresses in-
distinguishability and ignorance, is ungrammatical in examples like (5.123) is one
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more argument which supports the hypothesis that it is thanks to the combination
of widening with the semantics of the generic context in (5.123) that n’importe qu-
is grammatical therein:
(5.128) Il n’y a pas que la violence qui de´molisse mais aussi la continuite´ de
l’usure.
The demolition is not only due to violence but also to the continuous wear-
and-tear.
Qui que ce soit,
Conc.FCI.who
soumis
submitted
a`
to
cette
this
constante
constant
e´rosion,
erosion
finit
ends up
par
by
se
refl
dissoudre.
dissolved
Anyone submitted to this constant erosion ends up being dried out. [Wid]
(5.129) Il n’y a pas que la violence qui de´molisse mais aussi la continuite´ de
l’usure.
The demolition is not only due to violence but also to the continuous wear-
and-tear.
*Un homme quelconque,
A.man.ever.FCI
soumis
submitted
a`
to
cette
this
constante
constant
e´rosion,
erosion
finit
ends up
par
by
se
refl
dissoudre.
dissolved
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked in (5.129) in the same way that it is
blocked in (5.123). Ignorance is semantically blocked in (5.129). Under an ignorance
reading, reference is made to a specific individual in w and it is implied that there
is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic alternatives in w as to the value of the
FCI in w. In other words, ignorance requires that reference is exclusively made to
specific individuals in the real world. Since in generic contexts, we have universal
quantification over alternatives living in different worlds, ignorance is not expressed
therein. Since both indistinguishability and ignorance are blocked in (5.129), un
NP quelconque is ungrammatical.
(5.124) shows that, once the contextual pragmatic properties are modified,
n’importe qu- is grammatical in generic contexts under an indistinguishability or
a low-level reading. Widening and indiscriminacy are blocked in (5.124). Indis-
criminacy is not expressed in (5.124) because nothing in the context indicates that
the subject of the generic sentence is randomly chosen by an agent. If widening were
available in (5.124), this example would mean that absolutely no one can fulfill the
functions of editor-in-chief. However, this is a pragmatically weird interpretation
since are competent people who can fulfill these functions. Under an indistinguisha-
bility reading, (5.124) means that an average person cannot fulfill the functions of
editor-in-chief. Under a low-level reading, (5.124) means that a not so good person
cannot fulfill the functions of editor-in-chief. Low-level and indistinguishability are
not blocked in (5.124). Therefore, n’importe qu- is grammatical.
Now that I explained the grammaticality of n’importe qui in (5.123) and (5.124),
let me account for its ungrammaticality in (5.125). Indiscriminacy is blocked in
(5.125) because nothing in the context indicates that the subject of this sentence
is randomly chosen by an agent. As already explained in section 5.5.1, widening is
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blocked when the widening FCI is the subject of a kind-denoting predicate because it
requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be its value in a given context.
Otherwise this sentence would mean that each rhino, individually, weighs four tons
on average. Indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked in (5.125). Otherwise, this
example would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that an average rhino,
a rhino who is not distinguished from other rhinos, weighs four tons on average.
The reading of low-level is also blocked. Otherwise, (5.125) would mean that a bad
rhino weighs four tons on average. Since the lexical semantics of n’importe qu- is
blocked, (5.125) is ill-formed.
In (5.126), the speaker asks his addressee whether Jean chose randomly what
to eat. On a low-level reading, the speaker asks whether Jean ate something of
bad quality. Indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked in (5.126). Otherwise,
the speaker in (5.126) would ask whether Jean ate something average. Since in the
context at hand it is hard to define something edible as average, indistinguishability
is not available in (5.126). For unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does not express
widening in interrogative contexts.
Above it has been shown that n’importe qu- is grammatical in generic and in-
terrogative contexts as long as its lexical semantics is compatible with contextual
semantic properties.
5.5.3 Un NP quelconque
Here, I account for the distribution of un NP quelconque in generic and interrogative
contexts. Consider the example below:
Generic context
(5.130) Un vestige quelconque,
A.vestige.ever.FCI
portant
having
le
the
texte
text
le
the
plus
most
banal,
unremarkable
ou
or
mutile´
disfigured
au
to the
point
point
d’avoir
of have
perdu
lost
toute
every
espe`ce
sort
de
of
sens,
meaning
est
is
et
and
reste
remains
un monument pale´ographique quelconque.
a.monument.paleographic.ever.FCI
Average relics, with the most unremarkable text, or disfigured at the
point where they lose every sort of meaning, are and remain average pa-
leographic monuments. [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
(5.131) *Un animal quelconque
An.animal.ever.FCI
doit
has to
eˆtre
be
soigneusement
carefully
nourri.
nourished
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Interrogative context
(5.132) Pourquoi
Why
m’attarder
refl linger
a`
to
des souvenirs
memories
qui
which
ne
not
me
me
reviennent
come.back.3pl
a`
to
l’esprit
the spirit
que
only
parce que
because
le
the
grotesque,
grotesque
le
the
craque`lement
crackling
des
of the
apparences,
appearances
un incident quelconque
an.incident.ever.FCI
a
has
suffi
sufficed
a`
to
les
them
provoquer?
provoke
Why lose time on memories that pop up simply because the grotesque,
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the crackling of appearances, some incident caused them? [Ignor, Indist,
DB]
Un NP quelconque is grammatical in (5.130) because the semantics of indistin-
guishability is compatible with the context.49 More precisely, reference is made to
average relics, with unremarkable, or disfigured texts. For this reason, the seman-
tics of the context is compatible with the reading of indistinguishability. Ignorance
describes somebody’s epistemic state as to the identity of specific individuals in
w. In generic contexts we have universal quantification over alternative individuals
living in possible worlds. For this reason, ignorance is incompatible with genericity.
If ignorance and indistinguishability are blocked, un NP quelconque is ungram-
matical in a given generic context. This is illustrated in (5.131).50 It has to be
noticed that the ungrammaticality of un NP quelconque in (5.131) is not due to the
presence of the deontic necessity modal operator doit “must”. As shown in (5.115),
repeated below under (5.133), un NP quelconque is grammatical in deontic necesity
contexts:
(5.133) Il
It
faut
must
bien,
well
puisque
since
personne
nobody
n’ose,
not dare
qu’un imbe´cile quelconque
that a.fool.ever.FCI
se
refl
charge
takes.the.responsibility
de
to
parler
talk
de
about
corde
rope
la`
there
ou`
where
il
he
ne
not
doit
has to
pas
not
[...].
It is necessary, since nobody dares, that a fool talks about rope where he
shouldn’t. [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
It is the interaction between the lexical semantics of un NP quelconque with the
context that leads to the ill-formed sentence in (5.131). As explained in relation to
(5.130), ignorance is blocked in generic contexts. Indistinguishability is also blocked
in (5.131) because the predicate doit eˆtre soigneusement nourri “must be carefully
nourished” does not apply only to average animals but to all animals, in general.
Otherwise, (5.131) would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that average
animals must be fed with care. Since both indistinguishability and ignorance are
blocked, un animal quelconque is ungrammatical in (5.131).
The validity of the hypothesis that un NP quelconque is ungrammatical in
(5.131) because of the incompatibility between its lexical semantics and the se-
mantics of the context is reinforced by the fact that the widening FCIs qu- que ce
soit and n’importe qu- are grammatical in examples like (5.131):
(5.134) Quelqu’ animal que ce soit
Conc.FCI.which.animal
doit
has to
eˆtre
be
soigneusement
carefully
nourri.
nourished
Any animal must be fed with care. [Wid]
(5.135) N’importe quel
Matter.FCI.which
animal
animal
doit
has to
eˆtre
be
soigneusement
carefully
nourri.
nourished
Any animal must be fed with care. [Wid, *Indist, *Low, *Indisc]
49As explained in chapter 3, in the present thesis, I study the distribution of FCIs in those
generic contexts in which they occupy a subject position. For this reason, in (5.130), I examine
the distribution of un vestige quelconque and not of un monument pale´ographique quelconque.
50(5.131) is found in Jayez and Tovena 2002. The glosses and the notation have been modified.
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(5.134) and (5.135) are well-formed because both quelqu’animal que ce soit and
n’importe quel animal express widening which is compatible with the context. Both
examples mean that all animals, without exception, must be fed with care.
The readings of indiscriminacy and of low-level are also blocked in (5.135). In-
discriminacy is blocked because the context does not indicate that n’importe quel
animal is chosen by an agent. The reading of low-level is blocked in (5.135) because,
otherwise, this sentence would mean that bad animals must be fed with care. This
is a pragmatically weird interpretation and, therefore, n’importe quel animal does
not express low-level in (5.135).
As for un incident quelconque, it is grammatical in (5.132) because its lexical
semantics is compatible with the context. Under an indistinguishability reading, the
speaker asks himself why to linger just because of the memories that the grotesque,
the crackling of appearances, an ordinary incident, which does not deserve any
further notice, caused them. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not
remember the incident which caused the memories in question.
In the present section, the distributional properties of un NP quelconque in
generic and interrogative contexts have been examined. It has been shown that it
is the combination of its lexical semantics with the properties of a given generic or
interrogative context that determines its distribution therein.
5.5.4 Summary
In the previous sections, I studied the distribution of the French FCIs qu- que ce
soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque in generic and interrogative contexts has
been examined. It is the combination of the lexical semantics of these FCIs with
contextual semantic properties that determines their distribution. They are gram-
matical if and only if their lexical semantics is compatible with the semantics as well
as the pragmatics of the context. The interaction between their lexical semantics
and contextual semantic properties together with the distributional properties of
these FCIs are represented in table 5.4.
Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
GEN X X X * X X *
INT X * X X X X X
Table 5.4: The distribution of French FCIs in generic and interrogative contexts
The widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical in generic and interrogative
contexts because, in these contexts, all its alternatives, without exception, can be its
value. When, however, widening is incompatible with special contextual features,
qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in generic contexts. This is the case for instance
when it is used as subject of a kind-denoting predicate in generic contexts.
N’importe qu- is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts because of
its rich semantics. If its lexical semantics is not compatible with the properties of
a given context, it is ungrammatical. Under an indiscriminacy reading, it does not
appear in the generic contexts studied in this book because nothing in the context
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indicates that the subject of the generic sentence has been randomly chosen by
an agent. It expresses indiscriminacy in interrogative contexts. Also, it expresses
low-level and indistinguishability in generic and interrogative contexts as long as
the pragmatics of the context permits it. For unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does
not express widening in interrogative contexts. It expresses widening in generic
contexts as long as the pragmatics of the context allows it.
Un NP quelconque is grammatical as long as its lexical semantics is not blocked
by the context. As indistinguishability FCI, it appears in generic and interrogative
contexts if indistinguishability is not blocked by the pragmatics of the context. As
ignorance FCI, it appears in interrogative contexts but it is blocked in generic ones.
5.6 Language-specific conclusion
In section 4.3, I formulated the hypothesis that the interaction between their lexical
semantics and the context determines the distribution of French FCIs. In sections
5.2-5.5, I verified the validity of this hypothesis. More precisely, it has been argued
that French FCIs are grammatical in a given context if and only if their lexical
semantics is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
In table 5.5, the distribution of French FCIs and the way in which their lexical
semantics interacts with context are presented. Below, I summarize the results of
the present chapter reconsidering the distributional properties of each French FCI
separately.
Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X
WIT X * X X X X X
BEF X * X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X * X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
COP XRC/* * X * X X X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X X
FAC X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* * X X X X
GEN X X X * X X *
INT X * X X X X X
Table 5.5: The distribution of French FCIs
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5.6.1 Qu- que ce soit
Here, the main axes around which the distribution of the French FCI qu- que ce
soit evolves are presented. Throughout the present chapter, it has been argued that
the well-formedness of a sentence that contains the indefinite widening FCI qu- que
ce soit depends on the interaction between its lexical semantics and the semantics
of the context. It is grammatical if and only if widening is compatible with the
semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given context.
First, as shown in table 5.5, qu- que ce soit is grammatical in downward entailing,
factive, possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts. Downward entailing
contexts allow inferences from sets to subsets. The factive contexts studied in
the present chapter also allow inferences from sets to subsets. Possibility modal
operators are universal quantifiers over alternative propositions, defined in terms
of the alternative values of qu- que ce soit. In generic contexts, all alternatives,
without exception, can be its value. The meaning of a question represents the set
of propositions for which the truth value is under consideration. These propositions
are defined in terms of the possible values of qu- que ce soit. Consequently, in the
downward entailing, factive, possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts
studied here, when the semantics of widening is not blocked by any contextual
pragmatic feature, all alternatives introduced by qu- que ce soit, without exception,
can be its value. For this reason, as shown in table 5.5, qu- que ce soit is grammatical
therein.
Second, when widening is not compatible with contextual pragmatic features,
qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical even in contexts which are otherwise friendly to
this reading. This is shown for instance in (5.2), repeated below:
(5.136) #Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
de
with
quelque manie`re que ce soit
conc.FCI.manner.which
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
[*Wid]
Third, qu- que ce soit is ungrammatical in contexts in which it is not the case that
all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value. This happens in affirmative
episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences, existential contexts, necessity
and volitional modal contexts, if qu- que ce soit is not combined with a relative
clause (cf. table 5.5). In the non-factive veridical contexts studied in the present
thesis, inference is not allowed from sets to subsets. Necessity and volitional modal
operators introduce existential quantification over alternative propositions, defined
in terms of alternatives introduced by qu- que ce soit. Consequently, when it is not
combined with a RC, the semantics of qu- que ce soit which requires that all its
alternatives, without exception, can be its value in a given context, is not satisfied
in these contexts. For this reason, it is ungrammatical.
Fourth, as shown in table 5.5, when it is combined with a relative clause, qu- que
ce soit becomes grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula
sentences, existential contexts, necessity and volitional modal contexts. When it is
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combined with qu- que ce soit, the RC functions as the restrictor of a conditional
construction. Since conditional constructions are downward entailing, all alterna-
tives introduced by qu- que ce soit can be its value in a given conditional context.
Qu- que ce soit is therefore grammatical in otherwise hostile contexts when it is
followed by a RC.
5.6.2 N’importe qu-
In the present section, the distributional properties of n’importe qu- are reviewed.
As shown in table 5.5, it is grammatical in all contexts considered in the present
thesis. This is due to its rich lexical semantics: it expresses widening, indiscriminacy,
low-level and indistinguishability. More precisely, it is grammatical if and only if at
least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics
of the context.
As shown in table 5.5, under a widening reading, n’importe qu- appears in the
majority of contexts in which the widening FCI qu- que ce soit is grammatical, with
the only difference that the indefinite widening FCI n’importe qu- does not appear
in contexts with negative words, in without contexts, in before contexts, in few
contexts, in contexts with copula sentences and in interrogative contexts. Except
for this difference, as in the case of the indefinite widening FCI qu- que ce soit, the
indefinite widening FCI n’importe qu- is available when the semantics of widening
is compatible with contextual semantic and pragmatic features; namely, when all
alternatives that it introduces can be its value in a given context.
When not combined with a RC, the indefinite widening FCI n’importe qu- does
not appear in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences, existen-
tial contexts, necessity and volitional modal contexts because widening is incompat-
ible with the semantics of these contexts. It is available in all these contexts, except
for contexts with copula sentences, when it is combined with a RC. In these cases,
the RC behaves like the restriction of a conditional construction. Consequently,
when combined with a RC, all alternatives that the widening FCI n’importe qu-
introduces can be its value in context c.
As in the case of qu- que ce soit, the widening FCI n’importe qu- can be blocked
even in contexts whose semantics is compatible with the semantics of widening
because of contextual pragmatic features. This is the case for instance in (5.23),
repeated below:
(5.137) Sur la table il y avait toute sorte de plats avec des formats tellement orig-
inaux que je ne pouvais pas reconnaˆıtre les ingre´dients.
On the table there were many dishes with such original forms that I could
not recognize the ingredients.
J’ai
I have.1sg
pre´fe´re´
preferred
manger
eat
un
a
peu
little
de
of
pain
bread
avec
with
du
of the
beurre
butter
que
than
de
to
manger
eat
n’importe quoi.
matter.FCI.what
I preferred eating some bread with butter rather than eating just any-
thing. [Indisc, *Indist, *Wid, *Low]
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As revealed in table 5.5, n’importe qu- expresses widening in downward entailing,
factive, possibility modal and generic contexts. In affirmative episodic, existential,
necessity and volitional modal contexts, it expresses widening when it is combined
with a RC. For unknown reasons, n’importe qu- does not express widening in con-
texts with negative words, in without contexts, in before contexts, in few contexts,
in contexts with copula sentences and in interrogative contexts. The fact that
n’importe qu- expresses widening in almost all the contexts in which the widening
FCI qu- que ce soit supports the validity of the hypothesis that the distribution of
qu- que ce soit, which expresses only widening, is indeed determined by the inter-
action between its semantics and the semantics of a given context.
Table 5.5 also shows that n’importe qu- expresses indistinguishability in all con-
texts under consideration, whereas the reading of low-level is not available in voli-
tional modal contexts. The well-formedness of a sentence with n’importe qu- under
a low-level and under an indistinguishability reading, depends on the interaction
between these readings with contextual pragmatic features. For instance, the neg-
ative sentence in (5.16), repeated below under (5.138), is well-formed under an
indistinguishability and a low-level reading, because the pragmatics of the context
is compatible with both readings.
(5.138) Remarquez bien, c¸a n’empeˆche pas d’eˆtre correcte et bien e´leve´e.
Notice, this does not prevent me from being correct and well raised.
Je
I
tutoie
am in familiar terms with
pas
not
n’importe qui
matter.FCI.who
moi
me
je
I
sais
know.1sg
me tenir.
behave
J’ai
I have.1sg
appris.
learned
J’ai
I have.1sg
meˆme
even
eu
had
pour
for
amant
lover
un
a
philosophe...
philosopher
pas
not
un
a
professeur,
professor
mais
but
un
a
philosophe
philosopher
tout de meˆme
even so
qui
who
avait
had.3sg
fait
done
des e´tudes
studies
de
of
philosophie.
philosophy
I don’t get in familiar terms with just anyone. I even had once relation
with a philosopher... not a professor but with someone who had studied
philosophy. [Indist, Low, Indisc, *Wid, DB]
Moreover, in the conditional sentence in (5.25), repeated below, neither indistin-
guishability nor low-level is expressed:
(5.139) Si
If
vous
you
demandez
ask.2pl
a`
to
quelqu’un-n’importe qui-,
somebody matter.FCI.who
quel
which
moment
moment
de
of
l’
the
anne´e
year
il
he
pre´fe`re,
prefers
il
he
se
refl
sentira
will.feel.3sg
toujours
always
spontane´ment,
spontaneously
sans
without
he´sitation
hesitation
aucune,
any
un
a
gouˆt
taste
particulier
particular
pour
for
une
a
saison
season
[...].
If you ask somebody-(just) anybody-which season of the year he prefers,
he will spontanenously feel, without any hesitation, a liking for a partic-
ular season. [Wid, Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
Otherwise, this sentence would a weird interpretation. Under an indistinguishability
reading, the speaker would say to his addressees that if they ask an average person
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which moment in the year he prefers, he will immediately feel a liking for a certain
season. Under a low-level reading, the speaker would tell his addressees that if they
ask a bad person which moment in the year he prefers, he will immediately feel a
liking for a certain season.
As table 5.5 shows, n’importe qu- expresses low-level in all cases in which the
pragmatics of the context allows it. (5.102), repeated under (5.140) below, shows
that low-level is blocked in volitional modal contexts because of the pragmatic
features of the context:
(5.140) Mon
My
reˆve,
dream
c’est
it is
d’eˆtre
to be
n’importe qui,
matter.FCI.who
de
to
vivre
live
n’importe comment.
matter.FCI.how
My dream is to be just anyone, to live just anyhow. [Indist, Indisc, *Low,
*Wid, DB]
The well-formedness of a sentence with n’importe qu- under an indiscriminacy read-
ing depends on the interaction between the semantics of this reading and contextual
semantic and pragmatic features. First, the indiscriminacy FCI n’importe qu- is
available when the predicate of the context in which it appears is agentive. In con-
texts with non-agentive predicates, indiscriminacy is blocked. Therefore, as shown
in table 5.5, it is not available in contexts with copula sentences and existential
contexts. Second, indiscriminacy is blocked in the generic contexts studied in the
present thesis in which n’importe qu- occupies a subject position. In these contexts,
nothing indicates that the subject is randomly chosen by an agent. Third, as shown
in (5.13), repeated below, a sentence with n’importe qu- under an indiscriminacy
reading can be ill-formed because of pragmatic reasons:
(5.141) La
The
porte
door
du
of the
Temple
Temple
doit
has to
rester
stay
ferme´e!
closed
ergotait
quibbled.3sg
la
the
Gazette.
Gazette
On
one
n’ouvre
not opens
pas
not
a`
to
n’importe qui!
matter.FCI.who
The door of the Temple has to stay closed! quibbled the Gazette. We
should not open to anybody!51 [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low, DB]
The hypothesis that it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of n’importe
qu- and the semantics of the context that determines its distribution is supported
by the fact that, as shown in (5.61), repeated below, when all readings associated
with n’importe qu- are blocked, this item is ungrammatical:
(5.142) *Hier
Yesterday
Marie
Marie
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
Widening is blocked because we have an affirmative episodic context. Indiscrim-
inacy is blocked because the predicate a appre´cie´ “appreciated” is non-agentive.
Indistinguishability and low-level are pragmatically blocked.
N’importe qu- does not express widening in certain downward entailing contexts
and in copula sentences. This shows that, although many FCIs have a very rich
lexical semantics, associated with a variety of readings, it is not always the case that
51This example has been originally discussed under (4.81).
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all their readings are available in all those contexts that are normally “friendly” to
these readings. On the contrary, there seems to be a preference, on behalf of the
items, for certain readings and not for others. In French for instance, qu- que ce
soit appears to be the FCI which par excellence expresses widening. N’importe qu-
expresses widening in a small subset of contexts.
The analysis pursued here explains why, as already pointed out in chapter 3,
n’importe qu- is grammatical in certain veridical contexts but not in others. In
general, its lexical semantics is compatible with veridicality. However, there are
cases in which its lexical semantics is incompatible with the pragmatic or lexical
features of a given veridical context. For this reason, n’importe qu- is not always
grammatical in veridical contexts.
5.6.3 Un NP quelconque
In this section, the distributional properties of un NP quelconque are reviewed.
Table 5.5 shows that, thanks to its rich lexical semantics, un NP quelconque is
grammatical in all contexts studied in the present thesis. It is grammatical in all
contexts in which at least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics as
well as the pragmatics of the context. This is witnessed, for instance, in (5.41),
repeated below under (5.143):
(5.143) #Si
If
tu
you
lis
read.2sg
un livre quelconque,
a.book.ever.FCI
tu
you
re´ussiras
will.succeed.2sg
aux
to the
examens.
exams
If you read just any/an unknown book, you will succeed at the exams.
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Indistinguishability is blocked in (5.143) because, otherwise, the sentence would
mean that if the speaker’s addressee reads an average, ordinary, book, he will suc-
ceed at the exams. Ignorance is blocked because this sentence would have the prag-
matically strange interpretation that if the speaker’s addressee reads an unknown
book, he will succeed at the exams.
The results discussed in the present chapter demonstrate that the distribution of
the French FCIs qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu- and un NP quelconque is determined
by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the semantics of the con-
text. They are grammatical in a given context if and only if their lexical semantics
is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context. The
analysis presented in the present chapter raises the question of whether the inter-
action between lexical semantics and contextual semantic and pragmatic features
also determines the distribution of Greek and English FCIs too. The results pre-
sented in the two subsequent chapters, demonstrate that the distribution of Greek
and English FCIs depends on the interaction between their lexical semantics and
contextual semantic and pragmatic properties.
CHAPTER 6
The Distribution of Greek Free Choice Items
6.1 Introduction
The statistical FCID results, presented in chapter 3, showed that any attempt to
analyze the distribution of FCIs by solely focusing on contextual semantic properties
is not adequate. These results constitute one more piece of evidence that my initial
hypothesis according to which, at a cross-linguistic perspective, it is the interaction
between the semantics of FCIs and the semantics of the context that determines
FCI distribution, is plausible.
In section 4.4, I detailed the semantic properties of the Greek FCIs under con-
sideration in the present thesis. The list of the definitions of the readings of Greek
FCIs is given below. The semantic properties of Greek FCIs and the criteria to dis-
tinguish among them, are listed in table 4.6, repeated here. This list of definitions
and this table will be my reference point throughout the chapter.
In section 4.4.5, I formulated the language-specific hypothesis that the distribu-
tion of Greek FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics,
namely their readings, and the context. In this chapter, the validity of this hypoth-
esis will be verified. By the end of the present chapter, it will have been argued
that the distribution of the four Greek FCIs o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and
o- ki an depends on the combination of their semantics with contextual semantic
and pragmatic properties. The similarities of the distributional properties of Greek
FCIs and French FCIs are one more argument which supports the validity of this
proposal.
The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. In sections 6.2-6.5 the
distributional properties of Greek FCIs in the following five contexts are examined:
downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts. In section
6.6, the language-specific conclusions of this chapter are summarized. And, in
section 6.7, the cross-linguistic conclusions that are drawn from the results of the
present and the previous chapter are discussed.
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(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.6) Definite widening FCIs
A definite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives compared
to its regular definite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the regular
definite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alternatives
{a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the definite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which contains
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
(4.34) Indifference
Indifference implies that
a. there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives in w that the agent
can choose from and
b. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w and
c. there are alternative worlds w’ in which the FCI referent is differ-
ent from the one in w and there is a set of contextually relevant
alternatives that can be the value of the FCI referent and
d. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w’ because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w’.
(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
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(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O-ki an
Wid Indisc Indist Low Ignor Wid Indif
Alternatives X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X X
AllAltFCIValue X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.6: The semantic properties of Greek FCIs and how to detect them
6.2 Downward entailing contexts
Here, I study the distributional properties of Greek FCIs in downward entailing
contexts. As with French FCIs, Greek FCIs are grammatical in all kinds of down-
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ward entailing contexts investigated in the present thesis. I demonstrate that it is
the combination of the semantics of a given downward entailing context with the
semantics of Greek FCIs that determines their distribution.
6.2.1 O-dhipote
Below, I account for the distribution of the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote in
downward entailing contexts. Widening requires that all alternatives, without ex-
ception, can be the value of the FCI in question. In section 4.4.5 I formulated the
hypothesis that the distribution of Greek FCIs is determined by the interaction
between their lexical semantics and the context. The facts reported here verify the
validity of this hypothesis, as far as o-dhipote is concerned. It will be argued that,
as it happens with qu- que ce soit (cf. section 5.2.1), o-dhipote is grammatical in
a given context if and only if all alternatives, without exception, can be its value.
Consider the examples below:
Antimorphic context
(6.1) Dhen
Not
sizitithike
was.discussed.3sg
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
alo.
else
Nothing else was discussed.1 [Wid, DB]
(6.2) #I
The
kivernisi
government
dhen
not
exi
has
pari
taken
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
apofasi
decision
ala
but
mia
a
apofasi
decision
simfoni
in accordance
me
with
tis
the
apetisis
demands
tis
of the
epoxis.
times
[*Wid]
Too...to context
(6.3) Dhen
Not
ixame
had.1pl
kamia
any
epikinonia
contact
me
with
tus
the
sismologus
seismologists
stin
to the
Turkia
Turkey
ke
and
ine
is
para
too
poli
much
epikindhino
dangerous
na
subj
pume
say.1pl
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
afti
this
tin
the
ora.
moment
We did not communicate with the seismologists in Turkey. For this reason,
it is too dangerous to say anything at this moment. [Wid, DB]
Context with negative word
(6.4) To
The
melos
member
tis
the
Politikis
political
Gramatias
secretariat
Manolis
Manolis
Bakopulos
Bakopulos
amesos
immediately
meta
after
tin
the
anakinosi
announcement
ton
the
apotelesmaton
results
ton
the
dimoskopiseon,
polls
jiro
around
stis
to the
8
8
to
the
vradi,
night
arnithike
refused.3sg
na
subj
kani
do.3sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI.which
sxolio.
comment
At around eight o’ clock, immediately after the announcement of the re-
sults of the polls, Manolis Bakopulos, member of the political secretariat,
refused to make any comment. [Wid, DB]
1This example has been initially discussed under (3.68) and (4.122).
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Without context
(6.5) O
The
Italos
Italian
efije
left.3sg
apo
from
to
the
jipedho
court
xoris
without
na
subj
dhilosi
declare.3sg
otidhipote.
comp.FCI.what
The Italian left the court without saying anything. [Wid, DB]
Before context
(6.6) Ke
And
prin
before
kala-kala
well well
tis
her
dhosi
give.3sg
ton
the
kero
time
na
to
pi
say.3sg
otidhipote,
comp.FCI.what
tin
her
travikse
dragged.3sg
pros
toward
to
the
meros
place
tis
the
voskinas
feeder
pu
which
tin
it
skiaze
was.shading.3sg
i
the
megali
big
portokalia
orange tree
[...].
And before even giving her time to say anything, he dragged her next to
the feeder which was shadowed by the big orange tree. [Wid, DB]
Comparative context
(6.7) Exete
Have.2pl
ke
and
esis
you
mitera
mother
ke
and
tha
will
prepi
must
na
subj
kserete
know.2pl
oti
that
i
the
mana
mother
ine
is
pu
that
agapai
loves
perisotero
more
apo
than
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
alo
other
to
the
pedhi
child
tis.
her
Since you also have a mother, you must know that mothers love their
child more than anything else. [Wid, DB]
Few context
(6.8) Liji
Few
fitites
students
milisan
spoke.3pl
se
to
opjondhipote
comp.FCI.which
kathijiti.
professor
Few students spoke to any professor.2 [Wid]
Conditional context
(6.9) An
If
jini
happens
otidhipote,
comp.FCI.what
tha
will
me
me
enimerosi
inform.3sg
i
the
omadha
team
mu
my
i
the
opia
which
exi
has
ke
and
ton
the
proto
first
logo
say
s’afti
to this
tin
the
ipothesi.
affair
If anything happens, I will be informed by my team, which is very con-
cerned with this affair. [Wid, DB]
A first glance at the examples above shows that, although the indefinite widening
FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in a variety of downward entailing contexts, in some
cases, the correlation between this item and contextual pragmatic properties leads
to ill-formedness. This is the case in (6.2). Below, I will first discuss the well-formed
sentences in (6.1) and (6.3-6.9) and I will then account for the ill-formedness of (6.2).
2Judgments vary concerning the grammaticality of o-dhipote in few contexts (cf. Giannakidou
1997).
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Downward entailing operators allow inferences from sets to subsets (cf. section
2.2.2). Therefore, in (6.1) and (6.3-6.9), in which the widening FCI is found in a
downward entailing context, all alternatives can be its value. Consequently, the
semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives can be the value of the
FCI at hand is satisfied in these sentences (cf. definition in 4.5). For this reason,
o-dhipote is grammatical.
Regarding (6.1), it is worthwhile noticing that o-dhipote is not grammatical
in this example because it is followed by the item alo “other”. As shown in the
example presented under (2.268) and (3.6), repeated below under (6.10), o-dhipote
is grammatical in antimorphic contexts without being necessarily followed by such
an item:
(6.10) Pire i kivernisi epitelous kapia apofasi se afto to thema?
Did the government take finally any decision on this subject?
Oxi,
No
dhen
not
pire
took.3sg
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
apofasi.
decision
No, they did not take any decision. [Wid]
In (6.1), the speaker asserts that nothing else has been discussed. All alternatives
can be the value of otidhipote in this context. If in the case at hand the issue
of Cyprus is the most relevant issue to be discussed, the speaker in this example
asserts that the persons in question did not discuss this issue and that they did not
discuss any other issue.
(6.3) is uttered by a journalist. He asserts that it is too dangerous to say
something about the earthquake because he, and probably other journalists, did not
communicate with the seismologists in Turkey. Since they did not communicate with
them, saying that the earthquake will not be repeated is dangerous; saying that the
earthquake will be repeated is also dangerous. All alternatives, without exception,
can be the value of otidhipote in the too...to context in (6.3).
In (6.4), it is asserted that Manolis Bakopoulos refused to make comments. If
he expected that his political party would be the winner, he did not say that. If he
was surprised by the results, he did not say so. All possible alternatives, without
exception, are the value of o-dhipote in the sentence with the negative verb arnithike
“refused” in (6.4).
It is asserted in (6.5) that the Italian player left the court without saying some-
thing. Imagine a situation in which this player’s team is defeated. In such a
situation, a player is normally expected to say how sad he is or what will be his
team’s strategy in the future, for instance. The Italian player in (6.5) left without
saying how sad he is or what will be their strategy in the future. All alternatives
introduced by otidhipote can be its value in (6.5).
The speaker in (6.6) contends that the subject dragged the woman in question
before she even had time to say something. Therefore, the woman said nothing at
all.
In (6.7), the speaker describes one of the innate properties of mothers. He says
that a mother loves her kid more than everything else. As in the previous down-
ward entailing contexts, all alternatives introduced by o-dhipote can be its value in
comparatives. Crucially, the example below shows that otidhipote is grammatical
in comparative contexts without necessarily being followed by alo “other”:
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(6.11) Exete
Have.2pl
ke
and
esis
you
mitera
mother
ke
and
tha
will
prepi
must
na
subj
kserete
know.2pl
oti
that
i
the
mana
mother
ine
is
pu
that
agapai
loves
perisotero
more
apo
than
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
to
the
pedhi
child
tis.
her
Since you also have a mother, you must know that mothers love their
child more than anything. [Wid]
In the few context in (6.8), it is claimed that few students spoke to professors. From
this, it is inferred that few students spoke to a professor of geometry and that few
students spoke to a professor of physics. All alternatives, without exception, can
be the value of opjondhipote in (6.8).
In the conditional context in (6.9), the player in question says that if something
happens, his team will inform him; he is sure that his team will inform him, no
matter what will happen. If they win, his team will inform him; if they lose, his
team will inform him.
Up to this point, the well-formed sentences in (6.1) and (6.3-6.9) are examined.
The semantics of the indefinite widening FCI is compatible with contextual semantic
properties in these sentences. Therefore, o-dhipote is grammatical.
In the ill-formed sentence in (6.2), widening is blocked; therefore, o-dhipote is
ungrammatical. If opjadhipote were grammatical in (6.2), this sentence would mean
that the government took no decision but a decision in accordance with the demands
of the demands of the times. This is contradictory. For this reason, widening is
blocked in this example.
The data in (6.1-6.9) demonstrate that o-dhipote is grammatical in a given
downward entailing context if and only if its lexical semantics is compatible with the
semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context. The validity of this hypothesis
is further supported by the behavior of the low-level FCI o- o- in examples like
in (6.7). Although the combination of the contextual semantic properties in (6.7)
with o-dhipote leads to well-formedness, their combination with the Greek FCI o-
o- leads to ill-formedness:
(6.12) #Exete
Have.2pl
ke
and
esis
you
mitera
mother
ke
and
tha
will
prepi
must
na
subj
kserete
know.2pl
oti
that
i
the
mana
mother
ine
is
pu
that
agapai
loves
perisotero
more
apo
than
o,ti ki o,ti
bare.dupl.FCI.what
alo
other
to
the
pedhi
child
tis.
her
[*Low]
(6.12) is pragmatically ill-formed. Otherwise, this sentence would have the prag-
matically awkward interpretation that a mother loves her kid more than another
bad thing. The reading of low-level is blocked in (6.12); therefore, o- o- which,
according to the table in 4.6, belongs only to the interpretational class of low-level
FCIs, does not occur.
Above, the distributional properties of o-dhipote in downward entailing contexts
have been examined. It has been argued that the well-formedness of a sentence
with o-dhipote depends on the combination of its lexical semantics with contextual
semantic and pragmatic features. O-dhipote is grammatical in a given downward
entailing context if and only if widening is compatible with the semantics as well as
the pragmatics of the context.
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6.2.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
Here, the distributional properties of the Greek FCI enas/o o-dhipote in downward
entailing contexts are examined. As shown in table 4.6, this item belongs to the
interpretational classes of indistinguishability and indiscriminacy FCIs. In section
4.4.5 I formulated the language-specific hypothesis that the distribution of Greek
FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the con-
text. Below, the validity of this hypothesis is verified as far as enas/o o-dhipote is
concerned:
Antimorphic context
(6.13) O
The
Kranidhiotis
Kranidhiotis
dhen
not
itan
was.3sg
o opjosdhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ipurghos.
minister
Eksasfalize
was.ensuring.3sg
isoropies
balances
ke
and
epafes
contacts
se
at
mia
a
krisimi
critical
fasi
phase
ja
for
to
the
kipriako
issue of Cyprus
pu
which
mas
us
ekanan
made.3pl
na
subj
ton
him
krinume
view.1pl
anandikatastato.
indispensable
Kranidhiotis was not just any minister. He was ensuring balance and
contacts at a crucial moment for the issue of Cyprus. For these reasons,
he was indispensable for us. [Indist, *Indisc, DB]
(6.14) Dhen ine pepismenos ja tis ikanotites tu [...].
He is not convinced about his capacities [...].
Dhen
Not
borume
can.1pl
na
subj
epikirosume
legalize.1pl
ton opjondhipote
the.comp.FCI.who
os
as
dheftero
second
stin
to the
ipiresia
service
tis
the
xoras.
country
We cannot employ just anyone to play the second role in our country’s
government.3 [Indist, Indisc, DB]
Too...to context
(6.15) O
The
Janis
Janis
itan
was.3sg
para
too
poli
much
kurasmenos
tired
ja
for
na
subj
milisi
talk.3sg
ston opjondhipote.
to the.comp.FCI.who
Gia
for
afto
this
efije
left.3sg
san
like
fandasma.
ghost
Janis was too tired to talk to just anyone. For this reason, he left like a
ghost. [Indisc, Indist]
Context with negative word
(6.16) Kanenas
None
apo
of
tis
the
fitites
students
mu
my
dhen
not
milise
spoke.3sg
ston opjondhipote.
to the.comp.FCI.who
Oli
all
milisan
spoke.3pl
mono
only
se
to
ghlosologhus
linguists
pu
who
dhulevun
work.3pl
pano
over
sto
to the
thema
subject
tus.
their
None of my students spoke to just anyone. They all talked only to linguists
who work on their subject. [Indisc, Indist]
3This example has been originally discussed under (4.106).
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Without context
(6.17) Ta
The
atoma
persons
se
to
afto
this
to
the
parti
party
dhen
not
fainondan
seemed.3pl
katholu
not at all
endiaferonda.
interesting
Eftixos
fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
xoris
without
na
subj
miliso
talk.1sg
se
to
enan opjondhipote.
a.comp.FCI.whom
The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately, I left
without talking to just anyone. [Indist, Indisc]
Before context
(6.18) Ta
The
atoma
persons
se
to
afto
this
to
the
parti
party
dhen
not
fainondan
seemed.3sg
katholu
not at all
endiaferonda.
interesting
Eftixos
fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
prin
before
na
subj
miliso
talk.1sg
se
to
enan opjondhipote.
a.comp.FCI.whom
The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately, I left
before talking to just anyone. [Indist, Indisc]
Comparative context
(6.19) Ti pistevete ja tin theoria tu k. Papadopoulou?
What do you think about the theory of Mr. Papadopoulos?
I
The
idi
already
iparxusa
existing
theoria
theory
tis
the
sxetikotitas
relativity
ine
is
kaliteri
better
apo
than
mja opjadhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
theoria
theory
fisikis.
physics
The already existing theory of relativity is better than just any theory of
physics. [Indist, *Indisc]
(6.20) Ixe
Had.3sg
etimasi
prepared
dhiafora
various
fajita
dishes
me
with
periergha
strange
sximata.
formats
Dhen
not
borusa
could.1sg
na
subj
ksexoriso
distinguish.1sg
ti
what
ine
is
ti.
what
Protimisa
preferred.1sg
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
psomi
bread
apo
than
to
the
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
ena opjodhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
pjato.
dish
He had prepared various dishes with strange shapes. I could not distin-
guish what was what. I preferred eating bread rather than eating just
anything. [Indisc *Indist]
Few context
(6.21) Liji
Few
fitites
students
milisan
talked.3pl
se
to
enan opjondhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
kathijiti.
professor
Few students talked to just any professor. [Indist, Indisc]
Conditional context
(6.22) Ean
If
pandreftis
marry.2sg
enan opjodhipote
a.comp.FCI.who
tha
will
se
you
skotoso.
kill.1sg
If you marry just anyone, I will kill you. [Indist, Indisc]
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(6.23) #An
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
to opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
vivlio,
book
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Indist, *Indisc]
One could argue that enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical in (6.13-6.14) because these
sentences are not episodic. However, as already illustrated in the example discussed
under (3.28), (3.62) and (4.108), repeated under (6.24) below, episodicity does not
block this item. It will be argued that enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical in (6.13-6.14)
thanks to the combination of its lexical semantics.
(6.24) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of the
American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor. [Indist, Indisc, DB]
In (6.13) it is asserted that Karnidhiotis was not an average minister. He was
a distinguished minister because he was ensuring balance and contacts at a very
crucial moment for the issue of Cyprus. His capacities made him excel among
ministers. Consequently, o opjosdhipote expresses indistinguishability, defined in
(4.57), and has the properties of the class of indistinguishability FCIs listed in table
4.6.
Indiscriminacy, as defined in (4.40), is blocked in (6.13). Otherwise, this sen-
tence would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that Kranidhioris has been
randomly chosen to be the minister that he is (cf. also table 4.6).
Ton opjondhipote is grammatical in (6.14) under an indiscriminacy and an in-
distinguishability reading. On an indiscriminacy reading, (6.14) means that the
persons in question cannot choose randomly whom to employ for the second role
in the government of the country. Under an indistinguishability reading, it is con-
tended that these people cannot employ an average person to play this role.
The data discussed up to this point show that the distribution of enas/o o-
dhipote in downward entailing contexts is determined by the interaction between its
lexical semantics and contextual semantic and pragmatic features. In the remainder
of the present section, it will be demonstrated that this interaction determines the
distribution of this item in all downward entailing contexts.
(6.15) can be uttered in a situation in which Janis was at a party. Under an in-
distinguishability reading, this example means that Janis was too tired to talk to an
average person. Consequently, he left like a ghost. Under an indiscriminacy read-
ing, it is argued that Janis was too tired to talk randomly to somebody. Therefore,
he left like a ghost.
In the sentence with the negative word kanenas in (6.16), both indiscriminacy
and indistinguishability are expressed. Under the first reading, it is asserted that
none of the speaker’s students chose randomly whom to talk to; they all chose to
talk to linguists who work on their subject. Under an indistinguishability reading,
it is contended that none of the speaker’s students talked to average persons; they
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all talked to excellent linguists who work on their subject. The lexical semantics
of ton opjondipote is compatible with the contextual semantic properties in (6.16).
For this reason, it is grammatical therein.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of enan opjondhipote in
the without and before contexts in (6.17) and (6.18). Under an indistinguishability
reading, the speaker in (6.17) asserts that, fortunately, he left without talking to
average, ordinary persons. In (6.18), he claims that, fortunately, he left before
talking to average, ordinary persons. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker
in (6.17) asserts that, fortunately, he left without choosing randomly whom to talk
to. In (6.18), he left before choosing randomly whom to talk to.
O-dhipote is grammatical in (6.19) under an indistinguishability reading and in
(6.20) under an indiscriminacy reading. The speaker in (6.19) asserts that the exist-
ing theory of relativity is better than an ordinary theory of physics. Indiscriminacy
is lexically blocked in (6.19) because the predicate is non-agentive. Indistinguisha-
bility is pragmatically blocked in (6.20). Otherwise this example would have the
pragmatically weird interpretation that the speaker preferred eating bread rather
than eating an average dish. In opposition to indistinguishability, indiscriminacy
is expressed in this example. (6.20) means that the speaker preferred eating bread
rather than choosing randomly what to eat.
Both indiscriminacy and indistinguishability are expressed in (6.21). Under the
first reading, it is asserted that few students chose randomly the professor with
whom they talked. Under an indistinguishability reading, few students spoke to
average professors.
The data in (6.22) and (6.23) reveal that, although enas/o o-dhipote is gram-
matical in conditional contexts, the interaction between its lexical semantics and
the pragmatics of a given conditional context, may lead to ill-formedness. In (6.22),
both indiscriminacy and indistinguishability are expressed. On an indistinguisha-
bility reading, the speaker menaces his addressee that he will kill her if she marries
an average person. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker tells his addressee
that he kill her if she chooses randomly her husband. In (6.23), both readings are
blocked. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that, if the speaker’s addressee reads
an average book or if he chooses randomly which book to read, he will pass the
exams. Since both interpretations are pragmatically weird, (6.23) is ill-formed.
The hypothesis that in (6.23) it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of
to opjodhipote and the contextual pragmatic properties that leads to ill-formedness
is further supported by the fact that the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote is gram-
matical in this example:
(6.25) An
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI.which
vivlio,
book
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
If you read any book, you will pass the exams. [Wid]
In (6.25), the speaker asserts that if his addressee reads any book, without exception,
he will pass the exams. As explained in section 6.2.1, o-dhipote is grammatical in
conditional contexts because, in these contexts, all alternatives that it introduces
can be its value. Consequently, (6.25) is well-formed.
As a result, it is the interaction between the semantics of enas/o o-dhipote with
contextual features that determines its distribution in downward entailing contexts.
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By the end of the present chapter, it will have been argued that this interaction
determines the distribution of this item in veridical, modal, generic and interrogative
contexts, too. Enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical if and only if at least one of its
readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.
6.2.3 O- o-
In section 4.4.5 I formulated the language-specific hypothesis that the distribution
of Greek FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and
context. Below, the validity of this hypothesis is verified as far as the low-level FCI
o- o- is concerned. The distributional properties of this item in downward entailing
contexts suggest that it is grammatical in a given context if and only if the reading
of low-level is compatible with the context. Consider the following data:
Antimorphic context
(6.26) O
The
Tarlac
Tarlac
dhen
not
ine
is
opjos-opjos
bare.dupl.FCI.who
pektis
player
ke
and
prepi
must
na
subj
andimetopizete
be treated
dhiaforetika.
differently
Tarlac is not just any player. For this reason, we must treat him differ-
ently. [Low, DB]
(6.27) #Stus
To the
meghalus
elderly persons
dhen
not
aresi
like.3sg
na
subj
pijenun
go.3pl
s’opjo ki opjo
to bare.dupl.FCI.which
meros
place
dhiakopes.
holidays
Tus
them
aresi
like.3sg
na
subj
pijenun
go.3pl
mono
only
se
to
meri
places
pu
which
gnorizun
know.3pl
apo prin.
beforehand
[*Low]
Too...to context
(6.28) Imun
Was.1sg
para
too
poli
much
kurasmenos
tired
ja
for
na
subj
miliso
talk.1sg
s’opjon ki opjon.
to bare.dupl.FCI.who
Ja
for
afto
this
efigha
left.1sg
san
like
fandasma.
ghost
I was too tired to talk to just anyone. For this reason, I left like a ghost.
[Low]
Context with negative word
(6.29) Arnithika
Refused.1sg
na
subj
to
it
puliso
sell.1sg
oso oso.
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
Ja
for
afto
this
to
it
exo
have.1sg
akomi.
still
I refused to sell it at just any price. For this reason, I still have it. [Low]
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Without context
(6.30) Ta
The
atoma
persons
se
to
afto
this
to
the
parti
party
dhen
not
fainondan
were.seeming.3pl
katholu
not at all
endiaferonda.
interesting
Eftixos
fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
xoris
without
na
subj
miliso
talk.1sg
se
to
opjon ki opjon.
bare.dupl.FCI.who
The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately, I left
without talking to just anyone. [Indist, Indisc]
Before context
(6.31) Ta
The
atoma
persons
se
to
afto
this
to
the
parti
party
dhen
not
fainondan
were.seeming.3pl
katholu
not at all
endiaferonda.
interesting
Eftixos
fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
prin
before
na
subj
miliso
talk.1sg
se
to
opjon ki opjon.
bare.dupl.FCI.who
The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately, I left
before talking to just anyone. [Indist, Indisc]
Comparative context
(6.32) Ta
The
fajita
dishes
fenondan
looked.3pl
poli
very
kakis
bad
piotitas.
quality
Protimisa
preferred.1sg
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
ligho
some
psomi
bread
apo
than
to
the
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki o,ti.
bare.dupl.FCI.what
The quality of the food was not good. I preferred eating some bread
rather than eating just anything. [Low]
Few context
(6.33) Liji
Few
fitites
students
milisan
talked.3pl
se
with
opjon ki opjon.
dupl.bare.FCI.who
Oli
all
milisan
talked.3pl
se
to
diakekrimenus
distinguished
glosologhus.
linguists
Few students talked with just anyone. They all talked to distinguished
linguists. [Low]
Conditional context
(6.34) Ean
If
pulas
sell.2sg
ta
the
vivlia
books
su
you
oso oso,
dupl.bare.FCI.how.much
pos
how
thes
want.2sg
na
subj
jinis
become.2sg
plusios?
rich
How will you become rich if you sell your books at just any price? [Low]
(6.35) #Ean
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
o,ti ki o,ti
bare.dupl.FCI.what
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
sighura
for sure
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Low]
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It is worthwhile noticing that the grammaticality of o- o- in (6.26) is not due to the
fact that this sentence is not episodic. As the reader may recall from the example
in (4.111), repeated under (6.36) below, o- o- is grammatical in episodic contexts:
(6.36) Pulise
Sold.3sg
to
the
spiti
house
tis
her
oso-oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
ja
for
na
subj
ton
him
plirosi.
pay.3sg
She sold her house at just any price in order to pay him. [Low]
Opjos-opjos is grammatical in (6.26) because the reading of low-level, defined in
(4.64), is compatible with the context. From the context prepi na andimetopizete
dhiaforetika “we must treat him differently” we understand that Tarlac is not a bad
player. He is someone who has to be treated in a special way. Consequently, the
semantics of low-level is compatible with the context. For this reason, opjos-opjos
is grammatical in (6.26).
(6.27) is ill-formed because of the interaction between contextual semantic prop-
erties and the meaning of low-level, inherent to o- o-. If this sentence were well-
formed, it would mean that elderly people do not like to pass their holidays at bad
places; they want to go on holidays in places that they know in advance. This is a
pragmatically weird interpretation. For this reason, (6.27) is ill-formed.
The comparison between (6.27) and the example (6.37) below, reinforces the
validity of the hypothesis that it is the interaction between the semantics of o- o-
and contextual pragmatic properties that leads to the ill-formed sentence in (6.27):
(6.37) Stus
To the
meghalus
elderly
anthropus
people
dhen
not
aresi
like.3sg
na
subj
pijenun
go.3pl
opu ki an
bare.conc.FCI.where
tus
them
stelnun
send.3pl
ta
the
pedhia
kids
tus.
them
Tus
them
aresi
like.3sg
na
subj
pijenun
go.3pl
mono
only
se
to
meri
places
pu
that
gnorizun
know.3pl
apo prin.
beforehand
Elderly people do not like going wherever their kids send them. They like
going to places that they know in advance. [Ignor, Indif, Wid]
As explained in section 6.2.2, (6.37) is well-formed because the lexical semantics of
o- ki an is compatible with the context.
Opjon ki opjon is grammatical in the too...to sentence in (6.28) because low-level
is compatible with the context. The speaker was too tired to talk to bad persons.
Therefore, he left like a ghost.
The same argumentation explains the well-formedness of the downward-entailing
sentences in (6.29-6.34). In (6.29), the speaker claims that he refused to sell the
thing in question at a very low price. Thus, he still has it. In (6.30), it is argued that
the speaker is happy because he left without talking to guests that he did not like.
In (6.31), it is asserted that the speaker is happy because he left before talking to
guests that he did not like. In (6.32), it is asserted that the speaker preferred eating
some bread rather than eating food of low quality. (6.33)means that few students
talked with not so good linguists. They all talked to distinguished linguists. In
(6.34), the speaker says to his addressee that he will not become rich if he sells
his books at a very low price. The meaning of low-level is compatible with the
semantics as well as the pragmatics of the contexts in (6.29-6.34). For this reason,
these sentences are well-formed.
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The meaning of low-level is incompatible with the pragmatics of the context in
(6.35). Otherwise, the speaker would say to his addressee that he will, for sure,
pass the exams if he reads books of low quality. This interpretation is weird. Con-
sequently, o,ti ki o,ti is ungrammatical.
In the present section, it has been shown that the combination of the reading
of low-level with contextual properties determines the distribution of the Greek
FCI o- o-. Evidence has been given from its behavior in a variety of downward
entailing contexts. O- o- is grammatical in a given context if and only if low-level
is compatible with the context.
6.2.4 O- ki an
Here, I close the discussion of the distributional properties of Greek FCIs in down-
ward entailing contexts by examining the distribution of the FCI o- ki an which
expresses widening, indifference and ignorance. In section 4.4.5 I formulated the
language-specific hypothesis that the distribution of Greek FCIs is determined by
the interaction between their lexical semantics and context. Below, the validity of
this hypothesis is verified as far as o- ki an is concerned.
Antimorphic context
(6.38) To idhaniko mu ine na meno se ena poli mikro xoro ke na min exo epafes
ke optika erethismata.
The best for me is to stay at a very small place and not come in contact
with anything and anyone.
Dhen
Not
perno
take.1sg
idhisi
news
ap’o,ti ki an
from bare.conc.FCI.what
jinete.
happens
I don’t get wind of whatever happens around me.4 [Wid, Ignor, *Indif,
DB]
(6.39) Dhen
Not
psifisa
voted.1sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.who
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Psifisa
voted.1sg
ton
the
k.
Mr.
Papadopoulo
Papadopoulos
epidhi
because
ixe
had.3sg
kani
done
pola
many
ja
for
to
the
xorio
village
mu.
my
I did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. I voted for Mr.
Papadopoulos because he had done a lot of things for my village.5 [Ignor,
Indif, *Wid]
Too...to context
(6.40) O
The
Janis
Janis
ixe
had.3sg
meletisi
studied
para
too
poli
much
kata tin diarkia
during
tu
the
PhD
PhD
tu
his
ja
to
na
subj
dhulepsi
work.3sg
se
to
opja thesi ki an
bare.conc.FCI.which.position
tu
him
protine
proposed.3sg
o
the
4This example has been initially discussed under (4.113).
5This example has been initially discussed under (4.114).
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kathijitis
professor
tu.
his
Ejine
became.3sg
project
project
manager
manager
sto
to the
megalitero
biggest
project
project
pano
over
sti
to the
moriaki
molecular
violojia
biology
stin
in the
Evropi.
Europe
Janis had studied too hard during his PhD to take whatever position his
professor offered him. He became project manager of the biggest project
on molecular biology in Europe. [Indif, Wid, Ignor]
Context with negative word
(6.41) Kamia
None
apo
from
tis
the
aderfes
sisters
mu
my
dhen
not
pandreftike
got.married.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
tus
them
ipedhiksan
suggested.3pl
i
the
ghonis
parents
mu.
my
Oles
all
pandreftikan
got.married.3pl
andres
men
pu
whom
ikseran
knew.3pl
ja
for
pola
many
xronja.
years
None of my sisters got married to whomever my parents suggested to
them. They all married men that they had known for years. [Indif, Wid,
Ignor]
Without context
(6.42) Eftixos,
Fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
xoris
without
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
ixe
had.3sg
majirepsi
cooked
o
the
Janis
Janis.
Fortunately, I left without eating whatever John had prepared. [Wid,
Indif, Ignor]
Before context
(6.43) Eftixos,
Fortunately
efigha
left.1sg
prin
before
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
ixe
had.3sg
majirepsi
cooked
o
the
Janis
Janis.
Fortunately, I left before eating whatever John had prepared. [Wid, Indif,
Ignor]
Comparative context
(6.44) I
The
Maria
Maria
protimise
preferred.3sg
na
subj
min
not
pandrefti
get.married.3sg
kanenan
nobody
apo
than
to
the
na
subj
pandrefti
get.married.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
tis
her
ipedhiksan
suggested.3pl
i
the
ghonis
parents
tis.
her
Maria preferred not getting married to marrying with whomever her par-
ents suggested to her. [Indif, Ignor, Wid]
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Few context
(6.45) Liji
Few
fitites
students
mu
my
psifisan
voted.3pl
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.who
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
top
tis
the
listas.
ballot
Few of my students voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot. [Indif,
Ignor, *Wid]
(6.46) Liji
Few
apo
from
tis
the
ipiretes
servants
mu
my
ekanan
did.3pl
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
tus
them
ipa.
said.1sg
Ja
for
afto
this
tus
them
timorisa.
punished.1sg
Few of my servants did whatever I told them to do. For this reason, I
punished them. [Indif, Wid, *Ignor]
Conditional context
(6.47) Ean
If
fas
eat.2sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
ine
is
afto
this
pu
that
majirevi
cooks
tora
now
i
the
Maria,
Maria,
tha
will
prepi
must
na
subj
pinas
be hungry
poli.
much
Mirizi
smells
asxima.
terrible
If you eat whatever Maria is now cooking, you must be very hungry. It
smells terrible. [Ignor, Indif, Wid]
(6.48) #Ean
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
o,ti ki an
bare.dupl.FCI.what
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
i
the
dhaskala
teacher
su,
your
dhen
not
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
stis
to the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Wid, *Indif, *Ignor]
These data show that the Greek FCI o- ki an is grammatical in all kinds of down-
ward entailing contexts considered in the present thesis. In section 6.2.1, it has
been argued that the widening FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in downward entail-
ing contexts because, in these contexts, inference from sets to subsets is possible.
Consequently, the semantics of widening which needs that all alternatives, with-
out exception, can be the value of o-dhipote in a given context is satisfied. As
the reader may recall from section 4.4.4, o- ki an differs from o-dhipote in that it
has an inherent conditional semantics. By the end of the present chapter, it will
have been demonstrated that, in opposition to the widening FCI o-dhipote which is
grammatical only when subtrigged in non-factive veridical, necessity and volitional
contexts, o- ki an appears under a widening reading in all contexts discussed in the
present thesis, without exception. It will be argued that this is due to its inherent
conditional semantics which makes it possible that all its alternatives, without ex-
ception, can be its value even in non-factive veridical, necessity and volitional modal
contexts. Since conditional operators are a subclass of downward entailing opera-
tors, this fact is less obvious in the downward entailing contexts considered in the
present section. However, it will become clearer in non-factive veridical, necessity
and volitional modal contexts discussed in sections 6.3.4 and 6.4.4.
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O,ti ki an is grammatical in (6.38) under a widening or an ignorance reading,
whereas indifference is lexically blocked. In (6.39), opjon ki an is grammatical under
an indifference or an ignorance reading. Widening is blocked. The widening FCI
o- ki an in (6.38) introduces an enlarged set of relevant and irrelevant alternatives.
The speaker asserts that he does not get wind of no matter what happens around
him. Every time that something happens, the speaker does not understand it. The
thing that happens every time can be relevant or not; the speaker does not get
wind of it. At each point in time that something happens, there are alternative
things that may have happened. Those alternatives are picked from a set A’ which
is larger that the set of contextually relevant things to happen. Under an ignorance
reading, the speaker in (6.38) asserts that he does not get wind of the things that
happen around him. He ignores the things that happen around him. From the
context to idhaniko mu ine na meno se ena mikto xoro ke na min exo epafes ke
optika erethismata “the best for me is to stay at a very small place and not come
in contact with anything and anyone”, we understand that the speaker does not
like to pay attention to things that happen around him. Consequently, ignorance is
compatible with contextual pragmatic properties. Indifference is not expressed in
(6.38) because the predicate perno idhisi “get wind” is non-agentive. The variable
of o,ti ki an together with widening and ignorance scope over negation (cf. table
4.6).
Opjon ki an expresses indifference in (6.39) because the predicate psifisa “voted”
is agentive. As explained in section 4.4.4, under this reading, (6.39) means that the
speaker did not vote for the person who was at the top of the ballot simply because
he was at the top of the ballot. On the contrary, he voted for Mr. Papadopoulos
because he did a lot of things for his village. Under an ignorance reading, the
speaker of (6.39) argues that he did not vote for the person who was at the top of
the ballot whom he did not know. He voted for Mr. Papadopoulos because he did a
lot of things for his village. The variable of o- ki an is out of the scope of negation.
Ignorance is out of the scope of negation. Indifference is the focus of negation (cf.
table 4.6). As revealed in section 4.4.4, widening is blocked in (6.39). If widening
were expressed, (6.39) would mean that the subject did not choose to vote for any
relevant or irrelevant candidate who was at the top of the ballot. Since, however,
the definite description denotes a singleton set with alternatives living in different
worlds, widening does not arise in (6.39). In (6.38) and (6.39), the lexical semantics
of o- ki an is compatible with contextual semantic properties. Therefore, these two
sentences are well-formed.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of opja thesi ki an in
(6.40). Under an indifference reading, it is asserted that Janis had studied too hard
during his PhD to choose to work to the job that his professor offered to him just
because he did so. He became project manager of the biggest project of molecular
biology in Europe. Under a widening reading, it is asserted that Janis had worked
too hard during his PhD to work to the job that his professor offered him. If his
professor offered him a teaching position, Janis had worked too hard to work at this
position. If he offered him a lecturer position, Janis had worked too hard to take
this position. Under an ignorance reading, it is asserted that Janis had worked too
hard during his PhD to work at the position that his professor offered to him. The
speaker ignores the nature of this position.
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The semantics of ignorance, widening and indifference is compatible with con-
textual semantic properties in (6.41), too. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker
asserts that none of his sisters got married to the unknown candidates that his par-
ents suggested to them. They got married to people that they had known for years.
Under a widening reading, the speaker asserts that none of his sisters married any
of the persons that his parents suggested to them. If they suggested Mr. X to
them, they did not marry him. Also, if they suggested Mr. Y, they did not marry
him. Under an indifference reading, it is asserted that none of the speaker’s sisters
married the person that the parents suggested to them simply because they did so.
They married their actual husbands because they had known them for years.
As it happens in the other downward entailing contexts studied up to this point,
the compatibility between the lexical semantics of o- ki an with contextual semantic
properties leads to well-formedness in the without and before clauses in (6.42) and
(6.43) as well. These sentences can be uttered in a situation in which, although
Janis is an excellent cook, the speaker is not the kind of person who likes to taste
different things. On a widening reading, (6.42) means that the speaker left without
eating any of the dishes that John had prepared. (6.43) means that the speaker
left before eating the dishes that John had prepared. Under an indifference reading,
(6.42) means that the speaker left without eating the things that Janis had prepared,
simply because he did so. (6.43) means that the speaker left before eating the things
that Janis had prepared, simply because he did so. On an ignorance reading, the
speaker in (6.42) asserts that he left without eating the things that Janis prepared.
The speaker does not know what exactly Janis had prepared. In (6.43) the speaker
asserts that he left before eating the things that Janis prepared. The speaker does
not know what exactly Janis had prepared.
The same reasoning explains the well-formedness of the comparative sentence in
(6.44). Under an ignorance reading, it is asserted that Maria preferred not getting
married to marrying this unknown candidate that her parents suggested to her.
Under an indifference reading, the speaker asserts that Maria preferred not being
married rather than choosing to marry the person that her parents suggested to her
simply because they did so. Under a widening reading, Maria preferred not getting
married rather than marrying one of the candidates that her parents suggested to
her.
Under an indifference reading, the speaker in (6.45) argues that few of his stu-
dents voted for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot simply because he
was at the top. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker asserts that few of his
students voted for the person who was at the top of the ballot, whose identity is
unknown to him. Widening is blocked in this example for the same reason that it
is blocked in (6.39).
O,ti ki an is grammatical under an indifference and a widening reading in (6.46).
Ignorance is pragmatically blocked in this example because it cannot be the case
that the speaker does not know what things he asked from his servants.6 Under an
indifference reading, the speaker punished his servants because few of them did the
things that he asked them to do, simply because he told them to do so. Under a
widening reading, he punished them because few of them did any of the things that
6As explained in section 4.2.2, ignorance is not always directed to the speaker. However, it
would be weird that o- ki an expresses ignorance on behalf of the servants in (6.46).
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he asked them to do.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker in (6.47) says to his addressee that if
he eats the food that Maria is now cooking, which is unknown to him, he must
be very hungry. Under an indifference reading, the speaker says to his addressee
that if he eats the food that Maria is cooking simply because she is cooking it, he
must be very hungry. Under a widening reading, it is asserted that, if the speaker’s
addressee eats no matter what Maria is now cooking, he must be really hungry. If
Mary is cooking a soup and he eats it, he must be really hungry. And, if Maria is
cooking a souvlaki and he eats it, he must be really hungry.
The ill-formedness of (6.48) demonstrates that if its lexical semantics is not com-
patible with contextual semantic or pragmatic properties, o- ki an is ungrammatical.
Otherwise, under a widening reading, (6.48) would mean that if the speaker’s ad-
dressee reads no matter what his teacher told him to read, he will not pass the
exams. Under an indifference reading, (6.48) would mean that if the speaker’s ad-
dressee reads the things that the teacher told him, simply because his teacher told
him, he will not pass the exams. Under an ignorance reading, (6.48) would mean
that if the speaker’s addressee reads the things that the teacher told him, he will
not pass the exams. Under this reading, the speaker does not know what exactly
his addressee has to read. Since these interpretations are pragmatically awkward,
(6.48) is ill-formed.
Above, the distribution of o- ki an in downward entailing contexts has been
studied. It was shown that it is grammatical in a given context if and only if at
least one of its readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics
of the context.
6.2.5 Summary
In the previous sections, it has been argued that it is the combination of the lexical
semantics of o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an with contextual semantic
properties that determines their distribution in downward entailing contexts. This
result is also schematically presented in table 6.1.
O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X X X X X X X
WIT X X X X X X X
BEF X X X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X X X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
Table 6.1: The distribution of Greek FCIs in downward entailing contexts
The indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in all kinds of downward
entailing contexts studied here because, in these contexts we have inference from sets
to subsets. The semantics of the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote which requires
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that all alternatives, without exception, can be its value in context c, is satisfied in
downward entailing contexts. It is ungrammatical in a given downward entailing
context if widening is incompatible with contextual pragmatic features.
Enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical in a given downward entailing context when
either indistinguishability or indiscriminacy is compatible with the properties of the
context. For instance, when it is in a context with a non-agentive predicate, it does
not express indiscriminacy.
O- o- is grammatical in a given downward entailing context when the semantics
of low-level is compatible with contextual pragmatic properties. Otherwise, it is
ungrammatical.
In addition, o- ki an is grammatical in a given context when widening, indiffer-
ence or ignorance are compatible with contextual semantic properties. Whenever,
all these readings are blocked in a given context, o- ki an is ungrammatical. In the
remainder of the present chapter, it will be shown that the interaction between the
lexical semantics of Greek FCIs and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the
context determines their distribution in veridical, modal, generic and interrogative
contexts, too.
6.3 Veridical contexts
Here, the distributional properties of Greek FCIs in the following veridical contexts
are examined: affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts, contexts with cop-
ula sentences and factive contexts.
6.3.1 O-dhipote
Below, it will be argued that o-dhipote is grammatical in veridical contexts whenever
widening is compatible with contextual semantic properties. Consider the examples
in (6.49-6.55) below:
Factive context
(6.49) Pigane mono ja na dhimiurjisun endasi, parakinimeni apo tin psixologia
tu oxlu ke prostatevomeni apo tin psixologia tu plithus.
They only wanted to create tension, driven and protected by pack psychol-
ogy.
Ine
Is
krima
pity
na
subj
katastrefete
be destroyed
me
with
afton
this
ton
the
tropo
way
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
kinitopiisi,
movement
poso malon
especially
mia
a
mathitiki
student
poria
protest march
meta
after
apo
from
katalipsis
occupations
trion
three
minon.
months
It is a pity to destroy any protest march in this way, especially when it is
organized by students after a three month occupation.7 [Wid]8
7Found in www.ilsp.gr.
8Judgments vary concerning the grammaticality of o-dhipote in factive contexts (cf. section
2.5.2.
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Affirmative episodic context
(6.50) *Idha
Saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
[*Wid]9
(6.51) Efagha
Ate.1sg
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
majirepse
cooked.3sg
o
the
Jorghos.
George
I ate anything that George cooked. [Wid]
Context with copula sentence
(6.52) *O
The
andras
husband
tis
her
itan
was.3sg
opjosdhipote
comp.FCI.which
ithopios.
actor
[*Wid]
(6.53) Ja
For
mas
us
lipon
then
idhisi
news
ine
is
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
simveni.
happens
For us, therefore, news is anything that happens. [Wid, DB]
Existential context
(6.54) *Iparxi
There is
poli
much
skordho
garlic
se
to
otidhipote.
comp.FCI.what
[*Wid]
(6.55) Iparxun
There are
poles
many
omadhes
teams
sto
to the
kino:
public
iparxi
there is
afti
this
pu
which
agkaliazi
embraces
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
fenete
seems
kenurjo
new
[...].
The public is composed of many teams: there is also this team which
embraces whatever seems new [...]. [Wid, DB]
Factive contexts, affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts
with copula sentences are veridical. However, the distribution of o-dhipote in these
contexts differs. More precisely, it is grammatical in factive contexts (cf. 6.49),
while it is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula
sentences and existential contexts when it is not combined with a relative clause
(cf. 6.50-6.55). These facts raise the following two questions:
1. Why is o-dhipote grammatical in factive contexts while it is ungrammatical in
affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and existential
contexts, when it is not combined with a relative clause?
2. Why is o-dhipote grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with
copula sentences, existential contexts when it is combined with a relative
clause?
As the reader may recall from section 2.5.2, Giannakidou (2001) argued that o-
dhipote is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts when it is subtrigged because
9This example has been also discussed under (2.247), (3.65) and (4.104).
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it is found in an implicit conditional context which is nonveridical. As pointed out
in section 2.5.2, if all o-dhipote needs is a nonveridical operator, then it is unclear
why, as shown in (2.274), repeated under (6.56) below, o-dhipote is ungrammatical
in necessity modal contexts which are also nonveridical:
(6.56) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
fas
eat.2sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI.which
fruto.
fruit
[*Wid]10
The fact that o-dhipote is grammatical in the factive context in (6.49) is one more
indication that we cannot account for the phenomenon of subtrigging in terms of
nonveridicality. In the remainder of the present section, it will be argued that o-
dhipote has this behavior in veridical contexts because it expresses widening. As the
reader may recall from section 5.3.1, the same happens with the French indefinite
widening FCI qu- que ce soit.
Starting with the well-formed sentence in (6.49), the speaker claims that it is a
pity that the protest march in question, but also any other movement, is destroyed,
especially when it is organized by students after a three month occupation. If
someone finds it a pity that the set of protest marches that are destroyed is not
empty, he wishes that this set is empty. Consequently, he wishes that any subset
of this set is empty too. Consequently, in (6.49), all alternatives introduced by
opjadhipote, without exception, can be its value. Therefore, this item is grammatical
in this example.
As in the case of qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote is ungrammatical in affirmative
episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences (cf. 6.50,
6.52, 6.54) because, in these contexts, it is not the case that all its alternatives,
without exception, can be its value. The hypothesis that it is the interaction be-
tween the semantics of o-dhipote and the semantics of the context that leads to
ill-formedness in these examples is further supported by the grammaticality of the
low-level FCI o- o- in the affirmative episodic sentence in (4.111) (cf. also 6.36),
repeated under (6.57) below:
(6.57) Pulise
Sold.3sg
to
the
spiti
house
tis
her
oso-oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
ja
for
na
subj
ton
him
plirosi.
pay.3sg
She sold her house at just any price in order to pay him. [Low]
The speaker in (6.57) asserts that the woman in question bought her house at a
very low price in order to pay the person in question (cf. section 4.4.3). In (6.57),
the semantics of the low-level FCI oso-oso is compatible with contextual semantic
properties. For this reason, it is grammatical therein.
As explained in section 2.5.2 and 4.4.1, when o-dhipote is combined with a rela-
tive clause, the clause behaves like restrictor of an implicit conditional construction.
As explained in relation to (6.9), repeated below under (6.58), since conditional con-
texts are downward entailing, all alternatives that o-dhipote introduces, can be its
value in these contexts. Consequently, when o-dhipote is subtrigged, the semantics
of widening which requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value
of the FCI in context c, is satisfied. For this reason, (6.51), (6.53) and (6.55) are
10This example is also discussed under (3.55) and (3.70).
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well-formed.
(6.58) An
If
jini
happens
otidhipote,
comp.FCI.what
tha
will
me
me
enimerosi
inform.3sg
i
the
omadha
team
mu
my
i
the
opia
which
exi
has
ke
and
ton
the
proto
first
logo
say
s’afti
to this
tin
the
ipothesi.
affair
If anything happens, I will be informed by my team, which is very con-
cerned with this affair. [Wid, DB]
In (6.51), it is asserted that the speaker ate all of the dishes that Jorghos prepared.
If he prepared a sandwich, he ate a sandwich. And if he prepared a salad, he
ate a salad. (6.53) is uttered by a journalist. He says that, for journalists, news
is everything that happens. If an accident happens, this is news. If a bomb is
exploded, this is news. If a baby is born, this is news.11 The musician in (6.55)
contends that a part of the public embraces everything that seems new, without
exception. This means that if he starts singing ballads, this part of the public will
like him. If he starts singing hard rock, this public will embrace him.
Above, the distributional properties of o-dhipote in veridical contexts have been
explained. The following points have been argued. First, in factive contexts, it
is the interaction between the semantics of widening, inherent to o-dhipote, and
the semantics of factive contexts that leads to well-formedness. Second, o-dhipote
is ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences
and existential contexts when it is not combined with a relative clause because the
semantics of widening is not compatible with the semantics of these contexts. Third,
o-dhipote is grammatical in non-factive veridical contexts when combined with a RC
because, in this case, all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be
its value.
6.3.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
In the present section, I discuss the distributional properties of enas/o o-dhipote in
veridical contexts. The data considered in this section indicate that, in veridical
contexts, the distribution of enas/o o-dhipote is determined by the combination of
its lexical semantics with contextual semantic features. Observe the data below:
Factive context
(6.59) Xerome
Am glad
pu
that
exo
have.1sg
ena opjodhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
aftokinito.
car
I am glad that I have just any car. [Indist, *Indisc]
(6.60) Ekplisome
Am surprised
pu
that
dhialekses
chose.2sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
I am surprised that you chose just anyone for actor. [Indisc, Indist]
11As already observed in the previous chapter in relation to qu- que ce soit, (6.53) indicates that
subtrigging is possible in copula sentences with a generic interpretation.
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Affirmative episodic context
(6.61) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of
the American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.whom
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor.12 [Indisc, Indist, DB]
(6.62) *Eniosa
Felt.1sg
enan opjondhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
pono.
pain
Context with copula sentence
(6.63) O
The
choros
choir
itan
was.3sg
o opjosdhipote.
the.comp.FCI.who
Itan
was.3sg
i
the
fones
voices
i
the
sinithismenes
usual
otan
when
tragudhusan
were.singing.3pl
se
in
parees
groups
oli
all
mazi.
together
The choir was just ordinary people; the usual voices that were singing all
together in groups. [Indist, *Indisc, DB]
Existential context
(6.64) Sto
To the
ghrafio
office
tu
his
iparxi
there is
to otidhipote:
the.comp.FCI.what
mja
a
steni
narrow
polithrona,
couch
mia
a
ftini
cheap
vivliothiki,
bookshelf
mja
a
thabi
bleary
laba.
lamp
In his office, there were just ordinary things: a narrow couch, a cheap
bookshelf, a bleary lamp. [Indist, *Indisc]
Ena opjodhipote is grammatical in (6.59) under an indistinguishability reading. The
speaker asserts that he is glad that he has an average car. One can be glad that he
has an average car because he is pretty sure that nobody will steal it. Indiscriminacy
is pragmatically blocked in (6.59). Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the
speaker is glad because he chose randomly his car. In (6.60), ton opjodhipote is
grammatical under an indistinguishability and an indiscriminacy reading. Under
the first reading, the speaker is surprised because his addressee chose an average
actor. Under the second reading, the speaker is surprised because his addressee
chose randomly an actor.
Let me now turn to the afffirmative episodic context in (6.61). From the sentence
Ed Wood...ever we understand that Ed Wood is not a good film director. It is either
asserted that he chose average actors with no talent whatsoever or that he chose
randomly his actors (cf. section 4.4.2). Both indiscriminacy and indistinguishability
are expressed in (6.61).
If the lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote is not compatible with the context,
it is ungrammatical. This is illustrated in (6.62). Indiscriminacy is blocked in this
12This example has been also discussed under (3.28), (3.62), (4.108) and (6.24).
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example because the predicate eniosa “felt” is non-agentive. Indistinguishability is
pragmatically blocked. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the speaker felt
an average pain. For this reason, (6.62) is not grammatical.
Indistinguishability is compatible with the context in (6.63). Therefore, o opjos-
dhipote is grammatical in this example. The speaker wants to convey the meaning
that the choir in question was not composed of distinguished voices. On the con-
trary, the voices in question are ordinary voices. Indiscriminacy is lexically blocked
in this example because the predicate itan “was” is non-agentive.
In the existential sentence in (6.64) to otidhipote is grammatical under an in-
distinguishability reading. It is asserted that there are only ordinary things in the
office of the person in question. Indiscriminacy is blocked because the predicate
iparxun “there are” is non-agentive.
As a result, it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote
and contextual semantic and pragmatic properties that determines the distribution
of this item in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences, factive
contexts and existential contexts.
6.3.3 O- o-
Here, the distribution of the Greek FCI o- o- in veridical contexts is discussed. It
will be demonstrated that o- o- is grammatical in a given veridical context whenever
low-level is not blocked by the context. Consider the examples below:
Affirmative episodic context
(6.65) Pulise
Sold.3sg
to
the
spiti
house
tis
her
oso-oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
ja
for
na
subj
ton
him
plirosi.
pay.3sg
She sold her house at just any price in order to pay him.13 [Low]
Context with copula sentence
(6.66) Tus
Them
ipa
said.1sg
o,ti ki o,ti
bare.dupl.FCI.what
ja
for
na
subj
tus
them
ksefortotho.
get.rid.of.1sg
I told them just anything in order to get rid of them. [Low]
Existential context
(6.67) Sto
To the
psijio
fridge
tis
her
iparxi
there is
o,ti ki o,ti:
bare.dupl.FCI.what
apo
from
xalasmena
rotten
laxanika
vegetables
mexri
till
xalasmeno
moldy
tiri.
cheese
In her fridge there is just anything: from rotten vegetables to moldy
cheese. [Low]
Factive context
(6.68) Ekplisome
Am surprised
pu
that
pulises
sold.2sg
to
the
spiti
house
su
your
oso oso.
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
I am surprised that you sold your house at just any price. [Low]
13This example has been previously discussed under (4.111) and (6.57).
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(6.69) #Xerome
Am glad
pu
that
pandreftikes
got.married.2sg
opjon ki opjon.
bare.dupl.FCI.whom
[*Low]
The affirmative episodic sentence in (6.65) is well-formed because low-level is com-
patible with the context. It is asserted that the woman in question sold her house
at a very low price in order to pay the person in question.
The combination of the semantics of low-level with the context is responsible
for the well-formedness of the examples in (6.66-6.68), too. The speaker in (6.66)
said really bad things in order to get rid of these persons in question. In (6.67), it
is argued that in this woman’s fridge there are all sorts of bad things-from rotten
vegetables to moldy cheese. The speaker in (6.68) is surprised because his addressee
has sold his house at a very low price.
Since low-level is incompatible with contextual pragmatic features in (6.69),
opjon ki opjon does not appear. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the
speaker is glad because his addressee got married to a person who is not good.
Summing up, the Greek FCI o- o- is grammatical in a veridical context if and
only if the reading of low-level is compatible with the pragmatics of the context.
6.3.4 O- ki an
In the present section, the distributional properties of o- ki an in veridical contexts
are analyzed. It will be argued that this item is grammatical in all veridical contexts
under consideration thanks to its rich semantics. As indicated in table 4.6, it
expresses widening, indifference and ignorance. Consider the following data:
Affirmative episodic context
(6.70) O
The
Janis
Janis
psifise
voted.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Janis voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot.14 [Indif, Ignor, *Wid]
(6.71) Opjos ki an
Bare.conc.FCI.who
itan
was.3sg
aftos
this
pu
who
protine
proposed.3sg
na
subj
pari
take.3sg
piso
back
ston
to the
Panathinaiko
Panathinaikos
ton
the
Xristo
Christo
Miriuni
Miriuni
to
the
sxedio
plan
tu
his
apetixe
failed.3sg
prosorina.
temporarily
The plan, of whoever proposed to bring Christos Miriunis to Panathi-
naikos, temporarily failed.15 [Ignor, Wid, *Indif, DB]
14This example has been initially discussed under (4.117).
15This example has been initially discussed under (4.119).
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Context with copula sentence
(6.72) Opjo ki an
Bare.conc.FCI.what
ine
is
to
the
apotelesma
result
afton
these
ton
the
epafon,
contacts
i
the
katastasi
situation
sto
to the
vorio
northern
Irak
Irac
tha
will
ine
be
ja
for
poli
much
akoma
more
refsti.
unstable
The situation in northern Iraq will be unstable, for quite a lot of time,
whatever the result of these contacts may be. [Ignor, Wid, *Indif, DB]
Existential context
(6.73) Iparxi
There is
poli
much
skordho
garlic
se
to
opjo pjato ki an
bare.plate.conc.FCI.what
ine
is
sto
to the
trapezi.
table
There is a lot of garlic in whatever dish is on the table. [Ignor, Wid,
*Indif]
Factive context
(6.74) Xerome
Am glad
pu
that
psifises
voted.2sg
opjon ki an
bare.comp.FCI.whom
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
top
tis
the
listas.
list
I am glad that you voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot. [Indif,
Ignor, *Wid]
(6.75) Xerome
Am glad
pu
that
elises
solved.2sg
opja askisi ki an
bare.exercise.conc.FCI.which
su
you
evale
put.3sg
i
the
dhaskala.
teacher
I am glad that you solved whatever exercise the teacher gave you. [Ignor,
Wid, Indif]
As the examples above show, o- ki an is grammatical in a variety of veridical
contexts. It expresses ignorance in (6.70-6.75). In (6.70) and in (6.74-6.75), it
expresses indifference. O- ki an expresses widening in (6.71-6.73) and (6.75).
Up to this point, it has been shown that o- ki an expresses widening whenever all
alternatives introduced by a widening FCI, without exception, can be its value and
whenever alternatives live in the same world. As already explained in section 6.3.1
in relation to o-dhipote, when o-dhipote is not subtrigged, we have no inferences
from sets to subsets in non-factive veridical contexts. For this reason, it is not the
case that all alternatives can be the value of o-dhipote in these contexts. As also
explained in section 6.3.1, o-dhipote is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts,
existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences whenever it is combined with
a RC. In these cases, the RC behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construction.
Conditional contexts are downward entailing. As such, they allow inferences from
sets to subsets. For this reason, the widening FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in
these veridical contexts when subtrigged. As detailed in section 4.4.4, o- ki an has
an inherent conditional semantics. Due to this, all alternatives that it introduces
can be its value in veridical contexts. Therefore, it expresses widening in all kinds
of veridical contexts examined in the present thesis. This point is less clear in
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factive contexts as in (6.75) in which, as shown in section 6.3.1, all alternatives,
without exception, can be the value of a given widening FCI. The fact that o- ki
an expresses widening even in non-factive veridical contexts suggests that o- ki an
expresses widening in all kinds of veridical contexts due to its conditional semantics.
(6.70) is well-formed because ignorance and indifference are compatible with
contextual semantic properties. As explained in section 4.4.4, under an ignorance
reading, it is asserted that Janis voted for the person who was at the top of the
ballot, whom the speaker does not know. On an indifference reading, it is asserted
that Janis voted for the person who was at the top of the ballot simply because
he was at the top of the ballot. Widening is blocked in this example because, as
explained in section 4.2.1, in the case of widening, alternatives must live in the
same world. Since o- ki an denotes a singleton set and the set of alternatives live
in different worlds, widening is blocked in (6.70).
Opjos ki an is grammatical in (6.71) under a widening and an ignorance reading
whereas indifference is blocked. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker asserts that
the plan of the person who proposed to bring Christos Miriunis to Panathinaikos,
temporarily failed. The speaker does not know who was this person who proposed
that. On a widening reading, it is asserted that the plan of the persons who proposed
to bring C. Miriunis to Panathinaikos temporarily failed. If person x proposed to
bring C. Miriunis to Panathinaikos, his plan failed. If person y proposed to bring C.
Miriunis to Panathinaikos, his plan failed. Indifference is blocked in (6.71) because
nothing in the context indicates that the referent of opjos ki an has been chosen by
an agent.
O- ki an is grammatical in the copula sentence in (6.72) under a widening and
an ignorance reading. Under a widening reading, the speaker contends that no
matter what is the result of the contacts in question, the situation in northern Iraq
will remain unstable. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the
result of the contacts in question and asserts that the situation will remain unstable.
Indifference is blocked in (6.72) because the predicate ine “is” is non-agentive.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker in (6.73) asserts that there is a lot of
garlic in the dish or dishes that are on the table. He does not know what exactly is
on the table. Under a widening reading, it is argued that there is a lot of garlic in
no matter which dish is on the table. Indifference is lexically blocked because the
predicate iparxi “there is” is non-agentive.
As in the examples previously discussed, o- ki an is grammatical in the factive
contexts in (6.74) and (6.75) because its lexical semantics is compatible with the
context. Under an ignorance reading, (6.74) means that the speaker is glad because
his addressee voted for the person who was at the top of the ballot, whom he does
not know. On an indifference reading, the speaker is glad because his addressee
voted for the person who was at the top of the ballot, simply because he was at the
top. Widening is blocked in this example for the same reason that it is blocked in
(6.70).
Under a widening reading, the speaker in (6.75) is glad because his addressee
solved all the exercises that his teacher gave him, without exception. Under an
indifference reading, he is glad because his addressee solved the exercises that her
teacher gave him simply because she did so. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker
is glad because his addressee solved the exercises that his teacher gave him. The
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speaker does not know what exercises the teacher gave to his addressee.
In the present section, the distribution of o- ki an in veridical contexts has been
examined. It has been shown that o- ki an is grammatical in veridical contexts
whenever its lexical semantics is compatible with the context at hand.
6.3.5 Summary
In the previous sections, it has been argued that it is combination of the lexical
semantics of o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an with the semantics as
well as the pragmatics of a given veridical context that determines their distribution
therein. This is also schematically presented in table 6.2.
O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AE XRC/* X X X X X X
COP XRC/* X * X X * X
EP XRC/* X * X X * X
FAC X X X X X X X
Table 6.2: The distribution of Greek FCIs in veridical contexts
O-dhipote is grammatical in a given veridical context as long as all alternatives
that it introduces, without exception, can be its value. This happens for instance in
factive contexts. It is ungrammatical in non-factive veridical contexts when it is not
subtrigged because, in these contexts, no inference from sets to subsets is allowed.
It is grammatical in non-factive veridical contexts when subtrigged because, in
these cases, the RC behaves like the restriction of a conditional construction. Since
conditional contexts are downward entailing, all alternatives, without exception,
can be the value of o-dhipote in these contexts.
Table 6.2 shows that enas/o o-dhipote, in opposition to o-dhipote, is grammatical
in a variety of veridical contexts due to its rich semantics. As indiscriminacy FCI,
as long as pragmatic features do not block indiscriminacy, it appears in affirmative
episodic and factive contexts. It does not appear in contexts with copula sentences
and with existential predicates because these predicates are non-agentive.16 As
indistinguishability FCI, it appears in all veridical contexts as long as contextual
their pragmatic features permit it.
In section 6.3.3, the distribution of o- o- in veridical contexts has been consid-
ered. It has been argued that o- o- is grammatical in all the veridical contexts
studied in the present thesis with the condition that the reading of low-level is
compatible with contextual pragmatic properties.
O- ki an is grammatical in all the veridical contexts studied in the present
thesis due to its rich semantics (cf. table 6.2). As an ignorance FCI, it appears
in all veridical contexts studied in the present thesis as long as the semantics of
ignorance is compatible with contextual pragmatic properties. As an indifference
FCI, o- ki an appears in contexts in which the predicate is agentive. Indifference is
blocked in contexts with copula sentences and in existential contexts. As table 6.2
16As explained in section 4.2.4, the cases in which the verb to be is agentive are exceptional.
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demonstrates, in opposition to the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote, the definite
widening FCI o- ki an is grammatical in all veridical contexts under consideration.
This is due to its inherent conditional semantics. As shown in section 6.3.4, o- ki
an does not express widening when the relative clause that it introduces denotes a
singleton set with alternatives living in different worlds.
6.4 Modal contexts
Below, I examine the distributional properties of Greek FCIs in epistemic possibil-
ity, deontic possibility, ability, epistemic necessity, deontic necessity and volitional
modal contexts. As it happens in downward entailing and veridical contexts, the
grammaticality of these FCIs in modal contexts is determined by the interaction
between their lexical semantics and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the
context.
6.4.1 O-dhipote
In the present section, the distribution of the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote in
modal contexts is analyzed. Consider the following data:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(6.76) I
The
anthropi
people
afti
these
tora
now
dulevun
work.3sg
ja
for
tus
the
amerikanus
Americans
ke
and
bori
can.3sg
na
sub
exun
have.3pl
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
thesi
position
ston
to the
kratiko
governmental
mixanismo.
mechanism
These people are now working for the Americans and may already occupy
any governmental position. [Wid, DB]
Deontic possibility modal context
(6.77) Egho
I
ime
am
anthropos
man
tu
the
spitju,
home
ala
but
an
if
thelisis
want.2sg
na
subj
vjis
go.out.2sg
dhen
not
exis
have.2sg
provlima.
problem
Boris
may.2sg
na
subj
pas
go.2sg
opudhipote.
comp.FCI.where
I like to stay at home, but if you like to go out, there is no problem. You
can go anywhere. [Wid, DB]
Ability modal context
(6.78) Pote
Never
dhen
not
pistepsa
believed.1sg
oti
that
i
the
arxei
ancient
trajiki
tragedy writers
ine
are.3pl
mono
only
ja
for
anixto
open air
theatro.
theater
Ta
the
ergha
pieces
me
with
mia
a
pagkosmiotita
universality
borun
can.3pl
na
subj
pexthun
be played
opudhipote.
comp.FCI.where
I never believed that tragedies can only be played in open air theaters.
World famous pieces can be played anywhere. [Wid, DB]
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Epistemic necessity modal context
(6.79) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
exi
have.3sg
idhi
already
lisi
solved
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
askisi.
exercise
[*Wid]17
(6.80) Prepi
Must
na
subj
exi
have.3sg
idhi
already
lisi
solved
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
askisi
exercise
tis
her
evalan.
put.3pl
She must have already solved any exercise they gave her. [Wid]
Deontic necessity modal context
(6.81) *Prepi
Must
na
subj
fas
eat.2sg
opjodhipote
comp.FCI
fruto.
fruit
[*Wid]18
(6.82) Prepi
Must
na
subj
afisume
leave.1pl
piso
back
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
apo
from
to
the
parelthon
past
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
mas
us
ebodizi
blocks
i
or
na
subj
mas
us
kathisteri.
delays
We have to leave behind anything from the past which blocks and delays
us.19 [Wid, DB]
Volitional modal context
(6.83) *Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
pandrefto
marry.1sg
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
[*Wid]20
(6.84) Thelo
Want.1sg
na
to
ensomatoso
incorporate.1sg
stin
to the
parastasi
play
ke
and
na
subj
fotiso
illuminate.1sg
otidhipote
comp.FCI.what
to
the
dhimiurjiko
creative
ekanan
did.3pl
afti
these
i
the
anthropi
people
me
with
aksona
axis
ton
the
erota.
love
In the show, I want to incorporate and illuminate anything creative that
these people did around the subject of love. [Wid, DB]
While o-dhipote is grammatical in possibility modal contexts (6.76-6.78), it is un-
grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is not combined with a
RC (6.79-6.84). These facts raise the following three questions:
1. Why is o-dhipote grammatical in possibility modal contexts?
2. Why is o-dhipote ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts
when not combined with a relative clause?
3. Why is o-dhipote grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when
combined with a relative clause?
17This example has been originally discussed under (2.275). The gloss has been changed.
18This example is also discussed under (2.274), (3.55), (3.70) and (6.56).
19This example is initially discussed under (3.74).
20This example is repeated from (2.276). Gloss has changed.
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As the reader may remember from section 5.4, the French widening FCI qu- que
ce soit has exactly the same distribution in modal contexts. In the remainder of
the present section, I will argue that, as in the case of the French widening FCI, it
is the combination of the semantics of widening with the semantics of the modal
contexts above that determines the distribution of o-dhipote therein.
As the reader may recall from (2.164), repeated below, Aloni (2002) analyzed
possibility modal operators as universal quantifiers over a set of alternative propo-
sitions which are true in at least one of the possible worlds in the set of Aw. When
the sentence contains an indefinite, alternative propositions are defined in terms of
the alternative values of this indefinite:
(2.164) The possibility modal operator by Aloni (2002)
3φ is true iff every alternative induced by φ is compatible with the rele-
vant set of worlds Aw.
Aloni’s account of the possibility modal operator, explains the grammaticality of
o-dhipote in possibility modal contexts. Since the possibility modal operator is
a universal quantifier over alternative propositions defined in terms of alternative
values of this indefinite we also have universal quantification over the alternative
values of the variable introduced by this indefinite. Consequently, all alternatives
that belong to the set A’ introduced by the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote can
be its value in a given possibility modal context. For this reason, the indefinite
widening FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in the possibility modal contexts in (6.76-
6.78).
(6.76) means that the persons in question may have already occupied a gov-
ernmental position, which can be of any kind. The speaker in (6.77) leaves his
addressee complete freedom to go everywhere she wants. In the ability modal
sentence in (6.78), the speaker asserts that world famous tragedies can be played
everywhere, not only in open air theaters.
As the reader may recall from (2.165), repeated below, Aloni (2002) analyzed
necessity modal operators as existential quantifiers over alternative propositions,
defined in terms of the alternative values of any :
(2.165) The necessity modal operator by Aloni (2002)
2φ is true in w iff at least one alternative induced by φ is entailed by Aw.
Volitional modal operators can also be analyzed as existential quantifiers over al-
ternative propositions, defined in terms of alternatives introduced by any. Since
necessity and volitional modal operators are existential operators over alternative
propositions defined in terms of the indefinite that the necessity and volitional modal
sentence contains, not all alternatives introduced by this indefinite can be its value
in a given necessity or volitional modal sentence. For this reason, the indefinite
widening FCI o-dhipote is ungrammatical in the necessity modal contexts in (6.79),
(6.81) and in the volitional modal context in (6.83).
The hypothesis that it is the interaction between the semantics of the indefinite
widening FCI o-dhipote and the semantics of necessity and volitional modal contexts
that makes it ungrammatical in (6.79), (6.81) and (6.83) is further supported by
the behavior of other Greek FCIs in necessity and volitional modal contexts. For
instance, as shown in (3.72), repeated below under (6.85), the low-level FCI oso
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oso is grammatical in necessity modal contexts. The speaker in (6.85) asserts that
the kids of the person in question will be obliged to sell the company at a very low
price:
(6.85) Ala
But
akomi
even
ke
and
ta
the
pedhia
kids
tu
his
tha
will
anagkastun
be obliged
ek
from
ton
the
pragmaton
facts
na
subj
pulisun
sell.3pl
oso oso
bare.dipl.FCI.how.much
tin
the
eteria
company
ja
for
na
subj
plirosun
pay.3pl
foro
tax
klironomias.
inheritance
The facts show that even his kids will be obliged to sell the company at
just any price in order to pay the inheritance duties. [Low, DB]
Let me now explain why o-dhipote becomes grammatical in necessity and volitional
modal contexts when subtrigged (cf. 6.80, 6.82, 6.84). As explained in sections
2.5.2, 4.4.1 and 6.3.1, when o-dhipote is combined with a RC, the RC functions
as the restrictor of a conditional construction. More precisely, (6.80) means that
the person in question must have already solved no matter what exercise they gave
her. If they gave her a difficult exercise, she must have solved it. If they gave her
an easy exercise, she must have solved it. The speaker in (6.82) asserts that they
have to leave behind everything from the past that blocks or delays them. If their
politics delays them, they must leave it behind. If certain problems delay them,
they must leave them in the past. The speaker in (6.84) argues that he wants to
illuminate and incorporate everything that the people in question did around the
subject of love. If these people in question painted love, he wants to incorporate
and illuminate these pictures. And, if they wrote songs about love, the speaker
wants to incorporate and illuminate these songs.
Widening requires that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of
the FCI at hand. As just shown, in (6.80), (6.82) and (6.84), the relative clause
functions as the restrictor of an implicit conditional construction. As shown in (6.9)
and repeated under (6.86) below, o-dhipote is grammatical in conditional contexts
because, in these contexts, all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value.
Consequently, when o-dhipote is followed by a relative clause, widening is satisfied.
For this reason, o-dhipote is grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts
when followed by a relative clause.
(6.86) An
If
jini
happens
otidhipote,
comp.FCI.what
tha
will
me
me
enimerosi
inform.3sg
i
the
omadha
team
mu
my
i
the
opia
which
exi
has
ke
and
ton
the
proto
first
logo
say
s’afti
to this
tin
the
ipothesi.
affair
If anything happens, I will be informed by my team, which is very con-
cerned with this affair. [Wid, DB]
Above, I examined the distributional properties of the Greek indefinite widening FCI
o-dhipote in modal contexts. The following points have been accounted for. First,
o-dhipote is grammatical in possibility modal contexts thanks to the interaction
between the semantics of possibility modal operators which are universal quantifiers
over alternatives and the semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives
introduced by o-dhipote can be its value in context c. In addition, if it is not
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followed by a RC, o-dhipote is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal
contexts because necessity and volitional modal operators are existential quantifiers
over alternatives. In this way, not all of the alternatives introduced by o-dhipote
can be its value in a given necessity or volitional modal context. At last, when
o-dhipote is combined with a RC, the RC plays the role of the restrictor of an
inherent conditional construction. Consequently, as in conditional contexts, when
o-dhipote combines with a RC, all its alternatives, without exception, can be its
value in necessity and volitional modal contexts and o-dhipote is grammatical.
6.4.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
Here, I account for the distributional properties of enas/o o-dhipote in modal con-
texts. As long as either indistinguishability or indiscriminacy is compatible with
the semantics of a given modal context, enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical therein:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(6.87) I kenurji ipalili aftu tu musiu dhen ine katholu pepirameni.
The new employees of this museum are not at all experienced.
Bori
May.3sg
na
subj
afisan
left.3pl
enan opjondhipote
a.comp.FCI.whom
na
subj
bei
enter.3sg
sto
to the
musio.
museum
They may have let just anyone enter the museum. [Indisc, Indist]
Deontic possibility modal context
(6.88) Boris
Can.2sg
na
subj
pandreftis
get.married.2sg
ton opjondhipote.
the.comp.FCI.whom
To
the
idhio
same
mu
me
kani.
does
You can get married to just anyone. It makes no difference to me. [Indisc,
Indist]
Ability modal context
(6.89) O opjosdhipote
The.comp.FCI.who
bori
is capable
na
subj
provlepsi
predict.3sg
sismus
earthquakes
kalitera
better
apo
than
ti
the
methodo
method
BAN
BAN
xoris
without
tin
the
anagki
need
metrisis
measurement
kanenos
any
proidhopiitiku
warning
simatos.
signal
Just anyone is capable of predicting earthquakes better that the method
BAN, without measuring warning signals. [Indist, *Indisc, DB]
(6.90) Aftos
This
o
the
fotografos
photographer
ine
is
ikanos
capable
na
subj
metatrepsi
transform.3sg
tin opjadhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
jineka
woman
se
to
star
star
tu
the
periodhiku.
magazine
This photographer is capable of transforming just any woman into a mag-
azine star. [Indisc, Indist]
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Epistemic necessity modal context
(6.91) I kenurji ipalili aftu tu musiu dhen ine katholu pepirameni.
The new employees of this museum are not at all experienced.
Prepi
Must
na
subj
afisan
left.3pl
enan opjondhipote
a.comp.FCI.whom
na
subj
bei
enter.3sg
sto
to the
musio.
museum
They must have let just anyone enter the museum. [Indisc, Indist]
Deontic necessity modal context
(6.92) Zoghrafiste
Draw.2pl
ena opjodhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
trighono
triangle
ke
and
travikste
trace.2pl
ta
the
ipsi
heights
tu.
its
Draw just any triangle, without special properties, and trace its heights.
[Indist, Indisc]
Volitional modal context
(6.93) To
The
provlima
problem
me
with
tin
the
xora
country
mas
our
ine
is
oti
that
i
the
poli
many
ke
and
epanalamvanomeni
repeated
kaki
bad
xirismi
manipulations
stis
to the
sxesis
relations
mas
our
me
with
tis
the
Vrixeles
Brussels
dhinun
give.3pl
ta
the
prosximata
excuse
sta
to the
ksena
foreign
simferonda
interests
pu
which
thelun
want.3pl
na
subj
kampsun
abolish.3pl
ta opjadhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
metra
measurements
prostasias
protection
ton
the
egxorion
domestic
eterion.
companies
The problem of our country is that, because of the repeatedly bad manip-
ulations in our relations with Brussels, foreign interests find an excuse for
their effort to abolish just any protection measurement of the domestic
companies. [Indist, Indisc, DB]
Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker in (6.87) says that it may be
the case that the new unexperienced employees have already let non-distinguished
visitors enter the museum. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker contends
that these new employees may have randomly chosen the museum visitors. Since
the lexical semantics of enan opjondhipote is compatible with the semantics of the
context, (6.87) is well-formed.
The same argument explains the grammaticality of ton opjondhipote in (6.88).
Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker allows his addressee to marry an
ordinary person. On an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker allows his addressee to
choose randomly her husband.
The lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote is compatible with contextual seman-
tic properties in the ability modal sentences in (6.89) and (6.90), too. In (6.89),
indistinguishability is expressed. It is asserted that even an average person, prob-
ably an average seismologist, is capable of predicting earthquakes better than the
method BAN. Indiscriminacy is blocked because nothing in the context indicates
that the referent of o opjosdhipote is randomly chosen by an agent.21 Under an
21For some native speakers, o opjosdhipote expresses widening in (6.89).
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indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in (6.90) claims that the photographer in ques-
tion can choose randomly a woman and transform her into a magazine star. Under
an indistinguishability reading, it is asserted that this photohrapher is capable of
transforming an ordinary woman into a magazine star.
It is again the combination of the lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote with
the semantics of the context that makes the necessity sentences in (6.91-6.92) well-
formed. Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker in (6.91) says that it
must be the case that the new unexperienced employees have already let non-
distinguished visitors enter the museum. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the
speaker asserts that these new employees must have randomly chosen the museum
visitors. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in (6.92) orders his students
to randomly choose one triangle out of a set of triangles and trace its heights. Under
an indistinguishability reading, they have to draw a triangle which should not be
special in any way. Consequently, the students will comply to the teacher’s order
if and only if they design a scalene. An equilateral, equiangular or isosceles would
not do for instance.
The interaction between the lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote and the se-
mantics of the context leads to the well-formed volitional sentence in (6.93), too.
Under an indistinguishability reading, the speaker argues that foreign interests find
an excuse for the abolishment of all these country protection measurements which
are not special in any way. On an indiscriminacy reading, it is asserted that foreign
interests abolish randomly country measurements of protection.
The data discussed in the present section reinforce the validity of the hypothesis
that the interaction between the lexical semantics of enas/o o-dhipote with the
context determines its distribution. Evidence has been given from its behavior in
modal contexts.
6.4.3 O- o-
Below, the distributional properties of o- o- in modal contexts are discussed. Con-
sider the following data:
Epistemic possibilty modal context
(6.94) Bori
May.3sg
na
subj
ipe
said.3sg
o,ti ki o,ti
bare.dupl.FCI.what
ja
for
na
subj
tus
them
ksefortothi.
get.rid.of.3sg
To get rid of them, he may have said just anything. [Low]
Deontic possibilty modal context
(6.95) Boris
Can.2sg
na
subj
to
it
aghorasis
buy.2sg
oso oso,
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
den
not
me
me
endiaferi
interests
poso,
how much
arki
suffices
na
subj
to
it
puliso.
sell.1sg
You may buy it at just any price; as long as I sell it, I don’t really mind.
[Low]
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Ability modal context
(6.96) Dhekades
Tens
diafimistikes
advertising
eteries
companies
[...] ine
are.3pl
diatethimenes
ready
na
subj
aghorasun
buy.3pl
oso oso
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
tis
the
idieteres
private
sinomilies
communications
meghalu
big
arithmu
number
kinon.
common men
Many advertising companies are capable of buying at just any price the
communications of a big number of poor users. [Low, DB]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(6.97) Prepi
Must
na
subj
tus
them
ipe
said.3sg
o,ti ki o,ti
bare.dupl.FCI.what
ja
for
na
subj
tus
them
ksefortothi.
get.rid.of.3sg
To get rid of them, he must have told them just anything. [Low]
Deontic necessity modal context
(6.98) Ala
But
akomi
even
ke
and
ta
the
pedhia
kids
tu
his
tha
will
anagkastun
be obliged
ek
from
ton
the
pragmaton
facts
na
subj
pulisun
sell.3pl
oso oso
bare.dipl.FCI.how.much
tin
the
eteria
company
ja
for
na
subj
plirosun
pay.3pl
foro
tax
klironomias.
inheritance
The facts show that even his kids will be obliged to sell the company at
a low price in order to pay the inheritance duties.22 [Low, DB]
Volitional modal context
(6.99) #Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki o,ti.
bare.dupl.FCI.what
[*Low]
The data above show that o- o- is grammatical in all modal contexts under consid-
eration in the present thesis, except for volitional modal ones. This result is due
to the interaction between the reading of low-level and the contexts at hand. The
speaker in (6.94) asserts that the person in question may have said bad things in
order to get rid of these people. The speaker in (6.95) allows his addressee to buy
the thing in question at a very low price. The speaker in (6.96) argues that many
advertisement companies are capable of buying private communications at a very
low price. In (6.97), it is claimed that the subject must have told bad things to the
persons in question, in order to get rid of them. In (6.98), it is contended that this
person’s kids will be obliged to sell the company at a very low price in order to pay
the inheritance duties.
(6.99) is ill-formed because of the incompatibility between the semantics of low-
level with contextual pragmatic properties. Otherwise, (6.99) would mean that the
22This example has been discussed under (3.72) and (6.85).
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speaker wishes to eat something of very bad quality. Since this is a pragmatically
odd interpretation, (6.99) is ill-formed.
Thus, like in downward entailing and veridical contexts, in modal contexts,
the grammaticality of o- o- depends on the combination of its semantics with the
context.
6.4.4 O- ki an
Below, it will be argued that o- ki an is grammatical in all kinds of modal contexts
considered in the present thesis thanks to its rich lexical semantics:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(6.100) I
The
Maria
Maria
bori
may.3sg
na
subj
psifise
voted.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
tis
her
ipe
said.3sg
o
the
Janis.
Janis
Maria may have voted for whomever Janis suggested to her. [Indif, Wid,
Ignor]
Deontic possibility modal context
(6.101) Boris
Can.2sg
na
subj
psifisis
vote.2sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.who
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
o
the
Janis.
Janis
You can vote for whomever Janis suggested to you. [Indif, Wid, Ignor]
Ability modal context
(6.102) Pistevete
Believe.2pl
sto
to the
jirisma
turn
tis
the
miras
fate
i
or
sto
to the
oti
that
o
the
anthropos
human being
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
petixi
succeed.3sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
epidhioksi?
wants
Do you believe that fate can turn or that the human being can succeed
at whatever he wants?23 [Wid, *Ignor, *Indif, DB]
(6.103) O
The
jos
son
mu
my
ine
is
ikanos
able
na
subj
psifisi
vote.3sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
ine
is
stin
to the
arxi
top
tis
the
listas.
list
My son is able to vote for whomever is at the top of the ballot. [Indif,
Ignor, *Wid]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(6.104) Prepi
Must
na
subj
exi
have.3sg
psifisi
voted
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
tu
him
ipedhikse
suggested.3sg
i
the
Maria.
Maria
He must have voted for whomever Maria suggested to him. [Indif, Wid,
Ignor]
23This example has been initially discussed under (3.46).
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Deontic necessity modal context
(6.105) Tha
Will
prepi
must
na
subj
vrume
find.1pl
lisis
solutions
apenandi
opposite
se
to
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
mas
us
perimeni.
waits
We will have to find solutions to whatever waits for us. [Wid, Ignor,
*Indif, DB]
(6.106) Prepi
Must
na
subj
psifisis
vote.2sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
su
you
ipedhikse
suggested.3sg
i
the
Maria.
Maria
You must vote for whomever Maria suggested to you. [Indif, Wid, Ignor]
Volitional modal context
(6.107) Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
majirepses.
cooked.2sg
I want to eat whatever you cooked. [Ignor, Indif, Wid]
The examples above show that o- ki an is grammatical in all kinds of modal contexts
discussed in the present thesis under all readings. Crucially, although the examples
above show that o- ki an is grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts
under a widening reading, in section 6.4.1, it has been shown that the widening FCI
o-dhipote is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is not
combined with a RC. Necessity and volitional modal operators introduce existential
quantification over alternatives. Therefore, widening is blocked therein. It has also
been demonstrated that o-dhipote is grammatical in necessity and volitional modal
contexts when it is combined with a RC because, in these cases, the RC functions as
the restrictor of a conditional construction. Since conditional operators are down-
ward entailing, all alternatives introduced by o-dhipote, relevant or irrelevant, can
be its value in necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is subtrigged.
As explained in section 4.4.4, o- ki an has an inherent conditional semantics. It is
due to this semantics that o- ki an expresses widening in the necessity and volitional
modal contexts above. Consequently, all alternatives that o- ki an introduces,
without exception, can be its value in a necessity and volitional modal context.
This fact is less clear in possibility modal contexts in which, like in conditional
contexts, all alternatives introduced by a widening FCI, without exception, can be
its value. However, the fact that o- ki an expresses widening even in necessity and
volitional modal contexts shows that it expresses widening in all modal contexts
investigated in the present book due to its conditional semantics.
Let me start from the possibility modal contexts in (6.100-6.103). Under a
widening reading, the speaker in (6.100) argues that it may be the case that Maria
voted for all the candidates that Janis suggested to her. If Janis suggested to her
to vote for Mr. Papadopoulos, she may have voted for Mr. Papadopoulos. If
he suggested to her to vote for his neighbor, she may have voted for his neighbor.
Under an indifference reading, it is asserted that Maria voted for the candidate that
Janis suggested to her simply because he did so and that she would do the same for
any other candidate that Janis would have suggested to her. Under an ignorance
reading, it is asserted that Maria voted for the candidate that Janis suggested to her,
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whose identity is unknown to him. The lexical semantics of o- ki an is compatible
with the semantics of the context. For this reason, (6.100) is well-formed.
The same reasoning explains the well-formedness of (6.101). Under a widening
reading, the speaker allows his addressee to vote for all the candidates, without
exception, that Janis suggested to him. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker
allows his addressee to vote for the candidate that Janis suggested to him. The
speaker does not know his identity. On an indifference reading, the speaker permits
his addressee to vote for the candidate that Janis suggested to him simply because
he did so.
Although widening, ignorance and indifference are expressed in the two possi-
bility modal contexts in (6.100) and (6.101), ignorance and indifference are blocked
in (6.102) whereas widening is blocked in (6.103). According to the definition of ig-
norance in (4.23), an ignorance FCI implies variation among somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w. Since in (6.102) no reference
is made to a specific goal that the human being wants to reach, ignorance is not
expressed. If o,ti ki an expressed indifference in (6.102), this sentence would mean
that the human being is capable of succeeding at things that he indifferently chooses.
Since this is a pragmatically weird interpretation, indifference is blocked in (6.102).
This sentence is well-formed only under a widening reading. The speaker asks his
addressee whether he believes that fate can turn or that the human being is capable
of succeeding at everything he wants.
Under an indifference reading, the speaker in (6.103) asserts that his son is able
to vote for the candidate who is at the top of the ballot, simply because he is at the
top. With an ignorance reading, it is asserted that the speaker’s son is able to vote
for the candidate who is at the top of the ballot, whom he does not know. In the
case of widening, alternatives must live in the same world. Opjon ki an denotes a
singleton set with alternatives living in different worlds. For this reason, widening
does not arise in (6.103).
Opjon ki an is grammatical in (6.104) under a widening, an indifference and
an ignorance reading. Under a widening reading, it is asserted that the person in
question must have voted for any of the candidates that Maria suggested. Due to
the conditional semantics of o- ki an, widening is expressed in (6.104). Under an
indifference reading, it is contended that the person in question must have voted for
the candidate that Maria suggested to him, simply because she did so. Under an
ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the candidate that Maria suggested
to the person in question. The lexical semantics of o- ki an is compatible with
contextual semantic properties. Therefore, the epistemic necessity modal sentence
in (6.104) is well-formed.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of o- ki an in the deontic
necessity modal sentences in (6.105) and (6.106). Under an ignorance reading, in
(6.105), it is asserted that the persons in question have to solve the problems which
wait for them. The speaker does not know what exactly these problems are. Under
a widening reading, the speaker argues that they have to solve no matter which
problem waits for them. Indifference is pragmatically blocked in this example.
Otherwise, the speaker would claim that they have to indifferently choose to solve
the problem that is waiting for them. This is an odd interpretation. For this reason,
indifference is blocked in (6.105).
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(6.106) shows that once the pragmatics of a given necessity context changes,
indifference, ignorance and widening are expressed. Under the first reading, the
speaker commands his addressee to vote for the candidate that Maria suggested,
simply because she did so. With the second reading, he has to vote for the candidate
that Maria suggested, whose identity he does not know. Under a widening reading,
he has to vote for no matter which candidates Maria suggested to him.
In (6.107), indifference, ignorance and widening are expressed. Thus, (6.107) is
well-formed. Under a widening reading, the speaker wants to eat no matter which
dish his addressee cooked. Under an indifference reading, the speaker wants to eat
the dish that his addressee cooked, simply because he did so. Under an ignorance
reading, the speaker wants to eat the dish or dishes that his addressee cooked. He
does not know what exactly his addressee cooked.
Above, the distributional properties of o- ki an in modal contexts have been ex-
amined. It has been shown that o- ki an is grammatical in all modal contexts under
consideration due to the interaction between its rich semantics and the semantics
of the modal contexts studied in this thesis.
6.4.5 Summary
In the previous sections, it has been argued that the distributional properties of the
Greek FCIs o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an in modal contexts are
determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the semantic and
pragmatic properties of a given modal context. This is also illustrated in table 6.3.
O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* X X X X X X
DN XRC/* X X X X X X
VOL XRC/* X X * X X X
Table 6.3: The distribution of Greek FCIs in modal contexts
The following conclusions can be drawn. First, the indefinite widening FCI o-
dhipote is grammatical in possibility modal contexts because, in these contexts, all
alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value. It is ungram-
matical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is not followed by a RC
because, in these contexts, it is not the case that all alternatives that it introduces,
without exception, can be its value. This is because necessity and volitional modal
operators are existential quantifiers over alternatives. When combined with a RC,
o-dhipote is grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts because the RC
behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construction. As in conditional contexts,
in these cases, all alternatives that it introduces can be its value. For this reason,
it is grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when followed by a rel-
ative clause. Second, as shown in table 6.3, enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical in all
modal contexts under consideration as long as indistinguishability or indiscriminacy
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is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context.Third, the
well-formedness of a modal sentence with the low-level FCI o- o- depends on the
interaction between the semantics of low-level with the pragmatics of the context.
For this reason, o- o- is ungrammatical in volitional modal contexts. Fourth, o-
ki an is grammatical in all modal contexts considered in the present thesis due to
its rich semantics. As ignorance FCI, it appears in modal contexts whenever the
semantics of ignorance is compatible with contextual pragmatic and semantic prop-
erties. As indifference FCI, it appears in modal contexts whenever the predicate
is non-agentive and whenever the semantics of indifference is compatible with the
pragmatics of the context. If the FR that o- ki an introduces does not denote a
singleton set with alternatives living in different worlds, it expresses widening in all
modal contexts.
6.5 Generic and interrogative contexts
Here, I close the discussion of the distributional properties of the Greek FCIs by
focusing on their behavior in generic and interrogative contexts.
6.5.1 O-dhipote
Here, the distributional properties of o-dhipote in generic and interrogative contexts
are discussed. Reflect on the data below:
Generic context
(6.108) Opjadhipote
Comp.FCI.which
ghata
cat
exi
has
ura.
tail
Any cat has a tail. [Wid]
(6.109) *Opjosdhipote
Comp.FCI.which
rinokeros
rhino
zijizi
weighs
tris
three
tonus
tons
kata
on
meso oro.
average
[*Wid]
Interrogative context
(6.110) Kata
During
ti
the
simerini
today’s
sinandisi
meeting
tu
the
Prothipurghu
Prime Minister
me
with
ton
the
Proedhro
President
tis
the
Dimokratias,
Democracy
ipirkse
there was.3sg
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
niksi
allusion
ja
for
to
the
thema
subject
ton
the
ekloghon?
elections
Was there any allusion to the subject of elections during today’s meeting
between the Prime Minister and the President? [Wid, DB]
As shown below, the variable introduced by opjadhipote is universally quantified
in generic sentences as in (6.108). Consequently, in these contexts, all alternatives
introduced by the widening FCI, without exception, can be its value. For this
reason, it is grammatical therein.
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(6.111) ∀x[cat(x)→ ∃y[tail(y)&has(x,y)]]
The quantificational predicate zijizi tris tonus kata meso oro “weighs three tons on
average” in (6.109) applies to the kind “rhino” and not to the individual elements
that belong to this kind (cf. Carlson 1980). If (6.109) were well-formed, it would
mean that all rhinos, without exception, weigh four tons on average. For this
reason, o-dhipote whose semantics requires that all alternatives, individually, can
be its value in a given context is incompatible with the context in (6.109). Thus,
(6.109) is an ill-formed sentence.
The interrogative sentence in (6.110) is well-formed thanks to the compatibility
between the semantics of o-dhipote and the semantics of interrogative operators.
According to Aloni (2002), the meaning of a question represents the set of proposi-
tions for which the truth value is under consideration (cf. section 2.4.2). When an
interrogative sentence contains an indefinite like any, these propositions are defined
in terms of the possible values of the variable that this indefinite introduces. For
this reason, all alternatives that o-dhipote introduces, without exception, can be its
value. Thus, it is grammatical in (6.110). The meaning of (6.110) is as follows.
The speaker asks his addressee whether there was an allusion made on the subject
of elections during today’s meeting between the Prime Minister and the President.
All possible allusions made are relevant for the answer to this question.
It is the interaction between the semantics of the widening FCI o-dhipote and
the semantics of a given generic and interrogative context that determines its dis-
tribution therein. Since generic operators are universal quantifiers over alterna-
tives, o-dhipote is grammatical in generic contexts when it is not the subject of
kind-denoting predicates. When it is the subject of kind-denoting predicates, the
semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives, without exception, can
be its value, is not satisfied. For this reason, it is ungrammatical in these cases. O-
dhipote is grammatical in interrogative contexts because the meaning of a question
represents the set of propositions for which the truth value is under consideration.
Therefore, the semantics of o-dhipote, which requires that all alternatives, without
exception, can be its value in a given context, is satisfied in interrogative sentences.
6.5.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
Below, I discuss the distribution of enas/o o-dhipote in generic and interrogative
contexts. Consider the data below:
Generic context
(6.112) Enas opjosdhipote
A.comp.FCI.which
anthorpos
human being
dhen
not
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
thimate
remember.3sg
1.000
1.000
onomata
first names
ke
and
epitheta
last names
ke
and
malista
specifically
mias
one
ke
and
mono
only
idikis
special
katigorias
category
anthropon.
human beings
Not just any human being can remember 1.000 first and last names of
one category of human beings. [Indist, *Indisc, DB]
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Interrogative context
(6.113) Pjos
Who
to
it
perimene
expected.3sg
oti
that
enas
an
stratos
army
(o opjosdhipote
a.comp.FCI.which
stratos)
army
tha
would
erixne
shut.3sg
se
to
amaxo
civil
plithismo?
population
Who expected that an army, just any army, would shoot civil population?
[Indist, *Indisc, DB]
(6.114) St’alithia
To the truth
proselave
hired.3sg
ton opjondhipote
the.comp.FCI.whom
ja
for
ithopio?
actor
Did he hire just anybody as actor?
[Indisc, Indist]
It is worthwhile noticing that, as indicated below, negation is not crucial for the
grammaticality of (6.112):
(6.115) Enas opjosdhipote
A.comp.FCI.which
fititis
student
lini
solves
mono
only
tis
the
ipoxreotikes
mandatory
askisis.
exercises
An average student solves only those exercises that are mandatory.
[Indist, *Indisc]
Enas opjosdhipote anthropos is grammatical in (6.112) under an indistinguishabil-
ity reading. Indiscriminacy is blocked because nothing in the context indicates that
enas opjosdhipote anthropos is randomly chosen by an agent. Under an indistin-
guishability reading, it is asserted that ordinary human beings cannot remember
1.000 first and last names of one category of people.
The fact that it is the combination of the semantics of indistinguishability with
the context that leads to the well-formed sentence in (6.112) is further supported
by the fact that, as shown below, the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote is ungram-
matical in this example. If opjosdhipote were grammatical in (6.116), this example
would mean that absolutely no one can memorize 1.000 first and last names of one
category of people. However, there should be people who have special memory ca-
pacities and can memorize 1.000 first and last names of one category of people. For
this reason, (6.116) is ungrammatical.
(6.116) *Opjosdhipote
Comp.FCI.which
anthorpos
human being
dhen
not
bori
can.3sg
na
subj
thimate
remember.3sg
1.000
1.000
onomata
first names
ke
and
epitheta
last names
ke
and
malista
specifically
mias
one
ke
and
mono
only
idikis
special
katigorias
category
anthropon.
human beings
[*Indist, *Indisc]
Regarding the interrogative sentences in (6.113-6.114), the speaker in (6.113) asks
himself who expected that an ordinary army would shoot civil population. Only
indistinguishability is grammatical in (6.113). Indiscriminacy is blocked because
nothing in the context indicates that the army in question has been randomly
chosen by an agent.
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On an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in (6.114) asks whether it is true
that the person in question hired randomly an actor. Under an indistinguishability
reading, the speaker wants to know whether the actor in question is average. The
lexical semantics of ton opjondhipote is compatible and the context. For this reason,
(6.114) is well-formed.
In the present section, the distribution of enas/o o-dhipote in generic and in-
terrogative contexts has been examined. It has been demonstrated that it is the
interaction between the lexical semantics of this item with the context that deter-
mines its distribution in generic and interrogative contexts.
6.5.3 O- o-
In this section, the grammaticality conditions of o- o- in generic and interrogative
contexts are discussed. Consider the examples below:
Generic context
(6.117) Opjos ki opjos
Bare.dupl.FCI.which
fititis
student
dhen
not
lini
solves
proeretikes
optional
askisis.
exercises
A bad student does not solve optional exercises. [Low]
Interrogative context
(6.118) To
It
pulises
sold.2sg
oso oso?
bare.dupl.FCI.how.much
Did you sell it at just any price? [Low]
In (6.117), it is asserted that bad students do not solve optional exercises. It is the
interaction between low-level with the semantics of the generic context at hand that
makes (6.117) well-formed. This is further supported by the ungrammaticality of
the indefinite widening FCI o-dhipote in (6.117). Consider the example below:
(6.119) *Opjosdhipote
Comp.FCI.which
fititis
student
dhen
not
lini
solves
proeretikes
optional
askisis.
exercises
[*Wid]
Since o-dhipote expresses widening, it requires that all its alternatives, without
exception, can be its value. However, the predicate dhen lini proeretikes askisis
“does not solve optional exercises” cannot apply to the whole class of students. For
this reason, (6.119) is ungrammatical.
Oso oso is grammatical in (6.118) because nothing in the context blocks the
meaning of low-level. The speaker asks his addressee whether he sold the thing in
question at a very low price.
As a result, the combination of the lexical semantics of the low-level FCI o-
o- with contextual semantic properties determines its distribution in generic and
interrogative contexts.
6.5.4 O- ki an
Here, the distribution of o- ki an in generic and interrogative contexts is discussed.
Consider the data below:
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Generic context
(6.120) Opjos fititis ki an
Bare.student.conc.FCI.which
kathisteri
delays
tin
the
eghasia
assignment
tu,
his
dhini
gives
eksetasis
exams
ton
the
Septemvrio.
September
Any student who submits his assignment late, takes his exams in Septem-
ber. [Wid, *Indif, *Ignor]
Interrogative context
(6.121) Ine
Is
dhinaton?
possible
Psifises
voted.2sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.whom
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
o
the
Janis?
John
An
if
su
you
eleje
would.say.3sg
na
subj
pnijis
get.drowned.2sg
tha
would
to
it
ekanes?
do.2sg
How is it possible? Did you vote for whoever John suggested to you?
If he had asked you to drown yourself, would you have done it? [Indif,
Ignor, Wid]
O- ki an is grammatical in the generic sentence in (6.120) because it expresses
widening. It is asserted that students who delay their assignments take their exams
in September. This rule holds for all students who delay their assignments, without
exception. If the best student delays his assignment, he will be presented in the
exams in September. If the worst student delays his assignment, he will be presented
in the exams in September. As explained in chapter 3, in this thesis, I only study
generic sentences in which FCIs occupy a subject position. Indifference is blocked in
the generic sentence in (6.120) because nothing in the context indicates that opjos
ki an is chosen by an agent. Since no reference is made to a specific individual in
the real world, ignorance is also blocked in (6.120).
The lexical semantics of o- ki an is also compatible with the interrogative context
in (6.121). Under a widening reading, the speaker asks his addressee whether he
voted for no matter which person Janis suggested to him. For instance, if Janis
suggested to him to vote for Mr. X, the speaker asks him whether he voted for him.
If Janis suggested to him to vote for Mr. Y, the speaker asks him whether he voted
for him. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the identity of the
candidate that Janis suggested to his addressee. Under an indifference reading, the
speaker asks his addressee whether he voted for the candidate that Janis suggested
to him simply because he did so.
The distribution of o- ki an in generic and interrogative contexts has been consid-
ered. The combination between the semantics of o- ki an with contextual semantic
properties determines its distribution in these contexts.
6.5.5 Summary
In the previous sections, the distribution of o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and
o- ki an in generic and interrogative contexts has been examined. It has been
argued that it is the combination of the semantics of these items with contextual
semantic properties that determines their distribution in these contexts. This is
also schematically shown in table 6.4.
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O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
GEN X X * X * * X
INT X X X X X X X
Table 6.4: The distribution of Greek FCIs in generic and interrogative contexts
The widening FCI o-dhipote is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts
because, in these contexts, all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value.
The semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives introduced by o-
dhipote, without exception, can be its value in a given context, is satisfied in these
contexts. When, however, widening is incompatible with special contextual features,
o-dhipote is ungrammatical in generic contexts. This happens for instance when it
is used as subject of a kind-denoting predicate in generic contexts.
Enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts because
of its rich lexical semantics. Under an indiscriminacy reading, it is not available in
the generic contexts studied in the present thesis because nothing in the context
indicates that the subject of the sentence is randomly chosen by an agent. As
indistinguishability FCI, it appears both in generic and in interrogative contexts.
O- o- is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts because the semantics
of low-level is compatible with both kinds of contexts.
O- ki an is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts due to its rich
semantics. It does not appear in generic contexts under an indifference and an
ignorance reading because these readings are incompatible with the semantics of
the generic contexts studied in this book.
6.6 Language-specific conclusion
In the present chapter, the distributional properties of the Greek FCIs o-dhipote,
enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic
and interrogative contexts have been examined. The results reported in the present
chapter, summarized in table 6.5, confirm the validity of my research hypothesis,
formulated in chapter 4.4.5, as far as Greek FCIs are concerned. More precisely,
they reveal that the distribution of Greek FCIs depends on the interaction between
their semantics and contextual semantic and pragmatic properties. In the present
section, I summarize these results by reviewing the distribution of each one of these
FCIs separately.
6.6.1 O-dhipote
In sections 6.2.1, 6.3.1, 6.4.1 and 6.5.1, the distributional properties of the widening
FCI o-dhipote in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative
contexts have been discussed. The behavior of this item shows that it is the inter-
action between its lexical semantics and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of
a given context that determines its distribution.
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O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X X X X X X X
WIT X X X X X X X
BEF X X X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X X X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* X X X X X X
COP XRC/* X * X X * X
EP XRC/* X * X X * X
FAC X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* X X X X X X
DN XRC/* X X X X X X
VOL XRC/* X X * X X X
GEN X X * X * * X
INT X X X X X X X
Table 6.5: The distribution of Greek FCIs
As shown in table 6.5, this item belongs to the interpretational class of indefinite
widening FCIs. The semantics of indefinite widening FCIs is defined in (4.5). Here,
it has been shown that o-dhipote is grammatical in a given context as long as all
its alternatives, without exception, can be its value in context c.
As shown in table 6.5, o-dhipote is grammatical in downward entailing, factive,
possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts because, in these contexts, the
semantics of widening is compatible with contextual semantic properties.
Although the semantics of downward entailing, factive, possibility modal, generic
and interrogative contexts is compatible with the semantics of widening, the inter-
action between the lexical semantics of o-dhipote with contextual pragmatic proper-
ties can lead to ill-formedness. This is what happens for instance in (6.2), repeated
below:
(6.122) #I
The
kivernisi
government
dhen
not
exi
has
pari
taken
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
apofasi
decision
ala
but
mia
a
apofasi
decision
simfoni
in accordance
me
with
tis
the
apetisis
demands
tis
of the
epoxis.
times
[*Wid]
Although o-dhipote is grammatical in antimorphic contexts, it is ungrammatical in
this sentence because the combination of the pragmatics of the context with the
semantics of widening results into a contradictory interpretation. More precisely, if
this example were well-formed, it would mean that the government took decision but
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a decision in accordance with the demands of the times. It is the combination of the
semantics of widening with contextual pragmatic properties that blocks opjodhipote
from appearing in the example above.
As shown in table 6.5, o-dhipote is ungrammatical in veridical, necessity and
volitional contexts if it is not followed by a relative clause. Necessity and voli-
tional modal operators introduce existential quantification over alternatives. In
non-factive veridical contexts, no inference from sets to subsets is allowed. For this
reason, it is not the case that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value
of o-dhipote in these contexts.
O-dhipote becomes grammatical in veridical, necessity and volitional contexts
when it is combined with a relative clause (cf. table 6.5). In these cases, the
RC functions like the restrictor of an implicit conditional construction. Thanks to
the semantics of the implicit conditional operator, all alternatives that o-dhipote
introduces can be its value in veridical, volitional and necessity contexts. For this
reason, o-dhipote is grammatical when followed by a RC.
This way of analyzing the phenomenon of subtrigging explains why subtrigging
saves o-dhipote even in necessity modal contexts which are nonveridical (cf. section
2.5.2). Subtrigging is needed not because o-dhipote wants to be in a nonveridical
context; subtrigging is needed because of the semantics of widening which requires
that all alternatives introduced by o-dhipote, without exception, can be its value in
a given context c.
At last, the analysis pursued here sheds light to a point raised in section 3.6. As
the reader may recall from that section, it has been observed that, although negative
and necessity modal contexts are nonveridical, the distribution of o-dhipote in these
contexts differs. In the light of the analysis proposed in the present chapter, the
different behavior of o-dhipote in negative and necessity modal contexts is due to
the interaction between the semantics of widening, inherent to o-dhipote, with the
semantics of negative and necessity modal contexts.
6.6.2 Enas/o o-dhipote
In sections 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4.2 and 6.5.2, the distribution of the Greek FCI enas/o o-
dhipote in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts
has been presented. As shown in table 4.6, this item belongs to the interpretational
classes of indiscriminacy and indistinguishability FCIs. It has been shown that
due to the interaction between its rich lexical semantics with contextual semantic
properties, it is grammatical in all contexts in the present thesis. This is also
demonstrated in table 6.5.
Enas/o o-dhipote appears in all contexts under an indistinguishability reading
as long as indistinguishability is compatible with contextual pragmatic features. It
appears as an indiscriminacy FCI if the predicate of the context in which it appears
is agentive and if indiscriminacy is compatible with contextual pragmatic proper-
ties. As table 6.5 illustrates, enas/o- o-dhipote does not express indiscriminacy in
contexts with copula sentences and in contexts with existential predicates. If indis-
tinguishability and indiscriminacy are not compatible with contextual properties,
enas/o o-dhipote is ungrammatical. This is shown for instance in (6.23), repeated
below under (6.123):
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(6.123) #An
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
to opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
vivlio,
book
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Indist, *Indisc]
Both indiscriminacy and indistinguishability are pragmatically blocked in this ex-
ample. If indiscriminacy were expressed, the speaker would tell his addressee that
if he chooses randomly the book that he will read, he will pass the exams. If indis-
tinguishability were expressed, the speaker would tell his addressee that if he reads
an ordinary book, he will pass the exams. Both interpretations are pragmatically
weird. For this reason, enas/o o-dhipote is blocked in (6.123).
6.6.3 O- o-
In sections 6.2.3, 6.3.3, 6.4.3 and 6.5.3, I argued that the distribution of the Greek
FCI o- o- is determined by the interaction between the semantics of low-level, de-
fined in (4.64), and the context at hand. Evidence has been given from its behavior
in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts.
As table 6.5 shows, o- o- is grammatical in all contexts under consideration,
except for volitional modal ones. This is so because the semantics of low-level is
incompatible with the pragmatic features of volitional modal contexts. This point
is featured in (6.99), repeated below:
(6.124) #Thelo
Want.1sg
na
subj
fao
eat.1sg
o,ti ki o,ti.
bare.dupl.FCI.what
[*Low]
Since it is pragmatically awkward for somebody to wish to eat something of low
quality, low-level does not arise in the example above. Since low-level is blocked,
the low-level FCI o,ti ki o,ti, is blocked too.
6.6.4 O- ki an
In sections 6.2.4, 6.3.4, 6.4.4 and 6.5.4, I showed that the distribution of o- ki an
depends on the combination of its inherent semantics with contextual semantic
and pragmatic properties. Evidence has been given from its behavior in downward
entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts. As shown in table
6.5, it is grammatical in all kinds of contexts examined in the present thesis.
Under a widening reading (defined in 4.6), o- ki an expresses widening in all
contexts under consideration in the present thesis due to its inherent conditional
semantics. All alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value
even in the following contexts which are normally hostile to the semantics of widen-
ing: non-factive veridical contexts, necessity and volitional modal contexts.
On an ignorance reading, o- ki an is not available in generic sentences because
the semantics of ignorance is incompatible with the semantics of these contexts.
Since under an ignorance reading reference is made only to particular entities in w,
ignorance is incompatible with the semantics of genericity.
With an indifference reading (cf. definition in 4.34), o- ki an does not appear in
contexts with copula sentences and in contexts with existential predicates because
these contexts are non-agentive. It does not appear in the generic contexts studied
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in the present thesis either. Since o- ki an occupies the subject position (cf. chapter
3). There is nothing in the context that indicates that the subject has been chosen
by an agent. It is grammatical in all other contexts as long as the semantics of
indifference is compatible with the pragmatics of the context.
When indifference, widening and ignorance are blocked, o- ki an is blocked. This
is revealed in (6.48), repeated below under (6.125):
(6.125) #Ean
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
o,ti ki an
bare.dupl.FCI.what
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
i
the
dhaskala
teacher
su,
your
dhen
not
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
stis
to the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Wid, *Indif, *Ignor]
Otherwise, under a widening reading, (6.125) would mean that if the speaker’s
addressee reads all the things that his teacher told him to read, he will not pass
the exams. Under an indifference reading, (6.125) would mean that if the speaker’s
addressee reads the things that the teacher told him, simply because his teacher
told him, he will not pass the exams. Under an ignorance reading, (6.125) would
mean that if the speaker’s addressee reads the things that the teacher told him, he
will not pass the exams. With this reading, the speaker does not know what exactly
his addressee has to read. Since these interpretations are pragmatically weird, o- ki
an does not occur.
In the present section, I summarized the results of the present chapter, focusing
on the distributional properties of each one of the Greek FCIs under consideration.
The distribution of these FCIs depends on the combination of their lexical semantics
with the semantics and the pragmatics of the context in which they occur. They
are grammatical in a context if and only if their lexical semantics is compatible
with the semantics and the pragmatics of a given context. In the previous chapter,
it has been demonstrated that the same holds true for French FCIs. The common
distributional properties between French and Greek FCIs, discussed in the following
section, are one more strong argument for the validity of the analysis pursued here.
6.7 Cross-linguistic conclusion
The common distributional properties of French and Greek FCIs that belong to the
same interpretational classes, discussed in the present section, constitute one more
argument for the validity of the hypothesis that it is the interaction between the
semantics of the item and the context that determines its distribution and shed
light to certain FCID results, discussed in chapter 3.
Compare table 5.5 in which the distributional properties of French FCIs are
presented, repeated here, with table 6.5, in which the distributional properties of
Greek FCIs are listed.
From these two tables we can draw cross-linguistic conclusions as far the dis-
tribution of items that belong to the interpretational classes of widening, low-level,
indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and ignorance FCIs is concerned. Since none of
the French FCIs under consideration in the present thesis expresses indifference, it
is impossible to draw cross-linguistic conclusions about indifference FCIs. This will
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Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X
WIT X * X X X X X
BEF X * X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X * X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
COP XRC/* * X * X X X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X X
FAC X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* * X X X X
GEN X X X * X X *
INT X * X X X X X
Table 5.5: The distribution of French FCIs
happen in chapter 7 in which the distribution of the English FCI wh-ever will be
examined.
First, the widening FCIs o-dhipote, qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu- and o- ki an
appear in almost all the contexts discussed in the present thesis. There is a difference
between o- ki an and the other widening FCIs in that the first has an inherent
conditional semantics. The other widening FCIs do not have a conditional semantics
and, for this reason, they appear in non-factive veridical, necessity and volitional
modal contexts only when followed by a relative clause. For unknown reasons,
n’importe qu- does not express widening in contexts with negative words, in few
contexts, in without contexts, in before contexts, in contexts with copula sentences
and in interrogative contexts. Also, tables 5.5 and 6.5 show that the low-level FCIs
n’importe qu- and o- o- have the same conditions of availability. They both appear
in all contexts except for volitional modal ones. In addition, the indiscriminacy FCIs
n’importe qu- and enas/o o-dhipote are available in all contexts with the exception of
contexts with copula sentences, existential contexts and generic contexts. Moreover,
tables 5.5 and 6.5 show that the indistinguishability FCIs n’importe qu-, un NP
quelconque and enas/o o-dhipote have the same conditions of availability. Finally,
the ignorance FCIs un NP quelconque and o- ki an are available in all contexts
except for generic ones. The fact that those French and Greek FCIs that have the
same readings have the same conditions of availability is one more argument for the
proposal pursued in this thesis.
The cross-linguistic results above are crucial for two more reasons. On the one
hand, they shed light to the content of figure 3.5, repeated here.
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Figure 3.5:Appearance of FCIs in veridical contexts
As explained in section 3.6, this figure represents the frequency with which
French and Greek FCIs are found in veridical contexts without being modified (or
else subtrigged). As explained in the present and the previous chapter, o-dhipote
and qu- que ce soit are ungrammatical in non-factive veridical contexts because
of the interaction between the semantics of widening with the semantics of these
contexts (cf. also tables 5.5 and 6.5). Because of the limited number of data in the
FCID, it happens that the FCID does not contain sentences with factive predicates
in which both qu- que ce soit and o-dhipote are grammatical without the need of a
RC. As for n’importe qu-, un NP quelconque, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an,
they are grammatical in veridical contexts (cf. figure 3.5) because their semantics
is compatible with veridicality.
On the other hand, the analysis proposed in the present chapter explains why,
as observed in section 3.6, although both o-dhipote and qu- que ce soit are ungram-
matical in necessity modal contexts, at least when they are not combined with a
RC, the Greek FCI o- o- and the French FCI un NP quelconque are grammatical.
When o-dhipote and qu- que ce soit are not subtrigged, it is the interaction between
the semantics of these indefinite widening FCIs and necessity modal operators that
leads to ill-formed sentences. The lexical semantics of o- o- and un NP quelconque is
compatible with necessity modal contexts. Therefore, they are grammatical therein.
The cross-linguistic convergences among French and Greek FCIs, summarized
here, show that an FCI is grammatical in a given context if and only if its reading, or
at least one of its readings, is compatible with the semantics and the pragmatics of
the context. Evidence has been mainly drawn from the FCID which contains French
and Greek data. The distributional properties of the English FCIs, discussed in the
following chapter, is one more strong piece of evidence for the validity of the proposal
pursued here.
CHAPTER 7
The Distribution of English Free Choice Items
7.1 Introduction
In chapter 1, I formulated the hypothesis that the distribution of FCIs follows from
the interaction between their lexical semantics and the context in which they occur.
In the previous two chapters, I studied this interaction in French and Greek and
argued that this hypothesis is valid for French and Greek FCIs. In section 4.2.7, I
formulated the language-specific hypothesis that the distribution of English FCIs is
determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the context. My
goal in the present chapter is twofold. On the one hand, I explain how the interaction
between their lexical semantics and a given context determines the distribution of
the English FCIs any, just any and wh-ever. The semantic properties of English
FCIs, together with the criteria to distinguish among them are given in table 4.1.
The definitions of the various readings of FCIs are presented under (4.5-4.64). The
definitions and the table are repeated below. On the other hand, I summarize the
results of the empirical domain of this book.
The chapter is structured as follows. First, the distributional properties of En-
glish FCIs in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative con-
texts are detailed in sections 7.2-7.5. Second, in section 7.6, the language-specific
conclusions of the present chapter are summarized. Third, in section 7.7, the results
of the empirical domain of this book are reviewed. More precisely, I first discuss its
cross-linguistic results and I then reconsider the nature of the interaction between
context and FCI lexical semantics. I also describe the way in which this interaction
determines the distribution of FCIs and argue that neither downward entailingness
(which has been previously proposed for the distribution of any and qu- que ce soit)
nor nonveridicality (which has been previously proposed for the distribution of any
and for o-dhipote) are sufficient for the explanation of the distribution of FCIs.
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Any Wh-ever Just any
Wid Wid Ignor Indif Indisc Indist Low Wid
Alternatives X X X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X X X
AllAltFCIValue X X X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.1: The semantic properties of English FCIs and how to detect them
(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.6) Definite widening FCIs
A definite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives compared
to its regular definite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the regular
definite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alternatives
{a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the definite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which contains
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
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context dependent.
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
(4.34) Indifference
Indifference implies that
a. there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives in w that the agent
can choose from and
b. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w and
c. there are alternative worlds w’ in which the FCI referent is differ-
ent from the one in w and there is a set of contextually relevant
alternatives that can be the value of the FCI referent and
d. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w’ because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w’.
(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
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7.2 Downward entailing contexts
Here, the distributional properties of English FCIs in downward entailing contexts
are examined. By the end of the present section, the following two conclusions
will have been drawn. One, like with French and Greek FCIs (cf. sections 5.2 and
6.2), any, just any and wh-ever are grammatical in all kinds of downward entailing
contexts studied in the present thesis. Two, it is the interaction between the lexical
semantics of English FCIs and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given
downward entailing context that determines their distribution.
7.2.1 Any
Below, I concentrate on the distributional properties of any in downward entailing
contexts. However, before doing so, the following point needs to be clarified. As the
reader may recall from section 2.4.2, Kadmon and Landman (1993) have argued that
any is grammatical in a given context whenever widening induces strengthening.
Strengthening is the result of the inherent semantics of any, as explained in that
section. Consequently, a definition of the lexical semantics of any which captures
both widening and the exact inherent semantics of any that leads to strengthening
was needed. In chapter 4, I defined the lexical semantics of any as under (4.5).
Here, I show how the interaction of the semantics of any with the semantics as well
as the pragmatics of a given context determines its distribution.
As first observed by Ladusaw (1979) (cf. section 2.2.2) and as witnessed in the
following data, any is grammatical in a variety of downward entailing contexts:
Antimorphic context
(7.1) He did not do anything to help us.1 [Wid]
(7.2) #The choice was not made in any way but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons.
Too...to context
(7.3) George was too tired to speak to anyone. [Wid]
Context with negative word
(7.4) Nowhere has anybody been hit by anyone.2
Without context
(7.5) I left the conference without talking to any student. [Wid]
Before context
(7.6) I left the conference before talking to any student. [Wid]
1This example has been initially discussed under (2.12).
2This example has been first discussed under (2.14).
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Comparative context
(7.7) Paul is smarter than any student. [Wid]
Few context
(7.8) Few students asked any question. [Wid]
Conditional context
(7.9) If anyone ever catches on to us, we’re in trouble.3 [Wid]
The examples above show that, although any is grammatical in a variety of down-
ward entailing contexts, its combination with certain contextual pragmatic prop-
erties leads to ill-formedness. First of all, the sentences in (7.1) and in (7.3-7.9)
are well-formed because widening, as defined in (4.5), is not blocked by the se-
mantics and pragmatics of the context. In general, as already shown many times
throughout the previous two chapters, downward entailing contexts are compatible
with widening FCIs because they allow inferences from sets to subsets. Therefore,
all alternatives introduced by a given widening FCI, without exception, can be its
value in a downward entailing sentence. For this reason, the sentences in (7.1) and
in (7.3-7.9) are well-formed.
(7.1) means that the subject in question did absolutely nothing to help the
persons in question. Suppose that this sentence is uttered in a situation where the
speaker, together with his family, moved to a different house. In such a situation,
helping with painting could be the most relevant thing that one could do to assist
them. In such context, (7.1) means that the subject did not help with painting, let
alone with other more difficult things.
(7.2) is ill-formed because widening is not compatible with the pragmatics of
the context. Since under a widening reading all alternatives can be the value of
an FCI in a given context, if (7.2) were well-formed, it would have the following
contradictory interpretation: the choice was not made in any way but in accordance
with the sociological profile of these indecisive persons.
In (7.3), the speaker claims that George was too tired to talk. Suppose that,
in the context at hand, the president would be the most relevant person to whom
George could have talked. George was too tired to talk to him and was too tired to
talk to other less relevant persons, as well.
The sentence with the negative word nowhere in (7.4) means that there was no
place in which somebody has been hit by someone. This claim holds true for no
matter which value one assigns to the FCIs anybody and anyone.
The speaker in (7.5) and (7.6) means that he left the conference without or
before talking to students. In other words, in both sentences, there was absolutely
no event at which the speaker talked to the students who were at the conference.
The comparative sentence in (7.7) is true for no matter which value one assigns
to the FCI any student. In other words, even if one compares Paul with Mary who
was the first in her class last year, Paul is smarter than her, too.
The speaker in (7.8) claims that few students asked a question. From this, we
have the inference that few students asked a question on semantics and that few
3This example has been previously discussed under (2.31).
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students asked a question on syntax. All alternatives associated with any can be
its value in (7.8).
In (7.9), the speaker claims that if someone catches on to them, they are in
trouble. Even if people from their families catch up on to them, the persons in
question are in trouble.
In sum, any is grammatical in a downward entailing context if and only if
widening is not blocked by the context. More precisely, a sentence with any is
well-formed if and only if all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can
be its value in a given context. If this cannot be the case, any is ungrammatical.
7.2.2 Just any
In this section, the distribution of the English FCI just any in downward entailing
contexts is examined. As in table 4.1, just any belongs to the interpretational
classes of indiscriminacy (cf. definition in 4.40), indistinguishability (cf. definition
in 4.57), low-level (cf. defininition in 4.64) and widening FCIs (cf. definition in 4.5).
I argue that its distribution depends on the interaction between its lexical semantics
and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given downward entailing context.
Observe the following data:
Antimorphic context
(7.10) My students did not talk to just anyone. [Indist, Low, Indisc, *Wid]
Context with negative word
(7.11) None of my students talked to just anyone.4 [Indisc, Indist, Low, *Wid]
Too...to context
(7.12) I was too tired to talk to just anyone. For this reason, I left like a ghost.
[Wid, Low, Indisc, Indist]
Without context
(7.13) The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately I left
without talking to just any guest. [Indist, Indisc, Low, Wid]
Before context
(7.14) The guests in this party did not seem very interesting. Fortunately I left
before talking to just any guest. [Indist, Indisc, Low, Wid]
Comparative context
(7.15) On the table there were many dishes with such original forms that I could
not recognize the ingredients. I preferred eating some bread with butter
rather than eating just anything. [Indisc, *Wid, *Indist, *Low]
4This example has been initially discussed under (4.16).
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(7.16) What do you think of what Mr. Fuchs says on relativity?
The already existing theory of relativity is better than just any theory of
physics. [Indist, Low, Wid, *Indisc]
Few context
(7.17) Few students talked to just any professor. [Wid, Indist, Indisc, Low]
Conditional context
(7.18) If you read just any book, you will not succeed in the exams. [Indist,
Indisc, Low, *Wid]
(7.19) If you get married with just any woman, I will kill you. [Wid, Indist,
Indisc, Low]
Downward entailing contexts allow inferences from sets to subsets. Therefore,
widening, which, according to the definition in (4.5), requires that all alternatives,
without exception, can be the value of just any, is satisfied in downward entail-
ing contexts. For this reason, if it is not blocked by their pragmatics, widening is
expressed in downward entailing contexts.
As already explained in section 4.2.1, although just any belongs to the interpre-
tational class of widening FCIs, for unknown reasons, it does not express widening
when in antimorphic contexts and when in contexts with negative words. This is
also illustrated in (7.10) and (7.11) above. Otherwise, these sentences would mean
that the speaker’s students talked to no one. On the contrary, in both sentences,
it is asserted that the speaker’s students talked to someone. This is also exhibited
by the fact that the sentence They talked to the president is a possible continuation
for both sentences:
(7.20) My students did not talk to just anyone. They talked to the president.
[Indist, Low, Indisc, *Wid]
(7.21) None of my students talked to just anyone. They all talked to the presi-
dent. [Indisc, Indist, Low, *Wid]
Under an indistinguishability reading, (7.10) means that the students did not talk
to average persons. (7.11) means that none of the speaker’s students talked to
average persons. Under a low-level reading, the speaker in (7.10) claims that his
students did not talk to bad persons and the speaker in (7.11) argues that none of
his students talked to bad persons. Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in
(7.10) argues that his students did not choose randomly the person to whom they
talked. In (7.11), it is asserted that the speaker’s students did not choose randomly
the person to whom they talked. The lexical semantics of just any is compatible
with the contexts in (7.10) and (7.11). Thus it is grammatical in these examples.
The data in (7.10-7.19) reveal that, except in cases in which it is found in
an antimorphic sentence or a sentence with a negative word, just any expresses
widening in all other kinds of downward entailing sentences. Consider for instance
(7.12). Under a widening reading, it is asserted that the speaker was too tired to
talk. Therefore he left like a ghost. Suppose that the speaker was at a party and
that his best friend was there. His claim holds true for everyone who was at the
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party, his best friend being included. Under a low-level reading, the speaker claims
that he was too tired to talk to persons that he did not appreciate much. On an
indistinguishability reading, the speaker left like a ghost because he was too tired
to talk to average persons. (7.12) can also be uttered in a situation where all people
at the party looked the same to him. In that case, under an indiscriminacy reading,
the speaker contends that he was too tired to talk to people that he would have to
choose randomly. Consequently, he left like a ghost. Since the lexical semantics of
just any is compatible with the context, (7.12) is well-formed.
The same argumentation explains the well-formedness of the sentences in (7.13)
and (7.14). These examples can be uttered in a situation in which the speaker
was invited to a party by one of his colleagues. His colleague threw this party
because he is going to retire in six months. The speaker knows this colleague
for many years. He also knows that he does not like his friends. However, for
the pragmatics of the situation, he felt obliged to go. In this context, widening,
indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level are expressed. Under a widening
reading, the speaker in (7.13) asserts that the persons in question did not have
anything special. Fortunately he left without talking to them; his claim holds
true for all guests at the party. The speaker in (7.14) argues that the persons in
question were not anything special. Fortunately he left before talking to them.
Under an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker in (7.13) claims that these persons in
question were not anything special. Fortunately he left without choosing randomly
the person to talk to. The speaker in (7.14) asserts that the persons in question
were not anything special. Fortunately he left before choosing randomly a person
to whom to talk. On an indistinguishability reading, the speaker in (7.13) argues
that the persons in question were not anything special. Fortunately he left without
talking to average persons. The speaker in (7.14) contends that the persons in
question were not anything special. Fortunately he left before talking to average
persons. Under a low-level reading, the speaker in (7.13) asserts that the persons
in question did not have anything special. Fortunately, he left without talking to
people that he did not appreciate at all. The speaker in (7.14) asserts that these
persons in question did not have anything special. Fortunately he left before talking
to people that he did not appreciate at all.
Let me now turn to the comparative sentences in (7.15) and (7.16). The combi-
nation of the lexical semantics of just any with the context leads to well-formedness
in these cases as well. Just anything is grammatical in (7.15) under an indiscrim-
inacy reading. The speaker preferred eating some bread with butter rather than
eating randomly something that he could not recognize from its shape. The readings
of indistinguishability, low-level and widening are blocked in this example. If just
anything expressed indistinguishability, this sentence would mean that the speaker
preferred eating some bread with butter rather than eating something average.
However, from the previous context (On the table...the ingredients) we understand
that the food was not average. Simply, the speaker could not distinguish among the
dishes, because of their shape. Therefore, indistinguishability is not the preferred
reading of just anything in (7.15). If just anything expressed low-level, this sen-
tence would mean that the speaker preferred eating some bread with butter rather
than eating something that he did not like. However, it is unclear whether he liked
the dishes or not; we only know that he could not distinguish among them. Also,
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widening is blocked in (7.15). When widening is expressed, all alternatives, with-
out exception, can be the value of the FCI at hand. Therefore, if widening were
expressed, this sentence would have the extremely awkward interpretation that the
speaker preferred eating some bread with butter rather than eating something.
The validity of the hypothesis that just anything is grammatical in (7.15) because
it expresses indiscriminacy is further supported by the fact that anything, which,
according to the table in 4.1, does not express indiscriminacy, is pragmatically
blocked in this example:
(7.22) #On the table there were many dishes with such original forms that I could
not recognize the ingredients. I preferred eating some bread with butter
rather than eating anything. [*Wid]
In the same way that it is pragmatically blocked in (7.15), widening is blocked in
(7.22), too. Therefore, any is ungrammatical.
In (7.16), just any expresses widening, low-level and indistinguishability. Un-
der an indistinguishability reading, the speaker asserts that the existing theory of
physics is better than the theory of Mr. Fuchs which is average. On a low-level
reading, the existing theory of relativity is better than the theory of Mr. Fuchs
which is bad. Under a widening reading, Mr. Fuchs’ theory is better than all other
theories of physics, without exception. According to the definition in (4.40), indis-
criminacy describes the way in which an agent makes a choice. Since the predicate
is in (7.16) is non-agentive, indiscriminacy is semantically blocked in this example.5
The interaction between the readings of just any and the pragmatics as well as
the semantics of the context is responsible for its grammaticality in the few sentence
in (7.17) too. On a widening reading, the speaker means that few students talked
to professors. On an indistinguishability reading, it is asserted that few students
talked to average professors. Under a low-level reading, the speaker claims that few
students talked to bad professors. Under an indiscriminacy reading, few students
chose randomly the professor to whom they talked.
Let me close the present section by accounting for the grammaticality of just
any in the conditional contexts in (7.18-7.19). (7.18) is well-formed due to the rich
lexical semantics of just any. Widening is pragmatically blocked in this sentence.
Otherwise, this sentence would be pragmatically ill-formed because widening is not
compatible with the pragmatics of the context at hand. Under an indiscriminacy
reading, the speaker says to his addressee that, if he chooses randomly the book
that he will read, he will not succeed in the exams. On a low-level reading, if he
reads a bad book, he will not pass the exams. Under an indistinguishability reading,
the speaker’s addressee will not pass the exams if he reads an average book.
Widening is expressed in the conditional sentence in (7.19). Under this reading,
the speaker menaces his addressee that he will kill him if he marries a woman,
no matter who she may be. Since just any expresses indiscriminacy, low-level and
indistinguishability, besides widening, it may be the case that the speaker menaces
that he will kill his addressee if he randomly chooses his wife, if his wife is not good
or if his wife is really average.
As a result, it is the combination of the lexical semantics of just any with the
semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given downward entailing context that
5The reader can refer to section 4.2.4 for a discussion on agentive and non-agentive be.
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determines its distribution therein. It is grammatical in a given context as long as
the context does not block at least one of its readings.
7.2.3 Wh-ever
Here, I end the discussion on the distributional properties of English FCIs in down-
ward entailing contexts by analyzing the distribution of the definite FCI wh-ever
which, as shown in table 4.1, expresses widening (cf. definition in 4.6), ignorance (cf.
definition in 4.23) and indifference (cf. definition in 4.34). Observe the following
data:
Antimorphic context
(7.23) The government did not accept whatever proposal they made.6 [Wid,
Ignor, *Indif]
(7.24) Zack did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. He voted for
Mr. Johnson because he did a lot of nice things for his village.7 [Ignor,
Indif, *Wid]
Too...to context
(7.25) John had studied too hard during his PhD to take whatever position his
professor offered him. He became project manager of the biggest project
on molecular biology in Europe. [Indif, Wid, Ignor]
Context with negative word
(7.26) None of my sisters got married to whomever my parents introduced to
them. They had known their husbands for years. [Indif, Wid, Ignor]
Without context
(7.27) Fortunately, I left without eating whatever John had prepared. [Wid,
Indif, Ignor]
Before context
(7.28) Fortunately, I left before eating whatever John had prepared. [Wid, Indif,
Ignor]
Comparative context
(7.29) Mary preferred not getting married to marrying whomever her parents
introduced to her. [Indif, Ignor, Wid]
Few context
(7.30) Few of my students voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot. [Indif,
Ignor, *Wid]
6This example is previously discussed under (4.2), (4.18) and (4.35).
7This example has been first discussed under (4.29).
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(7.31) Few of my servants did whatever I told them to do. For this reason, I
punished them. [Indif, Wid, *Ignor]
Conditional context
(7.32) If you eat whatever Mary is now cooking, you must be very hungry. [Ignor,
Indif, Wid]
(7.33) #If you study whatever your teacher gave you, you will not succeed in the
exams. [*Ignor, *Indif, *Wid]
As explained in section 7.2.1, the widening FCI any is grammatical in downward en-
tailing contexts because these contexts allow inferences from sets to subsets. There-
fore, the semantics of any, which requires that all alternatives, without exception,
can be its value, is satisfied in these contexts. As the reader may recall from section
4.2, wh-ever differs from any in that it has an inherent conditional semantics. By
the end of the present chapter, it will have been shown that, in opposition to the
widening FCI any which is grammatical in non-factive veridical, necessity and vo-
litional contexts only when subtrigged, wh-ever appears under a widening reading
in all kinds of contexts discussed here, without exception. As it will be shown,
this is due to its inherent conditional semantics which makes it possible that all
its alternatives, without exception, can be its value even in non-factive veridical,
necessity and volitional modal contexts. Since conditional operators are a subclass
of downward entailing operators, this fact is less obvious in the downward entailing
contexts considered in this section. However, it will become clearer when I will ex-
amine the distribution of wh-ever in non-factive veridical, necessity and volitional
modal contexts in sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.3 respectively.
Whatever is grammatical under a widening and an ignorance reading in (7.23), as
already explained in section 4.2; indifference is blocked. Under a widening reading,
whatever introduces a set of contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives. If, in
the case at hand, a proposal at the issue of Cyprus is a relevant proposal, the definite
widening FCI in (7.23) refers to contextually relevant and irrelevant proposals.
This sentence is read as follows. Every time that they submitted a proposal, it
was rejected by the government. There is a unique proposal per submission. The
proposal could be relevant or not; the government did not accept it. At each point
in time that a proposal was made, there were alternative proposals that they could
have submitted. Those alternatives are picked from a set A’ which is larger than
the set of contextually relevant proposals to be submitted. As explained in section
4.2.2, under an ignorance reading, the sentence in (7.23) means that the government
did not accept the proposal, or proposals, that the persons in question made. The
speaker does not know the proposal or proposals that they made. According to
the definition in (4.34), indifference describes the way in which an agent performs a
choice. Therefore, as clarified in section 4.2.3, since the verb accept is non-agentive,
indifference is blocked in (7.23).
Although indifference is blocked in (7.23), it is expressed in (7.24). As explained
in section 4.2.3, under an indifference reading, this sentence means that Zack did
not vote for the candidate who was at the top of the ballot just because he was
at the top of the ballot; he voted for Mr. Johnson because he did a lot of nice
things for his village. As predicted from the table in 4.1, the variable introduced by
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the definite FCI whoever scopes over negation whereas the descriptive content of
indifference is the focus of negation. As also explained in section 4.2.3, whoever in
(7.24) expresses ignorance too. Under this reading, it is presupposed that there is
a candidate at the top of the ballot that the speaker does not know. It is asserted
that Zack did not vote for this candidate but for Mr. Johnson who did a lot of
nice things for his village. Although widening is expressed in (7.23), it is blocked in
(7.24) because the descriptive description denotes a singleton set with alternatives
in different worlds. Since the lexical semantics of wh-ever is not blocked by the
context in (7.23-7.24), wh-ever is grammatical.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of whatever in (7.25).
Under an indifference reading, the speaker claims that Janis had studied too hard
during his PhD to choose to work to the job that his professor offered him just
because he did so. Instead, he became project manager of the biggest project on
molecular biology in Europe. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not
know the position that John’s professor offered him. He asserts that John had
worked too hard to take this position. Under a widening reading, the speaker
claims that John had worked too hard during his PhD to work to no matter which
positions his professor offered him. If his professor offered him a teaching position,
John had worked too hard to work at this position. And, if he offered him a lecturer
position, John had worked too hard to take this position, too.
The semantics of indifference, ignorance and widening is compatible with the
semantics and the pragmatics of the context in (7.26) as well. Under an indifference
reading, the speaker says that none of his sisters married the person that the parents
suggested to them. They married the persons who are now their husbands because
they have known them for years. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker asserts
that none of his sisters got married to the unknown candidates that his parents
suggested to them. They got married to men that they had known for years. Under
a widening reading, no matter who were the candidates that his parents suggested
to the speaker’s sisters, his sisters did not marry them; they married men that they
knew for years.
The lexical semantics of wh-ever is compatible with the context in (7.27-7.28)
as well. For this reason, whatever is grammatical in these two sentences. Both
sentences can be uttered in a situation where, although John is an excellent cook,
the speaker is the kind of person who does not like to taste different things. Under a
widening reading, no matter which dish John had cooked, the speaker in (7.27) left
without eating them. In (7.28), it is argued that, fortunately, no matter which dish
John had cooked, the speaker left before eating them. On an ignorance reading,
the speaker does not know what exactly John had prepared. The speaker in (7.27)
means that, fortunately, he left without eating these dishes. In (7.28), he left before
eating these dishes. On an indifference reading, the speaker would have to choose to
eat the dishes that John prepared, simply because he did so. In (7.27) it is asserted
that, fortunately, he left without doing so. And in (7.28), he left before doing that.
Since the lexical semantics of whomever is compatible with the pragmatics and
the semantics of the context, the comparative sentence in (7.29) is well-formed. Un-
der an indifference reading, Mary preferred not getting married rather than mar-
rying the person that her parents introduced to her, simply because they did so.
Under a widening reading, no matter whom her parents introduced to her, Mary
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preferred to remain single. Under an ignorance reading, Mary preferred not getting
married to marrying this unknown person that her parents suggested to her.
Widening is blocked in (7.30) for the same reason that it is blocked in (7.24).
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the person who was at
the top of the ballot and asserts that few of his students voted for him. Under an
indifference reading, the speaker claims that few of his students voted for the person
who was at the top of the ballot, simply because he was at the top.
In (7.31), ignorance is pragmatically blocked because it cannot be the case that
the speaker does not know what he told his servants to do. Under an indifference
reading, the speaker punished his servants because they did not do the things that
he asked them to do, simply because he did so. Under a widening reading, no matter
what he asked them to do, his servants did not do it. Therefore, he punished them.
Let me now turn to the conditional sentences in (7.32) and (7.33). Since the
lexical semantics of whatever is compatible with the context, it is grammatical in
(7.32). Since it is not compatible with the context in (7.33), it is ungrammatical
in this example. Under a widening reading, the speaker tells his addressee that
he must be really hungry if he eats no matter which dish Mary is now cooking.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know what dish Mary is now
cooking and asserts that his addressee must be really hungry if he eats it. Under an
indifference reading, the speaker claims that his addressee must be really hungry if
he eats what Mary is cooking simply because she is doing so.
Although widening, ignorance and indifference are compatible with the seman-
tics and the pragmatics of the conditional context in (7.32), whatever is blocked in
(7.33) because of the pragmatics of the context. Under an indifference reading, the
speaker would argue that his addressee will not succeed in the exams if he reads the
things that his teacher gave him, simply because she did so. Under an ignorance
reading, this conditional sentence would have the pragmatically weird interpreta-
tion that the speaker’s addressee will not succeed in the exams if he reads these
unknown things that his teacher gave him to read. Under a widening reading, the
speaker would assert that his addressee will not succeed in the exams if he reads
no matter what his teacher gave him. These are pragmatically odd interpretations;
consequently, whatever is not available in (7.33).
Concluding, the distribution of wh-ever is determined by the interaction between
its lexical semantics and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the downward
entailing context in which it occurs.
7.2.4 Summary
In sections 7.2.1-7.2.3, it has been argued that, as it happens with French and
Greek FCIs (cf. sections 5.2 and 6.2), the distribution of English FCIs in downward
entailing contexts follows from the correlation between their lexical semantics and
the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given downward entailing context. This
result is also schematically presented in table 7.1.
In section 7.2.1, it has been shown that any is grammatical in all kinds of
downward entailing contexts studied here because widening, that requires that all
alternatives, without exception, can be the value of any, is satisfied. If widening is
pragmatically blocked in a given downward entailing context, any is blocked too.
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Any Just any Wh-ever
Wid Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AM X * X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X X
WIT X X X X X X X X
BEF X X X X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X X
FEW X X X X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X X
Table 7.1: The distribution of English FCIs in downward entailing contexts
Just any and wh-ever are grammatical in a given downward entailing context
when at least one of their readings is compatible with the semantics as well as the
pragmatics of the context. If all of them are blocked by a given context, then just
any and wh-ever are grammatical.
In the following sections, I show that the interaction between their lexical se-
mantics and context determines the distribution of English FCIs in veridical, modal,
generic and interrogative sentences, too.
7.3 Veridical contexts
Below, the distributional properties of English FCIs in the following veridical con-
texts are examined: affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts, contexts with
copula sentences and factive contexts. By the end of this section, it will have been
argued that, as it has been demonstrated in sections 5.3 and 6.3 for French and
Greek FCIs, the distribution of English FCIs in veridical contexts depends on the
correlation between their lexical semantics and the context.
7.3.1 Any
Here, the distribution of the indefinite widening FCI any in veridical contexts is
discussed. It will be exhibited that, as it happens in downward entailing contexts,
any is grammatical in veridical contexts whenever its semantics, given in (4.5), is
compatible with the context. Think of the following data:
Factive context
(7.34) We’re surprised that anyone bought anything at all. [Wid] (from Baker
1970)
Affirmative episodic context
(7.35) *I ate anything. [*Wid]
(7.36) I ate anything that Anna prepared. [Wid]
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Context with copula sentence
(7.37) *Technology is anything. [*Wid]
(7.38) Technology is anything that makes life easier or better in some way.8
[Wid]
Existential context
(7.39) *There is a lot of garlic in anything. [*Wid]
(7.40) There is a lot of garlic in anything that Arlo is now cooking. [Wid]
The data above reveal that, although any is grammatical in factive contexts (7.34)
(cf. also section 2.4.2), it is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts
with copula sentences and existential contexts only if it is followed by a RC (7.35-
7.40). Let me start from the factive sentence in (7.34). Anything is grammatical
in this example because widening is compatible with the semantics of the factive
predicate are surprised. When we are surprised that someone bought something, we
expect that there is no event in which someone buys something. In other words, we
expect that the set of buyers and the set of things that are bought is empty. From
that, we are surprised if these two sets are not empty. When one expects that a set
is empty, he expects that each one of its subsets is non-empty too. Consequently,
the semantics of widening which requires that all alternatives, without exception,
can be the value of any, is satisfied in (7.34). Therefore, anything and anyone are
grammatical in (7.34).
The same is not the situation in the affirmative episodic sentence in (7.35), in
the copula sentence in (7.37) and in the existential sentence in (7.39) and, for this
reason, any is ungrammatical therein. As illustrated below, in affirmative episodic
contexts, in contexts with copula sentences and in existential contexts, we do not
have inference from a set to each one of its subsets:
(7.41) I ate fish or salad-/→I ate salad.
(7.42) He is an artist or a linguist-/→He is a linguist.
(7.43) There is salad or soup in the fridge-/→There is soup in the fridge.
Due to this semantic property of affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula
sentences and existential contexts, the semantics of the widening FCI anything
which requires that all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value in a
given context c, is not satisfied. For this reason, (7.35), (7.37) and (7.39) are ill-
formed.
The grammaticality of just any in the affirmative episodic context below rein-
forces the validity of the hypothesis that any is ungrammatical in (7.35) because
widening is blocked by the semantics of the context:
(7.44) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: ’Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
8Found in www.cosi.org/assets/pdf/programs/learningExpeditions/K-2-TECH.pdf.
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sad place in all of us’ followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.9 [Indisc, *Low, *Indist,
*Wid]
As already explained in section 4.2.5, indistinguishability is blocked in the example
above because it is difficult to characterize as average something that is uttered since
the set of things that one can say is not determined. Moreover, in the example
above, low-level is not the preferred reading of just anything because, normally,
one does not say bad things in order to fill the silence. Widening is blocked in
this example for the same reason that it is blocked in (7.35). Although widening,
indistinguishability and low-level are blocked in the example above, just anything
is grammatical because it expresses indiscriminacy. The speaker claims that the
speaker in question chose to say something randomly in order to fill the silence.
Since at least one of the readings associated with just any is not blocked, just any
is grammatical above.
It remains now to be explained why, when any is combined with a relative
clause, it is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts (7.36), in contexts with
copula sentences (7.38) and in existential contexts (7.40). As the reader may recall
from chapters 2 and 4, whenever any is combined with a RC this clause functions as
restrictor of a conditional construction. This is also illustrated by the interpretation
of (7.36), (7.38) and (7.40). (7.36) means that the speaker ate all the dishes that
Anna prepared, without exception. If she prepared a salad, he ate a salad. If she
prepared a soup, he ate a soup. (7.38) means that technology is everything that
makes life easier or better. If equipment x makes life easier or better, then, this is
technology. If equipment z makes life easier or better, then, this is technology.10
In (7.40), there is a lot of garlic in all dishes that Arlo is cooking. If he is cooking
potatoes, he put a lot of garlic. If he is cooking a soup, he put a lot of garlic.
As in chapter 2, we cannot account for the fact that any is grammatical in other-
wise hostile contexts, when it is followed by a RC, only in terms of the nonveridical
semantics of the implicit conditional operator.
As explained in relation to (7.9), repeated below, since conditional contexts are
downward entailing, all alternatives that any introduces can be its value in these
contexts.
(7.45) If anyone ever catches on to us, we’re in trouble.11 [Wid]
Consequently, when combined with a RC, the semantics of any that requires that
all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of a given FCI in context is sat-
isfied. Therefore, any is grammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, in existential
contexts and contexts with copula sentences when combined with a RC.
Above, the distributional properties of any in veridical contexts have been ex-
plained. The following points have been argued. First, in factive contexts, it is the
interaction between the semantics of widening and the semantics of factive contexts
9This example has been previously discussed under (1.9), (2.201), (2.270), (4.51), (4.62) and
(4.71).
10As with French and Greek FCIs, any is subtrigged in those sentences with copula sentences
that have a generic interpretation.
11This example has also been discussed under (2.31).
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that leads to well-formed sentences. Second, any is ungrammatical in affirmative
episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences and existential contexts when it is
not combined with a relative clause because the semantics of widening is blocked in
these contexts. Third, when any is followed by a relative clause, it is the interaction
between the semantics of the indefinite widening FCI any with the semantics of the
context that leads to well-formedness.
7.3.2 Just any
In section 7.2.2, it has been argued that the distribution of just any in downward
entailing contexts depends on the combination of its lexical semantics with the
semantics and the pragmatics of the context in which it occurs. Below, I demon-
strate how the interaction between the lexical semantics of just any and the context
determines its distribution in veridical sentences too:
Factive context
(7.46) I am surprised that you bought just any car. [Indisc, Indist, Low, Wid]
Affirmative episodic context
(7.47) I found myself at a private viewing in a blanco-ed Hoxton artspace, stand-
ing still among the we-crowd while conversations formed around me, typi-
cally: ’Richard, I just wanted to say your work reaches out to a beautifully
sad place in all of us’ followed by a soft gaze to see if I said anything.
So I said just anything to fill the silence. And pretty soon they were all
going: “Yes oh yes, mmm, and you’re so brave”.12 [Indisc, *Low, *Indist,
*Wid]
(7.48) I said just anything. Now I regret it.13 [Low, Indisc, *Wid, *Indist]
(7.49) John got married to just any woman. She is neither smart, nor nice. She
is an ordinary woman.14 [Indist, Indisc, Low, *Wid]
(7.50) *Yesterday, I felt just any pain. [*Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
Context with copula sentence
(7.51) The semiotic object by itself is just anything, the sign places it in a
universe, the interpretant narrows it down, and the experience singularizes
it.15 [Indist, Low, *Indisc, *Wid]
Existential sentence
(7.52) Sometimes there is just any excuse to sell in a storm.16 [Indist, Low,
*Indisc, *Wid]
12This example has been previously discussed under (1.9), (2.201), (2.270), (4.51), (4.62), (4.71)
and (7.44).
13This example has been originally discussed under (4.66).
14This example is repeated from (4.59).
15Found in http://www.mail-archive.com/peirce-l@lyris.ttu.edu/msg01167.html.
16Found in http://www.smartmoney.com/fundinsight/index.cfm?story=20061130.
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Just any is grammatical in all kinds of veridical contexts under deliberation in this
study. For the same reason that widening is blocked in affirmative episodic contexts,
contexts with copula sentences and existential contexts when any is not followed
by a RC (cf. section 7.3.1), just any does not express widening in (7.47-7.52).
More precisely, in these contexts, we cannot have inference from sets to subsets and
therefore it cannot be the case that all alternatives introduced by just any, without
exception, can be its value. Below, it will be revealed that, in these contexts, just
any expresses widening when combined with a relative clause. Let me however first
explain the distribution of just any in veridical contexts in which it is not combined
with a RC.
Since the speaker in (7.46) is surprised that his addressee bought a car, he ex-
pected that the set of cars bought by his addressee is empty. Consequently, he
expected that any of its subsets be empty too. In other words, if the speaker’s
addressee bought a BMW, he is surprised. If he bought a Peugeot, he is surprised.
All alternatives introduced by just any can be its value in (7.46). For this reason,
widening is expressed. In (7.46), just any car expresses indistinguishability, indis-
criminacy and low-level, besides widening. Under the first reading, the speaker is
surprised because his addressee bought an average car. Under the second, he is
surprised because he randomly chose the car that he bought. Under a low-level
reading, it is presupposed that, as far as the speaker’s taste is concerned, the ad-
dressee bought a car. It is asserted that he bought a car that it is not that good.
It is asserted that he is surprised because he did so.
Just anything is grammatical in (7.47) because, as already explained in section
4.2 and repeated in the previous section, it expresses indiscriminacy. The speaker
asserts that he said something randomly in order to fill the silence. Indistinguisha-
bility is blocked in this example because it is hard to characterize as average some-
thing that is uttered since the set of things that one can say is not determined.
Moreover, in this example, low-level is not the preferred reading of just anything
because, normally, one does not say bad things in order to fill the silence.
Low-level is expressed in (7.48). Under this reading, the speaker said something
really bad and now he regrets it. As in the previous example, on an indiscriminacy
reading, the speaker selected randomly the thing that he said; now he regrets it.
For the same reason that indistinguishability is blocked in (7.47), it is blocked in
(7.48) too.
Indistinguishability, but also indiscriminacy and low-level are expressed in (7.49):
under the first reading, the speaker asserts that John got married to an average
woman; under the second reading, he asserts that he chose randomly the woman
with whom he got married; under a low-level reading, the speaker claims that John
got married to a woman who is really bad. Consequently, just any is grammatical
in (7.47-7.49) because its lexical semantics is not blocked in these contexts.
The ungrammaticality of just anything in (7.50) reinforces the validity of this hy-
pothesis. More specifically, this sentence is ill-formed because indiscriminacy, indis-
tinguishability, low-level and widening are blocked. As explained at the beginning,
widening is semantically blocked in affirmative episodic contexts. Indiscriminacy is
also semantically blocked because the predicate felt in (7.50) is non-agentive. In-
distinguishability and low-level are pragmatically blocked. Otherwise, the speaker
would assert that, the day before, he either had an average pain or that he had a
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pain which was below a certain norm of goodness, defined by other pains that he
could have had (cf. definition of low-level in 4.64). Since the lexical semantics of
just anything is blocked by the semantic and pragmatic properties of the context,
(7.50) is ill-formed.
In (7.51), indistinguishability and low-level are compatible with the context.
For this reason, just anything is grammatical. The speaker either argues that the
semiotic object is something average which does not deserve further notice or that
it is something of low value. Indiscriminacy is blocked in this example because the
predicate is is non-agentive.17
For the same reason, indiscriminacy is blocked in (7.52) too. Indistinguishability
and low-level are expressed in this example. The speaker either claims that there is
a very “banal” excuse to sell in a storm or that there is a very low, cheap, excuse
to sell in a storm.
Up to this point, the distribution of just any in the veridical contexts in (7.46-
7.52) has been examined. It has been shown that it does not express widening
in affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts with copula sen-
tences. As shown in the previous section, widening is expressed in these contexts
when any is combined with a relative clause. The examples below demonstrate
that, just any also expresses widening when it is followed by a RC:
(7.53) The man did just anything that the captain wanted him to do. He was a
very gritty character, mentally very strong. Of the kinds who never give
up.18 [Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
(7.54) There is much garlic in just any plate that Mary prepared. [Wid, *Indist,
*Indisc, *Low]
(7.55) An authenticator is just any program that reads lines from STDIN.19
[Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
The data above demonstrate that, when combined with a RC, just any expresses
widening in affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts and contexts with
copula sentences. This clause functions as restrictor of an implicit conditional con-
struction. The speaker in (7.53) asserts that the man in question did everything
that the captain wanted him to do, without exception. If he told him to swim, he
did so. If he told him to clean everything, he did so. In (7.54), if Mary prepared
a salad, she put a lot of garlic in it. If she prepared a soup, she put a lot of garlic
in it. In (7.55), it is argued that all programs that read lines from STDIN, without
exception, are authenticators. If program x does that, then, it is an authenticator.
If program y does that, then, it is an authenticator.20
17Cleo Condoravdi (p.c.) informs me that the following sentence is ill-formed:
(i) #Her illness is just any illness.
The contrast between (i) and 7.51 might suggest that there is a difference between the adjectival
and the other uses of just any as far as its distribution is concerned. I consider this to be a topic
for future research (cf. also footnote 28, chapter 3).
18Found in http://www.khojhyderabad.com/city/interview/Shivlal Yadav.asp.
19Found in http://workaround.org/moin/SquidLdap.
20Although (7.55) has a generic interpretation, the example below shows that just any is sub-
trigged even in copula sentences with no generic interpretation:
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As indicated in (7.53-7.55) above, for unknown reasons, just like in the case
of n’importe qu- (cf. section 5.3.2), just any does not express indiscriminacy, in-
distinguishability and low-level when it is combined with a relative clause. This
shows that, although an FCI allows different interpretations, not all sentences are
ambiguous.
Since in non-factive veridical contexts, the RC behaves as restrictor when it
combines with just any, we can explain why widening is expressed in these cases. As
illustrated in (7.19) and repeated below, when just any is in a conditional context,
all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value. Consequently,
widening is satisfied in these contexts.
(7.56) If you get married with just any woman, I will kill you. [Wid, Indist,
Indisc, Low]
Just like in the case of n’importe qu- (cf. section 5.3.2), the behavior of just any
in veridical contexts sheds light to the phenomenon of subtrigging. In chapter 2,
having based myself on any and o-dhipote, I have argued that we cannot account
for this phenomenon in terms of the nonveridical semantics of the implicit condi-
tional construction. In sections 5.3.1, 6.3.1 and 7.3.1, I argued that the indefinite
widening FCIs qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any are grammatical in non-factive
veridical contexts when combined with a RC because, in these cases, the seman-
tics of widening which requires that all their alternatives can be their value in a
context c, is satisfied. Just any is an indefinite which, besides widening, expresses
indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level. The fact that this FCI, which is
anyway grammatical in non-factive veridical contexts, needs a RC not in order to
become grammatical but in order to express widening, reinforces the validity of the
hypothesis that qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any, which express only widening, are
grammatical in non-factive veridical contexts when combined with a RC because,
in these cases, widening is not blocked by the context.
Above, I discussed the distributional properties of just any in veridical contexts.
It is the interaction between its lexical semantics and the semantics as well as the
pragmatics of the context that determines its distribution in veridical contexts.
7.3.3 Wh-ever
Here, I account for the distributional properties of wh-ever which, as shown in table
4.1, expresses widening, ignorance and indifference. Reflect on the following data:
Factive context
(7.57) I am glad that you solved whatever exercise the teacher gave you. [Ignor,
Wid, Indif]
Affirmative episodic context
(7.58) He ate whatever John prepared. [Ignor, Wid, Indif]
(i) Her illness is just any illness you would expect someone to have under so much stress.
Thanks to Cleo Condoravdi (p.c.) for bringing this example to my attention.
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Existential context
(7.59) There is a lot of garlic in whatever (it is that) Arlo is cooking.21 [Wid,
Ignor, *Indif]
Copula sentence
(7.60) Your blog is whatever you want it to be.22 [Wid, Ignor, *Indif]
These data demonstrate that wh-ever is grammatical in all kinds of veridical con-
texts studied in this thesis. In (7.57) and (7.58), it expresses widening, indifference
and ignorance. In (7.59) and (7.60), it expresses widening and ignorance. Indiffer-
ence is blocked.
As previously demonstrated, widening is expressed whenever all alternatives
introduced by a widening FCI, without exception, can be its value in a given context.
As explained in section 7.3.1 in relation to any, this is impossible in non-factive
veridical contexts when any is not subtrigged. As also explained in that section,
any becomes grammatical in otherwise hostile veridical contexts if it is combined
with a relative clause. In these cases, this clause behaves as restrictor of an implicit
conditional context. Conditional contexts are downward entailing and, for this
reason, all alternatives that any introduces can be its value in these contexts. As
explained in section 4.2.1, wh-ever has an inherent conditional semantics. Due
to this semantics, all alternatives that it introduces can be its value in veridical
contexts. Therefore, it expresses widening in all veridical contexts studied in this
thesis. This point is not that clear in factive contexts in which, as shown in section
7.3.1, all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of a given FCI in these
contexts.
Under a widening reading, (7.57) means that the speaker is glad because his
addressee solved all the exercises that his teacher gave him, without exception.
Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know which exercises the teacher
gave his addressee. He asserts that he is happy because he solved them. Under an
indifference reading, the speaker is glad because his addressee solved the exercises
in question simply because his teacher gave them to him. Since the semantics of
wh-ever is compatible with the context in (7.57), it is grammatical therein. The
same holds true for the remaining veridical sentences above.
On a widening reading, the speaker in (7.58) asserts that the subject ate all
the dishes that John prepared. Under an indifference reading, the subject ate the
dishes that John prepared simply because he did so. Under an ignorance reading,
the speaker asserts that the subject ate the dish that John prepared. He does not
know what John prepared.
Due to the fact that the predicates there is and is are non-agentive, indifference
is blocked in (7.59) and (7.60). Under a widening reading, (7.59) means that there
is a lot of garlic in all dishes that Arlo is cooking. Under an ignorance reading, the
speaker does not know what exactly Arlo is cooking. Under an ignorance reading,
in (7.60), the speaker tells his addressee that his blog is the things that he wants it
to be. He does not know what exactly his addressee wants to do with a blog. On
21This example has been initially discussed under (2.133).
22From http://www.blogger.com/tour start.g
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Any Just any Wh-ever
Wid Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
COP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X * X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X * X
FAC X X X X X X X X
Table 7.2: The distribution of English FCIs in veridical contexts
a widening reading, the blog is all the things, without exception, that one wants it
to be.
Above I showed that wh-ever is grammatical in all kinds of veridical contexts
examined in this thesis because its semantics is compatible with their semantics and
their pragmatics.
7.3.4 Summary
In the previous sections, it was argued that, as with French and Greek FCIs (sections
5.3 and 6.3), it is the correlation between the lexical semantics of any, just any and
wh-ever and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given veridical context
that determines their distribution therein. This is also schematically presented in
table 7.2.
As shown in table 7.2, any is grammatical in a given veridical context as long
as all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value. More
precisely, it is grammatical in factive contexts because, in these contexts, all its
alternatives, without exception, can be its value. It is ungrammatical in non-factive
veridical contexts when it is not subtrigged because, in these contexts, no inference
from sets to subsets is allowed. It is grammatical in non-factive veridical contexts
when subtrigged because in these cases, the RC behaves like the restriction of a
conditional construction. Because conditional contexts are downward entailing,
when it is subtrigged, all alternatives, without exception, can be its value.
Table 7.2 shows that just any, in opposition to any, is grammatical in a variety of
veridical contexts due to its rich semantics. As indiscriminacy FCI, as long as prag-
matic features do not block indiscriminacy, it appears in affirmative episodic and
factive contexts. It does not appear in contexts with the verb to be and with existen-
tial predicates, because these predicates are non-agentive. As indistinguishability
FCI, it appears in all veridical contexts, if contextual pragmatic features permits
it. As low-level FCI, it appears in all veridical contexts studied here. As widening
FCI, it is available in factive contexts. It appears in affirmative episodic, existential
contexts and contexts with copula sentences when it is combined with a relative
clause.
Wh-ever is grammatical in all the veridical contexts studied in the present thesis
due to its rich semantics. As an ignorance FCI, it appears in all veridical contexts
studied in the present thesis as long as the semantics of ignorance is compatible
with the pragmatics of the context. As an indifference FCI, wh-ever appears in
contexts in which the predicate is agentive. Indifference is blocked in contexts with
copula sentences and in existential contexts. Table 7.2 shows that, in opposition
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to the indefinite widening FCI any, the definite widening FCI wh-ever appears in
all veridical contexts under consideration. This difference is due to the inherent
conditional semantics of wh-ever that makes it possible that all alternatives that it
introduces, without exception, can be its value in a given context c.
7.4 Modal contexts
In the present section, I discuss the distributional properties of English FCIs in a
variety of modal contexts. By the end of this section, it will have been demon-
strated that, as it is shown in sections 5.4 and 6.4 for French and Greek FCIs, the
distribution of English FCIs in modal contexts is determined by the combination of
their lexical semantics with the context.
7.4.1 Any
Here, the distribution of any in modal contexts is accounted for. Observe the data
in (7.61-7.69) below:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(7.61) Mary may have already said anything. [Wid]
Deontic possibility modal context
(7.62) You can go anywhere. I do not mind. [Wid]
Ability modal context
(7.63) I am capable of playing in any team. [Wid]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(7.64) *John must have eaten anything.
(7.65) John must have eaten anything Sue prepared. [Wid]
Deontic necessity modal context
(7.66) *You must solve any problem. [*Wid]
(7.67) You must solve any problem the teacher gave you. [Wid]
Volitional modal context
(7.68) *I want to eat any vegetables. [*Wid]
(7.69) I want to eat any vegetables Sue prepared. [Wid]
The following conclusions can be drawn from these data: 1) any is grammatical in
epistemic possibility, deontic possibility and ability modal contexts (7.61-7.63); 2)
unless when combined with a relative clause, it is ungrammatical in necessity and
volitional modal contexts (7.64-7.69) (cf. also chapter 2).
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As explained in section 2.4.2, possibility modal operators are analyzed by Aloni
(2002) as universal operators over alternative propositions defined in terms of the
alternative values of the FCI at hand. As explained in chapter 3, ability modal
contexts have also been analyzed as possibility modal contexts. Since in epistemic
possibility, deontic possibility and ability modal contexts we have universal quan-
tification over alternative propositions, we also have universal quantification over
the alternatives introduced by any. For this reason, the meaning of widening that
requires that all alternatives of any, without exception, can be its value, is satisfied
in possibility and ability modal contexts. For this reason, it is grammatical therein.
As for necessity and volitional modal contexts, as already explained in section
2.4.2, they introduce existential quantification over alternative propositions, defined
in terms of the alternative values of a given FCI. In view of the definition of in-
definite widening FCIs in (4.5), it becomes obvious that, in these contexts, it is
not possible that all alternatives introduced by any can be its value. Therefore, it
is ungrammatical in these contexts. This raises the question of why exactly it is
grammatical in these contexts when it is combined with a relative clause. In the
remainder of this section, I first discuss the sentences in (7.61-7.63) and then turn
to the behavior of any in (7.65), (7.67) and (7.69) in which it is combined with a
relative clause.
In (7.61), it is asserted that Mary may have already said everything, without
exception. In (7.62) the speaker is very flexible since he says to his addressee that she
is free to go to no matter which place she wants; he does not mind. The speaker in
(7.63) tells his addressee that he is capable of playing in all teams, without exception.
In other words, he is even capable of playing in the most competitive team. Since
widening is compatible with the semantics of the context, these sentences are well-
formed.
Let me now turn to the sentences in (7.65), (7.67) and (7.69). As it happens in
cases in which any is subtrigged in affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts
and contexts with copula sentences (cf. section 7.3.1), the relative clauses in (7.65),
(7.67) and (7.69) function as restrictors of implicit conditional constructions. For
instance, (7.65) means that John ate everything that Sue prepared. If she prepared
a salad, he ate it. If she prepared a soup, he ate it. The same holds true for
the remaining cases in which any is subtrigged. The speaker in (7.67) tells his
addressee that he must solve no matter which exercise the teacher gave him. If it
is an easy one, he must solve it; if it is a difficult one, he must solve it. In (7.69)
the speaker wants to eat no matter which vegetables Sue prepared. If she prepared
fried cucumbers, he wants to eat them. If she prepared broccoli, he wants to eat it.
As already explained in chapters 2 and 4, whenever any is combined with a
RC the latter behaves as restrictor. Departing from this point, we can explain why
(7.65), (7.67) and (7.69) are well-formed. As explained in relation to (7.9), repeated
below, since conditional contexts are downward entailing, all alternatives that any
introduces can be its value in these contexts. Consequently, any is grammatical in
necessity and volitional modal contexts when combined with a relative clause.
(7.70) If anyone ever catches on to us, we’re in trouble.23 [Wid]
23This example has also been discussed under (2.31).
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Here, I accounted for the distributional properties of the English indefinite widening
FCI any in modal contexts. It is grammatical in possibility modal contexts thanks
to the interaction between the semantics of possibility modal operators, which are
universal quantifiers over alternatives, and the semantics of widening, which re-
quires that all alternatives introduced by any can be its value in context c. If it
is not followed by a RC, any is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal
contexts because widening is blocked in these examples. More precisely, necessity
and volitional modal operators are existential quantifiers over alternatives. In this
way, not all alternatives introduced by it, can be its value in a given necessity or
volitional modal context, if it is not combined with a relative clause. When any
is subtrigged, the RC plays the role of the restrictor of an implicit conditional
construction. Consequently, as in conditional contexts, when it is subtrigged in
necessity and volitional modal contexts, all its alternatives, without exception, can
be its value. For this reason, it is grammatical.
7.4.2 Just any
Here, the distribution of just any in modal contexts is discussed. Observe the
following data:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(7.71) She may have talked to just anyone. [Indisc, Wid, Low, Indist]
Deontic possibility modal context
(7.72) She has the right to love just anyone. [Indist, Indisc, Low, Wid]
Ability modal context
(7.73) This photographer is capable of transforming just any woman into a mag-
azine star. [Low, Indist, Indisc, Wid]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(7.74) They must have let just anyone enter the museum. [Indisc, Low, Indist,
*Wid]
(7.75) He must have eaten just any dish that Mary prepared. [Wid, *Indisc,
*Low, *Indist]
Deontic necessity modal context
(7.76) Draw just any triangle, without special properties, and trace its heights.
[Indisc, Indist, *Low, *Wid]
(7.77) To get rid of them, I had to tell them just anything. [Indisc, Low, *Indist,
*Wid]
(7.78) You must eat just anything that Mary prepared. [Wid, *Indisc, *Low,
*Indist]
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Volitional modal context
(7.79) She wants to sleep with just anyone. [Indist, Indisc, *Low, *Wid]
(7.80) I want to eat just anything that Mary prepared. [Wid, *Indisc, *Indist,
*Low]
Unlike any which, as shown in the previous section, is ungrammatical in necessity
and volitional modal contexts when it is not followed by a relative clause, just any
is grammatical in all modal contexts, studied here. This is due to the fact that,
besides widening, it expresses indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level.
Let me start by accounting for the distribution of just any in the epistemic
possibility, deontic possibility and ability modal sentences in (7.71-7.73). Just like
any, in these sentences, just any expresses widening. As explained in the previous
section, widening is expressed in these contexts because we have universal quan-
tification over alternatives. Therefore, the widening FCI which needs that all its
alternatives can be its value in a given context is compatible with the semantics of
the context. For this reason, just any expresses widening in (7.71-7.73).
Under a widening reading, (7.71) means that the woman in question may have
talked to everyone, without exception. Under an indistinguishability reading, she
may have talked to an average person. Under a low-level reading, she may have
talked to a bad person. Under an indiscriminacy reading, she may have randomly
chosen whom to talk to. Under a low-level reading, in (7.72), it is asserted that the
woman in question has the right to marry a not so good person. But it may also
be the case that the speaker means that she is allowed to marry an average per-
son (indistinguishability), to randomly choose her husband (indiscriminacy) or to
marry no matter whom she wants, without exception (widening). Under a widening
reading, the photographer in (7.73) is capable of transforming all women, without
exception, into magazine stars. Under an indistinguishability reading, this photog-
rapher can transform an average woman into a magazine star. Under a low-level
reading, he can transform a really bad looking woman into a magazine star. Under
an indiscriminacy reading, this sentence means that the photographer can choose
randomly a woman and transform her into a magazine star. Since the lexical se-
mantics of just any is compatible with the contexts in (7.71-7.73), these sentences
are well-formed.
Let me now concentrate on the necessity and volitional modal sentences in (7.74),
(7.76) and (7.79) in which just any is not combined with a relative clause. As these
sentences show, just any does not express widening in necessity and volitional modal
contexts if it is not combined with a relative clause. As explained in the previous
section in relation to any, widening is blocked in these contexts because necessity
and volitional modal operators introduce existential quantification over alternative
propositions, defined in terms of the alternative values of the FCI. Therefore, these
contexts do not make it possible that all alternatives introduced by just any, without
exception, can be its value. For this reason, it does not express widening in these
sentences.
Under an indistinguishability reading, (7.74) means that the persons in question
must have let average persons enter the museum. Under an indiscriminacy reading,
these persons must have randomly selected whom to let enter the museum. On
a low-level reading, the persons in question must have let bad persons enter the
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museum. Since its lexical semantics is not blocked in (7.74), just any is grammatical.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of just any in the deontic
necessity modal sentences in (7.76) and (7.77). Under an indiscriminacy reading,
the speaker in (7.76) orders his students to randomly choose one triangle out of a
set of triangles and trace its heights. Under an indistinguishability reading, they
have to draw a triangle with no special properties. This means that the pupils
will comply to the teacher’s order if they design a scalene; an equilateral, isosceles
or equiangular would not be good. Low-level is pragmatically blocked in (7.76).
Otherwise, the speaker in (7.76) would order his pupils to draw a bad triangle. This
is a pragmatically weird interpretation and, for this reason, low-level is blocked. As
for just anything in (7.77), it is grammatical under an indiscriminacy or a low-level
reading. The speaker was forced to speak. In such situation, saying something is
more important than the exact nature of the thing that one says. Therefore, for the
agent, the thing that he said, but also any other thing that he could have said, was
equally probable to be said (cf. definition of indiscriminacy in 4.40). Therefore, he
chose randomly the thing that he said. Under a low-level reading, he said really
bad things in order to get rid of the persons in question. Indistinguishability is
blocked in this sentence because of the pragmatics of the situation. As already
explained in section 7.3.2, since the set of things to be said is not determined, it is
hard to calculate the average degree to which things that are to be said have the
contextually relevant properties. Therefore, one cannot characterize something said
as average.
In (7.79), just anyone expresses indiscriminacy and indistinguishability. Under
the first reading, the woman in question wants to randomly choose the person with
whom she will sleep. Under the second reading, she wants to sleep with people who
are not distinguished in any way. The reading of low-level is pragmatically blocked
in this sentence. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that the woman wants to
sleep with a bad person.
Let me now turn to the necessity modal sentences in (7.75) and (7.78) and to
the volitional modal sentence in (7.80). In all these sentences, just any is combined
with a relative clause. In opposition to what happens in the necessity and volitional
modal sentences just examined, in these sentences, just any expresses only widening.
As it happens with n’importe qu- (cf. section 5.4.2), when just any combines with a
relative clause, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level are not expressed.
Instead, widening is expressed in these sentences because all alternatives that just
any introduces, can be its value. (7.75) means that the subject must have eaten all
the dishes that Mary prepared. If she prepared a soup, he must have eaten a soup;
if she prepared a salad, he must have eaten a salad. This interpretation reveals that
the relative clause that Mary prepared behaves as restrictor of an implicit conditional
construction. The same is accurate for (7.78). The speaker commands his addressee
to eat no matter which dish Mary prepared. The same holds in (7.80) as well. In
this sentence, the speaker asserts that, if Mary prepared a salad, he wants to eat it.
If she prepared something else, he wants to eat it too. In necessity and volitional
modal sentences, when just any combines with a RC, the latter behaves as the
restrictor of an implicit conditional construction. As the reader may recall from
(7.19), repeated below, in conditional sentences, all the alternatives that just any
introduces, without exception, can be its value:
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(7.81) If you get married with just any woman, I will kill you. [Wid, Indist,
Indisc, Low]
As it happens in veridical contexts (cf. section 7.3.2), the behavior of just any
in necessity and volitional modal contexts is enlightening for the phenomenon of
subtrigging. Just any is an indefinite which, besides widening, expresses indiscrim-
inacy, indistinguishability and low-level. The fact that this FCI, which is anyway
grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts, needs a RC not in order
to become grammatical but in order to express widening, reinforces the validity of
the hypothesis that items like qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any which express only
widening, are grammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts when com-
bined with a RC because, in these cases, widening is compatible with the semantics
of the context (cf. sections 5.4.1, 6.4.1 and 7.4.1).
Above, I argued that it is the interaction between the lexical semantics of just
any and the semantics of the context that determines its distribution in modal
contexts. It has been shown that, contrary to any, this item is grammatical in all
modal contexts considered in the present thesis thanks to the combination of its
rich lexical semantics with these contexts.
7.4.3 Wh-ever
Below, it will be argued that, wh-ever is grammatical in all modal contexts studied
in this thesis because, besides widening, it expresses indifference and ignorance too.
Reflect on the following data:
Epistemic possibility modal context
(7.82) Mary may have voted for whomever John suggested to her. [Wid, Indif,
Ignor]
Deontic possibility modal context
(7.83) You may eat whatever Sue is now preparing. [Wid, Ignor, Indif]
Ability modal context
(7.84) My son is capable of voting for whoever is at the top of the ballot. [Ignor,
Indif, *Wid]
(7.85) Mary is capable of eating whatever Sue is now cooking. [Wid, Ignor,
Indif]
Epistemic necessity modal context
(7.86) John must have voted for whoever Maria suggested to him. [Indif, Ignor,
Wid]
Deontic necessity modal context
(7.87) You must solve whatever problem the teacher gave you. [Wid, Ignor,
Indif]
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Volition modal context
(7.88) I want to eat whatever John is cooking. [Wid, Indif, Ignor]
Even at the first glance, these data indicate that wh-ever is grammatical in all kinds
of modal contexts. Moreover, all readings associated with wh-ever are available in
the above modal sentences. As explained in section 7.4.1, the widening FCI any
is ungrammatical in necessity and volitional modal contexts if it is not combined
with a relative clause. This is because necessity and volitional modal operators
introduce existential quantification over alternatives. For this reason, widening
is blocked therein. However, when any is combined with a relative clause, this
clause functions as the restrictor of a conditional construction. Since conditional
operators are downward entailing, all alternatives introduced by any can be its
value in necessity and volitional modal contexts too. As explained in section 4.2,
wh-ever has an inherent conditional semantics. It is due to this semantics that
wh-ever expresses widening in the necessity and volitional modal sentences above.
Thanks to this semantics, all alternatives that it introduces, without exception,
can be its value in a necessity and a volitional modal context. This is less clear in
possibility modal contexts in which, anyway, due to the semantics of these contexts,
all alternatives introduced by a given widening FCI, without exception, can be its
value. However, the fact that wh-ever expresses widening even in necessity and
volitional modal contexts shows that it expresses widening in all contexts studied
in this book, due to its inherent conditional semantics.
Let me discuss the distribution of wh-ever in the possibility and ability modal
contexts in (7.82-7.85). Under a widening reading, the epistemic possibility modal
sentence in (7.82) means that Mary may have voted for no matter which candidate
John suggested to her. Under an indifference reading, Mary may have voted for the
candidate whom John suggested to her, simply because he told her to do so. On
an ignorance reading, it is asserted that Mary voted for the candidate that John
suggested to her. The speaker does not know who this candidate is.
On a widening reading, the speaker in (7.83) grants his addressee permission to
eat no matter what dish Sue is now preparing. On an ignorance reading, the speaker
does not know what exactly Sue is preparing. Under an indifference reading, the
addressee is free to eat the dish that Sue is now cooking simply because she is doing
so.
Let me now turn to the ability modal sentences in (7.84) and (7.85). Under
an indifference reading, (7.84) means that the speaker’s son is able to vote for
the person who is at the top of the ballot in such a way that he would do the
same had this candidate been different. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker
ignores the identity of the candidate at the top of the ballot. The FR whoever
is at the top of the ballot denotes a singleton set with alternatives that live in
different worlds. As explained in chapter 4, under a widening reading, enlargement
is possible among alternatives that live in the same world. Consequently, in (7.84),
enlargement cannot be obtained and therefore widening is not expressed.
Widening is expressed in (7.85). Under this reading, it is asserted that Mary is
capable of eating no matter what meal Sue is now cooking. Under an indifference
reading, she is capable of eating the meal that Sue is cooking simply because she
does so. On an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the meal that Sue is
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cooking. Since the lexical semantics of wh-ever is not blocked by the contexts in
(7.82-7.85), these sentences are well-formed.
The same argumentation explains the grammaticality of wh-ever in the modal
sentences in (7.86-7.88). On an indifference reading, the speaker in (7.86) asserts
that John must have voted for the candidate that Maria suggested to him, simply
because she did so. On a widening reading, he must have voted for no matter which
candidate she suggested to him. Under an ignorance reading, the identity of the
candidate is unknown to the speaker. In (7.87), under an indifference reading, the
speaker commands his addressee to solve the problems that the teacher gave him
simply because she did so. Under an ignorance reading, he commands his addressee
to solve problems given by the teacher. He does not know what problems she gave
him. Under a widening reading, he commands his addressee to solve no matter
which problems his teacher gave him. In the volitional sentence in (7.88), under an
ignorance reading, it is asserted that the speaker wants to eat the meal that John
is cooking. He does not know what exactly he is cooking. (7.88) can also have the
following interpretations: the speaker wants to eat what John is cooking simply
because he does so (indifference); he wants to eat no matter what John is cooking,
without exception (widening).
Above, the distributional properties of wh-ever in modal contexts have been
examined. It has been argued that it is grammatical in all modal contexts in this
thesis due to the interaction between its lexical semantics and the modal contexts
studied above.
7.4.4 Summary
It has been shown in the previous sections that the distributional properties of
the English FCIs any, just any and wh-ever in modal contexts are determined by
the interaction between their lexical semantics and the context of a given modal
sentence. This is also shown in table 7.3.
Any Just any Wh-ever
Wid Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
EPP X X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* X X * X X X
Table 7.3: The distribution of English FCIs in modal contexts
The following conclusions can be drawn. First, the indefinite widening FCI any is
grammatical in possibility modal contexts because, in these contexts, all alternatives
that it introduces, without exception, can be its value. It is ungrammatical in
necessity and volitional modal contexts when it is not subtrigged because, in these
contexts, all alternatives that it introduces, without exception, cannot be its value.
This is due to the fact that necessity and volitional modal operators are existential
quantifiers over alternatives. When combined with a RC, any is grammatical in
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necessity and volitional modal contexts because the RC behaves like the restrictor
of a conditional construction. Consequently, in these cases, all alternatives that
it introduces can be its value. For this reason, it is grammatical in necessity and
volitional modal contexts when subtrigged.
In addition, as shown in table 7.3, just any is grammatical in all kinds of modal
contexts investigated in this thesis thanks to its rich semantics. It appears under
an indiscriminacy reading, as long as the predicate of the modal context in which it
appears is agentive and the pragmatics of the context does not block indiscriminacy.
It expresses low-level and indistinguishability, as long as the pragmatics of the
context does not block these readings. For instance, it does not express low-level in
volitional modal contexts because the combination of a volitional modal verb with
the semantics of low-level yields a pragmatically inappropriate interpretation.
Also, wh-ever is grammatical in all modal contexts considered in the present
thesis due to its rich semantics. As ignorance FCI, it appears in modal contexts
whenever the semantics of ignorance is compatible with contextual pragmatic prop-
erties. As indifference FCI, it appears in modal contexts whenever the predicate is
agentive and whenever the semantics of indifference is compatible with contextual
pragmatic properties. As widening FCI, wh-ever appears in all kinds of modal con-
texts examined in the present thesis due to its inherent conditional semantics. If
widening is not compatible with the semantics of a given modal context, wh-ever
does not express widening. For instance, it does not express widening in cases in
which a singleton set is denoted and alternatives live in different worlds.
7.5 Generic and interrogative contexts
Below, I discuss the behavior of English FCIs in generic and interrogative contexts.
7.5.1 Any
Generic context
(7.89) Any cat has a tail. [Wid]
(7.90) *Any rhino weighs three tons on average. [Wid] (from Carlson and Pelletier
1995)
Interrogative context
(7.91) Did you see any students? [Wid]
Any is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts. The data in (7.89-7.90)
show that, although any is grammatical in generic contexts, it is ungrammatical
when it is the subject of quantificational predicates, namely predicates that are kind-
selecting (cf. Carlson 1980). The predicate weighs three tons on average applies
only to the kind “rhino” and not to the individual elements that belong to this kind.
On the contrary, has a tail can apply both to the kind “cat” and to the individual
elements of this kind.
The well-formed sentence in (7.89) means that all cats, without exception, have
a tail:
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(7.92) ∀x[cat(x)→ ∃y[tail(y)&has(x,y)]]
Consequently, in this generic context, all alternatives introduced by any, without
exception, can be its value. If enlargement occurs from a set of healthy cats to a set
that contains healthy and sick cats, (7.89) means that all cats, without exception,
healthy or not, have a tail. The semantics of widening is compatible with the
semantics of the generic context in (7.89). For this reason, any is grammatical.
The predicate weighs three tons on average in (7.90) applies to the class of rhinos
and not to each rhino separately. Otherwise, each living rhino should weigh three
tons on average. On the contrary, it is the kind of “rhino” which weighs three
tons on average. Therefore, any whose semantics requires that all alternatives,
individually, can be its value in a given context is blocked by the semantics of the
context in (7.90). Thus any is ungrammatical.
In terms of the interrogative sentence in (7.91), it is the compatibility between
the semantics of widening and the interrogative operator that makes any gram-
matical therein. According to Aloni (2002), the meaning of a question represents
the set of propositions for which the truth value is under consideration (cf. section
2.4.2). When an interrogative sentence contains an indefinite like any, these propo-
sitions are defined in terms of the possible values of the variable that this indefinite
introduces.
The meaning of this example is as follows. The speaker asks his addressee
whether he saw a student. The question holds true for all possible students that
his addressee might have seen, without exception. Since the meaning of a question
represents the set of propositions for which the truth value is under consideration
and these propositions are defined in terms of the possible values of the indefinite
that they contain, all alternatives introduced by any can be, without exception, its
value in (7.91). In other words, it is the interaction between the semantics of the
indefinite widening FCI and the semantics of the interrogative operator that leads
to well-formedness in (7.91).
Above, the distribution of any in generic and interrogative contexts has been
studied. It has been shown that the semantics of generic and interrogative operators
are compatible with the semantics of widening. If widening is blocked by special
semantic properties of a given context (cf. the nature of the predicate of a generic
sentence) any is ungrammatical.
7.5.2 Just any
Here, I account for the distribution of just any in generic and interrogative sentences.
Observe the following data:
Generic context
(7.93) Just any cat has a tail. [Wid, *Indist, *Low, *Indisc]
(7.94) Just any student cannot remember 1.000 names.24 [Indist, Low, *Indisc,
*Wid]
(7.95) *Just any rhino weighs four tons on average. [*Indist, *Low, *Indisc, *Wid]
24It is worthwhile reporting here that some native speakers hesitate on the grammaticality of
just any in generics.
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Interrogative context
(7.96) Did you let just anyone enter the museum? [Indisc, Low, Indist, Wid]
The following two conclusions can be drawn from the data above. On the one hand,
although just any is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts, it is ungram-
matical in generic contexts when it is the subject of a kind-denoting predicate. On
the other hand, it does not express indiscriminacy in generic contexts. As already
explained in the two previous chapters in relation to French and Greek FCIs that
also express indiscriminacy, indiscriminacy is blocked in the generic sentences above
(7.93-7.95) because the context does not indicate that a choice has been made.
Since just any is in a generic context, its variable is universally quantified in
(7.93). Consequently, all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value. In
other words, the semantics of widening is compatible with the semantics of the
context in (7.93) and, for this reason, just any is grammatical under a widening
reading. Indistinguishability and low-level are pragmatically blocked in this exam-
ple. Otherwise, this sentence would mean that average or bad cats have a tail.
Turning to (7.94), it should be noticed that, as illustrated in (7.93), modality
and negation are not crucial for the grammaticality of just any in generics. Low-
level and indistinguishability are expressed in (7.94). Under the first reading, the
speaker asserts that bad students cannot remember 1.000 names. Under an indis-
tinguishability reading, average students cannot remember 1.000 names. Widening
is pragmatically blocked in this sentence because, otherwise, it would mean that
there is no student who can remember 1.000 names.
Just any is ungrammatical in (7.95) because its readings are blocked by the
context. Widening is blocked because the predicate weighs four tons applies to the
class of rhinos in general and not to the individual rhinos. Widening requires that all
alternatives, without exception, can be the value of just any in this context. Since
this is not allowed by the predicate weighs four tons on average, widening is blocked.
Low-level is pragmatically blocked because, otherwise, this sentence would mean
that a bad rhino weighs four tons on average. Under an indistinguishability reading,
this sentence would have the pragmatically weird interpretation that average rhinos
weigh four tons on average. For this reason, it is pragmatically blocked. Since the
lexical semantics of just any is incompatible with the context, (7.95) is ill-formed.
The lexical semantics of just any is not blocked by the context in (7.96). For
this reason, this sentence is well-formed. Widening is expressed in this sentence
because, as explained in the previous section, the meaning of a question represents
the set of propositions for which the truth value is under consideration. When
an interrogative sentence contains an indefinite like just any, these propositions are
defined in terms of the possible values of the variable that this indefinite introduces.
Under this reading, the speaker asks his addressees whether they let everybody enter
the museum. On an indiscriminacy reading, the speaker wants to know whether
the people in question chose randomly whom to let enter the museum. Under an
indistinguishability reading, he wants to see whether average people entered the
museum. On a low-level reading, the speaker asks whether not so good visitors
entered the museum.
Above, I argued that it is the interaction between the lexical semantics and the
context of a given generic or interrogative sentence that determines the distribu-
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tion of just any therein. If its lexical semantics is blocked by the context, it is
ungrammatical.
7.5.3 Wh-ever
With this section, I conclude the examination of the distributional properties of En-
glish FCIs by accounting for the distribution of wh-ever in generic and interrogative
sentences. Consider the following examples:
Generic context
(7.97) Whoever hands in the assignment late, fails. [Wid, *Ignor, *Indif]
Interrogative context
(7.98) Is it possible? Did you vote for whoever John suggested to you? [Indif,
Wid, Ignor]
Wh-ever is grammatical in (7.97) because it expresses widening. Students who
delay their assignments take their exams in September. This rule holds true for all
students who will delay their assignments, without exception. If the best student
delays his assignment, he will take his exams in September. If the worst student
delays his assignment, he will take his exams in September. Indifference is blocked
in this sentence because nothing in the context indicates that the referent of whoever
has been chosen by an agent. Ignorance is blocked because no reference is made to
a specific individual in the real world in the generic context in (7.97).
The lexical semantics of wh-ever is compatible with the interrogative context
in (7.98) too. Under a widening reading, the speaker asks his addressee whether
he voted for no matter which person John suggested to him. For example, if John
suggested to him to vote for Mr. X, the speaker asks him whether he voted for him.
If he suggested to him to vote for Mr. Y, the speaker asks him whether he voted
for him. Under an ignorance reading, the speaker does not know the identity of the
candidate that John suggested to his addressee. Under an indifference reading, the
speaker asks his addressee whether he voted for the candidate that John suggested
to him simply because he did so.
Concluding, wh-ever in generic and interrogative contexts has been considered.
It has been shown that it is grammatical in the generic and interrogative sentences
studied here due to the combination of its semantics with these contexts.
7.5.4 Summary
In the previous sections, the distribution of any, just any and wh-ever in generic
and interrogative sentences has been examined. It has been argued that it is the
combination of the semantics of these items with the context that determines the
well-formedness of generic and interrogative sentences that contain them. This is
also schematically shown in table 7.4.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the facts discussed above. First, the
widening FCI any is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts because
all its alternatives, without exception, can be its value therein. Therefore, if it is
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Any Just any Wh-ever
Wid Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
GEN X X X * X * * X
INT X X X X X X X X
Table 7.4: The distribution of English FCIs in generic and interrogative contexts
not blocked by special semantic properties (cf. the nature of the predicate) it is
grammatical therein.
Second, just any is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts because
of its rich semantics. Under an indiscriminacy reading, it is not available in the
generic contexts studied in this book because nothing in the context indicates that
the subject of the generic sentence has been randomly chosen by an agent. It
appears under a low-level, an indistinguishability and a widening reading, as long
as the semantics and the pragmatics of the context permit it.
Third, wh-ever is grammatical in generic and interrogative contexts due to its
rich semantics. It does not appear in generic contexts under an indifference and
an ignorance reading because these readings are incompatible with the semantics of
the generic contexts studied here.
7.6 Language-specific conclusion
In the present chapter I examined the distributional properties of the English FCIs
any, just any and wh-ever in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and
interrogative contexts. The results reported in the present chapter, summarized in
table 7.5, confirm the language-specific hypothesis, formulated in section 4.2.7 as far
as English FCIs are concerned. More precisely, they show that the distribution of
English FCIs depends on the interaction between their semantics and the semantic
and pragmatic properties of the context in which they appear. In the present
section, I summarize these results by reviewing the distribution of each one of these
FCIs separately.
7.6.1 Any
The behavior of any in downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrog-
ative contexts shows that it is the interaction between its lexical semantics and the
semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given context that determines its distri-
bution. This is also shown in table 7.5. Here, I review the axis around which the
distribution of this item evolves.
As shown in table 7.5, this item belongs to the interpretational class of indefinite
widening FCIs. The semantics of indefinite widening FCIs is given in (4.5). Any is
grammatical in a given context if widening is not blocked.
As depicted in table 7.5, any is grammatical in the downward entailing, factive,
possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts studied here because, in these
contexts, widening is not blocked.
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Any Just any Wh-ever
Wid Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AM X * X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X X
WIT X X X X X X X X
BEF X X X X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X X
FEW X X X X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
COP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X * X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X * X
FAC X X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* X X * X X X
GEN X X X * X * * X
INT X X X X X X X X
Table 7.5: The distribution of English FCIs
Also, although the semantics of downward entailing, factive, possibility modal,
generic and interrogative contexts is compatible with the semantics of widening,
the interaction between the lexical semantics of any with the pragmatics of any of
these contexts can lead to ill-formedness. This is illustrated, for example, by the
negative sentence in (7.2), repeated below:
(7.99) #The choice was not made in any way but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons.
Any is ungrammatical above because the interpretation of the sentence is contra-
dictory. If this sentence were well-formed, it would mean that there was no choice
made but a choice in accordance with the sociological profile of these indecisive
persons.
In addition, as demonstrated in table 7.5, any is ungrammatical in veridical, ne-
cessity and volitional contexts if it is not combined with a relative clause. Necessity
and volitional modal operators introduce existential quantification over alternatives.
In non-factive veridical contexts, no inference from sets to subsets is allowed. For
this reason, in necessity and volitional modal contexts, but also in veridical con-
texts, it is not the case that all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of
any.
Finally, as also shown in table 7.5, any becomes grammatical in non-factive
veridical, necessity and volitional contexts when it is combined with a relative
clause. In these cases, the RC behaves like the restrictor of a conditional construc-
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tion. Therefore, thanks to the semantics of the implicit conditional operator, all
alternatives that any introduces can be its value in non-factive veridical, volitional
and necessity contexts.
This way of analyzing the phenomenon of subtrigging explains why subtrigging
saves any even in necessity modal contexts which are nonveridical (cf. section
2.5.2). Subtrigging is needed not because any needs to be in a nonveridical context;
subtrigging is needed because of the semantics of widening which requires that
all alternatives introduced by any, without exception, can be its value in a given
context c.
7.6.2 Just any
Here, the distributional properties of just any are reviewed. As shown in table 7.5,
it is grammatical in all contexts considered in the present thesis. This is due to its
rich lexical semantics; it expresses widening, indiscriminacy, low-level and indistin-
guishability. More precisely, throughout the present chapter, it has been shown that
the well-formedness of a sentence with just any under a widening, an indiscriminacy,
a low-level or an indistinguishability reading depends on the combination of any of
these readings with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given context. If
all these readings are blocked in a given context, just any is ungrammatical.
As shown in table 7.5, under a widening reading, just any appears in all con-
texts in which the widening FCI any is grammatical, with the only difference that
the indefinite widening FCI just any does not appear in antimorphic contexts and
contexts with negative words. Except for this difference, just like the indefinite
widening FCI any, the indefinite widening FCI just any is available when the se-
mantics of widening is compatible with the semantic and pragmatic features of
the context; namely, when all alternatives that it introduces can be its value in
a given context. As explained in the previous section, widening is not blocked in
downward entailing, factive, possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts.
Consequently, the widening FCI just any is available therein.
When not combined with a RC, the indefinite widening FCI just any does not
appear in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with copula sentences, existential
contexts, necessity and volitional modal contexts because widening is blocked by the
semantics of these contexts. It is available in all these contexts when it is combined
with a RC. In these cases, the RC behaves like the restriction of a conditional con-
struction. Consequently, when just any is combined with a RC, all the alternatives
that it introduces can be its value in context c.
As in the case of any, because of contextual pragmatic features, the widening FCI
just any can be blocked even in contexts whose semantics does not block widening.
This is the case for instance in the conditional context in (7.18), repeated below:
(7.100) If you read just any book, you will not succeed in the exams. [*Wid,
Indist, Indisc, Low]
Widening is blocked in this example because, otherwise, the speaker would tell his
addressee that if he reads no matter which book (on a list), he will not succeed in
the exams.
The behavior of the widening FCI just any reinforces the validity of the hypoth-
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esis that the distribution of any, o-dhipote and qu- que ce soit which express only
widening, is determined by the interaction between widening and a given context.
Table 7.5 indicates that just any expresses widening under the same conditions in
which the widening FCI any is grammatical. It appears in downward entailing, fac-
tive, possibility modal, generic and interrogative contexts. In affirmative episodic
contexts, existential contexts, contexts with copula sentences, in necessity sentences
and volitional modal sentences, just any expresses widening only when combined
with a RC. This fact supports the validity of the hypothesis that the distribution of
any, o-dhipote and qu- que ce soit is, indeed, determined by the interaction between
its lexical semantics and the semantics of a given context.
Table 7.5 also shows that just any expresses indistinguishability in all contexts
under consideration whereas the reading of low-level is not available in volitional
modal contexts. The well-formedness of a sentence with just any under a low-level
and under an indistinguishability reading depends on the interaction between these
readings with contextual pragmatic features.
The well-formedness of a sentence with just any under an indiscriminacy reading
depends on the interaction between the semantics of this reading and the semantic
and pragmatic features of the context. The indiscriminacy FCI just any is available
when the predicate of the context in which it appears is agentive. In contexts with
non-agentive predicates, indiscriminacy is blocked. Therefore, as shown in table
7.5, it is not available in contexts with copula sentences and existential contexts.
Indiscriminacy is blocked in the generic contexts studied in the present thesis in
which just any occupies a subject position. In these contexts, nothing indicates
that the subject is randomly chosen by an agent.
The hypothesis that it is the combination of the lexical semantics of just any
with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context that determines its
distribution is supported by (7.50), repeated below:
(7.101) *Yesterday, I felt just any pain. [*Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
This example indicates that, when all readings associated with just any are blocked,
this item is ungrammatical. Widening is blocked because we have an affirma-
tive episodic context. Indiscriminacy is blocked because the predicate felt is non-
agentive. Indistinguishability and low-level are pragmatically blocked in this par-
ticular context.
As with n’importe qu- even though just any expresses widening, indiscriminacy,
indistinguishability and low-level, it does not express widening throughout. As with
the French FCI qu- que ce soit, any is the par excellence widening FCI in English.
7.6.3 Wh-ever
In this chapter, it has been shown that the well-formedness of a sentence with wh-
ever depends on the combination of its lexical semantics with the semantics and the
pragmatics of the context. Evidence has been given from its behavior in downward
entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts. As shown in table
7.5, it is grammatical in all kinds of contexts examined in the present thesis.
Under a widening reading (defined in 4.6), wh-ever expresses widening in all
contexts under consideration in the present thesis due to its inherent conditional
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semantics. All alternatives that it introduces, without exception, can be its value
even in non-factive veridical contexts, necessity and volitional modal contexts which
are normally hostile to the semantics of widening.
On an ignorance reading, whose definition is given in (4.23), it is not available in
generic sentences. Since under an ignorance reading reference is made to particular
entities in w, ignorance is incompatible with the semantics of generic contexts in
which we have universal quantification over alternatives.
On an indifference reading (cf. definition in 4.34), wh-ever does not appear in
contexts with copula sentences and in contexts with existential predicates because
these contexts are not agentive. It does not appear in the generic contexts studied
in the present thesis either. Since in generic contexts studied here wh-ever appears
in subject position, there is nothing in the context that indicates that the referent
of wh-ever is randomly chosen by an agent. It is grammatical in all other contexts
as long as the semantics of indifference is compatible with contextual pragmatic
properties.
When all its readings, namely indifference, widening and ignorance, are blocked,
wh-ever is ungrammatical. This is shown in (7.33), repeated below:
(7.102) #If you study whatever your teacher gave you, you will not succeed in the
exams. [*Ignor, *Indif, *Wid]
In sections 7.6.1, 7.6.2 and 7.6.3, I summarized the results of the present chapter,
focusing on the distributional properties of each one of the English FCIs studied in
the present thesis. It has been shown that the distribution of these FCIs depends
on the interaction between their lexical semantics and the semantic and pragmatic
features of the context in which they occur. They are grammatical if and only if
their reading, or at least one of their readings, is compatible with the semantics and
the pragmatics of the context. In the previous two chapters, it has been shown that
the same holds for French and Greek FCIs. The common distributional properties
between French, Greek and English FCIs, discussed in the following section, are one
more strong argument for the validity of the analysis pursued here.
7.7 Results of the empirical domain
This book started with the hypothesis that the distribution of FCIs is determined
by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the context. In the empirical
domain of this book, I discussed the way in which FCI lexical semantics interacts
with context and showed that this hypothesis is valid.
My goal in this section is to review the results of the empirical domain of this
book. Initially, in section 7.7.1, I show that the common distributional properties
shared by those French, Greek and English FCIs that belong to the same inter-
pretational class are one more strong piece of evidence that the distribution of an
FCI depends on the interaction between its lexical semantics and the context in
which it occurs. Also, in sections 7.7.2, 7.7.3 and 7.7.4, I review the nature of the
interaction between context and FCI readings, the way in which this interaction
determines FCI distribution and discuss the nature of FCI distribution.25
25My goal in this section is not to discuss data, but to draw conclusions. For this reason, key
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7.7.1 Cross-linguistic conclusion
Below, I compare the distributional properties of those French, Greek and English
FCIs that belong to the same interpretational class.
Consider tables 5.5 and 6.5, in which the distributional properties of French and
Greek FCIs are given, repeated here, with table 7.5 which depicts the distributional
properties of English FCIs. From these three tables we can draw cross-linguistic
conclusions regarding the distribution of items that belong to the interpretational
classes of widening, low-level, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability, ignorance and
indifference FCIs.
Qu- que ce soit N’importe qu- Un NP quelconque
Wid Wid Low Indisc Indist Indist Ignor
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X * X X X X X
WIT X * X X X X X
BEF X * X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X * X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
COP XRC/* * X * X X X
EP XRC/* XRC/* X * X X X
FAC X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
DN XRC/* XRC/* X X X X X
VOL XRC/* XRC/* * X X X X
GEN X X X * X X *
INT X * X X X X X
Table 5.5: The distribution of French FCIs
The fact that those French, Greek and English FCIs that have the same reading
have almost the same conditions of availability is one more argument for the validity
of the proposal pursued in this thesis.
First, the widening FCIs o-dhipote, qu- que ce soit, n’importe qu-, o- ki an, any,
just any and wh-ever appear in almost all contexts discussed in the present thesis.
There is a difference between o- ki an, wh-ever and the other widening FCIs in that
these two FCIs have an inherent conditional semantics. For unknown reasons, this
does not happen with n’importe qu- which does not express widening in contexts
with negative words, in before and without contexts, in few contexts, in interrogative
contexts and when it is combined with a RC in copula sentences. Moreover, for
unknown reasons, the widening FCI just any is not available in antimorphic contexts
examples are presented without further explanation. The reader is referred to the original example
for discussion.
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O-dhipote Enas/o o-dhipote O- o- O- ki an
Wid Indist Indisc Low Ignor Indif Wid
AM X X X X X X X
TOO X X X X X X X
NW X X X X X X X
WIT X X X X X X X
BEF X X X X X X X
COM X X X X X X X
FEW X X X X X X X
CON X X X X X X X
AE XRC/* X X X X X X
COP XRC/* X * X X * X
EP XRC/* X * X X * X
FAC X X X X X X X
EPP X X X X X X X
DP X X X X X X X
ABI X X X X X X X
EN XRC/* X X X X X X
DN XRC/* X X X X X X
VOL XRC/* X X * X X X
GEN X X * X * * X
INT X X X X X X X
Table 6.5: The distribution of Greek FCIs
and contexts with negative words. Second, tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 show that the low-
level FCIs n’importe qu-, o- o- and just any have the same conditions of availability.
All three of them appear in all contexts except for volitional modal ones. Third,
the indiscriminacy FCIs n’importe qu-, enas/o o-dhipote and just any are available
in all contexts with the exception of contexts with copula sentences, existential
contexts and generic contexts. Fourth, the indistinguishability FCIs n’importe qu-,
un NP quelconque, enas/o o-dhipote and just any appear in all contexts examined
here. Fifth, the ignorance FCIs un NP quelconque and o- ki an are available in all
contexts except for generic ones. Sixth, the indifference FCIs o- ki an and wh-ever
are available in all contexts considered here, except for existential contexts, contexts
with copula sentences and generics.
These cross-linguistic results do not only show that the interaction between the
lexical semantics of FCIs and the context in which they occur, determines their
distribution; they also allow us to draw conclusions as far as the nature of this
interaction is concerned. In the remainder of this section, I define the nature of this
relation, starting from the context, continuing with the FCI readings and ending
with the distribution of FCIs.
7.7.2 The context
Here, the axis of the contexts studied in this thesis is examined. The contextual
properties that have been crucial for the distribution of FCIs are reviewed.
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Throughout the empirical domain of this book I have examined the distribu-
tion of FCIs in the following five kinds of contexts: downward entailing, veridical,
modal, generic and interrogative contexts (cf. also tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5). More-
over, I studied the distribution of FCIs in certain subclasses of downward entailing,
veridical and modal contexts. As far as downward entailing contexts are concerned,
I have relayed the distribution of FCIs in antimorphic contexts, too...to contexts,
contexts with negative words, without and before contexts, comparative contexts,
few and conditional contexts. Regarding veridical contexts, the distribution of FCIs
in affirmative episodic, existential, factive contexts and contexts with copula sen-
tences was taken into account. Moreover, I studied FCI distribution in epistemic
possibility and necessity modal contexts, in deontic possibility and necessity modal
contexts, in ability and volitional modal contexts.
It has been demonstrated that a variety of contextual properties are crucial for
the distribution of FCIs. Below, I present these properties. The correspondence
between contexts and properties is presented in table 7.6.
• Downward entailing contexts like antimorphic contexts, too...to contexts, with-
out contexts, before contexts, comparatives, conditionals, few contexts and
contexts with negative words but also factive contexts allow inferences from
sets to subsets.
• Non-factive veridical contexts do not allow inferences from sets to subsets.
• Possibility modal contexts introduce universal quantification over alternatives.
• Necessity and volitional modal contexts introduce existential quantification
over alternatives.
• The meaning of a question represents the set of propositions for which the
truth value is under consideration and these propositions are defined in terms
of the possible values of the FCI.
• In generic contexts, we have universal quantification over alternatives. Refer-
ence is made to possible individuals.
• Certain FRs denote a singleton set with alternatives living in different worlds.
• All contexts, except for copula sentences and existential sentences which are
non-agentive, can have agentive and non-agentive predicates. Also, as ex-
plained in chapter 3, in this thesis, I study only those generic sentences in
which the FCI occupies a subject position. Therefore, in these cases, we have
no agent that chooses the referent of the subject.
• Pragmatic properties of the context.
From the combination of these contextual properties with the properties of the
readings of FCIs, one can make predictions about when a reading is blocked or not
in a given context. This is the topic of the following section.
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Context Property
Downward entailing, factive inference from sets to subsets
agentive
non-agentive
affirmative episodic no inference from sets to subsets
agentive
non-agentive
copula, existential sentence no inference from sets to subsets
only non-agentive
possibility modal universal quantification over alternatives
agentive
non-agentive
necessity, volitional modal existential quantification over alternatives
agentive
non-agentive
interrogative set of propositions for which the truth value is
under question
agentive
non-agentive
generics (in this thesis) universal quantification
no reference to a specific individual in the real world
no agent chooses the subject
FR denotes singleton set alternatives living in different worlds
Pragmatics only sentences with pragmatically
adequate interpretation are well-formed
Table 7.6: The contexts and their properties
7.7.3 The readings of Free Choice Items
In sections (4.2.1-4.2.6), I formulated the hypothesis that the distribution of widen-
ing, ignorance, indifference, indiscriminacy, indistinguishability and low-level FCIs
is determined by the interaction between their readings and context. This hypoth-
esis has been verified throughout the empirical domain. Here, I reconsider the way
in which these readings interact with context.
The definitions of FCI readings are collected at the beginning of the present
chapter under (4.5), (4.6), (4.23), (4.34), (4.40), (4.57) and (4.64). In table 4.3,
repeated here, the readings of FCIs and their properties are listed. From tables 7.6
and 4.3, we can predict whether a reading is blocked or not in a given context.
As shown in table 4.3, widening needs that all alternatives associated with an
FCI, without exception, can be its value. Moreover, under a widening reading, en-
largement occurs among alternatives living in the same world. These two properties
and the facts presented in table 7.6 allow us to predict in which contexts widening
is blocked:
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Reading Property
Widening all alternatives, without exception, can be the value of the FCI
enlargement among alternatives living in the same world
Indiscriminacy agent
random choice
Indifference agent
an agent chooses the FC referent because it satisfies
the predicative property
Ignorance reference to an individual x in w
variation among somebody’s epistemic alternatives
Indistinguishability average entity
the quality of an entity
Low-level entity below a norm of goodness
the quality of an entity
Table 4.3: The readings of FCIs and their properties
1. Since affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with existential predicates and
contexts with copula sentences do not allow inferences from sets to subsets, in
these contexts, it is not the case that all alternatives introduced by a widen-
ing FCI can be its value. The prediction is that widening is semantically
blocked in affirmative episodic contexts, contexts with existential predicates
and contexts with copula sentences.
2. Since necessity and volitional modal contexts introduce existential quantifica-
tion over alternatives, not all alternatives introduced by a given widening FCI
can be its value in these contexts. It is therefore predicted that widening is
semantically blocked in necessity and volitional modal contexts.
3. In the case of FRs that denote singleton sets, alternatives live in different
worlds. We do not have enlargement among alternatives in the same world.
This predicts that widening is semantically blocked in cases in which the
FCI introduces a FR that denotes a singleton set.
4. When the semantics of the context is compatible with widening while the
pragmatics of the context is not, widening is pragmatically blocked.
Predictions 1 and 2 are verified by tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5. These tables show
that if the widening FCIs are not combined with, or do not form, a RC, they
are ungrammatical in non-factive veridical, necessity and voltional modal contexts.
When combined with a relative clause, they are found in an implicit conditional
context. When they introduce FRs, they have a conditional semantics. Conditionals
are downward entailing contexts. Since, as shown in table 7.6, downward entailing
contexts allow inferences from sets to subsets, all alternatives, without exception,
can be their value in these contexts. For this reason, widening is expressed in non-
factive veridical, necessity and voltional modal contexts when the widening FCI is
combined with, or when it forms, a relative clause. Table 7.5 indicates that just
any does not express widening in antimorphic contexts and contexts with negative
words. N’importe qu- does not express widening in contexts with negative words,
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in few contexts, in without contexts, in before contexts, in copula sentences and
in interrogative contexts. However, as shown in the present chapter, this is due to
these items and not to the reading as such.
Predictions 3 and 4 are verified by data like (6.39) and (7.2), repeated below:26
(7.103) Dhen
Not
psifisa
voted.1sg
opjon ki an
bare.conc.FCI.who
itan
was.3sg
stin
to the
arxi
beginning
tis
the
listas.
list
Psifisa
voted.1sg
ton
the
k.
Mr.
Papadopoulo
Papadopoulos
epidhi
because
ixe
had.3sg
kani
done
pola
many
ja
for
to
the
xorio
village
mu.
my
I did not vote for whoever was at the top of the ballot. I voted for Mr.
Papadopoulos because he had done a lot of things for my village.27 [Ignor,
Indif, *Wid]
(7.104) #The choice was not made in any way but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons.
As indicated in table 4.3, indiscriminacy describes a random choice made by
an agent. From this and the facts in table 7.6, we can predict in which contexts
indiscriminacy is blocked:
1. Since, as shown in table 7.6, existential contexts and contexts with copula sen-
tences are non-agentive and since, in generic sentences there is no agent that
chooses the subject, indiscriminacy is semantically blocked in existential
contexts, contexts with copula sentences and in generic contexts.
2. Since, as shown in table 7.6, downward entailing contexts, factive contexts, af-
firmative episodic contexts, possibility modal contexts, necessity contexts, vo-
litional contexts and interrogative contexts can be agentive and non-agentive,
indiscriminacy can be semantically blocked in all of them.
3. When the semantics of the context is compatible with indiscriminacy while the
pragmatics of the context is not, indiscriminacy is pragmatically blocked.
The first prediction is verified by tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 which show that indiscrim-
inacy is not expressed in contexts with copula sentences, in existential contexts and
in the generic contexts studied in this thesis. The second prediction is verified by
data like in (5.61), repeated below:
(7.105) *Hier
Yesterday
Marie
Marie
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
26As far as the interaction between the contexts and the readings is concerned, only predictions
that are not directly verified by the tables in 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5, are illustrated by concrete data. For
more examples, the reader can consult the data discussed throughout the empirical domain.
27This example has been initially discussed under (4.114).
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The third prediction above is confirmed by examples like in (6.23), repeated below:
(7.106) #An
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
to opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
vivlio,
book
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Indist, *Indisc]
Table 4.3 demonstrates that indifference describes a choice made by an agent. The
agent chooses the FR referent because it satisfies the predicative property in the
real world. From this and the facts in table 7.6, we can predict in which contexts
indifference is blocked:
1. Since existential contexts and contexts with copula sentences are non-agentive
and since, in the generic sentences studied here there is no agent that chooses
their subject, indifference is semantically blocked in existential contexts,
contexts with copula sentences and in generic contexts.
2. Since downward entailing contexts, factive contexts, affirmative episodic con-
texts, possibility modal contexts, necessity contexts, volitional contexts and
interrogative contexts can be agentive and non-agentive, indifference can be
semantically blocked in all of them.
3. When the semantics of the context is compatible with indifference while the
pragmatics of the context is not, indifference is pragmatically blocked.
The first prediction is verified by tables 6.5 and 7.5 which show that indifference is
not expressed in contexts with copula sentences, in existential contexts and in the
generic contexts studied in this thesis.
The second prediction is verified by examples like in (6.38), repeated below:
(7.107) To idhaniko mu ine na meno se ena poli mikro xoro ke na min exo epafes
ke optika erethismata.
The best for me is to stay at a very small place and not come in contact
with anything and anyone.
Dhen
Not
perno
take.1sg
idhisi
news
ap’o,ti ki an
from bare.conc.FCI.what
jinete.
happens
I don’t get wind of whatever happens around me.28 [Wid, Ignor, *Indif,
DB]
The third prediction above is confirmed by examples like (6.48), repeated below:
(7.108) #Ean
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
o,ti ki an
bare.dupl.FCI.what
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
i
the
dhaskala
teacher
su,
your
dhen
not
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
stis
to the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Wid, *Indif, *Ignor]
Under an ignorance reading, we have reference to specific individuals in the real
world (table 4.3). Moreover, there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w. From these properties and the
facts in table 7.6, we can predict in which contexts ignorance is blocked:
28This example has also been discussed under (4.113).
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1. Since in generic contexts we do not have reference to specific individuals,
ignorance is semantically blocked therein.
2. When the semantics of the context is compatible with ignorance while the
pragmatics of the context is not, ignorance is pragmatically blocked.
Prediction number 1 is verified in tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 which demonstrate that
ignorance is blocked in generics. Prediction number 2 is verified in examples like
(6.46), repeated below:
(7.109) Liji
Few
apo
from
tis
the
ipiretes
servants
mu
my
ekanan
did.3pl
o,ti ki an
bare.conc.FCI.what
tus
them
ipa.
said.1sg
Ja
for
afto
this
tus
them
timorisa.
punished.1sg
Few of my servants did whatever I told them to do. For this reason, I
punished them. [Indif, Wid, *Ignor]
Indistinguishability characterizes an entity as average (cf. table 4.3). None of the
contexts studied here is incompatible with the meaning of indistinguishability. From
this, it is predicted that, unless indistinguishability is pragmatically blocked, it
is expressed in all contexts.
This prediction is verified by the following two facts. First, in tables 5.5, 6.5
and 7.5, indistinguishability is expressed in all contexts studied here. Second, in-
distinguishability is blocked in examples like (5.131), repeated below, due to the
pragmatics of the context:
(7.110) *Un animal quelconque
An.animal.ever.FCI
doit
has to
eˆtre
be
soigneusement
carefully
nourri.
nourished
[*Indist, *Ignor]
Finally, as shown in table 4.3, the reading of low-level characterizes an entity as
being below a certain norm of goodness. The semantics of the contexts discussed
here is not incompatible with the semantics of low-level (cf. table 7.6). From this,
it is predicted that, unless it is pragmatically blocked, low-level is expressed in
all contexts.
This prediction is verified in tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5. All of them show that low-
level is blocked in volitional modal contexts. When the speaker utters a volitional
modal sentence, he describes the way he wants the world to be. This, in combina-
tion with the fact that low-level characterizes an entity as being below a norm of
goodness, makes volitional sentences with a low-level FCI ill-formed.
Above, the interaction between the readings and the contexts, studied in this thesis,
has been reviewed. The conditions under which each one of these readings is blocked
are presented in table 7.7. The following two general conclusions can be drawn from
this table. First, all readings can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts. Second,
widening, indiscriminacy, ignorance and indifference can be semantically blocked,
too.
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Reading Blocking reason Blocking context
Widening It is not the case Affirmative episodic,
that all alternatives, existential,
without exception, copula sentence, volition,
can be the value of the FCI necessity
Alternatives living FR that
in different worlds denotes a singleton set
Ignorance No reference to specific individuals Generic
Indiscriminacy, Always non-agentive Existential context,
indifference copula sentence
No agent chooses the subject Generic
Can be non-agentive Downward entailing,
factive,
affirmative episodic,
possibility, necessity
volitional, interrogative
Widening, Pragmatically All
indifference, weird interpretation
indistinguishability,
low-level,
ignorance,
indiscriminacy
Table 7.7: The readings and their blocking
7.7.4 The distribution of Free Choice Items
Here, I reconsider the way in which the interaction between readings and contexts
determines FCI distribution. The correspondence between items and reading(s) can
be found in table 4.7, repeated here.
FCI Lexical semantics
Qu- que ce soit widening
N’importe qu- widening, indiscriminacy, low-level, indistinguishability
Un NP quelconque indistinguishability, ignorance
O-dhipote widening
Enas/o o-dhipote indistinguishability, indiscriminacy
O- o- low-level
O- ki an indifference, widening, ignorance
Any widening
Just any widening, indistingushability, indiscriminacy, low-level
Wh-ever widening, ignorance, indifference
Table 4.7: The lexical semantics of FCIs
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Consider the French item qu- que ce soit, the Greek item o-dhipote and the
English FCI any. According to table 4.7, these items express only widening. Ta-
ble 7.7 indicates that widening can be semantically or pragmatically blocked.
As far as semantic blocking is concerned, widening is blocked in affirmative episodic
contexts, existential contexts, contexts with copula sentences, volitional and neces-
sity modal contexts. Furthermore, it is blocked in cases in which the FCI forms a
FR that denotes a singleton set. Since qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any do not
form a FR, the latter blocking effect does not apply to these items.
From these facts, it is predicted that qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any are
ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts, existential contexts, contexts with
copula sentences, volitional and necessity modal contexts and in all cases, in which,
the combination of widening with the pragmatics of the context leads to a prag-
matically awkward sentence.
This prediction is verified by the following two facts. First, the tables in 5.5, 6.5
and 7.5 show that these items are ungrammatical in non-factive veridical, necessity
and volitional modal contexts, if they are not followed by a RC. When they are
followed by a relative clause, they are found in an implicit conditional context
which is downward entailing. Downward entailing contexts do not belong to the
group of contexts that block widening (table 7.7). Therefore, qu- que ce soit, o-
dhipote and any are grammatical in non-factive veridical, necessity and volitional
modal contexts when subtrigged.
Second, data like the ones below (repeated from 5.2, 6.2 and 7.2) show that,
although negation does not block widening (table 7.7), qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote
and any can be ungrammatical in a negative sentence because of the pragmatics of
the context:
(7.111) #Le
The
choix
choice
n’a
not has
pas
not
e´te´
been
fait
made
de
with
quelque manie`re que ce soit
conc.FCI.manner.which
mais
but
conforme´ment
in accordance
a`
with
ce
this
que
that
laissaient
were.leaving.3pl
pre´voir
predict
les
the
caracte`res
characters
sociologiques
sociological
de
of
ces
these
inde´cis:
indecisive
niveau
level
de
of
vie,
life
re´sidence,
residency
religion.
religion
[*Wid]
(7.112) #I
The
kivernisi
government
dhen
not
exi
has
pari
taken
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
apofasi
decision
ala
but
mia
a
apofasi
decision
simfoni
in accordance
me
with
tis
the
apetisis
demands
tis
of the
epoxis.
times
[*Wid]
(7.113) #The choice was not made in any way but in accordance with the socio-
logical profile of these indecisive persons.
When widening is compatible with the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the
context, qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any are grammatical. This is illustrated for
instance in (5.3), (6.76) and (7.62), repeated below:
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(7.114) La
The
gare,
railway station
c’est
it is
aussi
also
un
one
des
of the
endroits
places
ou`
where
on
one
peut
can.3sg
voir
see
sans
without
eˆtre
be
vu,
seen
parce qu’il y a
because there is
trop
too much
d’agitation
of excitation
et
and
de
of
haˆte
haste
pour
for
qu’on
that one
fasse
makes
attention
attention
a`
to
qui que ce soit.
conc.FCI.who
The railway station is also one of the places where one can see without
being seen. Everyone moves too quickly to pay attention to anyone. [Wid,
DB]
(7.115) I
The
anthropi
people
afti
these
tora
now
dulevun
work.3pl
ja
for
tus
the
amerikanus
Americans
ke
and
bori
can.3sg
na
sub
exun
have.3pl
opjadhipote
comp.FCI.which
thesi
position
ston
to the
kratiko
governmental
mixanismo.
mechanism
These people are now working for the Americans and may already occupy
any governmental position. [Wid, DB]
(7.116) You can go anywhere. I do not mind. [Wid]
As with qu- que ce soit, o-dhipote and any, the Greek FCI o- o- is associated
with one reading only: low-level. From this, it is predicted that it is ungrammatical
when low-level is blocked. As shown in table 4.7, low-level is blocked only when its
combination with a given context leads to a pragmatically weird interpretation.
This prediction is verified in table 6.5 which shows that it is ungrammatical in
volitional modal contexts.
When low-level is not blocked by the pragmatics of the context, o- o- is gram-
matical. This is revealed for instance in (6.26), repeated below:
(7.117) O
The
Tarlac
Tarlac
dhen
not
ine
is
opjos-opjos
bare.dupl.FCI.who
pektis
player
ke
and
prepi
must
na
subj
andimetopizete
be treated
dhiaforetika.
differently
Tarlac is not just any player. For this reason, we must treat him differ-
ently. [Low, DB]
The French FCI n’importe qu- and the English FCI just any have a very rich
lexical semantics (table 4.7): they express widening, indiscrminacy, low-level and
indistinguishability. Table 7.7 shows that widening can be semantically and prag-
matically blocked in non-factive veridical contexts, necessity, volitional modal
contexts and in cases that we have a pragmatically unacceptable interpretation.
Indiscriminacy can be semantically and pragmatically blocked. It is semanti-
cally blocked when the predicate is non-agentive or when the FCI at hand is the
subject of a generic sentence. Moreover, the readings of indistinguishability and
low-level are blocked when we have a pragmatically unacceptable interpretation.
Consequently, we can predict that n’importe qu- and just any are ungrammatical
when all their readings are blocked. This prediction is verified in (5.125) and (7.50),
repeated below:
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(7.118) *N’importe quel
Matter.FCI.which
rhinoce´ros
rhino
pe`se
weighs
quatre
four
tonnes
tons
en
on
moyenne.
average
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
(7.119) *Yesterday, I felt just any pain. [*Wid, *Indisc, *Indist, *Low]
However, if their lexical semantics is compatible with the semantics and the prag-
matics of the context, n’importe qu- and just any are grammatical. This is for
instance illustrated in (5.92) and (7.18), given below:
(7.120) On
One
n’est
not is
pas
not
tre`s
very
prudent
careful
dans
in
cette
this
maison:
house
n’importe qui
matter.FCI.who
pourrait
could.3sg
entrer.
enter
We are not very careful in this house; (just) anyone could enter. [Wid,
Indist, Low, *Indisc, DB]
(7.121) If you read just any book, you will not succeed in the exams. [*Wid,
Indist, Indisc, Low]
Table 5.5 shows that, as with n’importe qu- and just any, un NP quelconque is
also grammatical throughout. This is due to its rich lexical semantics. Table 4.7
shows that it expresses ignorance and indistinguishability. According to the table
in 7.7, ignorance is semantically blocked in generic contexts and can be prag-
matically blocked in all contexts. Indistinguishability can be blocked by the
pragmatics of a context. It is predicted that un NP quelconque is ungrammat-
ical when both indistinguishability and ignorance are blocked. This prediction is
verified by examples as in (5.131), repeated below:
(7.122) *Un animal quelconque
An.animal.ever.FCI
doit
has to
eˆtre
be
soigneusement
carefully
nourri.
nourished
[*Indist, *Ignor]
If its lexical semantics is not blocked by either the semantics or the pragmatics of
the context, un NP quelconque is grammatical. This is exemplified for instance in
(5.107), repeated below:
(7.123) Votre
Your
re´ponse
answer
est
is
peut-eˆtre
maybe
valable
valid
pour
for
un enfant quelconque...
a.kid.evef.FCI
vous
you
me
me
la
it
donnez
give.2pl
pour
for
ne
not
pas
not
avoir
have
a`
to
vous
you
expliquer
explain
a`
in
fond
depth
[...].
[...]
Your answer may be valid for an average kid... You are giving it me so
that I don’t have to explain to you in depth [...]. [Indist, *Ignor, DB]
The Greek FCI enas/o o-dhipote expresses indistinguishability and indiscrimi-
nacy. Indiscriminacy can be semantically and pragmatically blocked. It is
semantically blocked when the predicate is non-agentive or when the FCI at hand
is the subject of a generic sentence. Indistinguishability is blocked only when we
have a pragmatically weird interpretation. From the lexical semantics of enas/o
o-dhipote, it is predicted that it is ungrammatical when both indiscriminacy and
indistinguishability are blocked. This is verified by (6.23), repeated below:
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(7.124) #An
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
to opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
vivlio,
book
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
tis
the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Indist, *Indisc]
When its lexical semantics is compatible with the semantics and the pragmatics
of a given context, enas/o o-dhipote is grammatical. This is illustrated in (6.14),
repeated below:
(7.125) Dhen ine pepismenos ja tis ikanotites tu [...].
He is not convinced about his capacities [...].
Dhen
Not
borume
can.1pl
na
subj
epikirosume
legalize.1pl
ton opjondhipote
the.comp.FCI.who
os
as
dheftero
second
stin
to the
ipiresia
service
tis
the
xoras.
country
We cannot employ just anyone to play the second role in our country’s
government. [Indist, Indisc, DB]
Let me finish the examination of the way in which the interaction between the lexical
semantics of FCIs and the semantics and the pragmatics of the context determines
FCI distribution by discussing the Greek and English FCIs o- ki an and wh-ever
which express indifference, ignorance and widening (cf. table 4.7). From the table in
7.7, ignorance is semantically blocked in generic contexts and can be pragmat-
ically blocked in all contexts. Widening is semantically blocked in necessity,
volitional and non-factive veridical contexts and in contexts in which the FR denotes
a singleton set. Since o- ki an and wh-ever have a conditional semantics, in the
case of these definite FCIs, widening is not blocked in necessity, volitional and non-
factive veridical contexts. Moreover, widening can be pragmatically blocked
in all contexts. Finally, indifference is semantically blocked in contexts with
non-agentive predicates and can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts. It is
predicted that these items are ungrammatical whenever widening, indifference and
ignorance are blocked. This prediction is verified by the data below, repeated from
(6.48) and (7.33):
(7.126) #Ean
If
dhiavasis
read.2sg
o,ti ki an
bare.dupl.FCI.what
su
you
ipe
said.3sg
i
the
dhaskala
teacher
su,
your
dhen
not
tha
will
perasis
pass.2sg
stis
to the
eksetasis.
exams
[*Wid, *Indif, *Ignor]
(7.127) #If you study whatever your teacher gave you, you will not succeed in the
exams. [*Ignor, *Indif, *Wid]
They are grammatical when their lexical semantics is not blocked. This is illustrated
for instance in (7.23) and (6.38), repeated below:
(7.128) The government did not accept whatever proposal they made.29 [Wid,
Ignor, *Indif]
29This example is repeated from (4.2), (4.18) and (4.35).
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(7.129) To idhaniko mu ine na meno se ena poli mikro xoro ke na min exo epafes
ke optika erethismata.
The best for me is to stay at a very small place and not come in contact
with anything and anyone.
Dhen
Not
perno
take.1sg
idhisi
news
ap’o,ti ki an
from bare.conc.FCI.what
jinete.
happens
I don’t get wind of whatever happens around me.30 [Wid, Ignor, *Indif,
DB]
Above, the way in which the interaction between the readings of FCIs and the con-
text determines their distribution has been reviewed. In the following paragraphs,
the nature of the FCI distribution is examined.
As the reader may recall from chapter 2, certain scholars analyzed FCIs as po-
larity items, and consequently, as items whose distribution depends exclusively on
the semantics of the context. Ladusaw (1979) was the first to propose that down-
ward entailingness licences (or else triggers) NPIs. As also noticed in that chapter,
any and qu- que ce soit have been analyzed in the literature as NPIs because they
are ungrammatical in veridical contexts and grammatical in downward entailing
ones. The facts presented in the empirical domain of this book demonstrate that
(as already argued in Giannakidou 1997) downward entailingness is not sufficient
for the explanation of the distribution of FCIs for the following reasons. First,
downward entailing contexts are only one category of contexts in which FCIs ap-
pear. Tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 demonstrate that FCIs are grammatical in veridical,
modal, generic and interrogative contexts too. Crucially, this holds true for any
and qu- que ce soit, as well. Second, as demonstrated in sections 5.2, 6.2 and 7.2,
downward entailingness is not sufficient for the explanation of the distribution of
FCIs in downward entailing contexts. On the contrary, it is the interaction of the
lexical semantics of FCIs with both the semantics and the pragmatics of the context
that determines their distribution in downward entailing contexts. Consequently,
downward entailingness is not sufficient for the explanation of the distributional
properties of FCIs.
As also explained in chapter 2, Zwarts (1995) and Giannakidou (1997, 2001)
proposed that NPIs are licensed by nonveridicality. As also noticed in that section,
nonveridicality has been proposed as the licensing constraint for the FCIs any and
o-dhipote. However, tables 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 demonstrate that nonveridical contexts
are only a subset of the set of contexts in which FCIs appear; FCIs are grammat-
ical in veridical contexts too (cf. sections 5.3, 6.3 and 7.3). Consequently, like
downward entailingness, nonveridicality is not sufficient for the explanation of the
distributional properties of FCIs.
We used to think that the distribution of FCIs can be accounted for in terms
of the following two conditions: licensing and anti-licensing by a unique operator.
In chapters 2 and 3, it has been argued that, since certain FCIs are grammatical in
veridical contexts without being subtrigged, FCI distribution cannot be accounted
for in terms of licensing. The question of whether we can explain FCI distribution
in terms of anti-licensing was, therefore, raised in section 2.5.2. The facts reported
in the empirical domain of this book indicate that we cannot. As explained in
30This example has been discussed under (4.113).
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section 2.5.2, anti-licensing is a term that describes the semantic blocking of an
item by an operator. However, as it has been demonstrated above, all FCIs can be
pragmatically blocked, too. This aspect of the distribution of FCIs is not captured
by anti-licensing. For this reason, we cannot explain FCI distribution in terms of
the condition of anti-licensing either.
But then, the question is what is the relation between the context and the FCIs
and how we can characterize the distribution of FCIs. The facts reported above
reveal that FCIs have a very rich lexical semantics, i.e., a set of readings, which
interacts with context. Each one of its readings indicates a different way to refer
to alternatives. In order for FCIs to appear in a given context, its semantics and
pragmatics have to fulfill certain criteria commanded by the lexical semantics of
FCIs. In other words, it has to be compatible with the way in which FCIs are
associated with alternatives. If it is not, their lexical semantics is blocked by the
context and so are the FCIs.
The following two conclusions have been drawn from the review of the interac-
tion between readings and contexts, presented in section 7.7.3. One, all readings
associated with FCIs can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts. Two, widening,
ignorance, indifference and indiscriminacy can also be semantically blocked. Since
the grammaticality of an FCI in a given context depends on the interaction between
its readings and the context, and since, all readings can be pragmatically blocked in
all contexts, the distribution of FCIs is entirely free with the exception of cases in
which we have an ignorance, an indifference, an indiscriminacy or a widening FCI.
These are the only cases in which we can predict in which contexts we have se-
mantic blocking. However, we cannot predict in which contexts we have pragmatic
blocking.
The freedom that characterizes the distribution of FCIs indicates that the class
of FCIs should not be considered anymore as a special class of items with a special
distributional pattern. Instead, it is composed by items which, like many other
linguistic units, are selective about the context in which they appear.
In the present chapter, the following three goals have been fulfilled. First, in sections
7.2-7.5, the interaction between the lexical semantics of English FCIs and context
has been studied. Second, it has been argued in section 7.6 that the distribution
of English FCIs is determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics
and the context. Third, in section 7.7, the results of the empirical domain of
this book have been reviewed. In section 7.7.1, the cross-linguistic conclusions
of the empirical domain of this book have been presented. The fact that those
French, Greek and English FCIs that belong to the same interpretational classes
have the same distributional properties verify the validity of the following hypothesis
with which this thesis began: the distribution of FCIs depends on the interaction
between their lexical semantics and context. In sections 7.7.2-7.7.4, I reviewed the
interaction between the readings of FCIs and context, presented the way in which
this interaction determines FCI distribution and discussed the nature of the FCI
distribution. It has been shown that FCI distribution is basically free with the
exception of certain cases in which we can predict semantic, but not pragmatic,
blocking.
Concluding Summary
The main objective of this study is to provide an account of the distributional
properties of Free Choice Items (FCIs) in French, Greek and English. I argue that
FCIs have a very rich lexical semantics, i.e., a set of readings with which they are
associated. I propose that the interaction of the lexical semantics of FCIs with
both the semantics and the pragmatics of the context determines their distribution.
Since all readings can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts, the distribution of
FCIs is entirely free with the exception of certain cases in which semantic blocking
is expected.
To start with (see chapter 1), I formulate my research hypothesis and the following
axes and questions around which this dissertation evolves:
1. The role of the context in the distribution of free choice items:
(a) Can the distribution of free choice items be accounted for in terms of
licensing by the semantics of the context in which they appear?
(b) Can the distribution of free choice items be accounted for in terms of
anti-licensing by the semantics of the context in which they appear?
(c) Is there a unique operator to which free choice items are sensitive?
2. The common properties of free choice items:
(a) Do free choice items have a common semantic property, independently
of the context in which they appear?
(b) If yes, then, why do they have different readings in context?
3. The lexical semantics of free choice items:
(a) What are the readings that free choice items allow, independently of the
context in which they appear?
(b) What are the readings that they do not allow?
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(c) What are the criteria to distinguish among readings?
4. The interaction between the lexical semantics of free choice items and context:
(a) What reading or readings are allowed by a given context?
(b) What reading or readings are blocked by a given context?
(c) How does the interaction between readings and context determine the
distribution of the free choice items?
Chapter 2 replies to question (1a) and, partially, to questions (1b) and (3a), prepares
the ground for the answer to questions (1c-4c). Subsequently, I suggest the need
for a systematic investigation of “real life” data within one language but also cross-
linguistically.
I examine the most salient assumptions and theoretical frameworks that underlie
the current analysis of FCIs. To begin with, a historical overview that delineates the
first steps to our understanding of the phenomenon of FCIs is given. Free choice was
first discussed as the meaning of the English item any and it is not clear from the
literature what the common semantic properties of FCIs are. Scholars concentrated
on the distribution of FCIs. The “twist” in the research on FCIs from their common
semantic properties to their distribution came about as the result of research on the
phenomenon of polarity sensitivity. I present therefore the most crucial approaches
to any as a polarity item.
Second, a systematic presentation and evaluation of the current theories on FCIs
are provided. Depending on their approach, these theories are divided into three
big categories. To the first category belong those theories that discussed not only
the quantificational force of FCIs but also the properties that they share with in-
definites and definites. To the second category belong item-oriented approaches,
namely approaches that concentrated on the lexical semantics of items that have
been analyzed as FCIs. More precisely, the readings of scalarity, widening, indis-
criminacy, indifference and ignorance are discussed. To the third category belong
context-oriented approaches. These are approaches that aimed at explaining the
distributional properties of FCIs by focusing on the semantics of the contexts in
which they appear. The conditions of licensing and anti-licensing proposed for
FCIs are examined.
Chapter 2 provides conclusions that are crucial to answer questions (1a-4c).
Scholars that worked on FCIs have concentrated on items that, by stipulation,
express free choice. Also, the distributional properties of the general class of FCIs
cannot be accounted for in terms of licensing by an operator. The reason for that
is that certain FCIs are grammatical in veridical contexts too. Instead, a study
that takes into account the interaction between the lexical semantics of a big range
of FCIs and the context, at a cross-linguistic perspective, is proposed as a more
promising path to follow.
The Free Choice Item Database (see chapter 3) is an “experiment” for the confir-
mation of the validity of the hypothesis stating that concentrating on the context
is ineffective. The majority of French and Greek FCIs in the FCID are found in a
modal context. However, the content of the FCID shows that there is no unique
operator to which FCIs are sensitive. Novel data from the FCID indicate that the
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majority of FCIs studied in this book can be found in veridical contexts. I repeat
here some relevant examples for illustration:
(7.130) [...] fait a` Orly: Socie´te´ I...C...P... Je ne savais pas ce que signifiaient
les initiales. J’ai avale´ ma salive, j’ai dit:
[...] in Orly: Society I...C...P... I didn’t know the meaning of these ini-
tials. I swallowed my saliva I said:
-c’est une agence de publicite´.
-It’s an advertisement agency.
-Et alors?
-And so what?
J’ai
I have.1sg
re´pondu
answered
n’importe quoi:
matter.FCI.what
-International
International
Caravaille
Caravaille
Publicite´.
Advertisement
I answered just anything: International Caravaille Advertisement.
[Indisc, Low, *Wid, *Indist, DB]
(7.131) Ed Wood (1922-1978) is considered to be the worst film director of the
American cinema ever.
Ekane
Did.3sg
ta
the
panda
all
monos
alone
tu:
him:
paragogi,
production
senario,
scripts
skinothesia
staging
ke
and
xrisimopiise
used.3sg
ton opjodhipote
the.comp.FCI.which
ja
for
ithopio.
actor
He did everything alone: production, scripts, staging. He also used just
any actor. [Indisc, Low, *Wid, *Indist, DB]
The grammaticality of the majority of the FCIs studied in this book in veridical
contexts reinforces the validity of the hypothesis in chapter 2 which suggests that
we cannot account for the distributional properties of FCIs in terms of licensing
(cf. question 1a). Moreover, although certain FCIs are grammatical in all modal
contexts, certain others are ungrammatical in necessity modal ones. Therefore, one
cannot account for the distribution of FCIs by having the context as a starting point
(cf. question 1a). The content of the FCID constitutes one of the main pivots from
which the empirical and cross-linguistic generalizations formulated throughout the
book emerge. It also provides one of the bases for the answer to (2a-4c), given
in chapters 4-7. Having empirically established that concentrating merely on the
semantics of the context is ineffective, I examine the semantics of FCIs and the way
in which it interacts with context in chapters 4-7.
Further (see chapter 4), I argue that FCIs are commonly associated with a set of
alternatives. Their semantics differs in that they have different ways to refer to
alternatives. Each FCI is associated with at least one of the following six readings
(cf. questions 2a-3c): widening, ignorance, indifference, indiscriminacy, indistin-
guishability and the reading of low-level. These readings are defined as follows:
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(4.5) Indefinite widening FCIs
An indefinite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives com-
pared to its regular indefinite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the
regular indefinite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant
alternatives {a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the indefinite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which
contains contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that
A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.6) Definite widening FCIs
A definite widening FCI involves an enlarged set of alternatives compared
to its regular definite counterpart in a context c. Suppose that the regular
definite selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alternatives
{a1, a2,..., an} in c. Then
a. the definite widening FCI selects a value from a set A’ which contains
contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives such that A⊂A’ and
b. all the alternatives in A’, without exception, can be the value of the
FCI in context c.
An alternative is contextually relevant iff it is normally considered in a
given context. Relevance cannot be defined out of the context; it is always
context dependent.
(4.23) Ignorance
Ignorance implies that there is variation relative to somebody’s epistemic
alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI in w.
(4.34) Indifference
Indifference implies that
a. there is a set of contextually relevant alternatives in w that the agent
can choose from and
b. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w and
c. there are alternative worlds w’ in which the FCI referent is differ-
ent from the one in w and there is a set of contextually relevant
alternatives that can be the value of the FCI referent and
d. an agent chooses the FCI referent in world w’ because it satisfies the
descriptive content of the FCI in world w’.
(4.40) Indiscriminacy
Indiscriminacy implies the random selection by an agent of an entity out
of a set of alternatives. Consider a set A of alternatives {a1, a2,..., an}.
An agent chooses randomly out of this set iff the probability of the agent
to choose an alternative an is 1/n, where n is the amount of alternatives.
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(4.57) Indistinguishability
Indistinguishability implies that an entity is average in a context c. Sup-
pose that
a. the FCI selects a value from the set A of contextually relevant alter-
natives {a1, a2,..., an} in c,
b. the members of A are instantiations of a kind K with contextually
relevant properties P1, P2,..., Pn,
c. the average degree to which entities of A have the properties P1,
P2,..., Pn is defined as dp1, dp2,...,dpn.
An average entity is a member of A that has the contextually relevant
properties P1, P2,..., Pn to a degree that is close to dp1, dp2,...,dpn from
the point of view of the speaker.
(4.64) Reading of low-level
Low-level implies that an entity is below some norm of goodness in a
context c. Suppose a set A {a1, a2,...,an} of alternatives is ranked by a
contextually relevant relation≤ implicating degree of goodness. If an indi-
cates a good entity as a referent of the FCI, alternatives a1, a2,...,an−1<an
indicate entities that are below a norm of goodness from the point of view
of the speaker.
The examination of the semantics of FCIs in negative contexts shows that FCIs
“bring” these readings into the semantics of the context in which they appear.
A pattern with the readings of FCIs and the criteria to distinguish among them
emerges at the end of chapter 4. Below, the relevant tables that depict this pattern
and the correspondence between FCIs and readings are given under 4.5 and 4.7.
In view of the rich lexical semantics of FCIs, I predict that their distribution is
determined by the interaction between their lexical semantics and the semantics as
well as the pragmatics of the context.
This prediction is verified in chapters 5, 6 and 7. The interaction between the
lexical semantics of French, Greek and English FCIs and the context is studied
at a language-specific and at a cross-linguistic level (cf. questions 4a-4c). The
behavior of FCIs in a variety of downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and
interrogative contexts is examined.
FCIs are grammatical if and only if their lexical semantics is compatible with
the semantics as well as the pragmatics of the context. Widening is available only
in contexts which allow enlargement from a set of contextually relevant alternatives
to a set of contextually relevant and irrelevant alternatives and in those contexts in
which all alternatives introduced by the widening FCI can be its value. Otherwise,
widening is blocked and the widening FCI is ungrammatical. Indiscriminacy is
expressed when the context has an agentive predicate and when the pragmatics of
the context is compatible with the fact that indiscriminacy characterizes a choice as
random. Indifference is expressed in contexts with agentive predicates and in those
contexts which are compatible with the fact that, under this reading, the agent
chooses the FR referent because it satisfies the predicative property in w. The
combination of the reading of low-level with a given context leads to ill-formedness
if and only if the pragmatics of the context is not compatible with the low-level
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WidFCI IgnorFCI IndifFCI IndiscFCI IndistFCI LowFCI
Alternatives X X X X X X
Indefinite X X X X X
Definite X X X
EnlSetAlt X
AllAltFCIValue X
EpStateFCIw X
ChoiceAgent X X
RandomChoice X
ChoiceFCIw X
Quality X X
BelowNorm X
Average X
VarIn X
VarOut X X X X X X
DescrIn X X X X X
DescrOut X X X
Table 4.5: The semantic properties of FCIs and how to detect them
FCI Lexical semantics
Qu- que ce soit widening
N’importe qu- widening, indiscriminacy, low-level, indistinguishability
Un NP quelconque indistinguishability, ignorance
O-dhipote widening
Enas/o o-dhipote indistinguishability, indiscriminacy
O- o- low-level
O- ki an indifference, widening, ignorance
Any widening
Just any widening, indistingushability, indiscriminacy, low-level
Wh-ever widening, ignorance, indifference
Table 4.7: The lexical semantics of FCIs
reading characterizing an entity as being below a certain norm of goodness. Indis-
tinguishability is expressed in a given context if and only if the pragmatics of the
context is compatible with indistinguishability characterizing an entity as average.
Ignorance is expressed when the context is compatible with the expression of vari-
ation relative to somebody’s epistemic alternatives in w as to the value of the FCI
in w. If all the readings associated with an FCI are blocked by either the semantics
or the pragmatics of a given context, the FCI is ungrammatical.
For instance, the French and Greek widening FCIs qu- que ce soit and o-dhipote
are ungrammatical in affirmative episodic contexts.
(7.132) *Jean
Jean
a
has
mange´
eaten
quoi que ce soit.
conc.FCI.what
[*Wid]
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(7.133) *Idha
Saw.1sg
opjondhipote.
comp.FCI.whom
[*Wid]
It is not the case that all alternatives that they introduce can be their value in these
contexts.
The French indefinite FCI n’importe qu- which expresses widening, indiscrimi-
nacy, indistinguishability and low-level, is grammatical whenever at least one of its
readings is compatible with the context. The context in (7.130) for instance has an
agentive predicate and its pragmatics is compatible with the fact that indiscrimi-
nacy characterizes a choice as random. For this reason, n’importe qu- is grammatical
in (7.130) under an indiscriminacy reading. It is ungrammatical whenever all its
readings are blocked by the context:
(7.134) *Hier
Yesterday
Marie
Marie
a
has
appre´cie´
appreciated
n’importe quel
matter.FCI.which
livre.
book
[*Wid, *Indist, *Indisc, *Low]
All readings can be pragmatically blocked in all contexts. Widening, indiscriminacy,
indifference and ignorance can be semantically blocked, too. Consequently, the
condition of anti-licensing which does not cover pragmatic blocking is not applicable
to FCIs. Since the grammaticality of an FCI in a given context depends on the
interaction between its readings and the context, and since all readings can be
pragmatically blocked in all contexts, the distribution of FCIs is entirely free with
the exception of certain cases in which semantic blocking is expected.
Before closing, I would like to elaborate briefly on what I consider to be the most
important contributions of this thesis.
First, this thesis provides an empirical study of FCIs. The phenomenon of
FCIs seemed complex and the results of studies on FCIs were divergent. So far,
most studies were often based on data collected from one source, from one language
and were mainly focused on one item. However, in order to be able to draw any
generalizations, a proper empirical basis is needed. Such a basis should contain data
from different (types of) sources, which makes the results (especially when conver-
gent) more reliable. Further, in cross-linguistic comparisons and generalizations
obviously data from different languages are required. Also, since the distributional
properties of FCIs within the same language vary, we should consider more than
one item within the same language and in a variety of contexts. In this thesis these
conditions are fulfilled.
On the one hand, the empirical domain of this thesis examines the behavior of a
variety of French, Greek and English items in downward entailing, veridical, modal,
generic and interrogative contexts. The French items that are studied in this thesis
are of the following type: n’importe qu-, qu- que ce soit and un NP quelconque.
The Greek items that are studied in this thesis are of the following type: o-dhipote,
enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- and o- ki an. The English items that are studied are of the
following type: any, just any and wh-ever.
On the other hand, the empirical basis of the current study contains French,
Greek and English data and they were collected from three different sources. A
big part of the French and Greek data is extracted from the Free Choice Item
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Database (FCID) which has been constructed by myself. These data come from
existing corpora for which I additionally obtained semantic judgments from native
speakers and described their properties in detail. Another part of the data, for
which semantic judgments were collected, is extracted from the literature on FCIs
and from the internet. The third part is composed out of novel data constructed by
myself for which also acceptability and semantic judgments from native speakers of
French, Greek and English were obtained. I believe that the analysis of data from
various sources, of different types and from more than one language allows a much
better understanding of the phenomenon of FCIs.
Second, this thesis provides a theoretical analysis of the semantics and distri-
bution of FCIs. As far as the semantics of FCIs is concerned, it is argued that FCIs
commonly refer to alternatives and that they differ in that they have different ways
to refer to alternatives. The readings of FCIs are defined. Also, a pattern with
the semantic properties of FCIs is provided. This pattern can be used as a tool
for the identification of the six interpretational classes of widening, indiscriminacy,
indistinguishability, low-level, ignorance and indifference FCIs in a given language.
As for the distributional properties of FCIs, a unified analysis is provided. It
is proposed that FCIs are grammatical in a given context as long as their lexical
semantics is compatible with both the semantics and the pragmatics of the context.
This is argued throughout a detailed examination of the interaction between the
lexical semantics of FCIs and the semantic/pragmatic properties of a variety of
downward entailing, veridical, modal, generic and interrogative contexts. Three
strategies are followed: one, by keeping the context constant and by changing the
FCI, I examine whether the lexical semantics of the FCI is the blocking factor;
two, by keeping the FCI constant and by changing the semantics of the context,
I examine whether the semantics of the context is the blocking factor; three, by
keeping the FCI and the semantics of the context constant and by changing the
pragmatics of the context I examine whether the pragmatics of the context is the
blocking factor.
Also, the nature of the distribution of FCIs is characterized. It is argued that an
FCI is grammatical in a given context c if and only if it the context fulfills certain
criteria, commanded by its lexical semantics. Otherwise, its lexical semantics is
not compatible with the context and it is blocked. This is a welcome result since
the freedom that characterizes the distribution of FCIs cross-linguistically indicates
that the class of FCIs should not be considered anymore as a special class of items
with a special distributional pattern. Instead, it is composed by items which, like
other linguistic units, are selective about the context in which they appear.
Free choice items are revealed to be an extremely important and intriguing field in
both empirical and theoretical grounds. Though the main objectives of this study
have been met, the exploration of the aspects of the phenomenon of FCIs are not
exhausted and call for future research.
First, the properties of FCIs are extremely interesting for the studies of the class
of indefinites, central to formal semantic theory. Although certain indefinite FCIs,
just like specific indefinites, scope over negation, the interpretation of the sentence
in which they appear is different from that of a sentence with a specific indefinite.
This is illustrated in the French example below:
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(7.135) Il posse´dait une grande boˆıte en carton, une ancienne boˆıte a` chaussures,
ou` il collectionnait des morceaux de ficelle.
He had a big paper box, an old shoe box, in which he was collecting pieces
of string.
Il
He
ne
not
conservait
was.keeping.3sg
pas
not
n’importe quoi,
matter.FCI.what
ne
not
voulant
wanting
ni
neither
des
e´chantillons
samples
de
of
qualite´
quality
infe´rieure
inferior
ni
not
de ceux
these
qui
that
e´taient
were
trop
too
abˆıme´s
destroyed
par
from
l’usage,
the usage
avachis
misshapen
ou
or
effiloche´s.
frayed
He was not keeping just anything; he liked neither the samples of low
quality nor those strings that were damaged, misshapen and frayed from
the use. [DB]
As explained in chapter 3, this sentence means: 1) there were strings x, 2) the person
in question was keeping x, 3) it is not the case that these strings were randomly
chosen. This interpretation is never possible with a regular specific indefinite. Thus
the scopal properties of indefinite FCIs shed new light on the study of the scopal
properties of indefinites.
Second, FCI distribution is here analyzed in terms of compatibility between the
lexical semantics of FCIs and the semantics as well as the pragmatics of a given
context. It would be useful to formalize the notion of compatibility in the future and
to acquire, in this way, a better understanding on how compatibility is elaborated
in the lexicon.
Third, the results reported in this book suggest that the phenomenon of FCIs is
fairly complex and that speakers hesitate on the grammaticality and the meaning
of certain FCIs. It would therefore be very useful to consider in the future the
frequency with which FCIs are accepted under a given reading in a given context.
This would ultimately lead us to a better understanding of judgment variation
concerning certain data.
Finally, FCIs are associated with a set of alternatives. Besides FCIs, language
possesses many linguistic units that refer to alternatives, like modals. It would
therefore be extremely interesting to discover how children acquire the different
ways to refer to alternatives and how they link them to the different linguistic
units.
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Abbreviations
The following pages contain five lists of abbreviations used in this study. These are
abbreviations that I use in glossing examples, in tables, in the running text and in
footnotes. Special abbreviations and symbols used by researchers cited in this book
are explained in the running text and in footnotes.
Abbreviations used for the contexts
ABI Ability
AE Affirmative episodic
AM Antimorphic
BEF Before
COM Comparative
CON Conditional
COP Copula sentence
DE Downward entailing
DN Deontic necessity
DP Deontic possibility
EN Epistemic necessity
EP Existential predicate
EPP Epistemic possibility
FAC Factive
GEN Generic
INT Interrogative
NW Negative word
TOO Too...to
VOL Volition
WIT Without
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Abbreviations used in the glosses of FCIs
a.comp.FCI Complex free choice item preceded
by an indefinite article
adj Adjective
adv Adverb
bare.conc.FCI Bare concessive free choice item
bare.dupl.FCI Bare duplicated free choice item
comp.FCI Complex free choice item
conc.FCI Concessive free choice item
ever.FCI Ever free choice item
fem Feminine
know.FCI Know free choice item
masc Masculine
matter.FCI Matter free choice item
neut Neutral
pl Plural
sg Singular
subj Subjunctive particle
the.comp.FCI Complex free choice item preceded
by a definite article
Abbreviations used for the properties of FCIs
AllAltFCIValue All alternatives, without exception, can be the value of the
free choice item
BelowNorm Entity below a norm of goodness
ChoiceAgent Choice performed by an agent
ChoiceFCIw An agent chooses the free choice item referent in w
because it satisfies the descriptive content of
the free choice item in w
DescrIn The descriptive content of the free choice item is the focus
of negation
DescrOut The descriptive content of the free choice item is out
of the scope of negation
EnlSetAlt Enlarged set of alternatives
EpStateFCIw Description of somebody’s epistemic state
about the value of the free choice item in w
IgnorFCI Ignorance free choice item
IndifFCI Indifference free choice item
IndiscFCI Indiscriminacy free choice item
IndistFCI Indistinguishability free choice item
LowFCI Low-level free choice item
RandomChoice The choice is random
VarIn Variable in the scope of negation
VarOut Variable out of the scope of negation
WidFCI Widening free choice item
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Abbreviations used for the readings of FCIs
Ignor Ignorance
Indif Indifference
Indisc Indiscriminacy
Indist Indistinguishability
Low Low-level
Wid Widening
Abbreviations used in the running text and in footnotes
API Affective Polarity Item
ATILF Analyse et Traitement Informatique de la Langue
Franc¸aise/Computer Processing and Analysis of the French
Language
c Context
cf. See, compare
ch. Chapter
CN Common Noun
concess Concessive marker
DB Example extracted from the Free Choice Item Database
ECI European Corpus Initiative
e.g. For example
etc Et cetera
FC Free Choice
FCI Free Choice Item
FCID Free Choice Item Database
FR Free Relative
HNC Hellenic National Corpus
i.e. Id est, that is
iff If and only if
ILF Institut de Linguistique Franc¸aise-Institute of French Linguistics
LF Logical Form
LOT Netherlands Graduate School of Linguistics
magn Magnifying suffix
N Noun
NP Nominal Phrase
NPI Negative Polarity Item
p.c. Personal communication
PI Polarity Item
PP Prepositional Phrase
PPI Positive Polarity Item
PS Polarity Sensitive
PSI Polarity Sensitive Item
RC Relative Clause
refl Reflexive
TDS Typological Database System
vs. Versus
wrt With relation to
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Deze studie heeft als hoofddoel het geven van een verklaring voor de distributionele
eigenschappen van Vrije Keuze Items (VKI’s) in verschillende talen. Ik stel dat
de lexicale semantiek van VKI’s zeer rijk is, dat wil zeggen dat ze met een ruime
verzameling lezingen kunnen worden geassocieerd. De lezingen van VKI’s hangen
samen met de semantiek en pragmatiek van de context waarin ze verschijnen. Deze
samenhang bepaalt hun distributie. Aangezien alle lezingen in alle contexten prag-
matisch kunnen worden geblokkeerd, beschouwt mijn voorstel de distributie van
VKI’s als volledig vrij met uitzondering van bepaalde gevallen waarin semantische
blokkering te verwachten valt.
Het verschijnsel VKI is complex en de resultaten van studies naar VKI’s lopen
uiteen. Tot nu toe baseerden de meeste studies zich op data afkomstig uit een enkele
bron en een enkele taal. Echter, voor het maken van empirische generalisaties is
een goede empirische basis nodig. Een dergelijke basis moet data uit verschillende
(soorten) bronnen bevatten, waardoor de resultaten (vooral indien convergerend)
betrouwbaarder worden. Uiteraard vereisen cross-lingu¨ıstische vergelijkingen en
generalisaties data die afkomstig zijn uit verschillende talen. In deze studie wordt
aan beide voorwaarden voldaan.
De empirische basis van de huidige studie bevat Franse, Griekse en Engelse data.
De Franse items die bestudeerd werden, zijn van het type n’importe qu-, qu- que ce
soit en un NP quelconque. De Griekse items die bestudeerd werden, zijn van het
type o-dhipote, enas/o o-dhipote, o- o- en o- ki an. De Engelse items die bestudeerd
werden, zijn van het type any, just any en wh-ever.
De data werden onttrokken aan drie verschillende bronnen. Een groot deel van
de Franse en Griekse data is afkomstig uit de Vrije Keuze Item Database (VKID)
die door mijzelf is opgezet. Deze data komen uit bestaande corpora waarbij ik addi-
tionele semantische oordelen heb verkregen via moedertaalsprekers. Ik heb de eigen-
schappen van de data in detail beschreven. Een ander deel van de data is afkomstig
uit de literatuur over VKI’s en van het internet. Ik heb ook voor deze data seman-
tische oordelen via moederstaalsprekers van het Frans, Grieks en Engels verkregen.
Nog een ander deel is samengesteld uit nieuwe data, door mijzelf geconstrueerd,
waarvoor moedertaalsprekers van het Frans, Grieks en Engels acceptabiliteits- en
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semantische oordelen hebben gegeven. Ik ben van mening dat het analyseren van
data afkomstig uit verschillende typen bronnen en uit verschillende talen leidt tot
een veel beter begrip van het verschijnsel VKI.
In hoofdstuk 1 formuleer ik mijn onderzoekshypothese en de daaruit volgende vraag-
stellingen:
1. De rol van de context in de distributie van vrije keuze items:
(a) Is het mogelijk de distributie van vrije keuze items te verklaren in termen
van licensering door de semantiek van de context waarin ze verschijnen?
(b) Is het mogelijk de distributie van vrije keuze items te verklaren in ter-
men van anti-licensering door de semantiek van de context waarin ze
verschijnen?
(c) Bestaat er een unieke operator waarvoor vrije keuze items gevoelig zijn?
2. De gemeenschappelijke eigenschappen van vrije keuze items:
(a) Hebben vrije keuze items een gemeenschappelijke semantische eigen-
schap, onafhankelijk van de context waarin ze verschijnen?
(b) Indien dit het geval is, waarom hebben ze dan verschillende lezingen in
verschillende contexten?
3. De lexicale semantiek van vrije keuze items:
(a) Welke lezingen staan vrije keuze items toe, onafhankelijk van de context
waarin ze verschijnen?
(b) Welke lezingen staan zij niet toe?
(c) Welke criteria spelen een rol bij het onderscheiden van lezingen?
4. De interactie tussen de lexicale semantiek van vrije keuze items en de context:
(a) Welke lezing of welke lezingen staan een gegeven context toe?
(b) Welke lezing of welke lezingen worden geblokkeerd door een gegeven con-
text?
(c) Hoe wordt de distributie van vrije keuze items be¨ınvloed door de inter-
actie tussen lezingen en context?
Hoofdstuk 2 beantwoordt vraag (1a) en, gedeeltelijk, de vragen (1b) en (3a). Daar-
naast schept het de voorwaarden voor beantwoording van de vragen (1c-4c) en
verantwoordt het de behoefte aan “real life” data, zowel binnen e´e´n en dezelfde taal
als cross-lingu¨ıstisch.
In datzelfde hoofdstuk onderzoek ik de meest prominente assumpties en the-
oretische kaders die ten grondslag liggen aan de onderhavige analyse van VKI’s.
Ten eerste geef ik een historisch overzicht van de eerste stappen op weg naar ons
begrip van het fenomeen VKI. Vrije keuze werd voor het eerst besproken als de
betekenis van het Engelse item any. De literatuur maakt niet duidelijk wat de
gemeenschappelijke semantische eigenschappen van VKI’s zijn. Onderzoekers con-
centreerden zich voornamelijk op de distributie van VKI’s. Deze “wending” in het
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VKI-onderzoek van gemeenschappelijke semantische eigenschappen naar distributie
was een gevolg van het onderzoek naar het fenomeen polariteitsgevoeligheid. Om
die reden presenteer ik de belangrijkste benaderingen van any als NPI.
Anderzijds breng ik een systematische presentatie en evaluatie van de gangbare
theoriee¨n met betrekking tot VKI’s. Afhankelijk van de benadering die ze kiezen,
zijn deze theoriee¨n in drie hoofdcategoriee¨n ingedeeld. Tot de eerste categorie be-
horen die theoriee¨n die gericht waren op de kwantificationele kracht van VKI’s,
alsmede op de eigenschappen die VKI’s gemeenschappelijk hebben met indefinieten
en definieten. Tot de tweede categorie behoren item-georie¨nteerde benaderingen,
dat wil zeggen benaderingen die zich concentreerden op de lexicale semantiek van
items die als VKI’s zijn geanalyseerd. Tot de derde categorie behoren context-
georie¨nteerde benaderingen, dat wil zeggen benaderingen gericht op het verklaren
van de distributionele eigenschappen van VKI’s door de aandacht te vestigen op de
semantiek van de contexten waarin ze voorkomen. De (anti-)licenseringscondities
die voorgesteld zijn voor VKI’s passeren de revue.
Hoofdstuk 2 besluit met een lijst van aandachtspunten die cruciaal zijn voor het
beantwoorden van de vragen (1a-4c). Zij die onderzoek hebben verricht naar VKI’s
hebben zich geconcentreerd op items die, per stipulatie, vrije keuze uitdrukken. De
distributionele eigenschappen van de algemene klasse van VKI’s kan niet worden
verklaard in termen van licensering door een operator. De reden hiervoor is dat
bepaalde VKI’s ook in veridicale contexten grammaticaal zijn. In plaats daarvan
lijkt een studie die rekening houdt met de combinatie van de lexicale semantiek van
een ruime verzameling VKI’s en de context, vanuit het gezichtspunt van meerdere
talen, veelbelovend.
De Vrije Keuze Item Database, gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 3, is een “experiment”
ter bevestiging van de validiteit van de hypothese dat het eenzijdig benadrukken
van de context niet effectief is. De meerderheid van de Franse en Griekse VKI’s in
de VKID worden gevonden in een modale context. Uit de inhoud van de VKID is
echter gebleken dat er geen unieke operator is waarvoor VKI’s gevoelig zijn. Nieuwe
data uit de VKID geven aan dat het merendeel de VKI’s die in dit boek worden
bestudeerd in veridicale contexten voorkomen.
De grammaticaliteit van de meerderheid van de VKI’s in veridicale contexten,
zoals bestudeerd in dit boek, bekrachtigt de validiteit van de hypothese, opgeworpen
in hoofdstuk 2, dat de distributie van VKI’s niet verklaard kan worden in termen
van licensering (zie vraag 1a). Bovendien zijn bepaalde VKI’s ongrammaticaal in
necessiteitscontexten, ook al zijn bepaalde andere VKI’s grammaticaal in modale
contexten. Om die reden is het onmogelijk de distributie van VKI’s te verklaren
als de context het uitgangspunt is. Hiermee geeft hoofdstuk 3 een antwoord op
vraag (1c) en bekrachtigt het de validiteit van het antwoord op vraag (1a), gegeven
in hoofdstuk 2. De inhoud van de VKID vormt een belangrijk scharnierpunt van
waaruit de empirische en cross-lingu¨ıstische generalisaties in dit boek voortkomen.
Zij legt e´e´n van de grondslagen voor het antwoord op (2a-4c), dat gegeven wordt in
de hoofdstukken 4-7.
Na de empirische vaststelling dat het ineffectief is zich uitsluitend te beperken
tot de semantiek van de context, verken ik in de hoofdstukken 4-7 de semantiek van
VKI’s en de manier waarop zij samenhangt met context.
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In hoofdstuk 4 stel ik dat VKI’s gewoonlijk worden geassocieerd met een verzamel-
ing alternatieven. Ieder VKI wordt met ten minste e´e´n van de volgende lezingen
geassocieerd (zie vragen 2a-3c): verbreding, onwetendheid, onverschilligheid, niet-
discriminatie, niet-onderscheidbaarheid en de lezing van laag niveau. Er worden
definities gegeven van deze lezingen.
Onderzoek naar de semantiek van VKI’s in negatieve contexten laat zien dat
VKI’s deze lezingen als het ware de semantiek van de context waarin ze verschijnen
binnen “brengen”. Aan het eind van hoofdstuk 4 verschijnt een patroon van de
lezingen van VKI’s en de criteria om ze te onderscheiden.
Met het oog op de rijke semantiek van VKI’s voorspel ik dat hun distributie
bepaald wordt door de interactie tussen hun lexicale semantiek en de semantiek en
pragmatiek van de context.
Deze voorspelling wordt geverifieerd in de hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7. De interactie
tussen de lexicale semantiek van Franse, Griekse en Engelse VKI’s en de context
wordt op taal-specifiek en cross-lingu¨ıstisch niveau bestudeerd (zie de vragen 4a-
4c). Daarnaast wordt het gedrag van VKI’s in een scala aan monotoon dalende,
veridicale, modale, generieke en interrogatieve contexten onderzocht.
VKI’s verschijnen alleen in die contexten waarvan de semantiek en pragmatiek
hun lezing(en) niet blokkeren. Verbreding is alleen beschikbaar in contexten die
uitbreding van een verzameling contextueel relevante alternatieven naar een verza-
meling contextueel relevante en irrelevante alternatieven toestaan, en in die contex-
ten waarin alle alternatieven gen¨troduceerd door het verbredende VKI zijn waarde
kunnen zijn. In de overige gevallen wordt verbreding geblokkeerd en is het ver-
bredende VKI ongrammaticaal. Niet-discriminatie wordt uitgedrukt wanneer de
context een agentief predikaat heeft en wanneer de pragmatiek van de context com-
patibel is met het feit dat niet-discriminatie een keuze als willekeurig karakteriseert.
Onverschilligheid wordt uitgedrukt in contexten met agentieve predikaten en in die
contexten die compatibel zijn met het feit dat, onder deze lezing, de agens de ref-
erent van de relatiezin kiest omdat hij voldoet aan de predicatieve eigenschap in w.
De combinatie van een laag niveau-lezing met een gegeven context leidt tot onwel-
gevormdheid dan en slechts dan als de pragmatiek van de context niet compatibel
is met het feit dat de laag niveau-lezing een entiteit karakteriseert als zich onder
een bepaalde norm van goedheid bevindend. Niet-onderscheidbaarheid wordt uitge-
drukt in een gegeven context dan en slechts dan als de pragmatiek van de context
compatibel is met het feit dat niet-onderscheidbaarheid een entiteit als gemiddeld
karakteriseert. Onwetendheid wordt uitgedrukt wanneer de context compatibel is
met het feit dat zij variatie uitdrukt in iemands epistemische alternatieven voor de
VKI referent in de echte wereld.
Als alle lezingen geassocieerd met een VKI geblokkeerd worden door ofwel de se-
mantiek ofwel de pragmatiek van een gegeven context, is het VKI ongrammaticaal.
Alle lezingen kunnen in alle contexten pragmatisch worden geblokkeerd. Verbred-
ing, niet-discriminatie, onverschilligheid en onwetendheid kunnen ook in seman-
tische zin worden geblokkeerd. Als gevolg hiervan is de anti-licenseringsconditie
die pragmatische blokkering niet bestrijkt niet toepasbaar op VKI’s. Aangezien
de grammaticaliteit van een VKI in een gegeven context afhangt van de interac-
tie tussen zijn lezingen en de context, en aangezien alle lezingen in alle contexten
pragmatisch kunnen worden geblokkeerd, is de distributie van VKI’s geheel vrij met
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uitzondering van gevallen waarin we semantische blokkering verwachten.
VKI’s werden gewoonlijk gezien als items waarvan de distributie alleen afhanke-
lijk is van de context waarin ze verschijnen. In deze dissertatie wordt gesteld dat
een dergelijke benadering van het fenomeen VKI onjuist is. Deze stelling wordt
verdedigd op het niveau van het item, het niveau van de lexicale semantiek, het
niveau van de context, taal-specifiek en cross-lingustisch niveau.
De vrijheid die de distributie van VKI’s kenmerkt geeft aan dat de klasse van
VKI’s niet langer beschouwd moet worden als een speciale klasse van items met
een speciale distributie. In plaats daarvan bestaat deze klasse uit items die, zoals
andere taalkundige eenheden, selectief zijn met betrekking tot de contexten waarin
ze verschijnen.
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Re´sume´ long franc¸ais
L’objectif principal de cette e´tude est d’expliquer les proprie´te´s distributionnelles
des termes dits “de choix libre” (TCLs) emprunte´s au franc¸ais, au grec et a` l’anglais.
Je commence par proposer l’ide´e que les TCLs ont une se´mantique lexicale riche que
l’on peut associer a` un ensemble de valeurs se´mantiques. Ces valeurs interagissent
avec les proprie´te´s se´mantico-pragmatiques du contexte dans lequel les TCLs ap-
paraissent. Cette interaction de´termine leur distribution. Ensuite, puisque toutes
les valeurs des TCLs peuvent eˆtre pragmatiquement bloque´es dans tout contexte,
je propose sur cette base l’hypothe`se que la distribution des TCLs est entie`rement
libre, sauf dans quelques cas ou` on a un blocage se´mantique.
Le phe´nome`ne des TCLs est complexe et les re´sultats des e´tudes qui y ont
e´te´ consacre´es se re´ve`lent he´te´roge`nes. Jusqu’a` pre´sent, la majorite´ de ces e´tudes
s’appuyaient sur des donne´es provenant d’une seule source, dans une meˆme langue.
Afin de pouvoir formuler des ge´ne´ralisations, il nous faut pourtant une base em-
pirique propre qui contiendrait des donne´es provenant de diffe´rentes sources, ce qui
augmenterait d’autant la fiabilite´ de nos re´sultats. De meˆme, s’agissant d’une e´tude
mene´e dans une perspective trans-linguistique, la diversite´ de ces sources doit pou-
voir se retrouver dans chacune des langues e´tudie´es. Dans cette e´tude, les deux
conditions sont remplies.
La base empirique de cette the`se emprunte des donne´es au franc¸ais, au grec et
a` l’anglais. Les termes franc¸ais e´tudie´s sont du type: qu- que ce soit, n’importe
qu- et un N quelconque. Les termes grecs e´tudie´s sont du type: o-dhipote, enas/o
o-dhipote, o- o- et o- ki an. Les termes anglais sont du type: any, just any et
wh-ever.
Les donne´es sont issues de trois sources diffe´rentes: tout d’abord, d’une base
de donne´es de TCLs que j’ai moi-meˆme construite a` partir de corpus existants du
franc¸ais et du grec et sur lesquelles j’ai solicite´ des jugements se´mantiques de la part
de locuteurs natifs; deuxie`mement, de la litte´rature scientifique consacre´e aux TCLs
ainsi que d’occurrences trouve´es sur internet en franc¸ais, grec et anglais-ces donne´es-
ci ont e´galement fait l’objet d’un jugement se´mantique de la part de locuteurs
natifs; troisie`mement, d’un ensemble de donne´es que j’ai moi-meˆme construites et
pour lesquelles j’ai obtenu des jugements se´mantiques et d’acceptabilite´ de locuteurs
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natifs du franc¸ais, du grec et de l’anglais. L’analyse des donne´es de sources varie´es
e´manant de plusieurs langues ouvre selon moi a` une meilleure compre´hension du
phe´nome`ne des TCLs.
Dans le chapitre 1, je formule mon hypothe`se de de´part et pre´sente les quatre axes
de l’argumentation de la the`se:
1. Le roˆle du contexte dans la distribution des termes de choix libre:
(a) Peut-on analyser la distribution des termes de choix libre au moyen de
la condition de le´gitimation?
(b) Peut-on analyser la distribution des termes de choix libre au moyen de
la condition d’anti-le´gitimation?
(c) Y-a-t-il un ope´rateur unique auquel les termes de choix libre sont sensi-
bles?
2. Les proprie´te´s communes des termes de choix libre:
(a) Les termes de choix libre ont-ils une proprie´te´ se´mantique commune,
inde´pendamment du contexte dans lequel ils apparaissent?
(b) Si oui, pourquoi ont-ils diffe´rentes valeurs se´mantiques selon le contexte?
3. La se´mantique lexicale des termes de choix libre:
(a) Quelles valeurs se´mantiques les termes de choix libre posse`dent-ils, inde´-
pendamment du contexte dans lequel ils apparaissent?
(b) Quelles valeurs se´mantiques les termes de choix libre ne posse`dent-ils
pas?
(c) Quelles sont les proprie´te´s qui distinguent les valeurs se´mantiques des
termes de choix libre entre elles?
4. L’interaction entre la se´mantique lexicale des termes de choix libre et le con-
texte:
(a) Quelle est ou quelles sont les valeurs se´mantiques compatibles avec un
contexte donne´?
(b) Quelle est ou quelles sont les valeurs se´mantiques incompatibles avec un
contexte donne´?
(c) Comment l’interaction entre les valeurs se´mantiques des termes de choix
libre et le contexte de´termine-t-elle leur distribution?
Le chapitre 2 s’attache a` re´pondre a` la question (1a) et, partiellement, aux questions
(1b) et (3a), il propose le cadre dans lequel les re´ponses aux questions (1c-4c)
peuvent s’e´laborer et sugge`re le besoin d’une investigation syste´matique portant
sur des donne´es “re´elles” issues de plusieurs langues.
Dans ce chapitre, j’examine les the´ories les plus saillantes sur les TCLs. Je
commence par pre´senter un aperc¸u historique qui retrace les premie`res e´tapes de
l’exploration du phe´nome`ne des TCLs. Le terme anglais any a ainsi e´te´ le premier a`
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eˆtre analyse´ comme un TCL. Les proprie´te´s se´mantiques des TCLs ne sont alors pas
explore´es et les linguistes concentrent leurs efforts sur la question de leurs proprie´te´s
distributionnelles. Les recherches sur le phe´nome`ne de la polarite´ y ayant joue´
un roˆle de´terminant, je pre´sente ensuite les approches les plus cruciales de cette
cate´gorie sur any en tant que terme a` polarite´.
Je me consacre ensuite a` une pre´sentation et une e´valuation syste´matiques
des the´ories contemporaines sur les TCLs. Ces the´ories forment trois grandes
cate´gories: premie`rement, les the´ories qui discutent les proprie´te´s quantification-
nelles des TCLs ainsi que les proprie´te´s qu’ils partagent avec les inde´finis et les
de´finis; deuxie`mement, celles qui se sont concentre´es sur la se´mantique lexicale
des TCLs (plus pre´cise´ment, les valeurs se´mantiques de scalarite´, d’e´largissement,
d’indiscrimination, d’indiffe´rence et d’ignorance); troisie`mement, les approches qui
cherchent a` expliquer la distribution des TCLs en s’appuyant exclusivement sur la
se´mantique du contexte dans lequel ils apparaissent.
Certains TCLs e´tant grammaticaux dans des contextes ve´ridiques, les proprie´te´s
distributionnelles des TCLs ne peuvent pas eˆtre analyse´es en termes de le´gitimation.
Au contraire, une e´tude qui prendrait en compte la combinaison entre la se´mantique
lexicale de plusieurs TCLs d’une ou plusieurs langues et le contexte se pre´sente
comme une voie plus prometteuse.
La base de donne´es des TCLs, de´crite dans le chapitre 3, permet d’effectuer un
“test” pour la confirmation de la validite´ de l’hypothe`se selon laquelle il n’est pas
judicieux de se concentrer seulement sur la se´mantique du contexte et de chercher
a` analyser la distribution des TCLs en termes de le´gitimation. La majorite´ des
TCLs du franc¸ais et du grec se rencontrent ainsi dans des contextes modaux. Les
TCLs ne sont pas sensibles a` un ope´rateur unique. De plus, meˆme si certains TCLs
sont pourtant grammaticaux dans toute sorte de contextes modaux, quelques uns
sont agrammaticaux dans des contextes modaux de ne´cessite´. Enfin, la majorite´
des TCLs du franc¸ais et du grec sont grammaticaux dans des contextes ve´ridiques.
L’exemple suivant, extrait de la base de donne´es, illustre ce dernier point en ce qui
concerne l’inde´fini franc¸ais n’importe qu-:
(7.136) fait a` Orly: Socie´te´ I...C...P... Je ne savais pas ce que signifiaient les
initiales. J’ai avale´ ma salive, j’ai dit:
-c’est une agence de publicite´.
-Et alors?
J’ai re´pondu n’importe quoi: -International Caravaille Publicite´.
De la sorte, le chapitre 3 re´pond a` la question (1c) et renforce la validite´ de la re´ponse
a` la question (1a) donne´e dans le chapitre 2 : les TCLs n’e´tant pas sensibles a` un
seul ope´rateur, leur distribution ne peut pas s’expliquer en termes de le´gitimation.
Le contenu de la base de donne´es constitue ainsi le pivot principal autour duquel
e´mergent les ge´ne´ralisations empiriques et trans-linguistiques, formule´es dans les
chapitres 4 a` 7.
Dans le chapitre 4, je soutiens l’hypothe`se que les TCLs rece`lent des alternatives.
Chaque TCL est associe´ avec au moins une des valeurs se´mantiques suivantes que je
de´finis (questions 2a-3c): l’e´largissement, l’ignorance, l’indiffe´rence, l’indiscrimina-
tion, l’indistinction et la de´pre´ciation.
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L’examen minutieux de la se´mantique des TCLs dans des contextes ne´gatifs per-
met d’aboutir a` la proposition d’un sche´ma qui repre´sente les valeurs se´mantiques
des TCLs et les proprie´te´s qui distinguent leurs classes interpre´tationnelles respec-
tives.
E´tant donne´e la richesse de la se´mantique lexicale des TCLs, je formule l’hypo-
the`se que leur distribution est de´termine´e par l’interaction entre leur se´mantique
lexicale et les proprie´te´s se´mantico-pragmatiques d’un contexte donne´.
Cette pre´diction se trouve ve´rifie´e dans les chapitres 5, 6 et 7 dans lesquels j’e´tudie
la combinaison de la se´mantique lexicale des TCLs du franc¸ais (chapitre 5 ), du grec
(chapitre 6 ) et de l’anglais (chapitre 7 ) avec leur contexte d’usage pour chacune des
trois langues se´pare´ment, mais aussi dans une perspective trans-linguistique (voir
questions 4a-4c).
Les TCLs sont grammaticaux uniquement dans des contextes dont les proprie´te´s
se´mantico-pragmatiques ne bloquent pas leur(s) valeur(s) se´mantique(s). La valeur
se´mantique de l’e´largissement surgit dans des contextes qui permettent l’agrandisse-
ment d’un ensemble d’alternatives contextuellement pertinentes vers l’ensemble ex-
haustif des alternatives sans aucune exception. La valeur se´mantique de l’e´largisse-
ment surgit e´galement dans des contextes ou` toutes les alternatives du TCL peuvent
eˆtre la valeur de sa variable. La valeur de l’indiscrimination e´merge dans des con-
textes avec des pre´dicats agentifs et dont la pragmatique est compatible avec le fait
que l’indiscrimination caracte´rise un choix comme e´tant hasardeux. L’indiffe´rence
est exprime´e dans des contextes contenant pre´dicats agentifs et dans ceux laissant
transparaˆıtre le fait que, sous cette interpre´tation, l’agent choisit l’entite´ a` laque-
lle la proposition relative se re´fe`re parce qu’elle satisfait la proprie´te´ pre´dicative
dans le monde re´el. La valeur se´mantique de la de´pre´ciation n’e´merge pas quand
la pragmatique du contexte est incompatible avec le fait qu’elle caracte´rise une en-
tite´ comme e´tant au-dessous d’une norme de convenance. L’indistinction s’exprime
si et seulement si la pragmatique du contexte est compatible avec le fait qu’elle
caracte´rise une entite´ comme moyenne ou commune. L’ignorance surgit dans un
contexte compatible avec le fait qu’elle exprime une certaine variation relative aux
alternatives e´piste´miques d’une personne en ce qui concerne l’identite´ de la re´fe´rence
du TCL dans le monde re´el.
Si toutes les valeurs se´mantiques d’un TCL sont bloque´es par les proprie´te´s
se´mantico-pragmatiques d’un contexte donne´, le TCL est agrammatical. En guise
d’illustration, l’inde´fini franc¸ais qu- que ce soit, qui exprime l’e´largissement n’est pas
grammatical dans des contextes affirmatifs e´pisodiques parce qu’on ne se trouve pas
dans une situation ou` toutes ses alternatives peuvent eˆtre la valeur de sa variable:
(7.137) *Jean a mange´ quoi que ce soit.
Toutes les valeurs se´mantiques des TCLs peuvent eˆtre bloque´es dans tout contexte
pour des raisons pragmatiques. L’e´largissement, l’indiscrimination, l’indiffe´rence et
l’ignorance peuvent aussi eˆtre se´mantiquement bloque´es. En conse´quence, comme
elle ne recouvre pas les blocages pragmatiques, la condition d’anti-le´gitimation ne
s’applique pas aux TCLs. Puisque la grammaticalite´ d’un TCL dans un contexte
donne´ de´pend de l’interaction entre ses valeurs se´mantiques et le contexte lui-
meˆme, et comme toute valeur peut eˆtre pragmatiquement bloque´e dans tous les
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contextes, je propose l’ide´e que la distribution des TCLs est entie`rement libre, sauf
dans quelques cas, que je pre´sente e´galement, ou` on a un blocage se´mantique.
Divers auteurs ont conside´re´ que la distribution des TCLs de´pend exclusivement de
la se´mantique du contexte dans lequel ils apparaissent. Dans cette the`se, je soutiens
l’hypothe`se que cette approche n’est pas correcte. Je corrobore cette hypothe`se au
niveau du TCL, de ses valeurs se´mantiques, au niveau du contexte et pour chacune
des trois langues.
La liberte´ qui caracte´rise la distribution des TCLs indique que la classe des
TCLs ne doit plus eˆtre conside´re´e comme une classe a` part avec des termes qui ont
une distribution spe´ciale. Les TCLs sont, bien au contraire, des termes qui, comme
d’autres termes lexicaux, sont se´lectifs pour ce qui est du contexte dans lequel ils
apparaissent.
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Re´sume´ court franc¸ais/Short English summary
Choix Libre dans et hors Contexte:
Se´mantique et Distribution des Termes de Choix Libre en franc¸ais, grec et
anglais
Re´sume´ de the`se: Les Termes de Choix Libre (TCLs) ont souvent e´te´ analyse´s
comme des Termes a` Polarite´. On a souvent suppose´, de ce fait, que leur distri-
bution pouvait eˆtre analyse´e au moyen des conditions de le´gitimation ou d’anti-
le´gitimation. En m’appuyant sur des donne´es du franc¸ais, du grec et de l’anglais,
je soutiens l’hypothe`se que cette approche n’est pas correcte. Les TCLs ont une
se´mantique lexicale riche exprimant l’e´largissement, l’indiscrimination, l’indiffe´rence,
l’ignorance, l’indistinction et la de´pre´ciation. Puisque toutes les valeurs des TCLs
peuvent eˆtre pragmatiquement bloque´es dans tout contexte, je propose que la dis-
tribution des TCLs est entie`rement libre, sauf dans quelques cas ou` on a un blocage
se´mantique.
Free Choice in and out of Context:
Semantics and Distribution of French, Greek and English Free Choice Items
Abstract: It has often been argued that Free Choice Items (FCIs) are Polarity
Items. Consequently, we have analyzed FCI distribution in terms of the conditions
of licensing and anti-licensing. Based on French, Greek and English data, I defend
the hypothesis that this approach is not correct. FCIs have a very strong lexical
semantics. They express widening, indiscriminacy, indifference, ignorance, indis-
tinguishability and low-level. Since all the readings of FCIs can be pragmatically
blocked in all contexts, I propose that the distribution of FCIs is entirely free with
the exception of certain cases in which we have semantic blocking.
Mots-cle´s: Terme de choix libre, polarite´, inde´fini, de´fini, spe´cificite´, se´mantique
lexicale, pragmatique, alternatives, mondes possibles, quantification, indiscrimina-
tion, indiffe´rence, ignorance, de´pre´ciation, e´largissement, indistinction, typologie,
base de donne´es, e´tude trans-linguistique, franc¸ais, grec, anglais.
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